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and his
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ofSassacus.

Dear

Sir,

GROTON

is

miles,

and

along

the sound

on

a

township, lying

the sound about six

through the
wide, along

on

the Thames about twelve

or seven.

A

tract, extending

whole breadth of the

township, and
Thames, extending through the
whole length of the township, are rich and pleasant.
The re
mainder is generally very stony, difficult of cultivation, and to a
great extent forested. The soil of Groton is better fitted for
grass than for grain. Several of the farms are cultivated by ten
another,

a

mile

the

ants.

The inhabitants carry

on some commerce
upon the Thames,
immediately opposite to New-London ; and at
Packer's ferry on the Mystic; a mill-stream, which separates
Groton from Stonington. At each of these places there is a small
village. That, which was opposite to New-London, was princi
pally burnt by the British troops in Arnold's expedition. The
damage was estimated at $78,390. It is now chiefly re-built.
Throughout the rest of the township, plantations, thinly scatter
ed, are formed in many places. The grounds, which are suffi
ciently fertile and easy of cultivation to invite the hand of the

from the shore

are
every where taken up. The remainder seems destin
ed to continue in a forested state : for its surface is in a great

farmer,

measure

covered with rocks and stones.

Vol. III.

2
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The inhabitants of Groton have been more
of religion, than those of most other
a

long period

since

they

have had

a

places

generally regardless
It is

in Connecticut.

minister of the

Gospel

;

and

the last, a very worthy man, was obliged to leave them, for the
want of support.
This must have resulted from a general indis

position

to

The people are so nu
the worship of God.
they might support three ministers at least, without

support

merous, that

any inconvenience to themselves.*
exceptions to these remarks.
Groton

began

to be settled

soon

There

are some

honourable

after New-London, i.

e. soon

In
after the year 1648; but was not incorporated until 1705.
1756, it contained 2,532 whites, 179 blacks, and 158 Indians ; in
1774, 3,488 whites, 169 blacks ; and 191 Indians : in 1790, 3,946 ;

in 1800, 4,372 ; and, in 1810, 4,451.
Of the Indians (in the year 1770,) it is

said,

44

were

able to

read ; and 17 were members of the Christian church. The num
ber of these people is supposed now to be diminished by their

The

Aboriginal name of Groton was Mystic.
principal seat of the Pequods ; who oc
cupied New-London, Norwich, Lisbon, Bozrah, Franklin, Plainfield, Preston, Groton, Stonington, and most probably several
other townships : a tract, not far from thirty miles square.!
Un-

customary vices.
This

*

township

was

the

number of the inhabitants, as if
paragraph above was written,
long slumber, have embodied themselves in a congregation, built a
a
minister.
and
settled
The
church,
respectable
blessings usually flowing from
these measures, or more properly, following them, they have already began to real
rise
and
call
hereafter
children
will
them blessed.
and
their
up
ize,
Since the

a.

awaked out of a

t The Legislature of the Colony of Connecticut, in their answer to Heads of En
quiry relative to the state and condition of the Colony, signified by the Secretary of
"
The original title to the lands on which the
State July 5th, 1773, say, page 5th,
colony was first settled was, at the time the English came hither, in the Pequod na
tion of Indians, who were numerous and warlike. Their country extended from
Narrhagansett to Hudson River, and over all Long-Island. Sassacus, their Great
Sagamore, had under him twenty-six Sachems. He injuriously made war upon
the English, exercised despotic dominion over his subjects, and, with all his Sa
chems and people, were conquered, and made tributary to the English.
This ac
count of the territories of the Pequods must not be understood to denote the country
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der the command of several shrewd and brave

chiefs, these peo
ple rendered themselves very formidable to most of the inhabit
ants in Southern New-England.
Sassacus particularly, who was
their

principal Sachem, at the time when the Colonists arrived,
regarded by his neighbours, as well as by
peculiar awe, which is inspired by superiour
personal strength, activity, courage, and cunning. By most
of them he was considered as invincible ; and by all, as a singu
larly dangerous enemy. To those bodily endowments, which are
the great means of savage glory, he united a mind, possessed of
uncommon native
vigour, sagacity, and resolution ; and proved
his personal superiority by the most difficult exploits, and by the
successful conduct of many bold, military enterprises. For an
Indian, he was unquestionably a great man ; and had he been
born in an enlightened age and country, might perhaps have been
a Charles, or an Alexander.
Under his instruction, and by his
example, a number of his chiefs, also, had become intrepid and
sagacious warriours. Animated by this band of heroes, the Pe
quods had risen to the summit of glory ; and held among the South
ern tribes of
New-England, a station, scarcely less distinguished,
than that of the Iroquois, in the Western parts of New- York.
Sassacus, soon after the establishment of the first New-Eng
land Colonists, appears thoroughly to have comprehended the
danger, which, from this source, threatened his countrymen. He
beheld them gaining quiet possession of several important tracts
in the neighbourhood of his own territory, as well as others in
parts more remote. They erected houses, and fortresses ; built,
and navigated, vessels ; and exhibited a skill, and policy in gov
appears to have been
his subjects, with that

ernment ; to which he and his

countrymen had before been

stran

They possessed weapons, also, of a new and terrible kind ;
conveying death from an unexampled distance, and with a cergers.

which they actually inhabited, but that which they either subdued or awed into
subjection by the terror of their name."
Sassacus is here called their great Sagamore ; and is said to have had under
him twenty-six Sachems. These titles were, I think, mistaken by the Legislature.
Sachem, as far as I have been able to learn, denoted the chief ruler, and Sagamore
the subordinate.
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and extent of execution,

tainty

time, they appeared

same

come numerous

begun
ments,

were

to demand of the Indians
to which

they

had

flfever

an

adherence to their engage

been habituated ; to

regulate

rules ; and to construe treaties, on principles,
strict than savages had ever been obliged to admit.
To all

commerce
more

; and

pre-eminently alarming. At the
perfectly united ; had already be
continually increasing. They had also

to be

by

new

these

disagreeable things they added a kind of authority, in their
proposals, and requisitions, which savage independence could not
brook, and which savage pride, and resentment, were impatient
to

retribute.
This

haughty Indian seems to have been the first, who formed
politic design, afterwards executed by Philip, the son of Massasoit, of embarking all the Indians, in New-England, in a general
enterprise, for the purpose of driving the English Colonists out of
the country.
The design was undoubtedly conceived with the
soundest policy ; and, had Sassacus been able to carry it into com
plete execution, would probably have terminated in the entire
ruin of the Colonies.
But, happily for our ancestors, and for us,
there were at this time insuperable obstacles to a successful effort
of this nature.
Sassacus and his people were more dreaded by
all the neighbouring tribes, than were the English themselves.
They were hated, and envied, as well as dreaded. Every pro
posal to embark with them in any enterprise, was, therefore
considered by their neighbours as treacherously made, and
dangerously accepted. Those, from whom we have alreadyreceived injuries, and by whom we have been often alarmed
and distressed, are always regarded with more disgust and ter
A proffer of friendship and union from
ror, than new enemies.
such a source is always suspected, as intending concealed mis
chief: and, whatever advantages it may promise, it will be be
lieved to promise them only to those, by whom the proffer is
With such prepossessions against him and his people.
made.
Sassacus attempted, without success, to unite the surrounding na
tions in this enterprise.
They heard his proposals ; and seem in
several instances to have admitted their justice and propriety
the
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without
ous

opposition.

pretences,

But

13

they hesitated,

and

to embark with him in any

declined,

measure

for

on

vari

carrying

them into execution.

Even the Narrhagansetts, who greatly outnumbered the Pe
quods, regarded these people and their chief, (having often suf
fered from their prowess,) with such apprehension, that they
could never be brought to an open and determined adoption of
the design.
They were plainly bitter enemies of the English ;
and ardently wished for their extermination.
They also perfect
ly understood the policy and wisdom of the proposal ; and felt
The scheme
the force of the arguments, by which it was urged.
of attack was too evidently wise, and practicable, to fail of their
approbation. This was, to burn the houses, and destroy the cat
tle, of the English ; to ambush their roads ; to hang upon the skirts
of their settlements ; and to waste them away by continual loss,
alarm, discouragement, watching, and fatigue. Few as the Colo
nists were at that time, no other kind of warfare seems to have
been necessary, in order to break up their settlements. The
Narrhagansetts, however, were still reluctant to unite with their

mortal enemies

:

Massachusetts to

and,

Governour of
upon a proposal made by the
the treaty between them and the English,

renew

Miantonimoh, their chief Sachem, together with
nate chieftains, went to Boston ; and engaged

several subordi
in

a

peace with

hostile to the

Pequods.
Sassacus and his people, not discouraged by the disappoint
an intrepidity,
ment, persisted in their favourite design with
which, in a nation of Europe, would have commanded praise
the

English, openly

from the pen of every historian.
In the year 1634, Captains Stone and Norton, with eight men(
in a vessel from St. Christophers entered Connecticut river for

the purpose of trade, under the
and allies of the Pequods ; and

pilotage

of twelve Indians ; friends

by their pilots.
dispatched, while they were asleep.
Norton made a gallant defence ; but, having placed some pow
der in an open vessel, that he might load with the greater expedi
was so burned, as to be
tion, he accidentally set it on fire ; and
Stone and two of his

Vol. III.

were

men were

3

all murdered
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disabled from any farther effort.
act of
some

treachery and violence,
of their neighbours.

Sassacus and his
make

war

upon

men were

them,

The

was

plunder acquired by this
by the Pequods, and

shared

apprehensive, that the English would

to avenge the death of Stone and his

com

panions ; and; being imperfectly prepared for such an event, at
tempted to avert the blow by negociation. Accordingly they
sent an ordinary warriour to Boston, with proposals to the GovThe mes
ernour of Massachusetts, of
peace and reconciliation.
senger was not received ; and was informed, that men of superiour
distinction must be employed by the Pequods, if they expected
any attention to their propositions.
Accordingly, they dispatched
two envoys of higher rank, with a present, to accomplish their
purpose. The only terms, which they could obtain, were, that
they must deliver up the murderers. They replied, that the
murderers were all dead, except two ; whom they were willing
to deliver up, if they should be found guilty.
They also offered
several other conditions ; particularly to yield their right to Con
necticut river, and its neighbourhood, to the English.
The trea
ty was at length ratified upon these terms ; and the English agreed
to trade with them

as

friends.

After the treaty was signed, the messengers returned home :
but the Pequods never fulfilled any of their engagements. The
truth was : they had entered into them, merely because the Dutch
and the

Narrhagansetts, were prosecuting a war with them : and
they thought it not safe to make new enemies.
In the year 1635, John Oldham, an inhabitant of Dorchester
who had been trading in Connecticut, was murdered in the
neigh
bourhood of Block Island, by some of its Indian inhabitants to
gether with several of the Narrhagansetts. A Mr. Gallup who
was sailing from Connecticut to Boston,
passing by Oldham's ves
sel,

saw a

number of Indians

on

board ; and

a

number of others

going from it in a canoe with a load of English goods. Suspect
ing the cause, he hailed them ; and, receiving no answer, steered
immediately for Oldham's vessel. With only one man and two
boys, he attacked them so briskly, that he instantly cleared the
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He then
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upon Oldham's vessel three several times ;
and gave it such severe
shocks, that six of the Indians at one time,
and five at another,
He then
leaped overboard, and
ran

perished.

boarded the vessel, bound

two of the Indians ; took out Oldham's

corpse, together with the remaining furniture and goods ; and
took the vessel in tow.
The corpse he buried. The wind, how
ever,

soon

obliged

him to set the vessel adrift ; and she was lost.
was
obliged to throw overboard ; the other

One of the Indians he
he

conveyed to Boston. Several of the murderers of Oldham
to the Pequods ; and were
protected by them.
The Narrhagansetts early, and sedulously, offered such satis
faction for their share in this treacherous business, as was ulti
mately accepted by the government of Massachusetts Bay.
In 1 636, Capt. Endicot was sent by this government to
avenge
these injuries upon the Pequods, and the inhabitants of Block Isl
and.
This party ravaged Block Island, by destroying the corn,
fled

canoes, and weekwams ; made

an

ineffectual effort of

a

similar

nature upon the

Pequods ; and then returned home, without hav
ing accomplished any object of importance.
The Pequods, who before hated the English, now despised
them ; and began their hostilities with vigour.
They attacked
Capt. Underhill, and twenty men, destined to reinforce the gar
rison at Saybrook, as he was lying in the harbour of New-Lon
don ; took successively, and tortured several of the men, and kill
ed several others ; waylaid the inhabitants of Saybrook, when
about their ordinary business ; surrounded the fort with a kind
of seige ; and destroyed every thing valuable in its neighbour
hood. In the spring of the succeeding year, renewing their at
tacks with still greater activity, they killed four men at Saybrook,
and

a

fifth in the river.

Two

others,

taken at the

same

time,

manner, till they died.
they
Another party of them killed six men, and three women, at Wethersfield ; and captivated two girls. In consequence of these rav

tortured in the most

excrutiating

ages, the Government of Connecticut,
diction comprised only three towns ;

Wethersfield, determined

to attack the

although the whole juris
Windsor, Hartford, and
Pequods in earnest; and
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for this purpose.

Massachusetts, at the same
Plymouth forty, to
The little army of Connecticut, joined by sev
their assistance.
enty Mohegans, fell down the river on Wednesday, the 10th of
May, under the command of Capt. John Mason : a man, who
The Mohegans were head
was both born, and bred, a soldier.
ed by Uncas, a Sachem extensively celebrated in the history of
New-England. The movement of their little fleet was so slow,
On their march
that the Mohegans requested to be set on shore.
towards Saybrook they fell in with a body of the Pequods, of
This man,
whom they killed seven, and took one a prisoner.
having been concerned in all the treacheries, and murders, of his
^nation for a length of time, was claimed by Uncas, to be put to
death in the Indian manner ; and expired under the inflictions of
raised

ninety

men

to send two hundred men, and

time, engaged

savage torture.

Mason, although directed to proceed immediately to New-Lon
don, judged it best, (and brought his officers into the same opin

ion,)

sail to

to

Narrhagansett Bay,

assistance, of Miantonimoh,
Miantonimoh

English

but he

:

Commander

to attack the

to furnish

was

hardly

the friendship', and
neutrality. He found

secure

reluctance,

induced to

to

coincide

that the
in earnest, in his avowed determination
Their number he considered as too small

was

Pequods.

even a

and

at least his

without much

disposed,

with his wishes

or

remote

believe,

prospect of

success.
However, when
proceed, he sent two hundred of the
Narrhagansetts along with him. They marched that day Wednes
day, May 24th, to Charlestown ;* and were joined the next mor
ning by almost two hundred more : partly Narrhagansetts ; and
partly Eastern Nahantics; who boasted much of the gallantry
which they intended to display in fighting the Pequods. But up

Mason resolved to

he

saw

on

approaching

really
were

nearer

determined
so

to the enemy, and

on an

disheartened,

attack,

that

a

they

finding Capt. Mason

considerable number of them
left the army, and

home.
*

In the State of Rhode-Island.

returned
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The

original design

of Mason had been to attack the
The desertion

which Sassacus himself resided.*

was

fort, in

occasioned

by the notification of this purpose to the Indians ; all of whom
trembled at his formidable name; and seem to have imagined,
no
attempt against him could be attended
Upon inquiry, Capt. Mason found after a march

that

further, that
time he

he

was

twelve miles from the

spot.

with

success.

of three miles
At the

same

assured, that the other fort of the Pequods was near
He determined, therefore, to make this the object of his

was

at hand.

first assault ;
and sent out

and, having
an

ordered his

Indian to

satisfaction,

that his enemies had not

but

a

were

in

state of

men

to rest for the

reconnoitre, discovered
even

with

suspected

no

his

night,
small

arrival,

perfect security.
day, his little

army began their march,
expected fortress ; and came in sight of it at day-break.
The Indians immediately vanished.
Uncas however, and Wequash, a Pequod chief who had suffered several indignities from
the imperiousness of Sassacus, at length reappeared ; and apolo
gized for the flight of their followers; alleging, as their excuse, the
terror, with which they regarded these enemies. Mason ordered
About two hours before

for the

them to collect their countrymen, and encompass the fort at what
ever distance
they pleased ; that they might see whether English

fight. They obeyed. Mason, with one division of
troops, attempted the Eastern entrance of the palisade: while

men

his

would

Underbill,

It
with the other division, marched to the Western.
on Mystic river :

will be proper to observe, that the fort stood
the boundary between Stonington, and Groton.

by the barking of a dog, when
palisade ; and, while the In
dians were betaking themselves to their arms, poured a general
discharge of their muskets through the interstices. Mason, find
ing the Eastern entrance small, and difficult to be carried, hasten
ed round to the Southern one, which was sufficiently large, and
secured only by two small boughs. These he and his Lieutenant
instantly removed ; and entered the fortress : the men crowding
The

they

*

English

were

were

within

a

discovered

few rods of the

This stood not far from the

Thames,

a

few miles above the

ferry.
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closely

behind them.

The

Pequods fought with great resolution;

had been driven from the open ground, secured
themselves in the numerous weekwams, enclosed within the pal
Hence
isade.
the
incessantly, without be

and, after they

they annoyed

English

Wearied with this inconvenient and fruitless mode
of attack, Mason ordered his men to set the weekwams on fire ;

ing

visible.

a brand, became their
example. At this moment an
pointed an arrow against him ; and would have killed him
instantly, had not a sergeant, named Davis, cut the bow-string.
The fire spread among the dry boughs, and foliage, with which
the weekwams were covered, with furious rapidity; and speedily
The English immedi
involved them in a general conflagration.
ately retired without the fort. The Pequods, following them in
order to escape from the flames, were slain by the English, or by
their Indian allies; who, having assumed sufficient resolution to
become witnesses of the conflict, had formed themselves in a cir
cle without the English.
The destruction was very great. Seven only of the Pequods
escaped ; and only seven more were made prisoners. Between
five and six hundred are supposed to have fallen : of whom one
hundred and forty were, in the opinion of Capt. Mason, shot from
the top of the palisade, whither they had climbed to avoid the fu
The English had originally determined not to
ry of the flames.
burn the fort; but, when they found themselves assailed from the
weekwams by an enemy, who could neither be met, nor seen,
they resorted to this, as a desperate and indispensable measure.
When the victory was finished; after some little desultory skirmish
ing with other parties of the Pequods, who made an appearance of
attacking them, but fled as soon as they approached, the English
embarked on board their vessels, which providentially came into
the harbour just at the time, when the army, wearied by so much
excessive fatigue, impatiently wished for their arrival. Within
three weeks from the commencement of the expedition, they ar
rived at Hartford, with the loss of two men killed, and sixteen
wounded. Their Indian allies, also, returned to their respective

and, seizing
Indian

homes.
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marked

by man, have been more strongly
projection, or with superiour courage, and
conduct, in the execution. Every step appears to have been di
rected by that spirit, and prudence, which mankind have, with
one voice,
regarded with admiration and applause in the states
The Pequods were wholly the aggressors ;
man, and the hero.
and, however we may approve of the policy, with which they
proposed to exterminate the English, we cannot fail to remem
ber, that the English had entered peaceably into the country, and
purchased the possessions at a fair price, of the lawful proprie
tors.
Ninety men undertook, and accomplished, this desperate
enterprize against an enemy, commanding probably not less than
one thousand or fifteen hundred warriours ; the most resolute,
and successful, in New-England ; the terror, and the scourge, of
all the surrounding nations ; headed by a chief, unrivalled in his
sagacity and success, and possessed of every military endow
ment, and of all the skill and address, attainable by savages.
When the news was carried to Sassacus, it produced a tem
pest of conflicting passions in the minds of his people, and their
chieftains. Regret for the loss of their countrymen, and resent
ment against him, as the author of their calamities, enraged them
to such a degree, that they were on the point of putting him to
His friends, however, interceded for him powerfully;
death.
But the terror, produced by their late
and finally saved his life.
disaster, agitated them into a frenzy. Instead of waiting for an
other attack, they set fire to their weekwams, and to the great
fortress of Sassacus ; and fled in different directions. Sassacus,
together with some of his chiefs, and about seventy followers,
went to the Iroquois.
The principal part of the nation were dis
persed in the countries, Westward of Connecticut river. The
greatest body of them directed their course by a winding route
to Fairfield; where they were received, and secreted, by a tribe,
The
who were natives of the place, and were called Unquowas.
principal fortress of these people was in a swamp, on the border
of the Sound, about two miles Westward of the town of Fairfield,
with wisdom in the
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and about a quarter of a mile Eastward of Sasco river ; lying im
mediately South of the old post road to New- York.*
Capt. Stoughton, with a body of men from Massachusetts, arri
ving speedily after the flight of the Pequods, determined to pur
sue them; and,
having providentially discovered the place of
their retreat, marched directly thither.
Here he was soon join
ed by Mason, with forty men from Hartford.
On the arrival of
the English in the neighbourhood of the swamp, a part of them,
advancing eagerly, sunk so deep into the mire, that, being instant
ly attacked by the Indians, they were very near being destroyed ;
and several of them were badly wounded, before a sufficient num
ber of their friends could

come

to their

rescue.

The Indians then

requesting a parley, it was granted ; and Thomas Stanton was sent
by the English to propose to them terms of surrender ; and par
ticularly, to proffer life to such Indians, as had not been concern
ed in murdering the English.
The chief of the Unquowas, with
his family, and people to the amount of about two hundred, glad
ly accepted of these terms ; and immediately left the fort. Stan
ton was sent a second time, to renew the proffer to the rest.
These, who were either chiefly, or wholly, Pequods, received the
proposals with disdain; Stanton fled for his life. The Indians
pursued him with their arrows so vigorously, that, had not his
friends hastened to

rescue

him,

he would have been killed.

proof of determined hostility, the Euglish resolved to
surround the fort at a nearer distance, by cutting a passage
through
Here they formed a circle; the men
the swamp.
placing them
Upon

this

selves at the distance of twelve feet from each other ; and in this
manner completely enclosed their enemies.
Towards
a

morning

Sound, and covered the swamp. A con
siderable number of the enemy took this opportunity to make
their escape ; which, after several unsuccessful
ac

thick

fog

arose

from the

attempts, they
complished by breaking through a quadrant of the circle, com
manded by Captain Patrick. A considerable number more were
killed in several attacks during the night : and in the
morning
one hundred and eighty were taken prisoners.
These were di*

The present

turnpike road to

New- York passes

through this

swamp.
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vided between the Massachusetts and Connecticut
troops. The
people of Massachusetts sent several of the women and children
to Bermuda ; and sold them as slaves.
The wife of Mononotto,
the second in rank among the
Pequod Chiefs, was one of the cap
tives.
This woman had been
formerly distinguished by a pe

culiar attachment to the two

Wethersfield.

girls,

taken

by

her

countrymen

at

She and her children Were recommended to the

particular favour of Governour Winthrop ; and were received,
treated, by him with a kindness and generosity, wholly be
coming his character. The remainder of the nation, exclusively
of those who "bad fled, and who
probably were numerous, amount
and

ed to two hundred ; beside

hundred

women

and children.

Of these

one

given to Uncas; eighty to Miantonimoh; and
twenty to Ninnigret, another sachem of the Narrhagansetts ; to be
incorporated among their own people.*
Sassacus was soon after killed by the Mohawks ; and his scalp
sent to

were

Connecticut.

Mononotto made his escape.
a few weeks was a tribe of Indians

Thus within the compass, of

exterminated, who, according
*

to the tradition of the

The

country,

had

Legislature of Connecticut in the answers above referred to, say, " The
war
(with the Pequods) being ended, considerations and settlements were made
with such sachems and people as remained, who came in and received to their full
contentment and satisfaction, and have at all times since been used and treated with
justice and humanity. No grants are made by the General Assembly before the In
dian title is purchased agreeable to the right of preemption granted by royal charter
to the Governour and Company of this Colony.
Extractfrom the Records of Connecticut. " Joseph Nyouke, a Pequod, presented a
petition in behalf of himself and other Pequod Indians in Groton, concerning the
land reserved for that tribe in Groton, one half of which had by permission of the
General Assembly been divided into fifty-acre lots. This property had been misused
by the whites to whom it had been leased. A committee was granted on this peti
tion May 1750."
From this extract, which I have taken the liberty to abbreviate, it is evident that
the Legislature of Connecticut from the conquest of the Pequods, reserved for them
by law a considerable tract of land for their maintenance, and superintended their
interests with the same attention which was paid to those of the white inhabitants of
the colony. This is a decisive instance of the justice, and of the humanity also, with
which the Indians were treated by the early colonists of New-England, and which
has been continued to the

Vol. III.

present time.
4
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region at a great distance ; fought their way
intervening tribes to the Ocean ; planted them
selves in the tracts, which they had conquered ; and awed, with a
general and indeterminate controul, all the nations in their neigh
bourhood.
This tribe, apparently superiour in their understand
ing tb other savages, and possessed of loftier and more extensive
come

from

through

views,

an

inland

all the

was so

far annihilated

ernment, and without

as

to be thenceforth without

a

It is not easy to travel

gov

through
the country, where they formerly resided, or to pass by the field,
in which they were finally overthrown, without indulging many
solemn and melancholy reflections.
The conquest of the Pequods filled the Indians of New-England
with astonishment and terror.
In the emphatical language of
Revelation, the land, like that of Israel, under the government of
Othniel, after the victory over the king of Mesopotamia, had
rest forty years."
I am, Sir, yours, &c.
a name.

"
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Stonington

; cultivated

partly by tenantsIndians

still

remaining

here Their de

graded character

and situation The perfection to which man arrives in a state
General observations upon the remnants of the Indian tribes now found
in New-England Means of
effecting their civilization.
of nature

Dear Sir,
After

the

crossing

Mystic,

we

entered

Stonington.

The face

of the

country became immediately better : and, though rough
stony to a considerable degree, was formed of easy and beau

and
tiful

slopes, levels

of considerable extent, and

finely rounded

emi

The prospects were generally pleasant, and in several
instances superiour. The soil also was rich, and almost every where
nences.

well-cultivated.

township,
with

a

This

which is

one

description is applicable to most of the
of the largest in Connecticut ; extending

breadth of about six

miles,

not less than

sixteen, from

the

Beside grass, it yields maize, oats, bar
well. Wheat is cultivated in small quanti

Sound into the interiour.*

ley, and rye, remarkably
This is in part
ties : and grows luxuriantly ; but is often blasted.
attributed to the exuberant vegetation of grass; which, when ap
parently destroyed by the plough, springs up from the seed, and
Flax
choaks the wheat at the time when the kernel is forming.
formerly grew well ; but lately has been blasted also ; probably
from

and

some

are so

defect in the mode of culture. Orchards abound here;
become con
prosperous, that apples, and cider, have

siderable articles of commerce. In the Southern half of the town

ship

wood is scarce, and dear : in the Northern, it is sufficiently
The hills constitute almost the whole surface ; and

abundant.

altogether the best land. The vallies, which are usually nar
rough, present to the eye a confused mass of stones and
rocks, apparently rolled together from the hills by some violent
are

row, and

convulsion.

township, are found, on the summits of
fifty places, single, large rocks, lying loose on the

Within the limits of this

hills,
*

in about

was taken, Stonington has
North-Stonington.

Since this journey

second named

been divided into two

townships :

the
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surface of other rocks, imbedded in the earth. One particularly,
in the Southern part of the township, is raised up from the sur
face

on

three

stones, about twelve

or

fifteen inches in diameter.

The diameter of the rock itself is about fifteen feet.

when, it

was

thus

placed,

How,

or

is unknown ; and has hitherto baffled

conjecture.
The farms in this
acres

each.

township

contain from

Almost half of them

are

sixty

to three hundred

cultivated

by

A

tenants.

great part of these are poor people from Rhode-Island ; who make
Stonington their half-way house, in their progress towards the
new

settlements.

hard

on a

sterile

tence, they

Accustomed from their childhood to labour
and to live on very scanty means of subsis
with their families to the rich lands of
Stoning

soil,

come

ton, and take small farms,
with the most assiduous

or
parts of farms, upon lease. Here,
industry, aud a minute frugality, they
enough to purchase farms in the wilder

gradually amass money
ness.
They then leave their habitations to successors from the
same State, who
regularly follow them in the same track. In this
manner a considerable
part of the inhabitants of this towship are
almost annually
changed. It is however to be observed, that
some of the
Stonington people lease their own farms, and hire,
and cultivate others, which are
larger.
The rents of these farms

are

from

per annum ; paid usually in their
number of instances in cheese

one

to

seven

produce,

hundred dollars

and in the

greater

only. Of this commodity 370,000
pounds are annually exported from this township. Seventeen
thousand pounds have been made in a
year on the lands of Mr.
Denison; the gentleman with whom we lodged. The mode in
which each farm is to be
managed by the tenant, is regularly des
cribed with minute exactness in the lease.
I have mentioned this subject thus
a

great

measure

peculiar

to this

spot.

particularly because it
There are,
indeed,

"

is

several

instances, in which farms are taken upon lease in Groton- and
solitary instances, the same thing exists in other places but the
are
probably more cases of this nature in Stonington, than can b
found elsewhere in a third part of the State.
'
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navigation on the Paukatuc; a third,

villages

another at the head of

four miles

further up the

fourth
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same

Mill

stream, called

Town ;

Stonington Point. The population in these vil
lages is increasing : in the rest of the township it is at a stand.
The houses are, generally, good farmers' dwellings. The villa
a

are

ges

on

built in

Stonington

a

neat

Point is

and, where widest,

a

manner.
a

semi-ellipsis,

fourth of

a

a

tre, the surface declines every way, with
the shore. It is
wise
and

third of

a

mile in

length ;

From the

mile in breadth.

cen

easy, arched slope, to
encumbered with rocks ; but is other

disagreeably

an

handsome, and pleasant. The houses, about one hundred
seventy in number, are neat in their appearance, and their

appendages. There are two churches on
a
Baptist ; both new, and good.

the Point ;

a

Presbyte

rian, and

The Point is accommodated with two harbours.

Western side has

That

on

the

bold shore ; is sufficiently deep for vessels, un
der two hundred and fifty tons, to load at the wharves ; and is
a

safe from all winds, except the South-West ; and in the upper
parts even from that. The wharves are built of stone, and are in

good
*

order.*

The following letter is
late war;

an

by the squadron

official account of

an

under Commodore

abortive

Hardy,

attempt

to burn the

made

daring the
borough of Ston

ington.
"
"
"

Sir

Stonington

To the Hon. William H.

The former

Secretary of

War

Borough, Aug. 21st,

1815.

Crawford, Secretary of War.
put into my

care,

as

chairman of the

com

defence, the two eighteen pounders, and all the munitions of war that
were here belonging to the general government, to be used for the defence of the
town ; and I gave my receipt for the same.
As there is no military officer here, it becomes my duty to inform you of the use we
have made of it. That on the 9th of August last, the Ramilies seventy-four, the
Pactolus forty-four, the Terror bomb-ship, and the Despatch twenty gun brig, an
chored off our harbour. Commodore Hardy sent off a boat with a flag : we met him
with another from the shore, when the officer of the flag handed me a note from Com
modore Hardy informing me that one hour was given the unoffending inhabitants,
mittee of

before the town would be

destroyed.

We returned to the shore where all the male inhabitants

read the note aloud.

extremity,

and if it

They

was

all exclaimed

destroyed they

were

they would defend

collected, when. 1
place to the last

the

would be buried inits ruins.
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Mystic river is a good harbour for vessels of not more than
sixty tons : but they are loaded a mile and a half below the
settlement, at Packer's ferry. Paukatuck has a crooked chan
nel, admitting small vessels only. Even these are loaded at
a considerable distance below the bridge.
Those, which are
larger, take in their lading at Stonington Point ; appropriately cal
led the Port.

fifty vessels, (coasters, fishermen, and oth
Stonington. The Cod fishery is by far the most
profitable business done here. It is chiefly carried on at Green
Island, and the straits of Belleisle ; and has been uniformly pros
The West-Indian business has been generally unprosperous.
Between

ers,)

are

forty

and

owned in

perous.
A considerable number of Indians reside in this

township,

also ;

Hill, in the
spot in this
in weekwams ; and others, in
at the best small, ragged, and

and possess a tract of land, on and about Lanthern
Northern part of the township, and the most elevated

region.

Here

some

houses, resembling
We

staff,

repaired

to

a

of them live

poor

small

cottages

battery

we

;

had hove up, nailed

our

colours to the

flag

while others lined the shore with their muskets.

At about

off five

in the

and

launch

barges
large
evening they put
carrying
thirty -two to nine pound carronades in their bows, and opened their fire from
shipping with bombs, carcasses, rockets, round grape and cannister shot, and
seven

a

from
the

sent their boats to land under

cover

of their fire.

We let them

come

within small

grape distance, when we opened our fire upon them from our two eighteen pounders
with round and grape shot. They soon retreated out of grape distance, and attempt
a
landing on the East side of the village. We dragged a six pounder that we had
mounted, over, and met them with grape ; and all our muskets opened a fire upon
them, so that they were willing to retreat the second time. They continued their
fire till eleven at night.
The next morning, the brig Despatch anchored within pistol shot of our
battery ;
and they sent five barges and two large launches to land under cover of their whole
Nimrod
fire (being joined by the
twenty gun brig.) When the boats approached
within grape distance, we opened our fire upon them with round and grape shot ;
the
East side of the town. We checked them with
retreated
and
came
round
they
our six pounder, and muskets, till we dragged over one of our
eighteen pounders.
We put in a round shot, and about forty or fifty pounds of grape-, and placed it in the
centre of their boats, as they were rowing up in a line and firing on us ; we tore one
of their barges all in pieces, so that two, one on each side, had to lash her up to
keep
her from sinking. They retreated out of grape distance, and we turned our fire upon

ed
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the farms of the white inhabit

unhealthy. Others, still,
houses, built purposely for them ; and pay their rent by
daily labour. Two thirds of them are supposed to be contained
in the Indian families ; the remaining third are employed in the
live

on

ants in

service of the farmers.
the

lands,

cannot be

One half of the former division live

reserved for them.

disposed

These

are

on

held in fee

of without the consent of the

simple; and
Legislature, or

of the Overseer.

The whole

body of these Indians are a poor, degraded, misera
beings. The former, proud, heroic spirit of the Pe
quod, terrible even to other proud heroic spirits around him, is
shrunk into the tameness and torpor of reasoning brutism.
All
the vice of the original is left. All its energy has vanished. They
are
lazy in the extreme ; and never labour, unless compelled by
necessity. Nor are they less prodigal than lazy. The earnings
of a year, hardly as they are acquired, they will spend in a day,
without a thought of the morrow. Wherever they can obtain cred
it, they involve themselves in debt ; and never dream of paying
their debts, unless under the iron hand of law.
Thieves they are
ble

race

of

brig, and expended all our cartriges but five, which we reserved for the boats if
they made another attempt to land. We then lay four hours without being able to
annoy the enemy in the least except from muskets on the brig, while the fire of their
whole fleet was directed against our buildings. After the third express to New-Lon
don, some fixed ammunition arrived: we then turned our cannon on the brig, and
the

she

soon

cut her cable and drifted out.

weighed and anchored nearly out of reach of our shot, and
day to bombard the town.
They set the buildings on fire in more than twenty places ; and we as often put
them out. In the three days bombardment they sent on shore more than sixty tons
of metal, and strange to tell, wounded only one man, since dead. We have picked
up fifteen tons, including some that was taken up out of the water, and the three an
The whole fleet then

continued this and the next

chors that

we

got.

board out of the

We took up and buried four poor fellows that

were

hove

over

sinking barge.

Since peace, the officers of the Despatch brig have been on shore here. They
had twenty-one killed, and fifty badly wounded ; and further say,

acknowledge they

struck, for they were in a
directly into the harbour. All
the shot suitable for the cannon we have reserved. We have now more eighteen
pound shot than was sent us by government. We have put the two cannon into the
arsenal, and housed all the munitions of war."
had

we

sinking

continued

our

fire any

longer they should

condition ; for the wind blew South- West

have
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of course ; but have too little enterprise to steal any thing of im
portance. It is hardly necessary to observe, that they are liars.

They have no such thing among them as marriage ; but cohabit
without ceremony, or covenant; and desert each other at pleas
Their children, when young, they place in English families,
ure.
as

servants.

In the earlier

parts

of life these children

frequently

when grown up, throw off all that is respecta
ble in their character, and sink to the level of their relatives.

behave

well; but,

Some of

them,

as labourers, and servants, are tolera
conviction, that they cannot safely be in

when hired

industrious ; from a
The rest, and
dolent.

bly

even

these when not

employed,

doze

To strong drink their
away life in uniform sloth and stupidity.
devotion is complete; and for ardent spirits, or cider, they will

part

with every thing, which they possess.
Generally, they are
when sick, seem in a great measure to be beyond

healthy; but,

the reach of medicine.

naked,

Those, who

live

by themselves,

are

half-

and often half-starved.

a
savage state, spent life chiefly in roving; but
pursuit of the deer, the bear, the wolf, or his enemy.
A high sense of glory, an ardent passion for achievement, a proud
consciousness of independence, and a masculine spirit of exertion
He had customa
were the prominent features of his character.
rily an object before him; in his view, great, useful, and honoura
ble. He had, therefore, powerful motives to rouse his faculties

The Indian, in

he roved in

into action.

When he had not, he either spent his time in vio

gambling, in which, like the polished adventurers of civilized
society, he hazarded, and lost his all ; even his blanket and his
gun ; or, when he could not gamble, dozed away life in precisely
the same paralytic inactivity, which is so remarkable in his tamed
lent

countrymen.
The Indian of the latter character lounges; saunters; gets drunk;
can fiud food ; and lies down to
sleep under the

eats, when he

Without any present or future object in view,
proposing any advantage to himself, or feeling any inter
est in what is proposed by others, he leads the life, not of a man,
but of a snail ; and is rather a moving vegetable, than a rational
being.

nearest fence.

without
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To these remarks there

exceptions. The women,
at times, a degree of that
remarkable, and universal, among such as
are some

who live in

English families, retain,

fondness for

dress,

still continue in

so
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Those who are educated in
savage state.
these families, are often seen at church. A small number also,
of both men and women, are reputed to be honest; and are, there

fore, safely

a

believed to merit this character.

But the most remarkable

exception is the following : at the
an
aged Indian, who possesses
a considerable share of
understanding. This man, for a series
of years, has occasionally preached to them ; and is said to give
them useful exhortations. At times, they very generally assem
ble to hear his discourses; and hold him in much respect: a
strong proof, that human nature in its lowest degradation of ig
norance, and vice, feels irresistibly the distinction between worth
and the want of it, and renders, almost instinctively, its homage
settlement above mentioned lives

to virtue.

If any thing is
ancholy picture,
rising generation

necessary to complete the miserable and mel
it is this additional feature; that not one of the

appears to

aim,

even

remotely,

at any

higher

character.
You
is

have, here, an account of that very state of society, which
and extolled, by Godwin, as the perfection of man.

prefered,

nearly as possible, are without the re
religion. At the same time they are
free in the fullest sense. No private individual possesses, or ex
ercises, any power to control their conduct; and the Government
of Connecticut, either from despair of doing them any good, or
from the unwillingness of its magistrates to execute law among
these people, seems, in a manner which I cannot justify, to have
resigned them to the dictates of their own passions and appetites.
Flagrant breaches of law would undoubtedly be punished in them
as in others.
At least, such as respected property, life, or limb.
But few or no exertions have for a long time been made to re
Here the human race,

as

straint of

or

biw, morals,

strain their commission of inferiour crimes ; and to these crimes
alone do they appear at present to have any strong propensity ;
Vol. III.

5
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i.

e. as

sidered

they estimate crimes ; for lewdness seems not to be con
by them as criminal. Ordinarily, they do just what they

please.
Promiscuous concubinage also, Godwin's great and favourite
step towards perfection, they practice in the most unlimited man
are
they less perfectly possessed of his other two es
ingredients in the constitution of his happy society. Why
then are they not perfect and happy ?
There are two great reasons to be assigned as an answer to
this question, both of which have escaped this hoodwinked phi
losopher. The first is, that human depravity, or, in other words,
sin, has no tendency to make a happy society; but, among all in
telligent beings, will always render the social state unhappy, in
The other is,
exact proportion to the degree in which it exists.
that labour is the only source of those enjoyments, which make
up what Godwin calls happiness, and, that without the dominion
of law, which alone secures to man the benefit of his efforts, no
human being will labour.
Godwin, and his associates, feel as if
themselves should be happier if they were freed from the re
straints which I have mentioned ; not mistrusting, that without
them, others, enjoying the same licentiousness of disposition, and
the same impunity in indulging it, would plunder them of liberty,
property, and life. Equally are they insensible, that without the
protection of law none would labour, and no part of those enjoy
ments, on which they riot, be brought into existence. Without
law, religion, and morals, they might, indeed, be fornicators, and
adulterers, thieves and assassins; but they would be beggars and
vagabonds. The very wickedness, which prompted Godwin to
ner.

Nor

sential

write his books, and which he has

poured out upon almost every
page with a portentous turpitude, would render all around him as
hostile to him, as he is to religion, morals, and government ; and
his

make whatever he

thought

tice and

In addition to all

cruelty.

calculations of

own

of his

rights
this,

the tennis-ball of

injus

and in defiance of the

sa

pretended answerers, population
instead of being increased would rapidly decay. These Indians
have continually declined in their numbers, notwithstanding their

gacious

one
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their cohabitation with the blacks.

Where the fruits of

no

has

children to labour for ;

acknowledged

the wish of

possessed
bour.

ings

man's labour

secured ; where

a

who is

willing

no

man

will la

industrious, seeing all his earn
prey of strangers and enemies, of

to be

destined to become the

villainy,

no man

where, according to
a known father, and

every child is without
casual instead of a family name,

Godwin,

of

He,

sloth and

are

will retire from the

hopeless pursuit

with dis

dain, and consent to starve with the multitude, rather than toil
for wretches, whom it must he difficult not.to hate, and impossible
not to despise.
What a pity it is, that Godwin, and all who rel
ish his doctrines, should, not obtain the privilege of sharing in the

dignity

and

happiness, enjoyed

in this state of human

perfection.

great calamity, experienced by these Indians, and by all
other people in the like circumstances, is this : Within the hori
zon of their
thought not a single motive arises, not a single in
ducement is visible, which might awaken their dozing energy, or
prompt them to any useful effort. Man, without motives to ex
ertion, is a beast or a log ; with them he can become an Alfred
The

or a

Paul.

But the motives must be such

as

he is fitted to feel ;

greater exertions in their behalf than those
which have hitherto been made, will never feel, nor even com
prehend, such motives as influence civilized man. The great
hindrance to their improvement does not lie, as some dreaming
and

Indians,

without

supposed, in the inferiority of their
natively of the same structure with
those of Frenchmen, or Englishmen.
This position is complete
ly proved by the fact, that the children of Americans, English
men, Scotchmen, Irishmen, Dutchmen, and Frenchmen, when
captivated by them in early life, become mere Indians, distin
guishable in nothing, except a small difference of colour, from

European philosophers

minds.

Their minds

the native savages.

have

are

Not

one

of them

ever

discovered half the

capacity, or rose to half the distinction, which the history writ
ten by white men records of Miantonimoh, Philip, Sassacus, Un
cas, or the great Hendrick.
Nay, the Canadian descendants of
the French

peasantry

are

many of them inferiour in every

res-
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philosophy of Buffon, therefore, of
concerning this subject would have
been better spared : for it is unsupported even by the shadow of
The real cause of all this degradation in the
a reason, or a fact.
Indian, is the want of such motives to exertion, as he is prepared
to feel, within the view of his mind.
The only cause of human
pect

to the

The

aborigines.

D'Pauw and various others

also, is the existence of such motives. Where noth
to action, nothing will be done ; where sufficient in
ducements are presented, every thing will be done, which is with
in the grasp of human power.
When motives cease to operate
and excite, man will lounge away life ; saunter from place to
distinction

ing prompts

without

place

himself upon

weekwam;

or

When motives
oceans

the

knowing why ;

a

stone ; smoke

stretch himself
arouse

to discover

whale;

him to

dress himself in

through
to sleep

the

day

a

blanket ; seat

at the door of

under the nearest

exertion,

he will

cross

a

hedge.

unknown

countries ; coast the polar ice to attack
ascend the Andes to measure the equatorial latitude ;
new

ransack the bowels of the earth to

enlarge

alogy ; imprison himself in a cell
palm of eloquence ; face the fangs

for

the science of miner

years to obtain the
of the catamount, or the tiger.
to be called the best huntsman ; toil
through life to accumulate
an inheritance for his children ; or
fight battles, or slaughter mill

ions,

to wreath upon his brow the

ficient motives

expend
ity, the

also,

he will resist

seven

garland of triumph.
temptation ; subdue

With suf
his lusts ;

his substance ; and yield his life for the cause of Christian
salvation of men, and the glory of the Redeemer.

when passing from savage
ferocity into quiet life
transmigration with the most unfavourable circum
All the considerations, by which he was
stances.
formerly influ
enced, are cut off; and no new ones are introduced to his view.
War and hunting, wisdom in council and eloquence in debate
the only objects of his former ambition, and the sources of all his
former glory, vanish at once. To them nothing succeeds which
presents him a single allurement. He hates labour, and is there
fore poor. But among civilized people, poverty is, in the com
mon
opinion, only another name for disgrace. For reflection and

The

Indian,

undergoes

this
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is

utterly unqualified; from the want not of capacity, but
of inclination.
Labour and thought, therefore, being both odious,
and in his view contemptible, he is at the outset
precluded from
attempting either. But with these, all motives, which prompt to
any exertion in civilized life, are inseparably connected. Hence
his mind is left to the government of instinct, and the remaining in
fluence of his former habits.
the state of

brute

more

In this

manner

he sinks down to

animal ; and in his mode of life resembles a
man.
Ardent spirits in this case vary the dull

a mere

than

a

of his

feelings with a pleasure, derived from nothing else,
and therefore peculiarly agreeable.
The pool, sluggish and dead,
is for a moment brushed by an agitating breeze ; but, when it is
course

past,

the broken

scum

unites,

and

resumes

its former appearance

of loathsome and noxious

stagnation.
Savages can be successfully changed into civilized men only in
two modes.
Christianity, by establishing a sense of duty to God,
always conveys with it motives, capable of prompting the soul to
any thing which it commands; such as the attainment of mental
peace, the approbation of God, the esteem of good men, safety
from perdition, and a title to eternal life. Even Indians under
its influence have in many instances exhibited fair specimens of
virtuous and commendable conduct. In spite of all their habits,
they have employed themselves in useful business ; and, in spite
of their ignorance and errors, have acquired the esteem of chris
If Indians

tians.

are

to be civilized without the immediate influ

Christianity, the work must be accomplished in such a
manner, that they must not cease to feel the motives, which pro
duced their former conduct, until they have begun to feel new
ones; that they shall be engaged by new objects of allurement
before they have bidden a final adieu to the old ; and that they
shall not lose the sense, and hope, of reputation, while passing
through the metamorphosis, by which they are changed from sav
ages into citizens. An Indian, hopelessly sunk below the posses
ence

of

sion,

and the

ertion of
and

a

attainment,

Omnipotence,
vagabond.

of character, can never without an ex
to be an Indian; i. e. a sloth, a sot,

cease
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The

be

only passion, which can
glory, is that,

immediately

substituted for

which has been substituted in

the Indian love of

Wherever this
every civilized nation: viz. the love of property.
be established, Indians may be civilized : wherever it can
not, they will still remain Indians. The belief, that our exer
can

tions will

promote

stimulate

us

our

benefit,

to exertion.

and

our

Without this

consequence, will

belief,

the

ever

great body

of

mankind will not exert themselves at all.

If the

period

should

ever

arrive,

in which the inhabitants of

the United States should set themselves in earnest to do

good to
obligations, which
can neither be denied, nor lessened, should
seriously attempt to
make them comfortable, virtuous, and useful, here, and happy
hereafter ; common sense will require, that such of them, as re
main in the English settlements, should be gathered on tracts, in
habited by themselves only.
Those, indeed, who are to be the
immediate agents in accomplishing this object, must reside with
them ; but no others.
The contempt, which this degraded peo
ple will always experience, from us, and the sense of their own
degradation and our superiority, will for ever keep them in their
present state, if they are to remain dispersed among the English
inhabitants. When they are by themselves, they will be equals ;
and may, therefore, imbibe, gradually, a sense of personal char
acter.
Until this can be accomplished, nothing can be done un
less they can be persuaded cordially to embrace
Christianity.
Concerning this subject I may have opportunity to make some
this miserable

people ;

and under

a >sense

of

observations to you hereafter.
The inhabitants of Stonington have suffered in their
religious
interests from their neighbourhood to Rhode-Island.
There are
six

congregations

was no
were

in this town

The number of

tists.

Congregational

:

three of them

Baptist ministers,

composed

I know not.

minister here ; and the

uneducated farmers

mechanics.

of

Bap

There

Baptist preachers

Public worship
therefore, was either not celebrated at all, or celebrated in a for
bidding and vulgar manner. Licentiousness always follows, in
stantly, the loss of public worship ; and contempt for religion
mere

or
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follows the administration of it

by ignorant

men.

Man

creatures of

instruction, as well as of habit. When
taught, they will of course be ignorant ; and, when
are not admonished, and
reproved, they will of course be
loose.
The inquiries, which I made concerning this town, of
persons whose respectability could not be questioned, terminated
in satisfactory evidence, that, although there were some
religious,
and many respectable people here, yet, by the mass of inhabit
ants, religion was little regarded, and the standard of morals low;
facts but too common along this border of Connecticut.*
In the year 1756, Stonington contained 3,518 inhabitants:
not

blacks 200: Indians 365; in 1774, 5,412: blacks 219: Indians
245 ; in 1790, 5,648 ; in 1800, 5,437: blacks 42 ; and, in 1810,

3,043. The
tal, 5,577.
*

Within

a

same

year,

few years past

North-Stonington

contained

I am,
a

respectable minister

2,534

:

to

Sir, yours, &c.

has been settled in

Stonington.
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Westerly Charlestown South-Kingston Aboriginal Tribes formerly inhabiting
New-England Their population Number of warriors as estimated by General
Gookin War with the Narrhagansetts Attack and capture of their FortressGallant conduct of Captain Denison and others

Death of Nanuntenoo.

Dear Sir,
we left the
hospitable house of
Newport through Westerly, Charles-

Saturday, September 20th,
Mr. D

; and rode to

South-Kingston,
ty-eight miles.
town,

and Jamestown

About two miles from Mr. D

on

's

Canonicut island

we

; thir

crossed Paukatuc

river ; which divides Connecticut from Rhode-Island, and Ston
ington from Westerly. At the bridge there is a pretty village,

principally
this village
one

in
a

Westerly, containing perhaps twenty houses.
bank has lately been established with a capital

hundred thousand

hundred and

fifty

dollars,

which may be increased to

In
of

one

thousand.

Paukatuc river forms the

only harbour in Westerly ; and fur
bass, eels, black-fish, shad, and her
rings. In the bay, which is formed at its mouth, these kinds of
fish are caught in as great abundance, as
perhaps in any part of
New-England. Long and round clams, also, oysters, and a little
nishes excellent fisheries for

farther out in the sound

lobsters, are found in great numbers.
township is divided into two kinds. The bor
der of the sound, which is generally good ; and that in the interiour, which is a collection of hills, stony, sandy, and lean; orig
inally covered with shrub oaks and pitch pines. This ground
which constitutes a considerable part of the
township, produces
scarcely any thing, beside small crops of rye. On the former of
these tracts the inhabitants are generally in
good circumstances.
On the latter, though said to be industrious,
they are generally
and indeed necessarily, poor and
unthrifty. Except the village
above mentioned, Westerly is a collection of farms.
The land in this

-
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There

much inferiour to

common

school
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near

the

bridge, styled
township,

several other schools in the

are

this,

as

the

parochial

schools in other

New-England are to the academies.
Immediately after leaving Paukatuc village,

a

an
as

parts of

traveller is

change of the whole artificial scenery.
The houses, a few excepted, are small, old, and ragged. The
barns vanish ; and the tidy, thrifty appearance of Connecticut
ceases.
Every thing indicates a want of energy; a destitution
of all views, and efforts, towards improvement ; a sluggish acqui
escence in inconveniences, and
imperfections, which a more vig
orous
disposition would easily remove.
About one fourth of the people of Westerly are supposed to be
Sabbatarians, or seventh-day Baptists. Some of these people
appear to be religious, and are more distinguished by good mor
als than most of their neighbours.
The remainder are chiefly
Baptists.
Charlestown resembles Westerly in soil and surface, in its
struck with the sudden

houses and inhabitants.
more

beautiful,

and

The lands

on

the sound

are

however

fertile, consisting of smooth, easy
plains, divided into spacious fields, and fed
more

slopes, and handsome
by fine herds of cattle. The season was now remarkably dry ;
yet there were sufficient proofs of the fertility of these grounds.
A great part of the houses are ill-built, misshapen, and unrepair

ed ; and exhibit an absolute want of both taste and economy.
The people of Charlestown, who live on the Sound lands, appear
to be in

good circumstances ; and
quantity of beef, butter,

siderable
tation.

The whole of this tract

furnish for

exportation a con
all in good repu
have reached the high

and cheese

seems

to

:

point of improvement, aimed at by the inhabitants, and to be
Their products, their houses,
either stationary or declining.
their manners, and their enjoyments, are much the same, as they
were
fifty years ago, and as they probably will be fifty years to
est

come.

In the Southern part of this township is a pond, called Pauwaget,or Charlestown Pond, and part of another called Conaquotoag :

Vol. III.
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remaining part being in Westerly. The former is about four
length, and extensively visible along this road. It is sep
arated from the Sound by a narrow beach, through which several
the

miles in

passages have been made for the admission offish.

In these two

ponds, and several others in Westerly, Charlestown, and SouthKingston, immense numbers of streaked bass,* and various other
kinds offish, are caught annually.
Westerly contained, in 1790, 2,298 inhabitants ; in 1800, 2,329 j
and,

in 1810, 1,911.*

Charlestown, in 1790, contained 2,022 inhabitants; in 1800,
1,454; and, in 1810, 1,174. This extraordinary decrease I am
unable to explain.
On the North side of the road through both Westerly and
Charlestown the ranges of hills which are numerous and sudden,
terminate either immediately on the road, or at a small distance ;
presenting to the eye their rough, ragged ends, covered with
sands,

or

loaded with

a

dismal collection of naked rocks.

Deso

late and barren

grounds are often scenes of romantic wildness
and grandeur : here they were objects of mere disgust.
About ten miles from Newport the road turns directly North
ward round a handsome hill, and winds along its Eastern
margin
by the side of a river. At the end of two or three miles it turns
Eastward again, and crossing the river ascends a beautiful
slope,
and descends another of the same appearance to Canonicut
ferry.
The whole of South-Kingston, the next
township to Charles
town, so far as it is visible in the road, is pleasant and fertile.
The surface is extensively undulating.
The hills rise and fall
with great ease and elegance, and are rounded with lines
pecul
iarly flowing and graceful. The inhabitants appeared to be pros
perous, and the agriculture superiour to what we had before seen
in this State.
In 1 790 this township contained 4,1 31 inhabitants
in 1800, 3,438 ; and, in 1810, 3,560.
The flat country in these three townships, is
appropriatelycalled Narrhagansel, or the Narrhaganset
country.
*
Westerly was the principal seat of Ninigret,
Narrhagansets.

one

of the two chief Sachems of the
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left, in many par
of the natives of this

who has

Major-General Gookin,
ticulars, the best ancient account, extant,
country, informs us, that originally, five principal Indian nations
occupied the chief part of New-England. The limits of this coun
try on the North and West, were, at that time, imperfectly de
The tracts, assigned to these five nations by Mr. Gookin,
fined.
amount, also, to less than one half of the present New-England.
We are therefore to understand this account with important qual
ifications.
The

Pequods are the first of these nations. The jurisdiction.
people spread over the country, commencing about five
miles East of Paukatuc river, at a place called Wecapaug, in the
township of Westerly, and terminating near the Western bounda

of this

Mr. Gookin observes that their Sachem held
ry of Connecticut.
dominion over a part of Long-Island, the Moheagans, the Saga
mores

of

Quinipeake, (Quinipiac

or

New-Haven,) the people

on

Connecticut

river,, and over the most Southerly inhabitants of the
Nipmuc country about Quinabaug ; the Southern part of the
County of Worcester. The country, inhabited by the Pequods,
has been

already pointed

out.

The second of these nations

was

the

Narrhagansets ,

who in

habited most of the country, which is now the State of RhodeIsland, and had also several tributaries.
The third nation

the Pawkunnakuts

or
Wamponoags ; who
Plymouth, Bristol, and Barnsta
Colony of Plymouth.
was

inhabited the three Counties of
ble ; or the old
The fourth of these nations

was

the Massachusetts ; who occu
and proba

pied the Counties of Suffolk, Norfolk, and Middlesex,
bly the Eastern border of Worcester.
The fifth nation

of

Essex,

was

the Pazvtuckets ; who lived in the County
part of Middlesex, and the County of

the Northern

Rockingham

in

New-Hampshire.

The two last of these nations I suppose to have been compre
hended under the common name of Aberginians.
To these nations may be added the Nipmucs or Mpnels ; who
of Worcester, and were extensively tributa-

occupied the County
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tary tothe

three

first, which have been mentioned

;

the Moheka

jurisdiction over the Counties of
Berkshire, in Massachusetts ; Columbia, Rensselaer, a part of
Washington, Ulster, Albany, and Saratoga in the State of NewYork ; and the County of Bennington in Vermont ; and the Tarrateens ; who possessed a great part of the District of Maine.
Westward of these nations, and bordering upon them, were the
Iroquois. These I shall have occasion to mention hereafter.
The comparative strength of these Chief nations, as declared
by the oldest Indians in Mr. Gookin's time, was as follows.
neews

;

who extended their

Warriours
when most

The

Pequods,
Narrhagansets,
Pawkunnakuts,
Massachusetts,
Pawtuckets,
Nipnets, probably
Mohekaneews,
-

-

-

-

5,000

-

3,000

-

3,000

-

-

childhood,

3,000

-

-

-

1,000

-

1,000

....

From the smallness of the number of
their

numerous.

4,000

-

,

children,

and the universal devotion to

who survive

war

among the

Savages of this country, which makes every man a warriour as
early, and as late, as he can possibly employ himself in this busi
ness ; it
may be safely determined, that one person out of four is
a

warriour.

The whole number of these nations

time of their
ed

as

greatest

within the

known

following

may be

prosperity,

therefore,

safely

enumeration.

The Pequods,

Narrhagansets,
Pawkunnakuts,
Masssachusetts,
Pawtuckets,

Nipnets,
Mohekaneews,

-

-

-

...

-

-

-

-

-

-

16,000
20,000
12,000

...

12 000

12 000
-

-

Total,

-

-

at the

consider

4,000
4,000

80,000
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thirty

and

forty

thousand

square miles ; and may be considered as the acme of Indian pop
ulation : for there is no tract of country, equally distant from the

equator, which could boast of

so
many advantages, or furnish
of subsistence to man, living in the Indian manner.
It is believed, that one third, if not one half of this population,

equal

means

was

sustained

was

much

fish only.
The Narrhagansets, whose country
populous than that, which was inhabited by any
other of these tribes, were proprietors of the best
fishing grounds;
i. e. for such fish, as Indians were able to take ; furnished by the
on

more

continent of North America.

populousness

From this

source was

derived the

of the

Narrhaganset territory.
In the numbers, mentioned above, are intentionally included all
the subordinate and tributary tribes ; who, as I apprehend, being
either obliged or voluntarily inclined to take the field with their
Lords paramount, were customarily reckoned in the number of
their warriours.
These numbers are given, as 1 have observed,
according to the accounts of the oldest Indians within the knowl
edge of Gen. Gookin. My own opinion is, that they are most, if
not all, exaggerated.
Seventy thousand or two to a square mile,
would, I am satisfied, include every Indian, living on this tract at
any preceding period.
The Narrhagansets were undoubtedly the most formidable
tribe in New-England after the Pequods.
I have observed that
their dread of the Pequods prevented them from uniting in the
scheme of exterminating the people of New-England, proposed
by Sassacus in 1637. Their dread of the English colonists pre
vented them from openly uniting with Philip, who formed the
same
design, and attempted to execute it in the year 1675. Still
they favoured his enterprise ; and entertained his warriours with
a
hospitality, which contradicted both their professions and their
uncommon

Their warriours,

treaties.

Chieftain

also,

went into the field with this

; and took their share in his

flagrations.

Satisfied of these

facts,

battles, murders, and

con

the Commissioners of the

United Colonies resolved, in the month of November, 1675, on
expedition against these people ; and for this purpose directed

an
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army of a thousand

to be

immediately raised. Of these,
Plymouth 1 58 ; and Connecti
cut, 315. Connecticut, however, sent 300 soldiers, and 150 Moheagans and Pequods. Major Treat commanded the Connecti
cut troops ; Major Bradford, those of Plymouth; and
Major Appleton, those of Massachusetts. Mr. Winslow, Governor of Ply
mouth, commanded the whole. The Massachusetts and Plymouth
troops rendezvoused at Wickford, in North Kingston, on the Wes
tern side of Narrhaganset Bay, about
twenty-four miles South of
Providence, the 12th of December; and commenced some desul
an

Massachusetts

to

was

tory hostilities

men

furnish 527 ;

upon the enemy.

forces arrived at

Petty Sqamscot

;

On the 17th, the Connecticut
which, from a number of cir

cumstances, I conclude

to be South Kingston.
they were joined by their friends from Plymouth,
and Massachusetts.
The night following was tempestuous, and
The snow fell to a considerable
very cold.
depth ; and the army
was without a shelter.
Very early in the morning of the 19th,
they marched against the enemy, embodied in a swamp, which I

On the 18th

suppose to be that called Indian swamp, in the Northern part of
In the deep and thick recesses of this dismal

Charlestown.
was an

place

island, containing five

or

six

acres

of ground, enclosed with

palisadoes. Here the Narrhaganset warriours, above two thou
sand in number, armed with one thousand
muskets, beside bows
and arrows, furnished with
ammunition, and possessed of skill to
use them, had collected their whole
strength, together with their
women and
children, and their winter's stock of provisions. One
of these people, named Peter, had
quarrelled with his country

men, and fallen into the hands of the colonists.
ised to guide them to the
and

fortress,

promise.
occupied
Fifteen

This

man

prom

punctually fulfilled

The Massachusetts led the van those of
;
the centre ; and those of Connecticut the

his

Plymouth

rear.

this band of heroes waded
tween the dawn and one o'clock P. M.

miles,

while their enemies
out

a

suspicion

were

of their

could discover but

one

through the snow, be
They reached the fort
employed in dressing their dinner, with
approach. The New-England forces

entrance into the fort ; and this

was on a
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the exteriour ditch.

what Hubbard

calls,

"

a

The

hedge,

palisado

of almost

a

was

inclos

rod in thick

ness."

This I suppose to have been a collection of bushes, and
branches of trees, laid closely without the wall. To force a pas
sage through it, you will easily see, was in these circumstances a
work of too much
the alarm

was

time, difficulty, and danger : particularly,
small party of the enemy, whom the

given by a

as
ar

my had met in the swamp, and driven before them into the fort.
From this embarrassment they were delivered by Peter, who led
them to another

fell,

opening.

obstructed their

course

Here

some

; and

a

threatened them with destruction.

trees, lying loosely

as

they

block-house, directly in front,
The passage, however, was

and

they attempted it without hesitation : but the fire
was so
great, and so well directed, that they
were
compelled to fall back. The attempt was immediately re
newed, notwithstanding they lost a number of men in the onset,
and among others, Captains Johnson and Davenport, who fell
while they were fighting gallantly at the head of their companies.
During this struggle the Connecticut troops became impatient
of their situation in the rear ; but found it impossible to act with
any advantage against the enemy, as the main body of the army was
between them and the fort. A part of them therefore, moved round
to the opposite side, and forced their way, over the hedge, through
a
The Indians were so occupied in defend
gap in the palisado.
ing the entrance, where the Massachusetts people began the as
sault, that these men crossed the hedge, and came upon their rear
unobserved. Here they poured upon them a well-directed fire.
Every man took aim; and every man was a marksman. The ex
ecution, therefore, was great.
Just at this time some of the officers, commanding the main body
of the Colonial army, cried out,
they run." At the word the
soldiers pushed their enemies with increased vigour, and compel
possible ;

from the block house

"

led them from their shelter.
violent

:

therefore

England

but it
more

forces.

The contest then became still

more

in the open field : and was
destructive to the Indians, and less so to the New-

was

now

carried

on

The battle lasted from two to three

hours;

and
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ended in the
diers in the

of the enemy from the fort.
time set fire to their weekwams, and

expulsion

mean

The sol

destroyed

them.

Three of the Massachusetts

Gardiner;

Davenport and
Captains, Seely, Gallup,
Capt. Mason of Connecti

Captains

Johnson,

and three of the Connecticut

and Marshall ; were killed
cut, and Lieut. Upham of

outright.
Massachusetts,

died of their wounds.

The killed and wounded soldiers amounted to two hundred and

Eighty of these died either on the field, or soon after the
Forty belonging to Connecticut, thirty to Massachusetts,
and ten to Plymouth.
The loss of the Indians, according to the
confession of Potock, one of their principal men, taken after
ten.

battle

:

wards at

Rhode-Island, amounted to seven hundred killed out
right, and three hundred more, who died of their wounds. Six
hundred, men, women, and children, were taken prisoners. The
whole number of the savages in the fort, is supposed to have been
four thousand. The remainder escaped.
After the battle, the New-England troops marched immediate
ly back to their former places of rendezvous ; carrying with them
their wounded, and most of their dead.
Their march lay through
a
pathless wilderness. The frost was severe ; and the snow so
deep, that they were scarcely able the next day to move at all.
To these inclemencies the wounded were
exposed, equally with
the rest.

The Connecticut
their

march,

as

well

troops having suffered
as

very severely from
from the conflict and the
succeeding hard

ships, it was thought proper, that they should return immediately
to Stonington.
The Massachusetts forces, together with those
of Plymouth, took up their head quarters in the
neighbourhood ;
and by destroying the provisions of the
Indians, frequently alarm
ing them, captivating some, and killing others, distressed them
not

a

little.

Few events in the annals of war have exhibited
ble proofs of patience and fortitude under severe

more

honoura

sufferings,

or

of

gallantry and firmness in battle, than this enterprise. The ene
my greatly outnumbered the New-England army ; and in num-
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furnished with fire

They
defended by a
arms.

at the same time immured in a
fastness, and
fortification, in the highest degree favourable to the Indian man
ner of
fighting : being secured in a great measure from the view
of their enemies ; while their enemies were perfectly open to
them.
The savages were brave, and desperate : for they fought
near three
hours, and until half of their warriours fell. The NewEngland army, also, lost early in the engagement the greater part
of their principal officers.
Marching through snow, even of a
moderate depth, is attended with excessive fatigue; and to be ex
posed night after night to repeated snow storms, and severe frosts
were

has of itself been often fatal.

All these evils

were

accumu

lated upon the New-England troops in a deep forest; and were
borne without a fear, a murmur, or a thought of returning before

the purpose

was

Not

accomplished.

ice, impatience,
and men, without

or
an

a

band of brothers.

I

am

dishonour,

a

is left

single
on

instance of coward

record.

'

The officers

exception, suffered, fought,

and

When all the circumstances

are

that it will be difficult to

endured, as
considered,

point out in the history of
specimen of heroism, or of fortitude.
The great reason for undertaking this enterprise, beside the
treachery of the Narrhagansets, was the extreme danger, apprehen
ded from their inroads upon the Colonies in the ensuing spring.
The Commissioners certainly acted very wisely in determining to
attack them before the commencement of their hostilities.
They
had already proved themselves to be determined enemies ; and were
waiting only for an advantageous opportunity, to invade the Col
onies. Had they been let alone till the ensuing season, they would
undoubtedly have destroyed great multitudes of the New-Eng
land people ; great multitudes, I mean more than they actually
destroyed. The Colonial troops marched at the critical moment.
A snow first, which immediately after fell to a great depth ; and
then a thaw, which dissolved the snow, and filled the low grounds
with water ; would have rendered it impossible for them to reach
the enemy, until the season was too far advanced to allow the hope
On the whole, Providence smiled on
of any important success.
satisfied,

mankind

a

Vol. II.

fairer

7
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important particulars; every one of
indispensable to its success.
In the ensuing spring the remainder of this people, joining
themselves to Philip and his associates in different parts of NewEngland ; destroyed many of the towns ; and killed great num
the

undertaking

which

in many

to have been

seems

bers of the inhabitants.

In the month of

March, Captain George Denison, of Stoning

ton, one of the bravest and most skillful of partisans, made a
cessful incursion into the Narrhaganset country ; where he
and

prised,

seized, Nanuntenoo,

chief Sachem of this

He

people.

of

son

was

Miantonimoh,

suc
sur

and the

offered his life upon condi

in peace with the Colonists : but he received the
offer with disdain ; and would not permit any intercession to be
made for his life ; declaring with a loftiness of mind, which would
tion of

living

Grecian

that he chose to die before

have been admired in

a

his heart became

and before he had uttered any

soft,

hero,

thing unwor

of his character.

thy

In the
and

course

of this season,

Denison,

took, in several expeditions,

ing

either killed

one man

or

wounded.

circumstances would have been

with his

Volunteers, killed

230 of the enemy, without hav

This

extraordinary,

fact,
was

which in any
here astonish

ing : for the Indians are the most exact marksmen in the world.*
During the whole of this season Philip and his associates were every
where pursued, throughout the different parts of the country, by
Major Talcott, Captain Denison, Captain Church, and many oth
er
gallant officers and men, without intermision. Parties every
where scoured the country, and left the Indians neither safety nor
In August, Philip, the source and soul of the war, was sur
rest.
prised, and shot, by an Indian, one of the soldiers of Captain
Church. With him the hopes, and exertions, of the
enemy in the
*

The brave actions of the Connecticut Volunteers have not been

enough applaud
perpetuated. The Narrhaganset fight had enra
desperate ; and the English plantations after that,
were in greater terror than before ; but this successful
hunting them, and ferretin"
them out of their boroughs, sunk and broke their spirits, and seems to have determin
ed the fate of the English and Indians, which until then was doubtful and uncer
Denison's

ed.

ged

the

tain.

name

Indians,

ought

to be

and made them

Hutchinson,

Vol. I. page 276.
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New-England expired.

Peace

was

established

There were, a few years since, remaining
year.
in the country several hundred of the descendants of these
peo
ple, and of their neighbours, the Eastern Nianticks. I know

following

nothing

in their

character,

them from the Indians of

or

circumstances,

which

distinguished

Stonington.
I am,

Sir, yours, &c.
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Canonicut IslandNewport ; Its

buildings, Harbour, and Fortifications Proposi

French Government relative to the occupancy of Newport Remarka
ble cliffs and chasm Enumeration of the Fish brought to this market Healthful-

tion of the

ness

and Commerce of Newport

Its settlement.

Dear Sir,
We crossed Canonicut

what is here called

ferry, lying between

Boston neck and that Island ; and then rode
one

mile in

Canonicut is

the middle to the shores.

the

itants;

island,

a

from

are

grace
from North

seven miles
long
single township, incorporated

in 1678

of Jamestown, which, in 1790, contained 507 inhab
in 1800, 501 ; and, in 1810, 504.

name

The

prospects

monly

handsome.

from the

highest part

of this island

are uncom

Newport ferry, between Canonicut and the island
more
rapidly than either of us wished ; and ar

We crossed
of

All the lines of its surface
It is about

ful ; and the soil is rich.
to South ; and includes

by

the

across

to

Newport ferry.
a beautiful island, sloping with great elegance

breadth,

Rhode-Island,

rived at 7 o'clock.

The next

day, Sunday, September 21st,

vice in the Rev. Mr. Patten's church.

we

attended divine

Monday

and

ser

Tuesday

we
spent in examining the town, the fortifications in the
harbour, the remains of the British works, erected during the

morning

Revolutionary

war, and several other

objects

in the

neighbour

hood.

Newport is
Island, upon

built

near

the Southern end of the island of RhodeIts site is a beautiful
slope, ri

the Western shore.

from the water, to the Eastern side of the town. It is unne
cessary to observe, after what has been repeatedly said upon this
subject, that it is irregularly laid out, like most other towns in the

sing

United States.
in

The streets, except

length, straight

are

and

built of wood ; few

wide,

Main-street,

are narrow.

comparatively

are

which is

a

mile

Almost all the houses

painted;

many

are

out
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of

repair ; and many stand endwise upon the street. The town
strikes the eye of a traveller, therefore, much less
agreeably, than

he would

naturally expect from the figure, which it has long made
history and commerce of this country. To most of the
houses are attached small, and to a considerable number large,
gardens, which diffuse a cheerful, sprightly aspect around them.
The good houses, of which there is a considerable number, are
scattered ; and frequently illuminate spots, which would be other
wise absolutely gloomy. A few of them may be styled hand
in the

some.

Newport contains ten buildings, erected for public worship : of
Baptists have four, the Presbyterians two, the Episco
palians, Moravians, Quakers, and Jews, one each. Of these build
ings the best is the Episcopal church ; but even this appears old
There is also an academy, a library, a court
and neglected.
house, and a gaol. The court-house is a decent building. The
library was formerly valuable : but many of the books were lost,
or carried away, and
many more were injured, while the British
were in possession of the town.
The harbour of Newport is deep, and sufficiently capacious, to
admit any number of vessels of any size, which will probably ever
be assembed in one body.
Indeed, all the waters which encom
pass this island, except those on the South, may be regarded as
The anchorage is very good.
one vast harbour.
The egress and
ingress are perfectly easy ; and its position is in the highest degree
favourable for the commerce of the East, and of the South.
Fortifications were begun here under the auspices of President
Adams; who intended this place as a station for the future Amer
ican navy. They consist of six different erections ; one on Goatwhich the

Island
led the

and.
and

:

one on

Rose-Island ; one on Canonicut, at the Point cal
; two on Rhode-Island ; and one on another isl

Dumplings
These

controul,

supposed,

are

all

the

parts of

harbour,

great scheme,

intended to

affect,

and, it has been

Of this subject I
will be sufficient for this purpose.
judge ; yet I cannot but confess myself

very incompetent
doubtful concerning it.

am a

a

and its entrances;
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I

never

was

made

by

so

struck with the insidiousness of the

the French

bour, ceded
deed, had it

to them

Government,

by Congress,

to have this
as

island,

at this time.

proposal,
and har

Congress,

in

part of the territo
the French to
adduced
of
State.
The
by
any
arguments,
ry
persuade Congress to a compliance with their wishes, were, that
a French fleet, being kept here with a considerable body of land
forces, would prevent the island from being seized anew by Great
Britain, and preclude the British from a harbour on our coast ;
would be ready at all times, as an ally, to defend us in war ; and
would furnish a valuable market for our productions in peace.
Had this story been told in plain English, it would have run thus.
Newport would furnish a convenient station for French ships at all
times; and especially when France was at war with Great-Brit
not in their power to alienate any

ain ; would enable the French to awe us in time of peace, and to
distress us by harassing our coast, and destroying our trade in time
of

war

; would furnish

us

with

just

such

an

ally,

as

the

man

in the

fable became to the horse, when he assisted him to drive off the

stag; with masters, voluntarily invited by us, and kindly disposed
rule, and ride us, according to their pleasure.

to

Soon after Mr. Jefferson's entrance upon the

fortifications in this harbour

Presidency, the
Any nation, that
advantageous spot ; and

discontinued.

were

pleases, may, therefore,
will

never

now
occupy this
be driven off from it by force, until the Americans shall

have wisdom
on

enough

the side of the

to raise up

a

fleet,

sufficient to command it

ocean.

of Newport was formerly extensive ; but was
Revolutionary war. A part of the inhabitants
were driven off; and the
part which remained behind, were not
a little distressed by their invaders.
The effects of these disas
The

commerce

destroyed

ters

are

in the

felt to the present time ; and the town has never recover
prosperity. Before the Revolution, also, the inhab

ed its former

itants carried
been

on a

brisk trade to the African coast.

This has

prohibited by the National Government ; and has therefore
been chiefly, though it is said not entirely, discontinued. A few
individuals with a laudable spirit of enterprise have made several
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successful attempts in commercial business of other kinds

; and

the

spirit of the citizens, which seems to have been rather asleep
awake, for some years past, is beginning to revive. Still an
air of inactivity prevails here : and,
though many of the inhabit
ants are said to be rich, few of them seem to be
engaged in any
active designs of adding to their property.
On Monday morning, D. Lyman, Esq. Collector of this
port, a
gentleman to whom we were indebted for many civilities, accom
panied us to the seat of the late Godfrey Malbone, Esq. now the
property of Mr. William Rotch of New-Bedford. The gardens
appear to have been once well stored with fruit, and other pro
ductions.
The spot is delightful ; and the house originally inclu
than

ded many

conveniences, but its appearance

ways indifferent.
thousand acres, is

must have

been al

The

farm, on which it stands, containing a
an
object of great beauty and value.
From this place we proceeded to Tommany Hill, a little East
ward of Mr. Malbone's house ; on which the British built a fort,
while they had possession of Newport.
This is a fine eminence,
commanding the best view of the island, the bay, the town, the
neighbouring islands, the river far up towards Providence, and
the opposite main.
In the afternoon, I accompanied Major Lyman to the Southern
shore of the island. Here, at the distance of a mile and a half
from the town, is a remarkable range of cliffs, formed of puddingstone, exactly like that which abounds in the neighbourhood of
Boston; particularly on the Dedham and Plymouth roads. These
cliffs are forty feet in height ; and contain a chasm six feet wide,
one hundred and
fifty feet long, measuring back from their front,
and

descending

is unknown.

below the surface of the water, to a depth which
darkness, raggedness, and perpendicularity, of

The

give it an awful appearance ; and have entailed upon
emphatical name of Purgatory.
One of our American philosophers, whom Major Lyman con
ducted to this place some years since, and who observed, that he
had never before seen any thing, which resembled these rocks,
was asked what he
thought concerning their origination. He anthis chasm

it the
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that they were undoubtedly derived from the petrifaction
vegetable matter. Upon being further asked how long he
supposed the progress of petrifaction had been going on, he re
plied, probably a million of years ; perhaps two million ; and
The period has undoubtedly been a
not improbably five or six.
but
how
very long one,
long, it is impossible to determine."
A plain man, in the exercise of mere common sense, would
naturally have recollected, that vegetable matter contains in it
self no principle of petrifaction ; that whenever vegetables have
been petrified, the induration has been invariably effected by
means of some fluid,
existing in the earth or its waters ; that no
vegetable was ever known to be petrified, while lying in a dry
position on its surface ; that vegetables are indeed capable of be
coming mould ; but that this mould, unless accumulated by rains,

6wered,

of

"

or

streams, does

to have been

no

where,

forming
depth ;

four inches in

even on

this

continent,

from the remotest

period,

where it
exceed

seems

twenty-

that, therefore, it cannot possibly have
alone, to the depth of more than forty

and

been accumulated here
feet.
Such

a man

would also have

asked, how this vegetable

matter

and afterwards

petrified, beneath the sur
face of the ocean ; where no terrene vegetable could possibly
He would next have inquired, how the
grow.
plums, (i. e. the
pebbles, and other larger stones,) often exceeding twelve inches
in diameter, embosomed by this mass in numbers
apparently infi
nite, could exist in petrified vegetable matter ; whether they ori
ginally grew within the substance of plants, shrubs, and trees ; or
whether they were anciently, (i. e. two or three millions of
years
ago,) the kinds of fruit, which they bore; or whether the cause of
the petrifaction, proved by the
uniformity of the embosoming
mass to be
perfectly simple, turned the vegetable matter, uniform
also, partly into this mass, and partly into the plums, of which
some are
slate; some are quartz almost pure ; some are granite
some are
sandstone; and others are very different from each oth
was

originally formed,

er, and from them all.

satisfied

him,

If neither of these modes of

he would further

explanation

ask, whether, when the first

stra-
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turn of

vegetable matter began to undergo the process of petri
faction, it lifted, by some unknown effort, the plums, which were
beneath, above its upper surface, that they might be ready for
the next stratum ; and then another set of plums, above the sur
face of the second, to be ready for the third ; thus raising them
through all the superincumbent strata, until, finally, the last col
lection was supplied for the stratum which was uppermost.
After making these inquiries, he would have recurred to his
own observation, if it had extended so far, and
recollected, that
pudding stone exists at little distances in every part of this coun
try ; and that the embosoming mass always partakes of the na
ture, qualities, and appearances, of the ground, in which it is
formed. He would recollect, that this mass is sometimes cement
loam, containing in it the same grit, which is found in the ad

ed

joining earth ; that in sand, it is a
the surrounding sand in nothing

mere

sand stone,

differing

from

but hardness ; that in the soil
it varies from a brown, faintly shaded with

called

brick-mould,
a red,
approaching to crimson ; and that in yellow earth,
its hue is a variety of the same colour.
He would remember al
so, that in its tenacity it varies from mere earth to the most solid
rock : the parts being often so friable, as to be easily pulverized
between the thumb and finger ; that they are often decomposed
by the weather ; and that in both these cases they become again
red,

to

the very earth, of which they were formed. He would remem
also, that rocks of pudding stone, both solid and stratified, of

ber

every form and every size, exist in the bowels of the earth, at
every depth, which has been explored, and in the bowels of
mountains ; and that they rise singly to a considerable height

above the surface

adjacent

that the

matter should be

require for their formation,
heaped up, and confined, in
detached spots, in an extraordinary manner. Finally, he might
be informed, that great mountains are chiefly composed of the
same stone ; to the formation of which, it must be
admitted, a
soil unusually productive, and a vegetation remarkably prolific,
were
indispensable. From all this a plain man would naturally
conclude ; especially as he always found the stones, in the em-

vegetable

Vol. III.

;

so as

8

to
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bosoming mass, the very same, and lying in just such clusters, as
those imbedded in the earth around them ; that pudding stone is
formed

the

of

fluid, cementing, and thus petrifying,
was not vegetable matter.
The well-bred people of Newport have the same polished,
agreeable manners, which prevail along the Eastern coast of
Massachusetts. The decay of business has produced here its cus
tomary consequences. The men of wealth live by loaning their
money, without entering, in any great degree, into active, useful
business.
The poor people catch fish for their sustenance, and
lounge, and saunter, for their pleasure. This state of things is
unnecessary, and unhappy.
Religion and morals are, here, not on a high scale. In the
church, where we attended divine service, there were perhaps
thirty persons present in the morning, and in the afternoon, not
more than
sixty or seventy. The day was wet ; but the streets
are
paved ; the members of the congregation live at little distan

by

efficacy

a

the earth ; and that its substance

ces

I

from the church ; and the minister is
respected and beloved.
informed, that in all the other churches, except one belong

was

ing

to the

Baptists, the attendance is usually thin.
people of Newport are in general not very friendly to the
college in Providence. For this, the following reason was men
tioned to me.
When the college was in
projection, it was pro
posed to place it where the largest subscription should be obtain
ed.
Newport contributed the greatest sum : yet it was placed
at Providence ; and the resentment of the
people of Newport
The

has not subsided.
In

former part of these letters I mentioned that I would
give
fish, found on the coasts of New-England.
is
Newport acknowledged to be the best fish market in the United

some

a

account of the

States.

waters,

The
was

pl.

*2.
*3.

following

furnished

Alewife,
Anchovy,
Bass,

*4. Sea Bass,

list of the

me

by

fish, caught in the neighbouring
my friend Mr. S. of this town.
*S. Blue Fish,
6.

*7.
8.

Brill,
Bonetta,
Bill Fish,
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Chiving,

*45. Black

Cusk,

*46. Pale

12.

Cutfish,

Muscle,
Muscle,
*47. Manhaden,
*48. Round Mackarel,

13.

Cravalley,

*49. Small

9.
10.

*11.

Cauchogset,

*14. Mud

Clam,

*15. Beach
16.

17.

*18.
19.

*20.
21.
22.
23.

*24.
25.
26.

27.

*28.

Clam,
Cockle,
Conckle,
Green Crab,
Sand Crab,
Sea Crab,
Spider Crab,
King Crab,
Running Crab,

Drum,
Dace,

*31.

*36.
*37.
*38.

*39.
40.

41.

*42.
43.

*53.
*54.
*55.
*56.

*57.
*58.

do.
do.

Plaice,
Pout,
Pike,

Pumpkin Fish,
Pollock,
Sea perch,

*59. Pond do.
60.

*70.

Grunt,

*71.

*72.

Sheepshead,

Eel,

Lamprey Eel,
Common Eel,

*33. Frost

35.

*52.

do.

Flying Fish,

Dog Fish,
Egg Fish,
Sea Eel,

*32. Flounder,

*34.

*5l.

Spanish
Large-horse
Oyster,

Porpoise,
Periwinkle,
Quahaug,
Rudder Fish,
Roach,
Seal,
Shark,
Sting Ray,
Skip Jack,
Scuppague,
Succoteague,
Sturgeon,

29. Sand

*30.

*50.

Fish,

Haddock,
Hake,
Halibut,
English Herring,
Lancet,
Limpet,
Lobster,
Maid,

*44. Mullet,

61.

*62.

*63.
*64.
65.
66.

67.
68.

*69.

*73. Salmon,
74.

*75.
*76.

Skate,
Shad,
Smelt,

77.

Soal,

78.

Sucking Fish,
Fish,
Escallop,

*79. Silver

*80.
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*82.

Squid,
Shrimp,

*83.

Shiner,

81.

84. Sea

86. Sword

99.

*102.

Fish,

103.

Black

Fish,

Back,
Tom Cod,
Trout,
Mud Turtle,
Toad Turtle,
Terrapin.
Loggerhead Turtle,

*90.
*92.

*93.
*94.
*95.

96. Toad

Mr. S.
"

Whale,

f104. Redfin

106.
107.
108.

109.

Perch,
Fish, two sorts,
Pickerel,

110.

Portuguese man of war.
Horse-foot,
Razor-handle Clam,
Fresh- water Clam,

*111. Fresh-water
112. Star fish

Fish,

subjoins

Dolphin,

to this list the

following

here but seldom.

or

Sucker,

Five

finger.

observations.

Some of the fish named in the above

seen

belly,

105. Sun

89. Thorn

*91.

Wilke,

*101. Cod Fish.

Tarpum,
Tautaug or

87.

Whiting,
Winkle,

100. Yellow

Snail,

Sager,

85.

*97.
*98.

schedule,

The Horse Mackarel

have been

formerly frequent

numbers, and in the season were con
stantly to be found in the market. But about the close of the
Revolutionary war they forsook our waters, and have not made
their appearance since.
They were esteemed a great delicacy ;
and are the largest of the mackarel species.
I have prefixed
an asterisk to the names of those, which have been found fit for

ed this coast in immense

the table.
season

Those annexed to the

generally

following numbers are in their
Newport market. No. 3, 4,

to be found in the

5, 11, 14, 18, 30, 31, 33, 36, 38, 42, 48, 49, 52, 53, 62, 72, 88,
90, 92, 93,94,95, 101, 104.
On a skirt of this town is the foundation of a wind-will, erected
some

time in the seventeenth

century. The cement of this work,
gravel, has all the firmness of
mortar ; and when broken off,
frequently brings with it a
the stone.
Time has made no impression on it,
except

formed of sliell lime and beach
Roman

part of

to increase its firmness.

of

building

were

to be

in this

It would be

country, if mortar,
generally employed.

an

improvement

made in the

in the art

same manner.
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bouring

always

been esteemed

57
one

of the healthiest

The air of this island is almost

; often

replenished

continent in the

absolutely

with mists ; less cold than the

winter,

and less

warm

in the

spots

sea

air ;

neigh

summer.

The temperature resembles in some degree that of England.
Whatever is the cause, it has long enjoyed this reputation ; and
has

been

accordingly

a

place

of great resort ;

especially from

the

Southern States and the West-Indies.

Newport

has

ever

siderable extent
ness.

It is the

subsisted

employed
port

of

by commerce ;

and is still to

a con

in various kinds of commercial busi

entry,

if I mistake not, for most of the

trading towns in the State, Providence excepted. The follow
ing is an abstract of the duties, collected here for ten years.
Duties.

Years.

Years.

Duties.

1801

$205,153

1806

$180,692

1802

173,067
134,605

1807

136,511
222,525

1809

94,232
63,380
68,757
59,075

1803

1804
1805

This town

was

1808

1810

settled, in 1639,.by Mr.

William

Coddington,

and

seventeen others. These men,

together with Mr. Vane, afterwards
Sir Henry Vane, favoured the peculiar tenets of Mrs. Hutchinson.
As these tenets became more and more unpopular, Mr. Codding
ton, who had'been a Councillour in the Colony of Massachusetts
Bay, and been held in much reputation, was unwilling to contin
ue in a country, where his character and influence had materially
declined. In the year 1 637, he and his companions purchased this
island, then known by the Indian name of Aquidnec, or Aquetnec.
Here he

soon

after settled himself, with several of his associates.
speedily followed him with his family ; and by

Mr. Hutchinson

the zeal and activity of his wife, was chosen Governour in the
place of Mr. Coddington ; whom this restless, turbulent woman,
incapable of any enjoyment, unless when controlling both the civil
and ecclesiastical affairs of the community, in which she lived, per
Mr. Hutchinson died in
suaded the inhabitants to lay aside.
1642 ; and Mrs. Hutchinson removed to Manhattan, afterwards
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New- York.
to be

Mr.

respected

Coddington

was

until his death.

then

reinstated, and continued

From the effects of Mrs. Hutch

on himself, he
probably learned moderation and
Colony does not appear to have been molested by
the Indians. In truth, the inhabitants were secured by the strength
and bravery of the other Colonies ; which, however, placed no
confidence either in them, or in their neighbours at Providence,

inson's conduct

wisdom.

The

and would

never

receive them into their union.
I am,

Sir,

yours, &c.
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Battle between the Americans under General Sullivan, and the British, commanded
by Sir Robert Pigot Stone Bridge Tiverton State of Rhode-Island Its boun
daries and divisions

Original Settlement

State of

Religion

and

Learning

Common Schools.

Dear

Sir,

Tuesday, September 23,

we

left

rode to Tiverton : twelve miles. In

Newport after dinner ; and
journey we passed through

our

length, and the whole breadth, of the island of
Every where we found the same finely rounded
swells, elegant slopes, and handsome vallies ; which, beginning,
as a characteristic feature, at South
Kingston, and continuing
through Canonicut, terminated here. Except a few cliffs which
in some places form the shore, and are hanging and solemn, the
surface is every where easy and graceful.
The soil also is excel
lent, and especially fitted for grass. From thirty to forty thou
The
sand sheep are annually fed here, beside many neat cattle.
island abounds also in orchards ; and yields a considerable quan
tity of garden fruit; particularly pears, of many varieties; some
almost the whole

Rhode-Island.

of them very fine.

Peaches

are

neither

excellent,

nor

prosper

injured by the peach-worm. In the spring, the
sea winds are
supposed to chill and shrink, and sometimes to de
stroy every kind of fruit. The inhabitants, therefore, surround
their orchards and fruit yards with a shelter of forest or other
hardy trees. Among these, cherry trees are found firmly to re
sist the influence of the winds.
They are said to bear well : but
ous.

They

are

many of those, which we saw, still exhibited evident marks of
British ravages during the late war.
The fences

well-built,
down

by

this island

the British.

considerable
works.

on

generally stone walls, moderately
repair. The wood was chiefly cut
some
places is has grown again to a
passed the remains of several British
are

and in tolerable

height.

In

We
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valley, just below the hill, called Meeting House Hill, and
Quaker Hill, a battle was fought between the Ameri
cans under General Sullivan, and the British under Sir Robert
Pigot. The Americans had crossed the river with an intention
of attacking the British force in Newport ; while the French fleet,
under the command of the Count D'Estaing, was expected to
second their efforts by sea.
The Count, being drawn from his
station by the address of Lord Howe, put to sea, in pursuit of the
British fleet. Here he was overtaken by a violent storm, August
11th, and suffered so severely, that he concluded to return to
Boston with his fleet. A small number of his ships, only, came
Thus the
up with the British ; and those were roughly handled.
enterprise was abandoned by the French Admiral. Had the
Americans marched for Newport immediately after they had land
ed, or had D'Estaing returned to Newport, after his pursuit of
Lord Howe was ended, it is not improbable, that the British
force might have been obliged to surrender ; especially as they
were ill supplied with provisions.
Neither of these efforts was,
however, made. Lord Howe, in the mean time, having sailed
back to New- York, took on board 4000 additional troops ; and
proceeded as fast as possible for Rhode-Island. The American
General, having received intelligence of this measure, resolved to
retreat as early as he could do it with
safety. To cover this de
sign, he employed his men in throwing up works ; and made the
On the 28th
appearance of continuing his operations with spirit.
he withdrew his army from the neighbourhood of the British
works in the evening ; and at three the next
morning had reach
ed his destined position, near the North end of the
island, without
molestation or loss. At seven the British, who, as soon as
they
discovered their retreat, pursued them, began a brisk fire
upon an
advanced body of their troops, in this
valley. Detachments were
In

a

sometimes

sent out from both

armies, until the battle became in a great
At the close of the
engagement the advantage
the side of the Americans.
They were commanded

measure

lay

on

general.

by

General Greene

:

lar

a

troops,)

with

and

behaved, (the militia no
gallantry, highly honourable

less than the regu
to their
character,
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especially as they were discouraged by the desertion of Count
D'Estaing; and had scarcely recovered from their severe suffer
ings, occasioned by the long-continued violence of a furious storm.
The next day General Sullivan, being informed, that Lord Howe
was on his
way to intercept his retreat with a body of men, em
ployed himself with great diligence and success to deceive the
enemy, and convey his army, together with their tents, baggage,
stores, and artillery, to the main. Both these purposes he ac
complished in a manner very honourable to himself. All his men,
and every thing belonging to them, arrived safe, except those,
who were killed or missing in the action.
The Americans lost
on this occasion thirty killed, one hundred and
thirty-two woun
ded, and forty-four missing. The British lost thirty-eight killed,
two hundred and ten wounded, and twelve missing.
Narrhaganset Bay is formed by the influx of Taunton and Pawtucket rivers. The island of Rhode-Island lies in this bay, about
six miles from the
narrowest half

crossed the

a

Western,

three from the

Northern, and where
Eastern, shore. At this place we
here by the name of Howland's ferry.

mile from the

ferry, known
bridges have been erected over it ; the first at the expense
of $30,000, and the second at that of $26,000. The latter was ru
Had the wooden piers, on which it was
ined by the sea-worms.
built, been painted with verdigrise, the loss might possibly have
been prevented. A ship, whose bottom was covered with this
pigment, lately returned from India to Newport; and was so
sound, that the owner, it is said, sold the copper, with which she
Since the loss of the second bridge
was to have been sheathed.
it has been proposed to form a communication between the main
and this place by filling up the whole breadth of the river, except
a narrow
passage, with stone, dropped into the water, and suffer
One third of the depth is said to
ed to fall as chance may direct.
be filled with the foundation laid for the bridges already mention
ed.
On the Tiverton side stone can be obtained in any quanti
ties, and in the most convenient positions. Seventy thousand
dollars, it is supposed, would cover the whole expense. When
Two

it is considered how necessary this work is for the defence of the
9
Vol. III.
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island ; how desirable for the trade of the neighbouring inhabit
ants; and how convenient for the purposes of general inter
course

; it is

impossible

not to wish

success

to such

an

underta

king.
In the year 1806, the proposed bridge, mentioned in the last
paragraph, was finished. Masses of granite of various sizes were,
according to the plan specified, brought to the spot, dropped into
the water, and suffered to fall ad libitum.
vast

heaps,

In this

manner

two

lowpassage between them, were raised to the
Above this a bridge of the same materials was rais

with

water mark.

a

mason-work, to the proper height above high-water mark ;
strong walls of stone were built at the sides, and the floor
ing covered with gravel. This is undoubtedly the best bridge,
ed,

of

when

which has been erected in the United States.
ecuted under the

gentleman
On the
one

superintendence

mentioned above ; and
we had a full view

ferry

of the residences of

The work

Massassoit,

the celebrated Sachem of the

Wampanoags, and of his son Philip.
We lodged at Tiverton, and the next morning rode
Bedford; eighteen miles ; through Westport; nine.
Tiverton is the North-Eastern
South it has Little

setts, and
this

on

Compton,

corner

the East

on

the North Somerset in the

township,

visible

on

the

road,

was ex

Lyman Esquire, the
cost $70,000.
of Mount Hope, now Bristol ;

of Daniel

were

to New-

On the

of this state.

Westport

same

State.

in Massachu

The

generally rocky,

parts of

and lean.

At some distance on both sides of the road, the land as we were
informed, is good; yielding not unfrequently forty bushels of
maize, and twenty of barley, per acre. On the shore near the

ferry the
object on
new

little

and

hills

are

high, rocky,

the land side is

neatly

built

a

and barren.

small

houses,

The only pleasant
village, consisting principally of

the inhabitants of which
carry

on a

commerce.

Tiverton contained in 1790, 2,453 inhabitants; in 1800,
2,717;
and in 1810, 2,837.
The State of Rhode-Island is situated between 41
17', and 42
North

Latitude,

and between 71 6' and 71 52' West

Longitude.
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On the North it is

twenty-nine miles in extent; on the South for
ty-three ; bn the West forty-nine ; and on the East thirty-nine.
Almost the whole State lies on the Western side of Narrha
On the East are the townshipsof Tiverton, and Lit
Compton ; and on the North, those of Bristol, Warren, and
Barrington. The state of Massachusetts borders upon Pawtucket river, from the falls to the mouth of Providence bay; an extent

ganset bay.
tle

of about twelve

or

fourteen miles; and includes the head of Mount

Hope bay, into which Taunton river discharges its waters.
haganset bay, formed by the influx of these rivers into the
contains Rhode-Island proper,

Hog, Dutch, Gould,
which

are

Narr
ocean,

Canonicut, Prudence, Patience,

Hope, islands ; together with several,
Block-Island, which lies off the coast of

and

still smaller.

Charlestown, belongs also to this state. The whole number of
islands contain about ninety square miles ; Narrhaganset bay about
two hundred; and the remaining part of the State about one thou
sand three hundred ; in the whole about

one

thousand six hun

dred.
This State is bounded
North and

on

the West

by

Connecticut ;

on

the

Massachusetts ; and on the South by the At
The climate and seasons are the same with those of the

lantic.

East, by

countries.

The soil on the islands, and a narrow
bay, and the ocean is rich ; the remainder is partly
a lean sand, and
partly a cold loam, replenished with stones and
rocks, cultivated with difficulty, and yielding a slender reward to

neighbouring
border

on

the

the labours of the husbandman.

There
The
tucket
are

are no

principal

mountains in this State.
rivers

only

are

Pawcatuck in the South- West ; Paw: and these

the North-East ; and Patuxet in the middle
large mill-streams.

on

The State of Rhode-Island is divided into five counties.
idence
seven

containing

ten

townships

; Kent four ; Bristol three.

;

Newport

seven

;

Prov

Washington
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The No. of inhabitants

In the year

1730
1748
1761
1774

-

.

-

-

was

In the year

1783

17,985
34,128
40,636

1800

59,678

1810

1790

The No. of inhabitants was
-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

51,899*
68,825
69,122

76,931

wholly descended from
the English.
The original planters were chiefly immigrants from
Massachusetts; part of them led by Roger Williams, and a part
by Mr. Coddington. The former settled at Providence, and the
latter at Newport.
The former division consisted principally of
Baptists. Mr. Coddington, after having lived some time in Bos
ton, became an Antinomian; and, having lost much of his influ
The inhabitants of this State

are

almost

ence, removed to Rhode-Island with several other persons of the

class.

Both he and Mr. Williams were held in high esti
by their followers. The wars carried on by Plymouth,
Massachusetts, and Connecticut, against Philip and the Narrha
gansets, which terminated in the reduction of both, secured
Rhode-Island from the hostilities of the Indians, and probably
from absolute ruin.
From the circumstances of its early settle
ment Rhode-Island became
naturally the resort, not only of such
adventurers as harmonized with them in religious opinions, but
of most of those, who were discontented and restless.
A gradual
aggregation originated by a great variety of incidental causes,
spread over the State; and occupied the whole of its territory.
No single or
regular scheme of colonization, beyond what has
been already mentioned, was pursued. No common
object uni
ted the
immigrants ; and no common character could be traced
through the mass. Of the number, who finally filled up its ex
tent, were Calvinistic, Arminian, Sabbatarian, and Separate Bap
tists; constituting, together, the largest class of inhabitants; Pres
byterians; Episcopalians, Moravians, Quakers, and Jews. Of
same

mation

most of these

classes a considerable number are Nihilists.
In
such casual collections of mankind it is an almost
con

necessary

sequence of their junction in society, that their peculiar religious
opinions are held with less and less tenacity ; that concessions
*

This diminutien

was

occasioned

by

the

Revolutionary

war.
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each to each ; that each'

class respects its own doctrines less, and becomes more and more
indifferent to those of others ; and that all religious doctrines, im

perceptibly perhaps, but really lose their influence, until the com
munity becomes dispossessed of that beneficent efficacy, which is
ever to be
expected from the Gospel, wherever it is cordially be
lieved by an undivided body of men.
The inhabitants of this State, in opposition to the rest of their
New-England brethren, have uniformly refused to support the
public worship of God by law, or in other words to make a legal
provision for the support of ministers and churches. A contract
between a minister and his Congregation for his maintenance they
have placed on the same footing, as contracts made at the gam
ing-table. Hence, except in their large towns, a minister liber
ally educated cannot often be found. Hence the places of such
ministers are filled by plain, ignorant individuals.
Ordinarily,
these are farmers and mechanics, who push themselves into the
desk for two reasons ; to avoid labour, and to display their gifts ;
In the desk, al
or in other words from sloth, and spiritual pride.
manner, which in every other
indecent ; distort doctrines and
dishonour ordinances; pervert the meaning of the

most all such

place

men

would be

precepts;

Scriptures

;

vociferate in

a

thought grossly

and murder

arguments,

and

language.

They

are

and candour ; coarse, and clown
ish, in their manners ; uncouth in their elocution; and in their
discourses clumsy, and ridiculous. Next to a wicked ministry,
destitute of

the

dignity, propriety,

which

befal the church is

weak

Ministry.
already des
cribed. A large and handsome one has been lately erected at
Providence.
Those, which I have seen in the country towns,
appear like badly built, and decayed barns.
To remedy the evil, which has been here specified, the sober
and intelligent Baptists of this state founded Providence College;
The design was hon
or, as it is now called, Brown University.
A considerable
ourable both to their heads, and their hearts.
greatest evil,

can

The churches in Providence and

number of young men, of this

Newport

persuasion,

a

I have

have been educated ;
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and have been destined to the

ministry. But, although the num
Baptists in most of the States in the Union is considerable,
and in the whole, great; the places are not numerous, to which
such ministers can look for a living.
In the cities and large towns,
several of them find a sufficient maintenance.
Elsewhere, as
they are generally obliged to look only to voluntary contributions,
they must receive an imperfect support. Few of them there
fore, as I believe, enter the ministry. This evil is radical; and,
while men continue such as they have hitherto been, can never
be remedied, but by the interposition of Government.
Of such
interposition in Rhode-Island there is, however, very little hope.
Schools usually go parallel with ministers, and churches.
Here, certainly, they move in the same course. Exclusive of a
few attempts, which have lately been made to establish acade
mies, (of which, 1 believe one, two, or three, have succeeded,)
and some efforts, which are made in the
principal towns, schools
in this State can
hardly be said to exist. The gentlemen, with
whom I conversed on this subject, expressed their mortification,
and their reprobation of the conduct of the State, in
strong terms :
but they seemed to be hopeless
concerning a reformation. With
out churches men will be vicious of
course; without schools they
will be ignorant ; and
ignorance and vice are sufficiently melan
choly characteristics of the people, in whom they are united.
It is not impossible, perhaps not
improbable, that the energy
awakened in this State by the diffusion of
manufactures, may be
productive of some beneficial consequences both to learning and
religion. The wealth of the inhabitants is visibly increasing with
rapidity; and will probably continue to increase through an in
definite period. Wealth, wherever it is
spread, generates of
course the desire of character
; and this passion regularly stimu
lates mankind to the use of those means,
by which it may be
gratified. The first step towards giving character to children is
to give them at least a decent education
; and this step is always
taken, whenever wealth begins to be diffused. The next is not
uncommonly the building of churches ; and the next, the settle
ment and support of ministers :
such, I mean, as are qualified to
ber of
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the duties of the sacred office.

of events in Rhode-Island it is

character of the inhabitants

at

large

Should this be the

hardly possible, that
essentially

should not be

the
me

liorated.*
The

manners

of the

body

of the

people

differ

materially

from

those of Massachusetts, and Connecticut ; as you will easily de
termine from the observations already made.
The vices of ig
norant

inant.

suit.

people are always low, vulgar, and almost always predom
Horse-racing has for a long period been a favourite pur
This gross amusement turns polished men into clowns, and

clowns into brutes.

The Sabbath with
of

visiting,

and

a

devoted it to labour.

trading towns,

this

is

merely a day
customarily

A considerable number of persons in the
excepted, have been deeply engaged

proceedings

Some of the

Missionary societies have in
as
missionary ground.

considered Rhode-Island
I am,

*

people,

of the inhabitants have

Providence

in the slave trade.

their

great part of

Many

sport.

These observations

Sir,

yours, &c.

made in the year 1800. Since that time, the predic
considerable extent been fulfilled. The manufacturing

were

tion of the writer has to

a

establishments of this state have been

enlarged and multiplied ; and the wealth of
rapid manner than in any other part of NewEngland. With the acquisition of property, the people, particularly in the large
towns, appear to have acquired more liberal views concerning the importance of
learning to the community. Within three years, also, preceding 1821, revivals of
religion have, taken place in a good number of towns and churches, refreshing the
hearts of christians, and elevating the moral and religious character of the State.-.
the inhabitants increased in

Pub.

a more
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Helburne Woods
ment

Attack

New-Bedford

Westport
on

Fair-Haven

by

place by Major Fearing Rochester
ninsula of Cape Cod Sandwich.

Dear

Its situation, commerce, and settle
Gallant defence of the

the British in 1778.

Wareham

Proposed

canal

across

the pe

Sir,

From Tiverton the road

speedily

entered

a

forest,

called Hel

wild, rocky, dreary tract, with hardly a cheerful
object in view. The road is stony, and miserably repaired ; the
soil is lean ; the little agriculture, found in a few solitary spots, is
burne woods

:

a

wretched ; and the scattering houses appear as if they were inhab
by persons, who knew not where else to find a shelter. Hap

ited

pily, they are supplied

with

one

necessary of

great

life, fuel,

This forest is composed almost wholly of oak.
easy terms.
The moment we entered Westport the scene was
changed.
the very boundary the earth
surface is less hilly, and less

on

At

handsomer aspect.
The
The soil, also, and the hus

assumes a

rocky.

bandry, are sensibly better.
grazing than for agriculture.

All this tract is

Here

we saw

better fitted for

pines,

and white ; the former of which continued with little
to Race Point.

both

yellow
interruption

The houses in this

township are decent farmers' habitations.
trading village near the mouth of a creek, at some
distance South of the road, the township is distributed into
plan
tations. The inhabitants are principally Quakers and furnish a
;
considerable part of the daily supplies for the market of New-

Except

a

small

Bedford.

Westport was incorporated in 1787; and contained, in 1790,
2,466 inhabitants; in 1800,2,361 ; and, in 1810, 2,585. The
number of houses, in 1790, was 365.
New-Bedford is a town, situated on both sides of the river
Acchusnutt,*
"

the Indian

name

Written Acushnett

of the

neighbouring country.

by Mr. Colton,

of

Plymouth. 1674.

The
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township, beside a collection of farms, contains three villages ; the
Town, or New-Bedford proper, on the Western, and Oxford, and
Fair-Haven, on the Eastern, side of the river.
The situation of New-Bedford proper is an easy declivity,
sloping towards the river, which here forms a noble basin, about
The surface is in some degree disfigured by
a mile in breadth.
rocks, but is otherwise handsome. The streets are either paral
lel, or at right angles, with the river; being laid out with perfect
regularity. Unhappily they are only forty feet wide. There
The houses are
are five of the former, and four of the latter.
generally good, and some of them expensive and handsome.
There are seven valuable mansions here, inhabited by the fam
ily of Rotch.
The township contains three Presbyterian churches; one at
New-Bedford, one
first and last

at

Fair-Haven,

three Friends'

The soil is

hard,

one

in the interiour.

of

The

It also contains

but well fitted for

several other fruits abound

easily, and

and

supplied by a single clergyman.
Meeting-houses.

are

good kinds,

are

pasturage. Apples and
peaches, although they grow
much injured by the peach-worm.

:

but

The harbour is the basin, mentioned above. The entrance is
Harrow, the anchorage good, and the depth sufficient to admit

ships

of four hundred tons to the wharves ; where

they

are

shel

tered from every wind.
Both the town and Fair- Haven

are busy, commercial villages.
shipping belong to this port, the great
body of which is owned by the inhabitants. It is chiefly made up
of large vessels, employed in the whale fishery about Falkland

Fifteen thousand tons of

Islands, in the Pacific

ocean, and elsewhere ;

or

in

a

circuitous

The business of all kinds done here, considering
the size of these villages is great ; and, hitherto, has been al
: but the duties collected are of no
most

carrying

trade.

uniformly profitable
great importance. Yet the importations are probably smaller,
when compared with the quantum of business, done by the
merchants, than perhaps those of any other place in the Union.
Vol. III.

10
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The

following

is

an

abstract of the Duties collected in this

port

for ten years.
Years.

Duties.

Years.

Duties.

1801

$58,964

1806

$26,972

1802

15,527
13,824

1807

40,018

1803

1808

1,324

1804

27,344

1809

6,306

35,163

1810

10,703

1805-

A

bridge

is

begun

across

Bedford to Fair-Haven.

the Acchusnutt from the town of New-

The

proprietors,

that

they might

take

river, and of a
bar
from one of them a considerable distance, have
formed this structure in a circuitous manner.
The abutments,
islands, and bar, extend about 2,000 feet, and the bridge, 3,960,
the

or

advantage
extending

of two small

three-fourths of

a

mile.

islands, lying in

the

The water in the channel is

more

thirty feet deep. The expense, estimated at thirty thou
sand dollars, was defrayed by the inhabitants of these two vil
lages.
than

New-Bedford and Fair-Haven

were

both settled in the year

The

ground, on which they are built, was formerly in
cluded in the township of Dartmouth, incorporated in 1664.
Dartmouth originally included the present Dartmouth, and the
whole of the townships of New-Bedford and
Westport. NewBedford was not incorporated until the year 1787: the same
year with Westport. The ground, on which the town stands, was
the property of a Mr. Russell ; and was purchased of him by Mr.
J. Rotch, a native of Nantucket.
When the question concern
ing the name of the proposed settlement was started, Mr. Rotch
observed, that Russell was the name of the Duke of Bedford ;
and that this spot, having been the
property of a family, having
1764.

the
its

same
name

built

a

name, should be called Bedford.

from the

beauty

house, stores,

of its situation.

and wharves ; and

was

Fair- Haven received
Mr. Rotch

joined by

speedily

several

as

sociates.
In Nantucket he had become

whaling

thoroughly acquainted with the
interesting connections, both

business ; and had formed
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fishermen, of
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that island.

With this

knowledge, and these connections, he began the business advan
tageously. Mr. Rotch was a Friend of a fair character, sagacious,
and persuasive.
By his peculiar address he procured first from
the Government of
the

privilege

France,

and then from that of Great

Britain,

of exporting oil to those

countries, duty free; and was
thus enabled to carry on his own business with the highest profit,
and essentially to befriend that of his neighbours. In consequence
of these happy beginnings, and the industry, and skill, with which
they were followed, the town instantly began, and with one ex
ception has ever continued, to be eminently prosperous. We
were not in Fair-Haven : but its
appearance was pleasant and
handsome.
No events of any peculiar importance occurred in the history
of this town until the year 1778.
On Saturday evening, the 3d of

September,

the British under General

Gray

landed 4,000

troops

upon Clark's neck ; the Western boundary of the river at its
mouth : and marched to the town.
Here they burnt houses,
&c. to the amount of 11,241 ; and destroyed English
goods, provisions, naval stores, shipping &c. to

wharves,

and West-India
the amount of

; amounting in the whole to 96,980, or
place they marched around the head of the
river to Sconticut Point, on the Eastern side, leaving in their
course, for some unknown reason, the villages of Oxford and
Fair-Haven. Here they continued till Monday, and then re-em
barked.
The following night a large body of them proceeded up
the river with a design to finish the work of destruction by burning

$323,266.

85,739

From this

Fair-Haven.

A critical attention to their movements had convin

ced the inhabitants that this
to prepare for their

country

their

design,

and induced them

The militia of the

had been summoned to the defence of this

Commander
ence

was

reception.

of that

was a man

neighbouring
village. Their

Under the influ
far advanced in years.
at this period enfeebles both the body

languor, which,

and the mind, he determined that the place must be given up to
the enemy, and that no opposition to their ravages could be made
with any

hope

of

success.

This decision of their Officer

necessa-
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benumbing influence over the militia; and threat
prevention of all enterprise, and the destruction
of this handsome village.
Among the officers, belonging to the brigade, was Israel Fear
ing, Esq. a Major of one of the regiments. This gallant young
man, observing the torpor which was spreading among the troops,
invited as many as had sufficient spirit, to follow him, and station
themselves at the post of danger.
Among those who accepted
rily spread

ened

an

its

absolute

the invitation

was

one

of the Colonels ; who of

course

became

the Commandant ; but after they had arrived at Fair-Haven, and
the night had come on, he proposed to march the troops back into
the

country. He

was

warmly opposed by Major Fearing ;

that he could not

and. find

prevail, prudently retired to a house three
miles distant, where he passed the night in safety.
After the Colonel had withdrawn, Major Fearing, now Com
mander in Chief, arranged his men with activity and skill ; and
soon perceived the British
approaching. The militia, in the
strictest sense raw, already alarmed by the reluctance of their superiour officers to meet the enemy, and naturally judging that
men of
years must understand the real state of the danger better
than Major Fearing, a mere youth, were panic struck at the
ap
proach of the enemy, and instantly withdrew from their post. At
this critical moment Major
Fearing, with the decision which awes
men into a strong sense of
duty, rallied them ; and, placing him
self in the rear, declared, in a tone which removed all
doubt, that
he would kill the first man, whom he found
retreating. The res
olution of their Chief recalled theirs.
With the utmost expedi
tion he then led them to the scene of danger.
The British had
already set fire to several stores. Between these buildings and
the rest of the village he stationed his troops ; and ordered them
to lie close in profound silence, until the
enemy, who were advan
cing, should have come so near, that no marksman could easily
mistake his object. The orders were
punctually obeyed. When
the enemy had arrived within this distance, the Americans rose
and with a well-directed fire, gave them a warm and
unexpected
reception. The British fled instantly to their boats, and fell down

ing
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From the

quantity of blood,
supposed that
their loss was considerable. Thus did this heroic youth, in opposi
tion to his superiour officers, preserve Fair-Haven, and merit a
found the next

day

expedition.

in their line of

march,

it

was

statue from its inhabilants.*

A wag, who had divined the true reasons of the Colonel's re
to the house where he lodged ; and,
finding by

treat, followed him

inquiry,

that

notwithstanding

his

original

declarations to the

con

he had concluded to take up his lodgings there for the night,
resolved to be his sentinel.
He therefore mounted the jaw-bone

trary,

of a horse upon a pair of small wheels, instead of a cannon. This
piece of artillery he charged, and discharged, at regular intervals
the night, as the proper means of defence to his gallant
Commander ; and had the satisfaction of seeing him safe and sound
the next morning.

during

The

township

chester four

of New-Bedford extends from Dartmouth to Ro
and from Buzzard's

miles,

Bay to

Freetown thirteen.

In 1790, it contained 454 houses, and 3,313 inhabitants; in 1800,
626 dwelling-houses, and 4,361 inhabitants; and, in 1830, 5,651.
Thursday, November 25th, we left New-Bedford early in the

Sandwich, thirty miles ; through Roches
Wareham, thirteen. On our way we visited a
manufactory of twine at the head of the harbour, and about four
It is the property of Mr. Rotch ; and will
miles from the town.
cost, it is said, forty thousand dollars, when completed. It con

morning ;

and rode to

ter, twelve

:

and

tains five stands of

quills ; each of which spins thirty pounds of
twisting machine, which easily twists all that
One hundred and fifty pounds of flax, therefore, are
converted daily into twine at this manufactory, or 46,950 pounds
in twelve months.
Sewing twine only is spun at present, and is
said to be of a good quality ; but it is intended soon to spin that,
The flax is chiefly imported from
which is designed for netting.
Connecticut. This was an application of water machinery to the
flax per
is spun.

day

; and

a

convenience of man, which I have not before
*This account of New-Bedford I had from Edward
ceived many civilitie?.

seen.

Pope, Esq.

from whom I

re
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Soon after

the Acchusnutt

passed

we

great sandy plain, which

entered upon the
region of Massa

Between New-Bedford and Rochester it is

chusetts.

Thence to Wareham it becomes

firm.

we

forms the South-Eastern

lighter,

tolerably

and the road heav

From Wareham to Sandwich the horse may be said to wade.
throughout this region is principally formed of yellow

ier.

The forest

Oaks

pines.

are

however

The soil in Rochester is

nishes

road.

a

good

Rochester consists of scattered
as we

had

opportunity

it,

see

plantations.

The

soil,

is thin and indifferent.

fur

so

far

Around

well-looking houses, and a num
parts of the township.
Rochester was incorporated in 1686; and contained, in 1790,
2,644 inhabitants; in 1800, 2,546 ; and, in 1810, 2,934.
Wareham, on the road, is almost merely a sandy plain, except
a few
spots lying chiefly along the streams. The soil, which is
light and thin, lies immediately upon a stratum of white sand,
a

decent church

to

and

interspersed in New-Bedford,
principally hard and

Rochester.

we saw

several

ber of others in different

from half

inch to

an

eight

or

ten inches in thickness.

Beneath

this lies another stratum of

yellow sand, descending below any
depth to which it has been explored. As all this country is form
ed in the same manner to Province Town, with few and small in
terruptions, I shall have occasion hereafter to resume this subject.
The
ther

Congregational

this,

nor

The lands in this
better than those
Wareham

church in Wareham is decent ; but nei
Rochester, has a steeple.

the church in

was

on

township

near

incorporated

854 inhabitants ; in

the Ocean

are

said to be much

the road.

1800, 770

;

in 1739; and, in 1790, contained
and, in 1810, 851.

Between Wareham and Sandwich
mus, which connects the

we

crossed the

neck,

or

isth

peninsula of Cape Cod with the main.
Two streams from this peninsula empty their waters into Barnsta
ble Bay on the East, and Buzzard's Bay on the
West, whose head
waters are very near to each other.
A scheme has
long since
been projected, and often been brought
up to the view of the
public for making a canal, to connect these two waters, of suffi-
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to admit vessels of considerable

depth

and thus

burthen,

them the voyage round Cape Cod, which at some seasons of
the year is not a little hazardous.
The design is accompanied by
the following very serious difficulties.
The expense as estimated
by several successive surveyors, will be very great. There is no
save

harbour at the entrance in Barnstable

ing

at the canal in

can

be remedied

Bay,

to

secure

vessels aim

weather. This evil is radical ; and
expensive mole at this spot. If the

tempestuous

only by an
guarded with locks, it would in the winter be fro
preclude all navigation at the time of the greatest

canal should be
zen

; and thus

exposure. If the canal should be left open, it is believed that a
sand bar would be formed at one of the entrances.
The impor-

portance of this work, however, is
be

one

which it would be

Many

vessels

Ocean.

The

are

ern

shore of

easier, that it
there

lost;

and

commerce

and

haps

so

great,

that it will

During five months out
open, Easterly storms more

day attempted.

a

of

or

less

probably
nine,

in

prevail.

great mass of property is sunk in the
Boston, and other towns on the East

would also be rendered

Massachusetts,

could not fail of

never was a

of the

spot,

so

much safer

being greatly increased.

in which such

a

work

Per

was more ne

cessary, or in which it would be more useful to mankind, than in
The distance between the navigable waters of these two
this.

bays, is five

miles.

The soil of Sandwich is much better than that which

Wareham.

The surface is

an

interchange

we saw

at

of hills and vallies ;

which, though not beautiful in themselves, were particularly
agreeable to us, after having languished over so extensive a plain.
These, to a considerable extent, are moderately well covered
with earth.

The meadows

were

often brilliant. The arable land

crops of the grains common to the country ; and,
The
among them, of wheat ; which not uncommonly yields well.
maize was small : but the season had been very dry, and stinted
bears

good

growth. Generally, the crop is good. A stranger, surveying
ground, would suppose from its appearance, that vegetation
of every kind must be greatly inferiour to that, which really ex
ists. There are several good orchards in this town, and one cidermill ; the only one on the peninsula.
its

this
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The town of Sandwich is built

commonly called,

the

Western,

the

on

Northern,

side of the isthmus,

as

or,
on a

it is

hill of

height. The most compact part of it surrounds a
clear, pleasant looking pond. From this water runs a handsome
considerable

stream,

on

which stands

a

grist-mill.

The church is

also many of the houses.
A considerable salt marsh along the shore of the

building

;

inhabitants

der, and

an

ancient

as are

a

large quantity

as manure.

Harbour, where,

of

hay,

Near it is

and in

some

a

bay yields

which is valuable both

small

harbour,

as

the

fod

called the Town

other inlets

belonging to
employed in the coasting

the town

business :
ship, about thirty vessels are
especially, in carrying wood to Boston.
The general appearance of Sandwich is not unpleasant ; and
from the high grounds, there is a fine prospect of the bay, and
of the neighbouring country.
There is a small academy, con
taining at this time a considerable collection of students.
Sandwich is divided into two parishes.
It was incorporated in
1639; and, in 1790, contained 1,991 inhabitants; in 1800, 296
dwelling-houses, and 2,024 inhabitants; and, in 1810, 2,282.
There is one Society of Friends, and another of Methodists, in
this township.
The inhabitants of Sandwich have very civil, decent manners.
we were on this
ground there has been a considerable re
vival of Religion in the congregation of the Rev. Mr. Burr.

Since

I am,

Sir,

yours,

&c.
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between Sandwich and Barnstable Barnstable Yarmouth Salt works of

Cape Cod Observations on the extent of this manufacture
tianizing the Indians Dennis Harwich Orleans.

Difficulties of chris

Dear Sir,

Monday, September 29th,
rode to Orleans

we

left

our

friends in Sandwich, and

thirty miles ; through Barnstable, twelve ; Yar
mouth, sixteen ; Dennis, twenty-one ; and Harwich, twenty-five.
The country from Sandwich to Barnstable is hilly, and in a
great degree bare, bleak, and desolate ; the inhabitants having
universally cut down their forests and groves, and taken no
measures to renew them.
The soil is thin and unproductive,
and furnishes very little that is sprightly to enliven the scene.
The road is in many places worn through the soil down to the
yellow sand, and is deep, and very heavy. The hills succeed
each other so rapidly, and the acclivities and declivities are so
sudden, as to render the travelling very laborious. It ought to be
mentioned, however, that in the vallies, and towards the bay, a
number of meadows alternate the prospect pleasantly.
The
views from the heights are frequently extensive and interesting.
The streams

:

are

few and small.

neither numerous, nor,

except

in

The houses
very few

a

on

the road

instances,

are

of much

value.

Barnstable lies at the bottom,
Massachusetts

la;

Bay.

The

or

township

extremity of
peninsu
and about eight

the Southern

extends

across

the

which here is from five to nine miles wide ;
A noble prospect is

miles from Sandwich to Yarmouth.
from the

high grounds

;

consisting

of the town and

seen

neighbouring

country. A very extensive salt marsh, at that time covered with
several thousand stacks of hay ; the harbour, a mile wide, and
four

or

five miles

long ;

a

long, lofty,

wild and fantastical

beach,

thousand grotesque forms by the united force of
winds and waves ; and the Bay, bounded on the North only by

thrown into

Vol. III.

a

1 1
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the East by the peninsula of Cape Cod, and on the
by the Eastern shore of Massachusetts ; Plymouth Point, a
very long beach running several miles into the bay, and Duxborough Point, another beach of considerable extent, and lapping
upon that of Plymouth ; are conspicuous and very pleasing ob
jects in this view.
The soil in Barnstable is plainly richer, as the situation is bet
ter, than that of Sandwich. The forest growth in both townships
is chiefly oak and yellow pine.
The land produces good crops of
maize, rye, and other grains, a good deal of flax, and a great quan
tity of onions. On some grounds, and in favourable seasons,
Salt hay is furnished by the marshes in abun
wheat grows well.

sky,

on

West

dance.
The town is built

running

near

on

the houses stand

on

the road

to those of Sandwich.

hibit

proofs

the Northern

declivity of a range of hills,
peninsula. The greater part of
taken together they are superiour

the middle of the
:

Many

of them

of wealth and taste.

are

neat ; and several

ex

The

public buildings, which we
saw, were a Presbyterian church, and a court-house; the latter
decent and well repaired ; the former disagreeable to the eye.
The church is unusually low, while the tower of the steeple is
disproportionately high; appearing as if made for some other
building, and by accident annexed to this.
Barnstable was incorporated in 1639, and is the shire town of
the County, which bears this name.
This distinction it acquired'
in 1635, and, although situated near the Western end of the
pe
ninsula, has quietly retained it ever since. From this source the
manners of the inhabitants have received some
degree of polish,
and their morals some injury.
Many of the inhabitants are sea
men, and a greater part farmers.
Barnstable includes two parishes, and three
Congregations
two Presbyterian, and a small Baptist.
In 1790, the number of
inhabitants was 2,610; in 1800, 2,964 : houses 408 ;
and, in 1810,
3,646.
From Barnstable to Yarmouth the road is

like that last described.

deep

and

heavy,
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township is inferiour to any which we had
parts of Wareham. Here we were first wit

of that remarkable

habitants of this

phenomenon, so interesting to the
peninsula, the blowing of the sand. I shall

in
de

scribe it hereafter.
The houses in Yarmouth
and much

more

propriety, Cape
rooms on

the

are

inferiour to those in

Barnstable,

of the class, which may be called, with
Cod houses. These have one story, and four

generally

the lower floor ; and

are

covered

on

the

sides,

as

well

with

pine shingles, eighteen inches in length. The
chimney is in the middle, immediately behind the front door ; and
on each side of the door are two windows.
The roof is straight.
Under it are two chambers ; and there are two larger, and two
smaller, windows in the gable end. This is the general struc
ture, and appearance, of the great body of houses from Yarmouth
as

roofs,

to Race Point.

There are,

however,

several

varieties,

but of too

importance to. be described. A great proportion of them
are in good repair.
Generally, they exhibit a tidy, neat aspect in
themselves, and in their appendages ; and furnish proofs of com
fortable living, by which I was at once disappointed, and gratified.
The barns are usually neat, but always small.
At Yarmouth, also, may be said to commence the general ad
diction of the people on this peninsula to fishing. Born, and bred,
at the verge of the water, they are naturally tempted to seek for
plenty and prosperity on the waves, rather than glean a pittance
From this source is derived their wealth, and
from the field.
little

much of their subsistence.
In Yarmouth

we

first found the salt-works, which are now be
people on this peninsula.

to engross the attention of the

ginning
During the Revolutionary war, many persons, here and else
where along the coast, applied themselves to the business of
making salt. The process consisted in evaporating sea water
The quantity obtained in this manner
from large boilers by fire.
It was
was necessarily small, and the consumption of fuel great.
therefore given up at the ensuing peace : but the subject was not
absolutely forgotten. A Mr. Kelly, having professedly made sev-
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eral

improvements

obtained

a

for

in the

means

of

this business,

accomplishing

about two years before this journey was taken,
salt works on the plan, now generally adopted in this

patent

making
region. Of these

following is

description.
owners design, twenty feet
square, and ten or twelve inches in depth, are formed of pine
planks, an inch and a half thick, and so nicely joined as to be wa
The first class
ter tight.
These are arranged into four classes.
Vats of

or

a

the

a

number suited to the

that next to the ocean, is called the water room ; the second
pickle room ; the third the lime room ; and the fourth the

the

salt

room.

Each of these rooms,

much lower than the

from it into another in
filled from the
turned

strength

by

ocean

except

preceding, that the
the order specified.

the

first,

is

placed so
readily

water flows

The water

room

is

pump, furnished with vans or sails, and
Here it continues until of the proper

by a

the wind.

to be drawn into the

pickle

room, and thus

successively

into those which remain.

The lime, with which the water of
the ocean abounds, is deposited in the lime room.
The salt is
formed into small crystals in the salt room, very white and pure,
and

weighs

from seventy to

seventy-five pounds

a

bushel.

The

process is carried on through the warm season.
After the salt has ceased to crystalize, the remaining water is

suffered to freeze.

In this manner a large quantity of Glauber's
crystals, which are clean and good. The residium is a strong brine, and yields a great proportion of marine
salt, like that already described.
To shelter the vats from the dews and rains, each is furnished
with a hipped roof, large enough to cover it
entirely. The roofs
of two vats are connected by a beam,
turning upon an upright
post, set firmly in the ground, and are moved easily on this pivot
by a child of fourteen, or even twelve years. To cover and un
cover them is all the
ordinary labour.
The marine salt, made here, is sold for
seventy-five cents a
bushel ; and the Glauber's salt, at from six to ten cents a
pound.
At these prices the salt works were supposed
by the several per
with
whom
we conversed, to
sons,
yield an annual profit of 25,
salt is obtained in
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estimate is not

33i per cent

excessive,

on

the
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principal employed.
certainly be

the business must

If this
better

than most others.
secure

of a

It is useful, permanent, liable to few accidents,
market, incapable of being overdone, and unattended

with any material expense either for labour or
nary cases a child can perform the labour of

repairs.
a

In ordi

considerable

es

tablishment: and the

repairs are almost confined to the roof, and
the pieces of timber, by which the works are supported. If these
were smeared with oil and Spanish brown, or lampblack, they
The brine itself secures the vats from
would last a long time.
decay.
The people of Dennis, the town immediately East of Yar
mouth, began this business. The improvements of Mr. Kelly
were
represented to me as contested, and doubtful. Whatever
the truth may be concerning this part of the subject, the people
of Dennis have the merit, and ought unquestionably to have the
honour of commencing efficaciously this useful employment.
The sight of these works excited in my mind a train of thought,
which others, perhaps, will pronounce romantic. I could not
easily avoid thinking, however, that this business might one day
prove the source of a mighty change in the face of this country.
The American coast, as you know, is chiefly barren, and of course
thinly inhabited. It is also almost every where low and level ;
and therefore, while it is unsuited to most other employments, is
remarkably fitted to this. Why, then, may it not be believed, that
many thousands of persons may, one day, be profitably employed
in making salt along the immense extent of our shore. Why may
not comfort, and even wealth be easily, as well as usefully, ob
tained here by great multitudes, who otherwise might hardly earn
For ought that appears, this business may be fol
a subsistence.
lowed with

success

and

profit,

to

an

extent, which it would be

A small capital is sufficient to begin the
very difficult to define.
employment with advantage. The demand for salt is at present

great, and is every year increasing. There are (181 1) seven
millions of inhabitants within the United States : within a mode
very
rate

period there will be seventy.

The West-Indian sources, from
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which

we

principally

than sufficient.

more

will exceed the

derive this necessary article of life, are now
The time is near, in which the demand

supplies

from that

quarter.

To what

means can

naturally betake themselves, as
Will they not of course erect
to those which I have specified.
works of this nature, in succession, from St. Mary's to Machias ?
Will not comfort, therefore, and even affluence, spring up on
sands and wastes, which now seem doomed to everlasting desola
tion? Will not towns and villages smile in tracts, which are now
condemned to gloom and solitude ? May not multitudes, who ha
bitually spend life in casual and parsimonious efforts to acquire a
bare subsistence, interluded with long periods of sloth and drunk
enness, become sober, diligent, and even virtuous, and be form
ed for usefulness and immortality ?
About forty years since, there stood within the limits of Yar
mouth an Indian church ; in the neighbourhood of which, called
Indian Town, resided a small congregation of praying Indians, of
This was among the
the Paukunnakut, or Wampanoag tribe.
last relics of the efforts, successfully made by our ancestors, for
the conversion of the Indians to Christianity.
From the obstinate
belief, which extensively prevails, that these people can never
become Christians, until they shall have been first civilized, one
the inhabitants of this

country

so

would

naturally suppose the trial never to have been made, or to
have been made without any success ; yet history informs us, that
our ancestors
spread the religion of the Gospel among them, with
as

few obstacles, and

as

happy effects,

as

were

perhaps

ever

known to attend efforts of the like nature among any barbarians
since the early days of the church.

From

Major-General Gookin, a perfectly unexceptionable wit
learn with certainty, that in the Colony of Massachusetts
Bay there were, in his time, eleven hundred praying Indians in
fourteen villages. In the Colony of Plymouth there were at the
same time,
including those of all ages, not far from six thousand.
In Martha's Vinyard and Nantucket, there were
perhaps fifteen
hundred more.
When to these we add those in Connecticut, the
ness,

we

number may be estimated at not far from ten thousand.

These
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facts

perfectly refute
ficulty, attending the
their character
the

attempts

opinion,

that there is

conversion of

or manners.

Indians,

peculiar

some

dif

which is inherent in

It cannot however be denied that

which have been made in modern times to

the influence of the

spread

Gospel

been unsuccessful.

produced

the
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among them, have in a great measure
Two great causes have, in my apprehension,

this effect.

The first of these

was

the

general

persua

sion, excited by Philip, that the English were enemies to the In
dians, and were embarked in a general design to possess them
selves of their lands.

This persuasion appears to have spread,
the agency of that sagacious Chieftain, throughout the greatest
part of New-England, in a manner remarkably rapid and effica

by

cious.

So

sinister

designs

duct of

those, who

the Indians satisfied of the

hostility and
impression has nev
er
been effectually erased.
Whenever our people approach
them, therefore, they are met with apprehension and dislike,
strongly cherished by the sense of their own inferiority and dim
inution, and of the population and power of the Americans. The
other cause of this difficulty is found in the character and con
of men,

ing
and

firmly

who, for

coarse

were

of the

are

Colonists,

that the

called Indian traders.

These

are

a

class

long period, employed themselves in exchang
European goods, and ardent spirits, muskets, powder
a

ball, flints, hatchets, knives, and
Indians, for furs and peltry.

some

with the

other

Sometimes

commodities,

they

resided

among them permanently, and sometimes occasionally ; and in
either case acquired, often, considerable ascendency over them.

Generally, they were men of loose lives, as well as of loose prin
ciples. In their trade they were greedy and oppressive, and in
A great part of their gains
their ordinary conduct licentious.
arose from the sale of ardent spirits ; a business, to the success of
which the vice, particularly the intemperance, of the Indians was
indispensable. Against Christianity and its Missionaries, there
fore, these men arrayed themselves ; and made on the minds of
their customers the most unfavourable impressions concerning
both. At the same time, they themselves were white men, and
in the view of the Indians

were

of

course

Christians. With Chris-
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con
tianity, therefore, these ignorant people almost necessarily
nected the unprincipled and profligate lives of the traders, as being
often the only, and always the prominent, examples of what they
supposed to be the proper effects of the Christian religion.*
To these great causes must, in certain cases, be added a third,
which sometimes was not inferiour to either in its efficacy : I mean
the very censurable character of that class of men, who usually
plant themselves upon the frontier of the English settlements ; a
class, composed principally of the foresters heretofore described.

These

men

almost of

course

alienate the minds of the Indians

thing, adopted by the Colonists.
Independently of these causes, there is nothing in the Indian
character, which can rationally discourage efforts for their conver
sion.
They are savages it is true ; and a savage life is hostile to
religion ; but how often has Christianity triumphed over this ob*
stacle. What I especially intend is, that there is nothing of a pe
from every

culiar nature in their circumstances which would make their con

hopeless and difficult, than that of other savages. Of
proof is furnished in the facts, which have been al
ready stated. A strong illustration of the same proof is also ex

version

this,

more

decisive

hibited in the remarkable

success

of the excellent Brainard ; who
so far as the hu

Cross-week-sung, c.onverted by his preaching,
man eye can judge, seventy-five Indians, out of
the faith and obedience of the Gospel, within
at

What Minister

boast of

can

of civilized life! Such

a

greater

fact is

a

success

one

hundred,

to

twelve months.

in any Congregation
that the difficulty,

flaming proof,

complained of, does not lie in the mere character of these
people.
Yarmouth was incorporated in 1639. In 1790, it contained
2,678 inhabitants : Dennis being then included within its limits.

here

*

The

same

effects

are

produced in the

the British inhabitants of Hindostan.

brought by
the

them

against

minds of the

The most

the Christian

Hindoos, by the loose lives of
the most operative,
objection

solid,

religion ;

greatest difficulty ; has been derived from this

and that which is obviated with
source.

The Mexicans made the

objection, and as they thought irresistibly, against the religion that was taught
them by the Spaniards. The inhabitants of Tanjore, after having been a short time
witnesses of the life of Schwartz, never thought of questioning -either the realitv or
the excellence of his religion.

same
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In. 1800, Yarmouth alone contained 1,727; and, in 1810, 2,134.
Of Dennis we saw little
except the ground on which we rode,
and occasional extensions of

country.

our

prospect

Of the houses and inhabitants

over

the

neighbouring

few ; and those
A considerable part of the road

distinguished by no peculiarity.

we saw

from Yarmouth to

Orleans, where we lodged, is hilly and unpleas
principally lean ; the verdure faded premature
ly; the forests, which in Dennis extend along the road in one
place three miles, are low and unthrifty ; and the surface, though
sufficiently varied, destitute of beauty. The views of the bay,
and the tidy, comfortable appearance of the houses, are, here,
almost the only objects, which can gratify the eye of a traveller.
On the Northern shore the soil is said to be better. Rye, Indian
ant.

The soil is

corn,

and

onions,

are

than

greater quantities,

said to grow

well;

and

necessary for the

are

cultivated in

are

consumption

of the

inhabitants.

highest land in the County of Barnstable, is Scargo Hill, in
township.
The following account of the Salt works in Barnstable County
is taken from the Collections of the Historical Society of Massa
chusetts, Vol. viii. page 138.
The

this

No. of feet.

No. of works.

Dennis
Yarmouth
-

-

.

21

-

Chatham

Orleans

-

11

-

Wellfleet

-

-

-

-

10

12

9,100

-

-

-

1

136

Vol. III.

18,600
11,500
3,080

-

-

2

-

Province Town

-

-

12

-

-

-

-

6

-

Eastham

.

4

.

-

Harwich

4

33,800
16,630
11,717
2,702
1,900

-

14

-

-

Sandwich
Falmouth

4

.

.

Barnstable

Truro

47

-

-

-

-

-

-

180
700

11,404
121,313
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You

are

to be

informed,

that these feet denote the

area

of the

several vats, contained in each salt work; and that a foot has, here,
a
singular meaning, and denotes ten actual feet. The real amount
af the whole area of the vats, erected on this peninsula, was, in
theyearl802, 1,213,130 square feet. It was calculated that these
works would yield, annually, 40,438 bushels of marine salt, and
181,969, pounds of Glauber's salt; worth in the whole $41,701 56:
of which the marine salt, valued at 75 cents a bushel, amounts to
$30,328 50 ; and the Glauber's salt, valued at 6 cents per lb.
to $11,373 06.
Captain John Sears of Dennis was the first and principal au
thor of this method of manufacturing salt ; and is to be consider
ed as one of the benefactors of his country ; particularly as he
persevered in bringing the design to perfection, in spite of the
sneers and ridicule of his
neighbours ; weapons often employed in
a very shameful, though successful, manner to discourage useful
inventions.
There is

a

flourishing village

Yarmouth and Dennis

on

on

Bass river ;

the South side of the

running between
peninsula.

Dennis was incorporated in 1793. In 1800, it contained
dwelling-houses, and 1,408 inhabitants; and, in 1810, 1,739.

188

Harwich presents a handsomer aspect than any other town af
It is situated on an easy declivity towards the

ter Barnstable.

South, and has a tolerably good soil. The verdure was more vi
vid, and the agriculture more successful. The houses are gener
such

have been

already described.*
greatly distinguished by any thing from Harwich,
except that it is much inferiour in pleasantness of appearance.
The soil also is lighter, and apparently less productive. Oh Pock
et neck, however, lying upon the South, it is much better than in
the main body of the township ; and on Pocket island in Pleasant
bay is still better. In the body of the township twelve bushels of
ally

as

Orleans is not

*
In the year 1803, the township of Harwich was divided, and the first parish in
corporated by the name of Brewster. This is the part through which we travelled.
In the year 1790, the township contained 2,392 inhabitants, and, in 1800, 2,987. In
the year 1810, the present Harwich contained 1,942, and Brewster 1,112. 3,054.
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maize and

eight of rye are the average crop : on the neck from
fifteen to twenty of maize and from eight to twelve of rye : and on
the island twenty bushels of maize without the aid of manure.
Old
the

and

men

aged and
bait,

boys

are

principally

the husbandmen

:

the middle

Clams are
young men are chiefly employed in fishing.
used by the fishermen : of which from six hundred to a

thousand barrels

are

collected here in

a

single season.

In this bu

siness many poor people find employment and subsistence. Very
little wood grows in this township.
Imported wood and peat are

the fuel of the inhabitants. The

township is

divided into scattered

plantations.
Orleans
in 1797.
1

,248.

was

formerly

a

part of Eastham; and

was

incorporated

In 1800, it contained 1,095 inhabitants; and, in 1810,
I am, Sir, yojurs, &c.
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EasthamTruroProvince TownBeach grass, its utility Soil very thin, and
Manners and habits of the inhabitants
blown away from the white sand beneath
of Province Town Its fisheries and harbour WellfleetReturn to Harwich.

Inn-keeper.
Dear Sir,
We left

our

comfortable inn in Orleans,

September

29th ; and

through Eastham, Wellfleet, and Truro :
thirty miles. When we had proceeded half a mile on our jour
the North- West;
ney, the road turned to the North, and thence to
In Eastham the sur
this spot being the elbow of the peninsula.
face became a perfect plain ; and the peninsula so narrow, that
we had a full view of Massachusetts bay, and the Atlantic, at the
same time.
The bay was every where magnificent, and on the
North, was, like the ocean, without limits. We were, therefore,
presented with the prospect of two immense oceans, separated
only by a strip of land, three miles in breadth. Few spots on a
continent unite two such objects in a single view.
In Eastham the cultivation of the earth was a point of percep
tibly less consequence than in Orleans. The soil was visibly
more barren ; the fields were
large, as if owned in common by
many proprietors ; the fences were low, as if little danger was
apprehended from cattle ; and large tracts were left unenclosed.
All these appearances increased until, at the distance of perhaps
six miles from Orleans, we entered a forest, composed at first of
oaks, and afterwards of oaks and pines ; still lower and leaner
rode to Province Town

This forest lasts without
than any, which we had seen before.
intermission to Wellfleet, and with very little to the borders of
Truro.
travelled

At first the
a

few

miles,

ground

is

high,

but level.

After

we

had

it became broken into hills and vallies.

On the Eastern side of this

township, however,

there is

a

tract of

very good land, containing about two hundred acres, probably
the best in this County ; yielding, when well manured, from thir

ty

to

forty-five

bushels of

maize, and from twenty

to

thirty

bush-
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els of rye.
Generally, the land on the Eastern side, is better
than that on the Western. More than one thousand bushels of
maize are annually sent to market
the farmers.

by
incorporated in 1646; and, including Orleans,
contained, in 1790, 1,834 inhabitants; in 1800, Eastham alone
contained 659, and both
townships 1,764 ; and, in 1810, Eastham
Eastham

was

contained 751.

Our

journey through the forest mentioned above was disagree
was
unpleasant, and the trees were destitute of
thrift and beauty. The road, also, became within a few miles a
mere bed of
deep sand, through which our horses moved with ex
cessive difficulty.
Yet, even in this forest we saw, planted at
considerable distances tidy, snug houses, usually surrounded by a
fence, enclosing a small piece of ground. On most of these were
orchards of apple-trees, defended from the sea winds by a barrier
of cherry-trees or locusts.
Under these trees we had from time
to time the pleasure of seeing patches of verdure, not indeed very
brilliant, yet very agreeable to us ; accustomed, as we had now
been for a great distance, to fields covered with a melancholy rus
These houses are almost all built in vallies, surrounded by
set.
hills of considerable height, and defended by the forests which
A small barn is commonly built near the house, in
cover them.
which is lodged the salt hay, destined to be the food of one or
These animals, having never known better food,
more cows.
will, it is said, live well on this fodder.
Our road passed Wellfleet on the right at such a distance, that
able. The surface

we saw

little of this town until

Truro,
la ;

being

our

e.

The principal
upon the harbour.
will remember, lies with the ocean.

Wellfleet,
almost

and the houses scattered

part of

peninsula.
curity from

On

of these people, you
villages of Truro and
through these townships, are
concern

stationed in vallies ;

entirely

Northern

return.

the town, lies on the Western side of the peninsu
built, like most of those through which we had passed,

i.

The

one

the

of which towards the

township, runs across,
these low grounds they find

the violence of the winds.

or
a

The

nearly across, the
soil, and se
hills, contrary to

better
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what is found~almost every where else in
sandy, and barren.
The
it

general, aspect

of the

township,

New-England,

and of the

are

buildings

dry,

which

contains, differs in nothing remarkable from those, which have

been

already

forty,

It includes two

described.

and the other of about

hamlets, and

a

thirty

houses ;

villages ; one of about
together with several

number of scattered habitations.

The houses

comfortable appearance, which has been
heretofore remarked ; but are painted in fewer instances than in
have the

same

tidy,

places. The church is large and de
steeple. From the ground, on which this
building stands, there is a noble prospect of the bay and the
ocean.
This view is frequently repeated in the way to Province
Yarmouth,

and

some

cent, but without

other

a

Town.
In

passing through

this

township

we saw a

few

melancholy corn

fields, particularly towards the Northern limits. The corn hills,
formed by the hoe, were all standing, as if the fields had yielded
their last crop, and were finally forsaken.
The fences appeared
to have been designed rather to mark the boundaries of the fields,
than to defend them
lands

are

said,

against

in ancient

the intrusion of cattle.

times,

to have

Yet these

produced fifty

bushels

of maize to the acre, and from fifteen to twenty bushels of wheat.
Truro contained, in 1790, 1,193 inhabitants, and 165

dwellings;

in

1800, 1,152 inhabitants; and, in 1810, 1,209.

From Truro to Province Town our road lay chiefly on the
margin of a beach, which unites it with Truro. The form of this
township, exclusively of Long Point, is not unlike that of a chem
ical retort : the town lying in the inferiour arch of the bulb, and
Race Point on the exteriour, and the beach being the stern.
Immediately before the town is the harbour, commonly styled
Cape Cod harbour ; the waters of which extend round the North
end of Truro a considerable distance, and are there terminated
by an extensive salt marsh, which reaches some distance into the
last mentioned township. Between this marsh and the waters of
Province Town harbour on one side, and the Atlantic on the othFrom observing it in various places
t, runs the beach.
along
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the road from Eastham, I
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was

induced to

from Race Point to the

ocean
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believe, that it borders
Elbow, and perhaps reaches

still farther.

This remarkable

has been
the

sport

object

is

an enormous mass

of

sand, such

as

described ; fine, light, of a yellowish hue, and
of every wind.
It is blown into plains, vallies, and

already

hills.

The hills are of every height from ten to two hundred
Frequently they are naked, round, and extremely elegant;
often rough, pointed, wild,*and fantastical, with all the varied

feet.
and

forms,
are

which

are seen

covered with

bushes ;
oaks.

and

The

at times in drifts of

beach-grass

some

tufted with

a

small and

and wildness of the

variety

snow.

fringed

some

:

forms,

Some of them

with

whortleberry
singular growth of
the desolate

aspect

of the surface, the height of the loftier elevations, the immense
length of the range, and the tempestuous tossing of the clouds of

sand, formed

group of

objects, novel, sublime, and more inter
imagined. It was a barrier against the ambi
tion and fretfulness of the ocean, restlessly and always employed
To my own
in assailing its strength, and wearing away its mass.
fancy it appeared as the eternal boundary of a region, wild, drea
ry, and inhospitable, where no human being could dwell, and in

esting

than

a

can

be

The parts of
to which every human foot was forbidden to enter.
this barrier, which are covered with whortleberry bushes, and

oaks, have been either not at all, or very little blown. The
oaks, particularly, appear to be the continuation of the forests
originally formed on this spot. Their appearance was new and
with

singular.
man

;

Few if any of them

yet they

were

not

above the middle stature of
trees of

They wore all the marks
instances already decayed, and

structure.
some

rose

shrubs, but

a

regular

stem and

of extreme age ; were in
in others decaying ; were

were deformed by branches, broken and
by violence, but by time. The whole appearance of
one of these trees strongly reminded me of a little, withered, old
man.
Indeed, a Lilliputian of three score years and ten, com
a veteran of Brobdingnag, would very naturally illus
with
pared

hoary

with moss, and

wasted,

not

trate the

these

resemblance,

dwarfs,

and

a

or

rather the contrast, between

full-grown

tenant of

our

forests.

one

of
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This stinted

vegetation

ted to the influence of the

is

partially,

and

perhaps justly,

attribu

The chief cause, however,
of the soil.
Throughout the whole

sea

winds.

undoubtedly the sterility
peninsula the forest trees, and all others, even those in the
You will remember,
most favoured spots, are unusually small.
that with the exception of a thin soil, and a few spots of salt
marsh, it is formed entirely of sand. In such ground no forest
All the trees and
tree can grow, either with rapidity or vigour.
all their branches, are blunt, and unthrifty, in their appearance,
and humble in their stature.
The water, which nourishes them,
is received upon a mere sieve, which retains it but for a moment,
Accor
and supplies them with a scanty, parsimonious nurture.
dingly, the trees are in the literal sense starved. On the beach
this evil exists in a peculiar degree.
The hills on which these
remarkable vegetables stand, are of very small compass; and the
water runs down their sides, and oozes from their declivities.
Hence, the supply of nutriment is still less, and the growth more
stinted, than on the body of the peninsula.
On the driest and most barren of these grounds grows a plant,
which I had never before seen, known here by the name of beachThis vegetable bears a general resemblance to sedge ;
grass.
but is of a light bluish green, and of a coarse
On
appearance.
these sands, sterile as they appear, it flourishes with a
strong and
rapid vegetation ; and, I believe, not at all, or very rarely, on
any other ground ; and, here, one would naturally think nothing
is

of this

could grow.

From

merly

a

of

Mr.

Collins,

Truro,

now an

I received the

lived at Truro the inhabitants

inhabitant of

following

Plymouth,

information.

and for

When he

under the authority of law,
April, yearly, to plant beachgrass, as in other towns of New-England they are warned to re
pair highways. You will observe, that it was required by the
laws of the State, and under the proper penalties for disobedience
;
being as regular a public tax as any other. The people, there
fore, generally attended, and performed the labour. The grass
was
dug in the bunches, in which it naturally grows ; and each

regularly

were

warned in the month of
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bunch divided into
out in the

a

number of smaller
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ones.

sand at distances of three feet.

These

After

one

were

set

row was

set, others were placed behind it in such a manner, as to shut up
the interstices ; or, as a
carpenter would say, so as to break the

joints.

It

wind from

was
placed in
having an open

this manner, in order to
course

through

prevent the

the grass in any direc
When it is once set, it

tion, lest it should drive the sand away.
grows of course, and spreads with rapidity.
Every bunch enlar
The seeds
ges ; and, with its seeds, plants new ones around it.

heavy, that they bend the heads of the'grass ; and, when
ripe, drop directly down by its side, where they immediately veg
etate.
Thus in a short time the ground is covered.
Where this covering is found, none of the sand is blown. On
the contrary, it is accumulated and raised
continually, as snow
gathers and rises among bushes, or branches of trees, cut, and
spread upon the earth. Nor does the grass merely defend thesurface on which it is planted; but rises, as that rises, by new ac
cumulations ; and always overtops the sand, however high that
may be raised by the wind.
are so

Within the memory of my informant the sea broke over the
which connects Truro with Province Town ; (the Eastern

beach,

end of

which, for three miles, is within the limits of the former

township ;) and swept the body of it away for some distance.
The beach-grass was immediately planted on the spot: in conse
quence of which the beach was again raised to a sufficient height,
and in various places into hills.
The wisdom and goodness of the Creator, exhibited in the for
mation of this plant, in this place, certainly claim the admiration
and gratitude of man.
But for this single, unsightly vegetable,
the slender barrier, which here has so long resisted the ravages
of the ocean, had, not improbably, been long since washed away.
In the

ruins, Provincetown, and

its most useful

harbour, must have

been lost ; and the relief, which the harbour, and the inhabitants,
furnish to multitudes of vessels in distress, and which no other
could possibly furnish, must have been prevent
place or
ed.

people
plant grows

No other

Vol. III.

on

this sand.

13

The purpose for whiGh
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it

seems

to have been

created,

it

answers

easily, permanently, and
of

advanced state
perfectly.
knowledge, when war shall have become less, and the advance
ment of happiness more, the object of human pursuit, uses of
similar importance may be found for most, possibly for all, other
objects ; however useless they may be thought at present, and
however neglected in the inquiries of man.
The benefit of this useful plant, and of these prudent regula

Perhaps

at

some

tions, is however in, some

period,

measure

at

lost.

a more

There

are

in Province

Town, as I was informed, one hundred and forty cows. These
animals, being stinted in their means of subsistence, are permit
ted, often
case

they

to wander ; at

times,

in search of food.

In every such

depredations on the beach grass, and prevent its
being formed. In this manner the plant is ultimately

make

seeds from

destroyed.

frequent opinion, that this beach, and not improb
township of Province Town, will one day, and that
I was
at no distant period of time, be swept away by the ocean,
not able to obtain satisfactory information concerning this sub
ject ; particularly as judicious persons differed entirely both as
to facts und probabilities.
Some averred, that the beach has
been greatly diminished within a moderate period.
Others, par
ticularly one, a discreet man, insisted, that what it lost on one
side it regularly gained on the other.
It is now a mere line of
sand, in several places not more than one hundred yards wide ;
and appears to the eye of a stranger, as if every vestige of it might
be easily swept away, within two or three years.
It has been

ably the

a

whole

From Truro to Province Town the road and the scenery are
singular. Beside the beach, and the salt marsh, already

both

described, the high grounds of Truro

on the
South-West, exhib
prospect entirely peculiar. Bleak, barren, and desolate, as
if never designed to be the residence of man, they are neverthe
less divided into fields, enclosed in the low, slender manner men
tioned above, and covered with short grass, now russet and mel
ancholy. The soil, here scarce an inch thick, has, in spots
spread over all these fields at little distances, been either blown

it

a
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washed away, and left the white sand immediately beneath it
These spots exactly resemble the remains of a light snow

bare.

chiefly melted and vanished, yet still whitening the ground in
many places, and with perpetually differing gradations of lustre.
The road, except when the tide has declined, lies

South- Western
which

a

margin

of the beach in

of

a mass

the

along

sand, through

horse wades with excessive

fatigue. When the tide has
by that part of the beach
our
opinion, than almost any,

sufficiently fallen, a path
which has been washed,

is furnished

which

we

we

better in

had found after

had left Rochester.

The

only

ob

in this tract, which can be called beautiful, except the wa
ter, are the naked hills of sand. These in many instances are
perfectly regular, graceful swells, highly ornamented with fine

jects

waving figures

of

great elegance, wrought

in the sand

by

the

va

rious motions of the wind.
Province Town stands

on

the end of the

the western limit of the beach.
mination of the

Long Point,

a

peninsula, lies
extending

hook

out towards the South four and
a

the entrance of the
and

land-locked,
side of the

When
far

we were on

the

them,

of

a

half.

are

They

;

; the

second,
third,

and the

one

exist,

are

bed

Truro,

on

the North

of the beach.

all,

as

They were new, neat, and
of deep sand, and set upon

built in rows, the first of which is
immediately behind it, broken with in

are

short and broken also.
There

All,
are a

or

nearly

few court

other enclosures of any kind.
Cellars, where they
a circular form, to prevent the sand

built of bricks in

forcing in the walls by its pressure. It is said, that there are
three gardens at some distance from the town ; and some
the inhabitants cultivate a few summer vegetables in their

from
two

of

margin

of

completely

it contained 140 houses ;

all of them face toward the harbour.

yards, but, no

corner

is thus

The town is built

story.

on a

near

Between this hook and

the Southern

ground,

built

comfortable ; but

blocks of wood.

complete

on

and

the Northern ter

three miles farther North ; and
from its Western border, shoots

harbour; which

safe.

perfectly

harbour, and

as we saw

terstices

p*eninsula,

Point,

connected with the North-Western

beach,

winds

Race

or
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Almost all their

court-jards.

Fish is the

Boston.

they supply

a mere

residence,

and

contribute at all to the sustenance of man.
his

comforts,

are

the

as

imported

from

use, with which

themselves.

The earth is here

himself

is

food, except fish,

only commodity of domestic

elicited from the

ocean.

can

scarcely be said to
support, and all

All his

To the

ocean

native element.

he betakes

field of his exertions, and as if it
The little children were wading as

only

were

his

familiarly

harbour, as elsewhere they are seen playing in the streets.
sports, and their serious occupations, are alike found there.
Little boys managed boats of considerable size with the fearless
ness, and apparently with the skill, of experienced boatmen. Ev
ery employment, except within doors, seemed to be connected
in the

Their

To fish in every va
with the water, and intended for the sea.
rious manner, to secure that which had been caught, to cure fish,
to extract
canoe

oil,

to the

and to manage different sorts of vessels from the
the whole attention of

ship, engrossed apparently

the inhabitants.

The manners of all those whom we saw, of every age and of
both sexes, were very becoming, plain, frank, obliging, and obvi
ously sincere. Nothing was perceived of the roughness, which
I had

expected

from

a mere

collection of fishermen and sailors.

The inn, in which we lodged, was kept by a respectable man,
who, with his whole family, did every thing which we could wish,
for our accommodation.
All these

They

are

people appear to be industrious and enterprising.
said to be excelled by no seamen in their

resolution,

skill, and activity. Many of them command ships belonging to
Boston, and the other trading towns in its neighbourhood. Many
of them, also, are said to amass wealth to a considerable
degree ;
and

some

of them retire into the

interiour, where they purchase

farms of their less industrious and less prosperous countrymen.
The fishery of Province Town is an important object.
For
some
years the scarcity of whales has been such
the whale fishery ; but as they have now become

they

are

beginning

to be

objects

of

more

as

to

discourage

more numerous

attention.

The Cod
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with

pursued
great spirit and success. Just before we
arrived, a schooner came in from the Great Bank with 56,000
fish, about 1,500 quintals, taken in a single voyage: the main
deck, as I was informed, being, on her return, eight inches under
water in calm weather.
They also fish for sharks, and take great
numbers of them; for mackarel, horse mackarel, haddock, &c.
Herrings are also taken in prodigious quantities.
The harbour of Province Town is very capacious, secure, open
at all times, and of good bottom.
Its depth is sufficient for ships
of any size, and it will contain more than three thousand vessels
at once.
Its importance is incalculable. The exteriour coast of
the peninsula is peculiarly hazardous.
The storms, which pre
vail on the American coast, generally come from the East ; and
there is

no

dred miles.

commercial

other harbour

on a

windward shore within two hun

A vast number of vessels

region ;

are

always plying in this
safety here, which

and thousands have found

would otherwise have

perished.
quintals of codfish, and about 5,000 barrels of
herrings are annually caught by the people of Province Town.
The herrings are about four dollars a barrel, and cod fish about
three dollars and a third, or twenty shillings a quintal.
Within this township there are two horses, ten yoke of oxen,
and one hundred and forty cows.
These, except when they pur
loin the beach grass, are fed from the marsh in the neighbour
About 37,000

hood.
All the inhabitants whom
and

no

marks of poverty

we

were

saw, of every age,
discerned by us.

were

well clad ;

Mr. P
a Presbyterian church.
present minister, is much, and deservedly, respected by his
people ; and his public labours are very generally attended.
This, undoubtedly, is a prime source of the sobriety and decency,
conspicuous among the inhabitants. He was settled, as we were
told, when there were only seventeen families on the spot : the
town having been in a great measure deserted during the Revo
lutionary war.
Province Town contains

the

,
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A

stranger,

born and educated in the interiour of New-England,

surface, and the luxuriant succes
produce, naturally concludes, when he visits Province
Town, that the inhabitants, and the neighbours also, must possess
a
very limited share of enjoyment. Facts, however, refute this
conclusion. For aught, that we could discern, they were as
cheerful, and appeared to enjoy life as well, as any equal number
of their countrymen.
This, indeed, is easily explicable. Food,
and clothing, houses, lodging, and fuel, they possess of such a
quality, and with so much ease in the acquisition, as to satisfy all
the demands of that middle state in life, which wise men of every
age have dignified by the name of golden. Nature and habit en
dear to them the place, in which they were born, and live ; and
prevent them from feeling what would be serious inconveniences
to a stranger.
Their mode of life is naturally not less pleasing,
than that of the farmer or mechanic : for no people are more at
The enterprise, which
tached to their employment than seamen.
this life requires, and the energy which it supplies, render it less
even and dull, and are
probably as well suited to the natural taste
of man, as arts or agriculture.
The situations of others they rare
ly see, and are therefore rarely led to make irksome comparisons.
The lawn, the meadow, the orchard, and the harvest, excite in
their minds, neither wishes nor thoughts.
The draught of her
rings, the fare of codfish, the conquest of a shark, and the capture
of a whale, prompt their ambition, engross their care, and furnish
pleasures, as entirely unknown to the farmer, as the joy of har
To solitude they are strangers.
vest is to them.
An active, en
terprising life is scarcely molested by ennui. Almost every day
strangers visit Province Town from different parts of the world :
for there is hardly any spot, except great trading cities, which is
more
frequented by vessels of all descriptions, than this. By
these they are furnished with business and intelligence ; and with
amid the varied beauties of its
sion of its

not

a

few of those little varieties in

contribute

of

so

enjoying

landsmen.

thought

and

feeling, which
they fail
conscious, uninterrupted superiority over mere

much to the cheerfulness of life.
a

While most of their

Nor do

countrymen have

been chained
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small

spot of earth, they have traversed the Ocean. While
the husbandman has followed the
plough, or brandished the sick
le, the inhabitant of Province Town has coasted the shores of
a

Greenland, swept the
in chase of the whale.

Brazilian seas, or crossed the Pacific Ocean,
Who, that has circumnavigated the globe,

will not look down

native

county,

The truth is ;

from

on him, who has
scarcely travelled out of his
spent life on his own farm ?
a
great part of human happiness or misery arises

or

poverty ; for

but

from

comparison merely. Our misfortunes spring not from
we are
rarely poor in such a sense as to suffer ;
a perception, that we are not so rich as others.
To

this

spirit

there

ed with

are no

Macedon,

bounds.

our

Alexander would have been content

had there been

Persia, with Persia had the
continent, and with the
station of a man, had there been in his apprehension no Gods.
Where objects of superiority and comparison do not exist, the
pain arising from this source, is not felt. Such, in a good degree,
is the situation of these people.
Their lot is the lot of all around
them.
They have little to covet, because they possess most of
what is seen and known.
Happily, Providence has, in cases of
real importance, conciliated us, partially at least, to the sources of
our
enjoyment. Were we naturally, and generally, prompted to
an universal comparison of our condition with that of others, how
many who are now satisfied, would make themselves miserable,
because they were not seated on thrones, and wielding sceptres.
How many would pine, that they were not to glitter on the page
How many would spend life in
of the historian and the poet.
sighing for the fine enthusiasm of Spencer and Beattie, the exquis
ite elegance of Addison and Virgil, or the sublime raptures, which
thrilled in the bosom of Homer, Milton, or Isaiah.
Province Town, in 1790, contained 434 inhabitants ; in 1800,
812; in 1802, there were 198 families, and, by a proportional, cal
culation, 946 persons ; rather less than five to a family ; and, in
no

Indus and the Ocean limited the Asiatic

1810, 936.

Wednesday, September 30th, we left our hospitable and friend
ly inn; and rode to Harwich: thirty-five miles. We began our
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journey at an early hour, in order to take the benefit of a hard
path, furnished by that part of the beach, which is covered by
the tide at high-water. For several miles we were presented with
a fine view of the Atlantic, now rolling against the shore under
After
the pressure of a strong wind with inexpressible grandeur.
on which stands the church of
we had ascended the
high ground
Truro, I was struck with the resemblance between this spot and
parts of Scotland, as they are often exhibited in description.
"
Bleak and barren," like
Scotia's Hills,"* the country seemed
some

"

to forbid the cultivation and the

hopes of man. Providence ap
in the very formation of the ground, to have destined it to
In spite of facts the im
accidental visitation, or eternal solitude.

peared,

agination irresistibly asked, who,

that could make his

retreat,

would fix his residence here.
On this

ground there is a handsome light-house, stationed upon
clay remarkable for its firmness, and not less so for be
ing found here. General Lincoln, a gentleman to whom his coun
try is indebted for many important services, superintended its
erection : and it is said to be contrived in a manner uncommonly
a mass

of

useful.
On our way we passed through the town of Wellfleet ; and
found the houses generally like those heretofore described, but
with

more

Here

appearances of attention and taste.
saw a collection of
sand-hills,

surrounding the har
They were of different sizes, and, in some degree, of dif
ferent figures ; but were all obtuse cones, smooth,
regular, and
elegant. Such a number, adorning a handsome piece of water,
winding beautifully until it opened with a vista-like passage into
the bay, were, after all the similar objects which we had seen,
new and
interesting. No mass of earth is comparable to these
hills for regularity and elegance of figure, and surface.
Were
they as cheerful as they are regular, were they dressed with the
verdure which so generally adorns New-England,
they would be
among the most beautiful objects in nature.
we

bour.

*

Beattie's Minstrel.
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At Wellfleet

formerly

]0(

lived Colonel Elisha

Doane,

ed in this spot an estate of
120,000 sterling.
In 1 790, Wellfleet contained 1,113 inhabitants

amass

in 1 800, 1 ,207 ;

in 1810, 1,402.

and,

At Eastham

we

changed

our

road

a

ed Orleans ; and, after
passing by the
ing in indifferent repair, entered a

wards the

Here,

bay.

about

one

few miles before

church,

except

visible ; not a house ;
the whortleberries, which tufted

sing to

the

creature

we

reach

ordinary build
large sandy waste, lying to
thousand acres were entirely
places, of ten feet. Nothing
an

blown away to the depth, in many
can exceed the dreariness and desolation of this

ing

;

who

was

scene.

nor even a

Not

green

a

liv

thing,

a few
lonely hillocks, ri
height of the original surface, and prevented by this de
fence from being blown away also.
These, although they varied
the prospect, added to the gloom by their strongly picturesque
appearance, by marking exactly the original level of the plain,
and by shewing us in this manner the immensity of the mass,
which had thus been carried away by the wind. The beach grass
had been planted here, and the ground had been formerly enclo
sed ; but the gates had been left open, and the cattle had destroy
ed this invaluable plant.
The inhabitants were, I presume, dis
couraged, and yielded up their possessions to ruin. When and
where this evil will stop, cannot easily be calculated ; for the sand
spreads a perfect sterility in its progress, and entirely desolates
The impression, made by this land
the ground, on which it falls.
scape, cannot be realized without experience. It was a compound
of wildness, gloom, and solitude. I felt myself transported to the
borders of Nubia, and was well prepared to meet the sandy col
umns, so forcibly described by Bruce, and after him by Darwin.
A troop of Bedouins would have finished the picture, banished ev
in an African
ery thought of our own country, and set us down

waste.

The
hind

us

move

day
;

had

now

slowly,

Vol. HI.

become very

warm

from be
; the wind blew

were obliged to
very deep ; and our horses
and with extreme difficulty. Nothing could better

the sand

was

14
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of Isaiah ; " A
rock" would have

strength and beauty of that fine image
"

the shadow of
weary land ;" and to us
been inexpressibly delightful.

a

great

on this
peninsula terminated upon our road, in Or
They are the common, grey granite of the country.
This man had been
We lodged at Harwich with a Captain A.
thirty years at sea, and, as he informed us with emphasis, had seen
the world. Now he was the principal farmer in Harwich, and cut
annually from four to eight loads of English hay;* a greater quan
tity, as he told us, than was cut by any single farmer further down
the Cape. A farmer in the interiour, who cuts annually from
one to two hundred tons, may
perhaps smile at this story.
I am, Sir, yours, &c.

The rocks

leans.

*

Spear

grass.
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Return to Sandwich
Gideon

Mission among the Indians at Massapee Visit to the Rev.
Description of the peninsula of Cape CodIfc

Hawley, the missionary
soil, population, &c.
Dear

Sir,

The next

morning, Thursday,

mouth, nine miles,

October 1st

we

rode to Yar

breakfast ; and spent a considerable time
the salt works of Peter Thatcher, Esq.
Hence we

in

to

examining
proceeded to Marshpee, or Massapee ; fifteen, to dinner. In the
evening we returned to Sandwich ; twelve : in all thirty-six
miles.
Our road was better than on the three preceding days.
Massapee is one of the few tracts in the populous parts of NewEngland, which are still occupied by the Aborigines. A mission
ary has been regularly supported here, with small interruptions,
from the establishment of this Indian colony by the efforts of Mr.
Richard Bourne, the first missionary. This gentleman, with a
disinterestedness, and piety, highly honourable to him, obtained,
in the year 1660, a deed from an Indian, named Quachatisset, and
others, to the Indians of Massapee, or, as they were then called
the South Sea Indians, covering the tract which bears this name.
The instrument

was

so' drawn, that the land could

never

be sold

without the consent of every Indian, belonging to the settlement.
On this foundation he began a mission to this place ; and was or

missionary in 1670. In 1685, he died; and was sucIndian preacher, named Simon Popmonet, who liv
ed in this character about forty years ; and was succeeded, in
1729, by Mr. Joseph Bourne, a descendant of Richard. This
gentleman resigned the office in 1742; and was followed by a
second Indian Missionary, a regular minister, and a good, sensible
preacher. During his life two gentlemen were successively can
didates for the office ; but, being powerfully opposed, neither of
In 1758, the Rev. Gideon Hawley was inthem was inducted,
-stalled as the pastor of these people.
dained

as a

ceded

by

an
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Massapee

is

peculiarly fitted to be an Indian residence.
by two bays ; and shoots into it

the Sound ; is indented
al necks, or points, of land.
on

It is also watered

It lies
sever

by several streams,
inhabitants derive

ponds. From these circumstances the
It is
abundant opportunities of supplying themselves with fish.
well covered with a forest; and, therefore, has long retained the
It is,
source of their subsistence.
game, which was the second
also, sequestered in a great measure from that correspondence
with the whites, which has been usually fatal to Indian settle
and

ments in this

country.

unpleasant. It is composed of
unequal than Sandwich, or
Barnstable. On our road we saw several English houses; all of
I
which were good buildings, and exhibited proofs of prosperity.
have no where seen quinces in such abundance.
The Inn, at which we dined, was kept hy a respectable family,
After din
who entertained us with great civility and kindness.
ner one of my fellow-travellers accompanied me to the house of
Mr. Hawley ; with whom we had an interview, more interesting
The face of this tract is not

plains, vallies, and hills, but

than words

can

is less

describe.

gentleman was a most intimate friend of my parents.
From his youth he had sustained as amiable and unexceptionable
a character, as can perhaps be found among uninspired men.
He
was pious and benevolent, zealous and candid, firm and gentle,
sedate and cheerful, with a harmony of character equally uncom
mon and delightful.
Naturally, I believe, his disposition was ar
dent, his conceptions strong, and his susceptibility exquisite. The
points, however, were worn down, and smoothed, by an excel
lent understanding, and a peculiar self-government.
Equally re
moved from the phlegm of insensibility, and the vehemence of
passion, his feelings were warm, and yet temperate. Me, whom
he had not seen since I was a youth of eighteen, he regarded with
personal affection. To this he added the peculiar attachment,
which he was prepared to place on me as a representative of
my
parents and my grand parents on both sides ; all of whom he remembered with the strongest emotions of friendship, whom he had
This
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for thirty years, and whom he
expected never to see on
this side of the grave. The
expressions of genuine and virtuous
attachment paint the heart at once, in a manner perfectly under

not

seen

and

exquisitely felt ; but they cannot be copied. Perhaps
never more
happily exhibited, nor by a mind which
felt more, or in a manner more amiable and dignified.
Mr. Hawley had a favourite son; a young gentleman of the
greatest hopes, possessed of superiour talents and learning, of el
egant manners, distinguished piety, and the best reputation. He
had lately come from the tutorship in Cambridge ; and had been
just ordained to the Ministry.
By all, who knew him, he was beloved and honoured ; and
In the room over our heads
most by those who knew him best.
he lay on his dying bed ; and had been expected to expire the
preceding night. For death he was, however, eminently prepar
ed ; and looked forward through the curtains, which hide the in
visible world, to scenes of a higher and more refined nature,
scenes suited to the elevated taste of an
enlighted christian, with
a
serenity, and confidence, more dignified than the loftiest con
ceptions of proud philosophy, and the sublimest dreams of scepstood,

they

were

tered ambition.

The

pleasure, with which the
sympathy, with which

me; the

youth
son

; the

father of this

good

man

sorrow, awakened by the situation of his
setting of his fond, luminous hopes in the

; and the

received

he recalled the friends of his

expiring
night of

the grave ; the lustre, which played, and trembled over this mel
ancholy scene from the mind of that son, brilliant with lucid
hopes of immortal glory; exhibited in their union, and their al
ternations, a picture, wholly singular, beautiful, solemn, and sub
To
lime. I beheld it with a mixture of wonder and delight.
Into all these subjects he en
describe it, is beyond my power.
tered familiarly, and at once ; and appeared equally ready to go
with his son, or stay behind with his remaining friends; to pro
tract his toil a little longer, or to be summoned to his account.
and the reward of his labours ; as it should please his Employer.
He felt deeply ; but with a serene submission. He knew, that
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he

chastened

was

his

To

came.

out of

but found

;

and sufficient consolation for

high,

he shewed, in such

me

whom the stroke

Him, from

in the character of

sufferings

as

a manner

to

put suspicion
we
part

countenance, the affection of a father; and when

ed he gave me a father's blessing.
If I may be permitted to judge, the emotions which he discov-

ed,

and

those which he

even

excited,

were

such,

as

infidel,

an

or understand them,
any other worldling, if he could enjoy,
would deeply envy.
They were such, as he would of necessity

or

brighter, nobler, and better, than any thing
imagined before, as the golden visions of en
raptured poetry are superiour to the dull, cold realities of this un
confess to be

as

which he had

much

ever

toward life.

The young gentleman, who accompanied me on this visit, was
educated in the gay world, and, as himself declared, sufficiently
addicted to its
scenes
a

enjoyments;

but he

of this interview. After

we

was

entirely

had left the

overcome

by

the

house, he burst into

flood of tears, which he had with great difficulty suppressed un
was unable to utter a word, until we had almost

til that time ; and
reached the inn.

In broken accents he then

declared,

affected in his life ; that
had not before been accustomed to think lightly of

had

never

he had

been

so

deeply

that he

although he
Christianity,

acquired new ideas of its excellence ; and that, should
afterwards, he should esteem himself guilty,
as well as
unhappy. Yet the whole conversation had been rather
cheerful ; and every thing which it involved, of a melancholy na
ture, had been gilded, a-nd burnished, by serenity and hope.*

he

now

ever

lose them

* As this excellent man died

those
In

a

few years after the time here mentioned, I will add
have been able to collect.

particulars concerning him, which I
a

letter to the

author,

dated

April 29, 1801,

Mr.

Hawley

observes

:

"

When you honoured me with a visit on the 2d of October ult. my son, my son
James, the son of my old age, the hope of my declining years, was in the last stage
of life; and he

survived until the 8th at

when he expired. May my
die, may they die as he died.
A number of his church and congregation, came forty miles, to be
present at his fu
neral, which was attended by all the vicinity of ministers. The Rev. Mr. L. of
Falmouth kept Sabbath with us on the day after his funeral, and delivered a very

only

other children live

as

he

lived, and

when they

evening,
come

to
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found two of

after dinner.

It

companions

our

was

near

sun-set

The

evening was calm and beautiful ;
the country,
through which we passed, was a forest, still and soli
tary ; and the moon, whose unclouded beams darted, at momen
tary intervals, through the pines, bordering our road, prolonged
the serene solemnity, awakened in our minds during the after
noon, and formed a happy conclusion of the affecting scenes,
After a delightful ride of twelve miles,
which I have described.
we arrived at Mr. B.'s, and were received with
every proof of
politeness and affection.
we

suitable discourse

on

the occasion.

James died at

a

time of life when

men are

gen

erally lamented, in case their characters are good."
In a letter of September 2, 1802, he says :
"

I have rather declined since I had the honour and satisfaction to

see

you at my

house, in October 1800, a few days before my late James' death. I am yet upon du
ty may I be faithful unto the death the time is short ; and the time of my de
parture is at hand. My coevals are dead.
"
For a man of seventy-five I have very few complaints. In the early part of life,
my labours and sufferings were many and hard, and I did but just survive my ser
vices (among the Indians and in the army) in the year 1756. I came down to this
place in 1757, expecting soon to end my days ; but was so far recovered, as to be on
and as far as Chenango.
my Western mission in 1761
"
I have lately written to your kinsman, the only surviving son of your late Un
cle, the President of Union College, deceased, concerning his father in his puerile

years, when with me in the Indian country ; and how we
winter.
I was six days in passing from Onecho Yunghe to

came

off in the dead of

Cherry Valley, with my
two boys ; and the four last days with only ourselves, my Indians (not through dis
affection, but fatigue) having given out by the way. An Indian will hardly endure
three days fatigue in succession."
This eminent and faithful servant of the Lord died on the 3d of October 1807, in
the 81st year of his age, and 56th of his Missionary labours. " *On his death bed,
he appeared perfectly rational and tranquil. Speaking of his approaching dissolu
tion, and his prospects' of futurity, he observed, I have hope of acceptance, but it is
founded wholly on free and sovereign grace, and not at all on my own works. It is
true my labours have been many, but they have been so very imperfect, attended
with so great a want of charity,.humility, &c. that I have no hope in them as the
ground of my acceptance." Pub.
*

See

Panoplist,

1807.
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succeeding day, Friday, October 2d,
hospitable family ; and, accompanied by Mr. D. rode
At the house of Mr. H. the same
to Plymouth : eighteen miles.
polite and friendly reception, which we had experienced at Sand
wich, was repeated.
As I have now bidden adieu to the peninsula of Cape Cod, I
will close my account of it with a few general observations.
This singular piece of land extends from the isthmus, which con
On the afternoon of the

we

left this

nects it with the

Main,

to Race

Point,

as

measured

on

the

road,

sixty-eight miles. About half this distance, it runs Eastward ; and
At Sandwich,
the remaining half, principally North-Westward.
where it is widest, it is about seventeen miles in breadth, or if
measured to the South-Western extremity of Falmouth, about
eleven, or, if measured to the
The basis of
about nineteen.
Malabar,
Cape

At Harwich it is about

twenty.
Southern

of

point
peninsula, constituting almost the whole mass, is a body of
fine, yellow sand. Above this is a thin layer of coarser, white
sand ; and above this another layer of soil, gradually declining
this

Truro, where it vanishes. A considerable
part of the peninsula is still forested. Many of the inhabitants,
within the Elbow, are seamen ; beyond it, almost all.
They are,
from Barnstable to

generally, perhaps as generally as in any other part of the United
States, in comfortable, and even in thrifty, circumstances. Few
decayed, or unrepaired houses were visible to us ; and no pecul
iar marks of

poverty. The inhabitants are industrious and or
vice, principally complained of to us, was intempe
rance ; and this chiefly in the Western division.
Every town has
at least one church ; and, so far as I was able to learn, divine ser
The

derly.

vice is, with few
ed.

exceptions, generally,

and

Their intercourse with each other

There

respectfully,

by land,

attend

is confined.

enterprising, active, skilful seamen, perhaps,
Upon the whole, this unpromising tract sustains

are no more

in the world.

inhabitants, and furnishes them with more comfortable means
subsistence, than a stranger would be easily induced to imag
ine. In 1790, the County of Barnstable contained 17,354
peo
ple; in 1800, 19,293; and,in 1810,22,211: agreat part of whom

more

of
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like

beavers, gaining their subsistence from the water, and
of the land chiefly as a residence.
Those who live
the Elbow1, have been heretofore accused of plundering
the vessels wrecked on their coast, and
treating the seamen who
escaped with inhumanity. Instances of this nature may have hap
pened. I am well assured, that the contrary character is to be
attributed to them generally ; and that they have often exhibited
the most humane, as well as undaunted spirit, in relieving their
suffering countrymen, and in aiding them to preserve the remains
of their shipwrecked property.
The country from Sandwich to Plymouth is a continued forest,
with a few solitary settlements in its bosom. The surface is, prin
cipally, a plain ; but at times swelling into hills. Wherever the
road lies on the shore the prospects are romantic ; but wild and
solitary. The forest is, generally, composed of yellow pines ;
the soil is barren ; and the road almost universally sandy ; but
less deep than that, which has been heretofore described.
We passed several places, which, in this region have been
kept in particular remembrance from an early period. Among
them is a rock, called Sacrifice Rock ; and a piece of water, nam

are

making
beyond

use

Clam-pudding Pond. On the former of these the Indians were
gather sticks, some of which we saw lying upon it,
as a
religious service, now inexplicable.* On the shore of the
latter the early Colonists of Plymonth held an annual festival, and
ed

accustomed to

made this food
tract is in the

a

part of their entertainment. A great part of the

township

of Plymouth.
I am,

*

This

seems

Vol. III.

to have been

customary

15

among the

Sir, yours, &c.

Aborigines

of New-England.
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the first town settled in

Plymouth ;

first landed
over

Their

Fisheries and Commerce of

them

Rock

New-England

Reflections

Cemetery

on

the

on

care

which the Colonists

of Divine Providence

Plymouth.

Dear Sir,

Plymouth,
tom of

a

the cradle of

harbour,

Bay, forty-two

on

miles South-East of

from Barnstable.

It is built

beneath the brow of
about

a

fourth of

two miles in

a

on

number

built,

The soil
on

are

of

mile and

a

half to

same

direction ; and these are
The houses
considerable

a

I found it

Court-house,

improved

and

Plymouth was
no

a

generally handsome; and its
Mainof the plain is of little value.
the rear of the declivity, parallel with

still better appearance.
The town is compactly
and has an air of respectability ; but cannot be called hand

some.

men

and from

North-East

easy declivity,
The declivity is

pine plain.

breadth,

crossed

when I visited it in 1 807.
a

thirty
an

by others nearly at right-angles.
many instances ordinary, in many decent; and a

irregularly
in

and

shore, upon

extensive

the shore. Several others have the

are

Boston,

the

is situated at the bot

part of Massachusetts

Its surface is

irregularly

runs

an

mile in

length.

soil excellent.
street

New-England,

the South-Western

; and those

body

in its appearance ; and still

so,

public buildings are two churches,
a
gaol : neither of them distinguished for beau-

the first town built in

by

more

The

whom it

of men, whose

was

built,

names are

New-England by
were

civilized

inferiour in worth to

recorded in

history during

the

A kind of venerableness,
last seventeen hundred years.
arising
from these facts, attaches to this town, which may be termed a
prejudice. Still it has its foundation in the nature of man, and
will

never

be eradicated either

New-Englander,

who is

willing

by philosophy or ridicule.
indulge his native feelings,

to

No
can

stand upon the rock, where our ancestors set the first foot after
their arrival on the American shore, without
emo

tions, entirely different from those,

which

experiencing
excited by

are

any
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object of the same nature. No New-Englander could
willing to have that rock buried and forgotten. Let him rea
son as
much, as coldly, and as ingeniously, as he pleases, he will
common

be

still

regard

which

are

this

spot with emotions, wholly different from those,

excited

by

other

places

of

equal,

or even

superiour im

portance.
For

myself

literated.

In

I cannot wish this trait in the human character ob

higher state of being, where truth is universally
cordially embraced, and virtue controls without a rival,
this prejudice, if it must be called by that name, will probably be
come useless, and
But in
may, therefore, be safely discarded.
as

well

our

a

as

present condition every attachment, which is innocent,

use, and contributes both to

fix,

and to soften

man.

has its

The

fierce,

and the

roving, spirit of our race, are alike dangerous; and where
a
ruling principle of a higher nature cannot be certainly establish
ed, nor its efficacy safely relied on, a wise man will press into
the public service every harmless emotion, every useful tenden
cy of the human heart, and
the

secure

benefits, which, experience

to

himself,

assures

and to the

him, will

world,

be derived from

Nor will he foolishly lessen the attachment to
discourage its desirable exertions, by coldly scruti
nizing its metaphysical nature,, doubting its propriety, or stigma
tizing it with the names of prejudice and weakness.
An Admiral would be ill employed on the eve of a naval en
gagement, in teaching his sailors, that the enthusiasm, with which
they felt the honour of their country, was contrary to good sense,
and founded only in the foolish prejudices of a narrow education.
A parent would be miserably occupied, in persuading his child, if
he could persuade him, that the house, in which he was born, had
nothing which recommended it to his attachment, beyond any
other house in the neighbourhood, except the feelings, which were
Proba
produced, as well as cherished, by weakness and errour.
bly there is not a Christian in the world, however ardent, refined,
its influence.

country,

or

nor

sublime, may be his emotions,

ally endeared,
it the

to whom heaven is not addition

whenever he thinks of it in the character,

appellation,

of his final home.

Such

prejudices

or

gives

are more
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honourable to the
than all the

with which

heart, and

more

useful to the interests of man,

frosty feelings, and all the wire-drawn disquisitions,
a false
Philosophy has benumbed, and perplexed, the

world.

On
we

Saturday morning, accompanied by

visited the consecrated

New-England
rying ground,

Rock,

Hence

landed.

on

we

I. L.

Esq.

and Mr. H.

which the first Fathers of

proceeded

where several of the first

to the

original

Colonists, whose

bu

names

Two of the cannon, originally
ground. From this place we proceeded
to the spot, where the first English dwelling-house was erected :
and saw the first well, which was dug in New-England.
are now

unknown,

brought hither,

lie

were

on

interred.

this

proceeded to the common cemetery and examined the
great number of the monuments ; many of which had
already been rendered familiar to us by history.
Had the persons, anciently buried here, been distinguished for
nothing but being the first planters of New-England, they would,
according to the dictates of my own mind, have been entitled to a
consideration, in some respects peculiar ; and could not have
been blended by memory with the herd of those, who are gone.
But when I call to mind the history of their sufferings on both
sides of the Atlantic ; when I remember their pre-eminent pa
tience, their unspotted piety, their immoveable fortitude, their un
daunted resolution, their love to each other, their justice and hu
manity to the savages, and their freedom from all those stains,
which elsewhere spotted the character even of their companions
We next

names on a

in affliction ; I cannot but view them as a singular band of illus
trious brothers, claiming the veneration and applause of all their

posterity.

By

Standish, will

me

the

never

be

names

of

Carver, Bradford, Cushman,

forgotten,

and

until 1 lose the power of recol

lection.

On this
The

ground

stood the first

of the work is still

fort,

ever

erected in this

country.

distinctly visible. It was a round,
figure
irregular structure, conformed to the shape of the ground. No
other place could have been so well chosen, either for discover
ing the approach of savages, or for defending the town against
their incursions.
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this

Imme

spot.
beyond this the harbour,
and its
shipping. The harbour is a beautiful piece of water, bound
ed on the South by Plymouth Point, a
long arched beach, and on
the North by that of Duxborough ; the end of which is called the
Gurnet, and sustains the light-house. These Points, together with
the opposite shores, completely enclose the harbour.
Between
them is seen Clark's Island: named from the mate of the vessel,
which brought the first settlers, and the first white man that land
ed on this ground.
Over these Points opens the great bay of
Massachusetts ; limited at the Southern extremity by the penin
sula of Cape Cod, with its finely gilded shore of yellow sand, ex
tending more than sixty miles ; and spreading boundlessly to the
North-East. On the North appears the town of Duxborough,*
shooting far into the Bay its beautiful shore, ornamented by a
handsome conical hill, called Captain's Mount, the property, and
the residence, of the gallant Standish.
A more magnificent as
semblage is not often seen ; and none is so endeared to a NewEnglander, by the remembrance of what has passed in former pe

diately

beneath it lies the town

on

; and

riods of time.

Governour Carver
is without

a

was

monument.

buried in the first

burying ground

; and

This is dishonourable to the citizens of

hope, not long remain so. The true char
becoming better and better understood
by thepeople of New-England ; and their attention to the persons
and facts, mentioned in the early history of their country, is con
tinually increasing. The inhabitants of Plymouth, who, in this
respect, hold the first station among their countrymen, will, I
trust, feel the propriety of honouring, with so becoming a tribute,
the memory of a man, to whom they are so greatly indebted.
The remains of Governour Bradford were interred, without a
doubt, in the other burying ground, near those of his son ;

Plymouth ;

but

will,

I

acter of their ancestors is

But "not

a

stone

Tells where he lies."
*

er

This town

of the

was

Colony.

named in honour of Captain

Standish, the dux, or military

Lead
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Bradford and Carver

were

the Fathers of the

Colony

at

a

and in circumstances, when few of our race would have
hazarded, or suffered, so much, even for the promotion of Reli

time,

itself.

gion
their

piety
Apostle.

Their

patience

and

constancy

were

and benevolence would not have

primitive

; and

dishonoured

an

great force, the peculiar care of di
Colonists, in conducting them to this
spot. The savages in the neighbourhood had, during the prece
ding year, been entirely destroyed by an epidemic ;* and the
country was, therefore, become, throughout a considerable ex
tent, entirely useless to its owners. Hence they were willing to
I could not but

vine Providence

feel,

over

with

these

sell it to the Colonists.

Besides,

the disease had

so

much redu

they were endangered by the formidable
power of their neighbours, the Narrhagansets. Instead of regard
ing the English, therefore, with that jealousy, which is so univer
sal, and so important, a characteristic of savages, they considered
them as seasonable allies, by whom they might be secured from
the hostilities of their neighbours.
Hence they welcomed the
English with kindness and hospitality. The friendship, begun
between Massasoit and the Colonists, continued through his life ;
and although at times, and in small degrees, weakened by the arts
of his neighbours, was in full strength at his death.
The place, where they landed, was furnished with a safe har
bour, of sufficient depth to admit their own commercial vessels,
and yet too shallow to receive vessels of force.
The soil, on
which they planted themselves, was, to an extent sufficient for all
This ground bordered the ocean, and
their purposes, excellent.
On the land side it was easily,
on that side, therefore, was safe.
and entirely, defended by a single fort.
The barrenness of the
interiour prevented them from wandering, to which almost all
Colonists have a strong propensity.
Excursions into the country
ced their

*

numbers,

Gookin says,

with
Were

"

douhtless it was some pestilential disease. I have discoursed
Indians, that were then youths ; who say, that the bodies all over
exceeding yellow, describing it by a yellow garment they showed me, both

some

before

that

old

they died,

and afterward."
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and sub

neighbours,
capricious hostility, from individu
als at least, if not from the tribe ; a
hostility against which savage
principles could furnish no security, and Savage Government no
protection. The settlers of Plymouth were by this fact retained
in a cluster ; and were thus preserved from
probable destruction.
Here also, they found water at their doors in springs, and in a fine
mill-stream, of the best quality.
The climate, notwithstanding the mortality experienced the
first year, was eminently healthy. The Bay furnished them with
fish in abundance for food and for commerce, both at the time in
dispensable ; and opened an extensive trade with the Indians of
the coast for

In this

articles, of great

manner

they

demand in their native

country.

enabled to pay their debts, and supply
Here they found, what was of incalculable

were

many future wants.
importance to them at the commencement of their settlement, an
Indian, named Tisquantum, or Squanto ; who by accident had
a
friendship for the English, and became at once, and
throughout his life continued to be, their friend. This man, more

contracted

mild and generous than most of his countrymen, was very useful
He became
to them in many particulars of great importance.

plant, to manure with
plant, indispensable to their sub
and the means of their preservation, at various times,
He also conciliated to them the good
from famine and death.
will of his brethren ; and gave them repeated and timely, infor
mation of danger from the Savages, even at the hazard of his life.
In no other place could these advantages have been found : but
all these they enjoyed here, until their numbers, wealth, and
settle
knowledge of the country enabled them to extend their
ments with safety and success.
but the Cap
They were originally destined to Hudson's river ;
them to Newtain, bribed by the Dutch Government, conducted
and not
England. Notwithstanding the baseness of this conduct,
the city.
withstanding the superiour advantages, possessed by
and State, of New- York at the present time, it is, I think, clearlv
their

interpreter.

fish, and
sistence,

He

taught

to preserve maize

:

them how to

a
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in a place, incomparably better suited
enterprise, their wants, and their welfare.
The Dutch settlers were aided by their own Government in Eu
themselves from ruin^
rope, and were yet hardly able to preserve
The Colonists of Plymouth had no such aid ; and would probably
have perished by famine, or been cut off by war, soon after they

evident, that they landed
to the nature of their

had reached the shore.
and religious, by which Newdistinguished on this side of the Atlantic, began here.
Here the manner of holding lands in free socage, now universal
in this country, commenced.
Here the right of suffrage was im
parted to every citizen, to every inhabitant, not disqualified by
The

Institutions, civil, literary,

England

poverty,

is

or

vice.

Here

was

formed the first establishment of

which is called a Town meeting;
peculiar town executive, styled the Select Men. Here
the first parochial school was set up ; and the system originated,
for communicating to every child in the community the knowl
edge of reading, writing, and arithmetic. Here, also, the first
building was erected for the worship of God ; the first Religious
assembly gathered ; and the first minister called, and settled, b\"
the voice of the church and congregation. On these simple foun
dations has since been erected a structure of good order, peace,
liberty, knowledge, morals, and religion, to which nothing, on this
side of the Atlantic, can bear a rernote comparison.
The genteel people in Plymouth have the same characteris
tics, with those of the same class along this coast. The middle
class, composed of fishermen and mechanics, are respectable for
good morals, and civility of deportment. To the inhabitants the
fishery is an object of primary importance. To some it is a
source of wealth, and to multitudes of a
comfortable, cheerful
living. The most valuable branch of it is the cod fishery: the
next, those of mackarel and herrings. All these are sold in Spain,
and Portugal, or on the islands belonging to these countries. For
merly, they were carried to the Boston market. Mr. H. com
menced the business of exporting them to
foreign countries in his
own vessels.
His fellow citizens have followed this profitable ex
ample.
towns ; of the local

and of the

Legislature,
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may be estimated from the follow

Years.

Duties.

Years.

Duties.

1801

521,754

1806

$98,511

1802

19,223

1807

1803

30,305

1808

1804

34,417
63,411

1809

62,592
21,994
32,575

1810

29,224

1805

The mode of

curing fish on the flakes is a curiosity to a stran
Posts are
ger. A fish flake is a platform, made in this manner.
set upright in the ground, about two and a half feet high.
A rail,
inserted in holes made in these

fences.

These

demands ; and

closely,

to

as

about three

are
are

multiplied

covered with

support

the fish.

acres were

connects them

posts,

to such
a

In

an

extent

as

matting of alders,
a field,
belonging

covered with these flakes.

as

in field

the business
woven

so

to Mr. H.

The level

margin of the ocean for about two miles above and below the
town is, during the proper season, wholly devoted to this busi
ness.

When the codfish

sea-water, they

are

opened, and cleansed, which is done in
salted, packed, and suffered to lie a short

are

time.

They are then carried to the flakes, where they are spread
When rain is approaching, they are always
sun to dry.
After they are
housed ; and in cloudy days are not carried out.
sufficiently dry, they are lodged in stores, and packed for expor
The present year has been propitious to the fishermen.
tation.
The number caught is great, and the market good.
in the

On the mill-stream, mentioned above, which is called Town
and has its source in a small lake, named Billington's sea,

Brook,

there is erected

a

rolling

and

slitting mill, together

with several

The mill is said to be very productiveand is plentifully supplied with water round the year.

other water works.

property,

In the town clerk's office

we

Colony ; and its original Charter,
kept from the beginning.
Vol. III.

16

saw

the earliest records of the

in the

box,

in which it has been
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a
large and very decent congregation in
singular custom was here exhibited to us.
More than fifty bills were read by the Clergyman, desiring the
They were
prayers of the congregation for families in affliction.
principally occasioned by the death of nine inhabitants, almost all
of them at sea, which had either happened, or been first heard
of, during the preceding week. In such a case, it seems, a bill
is presented for every branch of a family, which is particularly in
terested in the melancholy event.
The township of Plymouth includes three Presbyterian congre
gations. In 1790, it contained 2,995 inhabitants ; in 1800, 3,524;

On

Sunday

we

the old church.

and,

in 1810,

found

A

4,228.

I am,

Sir,

yours, &c.
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Kingston

Marshfield

Milton

Dorchester

ington

Roxbury

XIII.

Scituate

Hingham Weymouth Braintree Quincy
early settlement Fortifications erected by Gen. Wash
Rev. John Elliot the Apostle af the Indians.
Its

Dear Sir,
On

Oct

I set out with one of my companions for
having gone forward on Saturday. A rain,
which fell on Sunday evening, left us a delightful day.
We rode
through Kingstown, four miles; Marshfield, six; Scituate, twelve ;
Hingham, six; to Weymouth, four: thirty-two. During an ear
ly part of our journey we lost our way in consequence of the re
moval of a post-guide.
I ought to have mentioned, that on the mill stream which runs
through Plymouth are erected two grist-mills, an oil-mill, a roll
ing-mill, a slitting-mill, and a mill for plating iron shovels. The
stream, which originates in a large pond, descends rapidly, and
furnishes always an abundance of water.
The road from Plymouth to Kingston is generally sandy but
Near Kingston it becomes hard; on a loam mixed
tolerable.
The soil, here, is, fertile ; and the surface, pleas
with gravel.
ant.
The town contains several well-appearing houses ; and the
whole aspect of the country is sprightly and agreeable. Among
the pleasing objects, which it presented, the re-appearance of
thrifty New-England forest trees, was not the least inviting.
Kingston contained, in 1790, 1,004 inhabitants ; in 1800, 1,037;

Monday,

Boston;

5th,

the other two

and, in 1810, 1,137.
In this town lived the Hon. William

respectable men whom I ever knew.
From Kingston to Scituate the road

Seaver,

was

one

of the most

better and harder than

any we had seen since we had left Rochester.
We passed through the Western parish of

contains

a

village

of moderate

Marshfield, which
size, compactly and tolerably well

built,

but with few marks either of thrift

were

of

or
poverty.
and
standing,
repaired.
imperfectly
long

The houses
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In 1790, Marshfield contained 1,269
in 1810, 1,364.

inhabitants; in 1801, 1,256;

and,

As

came

we

river,

we

covered with

land

near

were
an

Oakman's

gratified by
excellent

Several

well-looking

and

soil,

verdure, for the first

ferry,

we

crossed North

undulating grounds,
exhibiting the full New-Eng

time since

houses

where

succession of

a

we

shewed,

had left Rhode-Island.

that the inhabitants had

advantages ; and, together with a col
thrifty groves, yielded a prospect very pleasing to us.
We crossed the river in a small, clumsy boat, rowed by a little
boy ; and, although it was no more than forty or fifty yards wide,
experienced very serious anxiety. This stream rises in Pembroke;
and, although it runs only between twenty and thirty miles, is so
deep as to permit ships of three hundred tons, to descend into
Massachusetts Bay, eighteen miles distant.
Scituate, where we dined, is a collection of scattered planta
tions.
The houses are generally decent ; but the whole region
wears
remarkably the appearance of stillness and retirement ;
and the inhabitants seem to be separated, in a great measure from
availed themselves of their

lection of

all active intercourse with their
Scituate contains three

country.

Congregations

; two

Presbyterian,

and

The number of its inhabitants in 1 790, was 2,856 ;
in 1800, 2,728 ; and, in 1810, 2,969.
Hingham is a pretty village, neatly built around a handsome

one

Episcopal.

church, and exhibiting proofs of wealth and taste. The ground,
on which it
stands, is, however, unpleasantly broken by several
small

elevations,

formed

collections of rocks ; some of them
together in a disagreeable con

by

very large and unsightly ; thrown
fusion.
It is built at the head of

bay, which is an arm of the
township is about four miles
and includes two parishes, and three
congregations. In
contained 337 houses, and 2,085 inhabitants: in 1800 the
of inhabitants was 2,112 ; and, in 1810, 2,382.

great bay of Massachusetts.
square ;
1790, it
number

We arrived at

Weymouth

erable

accommodations,

where

we

lodged,

a

at

a

The

a

little after sunset

very handsome
considerable number of
a

; and

price.
men

found tol

At the inn

and women, of
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had assembled around

a
neighbourhood,
table, and were employed in playing at cards. Our first parents
themselves; with all the advantages of innocence and solitude,
were
scarcely less anxious to be concealed from inspection, or
more
perfectly at their ease, while pursuing the employments of
Paradise. The prospect, however, was, I presume, singular : for,
in the numerous inns, at which I have had occasion to lodge,
while travelling more than fifteen thousand miles, I have never
in any other instance, seen such a collection, so employed.
Weymouth, originally named Wessagusset, was first planted by
Mr. Weston, an English merchant, in 1622 ; but the settlement
being soon broken up, it was not incorporated 'till 1685. The
surface is undulating and stony, and the soil pretty good. Excel
lent cheese is made here, and a little commerce carried on.
The township includes two parishes.
In 1790, it contained
1,469 inhabitants; in 1800, 1,803; and, in 1810, 1,889.
The next morning we rode to Charlestown to dinner ; through
Braintree, Quincy, Milton, Dorchester, Roxbury, and Boston,

seventeen miles.

Weymouth the land begins to be uninterruptedly good, and
agriculture to assume a higher character. The houses, also,
make a better appearance; are generally neat, and sometimes
approach towards elegance. The country every where exhibits
The surface is undula
the aspect of thrift, and often of wealth.
ting and pleasant. The groves of oak and hickory, being tall and
spiry, make, together with many beautiful single trees, a most
pleasing impression on the traveller. At the same time there is a
succession, at different intervals, of rocky protuberances, which
are remarkably ragged, and follow each other so frequently, as
materially to disfigure the prospect.
The beauty of this country, both natural and artificial, increas
At

the

approached towards Boston. The surface became more
smiling ; the houses more brilliant, and more numerous;
their appendages more beautiful; and the wealth, and the taste,
displayed, superiour. Indeed, from Weymouth the country may,
with little extravagance, be considered as one continued village,
ed

as we

soft and
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raised up by the commerce of
urb to that capital.

Quincy

is

a

pretty town,

Boston, and forming

built

on a

handsome

a

kind of sub

plain,

around

a

This is the residence of Mr. Adams, lately Presi
dent of the United States.
We called on this gentleman, and

neat church.

He has, in
had every reason to be gratified with our reception.
the literal sense, become a farmer, and pursues the business with
much spirit.
This employment, originally destined for man, and
therefore so well adapted to his nature, is undoubtedly the hap
piest resort for a gentleman, retiring from the bustle of life ; and
is perhaps the only one, which will supply the chasm, left in an
active mind, when separated from a long course of vigorous ex
ertion. Every mind must have some engagement, or it will be
unhappy. This to a man of sense must be rational, and useful;to a man of curiosity, instructive ; to a man of dignity, honoura
I know not how
ble.
otium cum dignitate" can well be found,
particularly in this country, by such a man, when declining in
In a counting
age, in any scenes except those of agriculture.
"

his appearance will be awkward and troublesome.
From
the bar he will be almost pushed away.
In the Legislature he
room

will

pine

under the visible loss of

reputation

and influence.

Ah

office will weary him with fatigue and perplexity.
Besides, de
cency demands, that he, who is seen to stand immediately before
the gates of eternity, should not spend the little period which is
him, in the scramble of the present world. The very heathen

left

seem

to have felt this

:

it

certainly ought

to be felt

by those,

who

call themselves Christians.

Quincy
beautiful

was, till lately, a part of Braintree, and is the most
The present Braintree is a collection of farms,

part.

distinguished from the rest of this region by nothing uncommon.
The original township was settled in 1 625, by a
Captain Wollaston, and from him
he became
Fitcher his

agent.

had been

kind of

a

was

named Mount Wollaston.

discouraged,

the company,

and went to

The next year
a Mr.

Virginia, appointing

Thomas Morton, who, as Mr. Prince
says,
pettifogger at Furnivals' inn, and was one of
excited a sedition against Fitcher, and
compelled
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Morton then assumed the control of the

and, having received
with the natives.
voted their

some

goods

The trade

was

from

plantation ;
England, began to trade

lucrative ; and the company de

rioting and drunkenness, and changed the
name of the
to Merry Mount. Soon after,
they began to sell
arms to the
This alarmed the other plantations.
The
savages.
Colony of Plymouth wrote to him very civilly, and repeatedly, re
questing him to desist from this commerce ; but Morton treated
the proposition with contempt.
Upon which Captain Standish,
with a small force, came to Mount Wollaston;
dispersed the riot
ers, leaving a few of the more sober and industrious planters ;
took Morton, and carried him to Plymouth.
The next year he
was sent back to
England.
Braintree was incorporated in 1640, and Quincy in 1792. Each
of these townships includes a single parish. The original township
of Braintree contained, in 1790, 420 dwelling-houses, and 2,771
inhabitants.
In 1800, Braintree contained 1,285 inhabitants, and
Quincy 1,081 : 2,366. In 1810, Braintree contained 1,351, and
Quincy 1,281 : 2,632. Whether any part of the inhabitants have
been annexed to any other township, I am ignorant.
Milton lies immediately North of Quincy. It was anciently
known by the name of Uncataquisset ; and was incorporated in the
The prospects from Milton are remarkably fine.
year 1662.

gains
place

to

Much of the surface is elevated, and overlooks

a

great part of the

surrounding region. A range of hills particularly, known here
by the name of the Blue Hills, presents, in full view, Boston, and
its environs, its harbour, Massachusetts Bay, together, with the
peninsula of Cape Cod, and the mountain Watchuset in the in
feriour.
Milton
of the

was

the

History

summer

residence of Mr. Hutchinson, the author

of Massachusetts

and the last

royal governour
gentleman concerning
of America, particularly of Massachusetts Bay,
Bay,

but one of that Province. The letters of this

the

political

affairs

which have made
house

by

Samuel

letters have been

so

much noise in the world,

were

found in his

occupied it. These
generally supposed seriously to affect the chac
Henshaw, Esq.

who then
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If I have not been

acter of Mr. Hutchinson.

first
in

paper-mill,

built in

America,

was

misinformed,

In 1790, Milton contained 153 houses, and 1,039
1800, 1,143 inhabitants ; and in 1810, 1,264.
Dorchester is

from Milton

separated

the

erected here.

by

inhabitants;

the river

Neponset,

for vessels of 150 tons, and eminently useful for the
mill seats which it furnishes. The surface is a succession of hills

navigable

A conside
and vallies ; and the landscape various and pleasant.
rable-quantity of mechanical and manufacturing business is car
ried

ly
a

on

in this and the two last mentioned

townships

;

of leather, paper, shoes, snuff, chocolate &c.
Dorchester was incorporated in the year 1 730, and

short time before Boston

and

Charlestown,

in the

particular
was

being the oldest town, except
Colony of Massachusetts Bay.
:

settled
Salem
It has

birth to several persons of eminence in this country.
The
late Rev. Thomas Clap, President of Yale College, was of the

given

number.
Dorchester may be considered as the cradle of Connecticut.
John Oldham afterwards murdered by the Pequods, and Samuel

Hall, two of its inhabitants, had the honour of first exploring the
country on Connecticut river, about Hartford, in the year 1633 ;
and in

1636, about

Dorchester,

one

hundred persons,
Cambridge and

the rest from

Rev. Mr. Hooker at their head

Hartford,

and Wethersfield.

tlers in Suffolk

County

on

chiefly inhabitants of
Watertown, with the
planted themselves in Windsor,

A considerable

Long-Island

part

were

of the first set

also inhabitants of

Dorchester.
A beautiful neck of

land, commonly known by the

name of
the South side of the basin which borders
the South Eastern shore of Boston, is celebrated for
the

Dorchester

Heights,

on

spot, whence

being

Gen. Washington by the erection of two batteries
compelled the British army to quit Boston. The sight of these
works, thrown up in a single night, astonished the British Com
mander, and threw his army into confusion. When he first beheld

them, in the morning of March 5th, 1776, he is said
claimed, "The rebels hare done more in one night,

to have

ex

than my

ar-
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he perfectly understood ; and

The
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importance

of these batteries

that it would be impossible
single day after they should be opened
on the town.
He therefore made vigorous preparations for at
tacking the works the next morning ; but was prevented by a vio
lent storm from carrying the design into execution. Had he
made the attempt, he would, not improbably, have failed of suc
cess.
By an order of the American General, a great number of
barrels had been filled with sand, and were to be rolled down
upon the British ranks, whenever they should approach within
the proper distance. As the declivity is every where sufficiently
steep, and remarkably smooth, this singular attack must have been
made with every advantage, and could not, I think, have failed
of destroying many of the assailants, nor of throwing the rest into
confusion.
A general discharge of cannon and musketry was
then to have been opened upon them ; and must, it would seem,
at such a crisis, have completed their overthrow.
In 1776 1 ex
amined the ground with attention ; and was entirely convinced,
that the storm was propitious to the real interests of the, British

for him to

keep

his

post

knew,

a

army.
After the storm
to render the

was ended, the works, were so far advanced, as
prospect of success, in the opinion of Gen. Howe

too improbable to permit the intended attack.
began immediately the necessary preparations

himself,
fore

He there
for

leaving

Boston.

Dorchester

originally included the townships of Milton, StoughFoxborough. In 1792 it contained

ton, Sharon, Canton, and
within its

1800,

305

present
houses,

limits 256

houses, and

1722

inhabitants; in
1810, 2,930.*

and 2,347 inhabitants: and in

following specimen of female prowess deserves to be recorded. It is abridg
Kaatskill paper, July 1804.
A party of Narrhaganset Indians hunting on the borders of Dorchester, stopped at
the house of Mr. Minot, and demanded food and drink. Being refused, they went
away with evident marks of resentment, and Ohquammehend, the Sachem, swore
that he would be revenged. For this end, he left in the bushes, near the house, an
Indian named Chicataubutt to seize the first opportunity of executing his purpose.
The next morning, Mr. and Mrs. Minot went as is supposed to Boston. The Indian
17
Vol. III.
*

The

ed from

a
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Roxbury lies between Dorchester and Boston, nearly at an
equal distance from both ; and is connected with the latter of
these towns by the isthmus, which is called Boston neck.
The town of Roxbury is compactly built, the houses being in
many places contiguous ; and has the appearance of a pretty sub
urb of a large city.
Many of the houses are good, and the
church is handsome.
The period is not very distant, when these
towns maybe united to the eye of a traveller ; as the buildings on
the Neck are fast increasing.
The rest of the township is a collection of farms, of a prosper
ous

appearance.

Roxbury is one of the oldest towns in this State ; having been
incorporated Sept. 28th, 1630, three weeks after Boston, Dor
chester, and Watertown. I know of nothing remarkable in its
history, except that the celebrated John Elliot, commonly styled
the "Apostle Elliot," and the
Apostle of the Indians," was its
minister.
This distinguished man was born in England in 1604 ;
arrived in New-England in 1631 ; and was inducted into the min
istry at Roxbury in 1632. He was naturally qualified, beyond
almost any other man, for the business of a missionary ;
possessed
a sound
understanding, singular patience, fortitude, and zeal, at"

observed

them, and prepared himself for mischief. Mr. Minot, apprehensive of
given his maid servant a strict charge to confine herself with their two
children to the house, and to open the door to no person until he should return. She
obeyed the orders exactly. Soon after, she saw Chicataubutt cross the ferry and
proceed towards the house. After looking about him with the greatest caution he
rushed to the door, and finding it barred, attempted to
get in through the window.
The young woman had placed her master's children under two brass
kettles, direct
ing them not to stir nor to make the least noise, and then loaded a musket belonging

danger,

had

to the house and stood upon her defence.

fired at

The Indian

probably perceiving

her de

her, but missed his mark. She then shot him through the shoulder.
Still he persisted in his design ; but as he was entering the window she threw a shov
el full of live coals into his face, and lodged them in his blanket. The
pain which
they created, was too great even for a savage to endure. Chicataubutt fled and
the next day was found dead in a wood on the borders of the town.
The adventure being made known to the government of Massachusetts
Bay, this
"fortissima Tyndaridarum" was by their order presented with a silver wristband
"
on which her name was
engraved with this motto, She slew the Narrhaganset

sign,

hunter."
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gentlest affections ; was ardent in his benevo
vigorous to endure almost any fatigue ; and

; sufficiently
sufficiently persevering

He
to surmount almost any difficulty.
.only apt to teach, but peculiarly fitted to instruct, such,
as were slow of
apprehension, and biassed by prejudice. His ad
dresses were plain, and remarkably intelligible.
They were the
language of the heart ; the spontaneous effusions of evangelical
good-will ; and were therefore deeply felt by all who heard them.
His treatment of the Indians was that of a sincere, upright, affec
tionate parent.
In providing for their wants ; in adjusting their
differences ; in securing them permanent settlements ; in defend
ing their rights ; in preserving them from the depredations of
their Savage neighbours, on the one hand, and those of the Colo
nists, especially about the time of Philip's war, on the other ; in
promoting among them agriculture, health, morals, and Religion;
and in translating the Bible into their language ; this great and
good man laboured with a constancy, faithfulness, and benevo
lence, which place his name, not unworthily, among those, who
are
arranged immediately after the Apostles of our divine Re

was

not

deemer.

He began his ministerial labours among these unhappy people
in 1646 ; and continued them as long as the vigour of life permit
ted ; successful beyond every hope, and against every discour
agement. He died in 1690, aged 86 ; and undoubtedly went to
receive the benedictions of multitudes,

who, but for him, had

people he was, as you will easily
believe, a pastor pre-eminently excellent and useful. Few men
Of
have ever seen Religion so prosperous under their labours.
his charitable disposition the following story is a sufficient proof.
The parish Treasurer, having paid him his salary, put it into a
handkerchief, and tied it into as many hard knots, as he could
make, to prevent him from giving it away before he reached his
On his way he called upon a poor family, and told
own house.
them, that he had brought them some relief. He then began to
untie the knots ; but finding it a work of great difficulty, gave the
handkerchief to the mistress of the house ; saying,
Here, my
dear, take it ; I believe the Lord designs it all for you."

finally perished.

To his

own

"
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Mrs.

Elliot, however,

excellent economist.

was an

dent attention to his affairs he

liberality,
were

to educate four

ministers of the

sons

was

By her pru

enabled, notwithstanding his

College ; two of whom
preachers, inferiour to none

at Harvard

Gospel, and,

as

of the age, in which they lived.
The attachment of the people of

Roxbury to Mr. Elliot may be
by the encroachments of age
he had become unable to preach, he proposed to his people to
relinquish his salary. To their immortal honour they answered,
that they thought his presence among them amply worth the mon
understood from this fact.

ey.

When

Who would not rather be such

Roxbury

is distributed into three

a man

than

parishes

a

conqueror ?

; and

contained,

in

the year 1790, 287 houses, and 2,226 inhabitants ; in 1800, 2,765

inhabitants; and,

in

1810, 3,669.
I am,

Sir,

yours, &c.
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ham
son

Hon. Mr. Ames
Mendon

The

by the Indians Medway
Uxbridge Douglas Forests

Peculiar kind of sheep

Quinibaug and

Coventry
Dear

Medfield: attacked

Bolton

country

Willington

on

its borders

Pomfret

Ashford

BellingThomp

Mansfield

in the Bolton Hills.

Gap

Sir,

We continued at Charlestown

a

week, and spent

our

time very

pleasantly among the interesting objects there, and in the vicini
ty. On Tuesday, October 13tb, we commenced our journey
homeward ; and passing through Boston, Roxbury, Dedham,
Medfield, and Medway, reached Mendon in the evening : thirtyeight miles.
Dedham is a neat town, situated pleasantly on a plain, the
South side of Charles
It is

Capital.

River,

eleven miles South- West of the

built ; the houses
handsome.

compactly

and several of them

are

are

generally good,

Dedham is the shire town of the

County of Norfolk ; and con
Congregational and one Episcopal churches, a court
house, and a gaol. Its aspect is that of sprightliness and pros
perity. Several productive intervals, forming the margin of
tains three

Charles

river,

add not

a

little to its

beauty.

In Dedham lived the Hon. Fisher Ames, several years a mem
ber of the American Congress. This gentleman was born here,

April 9th, 1758, of respectable parents; and was educated at
Harvard College, where he took the degree of A. B. in 1774. He
then commenced the study of the law ; and, soon after he began
the practice, was regarded as an advocate of distinguished tal
ents.

In 1788, he

was

chosen

a

member of the Convention,

summoned for the purpose of ratifying the Federal Constitution,
and a member of the House of Representatives in the State Le
gislature the same year. The following year he was elected a
from the District of Suffolk to the National Le

Representative
gislature ; and was regularly re-elected during the Presidency of
General Washington. In all these situations, particularly the
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most impressive
last, he distinguished himself by sound wisdom,
After
eloquence, immovable integrity, and exalted patriotism.
his speech on the necessity of making appropriations for carrying
into effect the treaty with Great Britain, delivered April 28th,
which
1796, one of his antagonists objected to taking the vote,
was
was to decide the question, at that time ; because the House
From this period he
borne away by the power of his eloquence.
generally declined public business on account of the imperfect
he several times accepted a seat at the
state of his health

; yet
This, however,

was evidently done to serve his
gratify himself. He loved retirement; and de
lighted in his family. For public life, at the same time, he had
little relish ; and although for political science he felt an attach
ment, which approximated to enthusiasm, yet he regarded active
politics with disgust. The state of his health, also, continued to

Council Board.

country;

not to

be such while he

lived,

as

in

a

great

measure

to forbid his enter

political controversy. During his re
tirement, however, he never forgot the interests, or the dangers,
of his country. Feeble as he was, he published within a few
years before his death a series of political essays, which were
then highly esteemed as specimens of original thought, and supeFew men have so much good sense, as Mr. Ames
riour wisdom.
possessed ; and none, with whom I have conversed, a mind so
ready to furnish, at every call, the facts, which should be remem

ing

anew

into the field of

bered ; the truths, which should be declared ; the arguments,
which should be urged ; language, in which they might be clearly

and forcibly expressed ; and images, with which they might be
beautifully adorned. His imagination was perhaps too brilliant,
It could hardly be said, that any of the pictures,
and too rich.
which it drew, were ill-drawn, or out of place ; yet it might, I
think, be truly said, that the gallery was crowded. The excess

not, however, the consequence, either of a defective taste, or
solicitude to shine ; but the produce of a fancy ever creative,
always exuberant, and exerting its powers more easily in this

was
a

To speak and write, as he
actually
only to permit the thoughts and images,
themselves, to flow from his lips or his pen.

manner, than in any other.

and wrote,
which first offered

spoke

was
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distinguished by remarkable, and very amia
of character.
In circles, where any man would

was

a

thought it an honour to shine, and where he always shone
superiour lustre, he appeared entirely to forget himself, and

to direct all his observations to the entertainment of the compa

ny

ed,

;

and the elucidation of the
it

was

light.

impossible

to fail of

subject.
receiving

Wherever he

convers

both instruction and de

But the instruction flowed not from the

the ambition of being brilliant. Whatever

was

pride,

of talents,

the field of

or

thought,

expanded it ; whatever was the theme of discussion, he gave
splendour : but the manner, in which he did both, shewed
irresistibly, that they were the most obvious, and the least labori
ous, employments of such an understanding, and such a fancy.
His integrity
His moral character was still more estimable.
appeared to be direct without effort, and even without delibera
tion ; it appeared to be straight, because it had never been warp
ed ; to dictate what was right, because it had not yet learned to
His sense of rectitude, both public and per
do what was wrong.
sonal, was not only exact, but delicate, and exquisite. His patri
otism was glowing.
As a public man, Mr. Ames was a distinguished object, both of
But eminent as he was among those who were
envy and praise.
eminent, I should more strongly covet his private character. In
the several relations of life, which most endear, refine, and exalt,
human nature, he appeared with singular advantage.
Of the inspiration of the Scriptures he was firmly satisfied. It
ought to be observed, that although he had read extensively the
ablest works on the external evidences of Revelation, yet the di
vine origin of the Scriptures was most deeply impressed on his
No man," said he, ever did, or ever
mind by their contents.
will, become truly eloquent, without being a constant reader of
the Bible, and an admirer of the purity and simplicity of its lan
guage." To a mind, like his, it was impossible, that the dictates
of a book, thus regarded, should be indifferent. Accordingly, he
professed publicly, the religion, which it enjoins, and adorned his
profession with a life irreproachable. Through the great and the
he

it

new

"

"

.
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On its follies he looked
without a stain.
gay world he passed
No opinion,
with pity ; on its splendours, with self-possession.
was
no
him, because it was fashionable. In

adopted by

practice,

the devotions of his closet, and in the duties of Christian benevo

satisfaction, which grandeur rarely knows, and
confer.
Humble, sincere, and submissive, he
intimate religious conversation, the tear of contri

lence, he found

applause
often

a

can never

shed,

in

and lamented his want of fervour in his addresses to God.
with a consciousness that it was
When his end was

tion,

approaching,

It may arise from stupid
I have peace of mind.
on a belief of the Gospel.
is
founded
I
it
but
believe
My
;
ity
hope is in the mercy of God through Jesus Christ." The Divin
near, he

"

said,

a
question, and, it would
investigation of the subject.
The Infidel, and the worldly Christian, if I may be permitted
to use this phraseology, will regard the last part of his character
with feelings of contemptuous superiority.
You, I am persuaded,
will rejoice to learn, that he was thus divinely wise ; and will
contemplate, with exquisite satisfaction, his glorious destiny,
which, commencing in this manner here, will hereafter become
brighter and brighter forever.

ity

of the Saviour he admitted without

seem, from

a

minute

Mr. Ames

was

in the year

married,

1792,

to

Frances,

the third

Worthington, formerly mentioned in
By this lady he had six sons, and one
my account of Springfield.
daughter ; all of them still living.
A volume of his works was published at Boston in the year
daughter

of the Hon. John

1809.

Dedham is divided into three

parishes; and contained, in 1790,
houses, and 1,659 inhabitants; in 1800, 1,973 inhabitants;
and, in 1810,2,172.
255

In the first

parish

there

died,

in

forty years,

viz. between 1756

and 1796, 529 persons.
Of these 529 persons
9 lived above
42

74

90,

above 80, and
above 70.
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there lived above
in 59

1

90,

80, almost 1

in 10

70, almost

in

1

4.

From Dedham to Medfield the country is chiefly a forest; dull
in its appearance, and in some places rough and stony.
The soil
is poor ; and the road indifferent.
Medfield is a small, but pleasant
West

township,

bounded

on

the

Charles River, and on the East by Dedham. The sur
face is formed of easy, graceful hills, and open vallies.
On the

by

borders of the river is
small distance from the

a

chain of handsome intervals ; and at
a decent
village.

a

road, is built the town,

Medway was formerly a part of Medfield ; but was incorporated
township in 1713; and now contains two parishes. Its ap

as a

pearance is not unlike that of Medfield, except that we saw noth
ing, which could be called a village. The inhabitants of both
these

townships appear to be in good circumstances.
early part of Philip's war the savages, after they had de
stroyed Lancaster, attacked this town also. On the night prece
ding the 21st of February 1765, they formed an ambush in the for
ests, which surrounded it ; and at day-break fell unexpectedly up
on several of the houses.
The inhabitants immediately fled to
ward the garrisons for shelter, i. e., houses encircled by palisadoes.
Several of them were killed in their flight ; one, a very aged
About eighteen per
man, was taken prisoner, and burnt alive.
sons were slain ; a considerable number of cattle
destroyed ; and
from forty to fifty buildings consumed. Fortunately the inhabit
ants had a field piece in the town, at the second or third discharge
of which, the Indians fled. Hubbard informs us, that they left on
the bridge a written note, declaring their determination to carry
on the war for
twenty years to come ; and subjoining, that they
had nothing to lose ; whereas the English had corn, barns, and
In the

"

houses."

This assault was, I

think,

made upon what is

now

cal

led the town of Medfield.
Medfield

contained,

786 inhabitants.

in 1790, 731 ; in 1800, 745:

Medway contained,

1,050; and, in 1810, 1,213 inhabitants.
Vol. III.

18

and,

in

1810,

in 1790, 1,035; in 1800,
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Medfield

was
incorporated in 1650; and Medway in 1713.
Bellingham, so far as it is visible on the road, differs little from
Medway ; except that the soil is more sandy, and the surface less
pleasant. It contained, in 1790, 735 inhabitants; in 1800, 704;

and, in 1810,

766.

Mendon is situated

and between several ridges, running
highest of these grounds furnishes exten
sive prospects ; possessed, however, of little variety or beauty,
and of no other grandeur, except that which consists in mere am
plitude. Two or three lively mill-streams murmur at the foot of
these ridges, and, while they enliven the scenery, furnish seats for
a- considerable number of mills.
The soil is either sandy, or,
where it is richer, encumbered with rocks. The manners of such
inhabitants, as we saw, were rather coarse and unpromising. A
thinly built village of decent houses surrounds the church.
Mendon was incorporated in 1767; is divided into two parish
es; and, in 1790, contained 222 houses, and 1,555 inhabitants;

North and South.

in 1800, 228

In this

longing

on

The

houses,

and 1,628 inhabitants; and, in 1810, 1,819.
have been correctly informed, an ewe, be

township, if I

to

of the

one

had

farmers,

twins,

which he observed to

differ in their structure from any other sheep in this part of the
country ; particularly the fore legs were much shorter, and were
bent

inward,

so as

distantly to

Their bodies were, at the
During their growth they

active,

less inclined to

climb the stone
were
on an
was

walls,

of different

attempt

to

resemble what

are

same

time, thicker,

were

observed to be

called club-feet.

and

wander, than other sheep,

clumsy.
gentle, less

more

more

and unable to

with which this

The

sexes.

produce

a

region abounds. They
proprietor, therefore, determined

breed of the

same

kind.

The

attempt

successful.

The progeny had all the characteristics of the
although they have since multiplied to many thou

parents, and,
sands, have exhibited no material variation. I am further inform
ed, that the breed has been crossed with a breed of a sheep com
mon in this
country ; and in all instances to the date of my last
information, the lambs have entirely resembled either the sire, or
the dam ; and have

never

exhibited the least discernible mixture.
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are

called the Otter
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from

a

resemblance in

their structure to the animal of that name. Their flesh is said to
be good mutton ; and their wool not inferiour to that of common

sheep,

either in

quantity, length, or fineness. But their peculiar
quietness, with which they continue in any
enclosure.
In a country, where stone walls are so general as in
many parts of New-England, it would seem, that sheep of this de
scription must be almost invaluable.
We left Mendon the next morning; Oct. 14th; and rode to
Pomfret to dinner ; through Uxbridge, Douglas, and Thompson :
twenty-two miles. A turnpike road has been laid from Boston to
Hartford, in the course, which I have thus far described. We
found it finished in parts. It has since been completed, and is
sufficiently well made ; but throughout most of the distance it
winds disagreeably over hills and vallies, which make the travel
ling laborious and uncomfortable.
Uxbridge is possessed of a rich soil, and a surface not unpleas
ant.
The agriculture is superiour to that of any township through
which we had passed.
The inhabitants are accordingly wealthy
and prosperous ; as a traveller may easily discern by the appear
ance of their
buildings and enclosures.
Doctor Levi Willard, an inhabitant of Uxbridge, has, for a se
ries of years, been engaged to a considerable extent in the mel
ancholy, but useful business, of restoring persons afflicted with
delirium. In this employment he has had considerable success.
One or more hospitals, for the reception of such unhappy be
ings, would be a valuable acquisition to New-England.
Uxbridge was originally a part of Mendon ; and was incorpo
value consists in the

rated in

1727.

In 1760, it contained 179 houses, and 1,308 in

habitants ; in 1800, 1,404 inhabitants: and in 1810, 1,404.
An iron mine of some value is wrought near its South- Western

border.

unusually rocky, unpleasant spot of ground ; on
a considerable number of people appear to gain
Man must, indeed, earn his bread here
a comfortable living.
The inhabitants must, I think, be
with the sweat of his brow.

Douglas

is

an

which, however,
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eminently industrious;

for neither their

houses,

nor

their

church,

the marks of penury.
In the South-Western part of this

wear

forest known
which

are

by

the

name

of the

township is a large tract of
Douglas Woods. The trees,

of oak, chesnut, &c. are of moderate size, and prove
In the year 1 805, when I passed through

the soil to be indifferent.

this

region again, I perceived, that the inhabitants had begun to
depredations on this tract. European travellers
frequently express their dissatisfaction, at seeing so considerable a
part of this country, even where we think it populous, covered
with groves and forests. This, undoubtedly, is the result of their
habits ; in other words, the countries, in which they have lived,
are in a less
degree covered with wood. My own taste, and wish
es, -are directly opposed to theirs ; for in our ancient settlements
I never see a grove cut down, nor a forest converted into fields,
make serious

The tracts

without regret.

on

the Eastern coast of Massachu

sensibly less pleasant, on account of their
naked appearance.
Many groves, and those of considerable size,
might be planted between Boston and Newburyport, with not a
little advantage to the aspect of the country.
Douglas was incorporated in 1746 ; and contained, in 1790,
165 houses, and 1,079 inhabitants ; in 1800, 164 houses, and 1,083
inhabitants; and, in 1810, 1,142.
The three last mentioned towns are in the County of Worces
ter. All those, which I have mentioned after
Hingham, and which
have been described on this journey, are in the
County of Nor
setts are,

to my eye,

folk.

Douglas

borders

Connecticut;
with the two

Thompson

Southward, and Westward, on the State of
partly bounded on the South, together
preceding townships, by the State of Rhode-Island.
and is also

is the North-Eastern

corner

of Connecticut.

The

Eastern

part of this township has a light soil. The native growth
is composed of pines.
The surface is alternated with
plains and
hills, which are small, round knolls. These are replenished with
stones, from the size of pebbles
them rounded,

as

to the

diameter of

if heretofore washed for

a

long

a

foot ; all of

time

by

a mass
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formed of such

formly

water.

knolls,

answered this

the stones,

been
As

an
angular stone
recently broken.
we

forests,

advanced farther

in this

township,

The soil became

a

so

description.

met with
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Wherever I have found

such

on

far

I

the

speedily,

unless when it had

hills,

and

surface,

remember, have uni
recollect, that I ever

grounds,

Westward,

were

as

I do not

a

the

soil,

and the

essentially, changed.

rich loam ; the groves a collection of fine thrif
were loftier and more
irregular ; and a gen

ty oaks, &c. ; the hills
eral

appearance of

prosperity overspread the country. The
are small, and of one
story ; but
generally neat : appearing as if the inhabitants had made the best
of their circumstances.
With the change of the soil, the houses
were
changed, proportionally in their size, and appearance.
There are three churches in Thompson : a Methodist, which is
small ; a Baptist, small also ; and a Presbyterian, large, decent,
The rest of the township
and surrounded by a well-built village.
is distributed into farms. In the year 1790, Thompson contained
2,267 inhabitants; in 1800, 2,341 ; and, in 1810, 2,467.
Pomfret is a beautiful township, lying principally on the West
side of the Quinibaug, South of Woodstock, South-West of Thomp
son, and West of Killingly.
This river rises in Sturbridge, in the County of Worcester, in a
Thence it passes through
small lake, called Lead Ore Pond.
Holland, the South-East corner of the County of Hampshire ; and
enters Union, in the State of Connecticut.
Here, with an accu
mulation of waters, it commences a North-Western course ; and,
entering Massachusetts again, passes through a part of Brimfield;
whence it recrosses Holland, and Sturbridge, coming within a little
more than a mile of its head waters. From Sturbridge it proceeds
to Woodstock in Connecticut ; thence to Thompson ; and, sepa
rating Pomfret, Brooklyn, Canterbury, Lisbon, Norwich, Montville, and New-London, on the West, from Killingly, Plainfield,
Preston, and Groton, on the East, enters the Sound, at NewIts whole length is from ninety to one hundred miles.
London.
I have mentioned, that at Norwich it joins the Shetucket ; and
houses in the Eastern division

that the united stream is called the Thames.
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This is

a

beautiful stream.

Its waters

are

sweet, salubrious, and well stocked with fish

sand,

gravel.
supposed

every where pure,

; and its bed is clean

or

It is

boats,

as

far

to be

capable

Woodstock,

as

of

with

being

no

rendered

other serious

navigable for
difficulty, ex

what arises from its

cept

been formed; and will
The

Quinibaug,

length. A project for this purpose has
hereafter, perhaps, be carried into execution.

from Lisbon almost to its source, is generally
From these the country rises on

lined with handsome intervals.

both sides, with
and of

ever-varying gradations, into hills
heights, changing from the small knoll to

of every form,
the lofty emi

No country of any considerable extent, which has fallen
under my eye, when unaided by mountains, large rivers, lakes, or
the ocean, can be compared with this for the beauty of its scenery.
nence.

The verdure, which here overspreads a great part of the whole
is of the finest tint; and produces the most cheerful sense

region,
of

fruitfulness, plenty,

and

prosperity.

Trees, remarkable for

the straitness and thriftiness of their stems, the length and beauty
of their boughs and branches, and, wherever, of sufficient age, for
their

sive

height also, whether standing single, in
forests, variegate the slopes and vallies ;

mits of the hills.
found.

Orchards

groves, or in exten
and cover the sum

Handsomer groves, it is presumed, cannot be
where meet the eye.
Herds of

also, every

grazing the rich pastures, or quietly ruminating
farm-houses, standing on the hills ; a succes
sion of pretty villages, with their churches ornamented with stee
ples, most of them white, and therefore cheerful and brilliant ;
lend the last touches of art to a picture, so finely drawn
by the

cattle,

are seen

in the shade.

Neat

hand of nature.
From many eminences, bordering the valley of the
Quinibaug,
and very inviting views may be taken of this
country.
In a (ew instances the summits of the hills are
and of
rude,

extensive,
a

steep

ascent ;

rocky,
circumstance, which adds a suitable variety to
generally soft and elegant. The river, it ought
a

the scenery, so
to be added, winds its

course

between the intervals which form

its

willow

shrubbery,

ed

banks, fringed with
with stately trees.

and at times ornament
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The

farmers, throughout this tract, are more
than those of any other part of Connecticut.

chiefly

generally wealthy,
Their farms

are

devoted to

grazing ; and their dairies, it is believed, are
superiour to any others spreading over the same extent of coun
try in the United States. The largest dairy, within my knowl
edge is that of Major Daniel Putnam, son of the late Major Gen
eral Putnam, so distinguished in American history for his military
character, and achievements. This gentleman lives in Brooklyn.
The cheese made in this region is not excelled by any on this
side of the Atlantic ; and not often by the best English cheese,
imported into this country, Mr. Matthewson, who received in
Philadelphia a gold medal, for producing in the market five hun
dred weight of cheese, equal to the very best English cheese, ac
cording to a proposal published by the Society for the encourage
ment of arts and agriculture in that city, is an inhabitant of Brook
lyn ; and may be considered justly, as having materially impro
ved the art of cheese-making among his neighbours.
Of the townships in this region, Pomfrekis to my eye, one of
the most beautiful.
The hills, are universally arched obtusely
from North to South, with a narrower arch from East to West,
and in both cases remarkably exact, and regularly elegant.
Enclosures of stone, which in many instances are very good,
especially those lately made, often describe, as they bend over
the hills, what appears to the eye, the perfect arch of a circle.
Pomfret contains a pretty village, lying partly on this road,
and partly on the Norwich road, which joins it at right-angles.
The inhabitants are principally a collection of sober, industrious
farmers. The township is divided into two parishes ; Pomfret
and Abington. In 1 756, when it included Thompson, the num
ber of its inhabitants

was

1,727: blacks 50; in 1774, 2,306:

blacks 65; in 1790, 1,768; in 1800, Pomfret contained 1,802;
and, in 1810, 1,905.
We

were

16th, when

detained at Pomfret
we

set out for

by

rain until

Friday,

October

Hartford, and passing through Ashford,

the skirts of Mansfield, Willington,
through Bolton, and East-Hartford,
the evening : forty-two miles.

and
we

Coventry,

and

then

arrived at Hartford in
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The country, after
until

we

left

Pomfret,

wore one

general aspect,.

descended the hills of Bolton into the Connecticut Val

we

ley. The hills are the Lyme Range ; and are every where
high ; and together with the vallies, are rough and rocky : with
the exception, however, of some softer scenery along Willimantic river ; which crosses the road on the Eastern boundary of the
County of Tolland, and on the Western boundary of Mansfield.
The road passes through the centre of Ashford, and of Bolton.
In each of these townships there is a decent village.
The soil
of the region between Pomfret and Bolton is generally cold ; but
is tolerably good grazing ground. That of Bolton is better. Many
of the houses on this road are good farmers' dwellings.
The
prospects from the high grounds are extensive, but neither diver
sified

nor

handsome.

There

Western

declivity

pansion

of the Connecticut

is, however, a noble view from
hills, over the second great

of the Bolton

that from the hills in

Valley, substantially the
Tolland, formerly described.

same

the
ex

with

Ashford contained, in 1756, 1,245; in 1774, 2,243; in 1790,
2,583; in 1800, 2,445; and in 1810, 2,532 inhabitants. Mans
field contained in 1756, 1,614; in 1774, 2,466; in 1790, 2,635;
in 1800, 2,560 ; and, in 1810, 2,570 inhabitants.
Coventry con
tained, in 1 756, 1,635; in 1774,2,056; in 1790,2,130; in 1800,
2,130; and, in 1810, 1,938 inhabitants. Bolton contained, in
1756,766; in 1774, 1,001 ; in 1790, 1,293; in 1800, 1,452; and,
in 1810, 700 inhabitants. Willington contained, in 1756, 650;
in 1774, 1,001 ; in 1790, 1,212; in 1800,
1,278; and, in 1810,
1,161 inhabitants.

Between the two last
Ashford and Mansfield

periods

Vernon

was

taken from Bolton.

in the

County of Windham ; Bolton,
Coventry, and Willington, in the County of Tolland.
Willington contains one parish ; Coventry three ; Bolton two ;
Mansfield two; and Ashford three, and two
Baptist Congregations.
are

In Mansfield both wool and silk

ble

quantities.

are

Silk is converted into

manufactured in considera

sewing silk, and in this state
none which is
import

is carried to the market.
It is inferiour to
ed.
The wool is made into flannel.
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The passage from the Bolton hills into the Connecticut Valley,
is a curiosity. A gap, formed
perhaps at the deluge, or at some

subsequent convulsion, exhibits a sudden and violent separation of
the Westernmost ridge.
In the Lyme Range, on the North side,
a
perpendicular precipice almost immediately overhangs the road.
At the foot lies
and

collection of

a

rocks,

tumbled from the summit

of them

large, and, by the confusion in which
they were thrown together, strongly suggesting to the imagination,
that they were shaken off by an earthquake.
Several others ap
peared as if they were prepared to take the same leap. One,
particularly, juts out so far, and is so nearly dislodged from the
summit, as to seem waiting only for a signal to plunge, at any mo
ment, into the valley beneath.
sides;

some

Few travellers fail to take notice of this passage.
The descent
is easy, and, in this spot, highly romantic.
The common people,
with that direct, -good sense, for which they are so often distin
that Providence made this gap, on
purpose to furnish a passage from the hills into the country be
It is extensively true, that the objects found in this world
low.

guished, familiarly remark,

were

made with

a

particular

poses, which they
tended not only to

are seen

reference to the most
to

accomplish.

important pur
For the Creator in

accomplish such purposes, but to make them
proofs of his wisdom and goodness. The end, here
suggested, is of more importance than we are able to estimate.
Had not a passage been furnished by this gap between the coun

visible to

us as

Westward, every traveller, to the number of
annually, would have been obliged to climb a
steep and difficult acclivity. Horses would have gained the sum
mit with extreme difficulty, and carriages could scarcely have
gained it all. The descent would have been little more conven
ient; while it would have been obviously less safe. The differ
ence between these two cases, during a course of centuries, be
comes incalculably great ; and presents an object of sufficient im
portance to be considered, without any irreverence, as not beneath
the regard of that Being, by whom innumerable inferiour wants of
I am, Sir, yours, &c.
mankind are amply supplied.
tries Eastward and

several thousands

Vox. III.

19
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Brooklyn
Dear

Major-General

Putnam

Canterbury.

Sir,

In the year 1805 I made a journey to
Mr. M
in Virginia.
, of Norfolk,

Boston, accompanied by
On

our

return

we came

through Providence to Plainfield, and thence through Canterbury
to Brooklyn ; whence, returning to Canterbury again, we passed
Windham, and a skirt of Coventry, to Bolton.
Brooklyn is a beautiful township on the Western side of the
Quinibaug. The soil is excellent ; the cultivation good ; the hous
es
generally well-built ; and the inhabitants in prosperous circum
stances.
The town is neat and pretty, and its situation hand
some.

In

Brooklyn

lived the Hon. Israel

Putnam, for

some

years be

Major-General in the armies of the Uni
As General Humphreys has given the public a par
interesting account of the life of this gentleman, I

fore his death the oldest
ted States.
ticular and

shall pass over it with a few summary observations.
General Putnam was born at Salem, Massachusetts, January 7th
With

only the advantages of a domestic education, in a
family, and the usual instruction of a common par
ish school, he raised himself from the management of a farm to
the command of a regiment, in the last Canadian war ; and in the
Revolutionary war, to the second command in the armies of the
United States. To these stations he rose solely by his own ef
forts, directed steadily to the benefit of his country, and with the
cheerful, as well as united, suffrages of his countrymen.
Every employment, in which he engaged, he filled with repu.
tation.
In the private circles of life, as a husband, father,
friend,
and companion, he was alike respected and beloved. In his man
ners, though somewhat more direct and blunt, than most persons,
who have received an early polished education, he was
gentle
manly, and very agreeable. In his disposition he was sincere,
1718.

plain

farmer's
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tender-hearted,

It is not known, that the
generous, and noble.
of fear ever found a
place in his breast. His word was

passion
regarded

ample security for any thing, for which it was
uprightness commanded absolute confidence.
His intellect was vigorous ; and his wit
pungent, yet pleasant and
sportive. The principal part of his improvements was, however.
derived from his own observation, and his
correspondence with
the affairs of men.
During the gayest and most thoughtless peri
od of his life he still
regarded Religion with profound reverence,
and read the Scriptures with the
deepest veneration. On the
public worship of God he was a regular and very respectful at
tendant.
In the decline of life he
publicly professed the religion
of the Gospel, and in the opinion of the
respectable Clergyman of
Brooklyn, the Rev. Dr. Whitney, from whose mouth I received
the information, died hopefully a Christian.
It is not so extensively known, as it
ought to be, that General
as

pledged;

an

and his

Putnam commanded the American forces at the battle of Breed's

Hill; and that, to his courage and conduct,
particularly indebted for the advantages of
most brilliant in the annals of this
*

The

following

is

a

note to the Rev. Dr.

the United States

that

day

; one

are

of the

country.*
Whitney's Sermon

the death of Gen

on

eral Putnam.
"

The friends of the late General Putnam feel themselves not

a

little

obliged

to his

and

respectable biographer, for giving to the public the distinguishing fea
tures in the General's character, and the memorable actions of his life j yet wish
that a more perfect and just account had been given of the battle on Bunker's Hill,
so far as General Putnam was concerned in it.
In page 107 of his life, are the fol
'
lowing words, The provincial Generals having received advice that the British
Commander in Chief designed to take possession of the heights on the peninsula of
Charleston, detached a thousand men in the night of the 16th of June, under the or
ders of General Warren to entrench themselves upon one of those eminences," and
in page 110th "In this'battlethe presence and example of General Putnam who ar

worthy

rived with the

reinforcement,

were

not less

conspicuous

than useful."

From the first of these passages the reader is led to conclude, that the detachment
was first put under the orders of General Warren : From the second that General

Putnam

came

case was

this.

Putnam.

to General Warren's aid with

The detachment at first

With it he took

ginning to the

end.

a

was

reinforcement.

put under

The true state of the

the command of General

possession of the hill, and ordered the battle from the be
Warren, (one of the most illustrious patriots) arrived

General
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General Putnam

was interred in the cemetery at Brooklyn.
engraved, with some trifling alterations, made
consult the capacity of the stone, the following inscrip

On his monument is

merely

to

tion.
"

This Monument

Is erected to the memory
of

The Honourable Israel Putnam,
Major-General in the Armies

Esq.

of
The United States of America ;
Who was born at Salem,
In the Province of

On the 7th

day

Massachusetts,
January, 1718;
Brooklyn,

of

And died at
In the State of

Connecticut,
day of May, A. D. 1790.
Passenger,
If thou art a Soldier,

On the 29th

Go not away

Till thou hast

dropped a tear
a Hero,
Who,
Ever tenderly attentive
lives and happiness of his men,

Over the dust of

To the

Dared to lead
Where any
alone

on

the

hill,

and

as a

menced ; and within half

valiant in battle, and

dared to follow.

an

hour received

a

mortal

just

as

the action

wound, while he

was

com

waxing

These

facts, General Putnam himself gave me
them to me after his life was printed. Colo

expired.
battle, and also repeated
in
109th,
page
justly observes,
Humphries

soon

nel

one

volunteer joined the Americans

soon

after the

"Few instances

the annals of mankind where soldiers who had never before faced

can

be

produced

in

enemy, or heard
the whistling of a ball, behaved with such deliberate and persevering valour."
The
General, who encouraged and animated them by his words and example to
an

prodi

gies of bravery,

is

highly

to be

honoured, and

the

praise

not

given

to another how

meritorious in other respects. Other evidence to confirm what I have said
I run able to produce if any should call for it.' '
ever

here,
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Patriot,
gratitude
How much thou and thy Country,
Owe to the disinterested and gallant exertions
Of the Patriot,
Who sleeps beneath this marble.
If thou art an honest, generous, and
worthy man,
a

Remember with

Render

a

sincere and cheerful tribute of respect
To a Man,

Whose
Whose

generosity was singular ;
honesty was proverbial ;
And

Who,
With

a

slender

With small

education,

advantages,

And without Powerful

Friends,

Raised himself to universal esteem,
And to Offices of eminent distinction,
And

By Personal worth,
by the diligent services
Of

a

Useful Life.*
*

The

account of General Putnam's

character, given by Dr. Whitney
mentioned, cannot fail of giving pleasure to his friends, and to
multitudes of others by whom he was unknown.
"He was eminently a person of a public spirit, an unshaken friend to liberty,
and was proof against attempts to induce him to betray and desert his country. The
baits to do so were rejected with the utmost abhorrence. He was of a kind, benevo
lent disposition, pitiful to the distressed, charitable to the needy, and ready to assist
all who wanted his help. In his family he was the tender, affectionate husband, the
provident father, an example of industry and close application to business. He was
He brought
a constant attendant upon the public worship of God from his youth up.
his family with him when he came to worship the Lord. He was not ashamed of
he
was a pro
: his house was a house of
For
many years
family religion
prayer.
fessor of religion. In the last years of his life be often expressed a great regard for
God and the things of God. There is one a*t least to whom he freely disclosed the
workings of his mind. His conviction of sin, his grief for it, his dependence on God
through the Redeemer for pardon, and his hope of a future happy existence when
This one makes mention of these things
ever his strength and heart should fail him.
in the

following

sermon

above
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There
an

are

two

Congregations in Brooklyn ;

Presbyterian, and
township con

a

In 1790 this

The latter is small.

Episcopal.

tained 1,328 inhabitants ; in 1800, 1,202; and in 1810, 1,200.
Canterbury lies immediately South of Brooklyn. The town is
and well-built, around a very neat church, and a hand
academy. Its situation is a pleasant, rising ground, on
the Western side of the Quinibaug ; but rather rough ; and the
streets are very irregular.
It is
The people of this town were long without a clergyman.
hardly necessary to add, that they experienced the usual conse
quences of this misfortune ; the want of harmony, and the de

pretty
some

Possessed of

clension of morals.

a

country, and of a

beautiful

inferiour to any in New-England, with all the boun
ties of Providence emptied into their lap, they were still desti
soil

scarcely

tute of

some

of the best

blessings,

and suffered

some

of the most

serious evils.*
is divided into two

Canterbury

The number of in

parishes.

habitants, in 1756, was 1,280 ; in 1774, 2,444 ; blacks 52; in 1790,
1,881; in 1800, 1,812; and in 1810, 1,812. A part of this town

ship

is

supposed

The Western
'

to have been taken off since the year 1774.

parish

of

is both less

Canterbury,

and

beautiful,

fertile, but more,united, peaceful, and happy.
Scotland, the Eastern parish of Windham, lies immediately

less

West of

and is

of

interchange of hills
height, and handsome.
Every thing, here, wears the aspect of fertility and thrift, of in
dustry, sobriety and good order. A strong image of peaceful, ag
ricultural life, is presented by this parish to the eye of a traveller.
It is wholly made up of scattered plantations.
Canterbury,

and vallies.

The hills

are

composed

for the satisfaction and comfort of his children and
with the General

happiness

as

tive ; with
even

a

little before he

formerly expressed
a

declaration of his

an

of considerable

died,

now

he asked

attended him.

resignation

friends,

and

can

him, whether
His

his

answer was

to the will of

God,

add that

hope of

being

future

in the affirma

and his

willingness

then to die."

*The inhabitants of

clergyman,
continued.

Canterbury

and there is

have within

some reason

to

hope

a

few years settled

that his

ministry

a

respectable

in this town will be
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Hampton,

on
on

the
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Mansfield.

Southward

on

on

Lisbon and

Canterbu

Lebanon,

The first

parish is composed, on
the West, is an extensive

East, of hills and vallies, and on
plain, bordering Shetucket river. The former division is excel
lent land ; the latter is light, dry, and apparently fitted for the
production of grain ; but it is said has hitherto resisted the effica
cy of culture, and disappointed the hopes of the husbandman.
The town of Windham is built partly on the Western side, and
partly at the foot of a hill. The houses are more clustered than
those of most New-England villages in the interiour.
Some of
them are decent buildings ; but there are many marks of decay in
different parts of this town, and many proofs of the want of that
thrift, so common in this country, and of the industry and pru
dence by which it is generated.
The public buildings are a church, an academy, a court house,
The spot in which the first of
and a goal : all of them decent.
these is posited, bears not a little resemblance to a pound ; and
appears as if those, who pitched upon it, intended to shut the
church out of the town, and the inhabitants out of the church.
Windham was settled in 1686 by some planters from Norwich ;
In 1756 it contained 2,446 in
and was incorporated in 1702.

habitants

:

blacks 40; in 1774, 3,528: blacks 91 ; in 1790, 2,765 ;

Since 1774 the township of
in 1800, 2,634; and in 1810, 2,416.
Hampton, formerly one of its parishes, has been taken from it.
In 1800, both these townships contained 4,01 3 inhabitants
99; and in 1810, 3,690.

We dined at
course

along

the

:

blacks

Windham; and in the afternoon pursued our
Shetucket, and after crossing the Natchaug, one
in the Western part of this township, ascended

of its branches ;
for several miles another branch of the same stream, viz. the
Willimantic, mentioned above. Then ascending the hills in Cov

speedily rejoined our former road, near the borders of
country along these rivers is most of it pleasant.
The hills, on the
The valley is prettily bottomed with intervals.
Eastern side, are rough, barren and dismal; but those on the
entry,

we

Bolton.

The
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Western present an extensive slope, covered with fine farms and
lofty groves, and set with a considerable number of good farmers'
houses, apparently the seats of comfort and prosperity.
We lodged at Bolton ; and the next morning proceeded to
Hartford.
The lands below the gap, mentioned above, slope insensibly
they reach the plain. They are formed

for several miles, until
to

a

great

lately they
tors

were

husbandry

extent of

earth, deeply red,

and rather

dry.

Until

esteemed of very little value ; and the proprie
The adoption of a better
poor, and unenterprising.
has, however, totally changed both this opinion, and
were

the circumstances of the

owners.
By the use of gypsum, and
other manures, they have been covered with rich harvests, 'and
converted into beautiful meadows and pastures.
Few farmers in

the state appear to be advancing more evidently or more rapidly,
towards the attainment of wealth.
The rest of the country on

this road I have described elsewhere ; and shall only add, that
companions and myself, in both of these journies, arrived at

my

New-Haven the day
ford.

following that,

on

I am,

which

Sir,

we

reached Hart

yours, &c.
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Journey

to New-Lebanon

Shakers.

Dear Sir,
On

Tuesday, September 19, 1799,

Mr. W. S. H
Western

of

,

Charleston,

I set out in company with
on a
journey to the

S. C.

parts of the State of New- York

to Litchfield.

Rev. Mr.

; and rode the same day
day we proceeded, in company with the
Bethlern, to Sheffield. Thursday we
Here we continued until Friday morning ;

The next

Backus,

of

reached

Stockbridge.
when Mr. Day, now Professor of Mathematics and Natural Phi
of South-Carolina,
losophy in Yale College, and Mr. C
joined us from Barrington, where they had been detained by the
rain of the preceding day.
After breakfast the whole company
As we crossed the Taghkanrode to New-Lebanon to dinner.
nuc Range, we were presented with a delightful prospect of the
beautiful valley which wears that name. From this height the
,

traveller casts his eye

over

a

scoop, five

or

six miles in extent,

having the fine figure of an obtuse arch inverted, filled with an
uninterrupted succession of farms, highly cultivated, and covered
On these farms many good
with the most luxuriant vegetation.
houses are erected, and every thing wears the appearance of
cheerfulness and prosperity. In our way to the spring, to be
mentioned hereafter, we passed a village of the Shakers, or Sha
king Quakers. It consists of a small number of houses, mode
rately well-built, and kept, both within and without doors, in a
manner very creditable to the occupants.
Every thing about
Their church, a plain, but neat build
them was .clean and tidy.
ing, had a court-yard belonging to it, which was a remarkably
"smooth-shaven green." Two paths led to it from a neighbour
ing house both paved with marble slabs. By these, I was in,

Vol. III.

20
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formed, the

end of the church, and the women the
stables, the fences which surround their fields,

men enter one

Even their

other.

and the road which passes

through

their

village,

are

all

uncom

neat.

monly

history of these people has, in a summary manner, been
"
published by themselves, in an octavo volume, entitled The
the
to
Second
which
of
Christ's
preface
Appearing;"
Testimony
is subscribed by David Darrow, John Meacham, and Benjamin S.
Youngs. It is supposed to have been written by a man, whose
name is Wells; who is said to have been educated, to some ex
tent, I know not how great, in learning and science. In the In
troduction of this work we are informed, that
a few of the
French prophets came over to England, about the year 1706. A
few of the people" who became, it would seem, ultimately their
followers, at Bolton, and Manchester, in England, united them
in a Society, under the special ministry of James and
selves
Jane Wardley." These persons were both tailors by occupa
tion, and of the sect of Quakers ; "but, receiving the spirit of the
French prophets, their testimony, according to what they saw by
vision and revelation from God, was, that the second appearing of
Christ was at hand; and that the Church was rising in her full"
and transcendant glory, which would effect the final downfal of
Antichrist." The meetings of these people were held alternate
ly in Bolton and Manchester, and sometimes in Mayortown. The
manner of
public devotion, practised by them at these places, was
the following: "Sometimes, after assembling together, and sit
ting a while in silent meditation, they were taken with a mighty
trembling, under which they would express the indignation of
God against all sin. At other times they were affected, under the
power of God, with a mighty shaking ; and were occasionally
exercised in singing, shouting, or walking the floor, under the in
fluence of spiritual signs, shoving each other about, or swiftly
passing and repassing each other, like clouds agitated by a mighty
wind.
From these strange exercises the people received the
The

"

"

name

of Shakers.
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in the latter

to

promised
accomplish
day," they say, was eminently marked out by the Prophets to be
a work of
shaking; and hence the name was very properly appli
ed to the people, who were both the subjects and instruments of
the work of God, in the latter day." In confirmation of this
opinion they quote a number of texts, which have no application
to the subject, except that they contain the word shake.
If the
"

first

verse

in the first book of

it

might have
Among them is

been

Chronicles,

alleged

had contained that

with

exactly
Haggai ii. 7.

the passage,
and the Desire of all nations shall

tions,
which

they

the
"

began to be fulfilled at this
appearing," they observe,

suppose,

fulfilling the promises,
full extent.

Neither

word,

propriety.

I will shake all

come

effects of Christ's first

same

;"

na

prediction,
The
period.
a

"

"were far from

contained in the passages alluded to, in their
the appearing of Christ, in the form of

was

properly the Desire of all nations :" but his second
appearing," they say, was to be manifested in that particular
object, woman, which is eminently the desire of all nations."

a

"

so

man,

"

"
the present tes
About the year 1770, we are informed, that
life
was fully opened, according
and
eternal
of
salvation
timony

to the

special gift

"that extraordinary

and revelation of

God, through
time, was

at that

Anne Lee ;

received

by
spiritual Mother.'''' This woman was born
Her father, John Lee, was a black
at Manchester, in England.
smith. Her husband, Abraham Stanley, was also a blacksmith.
their

She

society,

was a

as

woman,

who,

their

cutter of hatter's fur.

About the year 1758 she joined herself to the society of Sha
"
and there, by her perfect obedience to all that she was
kers ;
attained to the full knowledge and experience of those,

taught,

"

finding in
who stood in the foremost light." Still, it seems,
herself the seeds or remains of human depravity, and a lack of
the divine nature, she was frequently in such extreme agony of
flow
soul, that, clinching her hands together, the blood would
of her skin." At length, however, she re
*he

through

pores

ceived, by special and immediate revelation from God,

timony

of God

against

the whole

corruption

the tes

of man in all.
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From

"

she

the

light and power of God which attended her Min
received and acknowledged, as the first Mother or

istry,
spiritual parent,
was

in the line of the female ; and the second heir in
according to the present display of the Gos

the Covenant of life,

This has been her

pel."

only title,

among her followers to the

present day.
To such

world,

as

addressed her

she would

scarcely

have

reply,
imagined,

"

I

by

customary titles, used by the
Anne, the Word." One would

the

am

that this

blasphemous arrogation

could

have met with countenance from any inhabitant, however
ded, either of Great Britain or the United States. After
been

England, and confined in a
spring of 1774, with a number of her
particularly Abraham Stanley her husband, William

imprisoned

set sail for

degra
having
mad-hbuse, she

in

America, in the

followers ;
Lee her brother, James
ved at New- York the

Whitaker,

and John Hocknell ; and arri
During the voyage the

following August.

ship sprang a leak. When the seamen were nearly wearied out,
Mother and her companions put their hands to the pumps, and
From this circumstance
thus prevented the ship from sinking.
plain intimations are given, that their working at the pumps was
something supernatural. Mother remained in New- York, as we
She then went to Albany, and
are informed, almost two years.
thence, in the following September, to Nisqueuna. In 1781 she
began a progress through various parts of the country, particular
ly of New-England, which lasted, we are told, about two years
The following year, having finished the work
and four months.
which was given her to do, she was taken out of their sight,'''' i. e.
in the ordinary zvay of all
the sight of the believers,
living, at
Water Vliet, on the eighth day of the ninth month."
In honest
English, she died.
Since the death of mother, the affairs of the Society have been
"

"

under the

management of several successive persons, on whom
leading gift, in the visible administration, has descended.
This woman has laboured under very serious
imputations. In
a book,
published by a Mr. Rathbone, he mentions, that he had
found her, and one of these elders, in very suspicious circumstan-

the
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professed
inspired ; that she carried on a
continual intercourse with the invisible world, and talked famil

ces.

was

with

Angels. She predicted, in the boldest terms, that the
destroyed at a given time: if I remember right,
the year 1783.
During the interval between the prophecy and
its expected fulfilment, she directed them to cease from their com
mon
occupations. The direction was implicitly obeyed. As the
earth, however, presented no appearances of dissolution, and the
skies, no signs of a conflagration, it was discovered, that the proph
iarly

world would be

ecy had been
again to their

eminently

the

and her followers

From that

were

period they

ordered

have been

industrious.

She also

that she

miscalculated;
employments.

professed,

was

manner

that she

was

able to work miracles ; and

endued with the power of speaking with tongues, in
recorded of the Apostles.
Pretensions to miraculous

powers, at this period, excite, not only in persons of intelligence,
In
but in most men of sober thought, indignation or contempt.

ignorant persons, especially those, who have warm feelings and
lively imaginations, they awaken wonder, alarm, and ultimately
confidence. With the aid of a cunning, which levels its efforts
directly at their degree of understanding; a ready, voluble elo
quence ; and a solemn air of mystery; such pretenders have usu
ally made considerable impressions on persons of this character.
Among those, who assembled to hear her leach, she persuaded a
small number to admit her pretensions, the sanctity of her char
acter, and the reality of her mission from God. To these peo
ple she appears to have taught a doubtful reverence for the bible,
blended with a superiour veneration for her own dictates. Wher
ever it sanctioned, or was supposed to sanction, her own instruc
tions, she seems to have appealed to it with readiness, as to con
Such is evidently the conduct of her follow
clusive authority.
and conveys a
ers, but wherever it directly opposes their system,
which
comment,
they
pass it by
equivocal
rejects every
meaning,
in silence.
has been the

every
is still

To enthusiasts of all countries, and nations,

universal,

as

difficulty ; and the
played off with the

mystery
absolutely necessary, resort in
trick, though almost endlessly exposed,
well

as

same success.
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Of the doctrines, received by her followers, beside those, which
either expressed, or implied, in the preceding paragraph, the

are

following appear to be among the principal: That Christ has ap
peared a second time in Anne Lee: That those who follow her,
and they alone, understand the nature and law of God.
They
the throne of God was never filled by one alone, that
say, that
wisdom was the help meet of the Father, and held the place of
the Mother ; and, that by these Two the Creation was made ;"
that the corruption of man is the attachment between the sexes ;
and that Christ was conceived by the Holy Ghost, not by the pow
er of the
Holy Ghost; and proved his heavenly descent by a spir
it of celibacy.
The truth, they say, was kept undefiled for four
hundred years by the true church, till Antichrist began his reign:
which, they inform us, has lasted upwards of thirteen hundred
years.
During this period, they say, the mysterious three-fold
God trod the truth under foot; but even during this period a few
righteous, persecuted persons adored the everlasting Two.
Christ, they say, first appeared in the Son ; but, before this, the
Anointing Power, which constituted Christ, dwelt in the eternal
Word, which was communicated to the Patriarchs and Prophets
by the ministry of Angels. In the same manner was the Holy
Ghost given unto the Apostles, and true witnesses, as a
spirit of
promise, until the substance should be revealed, and made known
by the actual existence of the Daughter in Christ's second ap
pearing. They further say, that as in the fulness of time the
Spirit of God descended, and abode in the Son, in whom dwelt
the fulness of the Deity pertaining to man's Redemption, so also
in the fulness of time the Holy Ghost descended, and took
up her
abode in the Daughter ; in and by whom, united in a
correspon
dent relation to the Son, the perfection of order hi the
Deity was
made known, and the mystery of God finished,
pertaining to the
foundation of man's Redemption.
This Daughter they call the
Anointed One ; the Second Heir; a Virgin Soul; a Mother
pure
and undefiled : and they say, that the
Holy Ghost did bear the
same
pure virgin, who was the wife of a blacksmith, and the
"

mother of four children ; who grew up in the

same

fallen nature
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with the rest of mankind ; and
who, after having perfectly obey
ed for a length of time all that she was
taught, yet found in her
self the seed, or remains, of human
to such a

depravity

degree,

that for about the term of nine
years she frequently clinched her
hands together, and the blood flowed
through the pores of her
skin.
The

book, in which these extraordinary things are contained,
us further, that the
name, Holy Ghost, expresses the sub
stance, not the order, of the Mother : That by whatever name the
Holy Ghost zvas called, under the dispensations which preceded
her revelation, she is unchangeably one with the Father : and, that
the Father is revealed by the Son, and the Mother by the
Daugh
informs

ter.

The book is divided into eight parts : four parts of which, to
gether with many passages in other parts, are employed in rail
ing at various classes of christians, particularly those who have
been generally denominated orthodox, both in ancient and mod
ern times.
For those, who have been denominated heretics, they
appear to entertain much charity, particularly for the Manicheans.
The style of the work is grave, remarkably abstract, and
mysterious ; and the doctrines, taken together, a singular combi
nation of mysticism.
The spirit, with which it is written, is vain,
arrogant, and self-righteous, without a parallel. The opinions,
it is hardly necessary to observe, are not merely weak and silly,
but monstrous beyond any modern example; and appear to trans
port the reader to Manichean ground. Yet the writer discovers,
in several respects, a considerable degree of shrewdness ; and
often evades a difficulty in an ingenious manner. The scheme
appears plainly to have been made up by minds of a very dif
ferent texture from that of the writer.

Materials

were

fur

put them together in the best man
The Scriptures he has distorted in every form,
ner, he was able.
and often with the grossest violence, to give a seeming consisten
cy to the system ; and he has ransacked ecclesiastical history,
particularly the Ecclesiastical researches of Robinson, for examples
of gross conduct in individuals, with which he loads the character
nished

by others,

and he has
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of orthodox christians without discrimination. Were he as able
to exert power, as to deal in obloquy, there is little reason to

doubt,

that he would

persecution, of which he so bit
peculiar opinion, which these people
depravity, they forbid, as you would nat

renew

the

From the

terly complains.
concerning human
urally conjecture, the cohabitation of husbands and wives. Their
Church is, of course, to be supplied with all its future members
either by the voluntary accession of adults, or by children adopt
ed from the families of others, or from what they emphatically
Their property is in common stock, and togeth
call the world.
er with their religious concerns, under the superintendence of
hold

their leaders.

Nisqueuna, the
novelty of her doc
trines, and the zeal, and confidence, with which she urged them,
soon became
objects of attention. A number of people were al
lured to this spot by curiosity : others were impelled by enthusi
asm, and religious expectation, if I may be allowed the phrase :
an indefinite apprehension that something new in Religion; some
thing peculiarly important; something, on which the spirit of
wonder could fasten; something, which would better satisfy their
own wishes, than any
thing which they had found elsewhere ;
might be derived from the instructions of Anne Lee. Out of
this class she soon gained a number of adherents from various
When Mother commenced her exhortations at

extraordinary

parts

of the

nature of her

country.

pretensions,

the

Some of these sold their

farms,

and trans

ported themselves and their families to Nisqueuna; where they
were joined by others, who had no farms to sell.
Such of her
disciples, as were less zealous, or found a removal too inconven
ient, visited Nisqueuna at stated seasons. On these occasions
they shewed, that they were no enemies to good eating and drink
ing: for they were observed, every where, to load their sleighs
and waggons with dainties.
Expensive as this was to those who
had property, it certainly was convenient to those who had none.
During the season of leisure, which was furnished by the ap
proaching destruction of the world, Mother made a journey
through various parts of the country, which, it would seem, lasted
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about two years and four months. In this excursion she is said
to have collected from her followers all their
plate, ear-rings, and
other ornaments, which were formed of
silver, gold, or gems.
Among their other early peculiarities this was one, that they
were

always

Spirit

under the immediate and

inspiring guidance of the
Agent was made
involuntary extension of the right arm
some
object, or business, which, though

of God.

The direction of this divine

known to them by an
pointing always towards
absolutely unknown to themselves, demanded,
their immediate attention.

heaven,

whose mind had

been

always

A

with

a

call from

of my acquaintance,
who had gone from sect

man

wandering,

sect, to find one sufficiently religious, and from doctrine to doc
trine, to find a scheme, sufficiently rigid for his own taste, ulti
to

mately

attached himself to this

house he

punch.
not

with

A

gentleman,

at whose

some

him to drink

move

stant his

fraternity.

other company, asked him to drink some
He declined the proposal; and said, that the Spirit did
was

right

punch,

but to

something

else.

In

an

in

stretched out ; and he arose, and follow
It led him out of the door, in a straight line,

arm was

ed the direction.

hog-trough, by the side of which he dropped upon his knees,
a
hearty draught of the swill, with a number of pigs,
who were regaling themselves on the same beverage.
to

a

and made

Within

a

few years after the establishment was formed at Nis
was
begun in New-Lebanon ; a third, as I have

queuna, another

been told, at Jericho, in the County of Berkshire; and a fourth at
Enfield, in Connecticut. There are, I believe, some other estab
lishments of these people in this part of the American union ;

and

some

others upon the Ohio.

ministration of
call the

one or

leading gift.

more

Each of these is under the ad

individuals,

The head of the

who possess what they
in New-Lebanon

society

a Mr. Meacham, from Enfield ;
formerly a
deportment of this man is said to be, like that of
Mohammed, solemn, distant, and mysterious; and perfectly fit
ted, therefore, to make reverential impressions on the minds of his
Of Theology, and of every thing else which is called
adherents.
knowledge, he must be very ignorant, from a very defective eduwe were

Baptist.

informed is
The

Vol. III.

21
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But he

cation.

nity,

certainly

must be allowed to manage his frater

affairs, with skill
informed, the Society

and their economical

der his

direction, I

siderable

was

The members of the

Un

possessions ;
quality, well enclosed, and well cultivated.
fraternity, are principally farmers, garden

ers, and mechanics ; and the business of all

est, and most effectual,
hear of

success.

acquired con
consisting of good houses,

and valuable

and lands of the best

and

have

manner

within their

is done in the neat

knowledge.

When

improvement in any business, pursued
within their pale, they regularly possess themselves of it, if with
in their reach.
Of course, whatever they do is well done ; and
whatever they offer in the market is in good reputation, and sold
at a good price.
Among themselves they are said to be very harmonious and
friendly ; and in their treatment of others to be fair, sincere, and
obliging. In seasons, when the yellow fever has prevailed in
New-York, they have distinguished themselves by very honoura
ble and liberal donations to the poor of that city.
Incredible as it may seem, one is tempted, from the apparent
sincerity of these people in other cases, to believe them sincere
in the adoption of those mental vagaries, by which
they are dis
tinguished as a religious society. They profess, and appear to
believe, that they are regularly inspired in their worship ; that
they are enabled to speak, and to sing, in unknown languages ;
that they derive their sentiments, their
knowledge, their devotion,
ever

they

their unnatural
vine
I
a

an

actions,

and

even

their tunes, from the

same

di

source.

was once

small

detained*

village

by

a snow

storm at

an

inn, in Chequapee,

mentioned heretofore in the account of

Springfield.

A considerable number of these

stop

at the

shewn them
and became
custom.
one

his

people were also compelled to
As my companions and
same house.
myself had
some
civility, they, in their turn, were civil also
frank and communicative, beyond their common

Onet of their considerable

men

was

present;

who

at least

thought himself of this character ; and he passed with
companions, as well as with himself, for a theologian of no
*

January

1783.

+ John Meacham.
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long conversation, how
ever, I found him acquainted with the Bible, just as parrots are
acquainted with words. What he knew, he knew only by rote,
course

of

a

and without
meaning ; and was destitute of any coherent views
concerning religious subjects, and of any arguments to support his
opinions. At the same time, he was replenished with spiritual
pride and self-sufficiency ; and when hardly pushed, betook him
self, like all other enthusiasts, to disingenuous methods, in order
to avoid
acknowledging that he was vanquished.
In their worship these people
sung in what they called an un
known language.
It was a succession of unmeaning sounds, fre
quently repeated, half articulated, and plainly gotten by heart ;
for they all uttered the same sounds in succession.
The tune,
with which they were at this time inspired, was Nancy Dawson.
As I found by various trials, that arguments were lost upon their
leader, I determined to make an experiment of the efficacy of
contempt ; and was not disappointed. In spite of his professions,

he felt the pungency of this weapon equally with other men.
From the moment that I appeared to despise him, he laboured

solicitously

opinion ; and did not desist
finally parted.
learned, that these people attached a religious char

to obtain my favourable

from his efforts until

Here also I
acter to

made
In

we

modes of dress

;

and esteemed it criminal to have clothes

according to any existing fashion.
their worship they practised many

and distortions of the countenance.
women were

violent,

and had been

contortions of the

The

gesticulations
practised so often,

body,
of the
and in

unnatural po
sition ; made them goggle-eyed ; suffused their eyes with blood ;
covered their faces with a sickly paleness ; and made them ap
such

a

degree,

as

to have fixed their features in

an

pear like persons just escaped, or rather just escaping, from a vi
The motions of the men were very moderate, and
olent disease.

condescendingly than earnestly made.
people confidently informed me, as a proof that their
fraternity possessed miraculous powers, that they had restored
I was
the broken limb of a youth at that time living in Enfield.
soon after at Enfield, and was informed by some of the respecta
seemed rather to be
These
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inhabitants, that the friends of this youth, who were Shakers,
induced, by the importunities of their brethren, to trust
his cure to their prayers, instead of committing him, as they in
The use of the limb was lost,
tended to the care of a surgeon.
ble

had been

and the

patient's

health ruined.

The power of working miracles, they still claim ; and in the
book, which I have so often mentioned, a number of instances
are

produced

in which the effects of these powers are said to
by several members of the fraternity. The

have been realized

"

expressly says, that the gifts of healing, working of mir
acles, prophesying, discerning of spirits, divers kinds of tongues,
the interpreting of tongues, &c. have been abundantly ministered
through Mother, and the first witnesses ; and from them to oth
ers ; and
frequently used on various occasions." Ten instances,
in which persons have professedly been healed of various wounds
and diseases, are recorded.
Five of these are testified to by the
patients themselves ; four are testified by one other witness, to
each, beside the patient ; two by two witnesses, together with
the patient ; and one, by two witnesses, without the testimony of
the patient, who was a child of two years old.
writer

The first of these
three in. 1783;

cases

existed in 1780 ; three of them in 1781 ;

in 1785; and two in 1789.
Of the re
maining two cases, one was a child two years old ; and the oth
er a boy nine or ten
years of age.
The

one

testimony, such
25th of April,

23d, and

The witnesses
two men,

reputed

are

as

it was,

was

all taken

on

the 21st,

22nd,

1808.

all Shakers.

The

testimony

to be leaders of the Brotherhood ;

is taken
one

by

of them

be the writer of this book ; and was
plainly taken for
purpose of giving currency to the book, and to the sys
tem.
Upon the whole, it deserves just about as much credit, as
those stories, which begin with " Once there was a man.n
I have

supposed to
the

mere

that the company, at whose
worship I was present,
they could speak with tongues ; and that both the
words and the tune, which they sung, were
It is unne

mentioned,

declared that

inspired.

cessary to add any

thing concerning

the tune.

I observed to
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that the

sounds, which they made, and which they called
language, could not be words, because they were not articulated.
One of the women
replied, How dost thee know, but that we
"

the Hotmatot

The language of the Hotmatots is
speak
language
said to be made up of such sort of words."
I challenged them to
speak either Greek, Latin, or French ; and told them, that, if they
?

would do

this, I would acknowledge that they had the power of
speaking with tongues : but they were silent. They professed,
not only that Mother was
perfect, but that a considerable num
ber, at least, of the fraternity were perfect also. I accosted the
only man among them, who appeared to have any sincerity, in
this manner.
Look me directly in the face, and remember that
you are in the immediate presence of the All-seeing God, who is
your Judge and mine ; and tell me, if you dare, that you are per
"

fect, or that you ever saw any person, whom you believed to be
perfect." The man trembled like an aspen leaf; and after de
claring, that he did not consider himself as a perfect man ; refu
sed to say, and most evidently was afraid to say, that he ever
had seen any person, even Mother herself, whom he believed to
be perfect.
Probably there never was a sillier enthusiasm than this ; yet,
by a singular combination of circumstances, it has become to so
ciety the most harmless, and in some respects the most useful
perhaps, of all the mental extravagances, of this nature, recorded in history.
The doctrines are so gross, that they can never
spread far ; while the industry, manual skill, fair dealing and or
derly behaviour of the Brotherhood, render them useful mem
bers of society.
I ought to add that Mother was boldly pronounced by them
to be immortal.
But after she was taken out of their sight in the
ordinary way of all living, this magnificent story, of which she
Had Christ ut
was undoubtedly the author, was told no more.
tered such a declaration concerning himself; and it had termi
nated in the
sions in

a

same

manner

moment.

of the Shakers at all.
if" she had been

; it would have ruined all his

But this event has

Of her

actually

never

they plainly

immortal.

preten

disturbed the faith

think
I am,

as
favourably, as
Sir, yours, &c.
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Dear Sir,

subsequent journeys through New-Lebanon I found
reputation of the Shakers, for fairness of character, sensibly
lowered in the estimation of those discreet people in the neigh
bourhood, with whom I had opportunity to converse. From the
sequestered state of the Society, and the little and cautious inter
course, which they carry on with the rest of mankind, you will
easily determine, that it must be difficult to obtain an accurate
knowledge of what passes within their walls. Several individu
als, however, who were once members of the brotherhood, and
finally left them, have published accounts of some things, which
took place behind the curtain, drawn between them and the rest
of mankind.
From these accounts their character has begun to
be better understood ; and an opportunity is furnished for the
acquisition of a better knowledge of some parts of their history.
In several

the

One of these accounts is before

me

; entitled "An account of the

people called Shakers, their faith, doctrines, and practice ; exem
plified in the life, conversations, and experience, of the Author,
during the time, while he belonged to the society ; to which is ad
ded a history of their rise, and progress, to the present
day: by
Thomas Brown, of Cornwall, Orange County, State of NewYork."

The book is

a

duodecimo volume of three hundred and

It is written with a
pages, closely printed.
very
commendable spirit of moderation, with strong appearances of in

seventy-two

and with

respectable share of good sense and informa
originally a Quaker ; and, though plainly
enthusiastic to a considerable degree, was not
sufficiently so to
yield his faith, ultimately, without conviction, or against the dic
tates of his own judgment.
For this reason, only, he was dis
missed.
They were very desirous to retain him ; but he had too
much sense, integrity, and independence, to become a victim to
the doctrines of implicit faith, and passive obedience.
tegrity,
tion.

a

The writer

was
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After he had written his book, he offered the
manuscript to the
Shakers for their examination ;
promising to correct every error,
which they would point out. They replied, that
they had no de
sire to examine his

that it

was
sufficient, that they knew
considering him as competent to
the task, which he had undertaken.
They added, that they ex
plicitly declared their disapprobation of his undertaking ; togeth
er with several other
observations, partly argumentative, and
partly contemptuous ; which they evidently hoped would discour
To this letter he replied with
age him from publishing his work.
moderation, but with vigour, and good sense; and with the same
good sense proceeded to execute his design.
In the year 1798, he first became acquainted with the Shakers ;
and continued with them about seven years.
During this period,
he appears to have examined every thing, which he heard, or saw,
relative to the Shakers, their doctrines, their practice, their ori
gin, and their progress, with great care and candour; and the re
sult of his investigations he has given to the world in this book.
To enable you to form a more just and comprehensive view of
this extraordinary society, I will give you an account of some of
their opinions, and practices, as they are exhibited by Mr. Brown.
Two of their prime doctrines are, that all the members of the
church must be implicitly obedient to the direction of the elders, and
the subordinate elders to the Principal ; and
That repeated confessions of sin to the elders, confessions, in
which every sin that was remembered, must be specified, are from
time to time to be made by every believer, whenever the superiour el
ders require them. A strict conformity to these doctrines they
consider as indispensable to salvation.
The Chief is possessed of an authority, which seems absolutely
despotic.
The elders, particularly the Chief, assert, that they receive,
and by the brethren are believed to receive, continually, immedi
ate revelations from God, for the direction of both themselves

him

;

aad that

they

and the Church.

writings;

were

far from
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They pronounce themselves, and the believers pronounce
infallible.
The elders

expect,

that the time will

arrive,

them,

when creatures

gift of God: i. e. when men will
not dare to contradict them, their opinions, or their orders.
The elders require implicit faith, and passive obedience, of the
brethren, on penalty of perdition ; and deny absolutely the right
of private judgment.
They hold, that it is lawful to do that, which is immoral, or
will not dare to contradict the

which in their

own

views would otherwise be

sake of promoting their
pose

cause

to be immoral.

ceases

defraud, and

immoral, for the

; and that what is done for this pur

Thus

they

esteem it lawful to

and for the

quote Scripture falsely, for the good
same end to
get drunk, to quarrel, and

language.

Whether this is considered

to

lie,

to

of the church ;

to use profane
being equally lawful for
both the elders and the brethren, seems in some degree uncertain.
The instances, in which it was directly taught, were those, in
which the doctrine was advanced for the purpose of
justifying
crimes, which had been already committed by the elders. They
also teach, that ignorance is the mother of devotion.
Such as leave them, they style heretics, backsliders, liars, de
ceivers, impostors, and reprobates ; declaring, that they are sunk
below all God's creation, and will be
eternally damned. This
is the more extraordinary, as, when
speaking of the human race
at large, they assert, that no one will be
eternally lost.
They declare that they have visions of the invisible world ; that
spirits converse with them ; that they hear angels, and departed
spirits sing; and that angels and departed spirits confess their sins
as

to the chief elders.

I have before taken

notice, that they claim to work miracles
prophesy ; to speak unknown languages ; &c.
It is impossible not to remark the
striking coincidence between
these dogmas, and those of Popery.
They hold all books to be useless, except that, which they have
published themselves, and which has been mentioned above.
This they consider as written
by inspiration, and regard as superi-

to
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and

apostles.

All writers,

who wrote before the date of their

Church, they pronounce to
have been ignorant of the truth, and under what they call a back
dispensation : on this account they declare the Scripture to be no
better than

But,

an

old Almanack.

with all their

contempt for learning, they

learned convert to be worth

forsooth, he

have declared

thousand unlearned

a

ones

;

a

because,

do more towards building up the Church.
striking conformity in their conduct to these princi
ples. The following instances will show this sufficiently.
In every family there is a person, called Elder Brother ; who
presides over it, and communicates to the Elders the faith, and
behaviour, of those, with whom he is conversant. In this manner
the Elders obtain a minute acquaintance with the character, and
knowledge, of the believers. This knowledge they declare to have
Thus they carry on a contin
been communicated by revelation.
ual course of gross frauds, for the accomplishment of their prima
ry purpose : the subjugation of these miserable men and women

There is

can

a

to their denomination.

In

conformity

to the

grand

doctrine of

Illuminism;

that the End

sanctions the Means ; they actually falsify Scripture in a very gross
measure ; lie in the most palpable manner; retain the property, and
refuse to pay for the labour, of such as leave them ; alledging for it
this reason ; that they will only spend the property on their lusts.

Antecedently to the year i 793, the men and women, on a va
riety of occasions, danced naked.
On a particular occasion, William Lee, after a drunken frolic,
professed, that he' had a revelation, which required himself, and
twenty of the brethren to dance naked. Mother Anne, came
door, and insisted on coming into the room. William push
ed her out, and shut the door. She then attempted to get in at a
about

to the

window.

William

prevented

her.

She then forced the door

William met her at the door ; and
"
The smiting of the
Anne struck him with her fists. William said
Her
is like precious ointment."
blows, however, were

open with

a

stick of wood.

righteous

redoubled in such
Vol. III.

rapid succession,
22

that he at

length

ceased from
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answering

them with this text ;

face,

down.

The brethren then

threatening

he

on

replied

both

and, finding the blood running
fist, and knocked her almost

with his

from his

sides,

parted them ; and after
rejoicing ended.

some

violent

the

In another instance William Lee and James Whitaker had

dispute concerning

which should be first in the lead.

fered ; and the affair terminated in

a

pitched

a

Anne inter

battle between all

three.
Anne

repeatedly

was

intoxicated ;

as

was

also her brother

William.
Anne

was

peevish,

and

cross.

Whitaker seldom drank to
Anne used to say, that

excess.

spirituous liquor

was

one

of God's

good creatures.
They justified all their immoral conduct by observing, that " to
the pure all things' are pure /" that
every thing, which they did,
was done in faith, with a
pure conscience, to the glory of God ;
and that no man could judge them with a right
judgment, any
more than men,
formerly, were able to judge Christ.
The last instance of whipping persons naked was at
Nisqueuna,
about the year 1793.
Three young women were ordered by an
Eldress to whip both themselves, and each other.
The sentence
<

was

carried into execution in the presence, and with the
appro
and Jonathan Slosson, one of

bation, of Elder Timothy Hubbard,
the brethren.

Elder Joseph Meacham,
arriving from Lebanon
after, told them, that the gift for stripping, and labouring,
i. e. dancing naked, and using corporeal punishment, or
whipping
naked, had entirely run out : for, as they could not keep such
conduct secreted from the world, the Church had
already suffer
ed much persecution on account of it : therefore there must be no
such proceedings.
Anne, William, and Whitaker, taughuheir converts, that no
practice is wrong, nor any oath false, which is adopted to gain the
cause of the
truth, or to defend the Gospel against error ; though
it might appear
directly opposite to truth in the eyes of the world,
yet, as done for the cause of the truth, it is to be considered as
soon

true.
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illustration of this doctrine.

The

converts were, at

times, ordered to whip themselves, and, at times,
were
whipped by others, not only as a punishment, but for the
purpose of mortifying the flesh. In conformity to this part of their
scheme, a young woman was scourged by a man, named Noah
Wheaton. Wheaton was prosecuted by her father ; and her sis
ter, who was present at the infliction, was summoned as a witness.
She went to Whitaker, and asked him what she should
He
say.
auswered
Speak the truth, and spare the truth ; ond take care not
to bring the
Gospel into disrepute." Accordingly, she testified,
that her sister was not naked.
She was justified in giving this tes
timony because her sister had a fillet on her hair.
They hold, that natural affection is sinful, and ought by all
means to be exterminated.
When children have by any means
been induced to attach themselves to this Society, and their pa
"

rents have

come

to

see

them, the children have

to treat them with
gross filial

impiety

been instructed

and abuse

; and that in

a

manner, which

decency forbids to be mentioned. They have,
also, refused a sight of their children to parents, when soliciting
it with anguish, and have also concealed them, in order to pre
vent them from being taken away.
After the death of Whitaker, Joseph Meacham succeeded to
the principal eldership in 1787.
He seems to have possessed
more shrewdness than any of his
predecessors, and to have
brought the body into better"order, and better circumstances, than
any they had known before. Under his direction they threw their
property, and their labours, into a common stock ; first by a ver
bal, and afterwards, in the year 1795, by a written, covenant. In
this they intended to invest the Church with a power to do what
it should think right, whenever charges should be brought against
it.

of

In the year 1 800, an assistant deacon observed before some
that as they were not an incorporated society,

the~brethren,

any

one

for the
Church.

might

wages for his services, or a compensation
which should be deposited in the hands of the

recover

property

This created

that he had

attempted

a

to

serious alarm.

corrupt

the

The elders told

brethren,

him,

and to discredit
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the covenant, which had been given to Elder Meacham by reve
lation.
The poor deacon was shut out of union ; i. e. excommu

and, in order to be restored,
knees, that he had done wrong.

nicated ;
his

obliged to confess
They had, however,

was

on
so

left, as to form a new covenant, Meacham's
revelation notwithstanding ; and to compel every member of the
brotherhood to engage, that he never would make any charge ei
ther against the deacons, or against any private brother.
Meacham was believed to be the Son of Man, spoken of by
Ezekiel, and the destroyer of Gog and Magog. He died August
16, 1796; and prophesied, that before the then existing genera
tion should pass away the world would acknowledge this Gospel ;
or, in other words, become Shakers.
Lucy Wright, alias Lucy Goodrich, succeeded Meacham.
They style her Mother Lucy.
From this time they sent
Next to her was Henry Clough.
preachers abroad. Clough died in 1798, and was succeeded by
much of their wits

Abiathar Babbot.
Elder Hocknell, one of the original four, died February 6, 1799.
Anne, William, Whitaker, and Hocknell, were pronounced to be

living creatures, mentioned by Ezekiel.
During the religious vagaries, which took place in Kentucky,
in 1800, and several following years, Elders John Meacham,
Benjamin S. Youngs, and Issachar Bates, were sent into the states
of Kentucky and Ohio, to make converts.
Their success seems

thefour

to have been considerable.

One of their tenets has

certainly a claim to respect. They
dirty, slovenly, careless, indolent'person cannot be
religious. Accordingly every member of the brotherhood, and
every sister, must be continually employed in moderate labour.
I believe that they are more decent than they were in the ear
lier periods of their establishment.
Mr. Brown observes, that
several things, which took place, are omitted in his book for the
sake of modesty : but he says they stopped every avenue of their
houses, so that the world's people could not see them ; and had
one or two of the brethren out to watch.
What passed within

hold,

that

a
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probably

Anne called
and damned

gifts,
to

to

imperfectly

some

dogs.

curse

go to hell.

be

such

I69

known until the final disclosure.

persons who opposed her, dogs, dumb dogs,
Several of the brotherhood
to have

professed

as

There

censured their

conduct,

and to tell others

also

gifts for trembling, shaking, whirl
ing, jerking, jumping, stamping, rolling on the ground, running
with one or both hands stretched out,
barking, crowing, hissing,
brushing and driving the devil out of their houses, groaning, cry
ing, laughing, loud shouting, and clapping their hands. These
ridiculous extravagances seem gradually to be passing
away; and
instead of them there has been adopted a regular scheme of in
dustry, of acquiring wealth, and of improving in agricultural and
are

mechanical business.
From the administration of Joseph Meacham the affairs of the
brotherhood have been formed into

a

system.

The love of dom

ination appears to have taken'a final possession of the elderhood ;
and absolute submission, of the brethren.
The wish to rule be

gets of course the wish to make converts. The spirit of prose
lyting is now very evidently the controlling principle. Occasion
ally, they have been and will hereafter be joined by some shrewd
individuals, who will find their passions more gratified than they
can expect them to be in any other situation.
By these their ex
the inconven
cesses will from time to time be pruned away ;
iences, which obstruct their prosperity, removed ; and measures
adopted in their stead, of a more promising nature. For all this
they are furnished with the most convenient of all pretences. It
is only for the principal Elder to say, that he has a gift i. e. a rev
elation, for any change ; and the thing is accomplished. As in
other sects originally enthusiastic, policy will here take place of
extravagance. The reserve, the distance, the mysticism, of the
elders, the profound ignorance, habitual submission, and Asiatic
veneration, of their votaries : and the strong propensity of indi
viduals, scattered throughout the world, to relish what is strange
and mysterious, merely because it is so ; will in all probability
prolong this delusion until it shall be terminated by the Millenni
um.

I am, Sir, yours, &c.
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Valley of the Mohawk Canajohane
Religious persecution Palatines German Flats Utica

from New-Lebanon to Minden

Minden

Thoughts

New-Hartford

on

Brothertown

Observations

Brothertown Indians

ferences of complexion in the human

on

the dif

race.

Dear Sir,
We dined at the
this

country for

declivity

of the

spring

It

Farenheit's scale.
Azotic

Seaman,
Gas, and

a

medicinal water

long

It is situated

celebrated in

on

the Western

and pours a considerable
The temperature of the water is 72 on

Taghkannue Range,

brook down its side.

Doctor

;

numerous cures.

contains, according

to

an

analysis

made

by

of the surgeons of the New- York hospital,
It has
small proportion of alkaline matter.

one
a

been found efficacious in

a

variety

of

complaints

;

particularly

in

several cutaneous affections.

It has also been beneficial to per
The resort to this
sons, afflicted with the Chronic Rheumatism.
spring has heretofore been great; but has been much lessened, in

consequence of the

superiour reputation

of the waters of Balls-

town.

New-Lebanon is in the

township

of Canaan.

This town

in the year 1790, 6,692 inhabitants; in 1800,
It has been divided.
in 1810, 4,941.

tained,

con

5,195; and,

we rode to Schodac.
The next morning we pro
and myself pro
Albany ; and after dinner Mr. D
ceeded to Schenectady ; where we lodged with the Rev. Dr. Ed
wards, lately elected President of Union College.
On Monday September 22d, having been rejoined by our com
panions, we left Schenectady ; and, erasing the Mohawk, pro

After dinner

ceeded to

ceeded up that river.

When

we

had rode about four

miles,

we

stopped by rain, although we had set out with a fresh NorthWest wind ; a proverbial sign throughout almost all New-Eng
A small, dark cloud hung over a mountain,
land of fair weather.
rising six or seven miles South- West of the inn, and elevated
about six hundred feet above the Mohawk. This cloud, after
were
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pidity ; and

some

time
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settled

overcast the
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form, began

to

spread

with

ra

greatest part of the hemisphere.

an hour it
began to rain ; and drove us to a shelter.
evening, before we arrived at this house, (Schwartz's ;>
a
waggoner, attempting to get off from his waggon, put his hand
on the back of one of his
horses, to support himself, while he was
alighting. Both horses started ; the man fell ; and the waggon,
passing directly over his head, killed him outright. The name
of the man was Fisk.
He lived on the borders of
Cayuga lake.
We saw his unhappy son, who had borne him
company, and
whose countenance wore the appearance of as deep and
unfeign

The

ed sorrow, as I ever beheld.
We were detained at Schwartz's until after two; when we rode
to Tripe's Hill in Johnstown ; sixteen miles : in the whole twen

ty.

Here

we

ably

from

one

land to

lodged

Holland,

The road from

Scotia, passed

agreeable.

at

Putnam's,

of those unfortunate

Dutchman, descended prob
people, who fled from Eng
persecution.

a

in order to escape
Schenectady, after

over

The

a

plain

hard
is

we

pine-plain

left the beautiful farm of

;

uninhabited, the

and
soil

presented nothing
lean, and the road

indifferent.

lay partly on the intervals, which border
partly on the oak lands, which border the in
tervals.
We found it generally tolerable, but made unpleasant by
a number of small
bridges, in such bad repair, as frequently to
alarm the traveller for his safety.
Tuesday, Sept. 23, we rode to Canajoharie before dinner ;
sixteen miles : and to Hudson's in Minden, in the afternoon ;
The following day we dined
thirteen more : Here we lodged.
at the German Flats ; and lodged in Utica ; twenty-nine miles.
After we descended from Tripes Hill the road passed over the
intervals of the Mohawk, principally, to Canajoharie. Here it
crossed the river ; and after occupying the same ground five
miles farther, left the river, and passed over the hills of Minden.
From Schwartz's it

the

Mohawk,

A little before

again

;

and

we

and thence

arrived at Hudson's it returned to the river

kept along

its borders most of the way to Uti-
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On the intervals it is

ca.

muddy,

good in dry weather ; but in wet is
extremely disagreeable. On the hills it was indif
perhaps as good, as could be expected in a country so

and

ferent, but

recently settled.
The valley of the Mohawk is rarely more than a mile and a
It is bound
half in breadth, and generally not more than a mile.
ed by two long ranges of hills, or rather brows which border it
with little variety and, less beauty.
These are almost covered,
and crowned, by trees, neither thrifty nor handsome.
Beyond
these limits the eye is rarely permitted to wander; and soon beeomes wearied
by such a constant succession of the same objects.
To

compensate

view ;

the

traveller,

the river is for

a

great

extent in full

sprightly noble stream ; sixty rods in breadth at Sche
nectady, and gradually lessening to about twelve or sixteen at
Utica. Its waters are always delightful ; and are often orna
mented with elegant islands.
The intervals on both sides are
rich, and handsome. At the time of our journey particularly, the
numerous meadows, after
having been scorched by drought, had
been clothed by successive rains with a fresh verdure,
peculiarly
vivid. The settlements along this river are almost
universally
scattered plantations : almost all the inhabitants
being farmers,
a

of Dutch extraction.

In most of the older settlements the houses

generally good, comfortable Dutch houses. The cultivation
is moderately good also ; and is pursued in
exactly the same man
ner, in which it was begun by their ancestors, and confined al
most entirely to wheat, peas, and grass ; the latter of which how
ever, is always an inferiour object of attention.
The circumstan
are,

of

the inhabitants appear to be easy, and their life
quiet and
unenterprising.
Between Schenectady and Utica, (eighty
miles,) we saw only
three Churches, and only four places, which could with
any pro
priety be called villages ; one at Caghnawaga, containing fifteen
ces

or

twenty houses, with

around the Church in

a, small

Church

Canajoharie

; a

the German Flats ; and a fourth on the
We passed, also,

hawk at Herkimer.

;

a

scattered settlement

third, more compact at
opposite side of the Mo
a

few

miserably-looking
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school-houses

; which plainly owed their appearance to the want,
not of wealth, but of a sufficient attachment to education.

An

traveller could not fail to conclude, that these
extensively destitute both of knowledge and mor
als.*
If the information, which, from respectable sources, I re
ceived on the spot, may be credited; low vices are
unhappily
Fathers have not very unfrequently
prevalent among them.
been seen at the gaming table with their sons
; endeavouring to
win money from each other ;
swearing at each other ; charging
each other with cheating, and lying ; and both at very late hours

observing
must be

people

intoxicated.

What must be the sentiments of
he

a

child towards

a

parent, whom

in these attitudes ; and with the idea of whom,
instead of that venerable character, which alone ought ever to meet

habitually

his eye,

formity
such

a

or

sees

to his

recur

must be

father

remembrance, these ingredients

necessarily

can

retain,

associated ?

of de

All the

must be derived from

authority which
bodily strength, or

possession of property. The parental character he can nev
er assume :
religious instruction, and reproof, he can never give.
The inestimable benefit of a virtuous example from him, in whom
the

it would have

more

can never

receive.

corrupter,

both

influence than in half
On the

by his

contrary,

mankind,

conversation and his conduct.

who should conduct them to

heaven,

leads them to

his children

he himself becomes their

takes them

by

The
the

guide,
hand, and

perdition.
Among the causes, which here assemble multitudes with high
pulsations of hope, and pleasure, a horse race is one of the most
This diversion, when least exceptionable, is a de
memorable.
plorable exhibition of human debasement. The gentleman here
dwindles at onee into a jockey; imbibes his spirit; assumes his
station; and, what is worse, sinks to the level of his morality.
The plain man, at the same time, becomes a mere brute; swears,
curses, cheats, lies, and gets drunk ; extinguishing at once virtue,
reason, and character.
Horse-racing is the box of Pandora, from
which more, and greater, mischiefs flow, than any man ever
.

Vol. III.

*1799.
23
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counted,

You

measured.

or

universal character of these
ous

;

but

fewer,

I

am

afraid,

are

not to

than

conclude, that this is the

The

people.

a man

exceptions

are numer

of candour would

expect

to find.

I have

named

mentioned,
Putnam, and

we

lodged

at the house of

Hudson's,

a

a

Dutchman,

German from the Elec

Both of these men, descended from

torate of Hanover.

ancestors,

that

also at

English

driven out of their native country by religious
While I was conversing with Hudson, I could not

were

persecution.

but reflect upon the effects of this outrage upon human society,
The number of those,
whether dictated by religion, or politics.
who have been forced to

quit

their home,

property,

and

friends,

of life,
nay, the number of those, who have been robbed
scarcely be estimated. The arts, which the persecuted have

can
car

sufferings, which they have undergone ; the
unkindness, which they have alternately receiv
ed, the colonies, which they have formed; the changes, which
they have produced in the people, to whom they have fled; and
the amalgamation of their descendants with the various nations,
if
among whom they have fixed their final residence ; would,
fairly exhibited, present one very interesting picture of human
ried with them ; the

hospitality,

and

destiny.
Religious persecution

on the
plain of Dura.*
golden image, as the favourite object of
his own worship ; and resolved that his subjects should worship it
also. To ensure their compliance, he constructed a furnace of
vast capacity ; and raised its fires to the most intense heat, which
To this engine of torture
the ingenuity of the age could supply.

Nebuchadnezzar set up

commenced

a

example which I remember recorded in authentic history.
Achior, Captain of the Ammonitish bands in the army of Holofernes relates in
the book of Judith Chapter 5th, verse 8th, an occurrence of this nature which took
place more than thirteen centuries before that which is mentioned in the text.
"
They left the way of their an
Speaking of the ancestors of the Israelites he says,
cestors and worshipped the God of Heaven the God whom they knew.
So they
(the Chaldeans) cast them out from the face of their Gods: and they fled into Meso
potamia and sojourned there many days." If the records of history had been more
This at least is the first

But

extended and
er

more

instances of the

correct it is not

same

kind.

improbable

that

we

should find very many oth
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homage to his idol.
independence of soul, a sub
limity of virtue, demanding the admiration of all succeeding ages,
refused to bow before this senseless god ; and by the wrathful
monarch were plunged into the flames.
This simple tale is the history of all religious persecution.
The god, really set up, is always equally senseless ; and the de
mand, equally brutal. No man, in the indulgence of this spirit,
ever intended to compel the objects of his persecution to em
Real Religion
brace the real religion, or worship the true God.
discerns at a glance, that Jehovah is the only Lord of the con
science; and feels, of course, that this high prerogative cannot
without the grossest impiety be challenged by man. At the same
time its affections towards its fellow-men are only kind ; and the
only instruments, by which it induces upon mankind a change of
their faith, are the sound arguments, by which its doctrines are
supported, its fervent prayers to heaven, and its own lovely, per
suasive example.

consigned those,

who should refuse their

The three friends of Daniel with

In every

nature

we

intend, whatever

we

may

worship what we worship, and to believe
The design, whether understood by us or not,

to make others

profess,
what

attempt of this

an

we

believe.

is to make them bow to

ourselves,

and not to God.

persecution springs from exactly the same source.
The object proposed is in its own nature incapable of being
accomplished. It is physically impossible, that faith should bow
The only effect of this instrument of domination is to
to force.
render the religion enjoined and those who profess it, hateful in
the eyes of the sufferers. With the unhappy Mexicans, they con
clude irresistibly that the religion itself is false, or that it is dis
believed by men, who, to disseminate it, are guilty of such horrid
Political

crimes.
the one hand an object of diversion ; and on the other
indignation, and contempt, that infidels have charged re
who were really
ligious persecution to Christianity. That some,

It is

on

of equal

christians, have been weak, enthusiastic, and misled,

degree,

as

to believe

themselves

justified

in

persecuting

to such

a

their fel-
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low-men

on

the

score

readily granted also,
themselves the

name

of

Religion,

that endless

cannot be denied.

It will be

multitudes, who have taken

to

of

Christians, and a great part of whom were
been villians enough to persecute others, in

really baptized, have
the exercise of pride, avarice, and wrath ; but what has all this to
do with Christianity ? just as much as pretences with friendship ;
a Pharisaical face with
piety ; or bullying with bravery. Is any
part of this conduct warranted by the Bible ? Are not the spirit,
and the practice both forbidden everywhere in the sacred volume,
under infinite sanctions? This the Infidel perfectly knows ; and
yet with unblushing impudence reiterates the same old charge,
just as if it had not been ten thousand times refuted.
In the year 1800, Minden, which lies wholly on the South side
of the Mohawk, contained 2,929 inhabitants ;

and,

in the year

1810, 4,788.

township, at a place now called the Old Indian Castle, liv
Sachem, commonly styled the great Hendrick. The
site of his house is a handsome elevation, commanding a consid
erable prospect of the neighbouring country.
Of this man I shall
It will be sufficient to observe
have occasion to speak hereafter.
here, that for capacity, bravery, vigour of mind, and immoveable
integrity, united, he excelled all the Aboriginal inhabitants of the
United States, of whom any knowledge has come down to the
present time. A gentleman, of a very respectable character,
who was present at a council, held with the Six nations
by the
In this

ed the Mohawk

Governour of

New-York,

and several

agents of distinction from

New-England, informed me, that his figure, and countenance,
were
singularly impressive, and commanding ; that his eloquence
was of the same
superiour character ; and that, he appeared as if
born to control other men, and possessed an air of
majesty, unri
valled within his knowledge.
The German Flats, originally so called, are two extensive in
tervals, lying on both sides of the Mohawk; together about a
mile in breadth, and perhaps from three to four in
length. They
are beautiful, and
very fertile tracts. A colony of Germans, na
med Palatines, because many of them came from the two Palati-
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nates, left their native country in the year

1

709,

to escape per

secution ; and came over to
England. They were very
received by the British Government ; and treated with

kindly

great lib
erality by Queen Anne. The house of Commons, however, com
plained of squandering away great sums upon the Palatines ; who,
they said, were a useless people ; a mixture of all religions ; and

dangerous
clare,

to the

that

over, to

they

Constitution.

Nay they

went

held those, who advised the

be enemies to the

Queen,

and

so

far

as

bringing
Kingdom.

to de

of them

Brigadier Hunter, being appointed Governour of New- York,
brought over with him, 2,700 of these people ; a considerable
number of whom settled themselves in the city of New-York ;
another body, in Pennsylvania; another, in the manor of Liv
ingston ; and a fourth came to this spot. A fifth company settled
at Cherry Valley.
Those, who planted themselves at the Ger
man Flats, have been
subjected to many serious disadvantages.
For a long period this was a frontier settlement; and, of course,
exposed during a war to alarms and invasions, without any assis
It is said, that they have always behaved with
tance at hand.
great spirit; and have certainly maintained their ground in spite
of both the French and the Savages.
Their distance from other settlements prevented them, also,
from all those benefits of knowledge, and improvement, which are
The settlers themselves were
derived from civilized society.
extremely ignorant. Their children became, if possible, more and
more
ignorant : for they were destitute for a long time even of
Their own language they
the means of a parochial education.
spoke with increasing imperfection ; and the English they scarce
ly spoke at all. A specimen of their ignorance was communica
ted to me by one of their own countrymen, who in more auspi
cious circumstances, had risen to intelligence and respectability.
He was one day attempting to convince some of them, that the
Congressional Stamp-Act was a reasonable and useful law ; and
observed particularly, that it required nothing to be stamped, ex
cept such papers as were employed either to convey, or secure
:
the
property. They answered, that they did not care for that if
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government stamped papers now, it would soon put stamps upon
their waggons, on their horses, on their wheat, and on every thing
which they had.

village, which is on the South side of the river, is com
ordinary houses, built in the Dutch manner ; with few
windows, many doors, dark sheds over the principal doors, leantos behind, and awkward additions at the ends.
They are of one
story, and in a few instances of a story and a half; and frequently
Their

posed

of

look like

a

collection of kitchens.

In this

village is one of three churches, which stand between
Schenectady and Utica.
The township of German Flats contained in 1790, 1,307 in
habitants ; in 1800, 1,637; and, in 1810, 2,228.
Utica, when we passed through it on our journey,

was a

pretty

In 1794, there were1 but two;
and, in 1795, but six. In 1804, there were one hundred and
twenty, beside a numerous train of merchants' stores, and other

village, containing fifty

It is built

buildings.
stood.

ley

Its site is the

on

houses.

the

spot,

declivity

where Fort

of the

Schuyler formerly

hill, which bounds the val

of the Mohawk ; and here slopes easily, and
elegantly, to the
The houses stand almost all on a single street,
parallel

interval.

to the river.

Generally, those, which were built before our arri
: not
being intended for permanent habitations.
The settlers were almost wholly traders, and mechanics and it
;
was said, that their business had
already become considerable.
Their expectations of future prosperity were raised to the
highest
pitch ; and not a doubt was entertained, that their village would
val,

at

were

no

small

great distance of time become the emporium of all the

merce, carried

on

between the

ocean

and

a

vast

interiour.

com

These

apprehensions, although partially well founded, appeared to me
extravagant. Commerce is often capricious; and demands of
her votaries a degree of wisdom, moderation, and
integrity, to fix
her residence, and secure her favours, which is much
more fre
quently seen in old, than in new, establishments.
We found the people of Utica
labouring, and in a fair way to
labour, a long time under one very serious disadvantage. The
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which

they live, are chiefly owned by persons, who re
distance, and who refuse to sell, or to rent them, except
on
terms, which are exorbitant. The stories, which are heard
concerning this subject, it was difficult to believe, even when told
by persons of the best reputation. If the tenants dream ; the
on

side at

a

landlords

are

delirious.

A company of gentlemen in Holland, who have
purchased large
tracts of land in this State, and Pennsylvania, and among them a

considerable tract in this
the

neighbourhood

; and who

are

of the Holland company ; have built here
to serve as an inn.

name

house,
The

people of Utica are united
parochial concerns.

with those of

a

known

large

by

brick

Whitesborough

in their

We continued at Utica until

near noon

rode to New-Hartford to dinner
we

proceeded

seven

:

the next

four miles.

day ;

and then

In the afternoon

to Laird's at the entrance of the Oneida woods

:

miles.

New-Hartford is the first

New-England settlement, which we
Accordingly it presented us a very neat
church, ornamented with a pretty steeple. The houses, also, are
built in the New-England manner; and are generally neat, and
for so recent a settlement are unusually good. The lands are
excellent, and well cultivated : and every thing wore the cheer
The business of tanning, particu
ful air of rapid improvement.
larly, is carried on upon a large scale. No settlement, merely
rural, since we left New-Lebanon, can be compared with NewFrom Utica to this
Hartford for sprightliness, thrift, and beauty.
village, a turnpike is begun, and considerably advanced. It is to
be extended hereafter into the" Western country as far, as the
circumstances of the inhabitants will permit. No improvement
can be more necessary in this region.
The land between Utica and Laird's is what in New-England is
called beech and maple land, and here, maple and bass land. The
soil of such lands so easily admits, and so long retains, water as to
Fire therefore will scarcely spread
be almost always moist.
Hence the surface is covover them, even in the driest seasons.
found in this

region.
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vegetable mould : the residuum of
forty centuries. This mould, as
I have elsewhere observed, is a mere sponge, imbibing water with
the utmost facility, and retaining it for a length of time.
Roads,
formed on such ground, are almost always soft ; in moist seasons
a mass of mud ; and in wet seasons intolerable.
Travelling there
fore, in an early period of their settlement, is not merely uncom
fortable and discouraging, but an Herculean labour.
ered with

thick stratum of

a

decayed forests,

Before

accumulated for

arrived at

we

Laird's,

I had become

convinced, that

to

journey was impracticable. While we
were at Utica, we were told by our host, that it had rained eve
Of the truth of this ac
ry day for a fortnight before our arrival.
count, we had the most ample proof. The last thirty miles of our
journey, the mud had obliged us to walk our horses. The trav
complete

ellers,
in

our

intended

who had

representing

er, than had

come

the

ever

in from the Western

season as more

rainy,

been known before.

country, had united

and the roads

If we should

as
deep
proceed, we

our
way through three hundred and sixty miles of the
softest soil in this country ; much of it encumbered with roots,
stumps, and other concomitants of new roads. My companions,

must make

however,

were

we were

at

satisfied

us

unwilling

Laird's,
all, that

ten

any

roads, they informed
Their horses

us,

to

give

up the

travellers, came
farther attempt
were worse

enterprize

;

but, while

in from the West ; who
was
inexpedient. The

than

they

drenched in the mire to the

had

ever

been.

hips and shoul
ders ; and the riders were pale, and broken-spirited, with exces
sive fatigue.
To have pursued a journey of pleasure, in such
circumstances, would have been madness. After dinner, there
fore, we rode to Paris ; where I lodged at the house of the Rev.
Mr. Kirkland, Missionary to the Oneidas.
The distance was on
ly three miles.
In the morning of September 26th,
accompanied by Samuel
Kirkland Esq. Nephew to the Rev. Mr. Kirkland, we made an
excursion to Brothertown ; an Indian settlement, included in the
township of Paris. I had a strong inclination to see civilized In
dian life i. e. Indian life in the most advanced state of
civilization,
were
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in which it is found in this

might probably

be

Brothertown is

ally

it

belonged

seen

a

country,

was

informed,

that it

here.

tract of

land, about

to the Oneidas.

the State of New- York
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and

By

confirmed,

to

six miles square.

them it
a

Origin
given, and by
of Indians, who

was

collection

left Connecticut for this

Sampson Occum.
Farmington ; and
The settlement is
North to South.

place under the conduct of the Rev.
They were chiefly residents in Montville, and
were in number about one hundred and
fifty.
formed on the declivity of a hill, running from
The land is excellent ; and the

spot, in every

well chosen.

respect
Here

forty families of these people have fixed themselves in the
agriculture. They have cleared the ground on both

business of

sides of the road about

a

of

quarter

a

mile in breadth ; and about

four miles in

length.

Three of them have framed houses.

named Amos

Hutton,

has

barn, well built.

ing

houses

are

of

a

good

house well

finished,

Several others have barns also.

logs

when formed of the

and

large

The remain

; and differ little from those of the

same

One,
a

whites,

materials.

Their husbandry is generally much inferior to that of the white
people. Their fences are indifferent ; and their meadows, and
arable grounds, are imperfectly cleared. Indeed, almost every
where is visible, that slack hand, that disposition to leave every
thing unfinished, which peculiarly characterizes such Indians, as
I have observed, that, the house and
have left the savage life.
We had an opportu
barn of Amos Hutton were both well built.

nity

to

see

the interiour of the house ; and

by

the neatness which

and furniture, were
every where appeared both in the building
assured, that his wife was an industrious and thorough housewife.

Mr. Kirkland informed me,

keeps always

three horses, and three
ter ; and that although

by law, he
buy. He

that this

one, and sometimes two
or

no

four

cows

debt

man

yoke

lives well ; that he

of

good

oxen, two

or

; that he is an exact paymas

against

an

Indian is recoverable

trusted for any thing, which he is willing to
is probably the fairest example of industry, econois

Vol. III.

readily

24
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Most of them
my, and punctuality which these people can boast.
will leave their own business to labour for the white inhabitants.
are
universally civil in their deportment. The men
boys took off their hats, and the girls courtesied, as we pass
ed by them.
They speak decent English ; and much excel the
ordinary Dutch people in the correctness of their pronunciation.
One of them tends a saw mill, built by the State for this settle

These

and

ment.

A

Quaker,

ter, has

who is

come

time, for

some

a

the benevolent

children to read and write.

ily,

and

house

rapidly,

was

and of a good charac
family, and resided here
purpose of teaching the Indian
told me, that they learn as read

well-appearing man,

to Brothertown with his

as

He

the children of the whites.

built for them

by

the State ; and

Their school-

serves

them

as a

church.

These

annually $2,160 from the State ; out of
supported, and their superintendent
compensated for his services. At this season of the year they
unite with the Oneidas in gathering ginseng ; and collect a thou
sand bushels annually.
It brings them two dollars a bushel.
Al
most all of it
It is
goes to Philadelphia, and thence to China.
however, an unprofitable business to the Indians. They are paid
for it in cash ; which many of them employ as the means of in
toxication.
This is commonly followed by quarrelling, and some
times by murder; but much less commonly than among the Onei

people

receive

which their school-master is

das.

You will
dian

life,

of man,
touched

excuse me

because it

for

giving

presents

you this sketch of civilized In
one feature in the character

to you

rarely seen by persons really civilized, and hitherto un
by the pens of others.
From one of my pupils, Mr. Hart, now the minister at
Stoning
ton I received the following account of four Brothertown Indians
in a letter dated September 5, 1797.
Among these Indians, I observed the following singular facts,
viz. four men, whose skin in different parts of their
body has turn
ed white.
Where the skin is not exposed to the sun, and the
"
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has been of

long standing, it has completely lost its natur
entirely white."
The instance, least remarkable, is
Elijah Wampey, jr. aged
thirty-five. On the back part of his left hand, is a spot about the
bigness of a cent which four weeks since began to change its col
our, and has in this short period approached to a degree of white
ness
truly surprising. The part does not in any way appear af
fected by the change, excepting the colour ; and is not attended
with any degree of pain.
The next instance is Andrew Carrycomb,
aged fifty. The
sides of his body are white; in other respects similar to the one

al

colour,

and become

"

"

above mentioned."
"

The next is

Ephraim Pharaoh, aged fifty-two

strong, healthy man.
entirely white."
"

His left

breast,

and

But the most remarkable instance is Samuel

ty-seven.

following

He is almost become

a

white

;

a

shoulder,

man.

remarkably
are

almost

Adams, aged

fif

He gave

the

me

account."

That fourteen years since his skin
began in a number of places
to change its colour; that it changed
gradually, until it reached
its

present degree of whiteness ; that

the

change ;

that there

parts affected from

was no

that of

those,

no

pain

whatever attended

difference in the
which

were

feeling

of the

not ; that the

change

had

no effect on his internal
feeling; that his health had been
generally sound; and that he had led a laborious life, and still
felt no particular weakness, but what was common at his time of

life.
"

The hair on his head still retains its original Indian colour,
excepting a part, which has the same appearance as the grey
hair of aged white people.
The appearance of the skin on the
parts changed is different. Where it hasbeen exposed to the
sun, it appears of

a

darkish colour.

Where it has not been

ex

posed, it appears tender, and delicately white. The skin lately
changed appears like that of a child ; and through the apparent
stages of changing advances gradually from infancy to full age,
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of notice, is, that the parts
exposed to the sun, change more rapidly than those
which are thus exposed."
"
I dare not hazard any conjectures on the causes of these phe
nomena.
The facts cannot be disputed ; although the causes,
and the modus operandi, may be unknown.
Persons, who have
daily intercourse with these Indians, suppose them to be leprous.
The facts, howeyer, shew that there is no foundation for this sup
position. The skin is perfectly smooth, and fresh, without the
"

Another

which

are

circumstance, worthy

not

least appearance of the white scales, and loathsomeness, which
are
consequent on leprosy. Besides, they are all sound, healthy,

labouring
"

men."

So little attention has been

paid to

these

extraordinary facts,

that persons, who have been for years intimately acquainted with
these Indians, have not taken pains to examine them."

From this account, the accuracy, as well as the truth of which
may be relied on with perfect confidence, it is evident, that a
change in several of the race of red men, by which in every in

they have become in some degree, and in one almost ab
solutely, white men, has actually taken place under the eye of in
dubitable testimony. This change has existed, also, without the
least appearance of disease. All the subjects of it being, in the
words of Mr. Hart,
sound, healthy, labouring men."
I have myself been an eye witness of the same great fact in
a black man.
Henry Moss, a native of Virginia, came in the year
1796 to New-Haven, and to my house.
It had been
previously
declared in a Virginia newspaper, that he was born in that State ;
that he was originally black, woolly headed, of a sober, honest
character, and was remarkably changed in his complexion ; that
the change began about four years before, and had
gradually
spread over the greatest part of his body. All this he confirmed
to me in conversation.
His understanding appeared not to be
inferiour to that of white men, generally, when
equally uneduca
ted; and an unquestionable ingenuousness of character strongly
recommended him to the esteem of a stranger.
stance

"
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account, he began

the roots of his

to become white

un

nails ; and had always
where his skin was, than where it was

whitened more, and faster,

finger

not, covered.

During the whole period he. was in perfect health,
no
peculiar sensation, except a small, and bare
ly perceptible, degree of feeling in the places affected, more than
in the other parts of his body.
His whole appearance correspon
ded with his story.
His face and hands were partially Whitened,
without any visible regularity in the process ; and were so spot
and conscious of

ted with alternations of white and black, as to be hideous.
His
breast, arms, legs and thighs, were wholly white, andkof a clear,
fresh, and delicate complexion. The skin was not pale ; nor the
finer blood-vessels, at all concealed. Nor is a fresher colour of
ten found in white

people ;

nor more

complete

evidence of the

total absence of disease.

Wherever the skin

ly changed ;
en

and

was

was

become

exactly

white,

hue, and perfectly free from curling.

ginning

at the crown, and

actly

the

same

changes.

hair, also,

people

the

was

; of

a

total

flax

spot, be
forehead, shaped

On his head

extending towards

a

table spoon, but narrower and long
Two or three smaller spots exhibited ex

somewhat like the bowl of
er, had become white.

the

that of fair white

a

Around all

these, limited by

an

exact

line, the skin was black and the hair black and woolly; in other
words, the hair of a black man. Both these appearances exten
ded

over

the rest of the head.

whitening process was still going on, and not less rapidly
I saw him about four years after
than at any preceding period.
wards : and found him considerably advanced in this progress ;
and still a healthy, sound man.
From these accounts I derive the following observations,
1. The whitening process in all these instances began in small
spots, and was gradually extended.
2. All the subjects were, from the beginning, healthy men.
3. They were not sensible of any material change of feeling
The

in the

parts affected.
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4. They were occupied during the
Henry Moss excepted, in their usual
of living.
any change in their modes
5. Disease had

no

whole time, the journies of
labours ; and were without

influence towards the

accomplishment

of the

change.

change of the hair was intimately connected with the
of
the skin ; less strikingly in the red men, but with the
change
fullest evidence in the black man.
6. The

7. Hence I argue, that the colour of the skin, and the texture
This
and appearance of the hair, depend on a common cause.
is, indeed, rationally conjectured from the appearance of moles
on white
These, when black, are often covered with
persons.
black curled hair, differing altogether from that, which is on other

parts of the body.
8. From these facts I infer

of the

also,

that the external appearances

the human

body are not original,
body. All these men con
tinued in every other particular the same in body, and mind ;
while they were yet entirely changed in complexion to a consid
erable extent.
I except Wampey, on whom the change, having
Moss
very lately begun, had extended over a small spot only.
and Adams were almost entirely white, without an alteration in
nor

complexion,

and

hair,

on

at all essential to the nature of the

any other

than that of the

respect
sensation, except

the

trifling

and

hair;

without

a new

concerning

Moss.

even

one, mentioned

These appearances, therefore, were not essential, but incidental ;
not original, but superinduced upon the human constitution.
In
other words, men are not red, black, nor white, necessarily ; but

merely

as

incidental circumstances direct.

9. Hence I

plexion,

conclude,

that the

ment, that they sprang from

great varieties
es

these

are

changes

red

man

in

white, black, and red.

have here taken

have been almost
a

varieties, observed in the
species, furnish no probable
different original stocks. The

and hair of the human

completed.

another,

place ;

A black

com

argu
three

On the two last class
and

man

on one

in

one

of each

they

instance,

and

have become almost entirely white

men ;
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and without any such
change in the internal parts of the constitu
tion, as to occasion a single new sensation of any importance. Of
white men, therefore, others may have become red, or black
men, with

changes equally unessential. That this has really ta
place is fairly presumable from the facts, here recounted.
The ordinary course of providence, operating agreeably to natur
al, and established, laws has wrought the change here. A simi
lar course of Providence is therefore justly concluded $to have
wrought the change from white, to red, and to black ; or what is
perhaps more probable, from red to white on the one hand, and
from red to black on the other.
The change here, so far as it has
existed, has been accomplished in a few years. How easily, as
well as how imperceptibly may it have been accomplished during
The Cushites on the mountains ofHabesh have
the lapse of ages.
The Colchians, who were black
been black for thirty centuries.
in the time of Herodotus, are now as white, as the people of Eu
The Jezos have every tint of complexion from that of Po
rope.
land, Germany and Britain, to that of the black Jews in HindoosThe change of the blacks, whose ancestors were introdu
tan.
ced into New-England, is already very great, as to their shape,
features, hair, and complexion. Within the last thirty years I
have not seen a single person, of African descent, who was not
many shades whiter than the blacks, formerly imported directly
ken

from Guinea.

The account
ter he

was

tificates from

attesting
recited.

given

above of

at my house.

his

respectable
integrity, and

Henry

Moss

was

written

soon

af

produced several cer
Virginia, and Maryland, fully

At that time he
men

those

in

parts

history, which
Sir, yours. &c.

of his

I am,

I have
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Oneida

Hamilton

Academy

Iron mine

Paris

support of religion in this State unhappy, and
between the

English

The

the laws

measures

adopted

for the

imperfect

Rome

Battle

and Indians under Sir John Johnson and the American mili

tia under Gen. Herkimer

Dear

IV.

Canal

Siege

of Fort Stanwix.

Sir,

We returned to Paris before dinner ; and spent the afternoon
in visiting Hamilton Oneida Academy, and in an interesting con
versation with several of the trustees
its

prospects, and
This

utation.

and contains

means

concerning

its

present state,

of

increasing its usefulness and rep
already of considerable importance;

Seminary is
fifty-two students,

of both sexes, under the

The scheme of

two instructors.

in

the

care

it, includes the English, Latin, and Greek languages, and

of the liberal arts, and sciences.

of

education, professedly pursued
most

An academical

building is erec
ted for it, eighty-eight feet long, and forty-six feet wide, of three
stories, on a noble healthy eminence, commanding a rich and ex
It is, however, but partially finished.*
tensive prospect.
The township of Paris lies immediately South of Whitestown.
It contains four parishes, of which Clinton is the most considera
This township is "part of a tract, more than
ble.
thirty miles
square ; the soil of which is probably not inferior to any other of
'the

same

extent in this State.

It is of the

same

kind with that of

Hartford, formerly mentioned, and of the best quality. All the
vegetable productions of the climate flourish here. A farmer
this year had two hundred bushels of peaches, which he sold for
a dollar a bushel.
Every other product thrives equally well, exSeminary was in the year 1811 converted into a college with funds amount
$100,000 and the assurance of $50,000 more. Half of their present funds
derived from contributions raised by the gentlemen of the
neighbouring Coun
ty ; the other half was given by the State. It is named Hamilton College after the
late Secretary of the American Treasury.
The Rev. Dr. Backus of Bethlem was
chosen President, and has entered on the duties of his office. There are the best
*This

ing

to

was

reasons

for

believing,

that it will prove

country of New-York.

a source

of extensive benefit to the Western
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; but the

indeed,

little

a

coat,

or
very rankly
short period, when the land shall

longer,

this inconvenience will

prob

cease.

The surface of this

township is composed of handsome hills and
principal valley is watered by the Oriskany ; a fine,
sprightly mill-stream, flowing at the bottom of two beautiful slopes
through a rich border of intervals^ and furnishing a succession of
mill-seats.
The church, a building honourable to the inhabitants
of so new a settlement, stands in a small but pretty village built
in this valley.
The surrounding country is a collection of hand
The forests in this township are composed of beech,
some farms.
maple, bass, &c. When these trees are felled, they are often im
perfectly replaced by a new growth ; and give, therefore, too
much reason to fear, that timber and fuel at no grfiat distance of

vallies.

The

time will become

scarce.

A vast multitude of the stones in this

township,

are

to

a

great

extent, composed of small marine shells ; often in their original
state, but generally petrified. A fourth, a half, and sometimes
three

whole mass are frequently made up
particularly, of escallops, and muscles. Such as
of petrifaction were of a dirty brown colour :

fourths, of the

shells ;
a

state

of these
I

saw

in

the rest

on the shore of the ocean.
They
positions. These and other marine exu
viae are found in vast quantities throughout a great extent of this
country, and on the highest grounds. Immense multitudes of oys
ter shells, a great number of them not petrified, are embodied in
large masses of lime stone at Cherry Valley about sixty miles
West of Albany.
The water throughout this country is almost universally im
to me
pregnated with lime. One spring, only, was mentioned
the parish of
as yielding water which is fit for washing within
were as

were

white,

as

aggregated

when found

in all

Clinton.

Clay abounds here, and throughout all the neighbouring country.
Half

a

which is

mile East of the
on

Vol. III.

Church,

the Southern bank of
25

we
a

examined

an

small stream.

iron

mine,

Above the
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bed of

ore

brown

colour, and

lies

a mass

of slate,

not much thicker than the

able,

as

to be

horizontally stratified,

of

a

light

The strata ar^
case-knife ; and are so fri

about ten feet in thickness.

blade of

a

easily pulverized.

The ore is different from any, which I had before seen. It lies
in strata, like those of the slate in their general appearance, but
from one to three feet in thickness. The stone is of a handsome

resembling clo
small degree,
and united by a cement, apparently of an oily nature.
They co
here so loosely, as to be easily separable by the pressure and at
trition of the fingers. In front of the mine lay a large quantity
of them, separated, and washed clean ; and neither the sight, nor
the touch, could without some attention distinguish them from
clover seed, when sufficiently wet to adhere together by the at
traction of the water.
Of these grains a pigment is made by pul
verizing them, which is much more brilliant than the mass itself.
This ore is supposed to be very rich ; but I was not able to
obtain any correct account of its produce.
It is said to abound
in this region, both on the surface, and at every depth to which it
has been explored.
There are three Presbyterian
Congregations in this township ;
and two Clergymen.
These gentlemen, though held in high es
timation, and deservedly, loved, by their parishioners, consider
themselves as holding their connection with their
Congregations
by a very precarious tenure. The laws of this State concerning
the support of Clergymen are so
loosely, and so unwisely formed,
as to leave them in a
great measure dependent on the fluctuating
feelings of parishioners, rendered much more fluctuating by the
laws themselves. A voluntary contribution,
except in a large,
town, is as uncertain as the wind ; and a chameleon only can ex
claret colour ; and its mass is composed of grains,
ver seeds in their size, and form, but flatted in

pect

to derive

a

permanent support from this

a

source.

By several very respectable gentlemen, with whom I coversed
largely on this subject, I was informed, that the opposition to sup
porting Clergymen by law had lately very much increased among
the New-England people of this
region. My informants believ-
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principal inhabitants, and
people at large, are in favour of
lamentable degeneracy.

one

tenth of the

twentieth of the

this system.
This is
In 1 790, Paris was
of its inhabitants

was

a

a

part of Whitestown : in 1 796 the number
: in 1800, 4,721 ; and in 1810, 5,418.

3,459

At Whitesborough I lodged with Mr. B
; and in his
family, and those of several gentlemen of this village, received
all the civilities, which flow from polite hospitality. On the Sab
bath I attended public worship with Mr. Dodd, the very worthy
and excellent minister of this people.
He died not long after our
journey ; and has left behind him a name which is as the odour

of sweet incense.

Monday September 30th,
a

we

set out for Rome.

student of law in this town from Yale

Our road

by

lay along

the forest

on

the Mohawk ;

its borders.

Mr. S

,

College, accompanied us.

which, however,

was

hidden

The distance is twelve miles.

township, bordering upon Whitestown on the Northgenerally undulating ; its soil similar to that
of Whitestown ; but the settlements fewer, and more recent.
On the road the spot was pointed out to me, where General
Herkimer seated himself under a tree, after having received a
mortal wound, with an invincible resolution to maintain the con
Rome is

West.

a

Its surface is

flict.
When General
the United

Burgoyne

commenced his

expedition against

States, he directed Lieutenant-Colonel Baron St. Le-

a
body of troops, consisting of British, American Refu
Canadians, and Savages, from 1 ,500 to 1 ,800 in
Germans,
gees,
number, to proceed from Montreal by Lake Ontario, to attack
Fort Stanwix, and after taking that fortress to march down the

ger, with

Mohawk to Albany. St. Leger arrived at Fort Stanwix in the
beginning of August, 1777. On the news of his approach, Gene
ral Herkimer, a respectable descendant. from one of the German
Colonists, mentioned above, commanding the militia of Tryon
County, assembled a body of 800 men, and marched to the relief
of the garrison. He arrived within six or seven miles of the fort
From his scouts he had learned, that a
on the 6th of August.
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body of troops under Sir John Johnson, had been despatched by
He determined, therefore, to halt,
St. Leger to intercept him.
and ehoose his own ground for the contest ; but his troops, who
were raw militia, without any discipline, insisted peremptorily on
being led immediately to the attack. The General, after remon
strating with his usual good sense, and telling them roundly, that,
.ardent as they were, they would run at the first appearance of
the enemy ; and after finding all his efforts vain, resolved to lead
Ac
them on, although he clearly foresaw the disastrous issue.
cordingly he coolly moved on to what he considered as almost
certain destruction.
At the very first fire of the enemy a large
proportion of these violent men fled instantly ;* leaving their
gallant chief, with the remainder of his troops, to sustain the at
tack.
These men fought like lions ; and came to close quarters
*
It ought to be transmitted to future generations, as a fact in which not improb
ably they may find an interest, that men of the same description, men who have
made a figure in mobs, who have been ready on all occasions to resist government
and disturb the peace of their neighbours, have very generally acted, in similar cir
cumstances, like those mentioned in the text. They have been clamorous to be led
to battle, until the enemy was in sight, and have then usually run away.
These

newspapers were customarily called '76-men ; men who, at that
others, have disturbed the peace of society, done all the mischief,
prevented
destroyed all the good which was in their power : men who were
then, are now, and at all other times have been, nuisances to society. Posterity
ought to know that men of this description can have no reliance placed on them in
the time of danger ; that their warfare is carried on by Words, and not by muskets ;
and that they will certainly deceive the confidence which is reposed in them.
Their whole character is perfectly described in the poetical account of the crane,
given in Tommy Trip's history of birds :
are

what in

time, and

our

at all

and

or

"

So

long

his

neck,

You'd think the
But view his
'He's better

so

sharp

crane was

his

bill,

formed to

kill ;

legs ; you'd surely say,
form'd to run away.'
"

By the violence of these mob-men, as they are emphatically called, by our plain
people, General Herkimer lost his life : a more costly sacrifice to his country than
the loss of thousands of these miserable wretches.
'

men of 76 were such as fought at Breed' s hill and at Stillwater ; the so
steady yeomanry of the country ; whom nothing could daunt, and nothing but a
superiour force overpower On such men it is to be hoped future generations will
learn to place their reliance in seasons ofd&tiger.

The real

ber
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with the
enemy. The firing in a great
conflict was carried on with
knives,

1 93
measure

muskets.

ceased

A considerable number of the Indians

The survivors were, of course, thrown into

and the

:

and the butt-ends of

bayonets,

were

killed.

The mode
rage.
of fighting was novel ; and the native
jealousy of these people
Started into their minds a suspicion, that their own friends had

leagued

a

with the Americans to

destroy them. Under its influ
fired upon the British, as well as
upon the Americans.
The confusion became intense, and universal. Such of Herki
they

ence

mer's

troops,

as

had neither

fled,

fallen,

nor

had

posted

them

selves behind

logs, and trees ; and, animated by their brave chief,
wounded as he was, fought the enemy with such resolution, that
Sir John finally retreated, and left them the ground.
Herkimer
speedily expired. Congress voted a monument to his memory,
which, with those voted to General Washington, and General
Wooster, will, it is supposed, be erected when Queen Ann's fifty
new

churches

chased all the

are

finished, and the United States

shall have pur
countries of North and South America.

remaining

The Americans lost in this battle 160

240, wounded and prisoners.
be known.

The Indians left

men

killed ; and about

The loss of the British will
more

the field.
ral

Among the slain and wounded Americans,
persons of reputation and influence.*

Two miles below Fort Stanwix

hawk, which unites its

a

canal

it into

Onondaga
a

history

at the Mo

river ;

the

common

or

rather

runs

This

through

channel of all the

wa

train of lakes, to be mentioned hereafter.
lake Ontario at Oswego ; a spot, well known in

numerous

This river joins
the

commences

on

were seve

waters with those of Wood-creek.

stream has its outlet in the Oneida lake ;

ters in

never

than 70 of their number

of American

ters meet the

ocean

Gulf of St. Lawrence.

Separating ground

at

campaigns. A part
Sandy-Hook ; and

In this

of these united
another

quarter, therefore,

part

wa

at the

Rome is the

between the waters of the Hudson and the

St. Lawrence.
*

This account of Herkimer's rencounter differs from those, which have been pub
I received it from gentlemen, living near the scene of action, who had had

lished.

the best

opportunities of gaining

correct information.
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The canal is of sufficient
mon

boats of the Mohawk.

breadth, and depth,

to admit the

At both ends it is secured

by

com

locks.

Hitherto it has been little used.
The village of Rome
exemplar, from which

is a very unpromising copy of the great
The land, on
it has derived its name.

built, is poor, and surrounded by alders or half-starved
The houses are about twenty in number, and decent in
The proprie
appearance : the whole aspect is uninviting.

which it is
trees.

the- r

ground, a gentleman of New- York, believing, as pro
do, that his lands will soon be very valuable, has
usually
prietors
taken effectual care to prevent them from becoming so, by dis
tributing them into small house lots, demanding excessive rents,
and adopting other unwise measures.
The canal, through which, when the outlets are open, runs a
sprightly stream, adds not a little cheerfulness to the village.
Nor is this the only benefit, derived from it by the inhabitants.
The base of their settlement is composed almost wholly of small
round stones.
The canal being dug to a depth considerably low
er than their cellars, heretofore wet and troublesome, has effec
tually drained them. The water also, in the upper part of the
wells, which was of a bad quality, has by the same means been
drawn off; and the remainder, flowing from a deeper source, has
become materially sweeter and better.
Fort Stanwix is still in a tolerable degree of preservation.
It
is what is sometimes called a round work, built about
sixty or
eighty rods North-Eastward from the centre of this village ; not
of a regular figure, but suited to that of the ground.
It was sur
rounded by a deep ditch, and three rows of palisadoes, which are
still remaining. In the centre stands a small and miserable block
house.
On the North-East spreads a handsome interval : the
only
fertile or pleasant ground in the neighbourhood.
This fortress, then in an indifferent state of
repair, was defend
ed by Colonel Gansevoort against Baron St.
Leger, and Sir John
Johnson, in the expedition already mentioned.
Sir John had scarcely left the ground, to attack General Her
kimer, when Lieutenant-Colonel Willet at the head of a party
tor of the
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from the

garrison, made a sortie upon the enemy ; and, falling
upon their camp unexpectedly, drove them out of it almost with
out resistance.
A part fled into the woods, and a part crossed
the river : while Willet plundered the camp of muskets, blankets,
and various other articles of considerable value.

A

party of the

British

attempted to intercept his return to the fort ; but with a
field-piece, and a vigorous musketry, he attacked them with so
much spirit, that they fled a second time.
Several of the enemy
fell ; and among them some of the principal Indian warriours.
Willet did not lose

a man.

At the return of Sir

John,

St.

Leger

summoned Gansevoort in

verbal message, sufficiently pompous and menacing, to surren
der.
Gansevoort refused to receive the message. The next
day he received a written demand of the same nature, exhibiting
a

in magnificent
strength of the

terms the

successes

of General

Burgoyne

the

;

army under St. Leger ; the terrible determination
of the savages ; his own efforts to soften their ferocity ; and the
hopeless situation of the garrison. The laboured strain of this

declamation,

instead of

producing its
Leger's

suaded the Americans that St.
perous,

nor

his army very formidable.

intended

affairs

effect, only

were

per

not very pros

Gansevoort therefore

an

swered, that, being entrusted by his country with the command of
the fort, he would defend it to the last, without any regard to
consequences.
The situation of the
from

being promising.

garrison, though
Relief

was

not

desperate,

was

far

necessary for them ; and
if possible, the country, be

advertise,
low, of his circumstances. Colonel Willet, and Lieutenant Stockwell, readily undertook this hazardous mission. An Indian enemy
is in a sense always at hand, and always awake. He is always
Gansevoort determined to

roaming from place to place; the chance of escaping him scarce
is almost
ly exists ; and the consequence of falling into his hands
of course fatal. These gallant men, however, crept on their
hands and knees through the enemy's encampment ; and, skilled
in the mysteries of Indian war, and adopting the various arts of
concealment, which men, accustomed to forests, acquire with
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accuracy, they arrived safely at the German Flats;
whence without danger they pursued their course directly to the
extreme

head
can

quarters

of General

Schuyler,

then

commanding the

Ameri

army at Stillwater.

Schuyler immediately dispatched

a

body

of troops to the relief

of Gansevoort, under the command of General Arnold ; who vol
As he was advancing up
unteered his services on the occasion.
the Mohawk, a Mr. Schuyler, who was a nephew of General Her
kimer, (but who was a Tory, and accused of being a spy,) was
brought into his camp. After examining the circumstances, Ar

wisely determined to avail himself of this man's services.
proposed to him a scheme for alarming the enemy, particu
larly the savages, by announcing to them, that a formidable army
was in full march to destroy them; and assured him of his life, and
estate, if he would enter heartily into the interests of his country,
and faithfully execute a mission of this nature.
Schuyler, who
was shrewd, resolute, versed in the
language and manners of the
Indians, acquainted with some of their chiefs, and therefore per
fectly qualified for this business, readily engaged in the enterprise.
His father, and brother, were in the mean time kept as hostages
for his fidelity ; and were both to be hung without mercy, if he
proved unfaithful. One of the Sachems of the Six Nations, a friend
of the Americans, and of Schuyler also, was let into the secret;
and cheerfully embarked in the design.
Having settled the
whole plan of proceeding with this warriour, Schuyler made the
nold

He

best of his way to Fort Stanwix.
Colonel St. Leger had pushed the

tivity

siege

; and advanced his works within one

of the fort.

with considerable

hundred and

ac

fifty yards

Upon Schuyler's arrival he told a lamentable story
being taken by Arnold, his escape from hanging, and the
danger which he had encountered in his flight. He shewed them,
also, several holes, made by shot in his coat, while he was attempt
ing to escape ; and declared at the same time that a formidable ar
my of Americans was marching with full speed, to attack the British.
The Americans, he observed, had no hostility toward the Indians ;
and wished not to injure them ; but added, that, if the Indians
of his
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take their

British, they
unquestionably
might befall their allies.
The Indians being thus thoroughly alarmed, the chief, who
was in the secret, arrived, as if
by mere accident; and in the
mysterious manner of that people began to insinuate to his coun
trymen, that a bird had brought him intelligence, of great mo
ment.
This hint set their curiosity afloat ; and excited a series
of anxious enquiries. To these he replied in hints, and sugges
tions, concerning warriours in great numbers, marching with the
utmost rapidity, and already far advanced.
In the mean time
he had dispatched two or three young warriours in search of in
telligence. These scouts, who had received their cue, returned,
as
they had been directed, at different times ; and confirmed, as
if by mere accident also, all that had been said by Schuyler, and
the Sachem.
The Indians, already disgusted with the service,
which they found a mere contrast to the promises of the British
commanders, and their own expectations, and sore with the loss,
which they had sustained in the battle with General Herkimer,
were now so completely alarmed, that they determined
upon an
must

share of whatever calamities

immediate retreat.
St. Leger, who had unwisely boasted, at first, of his own
strength, and his future exploits against the Americans, and spo
ken contemptuously of their weakness and cowardice; who had
predicted in magnificent terms the certainty of their flight ; and
the ease, and safety, with which the Indians would reach Albany ;
had disgusted these people thoroughly by failing altogether of the
fulfillment of his promises. In vain, therefore, did he exert all
his address, when he saw them preparing to quit the ground, to
He exhorted, argued, and
dissuade them from their purpose.
promised, in vain. They reproached him with having violated
all his former promises ; and pronounced him undeserving of any
further confidence. He attempted to get them drunk ; but they
refused to drink. When he found all his efforts fruitless, and
saw that they were determined to go, he urged them to move
in the rear of his army ; but they charged him with a design to
sacrifice them for his own safety. In a mixture of rage and

Vol. III.

26
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despair, he broke up his encampment with such haste, that he
The flight
left his tents, cannon, and stores, to the besieged.
of this army (for it could not be called a retreat,) was through a
deep forest,
ed.

and the spongy soil which I have elsewhere describ
was
imperfectly made, and encumbered with all

The road

difficulties, incident to new roads on such a surface. The
therefore, not a little embarrassed, and distressing.
The Sachem, who had been partner with Schuyler in the plot,

the

march was,

accompanied the flying army. Naturally a wag, and pleased
see the
garrison rescued from their danger, he engaged several
of his young men to repeat, at proper intervals, the cry
they
This unwelcome sound, you will easily believe,
are coming."
quickened the march of the fugitives whenever it was heard.
The soldiers threw away their packs ; and the commanders toolc
Mortified beyond measure by so dis
care not to be in the rear.
astrous an issue of an expedition, from which they had promised
themselves no small reputation and profit, these gentlemen began
speedily to accuse each other of folly, and misconduct, in their
respective departments, during the enterprise. Accusation begat
accusation, and reproach, reproach ; until they at length drew
to

"

their swords upon each other.
terfered; and with that native

where, persuaded them
and at least

to

a

Several of the Sachems

good

reconciliation.

equal degree

of

now

in

sense, which is found every

After much

fatigue,

mortification, they finally reach
ed the Oneida lake ; and there, probably, felt themselves for the
first time secure from the pursuit of their enemies.
I am, Sir, yours, &c.
an
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Story

of

Capt. Greg Whitesborough

Falls

Captain Butler
joharie.

Judge White Herkimer Canal
Cherry Valley Canajoharoo

Destruction of

at Little

Cana

Dear Sir,
In the Autumn, when the seige of Fort Stanwix was raised, the
following occurrence took place here. Capt. Greg, one of the Amer
ican officers left in the garrison, went out one afternoon with a Cor
poral, belonging to the same corps, to shoot pigeons. When the
day was far advanced, Greg, knowing that the savages were at times
prowling round the fort, determined to return. At that momenta
small flock of pigeons alighted upon a tree in the vicinity. The Cor
poral proposed to try a shot at them ; and, having approached
sufficiently near, was in the act of elevating his piece towards the
pigeons, when the report of two muskets, discharged by unknown
hands, at a small distance was heard, the same instant, Greg saw
his companion fall ; and felt himself badly wounded in the side.
He tried to stand ; but speedily fell ; and in a moment perceived
a
huge Indian taking long strides towards him with a tomahawk in
his hand.
The Savage struck him several blows on the head ;
drew his knife ; cut a circle through the skin from his forehead to
At the
the crown : and then drew off the scalp with his teeth.
approach of the Savage, Greg had counterfeited the appearance
of being dead with as much address, as he could use, and succeed
ed so far, as to persuade his butcher, that he was really dead :
otherwise measures still more effectual would have been employ
ed to dispatch him. It is hardly necessary to observe, that the
pain, produced by these wounds, was intense, and dreadful.
Those on the head, were, however, far the most excruciating ;
although that in his side was believed by him to be mortal. The
Savages, having finished their bloody business, withdrew.
As soon as they were fairly gone, Greg, who had seen his com
panion fall, determined, if possible, to make his way to the spot,
where he lay ; from a persuasion, that, if he could place his head
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Corporal's body, it would in some degree relieve his
anguish. Accordingly he made an effort to rise ; and,
having with great difficulty succeeded, immediately fell. He
was not
only weak, and distressed, but had been deprived of the
power of self-command by the blows of the tomahawk. Strong
ly prompted, however by this little hope of mitigating his suffer
ings, he made a second attempt, and again fell. After several
unsuccessful efforts, he finally regained possession of his feet ; and,
staggering slowly through the forest, he at length reached the
spot, where the Corporal lay. The Indian, who had marked him
upon the
excessive

for his prey, took a surer aim than his fellow, and killed him out
Greg found him lifeless and scalped. With some difficulty

right.

he laid his
he had

head upon the body of his companion ; and,
found material relief from this position.

own

hoped,

While he

as

this little

comfort, he met with trouble
dog, which belonged to him, and had
accompanied him in his hunting, but to which he had been hither
to wholly inattentive, now came up to him in an apparent agony ;
and, leaping around him in a variety of involuntary motions, yelp
from

a new

enjoying

was

quarter.

ed, whined,

and

A small

cried, in

molestation of his master.
the disturbance
he could think

even

an

unusual manner, to the

Greg

of affection.

was

not in

a

no

small

situation to bear

He tried in every way which

to force the

dog from him, but he tried in vain.
At length wearied by his cries and agitations, and not knowing
how to put an end to them, he addressed the animal, as if he had
been a rational being.
If you wish so much to help me, go, and
of,

"

call

some one to
At these words the creature instant
my relief."
left him ; and ran through the forest at full speed, to the great
comfort of his master who now hoped to die quietly.

ly

The dog made his way directly to three men, belonging to the
garrisop, who were fishing at the distance of a mile from the
scene of this
tragedy. As soon as he came up to them, he began
to cry in the same afflicting manner ; and,
advancing near them.
turned, and went slowly back towards the point where his master
lay, keeping his eye continually on the men. All this he repeat
ed several times. At length one of the men observed to his com-
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something very extraordinary in the
dog ; and that, in his opinion, they ought to find
His companions were of the same mind and
;
they

set

was

out, with

he should lead them.

an

ac

out

im

intention to follow the animal whither

After they had

pursued him

some

distance,

and found

nothing, they became discouraged. The sun had set ;
and the forest was
dangerous. They therefore determined to re
turn.
The moment the dog saw them wheel about, he
began to
cry with increased violence ; and, coming up to the men, took
hold of the skirts of their coats with his teeth, and
attempted to
pull them towards the point, to which he had before directed
their course.
When they stopped again, he leaned his back
against the back part of their legs, as if endeavouring to push them
onward to his master.
Astonished at this conduct of the dog,
they agreed after a little deliberation to follow him until he should
stop. The animal conducted them directly to his master. They
found him still living, and after burying the Corporal, as well as
they could, they carried Greg to the fort. Here his wounds were
dressed with the utmost

care

; and such assistance

was

rendered

proved the means of restoring him to perfect health.
This story I received from Capt. Edward Bulkley, a respectable
officer of Gen. Parson's Brigade. Greg himself a few days be
fore, communicated all the particulars to Capt. Bulkley. I will
only add what I never think of without pain, and what I am sure
every one of my readers will regret, that not long after a brutal
fellow wantonly shot this meritorious and faithful dog.
Rome was incorporated in 1796, and in 1800 contained 1,479
to

him,

as

inhabitants ; and in 1810, 2,003.
On our return we examined the locks of the canal at the East

extremity as we had before done at the Western, and were
little surprised to see the bricks, composing the walls of the
locks, and the common outlet, already beginning to moulder
away ; although the work had been finished little more than two
I have seen no good bricks in this region. In fire places
years.
they are soon burnt out ; whenever they are exposed to the
Weather they speedily dissolve.
ern

not

a
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We reached

lage

is built

Mohawk.

Whitesborough in the evening. This pretty
handsome plain, bordering the interval of

on a

The

houses,

which for

settlement

so new a

vil
the

are un

commonly good, stand on a single street, parallel to the river,
straight, smooth, and beautiful. It contains two churches : a
Presbyterian, erected at an early date of the settlement, small,
Several
and indifferent; and a Baptist, better but unfinished.
genteel families reside here, who are eminently hospitable to
strangers, and furnish each other the pleasures of polished so
ciety.
Judge White, the father of this settlement, was originally an
inhabitant of
own

family,

Middletown,

in Connecticut.

and that of Moses

In the year 1785, his
were the only in

Foot, Esquire,

habitants in the tract,

extending from the German Flats to the
containing under the name of Whitestown,
present township of that name, together with those of Paris,
Westmoreland an area of about one hundred and fifty square

Oneida Reservation
the

and

miles.

:

In 1796 there

were

in this tract

7,359 inhabitants; in

the year 1800, 10,575; and in the year 1810, 11,465.
When
Mr. White came first to this spot, and for a considerable time af

terward, he

was

obliged

to convey all the corn, consumed in his

to mills at the German

family,

have elsewhere mentioned
he

as

Flats.

suffered

The

hardships,

which I

settlers upon new lands,
; but in the end found himself suf

by

was
compelled to undergo
ficiently rewarded by a large estate, and a circle of respectable
neighbours. There are now about sixty houses in this village.

In the year 1800, the present Whitestown contained
4,212 in
and in 1810, 4,912.
The next morning, Tuesday October 1st,
leaving my compan
ions at Whitesborough, 1 rode to Herkimer in
company with Mr.
B
At Utica we crossed the Mohawk ; and
after we

habitants;

.

had
er

passed

with his

just
bridge a man was pointed out to me, who togeth
whole family, consisting of nine or ten
persons, were
the

afflicted with the

goiters.
village at the confluence of the Mohawk
Canada creek: twenty miles from
Whitesborough.

Herkimer is
and

West

a

small
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between Utica and Herkimer is

and the road indifferent.

The

chiefly a wilderness,
expansion, here, I found to be lar

ger than it appeared from the other side of the river. From the
hills, which terminate it on the Eastern side of the creek, it ex
tends Westward not less than

seven

miles;

and its

breadth, where

greatest, is not less than two. The village, consisting of about
thirty houses, is built upon a small elevation, about a mile from
both of these streams.

They are chiefly Dutch buildings. This
ground is in a great measure filled with small round
stones, appearing as if their angles had been worn off by being
long under water ; and is supposed by the inhabitants to have
The situation is I think
been anciently the bottom of a lake.
pleasanter than that of any other village in this region. The pub
lic buildings are an old and very ordinary Dutch Church, and a
Court house, a decent building, as are several of the modern
dwelling-houses.
Herkimer is the shire town of the County, bearing the same
Some of the Dutch inhabitants have been planted here
name.
It is now filling up with colonists from New-Eng
many years.
of

piece

land.
In

1790, this township contained, probably within limits, very
inhabitants; in 1800, 2,534; and

different from the present, 1,525
in 1810, 2,743.

Wednesday,
Falls;

seven

October 2, I rode to

miles below Herkimer.

Canajoharie, by the Little
At this place the Mohawk,

passing between two mountains, runs over a rift of rocks, scarce
ly two thirds of a mile in length ; and in this distance descends
To connect the navigation above
between thirty and forty feet.
with that below, a Canal of the same length, is partly dug, and
partly blown out of the rock, of sufficient depth and breadth to
It is guarded at both ends by locks.
admit the boats of this river.
I thought the work well executed ; and was informed, that it an
swers the expectations of the company.
This Canal, and that at Rome, it is said, cost, together,
$400,000.
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In the appearance of these Falls there is nothing very interest
but the surrounding objects cannot fail to engage the atten

ing,

tion of a curious traveller.

The hills

on

both sides

are

steep,

ragged, and strike the eye at a glance, as if they formerly
were united, and, thus
presenting a barrier to the waters of the
Mohawk, converted them, into a large lake, which covered all the
On
low grounds, as far back as the hills West of Whitesborough.
the North side particularly, both at and below the falls, the rocks
exhibit the most evident proofs of having been formerly worn and
washed, for a long period. I saw these proofs when returning
from Niagara, strikingly exhibited, not less as I judged than forty
feet, and am informed that the same appearances exist more than
one hundred feet, above the
present level of the stream. The
hills, bordering the intervals of the Mohawk Westward of this
spot, have generally the appearance of banks ; and the stones in
many other places, beside Herkimer, resemble those, which are
and

found at the bottom of lakes and rivers.
These Falls

are

in the

township of Herkimer.
place and entered Minden.
Mohawk, passes over a hill, called

I crossed the river at this

road, after it leaves the
ant Hill, the seat of the

celebrated Hendrick.

I dined at Hudson's.

East Canada Creek

directly opposite

this house.

joins

The
Pleas

the Mohawk

Beside this

Creek, at a small dis
tance from the Mohawk, fell Captain Butler, son of Col. John
Butler, a noted partisan of the British in the revolutionary war.
This man is consigned to immortal infamy by the baseness, treach
ery, and cruelty, with which he betrayed Col. Zebulon Butler, a

respectable

American officer at Fort

Kingston, under the sacred
flag ; and butchered, and burnt, the garrisons, and
people, of Kingston, and Wilkesbarre, consisting of men, women
and children.
Young Butler left Canada in company with Col.
Brandt on an expedition against the town of Cherry
Valley ; a
Dutch settlement about twenty-five miles South of this
place.
Col. Alden, the American commander, with a want of
vigilance,
which cannot be excused, suffered himself to be
surprised ; and,
having lodged without the fort, was killed on his way thither.
exhibition of

a
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The town

attacked about

was

invading party, consisting
gees, and

For three hours the

British, Refu

assaulted the fort : when, finding the attempt
fell upon the town, plundered and burnt the hou

ses, and butchered such of the

inhabitants, as could
was finished, Butler

After this work of devastation
he

break.

of about five hundred

Indians,

hopeless, they

Fort

day
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Plain;

a

destroyed

above Fort

settlement in the
in the

same manner.

of

marched to

Canajoharie;

Near Hudson's,

seven

which
miles

Plain, he

crossed the Mohawk ; and, following his
distance in the rear, was overtaken by two Indian

party at some
chiefs, of the Oneida tribe,
When his enemies

them, with

township

not escape.

and wounded with

a

musket ball.

up, he begged for quarter, but one of'
hoarse and terrible voice cried out, "Sherry Valley!''''

a

came

instantly with a tomahawk: a dreadful, but
tiger-like cruelty.
An accident took place in this expedition, not less honourable
Butler and his cut throats
to Brandt than disgraceful to Butler.
had just entered a house in Cherry Valley, the mistress of which
was then lying in child bed ; and ordered both the mother and
At that moment Brandt, coming up,
the infant to be butchered.

and

just,

dispatched

him

reward for his

cried out,

"

What,

kill

a woman

and child ! No ; that child is not

Long be
enemy to the king, nor a friend to the Congress.
fore he will be big enough to do any mischief, the dispute will be
He then set a guard at the door ; and thus saved the
settled."
an

These facts

lives of both parent and child.

were

communicated

by the Rev. Mr. Kirkland.
Immediately after i left Hudson's, I was presented with a prospect
entirely novel to me. Ten women, of German extraction, were
arranged in front of a little building, busily employed in dressing

to

me

In my childhood I had

flax.

seen

women, in

a

small number of

instances, busied in the proper labour of men ; particularly in
raking hay immediately before a shower, when the pressing na
ture

of the

had not

case

seen

ployed only
of the

sex.

Vol. III.

demanded

extraordinary

exertions.

Even this I

Women in New-England are em
years.
in and about the house, and in the proper business
I do not know, that I was ever more struck with
for

thirty

27
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the strangeness of any sight, than with the appearance, and busi
ness, of these German females.
I arrived at Canajoharie in the evening ; and the next day was
rejoined by my companions, and by the Rev. Mr. Kirkland.
At the proposal of two respectable young gentlemen engaged

business, we all visited the Canajoharoo* or
boiling pot ; as it is called by the Six Nations. This pot is
a vast
cavity in a mass of lime-stone, forming the bed of the millstream, to which it gives its name. The dimensions of the cavity
are twenty-two feet diameter one way, and eighteen the other.
The bottom was so covered with stones and gravel, that its depth
To the gravel it was eight
could not be exactly ascertained.
Its
feet ; and without a reasonable doubt was two feet deeper.
The brim is almost
form is that of an oval, somewhat irre^jlar.
here in extensive

,

Great

an

exact level.

the bottom,

are

The

sides, and,

so

remarkably smooth

far

as we

could examine

and handsome.

water, received from

It

was

it,

full of

one small current, and
escaping by another.
perfectly quiet, pure, and of an elegant, light seaIt is questionable
green. Nothing could be more beautiful.
whether another cavity of the same kind, and of equal dimen
sions, can be found in this country ; perhaps, in the world. I
ought to observe, that I am indebted for these dimensions to the
information of gentlemen, living in the vicinity.
When the water is high, it pours
furiously down the ledge of
the same rock, crossing the stream just above, into the
Canajoharoo ; and causes it to boil with a
singular violence, and to exhibit
the appearance of a caldron, foaming with vehement
agitations
over its brim.
Had Homer and Virgil seen this
phenomenon in
its most advantageous situation, it would, I think, have added not
a little
splendour to the similes, which they have derived from the
objects, which it so much resembles. The surrounding scenery
would have improved the picture, when drawn
by such hands, in
a wonderful
degree. The whole course of this stream, so far as
we ascended it, which was a mile and a
half, is partly over a bed
of lime-stone, extending just above the
Canajoharoo, and partly

The water

was

*

So the word is

spelt by Mr. Kirkland.
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which at

our

entrance into

perhaps fifty feet in height, gradually ascended
for about half a mile, till they reached the height of one hundred
and fifty.
This height, commencing just above the great basin,
they maintained for about three fourths of a mile farther. The
scene were

chasm, every where from two to three hundred feet wide, is worn
through the solid slate by the united power of the stream and the
atmosphere. Of this substance, stratified in laminae, often not
thicker than a knife-blade, the banks are entirely formed. These
laminae like those on the banks of the Mohawk formerly mention
ed, are so fragile as to be easily broken, and pulled out by the
fingers ; and when the hand is drawn with moderate force, they
descend along the side of the precipice, in a shower.
Below, runs a beautiful stream over a bed, clean and hand
some ; and with its continual
windings, elegant cascades, and di
versified murmurs, forms the only cheerful object in view, except
the long narrow stripe of azure seen overhead. On both sides rise
stupendous walls of a deep black, awful with their hanging precipi
ces, which are hollowed into a thousand fantastical forms; here
shelving over you ; there upright ; and every where varied by the
wild hand of nature. Long ranges of trees on both sides, overhang
ing the precipices, increase the obscurity, and finish the picture.
As you advance up the stream, you proceed in a grand and
gloomy vista, not sufficiently straight to show what is before you,
until you suddenly arrive at a cascade sixty feet in height ; where
the water descends with a sufficient approximation to perpendic
ularity, to convert the current from a sheet into a mass of foam,
perfectly white, and elegant. A little below is a bason, hollowed
out of the rock so deep, as to be black ; and, above, the eye tra
ces the avenue through a considerable distance, until it is finally
lost in the gloomy windings of the chasm.
The impression, made by this singular scene, is not a little in
creased by an interesting relic of animated existence. On the
brow of the Western precipice, so near that the walls of his man
sion are visible below, lived, some years since, a hermit ; who
chose in this solitary spot to seclude himself from the walks of man.
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One of the gentlemen present engaged to obtain for me his histo
like many others of a similar nature,
ry ; but the engagement,
This is the second hermit, of whom I have
was never fulfilled.
That train of misfortunes by which
heard, in the United States.*
*

I have

folk in

lately

been informed of a third, who has lived many years between Nor
and New Marlborough in Massachusetts.t

Connecticut,

t The person here referred to, whose name was Timothy Leonard, died in New
in Connecticut, of
Marlborough in 1817, aged 70. He was born near Canterbury,
After
in Woodbury.
parents in low circumstances, and bound out, and brought up
he was of age, he went to the town of Fredericksburgh, (N.Y.) where his father then
resided. When about twenty-four, he came into this town, a sprightly and industri
He purchased a lot of new land remote from any settlement went
ous young man.
to work, cleared a fine piece of land, and with the help of his brother, who after
wards came to him, erected a small log-house, in which they lived together har
moniously. After a year and a half, he visited his friends, and returned a per
fect misanthrope : was displeased, and quarrelled with his brother, and drove him
He gradually became deranged. During the revolution, he fancied himself
away.
commander in chief, and frequently gave orders for the regulation of Congress and

the army ;

copies of which are now to be seen.

He called himself Admiral. He became

dangerous, and was disarmed by the civil authority. Since that
time he has sought no intercourse with the rest of the world ; has lived alone, in the
wilderness, and obtained his subsistence by the cultivation of not more than one acre
of land. This he manured with grass, leaves, and other vegetables. His principal
living has been corn, potatoes, and pumpkins. For a time he kept some stock had
some pasture
but for a number of years he has lived alone, with the exception of a
few domesticated fowls. Woodchucks, rabbits, skunks, weasels, squirrels, rats
troublesome and

and

mice,

and these without

dressing,

were

the varieties of his table.

His

clothing
pins, and
stripes, sewed
together, and put on, and worn out, probably without cleansing ; and shoes, or mocasins of bark shaped to his feet and worn off. He could read, always
kept the year,
day of the month, and week. He was not disposed to converse much upon religious
subjects. He however kept a testament ; paid some regard to the Sabbath ; was ad
dicted somewhat to profanity ; and was a lover of ard ent spirits. He
expected after
consisted of two garments, fastened together at the waist by large wooden
was made of wood, hemp, or flax, twisted
coarse, and wove in narrow

death to be about and take

been

some care

but he kept about till

of his farm.

For

some

years his

strength

has

theavery day before he died. His friends have en
deavored to draw him from his retirement, but in vain. Thousands from the
neigh
bouring towns have visited the hermit, for so he was called. He has often in the sum
mer season been found naked ; his head
uncovered, and uncombed, and his beard un
shaven. His neighbours have been disposed to assist him, but he has
generally reject
ed their offers. The night on which he died,
though his dress was uncomfortable
and filthy, finding him very weak, they wished to have remained with
him ; but no,
failing,
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commanding propensity

of their

driven out of social life into solitude, is here very
encountered. Hermits on the Eastern Continent have long
are

been familiar

objects:

here

they

are

almost

absolutely

unknown.

In 1790, Canajoharie, then comprising a large tract of the
neighbouring country, contained 6,156 inhabitants. In 1800, the
present township contained 2,276 ; and, in 1810, 4,010.
I am,
to-morrow he should be about

Sir,

yours, &c.

again.
morning early, he was found a
day committed, with suitable religious services,
and in the presence of a large concourse, to the dust, on the place where he had
spent almost half a century in the manner described. He was perhaps equally des
corpse.

His remains

were

the next

titute of friends and enemies.

entirely,

and still

was a

But in the

He

was

industrious and honest.

lesson of instruction to thousands.

He lived for himself

The

exhibited was, human nature in ruins.
This account is taken from the Connecticut Courant for 1817.

picture
Pub.

which he
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Story

of Mr. Fonda

^Amsterdam
Cohoes

Dear

Prospect from Tripe's hill Johnstown
Jay ; and of William Pitt Beers, Esq.
Stillwater Saratoga.

Sir William Johnson

Character of Hon. John

Waterford

Half-Moon

Sir,

Canajoharie on the morning of the 4th, and rode to
Schenectady : thirty-four miles.
At the Caghnawaga village, fourteen miles below Canajoharie,
was exhibited, some
years since, a strong specimen of Indian re
venge. A Mr. Fonda, who lived here, was long a distinguished
benefactor of the Six Nations ; and had fed, and lodged, great
numbers of them with the utmost liberality.
One of these peo
ple was at his house, heated with drink, and very insolent. Mr.
Fonda, having in vain attempted to quiet him, was at length oblig
We left

ed to force him out of the door.

of the Senecas entered it

Some time afterwards several

One of them came up to
time you treated my brother ill.
You
called him hard names, and dragged him out of your house." At
the word he plunged his knife into Mr. Fonda's breast ; who fell,

him,

and

and

said,

"

At such

together.

a

This anecdote

expired.

was

mentioned to

me

by

the Rev.

Mr. Kirkland.
The

sight

of Sir William Johnson's mansion in this

vicinity,
variety of interesting reflections. This
Ireland, about the year 1714. Sir Peter
Warren, having married an American lady, purchased a large es
awakened in my mind
gentleman was born in

a

tate on, and near, the Mohawk.

Mr. Johnson, who

property.

was

his

nephew,

In the year 1 734, he sent for
to come, and
superintend the

To fulfil the duties of the

seated himself in this

spot.

Here he

commission, Mr. Johnson
became, of course, exten

sively acquainted with the Six Nations. He studied their charac
ter ; acquired their language ; carried on an extensive trade with
tHcm ; and by a course of sagacious measures made himself so
agreeable, and useful, to them, that for many years he possessed
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them,
gained by any other
white man. His constitution was unusually firm ; and his mind
hardy, coarse, and vigorous. Unsusceptible of those delicate
an

which minds of

feelings, by
governed
by

as was never

softer mould

a

great

a

measure

a

refined attachments, which are de
correspondence with elegant society ; and uncon-

those moral

restraints,

which bridle

sciences ; he here saw the path open to
and determined to make the utmost of his

lesome times
some

in

are

; destitute of those

rived from

fined

such

over

degree

an

active, ambitious

man

Such

of consequence.

of tender

men

con

and distinction ;
opportunity. In troub

wealth,

hardly

were

the

ever

fails to

acquire

times, in which Mr.

place ; and so persevering and successful
turning them to his advantage, that he rose from the
of a private soldier to the command of an army, and from

Johnson resided at this
was

he in

station

In the year 1755 he
the class of yeomen to the title of a Baronet.
provincial army to Lake George ; where was achieved

led the

victory, gained on the British side, in the war commenc
period. For this victory, towards which he did
little more than barely hold the place of Commander-in-Chief,
he received from the house of Commons 5,000 sterling ; and
from the king, the title of Baronet, and the office of superintend
In the year 1759, being at the head of the
ent of Indian affairs.
Provincial troops, employed under Brigadier-General Prideaux
to besiege Fort Niagara, he became, upon the death of that offi
the first

ing

at

that

cer, Commander-in-Chief of the whole army

siege

with

activity,

and skill.

French and Indian assailants

approached,

William marched out to meet

tory.

:

On the 24th of

them;

and

and directed the
a
bpdy of
siege. Sir
complete vic

July,

to raise the

gained

a

morning the fort itself surrendered ; and the
In 1760, he led 1,000
made prisoners of war.

The next

garrison were
Iroquois to join the army of General Amherst at Oswego. With
this body he proceeded under the command of that illustrious
man

to Montreal.

honour ;

and

the surrender of Canada.

died

July 11, 1774,

military career with
distinguished station at
This event took place in 1 760.
I~|e
own seat,
aged 60 years. The ser-

Here he concluded his

being present,

at his

active,

in

a
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vices, which

he rendered to the British

tant, and will be long,
The

as

well

as

Colonists,

deservedly,

which he amassed here,

property,

were

impor

remembered.

was

very

At

great.

considerable part of the
cultivated, and much of the uncultivated, land in the province of
New-York was divided into large, manorial possessions, obtained
the

time, when he

successively
by

a

into America,

from the Government

by

a

men

of

superiour sagacity

Sir William followed the custom of the

and influence.
and

came

succession of

and

ingenious,

country ;
industrious, exertions, se

cured to himself vast tracts of valuable land.

As these

were

al-

way exposed to French and Indian incursions, they were obtained
for trifling sums ; being considered by most men as of very little
In consequence of the peace of Paris, and the subsequent
increase of the settlements in the province, they rose, as he had

value.

to such a price, as to constitute an immense fortune.
following specimen of' his ingenuity is familiarly related.
A Sachem, being on a visit at his house, told him one morning a
dream, which he had had the preceding night. This was no oth
er than that Sir William had
given him a rich suit of military
clothes. Sir William, knowing that it was an Indian custom to
give to a friend whatever present he claimed in this manner, gave

foreseen,
The

him the clothes.

again.

Some time after the Sachem

Sir William observed to

him,

was

at his house

that he also had had

a

dream.

The Sachem asked him what ?
the Sachem had

given

him

a

He answered, he dreamed, that
tract of land.
The Sachem repli

"

You have the land ; but we no dream again."
By lady Johnson he had three children : two daughters ; one
married to Colonel Closs, the other to Colonel Guy Johnson ;

ed,

and

a

son, afterwards Sir John Johnson.

gentlemen

I have

British side of the
led

a

no

further information.

question

in the

Of the first of these
The two last took the

Revolutionary

Sir John

war.

party of whites and savages during this contest

town ; about four miles from the

destroyed

a

been his friends, and
their friend.

Caghnawaga village

considerable number of the

neighbours,

After their

inhabitants,

to Johns

; and there

who had

long

and who had believed him to be

property

was

either

plundered,

or

de-
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stroyed, those, who were taken, were partly carried into captivi
ty, and partly butchered, and scalped. The man, who can act in
this manner, in any place, and towards any
people, particularly
in the place where he was born, and towards the people among
whom he grew up ; that people too, entirely harmless and unof
fending, merits, almost singularly, the detestation of mankind.
Sir William built a house at the village of Johnstown, where he
chiefly lived during the latter part of his life. There, also, he
was buried.
The house, which he built on this road, was occu
pied by Sir John. Colonel Guy Johnson built a house on the op
posite side of the road, a little further down the river. Here
these men lived, essentially in the rank, and with not a small part
of the splendour, of noblemen.
But, when they joined the Brit
ish

standard, their property vanished in

a

moment ;

an<J with it,

their consequence, their enjoyments, and probably their hopes.
From Tripe's hill, about one and a half or two miles from Put

nam's,

we

had

a

delightful prospect

the Schoharie into the Mohawk.

over

against

the entrance of

This

river, the largest tributa
ry of the Mohawk, rises in the Southern part of the Katskill
mountains, and runs directly North, a course of seventy or eighty
miles. From the steepness of the mountains and hills, between
which it winds its course, it is liable to sudden and

great freshets;
over it, have
rarely stood for any length of time. The Mohawk at this place
bends with a beautiful sweep towards the South, as if to receive
the waters of the Schoharie, and opens a much wider expansion
The intervals on its
than in most other parts of its progress.
border are large, elegant in their form, and in consequence of the
late copious rains were covered at this time with a verdure, un
commonly brilliant. Beyond the Mohawk, a handsome bridge
Intervals of the same beauty line this river
crosses the Schoharie.
also, receding continually from the eye until they gradually wind
The hills on both sides are beautiful slopes ; and are
out of sight.
with
finely appearing farms, spread towards the South
variegated
through a great extent. To finish the landscape, mountains, far
distant, jutting with their ends upon the valley of the Schoharie,
and has then

Vol. III.

so

furious

a

current, that bridges, built

28
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as a

collection of vast

promontories into the

ocean, ascend in four

five successive ranges, increasing in height
until the last, and loftiest, bounds the horizon.
or

of

objects

we saw no

where else

on

Johnstown is the shire town of
town is said to be
two churches ;

a

considerable,

Presbyterian,

was

3,932; and, in 1810, 6,225.

Between Johnstown and
sterdam.

Mohawk,

Of this

we saw

a

groupe

the Mohawk.

Montgomery County.

and

and

a

recede ;

they

Such

an

handsome, and

Episcopal

;

a

The

to contain

court house

In 1800, the number of inhabitants in this

and

jail.

as

township

Schenectady, lies the township of Am
nothing but the beautiful valley of the

which forms the whole of its Southern border.

In the

year 1800, it contained 1,064 inhabitants; and, in 1810,3,039.
We reached Schenectady in the evening, where I lodged with

Edwards, President of Union College. The next
day I proceeded with Mr. Kirkland to Albany ; our companions
having resolved on an excursion to Ballston. At Albany I remain
ed until Wednesday morning.
On Monday we visited his Excel
lency Governour Jay. This gentleman is well known both in
Great Britain, and on the continent of Europe.
In all the coun
tries, which he has visited, he has been held in the highest esti
mation; and in Britain a most honourable character was publicly
given of him by Lord Grenville, in the house of Peers ; a charac
ter accurately just, and richly merited.
The services, which he
has rendered to his country, are pre-eminent; and he has rendered
such services in every public station, which he has filled.
As
Chief Justice of the United States, Mr. Jay acquired every where
As Governour of the State of New- York
the highest reputation.
he amply merited the same character ; and gained it from every
wise and good man, acquainted with his administration.
His pri
vate life, even in the view of his enemies, has not been soiled
with a single spot.
With a forecast, possessed by few other men, Mr. Jay not
long
after the date of this journey declined being a candidate for any
the Rev. Dr.

public

office

; and retired to an

County of Westchester.

estate, which he has in his native

Here he

employs

his time

partly

in the
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and

and

profound
partly in a sequestered
objects, which ought ever supremely
to engage the thoughts, wishes, and labours, of an immortal being.
William Pitt Beers, Esq. the friend at whose house I lodged
while in Albany, and who furnished not a little part of the enjoy
ments, which I found in this city, died September 13, 1810. As
a friend he merits
my affectionate remembrance, and as an able,
worthy, and useful man, that of the community. He was born in
Stratford, in the State of Connecticut of a reputable family, and
was educated at Yale
College, where he took the degree of A. B.
in 1785.
He then studied law with Judge Reeve ; and after his
studies were finished, settled in this city. Here he was held in
high respect by persons of the first reputation ; but, though com
manding more thoughts than most men of talents, and language
in a superiour degree, was prevented from acquiring that distinc
tion as an advocate, which was expected from his attainments. A
delicacy of feeling which was excessive and a diffidence which
was
strangely united with invincible firmness, and full confidence
lands,

attention to those immense

in his powers, made him reluctant to undertake, and embarrass
ed while executing, this part of his professional business. Few
better understood the political interests of this country, and
political productions have been more generally applauded
than those which have occasionally flowed from his pen. As a
patriot he was ardent and noble minded, and in the various de
partments of private life he shone with distinguished lustre.
Wednesday, Oct. 9th, we rode to Stillwater: twenty-eight
On our way we stopped to see the Cohoes ; the celebra
miles.
men

few

ted cataract of the

Mohawk,

confluence with the Hudson.
dred

about

one

and

a

half miles from its

The river is here about three hun

yards wide ; and descends over the brow of
spreading through this region to a great,

of slate,
extent.

The brow of this stratum

somewhat

oblique.

Its face also is

crosses

a

vast stratum

but undefined

the river in

a

direction

oblique in a small degree, and
any distinguished object of this

at the same time more regular than
Of course, it wants those wild and
kind within my knowledge.
masculine features, which give so magnificent an appearance to sev-
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country. The eye is disappointed of the
instinctively demands ; and sees a tame and
unanimated aspect, which ill supplies the place of that violence,
and splendour, imparted by rough and ragged precipices to de
scending water. Yet the height of the fall, which is not less than
sixty feet, the breadth of the river, and the quantity of the water,
when it is full, give this cataract no small degree of majesty.
The river was now low, and presented a collection of hand
some cascades rather than a
magnificent cataract. I had before
seen it when the water was
high.
The slate through which the Mohawk has worn its bed in this
place, is exactly the same with that, mentioned in the description
of Canajoharie creek ; of the same dark colour ; divided into
thin lamina? ; equally friable ; and equally dissoluble by water,
eral other cataracts in this

grandeur,

which it

and weather.

Its

banks,

below the

Cohoes,

are

not less than

hundred feet in

height, black and precipitous. The fall has
been evidently worn backward, during the lapse of ages, almost a
mile by the united agency of the stream, and the atmosphere.
one

We crossed the Mohawk three fourths of

a

mile below the Co

bridge, projected and built by Gen. Schuyler ; a plain
structure, but of great length, and much utility ; as it serves to
connect the country, North of this river, with the city of Albany.
Two miles North of the bridge lies the village of Waterford, in
the township of Halfmoon, containing about sixty* houses ;
gene
rally small, and slightly built. This settlement was begun with
sanguine expectations, that it would speedily become a place of
considerable trade.
These expectations, however, soon van
ished : the water of the Hudson being found of insufficient depth
to furnish a navigation for vessels, of the proper size for the busi
ness
projected. But the hopes of the inhabitants are now revi
ving. During the past summer an attempt has been made to deep
en the bed of that river between
Albany and Tn?y ; and the ex
periment has been successful. By a new and ingenious contri

hoes,

on a

vance

the rocks have been

expense, and with

so

blown,

much

ease

under water, without very great
and

Year 1799.

expedition,

as

to

promise

a

.
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removal of the obstructions. Should this business be pur
sued with perseverance, most of the vessels, which can reach Al
bany, will be able to come up to Waterford. In that case large

speedy

quantities of wheat, and other produce, which are now carried by
land to Albany, would-be shipped here ; and would ensure a con
siderable, and profitable, trade to the inhabitants. There is a
small, decent church in this village, but without a minister. The
inhabitants are chiefly colonists from New-England who have
planted themselves here since the Revolution.
The soil is generally what
Halfmoon is an extensive township.
is called slate land ; being either clay, or clay with a thin cover
ing of sand. Sometimes, however, the surface is composed of
loam.
The inhabitants are generally farmers, and amounted in
1790, to 3,602, in 1800,

3,851, and in 1810,

to

The first six miles of the road from
interval.

some

water

we

Through

to

5,292.

Albany, passed over a hand

the remainder of the distance to Still

found neither the

road,

nor

the

agreeable.
throughout the
entirely clay ; and, the

country

very

The slate land extends with little intermission
whole distance.
season
'

having

The surface is almost

been wet, the road

was

encumbered with mud.

began to rain, and rained
copiously till Friday morning ; when we rode to Saratoga to din
ner :
eight miles. The lowering appearance of the sky prevent
We
ed us from setting out until the morning was far advanced.
here found the country very beautiful. The road passes along
the borders of intervals, lining the Hudson for a great length.
Just

The

as we

arrived at

river, also,

To add to

our

Stillwater,

it

is in full view ; and few rides are more cheerful.
and the sprightliness of the scenery, a

enjoyments,

great multitude of robins, and other small birds, regaled us with a
variety of songs: a fact not very common at this season of the year.
Here I had an
There is a small, pleasant village in Stillwater.
in
one of the mills, erected on the borders
of
opportunity seeing
of the

Hudson,

inhabitants

a gang of saws ; that is a sufficient
into boards by a single operation. The

what is called

number to convert

a

log

along the road in this township exhibit many proofs
thrift, in both their farms and houses. The whole

of comfort and
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number, contained in the township, was in 1790, 3,071 ; in 1800,
2,872; and in 1810, 2,492. The reason of this diminution is un

doubtedly

the sub-division of the

A Canal has been

Hudson, above
this others

and

were

begun,

merce

into others.

below, along a series of rocky shelves. With
connected, so as to unite the Hudson with

to be

the South end of Lake

ticable, it would

original township

intended to connect the waters of the

Champlain. Had the design been prac
incalculably advantageous to the com
But many years will probably elapse be

have been

of the Hudson.

fore it will be executed.

Saratoga

resembles

Stillwater;

The intervals

river, also,

winds more, and is

are

but

along

the river is

more

larger, richer, and handsomer. The

beautiful.

more

replenished

with islands.

contained 3,071 inhabitants:
This township also, has
in 1800,2,411: and in 1810, 3,183.
been divided.
In 1790, the

"

of

township

Saratoga

To abstract the mind from all local

emotions," says Johnson,
impossible, if it were endeavoured; would be foolish,
if it were possible. Whatever withdraws us from the power of
our senses ; whatever makes the
past, the distant, or the future,
predominate over the present ; advances the dignity of thinking
beings. Far from me and my friends be such frigid philosophy,
as
may conduct us, indifferent and unmoved, over any ground,
which has been dignified by wisdom, bravery, or virtue.
That
man is little to be envied, whose
patriotism would not gain force
upon the plain of Marathon, or whose piety would not grow warm
"

would be

the ruins of Jona."

er on

Dr.

Johnson,

under the influence of his

strong prejudice against
applica

every thing American, would most probably refuse the
tion of these fine sentiments to a native of this country.

ularly
issue

he

an

might

be

expected

interdict, from

his

to thunder his

anathemas,
literary Vatican, against

or

Partic
at least

the indul

gence of such emotions in any case, connected with the Ameri
can Revolution.
But I, who was never under his immediate su

perintendence, felt them instinctively rising in my own mind at
the sight of the field, in which Gen. Burgoyne surrendered him-
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self, and the army under his command, to Gen. Gates.
here almost forget, that Arnold became a traitor to his
and

satisfy myself with recollecting,

that to his invincible

I could

country,

gallant

ry, and that of the brave officers and soldiers whom he led, my
country was, under God, indebted in a prime degree for her in

dependence,
hardly

could

think that

and all its
forbid

an

consequent blessings. Johnson himself
country : and I should

American to love his

American, peculiarly

an

inhabitant of

New-England

or

New- York, little to be envied, whose patriotism did not gain force
These
upon the heights of Stillwater, or the plains of Saratoga.
scenes

I have

examined, the former with solemnity and awe, the
admiration, and both with enthusiasm and

latter with ardour and

rapture.

Here I have remembered ; here it is

remember ; that on this very spot a controversy
on which hung the liberty, and happiness, of a
one

ably

day

to fill

a

continent, and of its

impossible

not to

decided, up
nation, destined
descendants, who will prob

hereafter outnumber the inhabitants of
I am,

was

Europe.
Sir, yours, &c.
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Progress

of Gen.

Battle-hill
man

Burgoyne

Wise

measures

Battles of September

VII.

Desertion of Ticonderoga
of Gen.

19th,

Schuyler

Battle of Hubbardton

;

of

Defeat of Col. Baume and Breck-

and October 7th.

Surrender of Gen.

Burgoyne

Reflections.

Dear

Sir,

The British nation formed the

highest hopes from the expedi
Burgoyne ; hopes, naturally founded on the skill of
the commander, the bravery of his army, and the point of attack.
Nor did these considerations fail of awakening in the minds of the
Americans very serious solicitude.
Sir Guy Carlton had, the
preceding year, conducted the British affairs in Canada with dis
tinguished wisdom, and success : but for some reason, of which I
am
ignorant, the management of them was, in 1777, transferred
unwisely from him to Gen. Burgoyne. This officer arrived at
Quebec in the month of May; and moved up Lake Champlain in
June with an army, consisting of British, German, and other
troops, and amounting to between nine and ten thousand men.
tion of Gen.

On the 20th he landed at Crown Point ; and there, to conciliate
good will of the Indians, who had joined his army, made a

the

feast for them.

To his peculiar honour it ought to be remem
solemnly forbade their customary cruelties ; and
encouraged them to humanity by promising a compensation for
that not only such compensation
prisoners ; and declaring
should be withheld, but a strict account demanded, if they should
bring in scalps." To old men, women, children and prisoners,
and to persons quietly busied in the employments of
peace, he
also required them in the most pointed terms to exhibit an uni
formly humane treatment.
From Crown Point he proceeded to Ticonderoga.
Here the
French formerly built a regular and expensive fortress, with the
proper outworks, sufficiently strong to endure a siege of some
length. The ground was, however, so ill chosen, as to be unte
nable for a single day ; for it is perfectly commanded both
by

bered,

that he

"
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?dount

Independence on the East, and Sugar Hill now
MountDefiance, on the South. Ticonderoga stands upon
washed

peninsula,
Lake

by

the outlet of Lake

George

on

the

Champlain

on the East, and a cove from that Lake
Americans, not being sufficiently numerous
fend all the posts in this vicinity, unwisely as I think, left
Defiance unoccupied.

North.

As

a

The

prelude

to his

operations,

Gen.

Burgoyne

pous, haughty minded proclamation, in
number of his own titles, eked out with

issued

named
a

small

South,
on

the

to de

Mount

a

pom

which, after reciting

a

string of et ceteras to
indicate the rest, making a magnificent parade of the number and
strength of his army, and displaying in formidable view the body
of savages by which it was attended, he announced the great
things, which he was able to accomplish ; and commanded the
Americans to lay down their arms, and return to their duty ;
promising them mercy upon their speedy submission, and threat
ening them with the most terrible vengeance, if they persisted in
their rebellion.
The effects of this proclamation entirely contra
vened the expectations of the writer.
Instead of the terror,
which it was intended to excite, it produced only indignation,
Governor Livingston, of New-Jersey, by turning
and contempt.
it ingeniously into Hudibrastic verse made it an object of general
John Holt of New- York, an old and respectable prin
diversion.
ter, published it in his newspaper at Poughkeepsie ; and subjoin
ed, pride goeth before destruction, and a haughty spirit before' a
fall." It is remarkable, that the four most haughty proclama
tions, issued by military commanders in modern times, have pre
faced their ruin : this of Gen. Burgoyne ; that of the Duke of
Brunswick, when he was entering France ; that of Buonaparte in
Egypt ; and that of Gen. Le Clerc at his arrival in St. Domingo.
The troops, with which Gen. St. Clair garrisoned these posts,
ill equipped, and ill armed, amounted, including nine hundred
militia, to three thousand effective men. As Gen. Philips with
the right wing of the Bri'ish, approached Ticonderoga, the Amer
a

"

icans abandoned their
struction

proceeded

Vol. III.

outworks; and

to take

the British without any ob

possession
29

of Mount Defiance.

In
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knowing it to be impossible to retain
Independence, summoned a council of
Here it was
war, to deliberate on the measures to be pursued.
unanimously determined to evacuate Ticonderoga with the ut
most expedition.
The army accordingly withdrew, the succeed
lake ; and marched directly towards Castleacross
the
ing night,
this situation Gen. St. Clair

Ticonderoga,

or

Mount

ton in Vermont.

The

and stores,

invalids,

batteaux under the conduct of Col.
lake to

Long;

were

and

put

board

on

proceeded

up the

Skenesborough.
during the revolutionary war produced such conster
throughout this country, as the evaluation of Ticondero

No event
nation
ga.

It

was

not the loss of the

men, which created the alarm.

fort,
It

nor

was

of the stores,

the

nor

disappointment

of the
of

ex

pectations, long cherished, highly raised, and fostered into a se
cure sense of safety by all the accounts, which had been private
ly, and publicly, given to the community. In these accounts Ti
conderoga was continually exhibited as free almost from imagina
ble danger; and the army as amply sufficient, and abundantly
furnished for its defence.
Why," they naturally asked, were
these works given up without a single blow, without even a shew
of resistance ? were the works incapable of defence ? Was the
army insufficient to defend them ? Were they insufficiently sup
plied with ammunition, or provisions, or other necessaries ? If this
was
really the disastrous state of things ; why were we deceived
with regard to them all ; and flattered into a belief, that the
army,
"

the

works, and

the

country,

were

"

safe?"

Nothing could have been more unexpected than this event. It
was the
bursting of a meteor, which by its awful peal shook eve
That there was a fault
ry habitation from Maine to Georgia.
somewhere cannot be questioned.
The country was unwiselylulled into security. The subordinate officers, and the soldiers,
were themselves the
principal cause of this misfortune. They
probably over-rated their own strength ; and, together with their
superiours, under-rated that of the enemy. Those, who visited
the army, also, were willingly persuaded, that all was well ; and
when they returned home, spread their own opinions and feel-
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It may even be questioned wheth
of our affairs, were not reluctant

to have the real state of the
army known.

Whatever

was

the

cause, the excessive

unhappy

; and

disappointment of the community was most
mightily increased the astonishment, and dismay.

The enemy did not suffer the alarm to diminish. Gen. Fraser
at the head of eight hundred and fifty men, overtook Colonel

Warner,

who commanded the

rear

guard, consisting

of twelve

hundred men, at five o'clock the following morning. A vig
orous action ensued, in which a
part of the American force,
under Colonel

Hale, fled instantly. The remainder under Colo
Francis, although labouring under every disad
vantage, fought with great spirit, but were finally put to flight.
Francis fell with glory. General St. Clair, who had reached
Castleton during the night, made an attempt to reinforce Warner
nels Warner and

the action ; but found it

impossible.
by land, General Bur
goyne with the utmost rapidity pursued them up the lake to
Skenesborough ; and, coming up with their rear forced them to
fly. Lieutenant-Colonel Hill with the ninth regiment, was dis
patched after them. Reinforced by a small body, which General
Schuyler had sent from Fort Edward to his assistance, Colonel
Long attacked Hill at a spot, called from this action Battle Hill.
The contest was maintained with great vigour, as the British ac
knowledged, for two hours ; when a body of Indians, mistaken for
a more formidable reinforcement, coming up, the Americans with
But for this accident, the British would have been proba
drew.
in
cut
pieces.
bly
At Hubbardton the Americans suffered severely ; although from
the contradictory accounts, it is impossible to say how much. At
Skenesborough they lost a great part of their stores. Of both
these disasters General Schuyler, then at Stillwater, received the
intelligence on the same day ; and set himself, with the utmost good
sense and resolution, to provide means for the prevention of fu
General Burgoyne stopped at Skenesborough,
ture calamities.
to collect, and arrange, his army, and to wait for his baggage, ar-

during

While Fraser followed the Americans
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tillery, and stores. This interval Schuyler employed in embar
rassing the road, destroying the navigation of Wood-Creek, dri
ving the cattle out of the country, and conveying the military
stores, deposited at Fort George, at the head of the lake of that
At the same time he cal
name, to Fort Edward, on the Hudson.
led for reinforcements of regular troops ; and summoned with
great earnestness the militia of New-England, and New- York, to
his assistance.
For these efforts, indispensable to the success of
the campaign, and the safety of the country, General Schuyler
merited the highest gratitude, and the warmest approbation of
his fellow-citizens.
In

answer

to these

calls, t.roops

were

The militia of both countries

army.

sent him from the main

were

put

in motion ; and

General Arnold,
contributed in every direction.
and Colonel Morgan, at the head of a corps of riflemen, and Gen
eral Lincoln, at the head of the New-England militia, were im

supplies

were

mediately

ordered to his assistance.

Burgoyne occupied himself, in the mean time, in open
navigation of Wood-Creek, and removing the numerous
These works, to a
obstructions from the road to Fort Edward.
body of men perfectly unaccustomed to such employments, were
extremely difficult, and laborious, and furnished the Americans
with an opportunity of repairing their losses, which to them was
As Burgoyne approached Fort Edward, Schuyler
invaluable.
fell back to Saratoga, and from Saratoga to Stillwater.
One of the principal difficulties, under which General Bur
goyne laboured, was the want of a sufficient stock of provisions ;
and another, scarcely less distressing, the want of horses, and ox
To obtain both these objects he detached
en for the draught.
Lieutenant-Colonel Baum with a considerable body of troops, to
Bennington, where a collection of stores was deposited for the
use of the American army : and, to support him, in
any case,
General

ing

the

Lieutenant-Colonel Brechman

Kill,

was

detached after him to Baton

at some distance from its confluence with the Hudson.

When
Baum had reached the Eastern part of Hoosac, he halted on the
borders of a mill-stream, called the Walloomscock ; (a tribu-
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tary of Hoosac river;) in consequence of information,
strong body of the New-England militia were in the

that

a

neighbour

hood.

Among

the levies forwarded to the American army,
eight hun
New-Hampshire militia marched under the command

dred of the
of

General Stark.

Brigadier

This

gentleman

had

fought bravely

at Breed's Hill ; but for reasons, which do not
appear, and which
cannot have been sufficient, had been
in the

of

promotion.

When

neglected
progress
New-Hampshire Legis

the

requested by

lature to take the command of their
the condition, that he should be

new

levies,

he consented

on

permitted to unite his troops to
the main army, or not, as he
pleased. Happily, he reached Ben
nington at this critical moment ; and immediately dispatched a
messenger to Colonel Warner, then at Manchester, to reinforce
him with his regiment. At the same time he sent LieutenantColonel Greg with two hundred of his men, to attack the enemy;
supposing them only to be a body of savages. Greg, as soon as
he perceived the real strength of his adversaries, retired ; and
met General Stark, advancing to his. assistance.
Warner obeyed
the first summons, and with his own regiment, and a considera
ble number of militia from the neighbouring country, marched
immediately to the assistance of Stark.
Stark upon his arrival instantly offered the enemy battle.
Baum declined it. Stark, then leaving a small force to watch his
motions, encamped his main body at a little distance. The next
day it rained. The following morning, July 16th, Stark made
his dispositions for an attack.
Colonel Nichols with two hundred
and fifty men, he sent towards the rear of their left; Colonel Hendrick with three hundred to the rear of their right; three hun
dred

more

he stationed in their front ; two hundred more he sent
right, probably, also, to reinforce Hendrick ; and

to attack their

another hundred to reinforce Nichols.
der his

own

immediate command.

the

enemy's

left at three o'clock in the

ly

became

general.

British works

were

The rest he retained

The attack commenced

afternoon,

field-pieces

on

and immediate

The action continued two

forced ; their

un

taken

hours.
;

The

arid such of
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their men,

as

did not escape

by flight,

were

killed,

or

made pris

oners.

Scarcely was this action ended, when General Stark was in
formed, that another body of English troops was advancing to
His own soldiers, with
ward him, at the distance of two miles.
the true spirit of militia, were dispersed in quest of plunder.

They were rallied as soon as possible ; and Warner, fortunately
arriving at the moment in a road, which conducted him directly
to the right of the enemy, began the attack ; and gave the scat
Brechman
tered soldiers opportunity to form in order of battle.
made the best dispositions in his power; and maintained his
ground with great spirit, and conduct ; but was forced to yield to
superiour numbers, and equal bravery. With a part of his force
he made good his retreat.
In the battle of Hoosac. erroneously called the battle of Ben
nington, the British lost 226 killed outright ; and 36 officers, and
more than 700 privates, made prisoners.
Among the latter was
The Ameri
Colonel Baum, who soon after died of his wounds.
took four brass field pieces, and a considerable quantity of

cans

baggage,

arms, and ammunition.

Their

own

loss amounted to

about 100 killed, and wounded. The
icans in

directing

the

musquet

was

superiour skill of the Amer
conspicuous in these engage

ments.

The effects of this battle upon the public mind cannot be de
It was a victory of mere militia over the best disciplined

scribed.

veterans ; and

an
unquestionable proof that other victories might
by such men over such enemies. It was the frustra
tion of an important enterprise; the accomplishment of which was
indispensable to the success, and even to the comfort, of the inva
ding army. It was a victory, following hard upon disaster, shame,
and dismay ; a morning, breaking out after a gloomy and melan
choly night, and promising a brilliant and glorious day. It was
seen, therefore, with wonder and delight, such as we may sup
pose the Egyptians felt, when they beheld the sun return after
the darkness, which had so long brooded, over their
country.*

be achieved

*

Among the prisoners,

by the Americans at the battle of Hoosac, was an
County of Berkshire, a plain farmer, named Richard

taken

inhabitant of Hancock in the
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after the battle of Hoosac, Gen. Gates took the com
mand of the Northern
army ; and within a short time received a

Speedily

considerable

of

regular troops, and a great number of mili
and, New-England. He found the army en
camped on the Eastern side of the Hudson, opposite to the town
ship of Halfmoon. With these reinforcements, he moved to Still

body

tia from New- York

water, and encamped
vated

on

Bemis's

ground, terminating

from the Hudson.

Heights

;

Eastward within

a

succession of ele

fourth of

one

a

mile

From the 8th of

July to the 17th of Septem
ber, General Burgoyne had been employed in marching from
Skenesborough to Saratoga. During the last forty-nine days of
this period he moved only nineteen miles ; although there was
This delay was prob
not a single soldier to oppose his progress.
ably the salvation of the United States.
On the 13th and 14th of September he crossed the Hudson at
Dumont's Ferry, into Saratoga; and on the 19th advanced to atJackson.

contest,

This

man

had

conscientiously

taken the British side in the

and felt himself bound to seize the earliest

self in the service of his

Revolutionary
employing him
Baum was advancing

opportunity

of

sovereign. Hearing that Colonel
body of troops towards Bennington, he rose early, saddled his horse, and rode
to Hoosac, intending to attach himself to this corps.
Here he was taken, in such
circumstances as proved his intention beyond every reasonable doubt. He was be
sides too honest to deny it.
Accordingly, he was transmitted to Great-Barrington,
then the shire-town of Berkshire, and placed in the hands of General Fellows,
High-Sheriff of the County, who immediately confined him in the County gaol.
This building was at that time so infirm, that without a guard no prisoner could be
kept in it who wished to make his escape. To escape, however, was in no degree
consonant with Richard's idea of right ; and he thought no more seriously of making
with

an

a

attempt of this nature, than he would have done

had he been in his

own

house.

quietly in gaol a few days, he told the Sheriff that he was losing
his time, and earning nothing, and wished that he would permit him to go out and
work in the day time, promising to return regularly at evening to his quarters in
the prison. The Sheriff had become acquainted with his character, and readily
acceded to his proposal. Accordingly, Richard went out regularly during the re
maining part of the autumn, and the following winter and spring, until the begin
ning of May, and every night returned at the proper hour to the gaol. In this man
ner he performed a day's work every day, with scarcely any exception beside the
Sabbath, through the whole period.
In the month of May, he was to be tried for high-treason. The Sheriff according
ly made preparations to conduct him to Springfield, where his trial was to be held.
After he had lain

-
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The action

tack Gen. Gates.

was

begun by

Col.

Morgan

with

his corps of riflemen in.an attack upon the British van-guard on
their right. Both parties were reinforced until the combatants
The conflict was obstinately continued
became very numerous.

day. Both fought with great resolution ; and both
victory. Lieut. Col. Brooks informed me, that he
did not leave the ground with his own regiment until between 1 1
and 12 o'clock in the evening; and that several American offi
through

the

,

claimed the

afterwards, walked over the field and found no enemy.
engagement the American militia as well as regulars,
A Connecticut regiment of
with
the greatest gallantry.
fought

cers,

In this

But he told the Sheriff that it

was

not worth his while to take this

trouble, for

he

well go alone ; and it would save both the expense and inconvenience
of the Sheriff's journey. The Sheriff, after a little reflection, assented to his propo

could just

as

only one, it is believed, which was
object. In the woods of Tyringham, he was overtaken by the Honorable T. Edwards, from whom I had this story.
"
"To Springfield, Sir," answered
Whither are you going?" said Mr. Edwards.
"
Richard, to be tried for my life." Accordingly he proceeded directly to Spring
field, surrendered himself to the Sheriff of Hampshire, was tried, found guilty, and
sal; and Richard commenced his journey
ever

undertaken in the

same manner

:

the

for the

3ame

condemned to die.
The Council of Massachusetts was, at this time, the supreme executive of the
Application was made to this Board for a pardon. The facts were stated,

State.

by which they were supported, and the sentence grounded on them.
question was then put by the President, " Shall a pardon be granted to Richard
Jackson?" The gentleman, who first spoke, observed that the case was perfectly
clear : the act alleged against Jackson was unquestionably high-treason ; and the
proof was complete. If a pardon should be granted in this case, be saw no reason
why it should not be granted in every other. In the same manner answered those

the evidence

The

who followed him.

When it

came

to the turn of Mr.

Edwards,

he told this

story

with those little circumstances of particularity,

which, though they are easily lost
from the memory, and have escaped mine,- give light and shade a living reality, and
a picturesque imprcssiveness to every tale which is fitted to enforce
conviction, or
At the same time he recited it without enhancement, without
without any attempt to be pathetic. As is always the
case, this sim
the narration its full force. The Council began to hesitate. One of
"
the members at length observed,
Certainly such a man as this ought not to be sent

to touch the heart.

expatiating,
plicity gave

'

gallows.' To his opinion the members unanimously assented.
immediately made out and transmitted to Springfield, and Richard
his family.
Never was a stronger proof exhibited, that honesty is wisdom.

to the
was

A

pardon

returned to
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militia under the command of Col. Cook, after being obliged to
retreat three times, were rallied without
difficulty the fourth time,
and drove the enemy from the
ground. The British lost in killed,
and prisoners, about 600.
The Americans 319. It was

wounded,

observed by the German

officers,

that the

continuance,

and

heat,

of the fire exceeded every thing, which they had before known.
Gen. Lincoln who had remained at Manchester to assemble

recruits,

and forward them to the army,

dispatched Col. John
Massachusetts, to surprize the British posts
Mount Independence. This officer without

Brown of Pittsfield in
at

Ticonderoga,

and

any difficulty made himself master of the British outworks ; took
several gun boats, an armed sloop, 200 batteaux, near 300 prison

ammunition, &c. and retook an American standard, and
prisoners. Then finding himself unable to retake the forts,
he returned with his booty to Gen. Lincoln.
This successful ef
fort was made on the 14th of September ; soon after Lincoln had
joined the main army.
The British commander had all along expected important as
sistance from Sir Henry Clinton : it having been an original part
of the plan of the campaign, that a strong force should be sent by
this officer up the Hudson, to meet the Northern army at Albany.
By this measure it was intended to place the Americans between
ers, arms,
100

two

fires ; and, had it been taken in sufficient season, the

con

sequences might have been fatal to the Colonies. An expedition
The British Commander
was in fact undertaken of this nature.
sailed up the Hudson Oct. 6th, in a fleet commanded by Commo
He then
dore Hotham, and took Forts Clinton and Montgomery.

dispatched Gen. Vaughan and Sir James Wallace through the
Highlands to Esopus, a considerable Dutch village in the county
of Ulster. Gen. Vaughan plundered the inhabitants, and burnt
This expedition, however, produced no other effect
the village.
than to add to the list of private sufferings, and increase the ha
tred, instinctively excited against their authors.
Having waited in vain for intelligence of the co-operation ex
pected, and knowing his provisions to be very short, Gen. Bur
to Albany.
Accorgoyne resolved, if possible, to force a passage
Vol. III.

30
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dingly

the 7th of October

on

a

detachment of 1500 men, led

by

himself, seconded by Gen. Philips, Reidesel, and Fraser, moved
early in the morning to the left of the Americans. Col. Morgan
at the head of his riflemen, and a body of light infantry, had al

ready occupied

the

van

At the

of the American army.

of the British he attacked their out

parties,

approach

and drove them in.

Arnold upon the first intelligence of this movement repaired to
Gen. Gates ; and, after stating it to him, observed that this body

The American Commander believed it to

must be driven back.

be

a

right

intended to

feint,
; and

quarter.

was

design of attacking him on the
unwilling to weaken his force in that
peremptoriness, of Arnold, however,

cover a

therefore

The ardor and

real

prevailed. Gen. Gates ordered the troops, which he had re
quested ; but said, Gen. Arnold, this is no measure of mine. I
I will," said Ar
will not be answerable for the consequences."
nold, and galloped his horse to the scene of action.
The British had occupied an elevated ridge, in the possession of
which they would have been able to force the Americans from
the ground, which they had occupied on the left. Scarcely had
they advanced within less than half a mile of the American de
tachment, when they were furiously attacked ; but they sustained
the shock with great resolution. Gen. Gates, having become
satisfied of the real design of the British Commander, sent Arnold
ample reinforcements. Both armies were soon extensively en
gaged. After a violent contest Arnold forced the British to give
way ; and following them with vigour, obliged Gen. Burgoyne to
leave his field-pieces, and a great part of the corps which mana
ged them, and retreat to his camp. The Americans, pressing
closely upon them, attacked their works : and Arnold actually
entered them with a few of his men. Seeing a body of troops,
dressed like Americans, inactive, he demanded with a stern voice,
whether they were of such a corps. A thundering German voice
"

"

answered

"

Naw

;"

wounded him in the
In the

mean

and

a

fire

was

poured

in upon

him,

and

leg.

time Lieut. Col.

Brooks,

at the head of the

8th,

Massachusetts regiment,, on the left of Arnold's division, turned
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of the British

defended

by

; and carried that part of the works, which
the German reserve, by storm.
The command

Lieut. Col. Brechman fell.

The battle

was

terminated

Brooks

by

the

kept
night.

the

ground.

The Americans

lay

upon their arms ; and the British commander, unwilling to risk
another action in the same circumstances, drew his army into the
This
camp, which he had formed on the heights near the river.
movement saved his

troops from

destruction.

victory, gained by the Americans, was complete ; and
their loss, inconsiderable. That of the British was great. Among
the numerous slain was Gen. Fraser; an officer of distinguished
reputation, and merit. Among the prisoners were Majors Wil
liams and Ackland, and Sir James Clark, Aid de camp to Gen.
Burgoyne mortally wounded.
The

Gen. Gates, to cut off the retreat of his enemy on the West
side of the river, had detached a strong body up the river in the
rear of the British, and another to the heights opposite Saratoga,
and

a

ing.

third still farther up the
When Gen.

determined

Burgoyne
immediately to

river,

to

prevent

him from

cross

informed of these measures, he
On the march the British
retire.

was

destroyed the unfortunate settlements, which lay in their course,
apparently without a motive. The army reached the field, which
we surveyed with so much exultation, lying immediately North
It is a large and
of Saratoga Creek, and bordering the Hudson.
beautiful interval, and is rendered not

a

little

more

beautiful to

by the remembrance, that it was the scene of the most
interesting transaction during the American war. On this ground
the eye,

the Northern army laid down their arms ; and surrendered them
The cloud, which had long hung with,
selves prisoners of war.
so

lowering an aspect over this part of the horizon,
evening became serene and delightful.

dissolved ;

and the

The British army, when it surrendered, amounted to 5,752 ; the
wounded, left in the camp, to 528 ; the killed, wounded,

sick and

taken, and missing, before the 16th of October,
9,2 1 3.
ulars.

to

2,933; in all,

The American army at its utmost, consisted of 9,093 reg
The militia varied much in their number at different peri-
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4, 1 29.

The

13,222 ; of which, however,

more

ods.

At the time of the convention

whole

number, therefore,

than 2500

were

sick.

was,

Future

they amounted to

travellers,

will resort to this

spot

emotions, which we .experienced, and recall with
enthusiasm the glorious events, of which it is the perpetual memo

with the

same

impossible, that they should not kindle with patriotism.
hoped also, that many of them will glow with piety.
Even a generous minded Englishman must, I think, unite in his
views and feelings with my own countrymen. How immensely
more important to succeeding generations were these transactions
That immediately affected
than those of the plain of Marathon.
the states of Greece only ; few in the number of their inhabitants,
Here was decided the
and comprising but a speck of territory.
destiny of a nation, inhabiting a million of square miles, indepen
dently of Louisiana, and already amounting to more than seven
millions of people. Beside the vastness of these objects, every
man of candour will admit, that the
religion, the. laws, the govern
ment, and the manners, of these people, are as superiour to those
of the Greeks, as their numbers, and the extent of their territory.
Who could be willing, that such a body of people, so circumstan
ced, should be conquered, and what is the regular consequence,
enslaved.
Who, especially, could be willing, that such an event
should take place immediately before an era, at which the lights
of human liberty and happiness have so suddenly, and in such
numbers ; been extinguished.
The majority of the British nation earnestly wished that the
Americans might not be conquered ; while they wished also, that
their country might not be separated from the national domain.
The ablest men in the councils of the kingdom resisted the war,
rial.

It is

It is to be

and the

measures

which led to -it, with unanswerable

arguments, and

eloquence. The great Chatham solemnly warn
ed the Parliament of the danger, which was involved in reducing
three millions of their fellow subjects under the dominion of the
The conse
crown, and placing them at its absolute disposal.

with irresistible

quences of such an event cannot be divined ; but it demands no
great degree of forecast to perceive, that they might have been

dreadful.

I am,

Sir,

yours, &c.
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Fort Miller Fort Edward Cambridge

Saratoga
Easton

Greenwich

Pownal

Scotch settlers

Journey

ArgyleThe

Baton Kill

to Williamstown Petersburgh

Excursion to the summit of Saddle mountain

Natural

Bridge.

Dear Sir,
The

township

of

Saratoga

has been divided into two; Sarato

Northumberland; perhaps into more. In 1790, the in
habitants, contained .within its limits, were 3,071 : in 1800, the
present Saratoga contained 2,481 ; Northumberland 2,007 ; in
ga, and

1810, the numbers in Saratoga

3,183, and in Northumber

were

Both

townships are of considerable extent.
The journey from Saratoga to Sandy-Hill is very pleasant, ex
cept that the road is indifferent in many places ; a part of it be
ing heavily encumbered with mud, and another part with sand.
land 2,041.

The face of the country is very similar to that which

was

last

described.
Several of the intervals, which we passed on this part of our
exhibit strong proofs of the manner, in which they

journey,
were

that
some

formed.

A bare

they

at first

were

inspection

of them evinced

islands, which

distance from the bank and

wards it.

The

part,

which

rose

were

finally

beyond debate,

above the surface at

gradually

extended to

united each to the bank

last formed, and continued to be a channel to the stream
than any other spot on the interval.
Accordingly, this
these

grounds

was, almost without

an

exception,

was

longer
part of

lower than the

rest.

Before the year 1783, there

were

few settlements in this

re

gion. The expedition of Gen. Burgoyne obliged the inhabitants
to fly; destroyed their buildings and fences; and plundered them
property. Since that event the number
planters has greatly increased; and they have considerably ad
vanced in prosperity and wealth. Northumberland is, however,
still in an infant state; many of the houses being built of logs ;
of their cattle and their

of
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imperfectly cleared; the girdled trees remaining; and
enclosures, formed of logs and rubbish. These proofs of a

the fields
the

recent settlement will

soon

vanish,

and be followed

by

a

superior

cultivation.
Three miles above

Carpenter's

stood Fort

Miller;

a

small,

built in 1756, or 1757, to check the incursions of
Its remains have almost entirely disappeared ; and

picketed work,

the savages.
the spot where it stood is now a cornfield. At this place there is
a
sprightly fall in the Hudson, down which Gen. Putnam is said
to have descended in

a

small boat.

Burgoyne spent near two
borough to Saratoga.

Opposite to this spot Gen.
long journey from Skenes

months in his

ferry ; and through a
Argyle, extremely miry, made our way
to Fort Edward ; where we stopped some time to examine this
work.
It was planned by Capt. Ayres, an engineer in the Brit
ish service ; and completed by Gen. Schuyler in the year 1755,
principally with a design to check savage incursions, to be a de
pot of military stores, and to protect the persons, employed in
transporting them. We found the work almost entire. It is
built of earth in the form of an irregular square, with three small
bastions on the North- West, North-East, and South-East, angles;
We crossed the Hudson at Dumont's

road in the

and

township

counterfeit

a

on

of

On two sides it

the South- West.

was

front

ditch ; under the third runs the Hudson : the fourth is
the bank of a deep-sunk rivulet.
From a sudden attack, there

ed

by

fore,
eral

it

a

was

well

secured; but, being

higher grounds,

in the

neighbourhood of sev
against artil
Fort Lyman ; derived

could not have been defended

Its original name was
an hour.
Major General Lyman, who was mentioned in a former part
of these letters, and who at that time commanded the New-Eng
land forces, encamped here.
Fort Edward is distant from Albany forty-seven miles, and from

lery,

half

from

New-York two hundred and three.

ing village

is built in the

A

small, scattered, lean look

neighbourhood.
From Fort Edward to Sandy-Hill, (three miles,) the road, af
ter ascending a long acclivity, passes over the plain, on which that
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is built.

The

evening

I

H

Judge
gentleman gave me
surrounding country, and

spent

,

a mem

This

ber of the Senate of this State.
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with

concerning the

much
its in

habitants.
and H
left us, and
Saturday, October 1 2, Messrs. C
and myself, intending
proceeded to Lake George. Mr. D
to return to Carpenter's in the evening, stopped at Glen's Falls ;
It rained all night, and until ten in the
three miles on the road.
morning. We were therefore late; and after spending an hour

and

a

high

half at the falls returned to

in the

preceding
grandeur.
violent and majestic

The river

of force and
a

Sandy-Hill.

The river

was

varieties of water, which were so visible
autumn, were lost in one general accumulation

; and all those fine

descended

on us

We took
below

a

in

a

and, crossing

Sandy-Hill, pursued
Here

rolled,

fell, every where in
mist filled its bed, and

or

copious

shower.

late dinner ;

the Hudson.

A

torrent.

we

our

journey

at

Roger's ferry

on

a

little

the Western side of

found the road much

better,

and the

scenery much

pleasanter.
On Sunday morning, October 13, having been informed, that
there would be no public worship in Saratoga, none, I mean, in
which we wished to participate-; and that there was a respecta
ble Scotch clergyman at Cambridge ; we left this place, and
crossing Dumont's Ferry again, rode through the township of Argyle, and a small part of Greenwich, to the place of our destina
tion ; where we arrived just after the congregation had begun
On our way, a decent Scotchman came
their morning worship.
to
us on horseback ; and very civilly enquired why we travel
up
ed on the Sabbath; observing to us at the same time, that such
travelling was forbidden by the law of the State, and that the peo
ple of that vicinity had determined to carry the law into execu
We easily satisfied him ; and were not a little pleased to
tion.
find, that there were people in this vicinity, who regarded the
law of the
we

to

land, and

the law of

entered the church,
a

good

seat.

our

We found

God,

with

so

much

respect. When

companion obligingly conducted us
in the desk, a respectable clergyman
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Scotland, who gave us two edifying sermons, delivered,
however, in the peculiar manner of the Seceders.
The country from Dumont'.s Ferry through the township of Argyle, is, for six or eight miles, a plain of pitch-pines. The soil
is alternately clay and sand, every where replenished with slate
from

The surface then rises
of a very fragile and dissolute texture.
gradually into easy swells; and then into hills. The soil of these
is loam, mixed with gravel ; generally of a moderately good qual
ity. The forests contain oak, chesnut, and hickory; and abound
in maple, and beach.
The rocks are principally granite.
On this road there is a small village in the township of Argyle ;
and

another, in that of Greenwich.

collection of mills

on

The latter is built around

the Baton Kill.

This

large

a

mill-stream ri

township of Dorset, in Vermont ; and, running Souththrough Manchester, turns to the West in the North part
of Sunderland.
Thence, passing through Arlington, it crosses the
County of Washington between Cambridge and Salem, Easton and
Greenwich, and discharges its waters into the Hudson at the SouthWest corner of Greenwich. Its course is about forty miles. Here
it is called Batten Kill.
In this village there is a decent Baptist
church ; and about thirty houses of an indifferent appearance.
The township of Argyle contained in 1790, when it included
Greenwich and Easton, 2,341 inhabitants; in 1800, after Easton
was
separated from it, 4,595. In 1810, after Greenwich was sep
arated from it, 3,813.
In 1800, Easton contained 3,069; and, in
ses

in the

Westward

In 1810, Greenwich contained 2,752.
The orig
contained in 1800, 7,764; and, in 1810, 9,818.
In 1790, the County of Washington contained 9
townships, and

1810, 3,253.
inal

township

14,042 inhabitants; in 1800, 16 townships, and 35,574 inhabit
1810, 21 townships, and 44,289 inhabitants.
These facts will give you a tolerably just view of the

ants ; in

progress

of

settlement,

and

population,

in those

parts of this State, which

until very lately were a mere wilderness.
The township of Cambridge is both fertile and
pleasant. On
its Western side runs the range of
Taghkannuc, in a succession
of hills; some of them approaching towards a mountainous

height.
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All the varieties of

"hill, dale, and sunny plain," and beautiful
interval, are here presented to the eye of a traveller. A consid
erable part of its extent is in various directions almost a continual

planted themselves
chiefly emigrants from
New-England and Scotland. Those who came from Scotland,
particularly engaged my attention. They left their native coun
try in the humblest circumstances ; and after encountering all the
hardship, and expense, incident to a long and tedious voyage,
had, at their arrival, no other objects -of their reliance beside the
goodness of the soil and climate ; their own hands, and the com
mon
blessings of heaven. Notwithstanding the difficulties, which
I have described as attending the formation of a settlement in an
American forest, they have already advanced to the full possession

village.

The inhabitants,

here before the

of

comforts,

some

revolutionary

and in

some

of whom

war,

are

instances, of conveniences.
and their farms in.

Their hou

promising condition.
In the church they were decently dressed, and apparently devout:
To bring them
out of it they were cheerful, obliging, and kind.
selves into this condition, they have undoubtedly suffered many
troubles; yet they have certainly acted with wisdom in transport
ing themselves into a country, where all the necessaries and com
The pros
forts of life are so abundant, and so easily obtained.
pects of the poor brighten at once ; their views expand ; their
energy awakes ; and their efforts are invigorated, when they see
competence rewarding, of course, every man, possessing health,
common sense, and integrity ; labouring with diligence ; and pre
serving with care the fruits of his industry. At the same time a
mighty difference between the possession of a fee simple estate,
and a dependant tenancy, even where the terms are mild, is per
fectly understood, and deeply felt, by every man, who has been a
Of all the feelings, derived from civilized society, that
tenant.
of personal independence is undoubtedly the most delightful.
We saw three churches in Cambridge ; two of them belonging
In 1790,
to the Scotch settlers, and all of them decent buildings.
this township contained 4,996 inhabitants: in 1800, 6,187; and,
ses

are warm

and

in 1810, 6,730.
Vol. III.

tidy

;

31

a
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Cambridge to Hoosac
particularly the first six

From
ant ;

country is rather pleas
eight miles. The rest of the
an opportunity of examining it.

Falls the
or

way it was too dark to allow us
I have since passed through it three
1810 ; and found it not

In

our

way

we

a

little

and did not reach the

ble

toil,

and

place
perplexity.

of

our

on

which Colonel

lost our way ;
destination without considera

defeated.

were

in 1802, 1806, and

Wallomscock,

crossed the

Baum and Brechman

times;

improved.
Here

we

October 1 4th, we left Hoosac, and rode to WilliamsMassachusetts, sixteen miles. Our journey was in the
valley of Hoosac river, and was uncommonly romantic and de

Monday,

town in

lightful.
A

pretty village

is

begun

at Hoosac

Falls,

and in ten

or

twelve

The in
years has increased from a single house to forty or fifty.
habitants are principally from New-England, and appear to be

sober, industrious, and prosperous.
On the West of the river at

no

great

distance

rose

the

Taghkan-

range in eminences of considerable height, and, as we advan
On the East
ced Southward, became a succession of mountains.

nuc

side ran a range of hills, at times mountainous also; a spur
from the range of the Green Mountains, which commences its
departure in Pownal, or Williamstown. At the bottom of this

ern

the Hoosac

River, one of the handsomest streams in
pebbles and gravel. Its waters are
remarkably limpid, like those of the Saco; and throughout the
whole distance are a fine sprightly current. Its borders are an
almost uninterrupted succession of intervals, nearly as wide as
those of the Mohawk, extremely rich, and ornamented with the
most lively verdure.
Through these the Hoosac winds its course,
alternated with luxuriant meadows and pastures ; green to the
water's edge ; fringed -with willows; or crowned with lofty trees.

valley

ran

the world,

The hills

over a

on

fine bed of

either side varied their distance from

mile to two miles ; and were,

jestic.

successively,

one

half of

beautiful and

a

ma
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or seven

tween the

mountains, formed by

a

we came
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to

an

recession of two

opening

great

be

divisions

of the Western range from each other. Here both directed their
course to the South- West; and
presented a magnificent vista, ap

pearing as if designed to conduct the feet of man into other and
distant regions. At the same place, and of the same appearance;
a second vista
lengthened before us to the South-East, formed,
likewise, by two fine ranges. A third, of which these appeared
to be branches, separated at the
parting by a point of the range
on the South- West,
lay immediately behind us. Through the
two last the Hoosac finds its course; and through the first the in
habitants of the Eastern country, their passage to Troy, and Al
bany. This spot is in Petersburgh; a township, of which we
saw
nothing, except, the beautiful region, which is here descri
bed.

Hoosac,
in

and,

in 1790, contained 3,071

Petersburgh
sume, it

in

and,

inhabitants; in 1800, 3,141;

1810, 3,117.
was a

was

incorporated

part of Hoosac;

1810, 2,039

:

having

Till that time, I pre
contained, in 1800, 4,412;

in 1793.
and

been subdivided.

We forded the Hoosac about five miles from Noble's.
water

The

than

knee-deep, although two days before,
it was impassable.
Its course is between high mountains, and its
current rapid.
Hence it rises, and falls greatly, within very short
periods.
From Petersburgh the road enters Pownal in Vermont. About
six
was

was

not

or seven

miles before

varied at

declivities,

more

once.

so as

we

reached

Williamstown, the scenery

The mountains extended their

to form the banks of the river.

precipitous

Between them

Over its dam a sheet of water, of great regularity
a mill.
beauty, spread across the river. Up these precipices, from
the water's edge to their summits, rose a most elegant succession
of forest trees, chiefly maple, beech, and evergreens. The decid
uous foliage had already been changed by the frost to just such a
degree, as to present every tincture, from the deepest verdure of
the spring through all its successive shades to the willowgreen ;

stood

and
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and thence

through

their

straw

a

colour, orange, and crimson, to a red
change of hue, the leaves exhibited

Aside from the

dish brown.

and full

perfect forms,

vigour.

The colours

were

among

the richest ; and were mingled in a manner, defying description,
and mocking the imitation of the pencil.
The dark verdure of

the evergreens,

interspersed

every where, set off the

splendour

of the whole.
Soon after
limestone

we

had

rose on

this spot, three eminences of white
left, almost from the river's bank. Their

passed

the

fronts towards the North-West

are

bold bluffs and served to

smiling scenery, through which we passed, into rude
The clouds at this time flew low, and fre
ness, and grandeur.
quently capped the mountains on the West. At other times they
moved along their sides; poured through several chasms between
the neighbouring summits with a progress, resembling the motions
of a mountainous billow.
The wind tossed them unceasingly in
to wildly varied forms; and presented us with a continual succes

change

the

sion of sublimities.

The

scenery is continued to Williamstown ; and is
alternated with beauty and majesty.

same

ceasingly

In Pownal there
of the
on

and

river;

the West.

is, here,
a

a

pretty village

on

the

un

intervals, East

collection of good farms

Several mills, and

along the declivities
forges, give this little cluster of

houses the appearance of activity and business.
About three miles before we reached Williamstown,

we saw

in

hill, ascending from the road, several large rocks of Breccia, or
Pudding Stone, hanging in the side of a precipice. They were

a

formed of
of

to the diameter of twelve

ed in

a mass

Some

parts

friable,
is the
which

endless multitude of rounded stones, from the size

an

pebbles

of

or

fifteen

inches, embosom

sand, cemented to the hardness of a rock.
mass I found, however,
comparatively soft and

coarse

of this

if lately

coagulated, or preparing for dissolution. This
only specimen of Pudding Stone, which I have seen, of
as

coarse

sand is the matrix.

So far

as

I

was

able to

exam

ine ; the hill was wholly formed of the same materials.
What I
thought remarkable was, that the forest, growing upon it, was
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oak and

hickory ; while all the neighbouring
shrouded by a thick growth of evergreens.
About
a

field

mile before

a

on

Williamstown, we turned into
road, to visit a medicinal spring
This water rises in a basin, more than

we

reached

neighbourhood.

twenty

feet in diameter, and

sweet ; but

impregnated

continually

to rise

perhaps

three

deep.

with carbonic acid gas,
sume, from the lime stone, which abounds in this

temperature

which

were

the Eastern side of the

in the

The

eminences

with the water in many parts of the basin.
sensibly higher than that of the atmosphere,

was

about 60 of

was

the human

It is pure and

detached, I pre
region, and seen

Fahrenheit,

but much lower than that of

body.

About twelve o'clock
The next

we

arrived at Williamstown.

morning, Tuesday

October 15,

we

set

out, in

com

pany with President Fitch, to visit the North-Eastern summit
of Saddle Mountain ;> the highest elevation in Massachusetts.

This mountain rises in the

The
a

ascent commences

half is

a

very

of Adams and New-Ashford.

easy acclivity.
called on Mr. Jones,

a

mile and

gradual,

In our way we
who lives in the skirt of

of the

townships

from Hoosac River ; but for

mountain,

on

a

respectable magistrate,

Adams, immediately opposite

the site of Fort Massachusetts.

to the end

This for

tress was, for many years, the only defensive work in this quarter
against the Indians. On the 20th of August, 1 746, it was attacked

by an army of nine hundred French and Indians, under the com
Col. Hawks of Deerfield,
mand of the Marquis de Vaudreuil.
the Commander of the
sons

fort, had with

; men, women, and children.

him

only thirty-three per
garrison, very
defended himself for twentyfailed.
He then capitulated
With this little

supplied with ammunition, he
eight hours, until his ammunition
upon terms, offered by himself; one of them was, that none of
In direct viola
the prisoners should be given up to the Indians.
tion of this article, the French General divided the prisoners the
following day; and delivered the Indians half. One of them they
butchered ; the rest they treated kindly. Col. Hawks lost one
This was the only instance, in
man ; and the French, forty-five.
ill

which this work

was

assaulted in form.
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Mr. Jones
When I

offered to accompany us in our excursion.
this ride to the gentlemen at Williamstown,

readily

proposed

astonished to learn, that the only person here, who had
one of the
,
been known to ascend this mountain was Mr. N
of Berk
Judges of the Court of Common Pleas for the County
I

was

shire ; and that even he had ascended it, to accompany a stran
of Stoneham ; whose curiosity had led
ger; the Rev. Mr. Searle
informed us,
him to undertake this enterprise.
Judge N
that

we

must climb

nearly

acclivity, as he had done.
expectation of finding

the whole

We had set out, therefore, with the fullest
the effort extremely difficult and fatiguing.
Mr. Jones removed

might

be

accomplished

crossed the
mer,

living

river,

we

our

fears

by informing

us, that the ascent

with little inconvenience.

rode

at the foot of

a

mile and

a

a

mountain in

After

having

half to the house of
a

handsome

valley.

a

far

This

active and industrious man, whose name is Wilbur, has here clear
ed in the midst of a forest, and reduced to a good state of cultiva

produce, he cuts, annually
spirit he has discovered in
:
a
variety of
particularly, he has cut a winding
cart road from his house to the summit of this high eminence ;
rendering the ascent as easy, and convenient, as can be imagin

tion,
one

a

farm, from which, beside

hundred tons of

hay.
undertakings

The

other
same

ed.

Mr. Wilbur

willingly accompanied

us.

Our ascent

was a

spi

ral circuit of three miles ; and employed us diligently two hours.
On our way we passed Mr. Wilbur's orchard, as it is here famil

iarly called : a handsome cluster of maples ; from which in a sin
gle year he has made one thousand eight hundred pounds of su
gar. Were every man, who enjoys equal advantages, possessed
of the same enterprise ; the quantity of sugar imported into this
country, would be materially lessened.
We alighted from our horses within twenty feet of the summit;
and found our path better than a great part of the town and coun
ty roads throughout the hill countries of New-England. Two
thirds of it

the

were

remaining

formed

third

was

as a

passage to some valuable land ; and
to enable the proprietor con-

finished,
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often

The rocks of this mountain

disposed to wander to
are
shining schist ; of a

beautiful

light blue, and laminated with smooth, brilliant surfaces.
The forests are maple, beech, cherry, and birch. There are
also several large spots, and streaks, of evergreens ;
chiefly hem
lock and spruce.
In passing through this collection of evergreens I observed, in
every instance, an entire change in the appearance of the soil ;
and

was

in the

them.

struck with

temperature,

an

immediate,

both when

In the former of these

we

and very

entered,

cases a

sensible,

alteration

and when

sudden chill

was

we

felt

left

by

every one of the company ; in the latter, the return of an agreea
ble warmth.
The cause of the chill I attribute solely to the ever

greens. It was not in the height to which we had ascended ; for
the phenomena, of both kinds, were repeated at every elevation,
It was not the moisture of the
where we found the evergreens.

ground : for we found the maple and beech forests, growing in full
strength in places, more, equally, and less moist ; and, in all, ac
companied by the same warmth of the atmosphere. The thick
shade of the evergreens, particularly of the hemlocks, undoubted
ly had its influence ; but certainly was not the principal cause :
for the shade of the maples was in several instances equally deep.
Besides, the entire effect was felt at the moments of our ingress
and egress.
Whereas, if the shade had been the only cause, the
warmth would have been conveyed a small distance, at least, into
the clusters of evergreens by the wind ; then blowing with considThe peculiar evaporation of these trees is, I be
ble strength.
lieve, the principal source of this phenomenon. The vapour
emitted must rise perpendicularly ; and cannot spread, and there
fore cannot be perceived, in a lateral direction.
The soil of this mountain is here rich, quite to the summit; and
A few
at small distances below it is replenished with springs.
feet from the highest point, there is a pond, about four rods in
length, and two in breadth. The depth of the basin is about two
feet. In very dry seasons it is empty ; but had now about a foot
of perfectly pure water.
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certainly no mystery, al
hang upon this summit a
considerable part of every week ; and while they shed their moist
ure on it, intercept the beams of the sun, and thus in a great
The heat is always moderate.
measure prevent evaporation.
The surface is cover
The cold continues late, and begins early.
ed with leaves, moss, and other spongy materials, fitted to retain
That water should be found here is

though usally alleged

moisture.

Rains and

copiously,

than

on

snows

the

Clouds

such.

as

fall much oftener, and much more
With these causes in

subjacent country.

view,

it cannot be wondered at, that water should

here,

sufficient to

When
were

we

supply

had reached the

struck with

a

always

be found

this reservoir.

highest point

of the

mountain,

we

In their
novel appearance of the forest trees.
resembled a dwarf, stunted in his stature, and

figure they always
laterally overgrown. The stems, boughs, and branches, were
universally thick, short, and clumsy. As every tree on the higher
part of this summit was of this peculiar figuce ; it must undoubtedly
It cannot be owing to
have been owing to the great elevation.
the

soil;

which

here,

as

well

as

further

down,

was

very rich.

On

ground, exactly resembling it in appearance, about one hundred
feet below the point, Mr. Wilber sowed, the preceding year, the
seed of the grass called foxtail.
The growth, which sprang from
this seed, was now as high as a man's waist.
Short, as the trees were on this summit, they were sufficiently
thick, and tall, to prevent us from gaining the prospect, which we
There was no remedy for this disappointment,
had expected.
but to climb to their tops.
Their peculiar figure, however, made
The view was immense, and of
this an easy task.
amazing gran
deur.

On the North-West

rose

the mountains West of Lake

Champlain, extending in a vast range, terminated only by the ca
pacity of the eye. The Green mountains, almost immediately
beneath us on the East, stretched Northward, and Southward.
through an astonishing extent. Beyond them on the North-East.
ascended the high conical point of Monadnock, at the distance of
fifty miles. In the South-East, at the same distance, rose the
peak of Mount Tom. Taghkannuc lifted its head in the South.
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A little Northward of the other

forty
point of Saddle Mountain, the summits of the Kaatskill mountains
magnificently overtopped every other part of the globe within
our horizon.
You will easily suppose, that we felt a total supe
riority to all the humble beings, who were creeping on the foot
The village of Williamstown shrunk to the
stool beneath us.
size of a farm ; and its houses, church, and colleges, appeared
like the habitations of martins and

wrens.

delightful spot we spent about two hours, and about
Near the base we met
two more in accomplishing Our descent.
our
companions, who had just arrived from Bennington, and were
preparing to ascend the mountain. Upon being informed that it
would be impossible for them to compass their object at this late
hour, they postponed it till the next day.
Both this mountain, and that immediately North of it, called
Williamstown mountain, exhibit an interesting specimen of the
progress of vegetation in'the spring. At the bottom, and through
out a certain extent of the acclivity, comprising sometimes a
On this

third, and sometimes

a

fourth, of

the whole ascent, the forest

trees shoot out their leaves about the

valley

same

time with those in the

Above this extent, all the trees retain their
aspect. Within a week, another division of the

beneath.

bare, wintry
mountain, immediately above this, becomes green also ; while the
superiour parts still retain their barren, leafless appearance.
Through these parts the vegetation ascends in the same succes
sive manner, until the whole surface is covered with verdure.
Ordinarily, three weeks, and sometimes four, are required to

complete

this curious progress.

From Saddle
the

township

of

Mountain, we proceeded to a curiosity, within
Adams, called the Natural Bridge, and situated

between two and three miles North-Eastward from Hoosac

river,
marginal base of the Green Mountains. Here, a stream
sufficiently large, eight months in the year, to turn an overshot
mill, has throughout the distance of one .hundred rods worn a
channel, in different places from ten to fifty feet deep, in- an ex
on

the

tensive stratum of white lime-stone.
Vol. III.

32

At the surface this channel
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varies in breadth from two to ten feet ; and, at the bottom,
from six to twenty ; being often much wider below than above.

by the united power of the stream,
out in an endless variety of both
scooped
atmosphere,
regular and irregular forms. In the horizontal, and sometimes
the perpendicular, direction, they are arched; are rarely cyl
indrical ; and frequently on each side resemble a half pear.
The prospect in this chasm from the brink, its great depth, the
ragged wildness of the precipices on both sides, the dusky
gloom with which it is every where shrouded, and the hollow
murmur of the stream at the bottom, all enhanced by the novel
ty of the scene ; produce in the spectator an irresistible shudder
ing, like that, which is felt in looking down the steep brow of a
lofty mountain.
The natural bridge which lies over this stream, is formed of a
huge mass of lime-stone ; and is perhaps thirty feet in length, and
fifteen in breadth. It seems to have been formed, or rather de
This remarkable chasm is,

and the

tected, in this manner. When the stream had washed away the
earth down to the under surface of the rock, it found the cavity
filled with other earth, stones, and small rocks, which in the pro
gress of time it forced away, and thus merely left the cavity in its

original

form.

time, in the
has

scooped

About

nearly

undoubtedly changed since that
by the same means, with which it

out the channel above and below.

same

dimensions ; disclosed and fashioned in the

The stream

As the second
ter

manner, and

twenty feet directly beneath this bridge, is another of

the

manner.

This form it has

same

bridge

same

from twenty to thirty feet below this.
first discovered by one of our
party af

runs

was

sunset, the chasm had become

too dark to be

examined with

It was, therefore, impossible for me to obtain
rate view of it ; or of the subjacent objects.
success.

I am,

an accu

Sir, yours, &c.
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Journey

on

Forest Trees-Differ

in the

quantity of Snow falling in places near to each other Curious origin
Thunder Storm, and of a Tornado Account of Moving Rocks White Frosts

ence

of a

to Pittsfield Bursting of a Cloud Observations

Return.

Dear

Sir,

Wednesday, Oct. 16th, Mr. D. and myself left our friends at
Williamstown, and, rode to Pittsfield. For several miles our
journey lay in a different road from that, which I had taken the
preceding year. In this part of our route we were presented
with two interesting objects.
One of them was a semi-amphithe
atre, formed to the eye, by this vast pile of mountains ; only less
magnificent than that, which I formerly described.*
The other object was a spot on Saddle Mountain, where, to
use the language of the
neighbouring inhabitants, a cloud burst
upon its Western side, very near the Southern summit.
This certainly was a very extraordinary phenomenon. The
following account of it, an imperfect one however, is the best
which I have been able
latter

part

mountain.

of the
A

night,

family,

to
a

obtain.

In the Autumn of 1784, in the

deluge

of water descended from this

which lived in

a

house at

from the foot of the mountain, not far from

a

some

brook,

were

awaked out of their

distance
sudden

sleep by the united roaring of the wind
and the torrent. In their fright they hastily dressed themselves,
and escaped from the house, the ground floor of which was by this
time six inches under water ; and fled to that of a neighbouring
inhabitant. When they returned in the morning, they found their
own
dwelling so completely swept away, that no part of it was
left. The brook, through the channel of which this flood dis
charged itself, had never before, not even in the highest freshets,
approached the house by a considerable distance.
in his excursion to this mountain, on the day when
Mr. C
we left Williamstown, followed the path of this torrent from its
ly

,

*See

description

of the Notch of the White Mountains.
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commencement through the principal part of the tract which it
ravaged. He informed me, that the channel worn by these wa
ters, began instaneously, a little below the summit ; and was
there, and in various other places, as he judged, twenty feet deep;

and, where widest,

at least

twenty feet

in breadth.

A tract of

about ten acres, was entirely desolated of its trees ; which the
flood and the storm had thrown down ; and which were lying on
the lowest part of the tract in heaps of confusion.
The face of
ground was now either bare, or covered with small shrubs,

this

apparently sprung up since the period of this devastation. Eve
ry appearance, which met his eye, corresponded with the opin
ion, and language, of the people in the vicinity.
In the month of Oct. 1812, I received the

of the

same

extraordinary

of Windsor in Vermont.
after

we

ascended Saddle

following

account

event from the Rev. Bancroft

Fowler,
gentleman explored the spot, soon
Mountain. I shall give it, chiefly, in

This

Mr. Fowler's words.

The descent of water, which was a theme of our
conversation*
on the Western side of the
highest summit of Saddle

commenced

Mountain, at a point, about two thirds, or three fourths of its per
pendicular height from the bottom. For two or three rods above
the spot, where the ground first
began to be broken, the trees, and
shrubs appear to have been
swept away by the violence of this
deluge. The broken ground is at first not more than six feet
wide ; but rapidly becomes wider, as we descend ; so that within
one hundred and fifty feet it is about three rods in
breadth, and
in the widest place five or six. Towards the lower limit its
breadth gradually diminishes, until it terminates in a
gutter,
which in some places is five or six feet
deep. This continues
several rods ; and then branches into other
channels, which though
smaller, and covered with leaves and moss, are discernable quite
down to the brook at the foot of the Mountain. The whole
length of the broken ground is about one hundred and thirty rods.
In some parts of this space the surface
appears to have been
washed away, to the depth of from one and a half to two
feet ;
but generally not more than from twelve to fifteen inches.
The
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which is thus

mountain,
washed, stony,
places rocky ; but far from being a smooth, continued rock ; a6
has been some times reported.
But, although the broken ground is not more than five or six
rods in breadth, yet the trees and shrubs are
entirely swept away
to the distance of four or five rods further, on each side.
To
wards the bottom of this ground, there are standing a considera
ble number of stumps, and trees, from eight to fifteen inches in
diameter, and from ten to twenty feet in height; the tops of
which were broken off at the time of this deluge.
Against these
are
lodged other trees, of various sizes, either broken off, or torn
up by the roots, and carried down by the violence of the torrent.
According to the best information, which could be obtained
from the neighbouring inhabitants, this deluge, which they call
the bursting of a cloud, took place in Oct. 1784.
The first
knowledge which they had of it, was that a Mr. Wright, (if I re
member the name,) who lived in a small house on the bank of
the stream, which flows from the foot of the mountain, was sud
denly awaked, about the dawn of day, by the noise of the torrent ;
and perceived, that his house was surrounded by water, which
immediately rose so high, as to run in at the doors and windows.
The family left the house as soon as possible; but not without
much difficulty. The house itself was speedily overset by the cur
rent ; and almost every article of the furniture, which it contained,
The stream overflowed its banks, which are from
washed away.
four to six feet above its surface, about two miles. At this dis
tance they are about ten and twelve feet in height ; and the
stream, three

or

risen to their
most

and in

some

:
yet even here it is said to have
distance, also, a mill pond was al
the earth, which was washed from the

four rods wide

edge.

entirely

is

At this

filled with

mountain.
The

point,

where the

deluge began

its ravages, Mr. Fowler

supposes to have been about 2000 feet above the level of Wil
liamstown.

This number,

however, and

the others contained

in this account, are not to be esteemed exact ; but
he judged to be nearest the truth.

only such,

as
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Few events in the natural world

that,

which I have described.

tioned in

a

subsequent part of these

oh the Grand Monadnoc.
a

mountain which rises at

I
a

extraordinary than
phenomenon is men
letters, as having taken place
are more

A similar

saw also the relics of another upon
small distance South of Manchester.

Timothy Edwards, who first mentioned to me the rav
just now recited, told me also, that Dr. Ritan account of a similar deluge which had ta
ken place in the interiour of Pennsylvania ; and which at the re
quest of the American Philosophical Society he had personally
examined.
Mr. Edwards, afterwards, in a journey to the North
The Hon.

ages, which I have
tenhouse gave him

parts of Vermont found evident traces of seven other instan
them, if I mistake not, upon different
parts of the Green Mountain Range ; the seventh, that in the
ern

ces, of the like kind ; six of

neighbourhood

of Manchester.

which have been known in

Unfortunately, none of those,
New-England, have so far as I am in

in their progress.

Their effects, are therefore,
knowledge concerning them, and these go
but a little way towards enabling us to conjecture the cause. As
they have happened wholly, or chiefly, in the night, and in solitary
regions ; we are unfortunately destitute of the advantages for ex
plaining this phenomenon, which might have been derived from
general, and intelligent inspection.
So far as I have been able to learn, the inhabitants
living in the
vicinity of these deluges in New-England have adopted the same
language with that of the people in Williamstown. To say that
a cloud broke, or burst, is sufficiently
unphilosophical ; but is suf
ficiently expressive of the principal fact ; viz. that a deluge of
rain descended here in a moment.
By what means such a mass
of water was accumulated, and suspended, over this
place, I am
unable to divine. Chemistry has not yet shewn, that
oxygen and
hydrogen can be sufficiently accumulated, and by combustion be
converted into water in such quantities, as, to form such a deluge
in a moment.
Nor has any scheme of evaporation
taught us how
such a mass of water can be collected over a small
point, and re
tained by the atmosphere, so as to burst upon the earth in a del-

formed,
the

only

been

seen

sources

of

our
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Even the torrid

instantaneous,

and

has not, I

believe,
violent, devastations by

zone

rain.
The

specimen of this nature, which took place at Manchester,
thirty-four miles from Saddle Mountain, and nearly on
same meridian.
The point, where the desolation commen

is about

the

a
There is no
very small distance from the apex.
The
space above, where the waters could possibly accumulate.
side of the mountain is almost perpendicular.
Yet the waters at

ces, is within

place, where the ravage begins, must have existed in great
quantities ; for the earth was instantaneously worn to a consider
able depth, and over a considerable surface ; although less than
the

that

on

The waters must,

Saddle Mountain.

therefore,

have de

scended upon this spot in torrents, however inexplicable may be
the process of their accumulation or suspension.
The Northernmost of the
is

instances,

observed

by

Mr. Edwards

In the year 1806, I was inform
second on Saddle Mountain, upon the

the mountain of Mansfield.

on

ed that there had been

a

Eastern side of the Southern summit.

With its

history

I

am un

acquainted.
history, and antiquities, of the County of Leicester,
quoted by the British Critic, Vol. 16, p. 349, there
is an account of a very uncommon flood, which on May 12th,
1606, came rushing down the forest hills near Bea-umanoir, and
deluged the farm yards, and all the meadows, in an extraordina
ry manner. This, the reviewer observes, was probably produced
by the discharge of a cloud, or what is called a water spout ; of
In Nichols's

in

England,

he says,

which,
at

Broomsgrove

from the
to

a

a

such

a

similar instance occurred within these few years

in Worcestershire ; when

a

deluge

hills, which overflowed the town, and

the

came
pouring
adjacent vale,

height truly astonishing.

A water

of

as

piece
a

spout,

if I mistake not, is

of water in this

manner.

gyrations a vacuum in its centre.
by the pressure of the atmos
great quantity of vapours detached by

surface, produces by

Up this
phere.

vacuum

its

the water ascends

From this mass,

a

always formed on the surface
A whirlwind, passing Over
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the violence of the current, and carried up to the highest region
Here it is sustained by the
of air, occupied by the whirlwind.
same

violence in unusual

quantities

;

be sustained in this manner, descends

subjacent
any

one

surface.

and, whenever it

again

in

a

to

ceases

deluge upon

the

But there is not, within a great distance from
scenes of pluvial devastation in New-Eng

of these the

land, any water in sufficient quantity to admit of the existence of
a water
spout. This, therefore, cannot, I think, at all contribute
to

explain

the

Of all the

phenomenon.

in which a deluge of this nature has taken
place within the present knowledge of mankind, it is observable
that they have existed in the interiour ; not one of them having
been observed near the coast ; and that they have all been dis
charged on elevated ground. In New-England they have de
scended upon mountains ; most of them lofty.
We dined at Lanesborough, and lodged in Pittsfield.
Here I
was furnished with one of the numerous
proofs, which have oc
curred during the progress of my life, that the North- West winds
of this country often descend, at once, from the
superiour regions
of the atmosphere.
The wind, which through the day had blown
from the South-West, and was
warm, shifted instantly to the
North-West about nine o'clock in the
evening, and in a moment
became severely cold. A violent rain fell,
accompanied by light
ning and thunder. Snow fell on Saddle Mountain, on the Green
Mountains, and on Taghkannuc ; and the next morning we saw
icicles, about ten inches in length, suspended from the eaves of
the houses in Lenox.
It was impossible, that this intense' frost
should have resulted from the mere
floating of the atmosphere on

instances,

the surface of the earth.

The whole season, hitherto had been

; and the

rection of the

temperature for several hundred miles in the di
wind, was the same as at Pittsfield. The cold was

instantaneous

; and

warm

the descent of the snow, and the

the

freezing

of

icicles, was completed within three quarters of an hour. Dur
ing this period the wind could not have moved on the surface far
ther than from Albany, or at the utmost from
Schenectady.*
*

See this fact

more

largely

considered Vol. I. p. 59.
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In the progress of this journey I was
forcibly struck with the
wisdom of Divine Providence, displayed in the growth and decay
of forests.

The leaves of the vast

collection

of trees, denoted

by

this name, constitute an immense mass of vegetable matter.
Were they to be heaped together, as vegetable substances often

they would, I presume, go through the
fermentation, and putrefaction. In this case
they must become, throughout the surrounding country, not only
offensive, and intolerable, but productive of the various fatal dis
It would
eases, which owe their origin to decaying vegetables.
be impossible, therefore, for man to fix his habitation in their
neighbourhood, either with comfort or safety. Nay, a country,
universally forested, as North America was antecedently to the
colonization of it by Europeans, would be absolutely uninhabita
ble to the end of time. For every planter, who made the attempt,
would have perished, while he was endeavouring to clear suffi
cient ground to furnish himself, and his family, with sustenance.
The leaves of forest trees, it is well known, are universally de
ciduous ; those of evergreens, falling as usually, and regularly, as
others.
In this climate the leaves of all trees, except evergreens,
are almost
invariably bitten by frost before they fall. In conse
quence of this fact, the juices of the leaf are exhaled through the
small ruptures, occasioned by freezing.
The frame of the leaf,
if 1 may give it this appellation, is in this manner stiffened, while
it hangs on the tree; and does not descend till it has become per
ceptibly ligneous, and as incapable of fermentation, as the wood it
self. When it reaches the ground, it lies, of course, lightly and loose
ly on the surface, as do all the others which follow it ; constituting,
together, a mass, so little compacted, as to permit a free circula
tion of the air throughout every part of the accumulation. Hence
the mass, whenever it is wet with rain, becomes soon dried ; and
the decay is suffered to go on, only with such a moderate degree
are

by

usual

the hand of man,

process of

as to
preserve the whole perfectly sweet and fragrant.
this curious process forested grounds are kept always healthy ;
and are not less friendly to the human constitution than those,

of

rapidity,

By

which

are

under the most

Vol. III.

perfect
33

culture.

Of course, the

plant*
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er

sits down in them with

to dread ;

an

advanced far towards

The

an

entire

endemial disease is

complete

certainty

that he has

nothing

unknown, until settlements have

cultivation.

of leaves, formed, and preserved, in this manner, is
with the trees which bore them, converted by a slow

mass

together

This mould appears to
process of decay into vegitable mould.
be the best of all manures ; being suited to more kinds, and pro

ducing higher degrees, of vegetation than any other. Thus in
grounds provision is made for a continually increasing
fertility. Every subsequent growth of trees becomes of course
larger, and finer, than the preceding, until the forest arrives to
its utmost height, and perfection.
In the mean time, this mass of leaves, covering the surface en
tirely, prevents the springing of grass within the limits of the for
est ; and throughout a small breadth of the circumjacent ground.
The seeds of forest trees will not germinate among grass.
By
preventing, or destroying, this kind of vegetation, therefore, an
opportunity is furnished for these seeds to shoot, and thus to per
petuate, and gradually to enlarge, the growth of the forest. But
forested

to this end it is further necessary, that the seed should lie

surface

on

the

very few of them being capable of springing, when sunk
below it even at a very little distance.
Equally do they need to
be

;

continually enveloped in moisture. The leaves, lying so loose,
permit the seeds to descend to the earth, through their intersti
ces ; and the lowest stratum, is
regularly, and sufficiently moist
Thus they furnish all the means of enabling
for this purpose.
the seeds to germinate, and the stems to acquire ultimately their
highest perfection.
Even this is not all. The vegetable mould supplies the first
settlers with a vast quantity of manure, spread to their hands over
every inch of their grounds ; enriching them more, and enduring
longer, than any other manure, hitherto known. During the in
fancy of settlements, and amid the poverty which often gives them
birth, the planters are assured of rich crops ; and are thus en
couraged, and enabled, to pursue the difficult employment of con
verting a forest into a cultivated country.
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The next

morning

the afternoon to the house of John

Eastern

corner

of

The difference
ferent

Salisbury.
in the quantity

parts of this country,
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to dinner ; and in

rode to

we

Stockbridge
Whittlesey, Esq. in

the North-

of snow, which falls in the dif

has often been

a
subject of much cu
riosity, and some investigation. That, which fell in the evening
preceding this day's journey, covered the summits of Saddle Moun
tain with a clear dazzling white ; Taghkannuc with a less brill
iant aspect ; and the Green Mountains with a grisly appearance.
Proximity either to the level, or to the shore, of the ocean, or el

evation above the one, and distance from the other, have been
commonly, and justly, considered as the general causes of mild
or
severity of climate. Accordingly these mountains were
enveloped in snow, proportioned to their elevation. But there
are many local cases, which cannot be explained by any reference

ness,

to these considerations.

There is ordinarily much less
Northampton. Yet Stockbridge,

snow

at

Stockbridge

than at

appears by a comparison of
the descent of the Hooestennuc with that of the Connecticut, is

several hundred feet

usually

commences

ton than at

the

same

higher

from

a

Stockbridge.

latitude,

than

as

Northampton; and the spring
days earlier at Northamp

week to ten

These towns

and at the

same

are

in Massachusetts in

distance from the Sound.

There is

annually much less snow at Bennington than at StockBennington is forty-five miles farther North ; just
so much farther from the ocean ; and
nearly on the same level.
Usually there is not more snow at Middlebury in Vermont, than
Yet Middlebury is on a higher level than
at Northampton.
Northampton; one hundred and thirty miles farther from the
Sound ; and seventy from Massachusetts Bay.
There is much more snow at Albany than at Stockbridge, Ben
nington, or Middlebury ; and ordinarily not more at Bennington

bridge.

Yet

than at New-Haven.
There is much

lie

more snow

along the great
beyond Manlius.

towns,

along

the Mohawk river than in the

Western road to Buffaloe

Creek,

which
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At Goshen in
ven, there is

Connecticut, forty-two

commonly

much

more

miles North of New-Ha

snow

which have been mentioned.

than at either of the

height of Goshen
imperfectly explains this fact : for at Litchfield, six
South of Goshen, t;he quantity of snow is much less, although

places,

above the
miles

The

sea

the elevation is

That other

nearly

the

same.

must be

assigned for this difference is pro
by the fact, that much less snow falls in some places than in
others, which lie at small distances. In the year 1791, I rode
from Northampton to Norwich ; the first township on the Green
causes

ved

Mountains in
miles.

Western direction ;

a

and distant about twelve

Four

days before, a snow four inches deep had fallen at
Northampton ; and had wholly disappeared. As I passed through
Westhampton, the intervening township, lying immediately at the
foot of these mountains, I saw in many places a thin layer of
the North side of the fences.

snow

on

about

one

When I had ascended

hundred feet from the base of the

mountains, 1 found

a

hard

sleigh path. Curiosity prompted me to alight, and measure
the depth of the snow.
It was twelve inches deep, compact and
firm ; and although open to the sun, and therefore partially was
ted, was at least four times as much in quantity, as had fallen at
Northampton.
The following November I went to
Bennington. At Windsor,
the last township on the Green mountains, which lies
upon this
road, the snow, mentioned in the preceding paragraph, fell, as we
had repeated opportunities of observing, in the forested ground
two feet deep.
From Cheshire, a township at the foot of these
mountains, to the house of Mr. Jones, the gentleman, whom I
have mentioned

pied

us

above, the distance

the whole afternoon.

was

twelve

Our road

miles,

and

lay immediately

occu

under

Saddle Mountain.
East of it, from a mile to a mile and a half in
breadth, spread the valley of the Hoosac ; and immediately be
yond it ascended the Green Mountains. We saw the snow falling
on

Saddle Mountain in the

continued to fall
passage

along

morning before we left Windsor. It
day ; and during the whole of our
of that mountain, it fell without
any inter-

through

the base

the
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mission at the distance of five
the

acclivity

above

was

Yet not

us.

valley :
through

while

More

snow

the

Stratford,
the

County

on

a

more

than from

flake fell in the

road,

the Green Mountains it

nor

where

path,
thirty to fifty
our

in any

at

snowed,

feet

part of the

intervals,

day.
almost

always

falls

on

the

Milford,

than

on

the

bank of Hooestennuc.

There is
on

not elevated
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six rods from

or

commonly

more snow

in the

County

of

West-Chester,

road from New-Haven to New- York, than in the

great

of Fairfield.

In both these

cases

the elevation is the

same.

Mountains, it is known, strongly attract clouds. This is un
doubtedly one cause of the superiour quantity of snow on eleva
ted grounds ; but will not apply to the places last mentioned, nor
to most of the others.
Possibly there may be peculiar currents
in the atmosphere, which, if they were sufficiently observed,
might contribute to explain these difficulties.
Moist and cold soils have certainly more snow lying upon them
in the ordinary course of seasons, than those, which are warm
and dry; although in the same neighbourhood, and at the same
elevation.

Stockbridge and Bennington lie in narrow vallies, partially sur
by mountains of considerable height. It is believed, that
places situated in this manner, rarely, if ever, experience great
falls of snow, except from severe and long continued Easterly
rounded

storms.

The

fact,-

that

than others in the
same

some
same

places

almost

latitude,

on

the

regularly

have

more snow

elevation, and at the
indicate, that the clouds

same

distance from the sea, appears to
over them
by some permanent

cause.
Perhaps
inequalities of the earth's surface may furnish this cause.
The wind, passing immediately over the surface, must always,
when blowing from the same point, move in similar currents, and
are

condensed

the

form similar convolutions.
wind in the
current

in

a

These will affect the

course

of the

region, immediately above the earth ; and that, the
region still higher; and so on through an indefinite
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series of elevations.

That this

cause

extends its

efficacy high

to reach the clouds is evident from the progress of thun

enough

These, often

der-storms.

where there

are no

considerable emi

produce the effect, have in a good degree regular move
Such storms, usually coming from
ments in particular places.
the Westward, when they reach the Hooestennuc, follow the
nences

to

course

of that river Southward to the

ships

of Milford and Stratford.

Sound,

Yet the

very little elevated.
Immediately before the house of Mr.

between the town

country

on

Whittlesey,

both sides is

towards the

lake of pure water, about three miles in length.
.The manner, in which the ice in this lake breaks up, near the
close of the winter, is, I believe, singular. In a warm day, though

South, spreads

often not

a

sufficiently

warm

to

injure

the

sleighing,

the ice with

a

noise like thunder rises upon the shore in a ridge, frequently
three feet or more in height, as if forced into this position for

position it keeps until it is dissolved by the
ridge of ice is raised a ridge of sand, of
exactly the same height, and figure, with the inferiour surface of
This fact takes place yearly.
the ice.
This gentleman in the course of other interesting conversation
A number of years since he was
gave us the following account.
standing by the side of a lake, about six miles long, in Washing
ton ; a township situated on the Green Mountains, in the County
want of

vernal

This

room.

Beneath the

sun.

of Litchfield ; when he observed a small cloud of mist ascend
from the surface of the water, and settle upon the summit of a
neighbouring eminence. This was soon followed by a second ; a
third ; and, in the end, by a numerous series of such exhalations.
Every one of them proceeded directly to the hill, where they
soon

of vapour,

formed

a

body

In

a

little time the

in

a

South-Eastern

summit.

mosphere

lightning burst from it, followed by a peal of
In its progress it enlarged rapidly to the size of a wide
thunder-cloud ; and thundered and lightened, till it had

to move,

a

flash of

thunder.

spread

sufficiently large to embosom the
began to move through the at
direction. Not long after it
began

mass

left the horizon.
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On my first journey to
Vergennes, Mr. Chipman, a Senator of
the United States from Vermont, informed me, that he was an

eye-witness,

long before, of a phenomenon at Burlington, not
Champlain a copious exhalation ascend
ed in the form of long curved lines, or threads ; and
rapidly di
rected their course to a small cloud, which hung over Onion riv
In this cloud they all
er, at the distance of two or three miles.
centred, and terminated their motions ; appearing in some meas
ure like meridians in the
stereographic projection of a sphere.
After a little while, the cloud began to move up the river with
great velocity ; discharging frequent flashes of lightning, and loud
peals of thunder in its passage. At no great distance, the wind,
which carried it, became a violent tornado, and spread desolation
through the valley of this river.
Friday, morning, October 18th, we rode to the South end of
the lake, accompanied by Mr. Whittlesey, to examine a rock, of
which a singular, not to say an incredible, opinion prevails in the
vicinity. Our road for near half a mile lay on a natural causey,
about thirty feet in breadth ; which separated the lake into two
parts, and was formed of earth, probably washed up by its waves.
The rock, which was the particular object of our curiosity, is
said by inhabitants, long settled here, to have moved a considera
ble distance from the spot, where it anciently stood, towards the
unlike this.

not

From Lake

South- Western shore.

story

as

ing long

You will not suppose

founded either in
believed it to be

truth,

or

prudent,

good

we

sense.

and made it

a

considered this

However,

hav

regular practice,

convenient, to examine the foundation of re
by sober men, I determined to investigate this ;
as I saw that it was firmly believed by several discreet persons.
One particularly, a man of unquestioned reputation, and long
resident near the spot, declared, that about forty years since the
top of this rock, at the ordinary height of the water, was at least
two feet below its surface, and fifteen or twenty rods farther from
The shore has unquestionably
the causey than when we saw it.
remained as it then was ; for the trees, and stumps, standing on
the causey, are older than any man now living ; and the space bewhenever it

ports,

was

credited
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twCen

them,

and the

lake,

is very

narrow

;

scarcely extending

fifteen feet from the trees.
The
This

top of

the rock is

now

at least two feet above the water.

it is declared to have

gained imperceptibly, year by
year, for many years, in consequence of its advancing towards
the shore, and standing continually in water more and more shal
height

The water is

low.

ly:

is

as

When
water

evidently

of the

same

depth

now

as

;

former

the appearance of the shore.
up to the rock, which was standing where the

proved by
we came

scarcely knee-deep, we found a channel behind it, to
deeper water, formed inihe earth, about fifteen rods in
It was serpentine in its form ; and was sunk from two to

was

wards the

length.

three feet below the
In the front of the

common

rock, the

level of the bottom

earth

was

pushed

to rise above the water ;

on

its borders.

up in a heap, so as
at the distance of a

declining, however,
inches, obliquely, and pretty rapidly. Not far from this rock
we saw another, much less, attended
by the same phenomena ;
except that they were diminished in proportion to its size. The
whole appearance of each was just such, as one would expect to
find, if both had actually removed from their original places to
wards the shore, throughout the length of their respective chan
few

nels.

How these channels

earth

were

formed,

or

by

what

cause

the

up in front of these rocks, I must leave to the
divination of others.
The facts I have stated, as I
ex
was

heaped

believe,

actly.
Several years since this account was first written, I
met, with
following paragraph in the collections of the Massachusetts

the

Historical

"

There is a curiosity to be
Society : Vol. 3, p. 240.
Long Pond in Bridgton. On the Easterly side of the
pond, about midway, is a cove, which extends about one hundred
rods farther East than the general course of the shore
; the bot
tom is clay : and the water so shoal, that a man
may wade fifty
rods into the pond.
On the bottom of this cove are stones of va
rious sizes, which, it is evident from visible
circumstances, have an
annual motion towards the shore. The
proof of this is the mark
or
track, left behind them, and the bodies of clay, driven up beseen

in the
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tore them.

Some of these are, perhaps, two or three tons weight
and have left a track several rods behind them ;
having at least
a common

cart-load of

clay

before them.

These stones are,

ny of them covered with water at all seasons of the year.
shore of this cove is lined with these stones, three feet

ma

The

deep

;

which, it

would seem, have crawled out of the water.
This may
afford matter of speculation to the natural philosopher.

Until I

paragraph, I did not imagine that a story, such
Salisbury, would ever be repeated.
We parted with Mr. Whittlesey at Salisbury cataract; and
rode to Litchfield.
The next morning, October 20th, I left Mr.
as

saw

this

I received at

D

,

at

ning.
Twenty

Litchfield

; and

reached New-Haven the

miles from New-Haven I

observed,

same

eve

that the forest

trees had suffered much less from the frost than

those, which

grew farther in the inferiour ; and that such, as were exposed to
the North-West wind, were much less affected than others. Per
mit

on this
subject.
merely frozen dew. You have undoubtedly
observed, that the chrystals, formed by this little mass of water,
are small needles of different sizes, and
lengths, standing at the
usual angles of 60 and 120.
Wherever the parts of these crys
tals cohere, the particles of water are drawn nearer together than
they were in a fluid state. Every where else they are separated
farther asunder. By the contracting process some parts of the plant
are drawn nearer
together than in their natural position. By the
expanding one, if I may call it such, others are forced to sepa
rate.
In this manner the delicate vessels of tender plants are
The juices ex
broken ; and the membranes of their leaves torn.
ude of course ; and the whole growth, above the lowest rupture,
perishes for want of nutriment. The only method, in which this
catastrophe can be prevented ; is to restore warmth to it very graddually, or in the vulgar phraseology to take out frost, by the affu
sion of cold water.
In consequence of this application the seve
ral parts of the plant re-unite; and the wound becomes healed.
me

to make

a

few observations

A white frost is

Vol. III.

34
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suddenly, as by the shining of the
place and the plant is ruined.
It is a common opinion throughout this country, that the way
to preserve tender plants most effectually from the injury, done
by the white frost, is to place them in a warm, Southern expo
If the account I have giv
sure, sheltered from Northerly winds.
en of the
subject is just; it will be easily seen, that this opinion
is erroneous.
The great object ought to be to prevent the dew
from resting upon the plant.
This can be effectually done, only
by exposing it to the free access of the North-West wind: the
If the warmth is communicated

sun, this reunion

never

takes

Wherever
of almost every white frost in this country.
have had such an exposure, within my knowledge, they
have been either wholly, or chiefly, safe from the ravages of this
source

plants

dangerous enemy.
The following facts will sufficiently illustrate these observa
tions. Major White, a respectable inhabitant of South-Hadley,
had an orchard, which stood on the North- Western declivity of a
hill, of so rapid a descent, that every tree was entirely brushed
by the winds from that quarter. The spot lay about four miles
directly South-Eastward frOm the gap between Mount Tom, and
Mount Holyoke.
Through this gap these winds blow, as you
will suppose, with peculiar strength.
Accordingly they swept
the dew from this orchard so effectually, that its blossoms
regu
larly escaped the injuries of such late frosts in the spring, as de
stroy those of the surrounding country. So remarkable was this
exemption, that the inhabitants of Snuth-Hadley proverbially
styled such a frost Major White's harvest ; because his orchard
yielded a great quantity of cider, which in such years command
ed a very high price.
It has been commonly believed, that low grounds are
pecul
iarly liable to frosts. This is universally true where such grounds
are
are

sheltered from the North-West winds ; but not where
they
to them.
A Mr. Lyman of Hoccanum, a hamlet on

exposed

the Southern border of

Hadley,

whose house stood at

a

small dis

tance, North-West, from the above mentioned gap, informed me,
that in nine years,

during

which he had lived

on

this

spot, the
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white frosts had

never done
any injury to the vegetables in his
garden. This ground was part of an interval, elevated scarcely
twenty feet above Connecticut river.
A Mr. Bradley of Greenfield, (Conn.) in the year 1793 plant
ed, very early, some cucumbers in the North-Western corner of
his garden ; where the ground was completely sheltered by a

close fence

on

the Northern and Western sides.

At the

same

time he

planted others in the middle of his garden. The great
frost, on the morning of May 18th, destroyed all the former;
while the latter entirely escaped.
This frost was more severethan any other, at so late a season, within my knowledge. In
many places it killed the leaves of the forest trees ; and in some,
the rye, then in blossom, and the spear grass.
My own garden on Greenfield hill declined

East ; yet its

such, that

easily

towards the

the Western fence

being an
by the winds from the North-AVest even
more effectually than most grounds, which decline towards that
point. Accordingly I never lost a single plant by a white frost,
during the nine years of my residence on that spot.
But a fact, more remarkable than any of these, is the follow
ing. In the garden of the Rev. Dr. Ripley, of Greens farms, a
row of bush beans, a plant particularly tender, had, at the time
of the great frost specified above, grown on the Western side of
one of the alleys, running from North to South, to the height of
perhaps eight inches. Immediately West of this row of beans,
stood six or eight double rows of peas, at right angles with the
beans, each at. this time being about two feet in breadth, and a
yard in height. Such of the beans, as stood at the ends of the
rows of peas, and were sheltered by them from the Westerly
wind, were killed: while all those, which stood in the interstices;
(openings about six feet in breadth ;) were uninjured. Of these
facts I was an eyewitness.
As nearly every such frost is produced by the North-West
wind, it is evident, that plants, from which the dew is swept
while those, which by being
away by this wind will escape :
sheltered from its current retain the dewj will be destroyed.
open one, it

position

was

was

brushed
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The facts already mentioned, it is believed, prove this point be
yond all reasonable debate. Instead, therefore, of placing ten
der plants, or fruit trees, in a Southern exposure, or in any situa
tion sheltered from the North-West winds, they ought to be laid
open to its influence as much as possible. Orchards of all kinds,
particularly, ought to be planted on "North- Western, or where
they cannot be obtained, on Western, or Northern declivities ; so
that, as much as possible, every tree may have the benefit of this
On a plain the trees in the middle of an orchard will
exposure.
be effectually sheltered by those on the border ; and will there
fore always be in danger.
I am, Sir, yours, &c.
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LETTER I.
State of New-York
the

support

of

Its extent and

Learning

population
Religion The

and

Account of what has been done for

different sects into which it is di

vided.

The State of New-York contains about -forty -five thousand
Almost
square miles ; about five thousand less than England.
all of it is capable of cultivation.
Probably the part, which will

ultimately left in
supply the demands

be

the soil is

a

forested state, will be less than

enough

of the inhabitants for timber and fuel.

rich, the climate favourable,

ciently intelligent and
advantages ; the State
great in proportion, as

to

As

and the inhabitants suffi

industrious to avail themselves of their

capable of sustaining a population as
England ; or from seven to nine
If any thing should prevent this accumu
millions of inhabitants.
lation of people, it will probably be the want of fuel.
No country can be more advantageously situated for com
No commercial city can boast of a more advantageous
merce.
position than that of New- York. The Hudson, in proportion to
its

size,

is inferiour to

is

that of

no

river in the

world, in commercial fac

East, North, and West, yield a
navigation, no where equalled by waters of the same kind. Even
the Susquehannah, obstructed as it now is, will one day furnish,
with its branches, an extensive communication with the Atlantic.
When the artificial aids to navigation are provided, which may
be rationally expected from the future wealth, and enterprise, of
the inhabitants, they will be able to transport the products of
their labour, in vessels of different sorts, almost from their own
ulties.

doors.

The

great

lakes

on

the
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Of this

the

commerce

tions of the

country

mineral, vegetable, and animal, produc

will furnish

ample

materials.

Of the manufactures of this State I have

already

taken suffi

cient notice.
From the character of the

inhabitants,

the nature of the

soil,

and climate ; the proximity to navigable waters, always stimula
ting industry ; and the abundance of gypsum, found in many parts
of the

ty

country

; the

advance at least

agriculture
equally with

of this State will in all

From these considerations it is

evident,

conveniences of life will be found here in
in which

probabili

that of any other in the Union.
that the necessaries and
a

degree,

not inferiour

obtained in any other country.
The militia of this State are like those already described ; infe
riour in their discipline to those of Connecticut, and still more to
to

that,

they

are

those of Massachusetts ;

and, as a body, somewhat less hardy and
energetic than those of Vermont, New-Hampshire, and Maine.
Substantially they are the same men ; and are regulated in much
the

same manner.

The

rapidity,

Their number is not far from 120,000.
population of New- York has in

with which the

creased, is without a parallel. In the year 1 790 they amounted
340,120; in 1800 to 484,620 ; and in 1810 to 959,220.*
A great part of the
population, thus rapidly accumulated, has

to

been derived from

New-England. From three-fifths to two-thirds
originated from that country. The pro
portion is continually increasing. New- York is, therefore, to be
ultimately regarded as a Colony from New-England. It is not to
of the inhabitants have

be

expected however,

that this stream of colonization will contin

to flow hither with the

same
rapidity for any number of years
The lands in this State have in many
parts already
risen to such a price, as must discourage new settlers ;
such, I
mean, as usually venture first into the wilderness ; and the
ue

to

come.

region

North of the Ohio presents a vast tract, equally
climate still milder, to invite immigration.
rent of

population

from the

By the

census

of 1820 the

and in

a

Accordingly the cur
New-England States, during the year

1815, has principally flowed into its borders.
*

fertile,

population

of this State

was

Still,

the number

1,379,989.Pub.
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of inhabitants in New-York will increase for a
long time to come,
from immigration, as well as from the natural multiplication of its

inhabitants.

It is to be

observed,

that

great numbers

are

continu

ally crowding into this State for commercial, as well as for agri
cultural, purposes.
Antecedently to the Revolution, little was done by the inhabit
ants of the province of New-York for the encouragement of lite
rature.
The original Dutch colonists came to this country with
designs, and dispositions, exclusively commercial. They were
under the control of the Dutch West-India Company ; consisting
of a body of merchants, whose measures were entirely governed
by considerations of pecuniary profit and loss. As the charter of
this company was limited to a short number of years ; the present
profit and loss were alone regarded. In such a situation it was

expected, that any attention should be paid to learning ;
the literature of the Dutch nation had at this very pe
riod risen to high distinction.
The colonists themselves were
not to be

although

adventurers, who had crossed the ocean in pursuit of gain ;
in a great measure discouraged from forming any per

mere

and

were

improvement by a consciousness of their expo
English ; hostilities, against which
they were unable to make any effectual defence. They were, al
so, always threatened, and often harassed, by the Indians.
But notwithstanding these discouragements, the Legislature of
the Colony passed a law in 1683* for the purpose of supplying the
In this law it was provided, that in
inhabitants with ministers.
the City, and County of New- York, in Richmond and King's
Counties, and in two precincts of the County of Westchester res
pectively, a protestant minister, qualified to officiate, and to have
manent

the
was

plans

of

to the hostilities of the

sure

care

also

of

souls,

should be
in the

provided

called, inducted,

same

and established.

It

act, that the freeholders of these

should every year be summoned to choose ten vestrymen,
and two church-wardens ; who, together with the Justices of

places
each

City, County,

and

Precinct, should

tax for the maintenance of the

respective

ministry,

be authorized to

districts.
*

See Bradford's

Collection,

assess a

and of the poor, in their

folio 19.
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This
Lord

or

Cornbury,

then Governour of the

of the session of the

ing
his

to have been the only law, relative to any subject,
ecclesiastical, passed by the Legislature to this period.

seems

literary

speech

Legislature,

province,

at the

open

in 1702, recommended in

the establishment of schools.

But the

bigotry

of this

apparent in all his measures, and was so inter
mingled with most of them, that the Legislature, as well as the in
habitants, became too jealous of his designs to second them, even
when they were not in themselves liable to objections.
Those,
who had framed the act mentioned above, insisted, that it was in
nobleman

was so

tended to embrace Protestant Ministers of every denomination.
His Lordship, on the contrary, claimed, that neither minister
could preach, nor schoolmaster instruct, without a licence from
himself; a favour, which, it was well known, would never be
granted to any but Episcopalians. His Lordship, and a majority
of the Council, belonged to this class of christians.
A great ma
jority of the Representatives, and of the inhabitants throughout
the province, were either Dutch or English Presbyterians.
Be
tween parties, formed of these materials, at that time in a state of
absolute discordance, harmony could scarcely be expected ; es
pecially in such measures, as respected these objects.
The jealousies, excited by the violent administration of this
purblind bigot, continued for a long period. In 1752, and 1753,
some
attempts were made to create a fund for the establishment
of a Seminary of learning. Immediately it was
suspected, and
reported, that the Seminary was intended to promote the inter
ests of

tion,

Such

Episcopacy.

as

to occasion

in 1753, "that

a

a

was

the

consequent alarm and agita

Resolve* of the House of

Representatives

report, that the deficiency of the fund, destined

to support a College, was intended to be
supplied by tax, was
groundless, false, and malicious."
On the 1st of November, 1754,t the Trustees,
appointed for
managing the fund, reported to the Assembly a statement of their
trust-fund ; and that an offer had been made
by the Rector and
inhabitants of the city of New- York in communion with the
"

*

Journals Vol. 2, Fol, 350.

t Journals Vol.

2,

Fol. 396.
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established,

to

give part

church-farm for the erection of a
College."
"
Mr. William Livingston one of the
Trustees, who
wards Governour of the State of

New-Jersey,

made

of the

was

after

supple
mentary report ; which disclosed that the grant, offered by the
Episcopal Church, was on condition, that the Head, or Master,
of the Seminary or College, be a member
of, and in communion
with, the Church of England, as by law established; and that the
Liturgy of the said Church, or a collection of prayers out of the
said Liturgy, be the constant
morning and evening prayers, used
in the said College forever."
This Report he accompanied with
a
protest, containing a number of objections, which were ordered
to be entered on the journals of the
Assembly.* Soon after
which a bill was brought into that House for incorporating a Col
lege on a very liberal and comprehensive basis. But an incor
poration having been effected by a royal charter, it never became
The Bill has been preserved in the same journals with
a law.
the Reports."
The College-charter contained some pre-eminences of the
Episcopal faith, which received no modification till after the rev
olution. Its practical effect was the resort of many of the youth of
the colony to the Colleges in the neighbouring colonies; whose
principle, and discipline, were more congenial to the religious te
nets of their parents, and guardians."
For the preceding account I am indebted to the Hon. Mr. Lan
sing, late chancellor of this State. Mr. Lansing subjoins, The
munificence, which has so strongly marked the progress of the
State Government to promote the interests of literature, was un
doubtedly one of the salutary effects of the equal rights, secured
by the Revolution ; which has infused a more manly and liberal
spirit ; and men of all religious persuasions have zealously uni
ted in the support of literary establishments, and in cheerfully
opening the temples of science to all without discrimination."
After the Revolution, a corporation was created by the Legis
lature, to consist of twenty-one members ; the Governour and
a

"

"

"

*

Vol. III.

Journals,

Folio 400.

35
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being always of the number; and styled
Regents of the University of New-York." This body has
the power of establishing Colleges, and Academies, in every part
of the State, where they shall judge it expedient; and of superin
tending its literature. The state of these Seminaries they report
annually to the Legislature.
The three Colleges of New- York have been already mention
The number of Academies may perhaps be fifty; several of
ed.
them flourishing, and probably all of them useful, institutions.
Por all these Seminaries the Legislature have provided with a
They have also furnished very large funds
very liberal hand.
Lieutenant Governour

"The

for the establishment of common schools.

No State in the Amer

spirit towards the
promotion of learning.
Of the Religion of this State it is impossible to obtain an accu
rate account ; at least by any means, within my reach.
The
following is the best, which I am able to procure.
In the year 1815, there were forty-five Episcopal Churches in
this State ; beside, as it should seem, several Congregations s
ican union has discovered

small,

as

a more

to be unable to build churches.

The number of Ministers
as

I

am

munificent

officiating in these churches, so far
journal, published by the Con

able to learn it from the

vention,

is

thirty-two.

The return of

Communicants in the

journal

is

imperfect.

The number may be stated at three thousand two hundred and
forty. Of these one thousand five hundred and sixty-eight are in

the

City

of New- York ; and

one

thousand six hundred and

sixty-

five in the

country. The number of communicants in St. George's
Church, not being returned, is not included in either of these
statements.
Had it been added, the number in the city would

probably
turns

have exceeded that in the

country.

Several of the

state, that the number of communicants is about

re

so

many,
Several of the

and one, that it is between seventy and eighty.
Congregations in New- York are very large. Those in the coun
try are chiefly small. It is understood, that many of them have
been materially aided in building their churches, and several of
them in supporting their ministers by the
Corporation of Trinity
Church, in the city of New- York.
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The number of

Baptist congregations in this State, as reported
in Benedict's History of the
Baptists, printed at Boston in 1813 ;
the author of which in his history of the New- York Association,
as
my informant, a respectable Baptist, observes, has grossly mis
represented a number of facts relating to it, and some of its mem
bers ; is two hundred and eighty-six.
The correctness of this ac
count I must be

to doubt ; but have n6

permited

taining

the real state of the facts.

that

the

as

obligation

means

to be

of ascer

observed,

in the country congregations are under, no
support ministers, every little cluster of Baptists is

Congregation. The word "Congregation" may
denoting an assembly, made up of four families
Some of the Baptist Congregations in the city
hundred.
as a

be considered
four

is, however,

Baptists

to

considered

or

It

as

of New- York I suppose to be considerable for their numbers.
Many of those in the country, if 1 am not misinformed, are sup

plied with preaching, when they are supplied at all, by itinerants.
Their ministers, as in New-England, are chiefly uneducated men.
The following is the distribution of the Baptist Congregations.
New- York Association,
do.
Warwich,
Union,
Rensselaerville,

28

Saratoga,
Lake George,
Essex,

23

10

-

16

-

....

.

6
6

St.

Lawrence,
Black River,

^

20

...

4

...

"5

>

5

o
5

...

-

9
be

Otsego,
Franklin,
Madison,

Cayuga,
In

31

-

40

....

10
-

-

Associations,

-

Total,
?Ecclesiastical churches;

0

0+

16

....

Holland purchase,
Chemung Association,

Not included in

34

....

not

buildings.

-

J

12

page 515

21

page 550

286 Churches*
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Presbyterian congregations in the
seventy-five; distributed into
Synods.

The

hundred and
three

The number of Ministers the

same

year

year 1814
nine

were

Presbyteries,

was one

one

and

hundred and

thirty-two.
Many of the Congregations are large; and few of them are small.
The great body of inhabitants throughout the State are of this
denomination.
But, as a large number of the settlements are re
cent, and many of them sparsely formed, a considerable propor
tion of the inhabitants, hitherto, are unable to unite in collections,.
sufficiently numerous and wealthy to build churches and support
ministers.
To lessen this evil, the Missionary Societies, both in
New-England, and in New- York, have for many years sent a nu
merous train of Missionaries into the Western and Northern
parts
of this State, who, beside preaching to the inhabitants, have been
employed in gathering churches, administering the sacraments,
distributing bibles, and other books, and tracts, and performing
various other offices of benevolence.
measures

has been

There is

a

but I

considerable number of

unable to say how
the number of their meetings.

State,

The consequences of these

eminently happy.

am

The number of Methodists I have

Friends, or Quakers, in this
great. Nor can I ascertain
no means

of ascertaining.

Beside these, there are a few Congregations of Scotch-Cove
nanters ; one of Moravians ; a few of Lutherans ; three or four
of Roman Catholics ; one at least of Universalis ; a small num
ber of Shakers ;

Wilkinson ; and

a

synagogue of Jews ; some followers of Jemima
some others, of whose existence I am
ig

possibly

norant.

Beside all

these,

there is also

a

considerable number of Nihil

scattered in different

parts of the State.
The thirty-eighth article of this State, secures to all
mankind,
when found within its limits,
the free exercise and
enjoyment of

ists,

"

religious profession, and worship, without discrimination or prefer
ence ;"
excluding, however, acts of licentiousness, and practices
inconsistent with the peace and safety of the State.
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the

April, 1784,
Legisla
passed by
religious denominations of this State to
appoint Trustees; who shall be a body corporate for the purpose
of taking care of the temporalities of their respective Congrega
an

act was

ture,

"

tions,

and for other purposes therein mentioned."
the Act every church assembled together at the

By

to enable all the

place,
they statedly attend for Divine worship, is empowered by
a
plurality of voices to elect not less than three, nor more than
nine, discreet, and prudent persons, as trustees', to take charge of
the estate, and property, belonging to them respectively, and to
transact all affairs, relating to their temporalities.
In this meet
ing every male person of full age, who has been considered as
belonging to the body assembled, is authorized to vote.
The names of the persons elected, are by the persons constitu
ted the returning officers for this purpose, to be certified ; and
the certificate proved, and acknowledged, before the Chancellor,
one of the
Judges of the Supreme Court, or any one of the Judg
where

es

of the Court of Common Pleas, of the County.
by the Clerk of the County in

is to be recorded

The certificate
a

that purpose ; and is to contain the style, name, or
the trustees are to be known as a body corporate.

The trustees thus constituted may
for the use of the church,

property

the amount of

$3000,

book, kept for
title, by which
and hold,
society, to

receive, purchase,

congregation,

annual income ; and

are

or

invested with all

the powers necessary for the due management of it.
They are
empowered to have a common seal, to regulate pew-rents and

perquisites,
cerns

and

and all other matters

revenues

belonging

of such societies.

to the

temporal

con

Their succession is to be

into three classes,
up in this manner. They are divided
of which goes out annually : and their place is to be supplied,

kept

nually, by

a new

one
an

election.

salary is to be fixed by a vote of the majority of
confirmed, and paid, by the Trustees.
election, no person can be an elector, who has
not been a stated attendant on Divine worship in the society, and
contributed to its support according to its usages.
The Ministers'

the electors, but
After the first
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Every

such

body

of Trustees is

exhibit, upon oath,
April, once in three
and personal proper

to

required

between the first of January, and the first of

years,

an

account, and inventory, of the real

ty, belonging to the Society, for which they act, to the Chancel
lor, one of the Judges of the Supreme Court, or any of the Judg
es of the Court of Common Pleas, in the
County where the Soci
ety is situated ; and in case of failure they thenceforth cease to
be a body corporate.
Some small alterations

of this Act, in
in this State ;

several Dutch churches

Afterwards the
was

were

afterwards made in the

compliance with a request from
by which the Ministers, elders,

empowered

were

inhabitants of the

take,

and

deacons, of the

constituted their Trustees.

Corporation

to

provisions

the Dutch churches

of

Trinity

and use, the

Church in New- York

name

of

"

the Rector and

of New- York in communion with the

City
Protestant Episcopal Church of the State of New-York."
Concerning the provisions of this law it is to be observed, that
for a vast proportion of the Congregations in this State it propo
ses no

kind of benefit whatever

:

viz.

such,

as

have

no common

property. This, it is presumed,

is now, and probably will for a long
period to come, be the fact with respect to nineteen twentieths of
the whole : exclusively of the
in which
assemble for

buildings,

they
buildings are of little
value ; and the law, the only one
concerning the subject, does not
enable the Congregation to provide any means for the
support of
a Minister.
This is left, as the Legislature found it, to
mere,
voluntary contribution. Where a Congregation is very large, and
the burden of consequence very light, the
object may be accom
plished without much difficulty. Where this is not the case,
Ministers may indeed be settled, and for a time
supported. But
as every main knows, that he can
lay down this burden whenever
he pleases, multitudes will for this
very reason lay it down.
When the power is possessed, it will be exercised and
;
preten
ces will never be
wanting to justify the excercise. At the best,
the Minister will hold his living on a tenour
absolutely precari
ous; and this, of itself, will discourage men, qualified for the

public worship.

Without

a

Minister such
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office, from entering into it. The people, therefore may be left
for religious instruction to men,
utterly unqualified ; to men des
titute of the knowledge, without which it is
impossible, that they
should teach ; and who thrust themselves into the pulpit,
merely
because they are too lazy to work. No greater calamity can befal a people than this, if we suppose them in a state of health, and
peace, except being saddled with a corrupt Ministry.
But this is not all.

If the Trustees fail to make the triennial

exhibition, specified, of the property belonging to the Congrega
tion, they cease to be a corporate body ; and the affairs of the
Congregation are set afloat. Should the Trustees, or the indi
vidual member of their board, to whom the business of making
this exhibition is delegated, choose to throw the affairs of the
Congregation into confusion, he has nothing further to do, than
barely to omit this duty till the second of April in the given year.
For such an omission how many plausible justifications may be
pleaded. Some years ago the Congregation of East-Ballstown
was broken
up in this very manner : and the Minister, to whom
they were strongly attached, was dismissed, merely in consequence
of the confusion, occasioned by the measure.
No penalty is provided in the law to punish negligence. The
loss of their corporate powers may, and in many cases will, gratify
the trustees, instead mortifying them.
From these observations you will easily discern how uncertain

the tenour

throughout

is, by which
a large part

Ministers hold their

ble number of them have been

them,

as

turned to

places of settlement
Accordingly, a considera
actually dismissed ; and such of

of this State.

have had it in their power, have in many instances re
New-England. It is to be hoped, that the inhabitants

of New- York

will, ere long, adopt wiser and better measures for
establishing among themselves, and providing for
a
regular continuance of the public worship of

the purpose of
their children,
God.

The Dutch

ception

Congregations

to these remarks.

their birth from the United

to be

as a general ex
people, deriving
Netherlands, where the wisest plan

are

regarded

This sober stedfast
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for

supporting

ever

the

Ministry

of the

Gospel,

known, had been long adopted,

habits

concerning

this

subject

came

which the world has

to America with fixed

; and have hitherto retained them.

pay the salary, which they have once engaged, so long as
the Minister lives ; whether he be able, or unable, to officiate.
In this honourable conduct, it is believed, they stand alone ; and

They

an example, worthy of
being
religious denomination.

exhibit
other

by those of every
I am, Sir, yours, &c.

followed
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Legislature Electors Executive
Appointment and Supreme Court of Errors so constituted as

a manner

Courts Council of
to affect the State in

unfortunate and mischievous.

Dear Sir,
The constitution of the State of New-York consists of
articles ; most of them

differing

American instruments of the

forty-two

little from those found in other

same

nature.

The

bly

:

Legislature is formed of a Senate and House of
the former consisting, originally, of twenty-four, and

ter of at least
more

than

hundred ;

Senate

much the

same as

more

than two

can never

Assembly of more
privileges, of these two

nor

the

The powers, and
in the other States.

hundred.

journ for
Every

seventy members. The

one

days

Assem
the lat

consist of

than three

bodies

Neither House

can

are

ad

without the consent of the other.

male inhabitant of full age, resident in the State six
day of election, if a freeholder possessing a

months before the

twenty pounds within the County, or
having rented a tenement therein of the yearly value of forty
shillings, and having been rated, and actually paid taxes, to the
State, is entitled to vote for the Representatives of the County
in Assembly.
freehold to the value of

Electors of Senators must possess freeholds to the value of
pounds. By these the Governour, also is elected.

one

hundred

The Governour continues in office three years ; and is invest
ed with the usual powers attached to the gubernatorial chair.
The Governour, Chancellor, and Judges of the Supreme Court,
or
a

are constituted
any two of them together with the Governour,
to revise all Bills, about to be passed into Laws by the

Council,

Legislature; and for that purpose always assemble, whenever the
Legislature is convened. All Bills, which have passed the Sen
If
ate and Assembly, are presented to them for examination.
that
a Bill should pass, they return it
it
improper,
they judge
with their objections in writing, to the Senate or the Assembly ;
Vol. III.

36
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i.

to the

e.

in which the bill

House,
required to

tions the House is

enter at

originated. These objec
large in their minutes ; and

to reconsider the Bill ; but if two thirds of both houses adhere to

the

it becomes

Bill,

a

Law.

If the Council of Revision do not return the Bill in ten

becomes

a

days, it

Law.

The Assembly every year openly nominates, and appoints, a
Senator from each of the four Districts into which the State is di

vided,

to be

a

Council for the

appointment of the

various

officers

in

the State / exclusive of those which are elected by the people, or
appointed by the Legislature. Of this Council the Chief Execu
tive for the time
nour,

being,

whether Governour, Lieutenant-Gover-

President of the Senate, is. President, and has a casting
but no other vote ; and with the advice and consent of the

or

voice,

Council
The

appoints

same

all the said officers.

Senators cannot be elected to this Council two
years

successively.
A majority of the Council forms a
quorum.
The Chancellor, the Judges of the Supreme Court, and the
first Judge of each County Court, hold their offices
during good
behaviour, or until they have, respectively attained the age of
sixty years.
Sheriffs, and Coroners, are annually appointed, and are incapa
ble of holding their offices more than four
years, respectively.
The House of Assembly has the power of
impeaching all offi
cers

of the State

:

but two thirds of the members
present must

consent to such

impeachment.
The Court for the trial of impeachments is to consist of the Pres
ident of the Senate, the Senators, Chancellor, and
Judges of the Su
preme Court, or the major part of them.
The same persons constitute the Supreme Court
of Err ours.
No Minister of the Gospel is eligible to
any civil or military of
fice, or place, within the State.
No Acts of attainder

The trial

by jury

can work a
corruption of blood.
is established ; and remains inviolate forever.
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Courts,
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but such

as

can

at

no
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time institute any new Court, or
to the course of the Com

proceed according

law.

All persons within the State are secured in the free exercise,
and enjoyment, of religious profession, and
worship, without dis

crimination
Such

are

or

preference.
principal features

the

of the Constitution of New-

York.

Some of them lie open to animadversion.
Of those the
principal in its importance is the provision made for forming the
Council of appointment.

ject,

and the source, of

State.

number,

once

the sub

kind of

perpetual convulsion in the
body appoints all the officers, except a very small
State, every election of Governour, Senator, and

As this
in the

Representative,
ence

This Council has been at

is

a

contrived, and carried

to the constitution of this Council.

on, with

a

direct refer

All men, who wish for
give their votes and their

offices, either for themselves or others,
influence, for such persons, as they believe will contribute to the
choice of such a Council, as will confer the offices agreeably to
their wishes.

Hence

caballing,

and

electioneering,

disturb the

peace of the State ; and deprave the minds of its inhabitants, from
one election to another.
With the same spirit, the House of

Representatives, appear to assemble, with a conviction that this
principal object, for which they meet ; and to determine it
agreeably to their wishes, appears to occupy their primary
thoughts. To compass it, this very year, a part of the" Assembly
sacrificed, in the face of day, law, principle, and decency. While
this engine of mischief continues, there is little reason to hope,
that the inhabitants of the State will ever enjoy even a tolerable
degree of peace.
The Supreme Court of Errours is also little else than a nuisance.
You will remember, that it is composed of the Senate, its Presi
dent, the Chancellor, and the Judges of the Supreme Court.
These, you will naturally say, must form a very respectable body.
The French Academy, if I mistake not, at the instance of Louis
XIV published a Dictionary of the French language. It was uni
versally condemned. Furetiere, one of their number, published
is the
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The reason in both
another ; which was universally approved.
is obvious.
The Dictionary of the Academy was formed

cases

by

the worst votes,

as

well

as

by

the best ; and the worst

are

al

Furetiere's was formed by his own vote ; and
ways a majority.
that was probably the best, or one of the best, among the whole
number.
The votes of the Chancellor, and Judges, in all cases
of

law, and perhaps of equity, may be regarded fairly, as posses
sing the highest authority. A part of the Senate may be suppos
ed, also, to be able judges of these subjects. But the majority of
a
body, consisting of such numbers, chosen in such a manner, by
such electors, and for the mere purposes of legislation ; especial
ly, when they are often, to say the least, created by cabal and in
trigue, carried into office by the mere spirit of party on the
ground of a temporary and causeless popularity, and intended to
be the instruments of sinister designs ; must from their ignorance
of law, their total unacquaintance with judicial decisions, and not
unfrequently their want even of enlightened education, be a most
unfortunate tribunal for the decision of such questions as will
often come before them, and for the final establishment of law.
The perpetual fluctuation of office in this State, growing out
of its Constitution, is also an evil, the magnitude of which it is
difficult to estimate. Were the puisne Judges of the
County
courts ; the Sheriffs, the Clerks of the counties, and
perhaps a
few other officers of less importance, fixed
permanently in their
stations ; the inhabitants of New-York, would soon
enjoy a quiet,
which, I am afraid, lies now beyond the horizon of their view.
As the state of things actually is, they seem destined to suffer
for an indefinite period the evils of political turmoil ; and those in
a degree which a traveller,
passing through their country, and dis
cerning the ample means of prosperity, which God has put in their
possession, will deeply lament. I know no physical reason, why
the people of this State may not be as prosperous and
happy, as
Their moral and political concerns
any people on the globe.
certainly, and very seriously, demand a reformation. The de
fects in their Constitution, which I have mentioned, are radical.
Their Council of appointment is one of the most unfortunate
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branches of government, which could have been devised for them
by the bitterest enemy ; a firebrand, which annually threatens a

conflagration

to the whole

it in ashes.

Their

political edifice, and will ultimately lay
Supreme Court of Errours, also, though I am
aware that
examples are not wanting, which may, and will, be
pleaded for its justification, is a political solecism of the grossest
kind.
Here men, and those usually a majority, sit to canvass, and
to reverse, the. judicial decisions of the ablest, and wisest tribu
nals ; some of whom through the want of principle, and all
through the want of sufficient knowledge, are totally incompe
tent to decide on the questions, proposed for their determination.
A part of them will annually be farmers, merchants, speculators,
and particularly that restless, bustling, office-hunting, race of
beings, who are customarily known by the title of demagogues.
In seasons of quiet the Senate of New- York will probably consist
of respectable members in a proportion, sufficiently large to ensure
the welfare of the community. During the reign of party, this
is scarcely possible. In either case there will always be found a
deficiency of that legal knowledge, by which alone questions of
law can be safely decided. Nothing can be more preposterous
than to submit questions, involving in their nature profound learn
ing, and extensive science, to the determination of those, who
possess neither. Virtue alone in whatever degree existing, nev
er qualified a man for the office of a Judge.
So long as the violence of party, and the insatiable thirst for
office and its emoluments, predominate in this State ; it is not to
be supposed, that its citizens will admit the justice of these re
marks, or give them even a sober consideration. I may, howev
er, be permitted to hope, as well as to wish, that the storm will
one day be overpast, and be succeeded by serenity and sunshine.
Then without any violence to probability it may be believed,
juster views may be adopted, happier dispositions operate, and
In such a case the peo
more auspicious measures be pursued.
ple of this State would find abundant reason for felicitating them
selves, and for acknowledging with ardent gratitude the smiles of
Heaven upon their country. Until that time, their struggles
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will in all

probability resemble not a little those which have ru
republic. ?The greatest evil in republican gov
is, ordinarily fluctuation ; the greatest blessing stability.

ined almost every
ernments

I am,

Sir,

yours, &c.
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Passage from
Smithtown
ter Point

Dear

Norwalk to

Huntington

Lloyd's

Setaucket

Brookhaven

Riverhead Its Courts

Fisher's Island

Neck

Town of

Huntington

Southold

Oys

Plumb Island.

Sir,

In company with Professor D
one of the Tutors, and Mr. D

of

Yale-College, Mr. S
graduate of that institution,
I set out, May 9th, 1 804, on a journey to Long-Island.
The first
day we rode to Greenfield, twenty-four miles; and the next, to
Norwalk, nine. Here we continued till Monday the 14th: the
wind being unfavourable for passing the Sound.
On Monday, at
five o'clock in the morning, we embarked with our horses on
board the Huntington ferry boat.
After leaving Norwalk river,
the mouth of which is a good harbour for vessels of less than one
hundred tons, the wind became very feeble ; shifted suddenly and
frequently throughout the whole day; and, what was very tedi
ous, shifted in almost every

tard

our

progress.

,

a

instance,

in such

We had breakfasted

a

early,

manner,

and

on

as

to

re

meagre di

were
miserably provided with food, both as to quantity
quality, for the day. My companions ate, merely to satisfy
I fasted till after three, the succeed
the corrodings of hunger.
ing morning. To add to our troubles, a thunder-storm overtook
us in the mouth of Huntington harbour at nine o'clock in the eve
ning. Our quarter deck was leaky ; and permitted the rain to de
scend upon us in streams, not at all resembling those of Helicon.*

et; and

and

The ferryman in
employed for some time, I have forgotten
how long, in crossing this ferry antecedently to the revolutionary war. It was now
therefore more than thirty years old. This is a strong proof that the oak of NewEngland and New- York when managed with skill furnishes a lasting material for
ship-building. Very little had been done to keep this vessel in repair.
*

One fact

formed

me

concerning

that it

was

this boat well deserves to be recorded.

built and had been
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Time, patience,
of

our

place.
with

a

and

apathy however, helped us through

the train

difficulties ; and at half after two, we landed at the usual
The family arose
Here we found a very decent house.
great deal of good nature, and entertained us very kindly,

and very well.
We went to bed between three and four ; rose
at ten ; and between eleven and twelve pursued our journey to
to Setaucket

:

Huntington
those in the

from

twenty-five
is

an

county of Suffolk, which

New-England.

through

miles.

ancient settlement.

The

township

The Westernmost of

were

formed

by

colonists

extends from North to South

the whole breadth of the island ; ten or twelve miles ;
same distance from East to West.
The town is

and about the

built six miles from the Northern shore ; at the head of a bay,
named Huntington Bay, and during the revolution the principal
station for the British

large,

and

ships

deep enough

of

war

in the Sound.

to receive the

greatest

This

bay

number of

is

ves

sels, which ever assemble at any single place ; furnishes good an
chorage; and is safe from all winds. Its mouth is formed by two
peninsulas, or, as they are here termed, necks; Eaton's, on East;
and Lloyd's, on the West.
On the former of these is a light
house. Few places more demand such a structure, or furnish
for it a more commodious situation.
The rocks, which project
from this neck, and are a continuation of its base into the Sound,
have in several instances proved fatal to seamen.
Capt. Keeler,
a worthy and
intelligent inhabitant of Norwalk, returning from
the West-Indies after
the

16th of

a

prosperous voyage, entered the Sound

January, in the year 1791. I then resided at
Greenfield, and distinctly remember the day ; and never saw a
winter day, which was more pleasant.
In the evening there
arose a tremendous storm.
The brig was driven upon these
rocks; and every person on board perished.
Lloyd's neck is a large and valuable estate, belonging to a re
spectable family of that name, which has been in possession of it
for a long time. It is connected, at the Western end, with the
township of Oyster Bay by a narrow strip of sand. On the South
ern side of this
peninsula is a pretty, romantic retreat named
on
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Queens village,

and

handsomely
by
New-Jersey, in his Philosophic Solitude. I
place formerly ; and thought it not undeserving of the
of

Livingston,

nor

visited the

character,

attributed to it

by
Huntington

The town of

that
we

gentleman.

left

intending to
accomplishing
only as it appeared to me
loosely, and indifferently built.
good houses, and a well looking
on

pass through it upon our return. As
this design : I am able to describe it,
many years since.
As we now passed

It

was

then

by it, several
church, newly erected, shewed us
mer

esteemed

tionary

war

a

our

right

;

failed of

we

handsome addition to its for

The inhabitants at the

time, to which I refer,
sober, industrious, and religious. The revolu

appearance.

were

285

the late Gover

celebrated

affected them

unhappily

in all these

respects.

With

few years past several revivals of Religion have
renewed their ancient character.
The soil of the
in

a

light,

warm,

moderately good,

and well suited to all

extensively
township is
the produc

tions of the climate.
lies about three miles South of the

general line of
Huntington to Setauket is,
on the middle road, (that which we took,) formed of interchan
ging hills and vallies, and a few plains ; none of them extensive.
The greater part of it is forested, principally with oak and chesnut; but with an interspersion of hickory, cherry, and several

Huntington

the North shore.

The country from

other kinds of trees.

The best land, which
Here

about Smithtown.

we saw
we

on

dined

this

or

days journey,

is in and

rather wished to dine: the

only one on the road, not hav
satisfy our wishes. In this hum
ble mansion, however, we found a young lady, about eighteen, of
a fine form and complexion, a beautiful countenance, with brill
iant eyes, animated by intelligence ; possessing manners, which
were a charming mixture of simplicity and grace; and conversing
in language, which would not have discredited a drawing-room,
Her own declarations compelled us to believe,
or a court.
against every preconception that she was a child of this very
humble, uneducated family : but nothing, which we saw in the
inn,

ing

at which

the

means

Vol. III.

we

stopped,

of enabling

and the

us

to

37
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could account for the appearance of her person, mind or
1 was ready, as I believe all my companions were,
when we left the spot, to believe that some

house,

manners.

"

Flowers

are

born to blush unseen,

And waste their sweetness

A smaH church stands

consisting
lection

of ten

or a

on

the desert air."

this inn in the midst of

mill-stream

hamlet,

a

Not far from this little col

dozen houses.

sprightly

runs a

near

an

:

object,

which in this

will engage the attention of every traveller.
Smithtown extends about half across the island; and is ten

re

gion

twelve miles in

length

from East to West.

of scattered

universally

is, I suspect, inferiour
received its

name

plantations. The soil, taken together,
no
township in this County. It

to that of

from two

families,

first settled in it, and from which
ent inhabitants derive their

1790,

was

or

It is formed almost

a

origin.

1,022; in 1800, 1,413

:

Smith, which
part of its pres
Their number, in the year

both named

considerable

and in 1810, 1,592.

township, near its Southern limit, is a pond, having the
Indian name of Ronkonkoma; which is said by authority, that
cannot be rationally questioned, to rise regularly throughout seven
years, and to fall with the same regularity through the following
No water, except from subjacent springs, runs into it, or
seven.
In this

out of it.

of the

It abounds with Perch.

I will not vouch for the truth

story.

Brookhaven is
town ;

a
township, lying immediately East of Smithextending East and West on the road, nineteen miles, and

from the North to the South side of the Island ;
ing here from thirteen to eighteen miles.

Setauket,

the

North shore

;

a

distance vary

principal village in this township, is

built

and, like Smithtown and Huntington, is

near

an

the

ancient

settlement. The number of houses within the compass of a square
mile may be forty or fifty ; thinly dispersed, and, with a few ex
and

ceptions, old,
two churches

and

ordinary:
*

:

a

indifferently repaired. The village contains
Presbyterian, and an Episcopal ; both ancient,

the latter in

There

are now

a

ruinous condition.*

two handsome churches here.

Pub.

The soil is
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sandy and light ;
cing good crops.

but

capable by

a

judicious

Brookhaven contains several other
a

number of scattered

inhabitants

was

287

plantations.

cultivation of

villages

and

produ

hamlets, beside

In 1790, the number of its

3,224; in 1800, 4,122; and, in 1810, 4,176.

Brookhaven is the

largest township on the Island.
lodged at the hospitable house of the Hon. S. Strong, where
we
spent our time very pleasantly until Thursday morning ; be
ing detained by a violent North-East storm, accompanied by a
heavy rain. We then rode to a village in the township of Southhold, named Mattituck; having passed through the remainder of
Brookhaven, the township of Riverhead, and a part of Southhold:
thirty-six miles.
We

When you read

this, you

may not have before you

a

map of

Long-Island. It will not be amiss, therefore, to give you here a
general view of its geography.
Long-Island is divided into three counties: Kings, on the West
ern point; Queens, in the middle; and Suffolk, on the East con
taining at least two thirds of the whole Island.
Kings contained in 1790, 4,495; in 1800, 5,740; and, in 1810,
8,303 inhabitants. Queens contained in 1790, 16,014; in 1800,
16,893; and, in 1810, 19,336 inhabitants. Suffolk contained in
1790, 16,440; in 1800, 19,464; and in 1810, 21,113 inhabit
The Island contained in 1790, 36,949; in 1800,42,097;
ants.

and, in 1810, 48,752 inhabitants.

Queens County is about thirty miles in length ; Suffolk about
hundred.
Kings and Queens counties contain, each, six
townships ; and Suffolk, nine. Three of these townships, Oysterbay in Queens, Huntington, which borders on it, and Brook
haven, extend across the breadth of the Island. In Queens coun
ty, Newtown, Flushing, and Norfh-Hempstead, lie on the North
side, and Jamaica and Hempstead, on the South. In Suffolk,
Smithtown, Riverhead, and Southhold, are on the North; and
Islip, Southampton, and Easthampton, are on the South. Shel
ter-Island, the remaining township in Suffolk County, lies be
tween the two great Eastern arms of Long-Island, to be hereaf
one

ter described.
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When you remember, that five townships occupy the whole
one hundred miles, on the North shore of this Island ;

extent of

you will not be surprised to find two of them spreading through
a moderate
-day's journey ; nor to be told, that the inhabitants,

though considerably numerous on paper, are yet in each town
ship, to a great extent, scattered in a very thin dispersion.
During the first part of this day's journey the country was form
ed of hills and vallies, as before.
We passed several hamlets in
the township of Brookhaven, called Drozened meadow ; the Old
man's; Miller' s place ; and Wading river ; partly in Brookhaven,
and partly in Riverhead.
At Miller's place, and in several others, the prospect of the
Sound, and the Connecticut shore, is very extensive, and attract
ive.

During the second part of our journey, this day, the country
chiefly a plain ; occupying almost the whole distance from
Wading river, which is fourteen or fifteen miles from Brookha
ven, to Southhold, near thirty miles.
The road over this plain is generally excellent.
On the soil I

was

shall make

some

observations hereafter.

Riverhead is the shire town of this

part
Its

of the

name

County.

It

was

formerly

a

of Southhold ; and was incorporated in 1792.
is derived from Peconic river ; the principal stream on

township

the Island.

This river rises in the middle of the Island

:

and

from West to

East, empties its waters into the great bay
in the Eastern end, known by several names ; by one of which,
viz. Peconic, I shall denominate it hereafter.
The court-house,
a
poor decayed building, and a miserable hamlet, containing about
ten or twelve houses, stand near the efflux of this river.

running

From this account of the court-house you will
naturally sus
that the business of lawyers and sheriffs is not here in
very

pect,

great demand,

certainly

nor

in very high reputation.
The County Court,

well-founded.

The
or

suspicion

is

Court of Com

Pleas, sits here twice, annually ; assembles on Tuesday ;
and, after having finished its whole business, adjourns almost al
mon

ways

on

the

succeeding day.
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The Court of

Oyer and Terminer sits once in a year. It as
Tuesday at ten o'clock ; finishes all its business ; and
adjourns almost always on the succeeding day, also. In twenty
years it has never sat later than till Thursday evening.
No lawyer, if I am not misinformed, has hitherto been able to
get a living in the County of Suffolk. I entertain a very respect
ful opinion of the gentlemen of the bar ; but both you and they
will cheerfully agree with me in saying, that this exemption from
litigation, while it is a peculiar, is also a very honourable, char
Not far from this hamlet is a spot of
acteristic of this County.
ground about three miles in diameter, which, as I was informed
by good authority, is covered with shrub oaks, and pines, not
In the whole tract there is
more than five or six feet in height.
not a single tree of the usual size ; although it is surrounded by a
The cause of this phenomenon in a place,
forest of such trees.
where the soil is substantially the same with that of the neigh
bouring country, it is not easy to assign.
Six or eight miles before we arrived at Mattatuck, the country
on both sides of the road was chiefly settled in scattered planta
tions ; and the inhabitants appeared generally to be in comforta
sembles

on

ble circumstances.

Riverhead contained in the year 1800, 1,501
in 1810,

Mattatuck is

a

hamlet in the

Friday May 18th,

rode

township
through

of Southhold.
Southhold to the

ferry.

a

we

hampton by a long

narrow

This isthmus

ter.

tide

we

crossed to Shelter-Island ; and, passing over it, cross
second ferry to Hog'' s neck : a peninsula, united to South

Thence
ed

inhabitants; and,

1,711.

one

fourth of

depth

of two feet.

ed to

Sagharbour.

The

isthmus of sand ;

bare, only

at low

wa

travelled over, when it was covered by the
mile in length; and in different places to the

we

a

Then

by

a

very circuitous

country from Mattatuck

to

Southhold,

course we

is almost

proceed
a

perfect

level ; and the road very good.
Southhold is a more considerable settlement than any other,
which we had passed. The houses are generally better,

through
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more
compactly built. The inhabitants,
chiefly Presbyterians, have erected a church, which is
the principal ornament of their town.
Southhold contains two parishes ; the Town, and Oysterponds. From the town to Oysterponds point is ten miles ; five,
to the beach, which connects the point with Long-Island ; and
five, thence to the extremity of the point.
The parish of Oysterponds, which occupies this ground, is on
ly one mile in breadth, but is populous. The land is good ; and
the people are industrious and thrifty.
A considerable number
The agriculture has lately
of the inhabitants are fishermen.
been much improved : but the people suffer not a little from ec
clesiastical contentions.
It contains a Presbyterian church, and

more

numerous, and

who

are

has

a

are

about

settled minister ; but there are many sectaries.
as numerous as in Southhold, and of as

The houses

good

an

pearance.
The township of Southhold includes also several islands.

these the

largest

of New-London.

four thousand

ap

Of

is Fisher's Island ;
It is nine miles

acres.

lying eight miles South-East
in length ; and contains about

The surface is

uneven

; and the soil mod

erately good. It feeds a great number of sheep, with a few neat
cattle ; and yields a considerable quantity of wool, butter, cheese,
and corn.
It was originally purchased by his Excellency John
Winthrop, Esq. formerly Governour of Connecticut ; and is now
the property of Francis B. Winthrop, Esq. of New-York. SouthWestward of Fisher's Island are two islets, named the Gull Isl
ands : on the least of which is built a light-house.
These stand
in a rapid tide, called the Horserace ; by which, had they not a
base of solid rock, they would long since have been washed
away.
Immediately South-West of these islands, or rather WestSouth-West, lies Plumb Island ; separated from Oysterponds point
by a channel, three-fourths of a mile wide, called Plumb Gut ;
through which, also, runs a strong and rapid tide. This island
was first
purchased by Samuel Wyllys, Esq. of Hartford, about
the year 1667, for a barrel of biscuit, and a hundred awls and
fishhooks. The original proprietor was Wyandonse, called by
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Dr. Trumbull

Wyantanse;

Long-Island.
of Plymouth ;

Afterward it fell into the hands of

one

of the

principal
a

Sachems of
Mr. Beebee,

are said lately to have
manuscript history of the settlement of
that Colony, now supposed to be lost. This island contains about
eight hundred acres of excellent land ; and is inhabited by six
Its waters abound in fine fish.
families.
Anciently it was called
the Isle of Patmos : I suppose, from its solitary situation.
There are, also, two or three islands in Peconic Bay, included
in this ; of which the largest is Robin's Island.

had in their

All these

some

of whose descendants

possession

a

islands, except the last,

lie in

eral direction of the North shore of

a

line ; and in the gen
in this region ;

Long-Island

were very possibly a part of it in distant ages.
In the year 1790, Southhold, then including Riverhead, con
tained 3,219 inhabitants ; in the year 1800, without Riverhead,

and

2,210; in the year 1810,2,613.
I am, dear

Sir,

yours, &c.
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sand of which it is

on

the Northern

parts

city

Forest Trees

Fly

Fruit Trees

of Brooks and Mill-streams

Dear

Long-Island,

and

on

Improvement

in

the stones and

depositing

Cultivation of wheat

the Eastern coast of the United States

Hessian

of

Influence of the Gulf stream in

composed

sand

on

Account of the

Scar

Agriculture

Fisheries.

Sir,

In the summary account, which I have given of this part of
our journey,
you have undoubtedly concluded, that many par
ticulars

were

others

omitted which

The truth

vantage.

through

have been mentioned with ad

might

country is not distinguished, like
have travelled, by a succession of varie
this

is,

which I

furnishing a fund of mate
spreads over its face :
thirty miles a traveller may be

ties, continually inviting

the eye, and

rials for observation.

A

general

and in

twenty

an

said, in
throw

a

excursion of

sense, to have

together

the

of my progress.
Long-Island, from

seen

sameness

or

I

it all.

remarks, which

have, therefore,

occurred to

me

chosen to

during

this

part

Huntington

to

Southhold,

and

probably

from

considerable distance further Westward to Montauk

Point, is,
like the peninsula of Cape Cod, Nantucket, Martha's Vineyard,
and a considerable tract in the Southern part of Massachusetts, a
vast body of fine yellow sand ; rising in many instances from one
to two, and in some to near three, hundred feet above the level
a

of the

ocean.

Of the

same

sand is formed Shelter Island also ; and, I pre
neighbourhood, both within and without

sume, most others in this

Peconic

Bay.

Of the

beach, extending every
front of the great bay,
island from

same

where

material is formed
as

a

barrier

which reaches

on

the immense

the ocean, in
the South side of the

against

Southhampton, about eighty miles, and
communicates with the Atlantic by a few narrow inlets.
Like
the beach, formerly described, on the Eastern shore of Cape
Cod, this also is tossed into innumerable wild and fantastical
Hempstead

to
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places, the yel
by a thin stratum of white
sand ; sometimes naked, but generally overspread with a layer of
soil; and, as on that peninsula, so here, in Riverhead, Southhold,
Easthampton, and South-Hampton, the sand in several places has
been blown away to a considerable depth ; leaving a number of
small tracts absolutely desolate and useless.,
When we commenced our journey on this Island ; I proposed
to my companions to examine with a continual, and minute atten
low

On

sand,

tion,

a

multitude of

as on

Cape Cod,

grounds,

in different

is covered

the stones, of every size, which should be visible to us
the parts of our progress.
This examination was

throughout all
made by us all
on the
general

with

great

care

;

and

was

extended to the stones

surface ; to those, washed out in hollow roads ; to
those uncovered on the summits, and sides, and at the bottom,
of hills ; to those, found in the deepest vallies ; and to those,
were
dug out of a considerable number of very deep wells.

which

The result of this examination was, that all the stones, which
an exception, destitute of angles ; limited

saw, were, without

by

exteriour; appearing as if worn by the long-continued
of water ; and in all respects exactly like those, which

arched

an

attrition
in

we

a

multitude of

places

we

found

on

the beach of the

ocean.

In

possibly a few more, we observed small
rocks of granite on our road.
Every one of these exhibited what
I thought plain proofs of having been washed for a considerable
length of time ; and strongly resembled rocks of the same kind,
I will not say, that no
which have been long beaten by waves.
other traveller would have considered these rocks as exceptions :
but to my eye they exhibited manifest appearances of having
If this opinion be admitted ; we did
been long worn by water.
not find, in a progress of more than two hundred miles, a single
stone,' which did not exhibit proofs of having been washed for a
considerable period.
On Montauk Point, the stones have a different aspect; being
angular ; and wearing the common appearance of the granite
rocks, si> generally found in New-England. After we had passed
Jamaica in our way to New- York, we found a similar change in
ten

or

twelve instances,

Vol. III.

38
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: most of them
being, here also, angular ; and present
ing no evidence, that they had ever been washed. Between these
limits the stones are universally aquatic : if I may be allowed, for
the sake of succinctness, to give them this name.
From this extraordinary fact it would seem to be a natural con
clusion, that the great body of this Island, or, perhaps more prop
erly the materials, of which it is composed, were, at some former
period, covered by the ocean ; and by a cause, which cannot now

the stones

be

discovered,

were

thrown up into their

present

form.

As there

vestiges of a single volcano ; the attribution of its ori
gin to volcanic eruptions must be gratuitous. Were we to admit
the existence of such a cause ; its operations would in no meas
Nor does it seem recon
ure account for the actual phenomena.
are

in it

no

cilable with facts to suppose, that this mass of earth
up to such a height by any movements of the ocean.
the schemes of

Among

philosophy,

was

thrown

which may be resorted to

for the purpose of explaining this point, none appears to promise
so much, as that of Whitehurst concerning the formation of this
This gentleman, as you probably have long since learn
supposes the land and the water to have been originally dis
tributed on the surface of the globe in a very different manner

globe.
ed,

The deluge in his opinion
materially, as in many places
to convert that part of the surface, which was originally land, in
This scheme,
to ocean, and that, which was ocean, into land.
to' which I see no satisfactory objection, will certainly go far to
wards explaining the phenomena, exhibited by this Island. Up
on
any other, within my knowledge, an explanation seems impos
sible.
Plainly, no convulsion, recorded in history, except the
deluge, will account at all for these appearances; nor for innu

from

that,

which exists at

present.

changed

the face of the earth

merable

others, visible in many parts

so

of both continents.

That

Long-Island was deeply affected by this great shock of nature is,
I think, unquestionable, from a variety of facts.
On the Eastern border of Hempstead plain, near the middle
of the breadth of the Island, some workmen, who were
digging a
well, found a log of wood, three feet in length, and one in diam-
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the

spot;

lars of the story from
the well.

an

feet below the

inch

deep:

sur

the rest

This fact I had from Mr. R. of Fairfield.

sound.

was on

eight

near

a

saw

the

log;

plain farmer,

and received the

who

was

the

particu
proprietor of

In digging a well, also at the East end of the same plain, about
thirty miles from New- York, and in the middle of the breadth of
the Island, the greater part of a tree was discovered at the depth
A part of the wood was put upon the fire ;
of one hundred feet.
and burnt very well.
In the township of Huntington, about the middle of the breadth

also, the neighbouring people were by some facts, at
present unknown, induced to believe, that there was a silver mine
With the inquisitive spirit, which is usual
in a particular spot.
of the Island

in such cases,
progress found

they dug
a

to

a

tree with its

considerable

depth;

branches, buried

and in their

in solid earth thir

ty feet below the surface. The branches were chiefly decayed.
At Newtown, in Queen's County, a deep pit was sunk in the
side of a hill, in the autumn of 1804, for the purpose of forming
The hill is about twenty rods from the shore of
an ice-house.
When
the sound, and about fifty feet above high water mark.
the workmen had proceeded to the depth of twenty feet, they

great number of frogs, lodged in the coarse gravel, of
depth the hill was composed. They differed very
little from those, which are common in this country; except that
The ground, in which they'
their colour was a less vivid green.
were discovered, was the property of General Stevens, of NewYork. My informant was his son, Samuel Stevens Esq. of that
city. When Mr. Stevens saw the frogs, they had been dug up
somewhat more than an hour ; and, although perfectly torpid at
first, had regained all the activity of their species. They were
originally thrown from the bottom of the pit upon a scaffold,
erected half way down, to receive the earth, as it was dug by the
Mr. Stevens saw them at the time, when, together
workmen.
The
with the earth, they were thrown out upon the surface.
threw out

a

which to that
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warmth, which they acquired upon the scaffold, renewed their

agility.
Clam

eral

shells, and oyster shells, have also been dug up in sev
at great depths.
An instance was mentioned to me,

places

quantity of marine shells was thrown from a well of
depth, by the workmen, who were digging it, a short
time before I took this excursion.
Through inattention I failed
to note either the place, or the time, in my journal.
It has been supposed, that Long-Island was once a part of the
Continent ; and that by the great convulsion, which I have men
tioned, it was separated from it by the intervention of the sound.
Permit me to make a few observations concerning this subject.
Every person, acquainted with the Geography of this country,
knows, that the whole Eastern coast of North- America, from
Cape Florida to Cape Cod, is formed of sand, almost without a
mixture ; and wears the general appearance of a vast beach, ap
parently washed up, at least in part, by the ocean. The beach,
(appropriately so called) which lines this immense length of coast,
and which is known to be formed in this manner, generally differs
in nothing, either as to its appearance, or its composition, from
in which

a

considerable

the

country, which it borders, when examined

distance from the

sea

;

except

that the former

considerable

at

a

is,

and the latter

is not, washed by its waves ; and that the former is naked, while
the latter, having emerged at an earlier period, is covered with
trees and shrubs.

Sand appears, I think evidently, to be a con
geries of multifarious materials, brought together ; and not an
original composition of the particles, which form the globe. If
this opinion be admitted ; we are here presented with a cause,
ap
parently sufficient for the accumulation of these particles. That
vast basin, which is called the Gulf of Mexico, not
improbably was
originally land ; and in the long progress of years has beea scoop
ed out by the united agency of the trade winds, and the
tides,
which heap up the waters of the ocean to an uncommon
height in
the region between Florida and Terra Firma.
The subsidence
of this aggregation of waters has always been, and is now
pro
duced by that vast, and perhaps singular current, known
by the
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current, compared with which the

This current, it will be easily believed, di
rected its course, before the formation of Cape Florida, nearer to
the shore of North America, than at the present time ; and con
a

rivulet.

veyed with it the particles, washed from the shores of Terra Fir
To
ma, Mexico, and Florida, until they were finally deposited.
these particles the strong and frequent Easterly winds, agitating
the ocean, here more beyond comparison than any other, natu
rally gave a new direction towards the American coast.* By this
alluvion, continued through many centuries, were probably heap
ed up the immense sandy coast, already specified ; a vast extent
of beach, separated from the Main by intervening arms of the
ocean ; a multitude of
sandy islands, lining the coast ; and a great
number of banks, and shoals, still lying beneath the waves.
All
these are composed of the same materials ; and extend in a chain,
not however uninterrupted, (as the operation of tides, and other
causes, would lead us to expect,) from Cape Florida to the bor
ders of Newfoundland.
From Cape Cod to Cape Florida the
whole Eastern shore of this
lies between the

Raritan,

continent, except the tract, which

and the harbour of New-Bedford in

Massachusetts, is uniformly sandy, light, and lean. If we suppose
Staten-Island, and Long-Island, to have been originally a part of
the coast ; and to have been continued to Falmouth on the pe
ninsula of Cape Cod ; (a fact, of which the intervening islands

give

some

indication

to have been

seen

;)

the Eastern shore of this continent will be

originally

of

That this shore has been thus

one

probable from the multitude
different parts of the country near
seems

at

a

description.

formed,

to

a

of marine

considerable extent,
substances, found in

the coast ; and some,

considerable distance in the interiour.

Marine

indeed,
shells, and

marsh mud, (the latter an indubitable proof of a long continued
presence of the ocean,) have been dug up in various places at the
* If
any person will cast his eye on a map of Asia, he may, perhaps, satisfy himself
without much difficulty, that similar ravages have been accomplished by the same
from the Eastern coast of New-Holland to Behring's Straits; which sepa

causes,

rate America from Asia.
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twenty, thirty, and

of

depth

stand that it is the

even

margin only,

fifty,

of this

feet.*

You will under

country, which I here sup

: and even that must
pose to have been formed in this manner
greatly increased in its height by the alluvion, for sev
eral thousand years, of earth from the interiour hills and moun
tains.
was once united with the Main, towards its
That

have been

i

Long-Island

Western
from

a

by a great multitude of persons,
The narrowness, and
of the scenery.
of the straits in many places ; the multitude of interven
end,

bare

winding
ing rocks,

has been believed

inspection

and islands ; the

projection,

and course, of the

points

Kalm, who came to America from Sweden in the year 1748, received
countrymen, who at an early period formed settlements in Pennsylvania
and New-Jersey, the following information.
One of them, whose name was King, told him that a relation of his, who lived
about eight miles from the Delaware, on a hill near a rivulet, found at the depth oi
forty feet, while digging a well in his court-yard, a quantity of oyster and muscle
shells, a great quantity of reed, and pieces of broken branches.
Peter Rambo, near sixty years of age, assured him, that in a number of places he
*

Professor

from his

great quantities of muscle shells and other marine animals dug up at con
depths, logs of wood found at the depth of twenty feet : some petrified, and
others apparently burnt ; and bricks, very deep in the ground.
Maonskeen, above seventy years old, asserted that, on digging a well, he had
seen, at the depth of forty feet, a great piece of chesnut wood, together with roots
and stalks of reed, and a clayey earth like that which commonly covers the shores
of salt-water bays. This clay had a similar smell and the same taste. He and oth
ers also, knew that at a great depth a
trowel, such as the Indians use, had been
had

seen

siderable

found.

instances, wood, oyster shells, clam shells, branches of trees,
were dug up, from twenty to thirty feet deep ;
and in one instance a whole bundle of flax was brought up from a depth of between
twenty and thirty feet, as little damaged as if it had been lately put under ground.
Professor Kalm conjectures that it is what is called the wild Virginian flax. But
whatever it was, it was tied together in a bundle.
Raccoon, the place where these several things were dug up, is more than 120
English miles from the sea-shore.
To these facts I will add another, communicated to me by Gen. Dearing.
Anthony Sherman, digging a well for Mr. Roderick Havens on Shelter Island, in
the year 1808, found at the depth of fifty-seven feet below the common surface, an
Indian pestle, beach gravel, like that on the sea beach of the island, and a multitude
In various other

blocks of wood, and Indian trowels

of clam shells.
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between this island and the Counties of New- York, and WestChester ; and the general aspect of both shores ; have

produced

this

opinion

in

which have been formed to very different
That it has not been generally united to the

minds,

modes of

thinking.
opposite Main, since the deluge, is unanswerably evident; because
there are no traces of any channels, worn by the rivers which lie
Westward of the Connecticut ; particularly the Hooestennuc.
The surface of Long-Island, along the North shore, is from
Wading river to the Western point a continual interchange of
hills, vallies, and plains; but without any distinguished specimens
of the beauty, which might naturally be expected from such a
variety of surface. Throughout the whole extent there is noth
ing, which approaches towards the appearance of a mountain ;
nothing bold, and masculine ; and, except in a few of the necks,
or
points, nothing particularly soft and elegant. From Wading
river, Eastward, the country is almost an absolute level.
The soil

on

the North side has but two considerable varieties.

It is either the thin

layer

of white

lowish

sand,

mould, already mentioned as covering the
no
great value ; or a loam, of a yel

and of

from the

of one, to

perhaps three or
gravel, and by a skillful
husbandry capable of being rendered eminently productive. It
is not, however, friendly to grass.
We travelled through this
country in the month of May, when New-England is universally
covered with a fresh and glowing verdure, promising by its bril
liancy the future luxuriance of the pastures, and meadows. Here,
with a small number of exceptions, chiefly in Huntington and
Brookhaven, the natural verdure was faint, and bluish; indica
ting that the soil, whence it sprang, was unfavourable, and the
cultivation imperfect.
The meadows, created by the plough,
yielded a considerable growth of clover and herdsgrass.
To wheat the best soils of this island are peculiarly suited.
In
favourable years they have often yielded, with a good dressing of
manure, particularly of white fish, from thirty to forty bushels an
To maize they are less congenial.
acre.
This, however, I
learned from information : the season not being far enough ad
vanced to enable me to judge from inspection.
brown, spread

four feet ; mixed with

an

depth

abundance of
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Flax has heretofore been cultivated with

success

but for two

;

years past the crop has failed. A black rust has settled, in spots,
on the rind, or coat ; eaten it
through; and destroyed its tex
ture. Happily
decreasing.

this

evil,

unknown till within this

The Hessian
but

generally

So far

fly has, some years, seriously
has done little mischief.

I have been able to

as

learn,

this

period,

so

insignificant

in its appearance, and yet so important by its
ravages
bours, and happiness, of mankind, was first found in

wheat,

or

on,

hood of

near, the Hessian

Brooklyn,

and

in the year 1 784.
twenty miles a year,
Middle States ; faster

opposite

the

So

public,

city
spread,

Thence it

was

wind.

encampment
to the

through
with,

most

already

the wheat ;

injured

insect,

is

in the

on
a

the la
field of

neighbour

of New- York.

This

at the rate of about

parts of the Northern,

and slower

against,

and

the South-West

many descriptions of this insect have been given to
that a minute account of it must be unnecessary here.

It will be sufficient to

observe, that its form, as an eruca, is that
small, white maggot ; that its enclosure, when a chrysalis, is
hard, firm, nearly cylindrical, of the colour of flax seed, and
scarcely one fourth of an inch in length ; and that, when a fly, it
is less than a gnat, like that insect in
figure, and of a dark cream
of

a

colour.

Its eggs are laid in the autumn,
immediately above the
first joint of the wheat ; in the
spring, above the second ; and, in
the summer, above the third.
it betakes itself to other

When this nidus is not

vegetables

;

and, it should

attainable,

seem, of many

kinds, for the same purpose. The maggot perforates the stalk of
the wheat, cuts off the interiour rind,
together with the principal
part of the vessels ; and lives upon the juice, which would other
wise

nutriment to the ear.
Wheat is its favourite food.
ravages are accomplished in the autumn ; when for
want of wheat it will sometimes destroy
The
rye and barley.

Its

supply

greatest

yellow-bearded wheat, having
solid, is

yields
and,

more secure

less ; is

more

in the

exposed joints

a

stalk

nearly

than any other kind against this
enemy ; but
exposed to the injuries of winter and spring ;

when made into

bread, becomes dry much

sooner

than the
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which has been manured with

gradually,

and with

a

firmer

dressing from the
stable.
When it is sown late in the season, it commonly escapes
the ravages of the fly in the autumn; and, unless
destroyed by
the frosts in February and March, may with a good degree of
probability be expected to yield a crop. But, notwithstanding
these and all other remedial

plishes,

sown

after

a

efforts, the mischief, which

is

it

accom

prodigious. Twenty years since, I was informed by a
merchant in West-Greenwich, whose business gave him the best
opportunities of knowing, that the inhabitants of that parish, be
fore the arrival of the fly, used to export, annually, 10,000 bush
els of wheat ; but were then obliged to import 3,000.
Where
grass, or maize, does not furnish the farmer a substitute, the evil
is still greater.
In Connecticut, the cultivation of wheat has for
more than
twenty years been in a great measure discontinued.*
Nothing can more strongly exhibit the dependence, or the lit
tleness, of .man, than the destruction of his valuable interests by
such minute, helpless beings : nor can any thing more forcibly
display the ease, with which his Maker punishes his transgres
sions.
The animals, which from our infancy we regard with'terrour, are the fierce, and voracious, inhabitants of the desert : the
Serpent, the Rhinoceros, the Catamount, the Tyger, and the Li
on.
But these, mercifully on the part of Heaven, are few in
number, solitary in their life, and unfrequent invaders of human
happiness : sources rather of solemn amusement, and fireside
affright, than of rational, or even real, anxiety. The great army
which God sent upon the Jews, before which the land was as the
garden of Eden, and behind, as a desolate wilderness ; on account of
which an alarm was sounded, a fast sanctified, and a solemn assem
bly proclaimed : was levied from the race of the Canker-worm, the
Caterpillar, the Palmer-worm, and the Locust. These, and their
compeers, have in every age been the army of God, which has
humbled the pride, frustrated the designs, and annihilated the
hopes, of man. The Hessian fly, as I observed, is less than a
*

Vol. III.

39

1804.
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when settled in its usual

manner on the
ground, is
being seen, only as it rises in small clouds
immediately before your steps. It is feeble and helpless, also, in the
extreme; defenceless against the least enemy ; and crushed by

and,
commonly invisible
gnat

;

;

the most delicate touch.

Yet for many years it has taxed this
a million of dollars.

country, annually, more, perhaps, than
Most insects, which in this country

have been seriously mis
chievous, are generally believed to appear, and disappear, at reg
ular periods ; at least most of those, which disturb the labours of

mankind.

This has been in the

United States twenty-seven

years ; and will probably continue here as long, as it can find
tenance.
Hitherto its progress has resembled that of men.
numbers have been
subsistence have
and

multiplied, or diminished, as
been palatable and abundant,

In the tracts, which

scarce.

New-England

are

and New- York, it

the

means

sus

Its

of its

disagreeable

or

far from the coast, both in
however, been less numer

has,
mischievous, than in those, which are
This, not improbably, is owing to the length,

ous, and less

nearer

Ocean.

and severi

ty,1 of the
erable

Winter. The Canker-worm has

depredations

miles from the shore ;
than one hundred and
A

great part

the distance of

at

although it has
fifty years.

never

more

made any consid

than

existed in this

of this Island is still forested.

the

forty

or

fifty

country more

Formerly,

four

fifths of the

County

not

but tracts of poor land ; left to nature, and
regarded
of useful cultivation.
A considerable part of these
devoted to agriculture. Still, a great
of the

as

literally,
incapable

tracts is

now

County

is

a mere

of Suffolk

considered

as

barrens

;

i.

e.

proportion

wood

:

so

and many other
furnished with fuel from this

New-York,

were

great

proportion,

a

places,

are

to

a

that the

City

of

considerable extent

source.
One half, at least, of these
forests, "as I judged, is yellow pine: the rest is made up of oak.
chesnut, hickory, &c. The trees of every kind are low, and
small, compared with those of New-England. I should estimate

them at
and the

grown

a

medium between the

largest on the peninsufa
about thirty feet, they

common

of

Cape

appear

New-England

Cod.

thrifty;

Until
but

forests

they have
afterwards,
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and somewhat in

bulk,
though increasing considerably in height,
stinted : indicating the want of sufficient nourishment to con
tinue their growth. From Huntington, throughout our circuit to
Brooklyn, not a single large tree was visible from the road.
are

Fruit trees abound every where

on

the North side of the Isl

-

and ;

particularly those which belong to the garden. The hou
ses, in great multitudes, are encompassed by them ; and vast
numbers stand in the highways.
No land in the United States
No where do they more" generally,
appears to suit them better.
ox in
greater abundance, yield fruit of an excellent quality : nor
are
they any where less injured by frost, or exposed to fewer en
emies.
The tree, yielding the Madeira nut, succeeds better here,
than on the opposite shore of Connecticut. Of these advantages
the inhabitants have availed themselves in

a

commendable

man

ner.

Their

agriculture

For

ed.

a

has within

considerable

a

few years been greatly improv
the fifteen years preceding

period before

the date of this

journey, the land had become generally impover
by a careless husbandry; in which the soil was only exhausted,
and no attempts were made to renew its strength. The usual conse
quences of this culture, (but too common on the continent, as
well as here,) such as miserable crops, discouragement, and listlessness, on the part of the farmer, prevailed every where. With
in this period the inhabitants, with a laudable spirit of enterprise,
ished

have set themselves to collect manure, wherever it could be ob
tained. Not content with what they could make, and find, on
their

have sent their vessels up the
and loaded them with the residuum of potash manufac

own

farms,

and

shores, they

Hudson,
tories ; gleaned the streets of New-York; and have imported various
kinds of manure from New-Haven, New-London, and even from
Hartford. In addition to all this, they have swept the Sound ; and
covered their fields with the immense shoals of white-fish, with
which in the beginning of summer its waters are replenished. No
manure is so cheap as this, where the fish abound : none is so
rich

:

and few

digious.

are so

Lands,

lasting.

Its effects

which heretofore

have

vegetation are pro
scarcely yielded ten

on

>
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by the acre,
yielded forty.

bushels of wheat

fish,

to have

It is here

credible.

tation, that

1

are

said, when dressed with white-

The number

caught

is almost in

said, and that by persons of very fair

50,000 have been taken

at

a

repu

Such,

single draught.

upon the whole, have been their numbers ; and such the ease,
with which they have been obtained ; that lands in the neighbour
hood of

productive

fisheries

are

declared to have risen, within

few years, to three, four, and in
former value.

some

a

cases, to six times their

fetor, of which I complained
equally troublesome here. Wher
ever the fish were
gathered in considerable quantities near the
road ; their effluvia filled the atmosphere ; and made our journey
sufficiently unpleasant. The farmers, however, by the force of
habit, and the prospect of gain are reconciled to this odour. In
deed many of them must, I think, be insensible to it for they
feed their swine in the near neighborhood of their houses, and
some of them directly before their doors, with the fish, called
Horse-feet ; the remains of which yield a smell still less sup
portable.
'.Among the serious disadvantages, under which the inhabitants
of the tract, already described, labour, the want of water is the
greatest. At the time, when we passed through it streams of ev
Yet we saw, if I remember right, dur
ery size are usually full.
ing the first twenty-four miles of our journey but one small brook,
which is in Huntington, and the mill-stream, mentioned above in
You will

in

a

easily believe,

former letter,

was

that the

at least

,

the account of Smithtown.
three small brooks.

distance of

ding

River

breadth.

have

In

Setauket, however,

Between this

than forty miles, we
insignificant rill, from

more
:

an

The want of mill-streams

recourse

to wind-mills ; which

found

we

and Southhold ; a
crossed but one : viz. Wa

village,

two to

obliges

are

perhaps

six feet in

the inhabitants to

erected in all these set

tlements, except the hamlet, through which we passed, in Smithtown.
The want of brooks, to water their cattle, forces them in
many instances to dig basins in the earth, near their houses.

During

the wet

seasons

erable

supply ;

but the water is often

these excavations furnish them with

muddy

and bad.

a

In

tol
rare
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this want is relieved by ponds ; but even these have their
inconveniences, particularly during the hot season, when they
become corrupted and unhealthy. Their wells also, must com
monly be dug to a great depth, before they will yield a sufficient
quantity of water. A traveller, accustomed to the wells, brooks,
and mill-streams of New-England is apt to wonder in what man
ner these
people can live comfortably, under this embarrassment.
cases

The best lands

on

both sides of the Island are, with

some ex

ceptions, the points ; or, as they are sometimes termed, the
necks.
They have usually a stronger soil ; and are often enriched
by a variety of marine shells, deposited here through a long succes
sion of ages by the Indians ; converted with a gradual decay into
valuable manure ; and thus supplying the nutriment drawn off by
vegetation. Not unfrequently also, are these lands furnished
with springs, which break out on the shore, both above, and be
low, the high water mark, and with tide mills erected on the in
lets in their neighbourhood.
The small breadth of this Island, and its numerous inlets, ac
inhabitants, almost every where, with a harbour

commodate the

to their doors ; and enable them to convey their produce to
market with little expense.
In the ocean, also, they find, on both
sides, a considerable portion of their food, and materials for half
near

of their

commerce.

Fish, of

most kinds found in this

abound in the waters of this Island.

Oysters

have in several

Within

a

few years

places greatly decayed ; particularly

Blue Point in the South- Western part of Brookhaven.
ter beds at this

place

climate,
however,

were

not

long

since

supposed

at

The oys
to be inex

haustible ; and supplied not not only the inhabitants of Long-Isl
and, but the inhabitants of New- York, the County of Westches

ter, and the South shore of New-England, with immense quanti

valuable^fish. Now they have become lean, watery,
sickly ; and have declined still more in their numbers than
in their quality. Formerly they were large and well flavoured :
now they are scarcely eatable ; and, what is worse, there is rea
son to fear, that they will soon become extinct.
Bass are caught in vast numbers along the shore.
I am, Sir, yours, &c.
ties of this
and
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Shelter Island

Sagg

Harbour The Peninsula of Montauk

Indians who inhabit

East-Hampton Manners of the inhabitants Honourable ef
people to maintain the government of law and to discountenance vice

it Light House
forts of the

New-England Suffolk County-Gardiner's Island
Southampton Canoe place Westhampton The ^Fireplace.

Settled from
ton

Dear

Sir,

The
the

Bridghamp-

ferry

from Southhold to Shelter-Island is attended with

inconveniences,

usual in

places

where there is too little trav

good accommodations. We
The shore
found neither wharf, nor ferry-stairs, on either side.
was a
gradual slope. We were, therefore, obliged to ride to the
boat, and with much difficulty to force our horses into it by lead
ing them over the gunwale. The boat itself was inconvenient, and
was
managed by a single man. The breadth of the ferry is three
fourths of a mile.
To make us amends for these troubles, the
weather was perfectly serene and pleasant : and we crossed the
elling

to

defray

the

expense

of

strait without any accident.
Shelter Island lies in Peconic

bay, at about an equal distance
and, with that peninsula, ren
ders the bay a secure
vessels, not drawing more than
four fathom.
The passages on both sides are perfectly safe.
There is, however, little reason to believe, that this bay can ev
er be much used as an
anchoring ground, unless by the ships of
In the Revolutionary war it was frequently
an enemy.
occupied
by the British shipping.
from Southhold and

The Indian

meck ;

name

Neck ;
harbour for

Hogs

of this Island

was

Manhansack-Ahaquatauwo-

signifying an island sheltered by other islands. Its pres
ent name, intentionally a translation of the original one,
ought to
It is about seven miles in length from North
be Sheltered Island.
to South ; about five in breadth, and not-far from
thirty in circum
ference.
Its area is between eight and nine thousand acres.
Its
surface is much more undulating than that of the
neighbouring
country. A great number of small hollow grounds are dispersed
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it, containing, usually, a considerable quantity of water, and
a thick
growth of swamp shrubs. These spots are
unsightly, and, indeed, offensive to the eye : but they furnish the
farmer with the great convenience of water for his cattle. There
is not, I believe, a spring on this island above high water mark.
The forest growth, which consists of oak, chcsnut, &c. is thinly
planted, and chiefly without underwood. The British cut down
a
great part of the wood during the revolutionary war, and thus
greatly lessened the value of the lands. Three thousand cords

over

covered with

were

taken from the*estate of Thomas

such excellence of character, as
disarmed the spirit of plunder.

would,

Dering, Esq. a man of
thing could, have

if any

The soil is lighter, and thinner, than that of the good lands on
Long-Island. Yet in a field, belonging to General Dering, it
yielded, under a skillful husbandry, between thirty-nine and forty
bushels of wheat an acre, the year, preceding the date of this
journey. Exclusive of grass, for the growth, of which it is rather
too dry, it seems well fitted for all the productions of the climate.
To sheep it is peculiarly suited : the sweet feed, which it yields
being remarkably grateful to that animal ; and the snow lying, or
dinarily, so short a time, as very little to interrupt the pasturing
The wool of the Shelter Island flocks is thought infe
of cattle.
none in this country.
property of this Island is principally in the three families
of Dering, Haven, and Nicoll. It was incorporated in 1 788; and
in 1790,- contained 201 inhabitants; in 1800, 260; and, in 1810,

riour to

The

270.

inhabitants, especially of the principal
observed, that they have customarily
made considerable exertions to support schools, and to obtain the
To the credit of the

proprietors,

preaching

it

ought

of the

to be

gospel.

Two of our company Left us here ; and proceeded immediatelyover Hogs Neck to Sagg Harbour, and thence to East-Hampton.
of the day at the house of General
a considerable
We

part

spent

Dering.
as

to the

In the afternoon this

ferry

; and assisted

us

gentleman politely accompanied
not

a

little to obtain

a

comforta
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ble passage.
being boisterous, we sent our horses over
first ; and followed them without accident, although not without
The wind

disagreeable apprehensions. We then found our way, with some
difficulty, over Hogs Neck; and proceeded, unpleasantly enough
through the waters, which overflowed the long, narrow, and
winding, isthmus, connecting this peninsula with Southampton.
Thence we had a circuitous, solitary, and tedious, ride to Sagg
Harbour; where the hospitality of Mr. D. amply compensated
us for the troubles of the
journey.
Sagg Harbour is a pretty village, lying partly within the town
ship of Southampton, and partly in that of East-Hampton. It is
situated

on a mere mass

of sand.

The harbour, which is excel

only good one for a great distance on the Eastern
end of the Island, allured the inhabitants to this unpleasant
ground ; not unpleasant from the want of prospect, but because
it furnishes unpleasant streets, and walks, and is unfriendly to ev
The village contained at this time about
ery kind of vegetation.
120 houses; the principal part of which are on a winding street,
terminating at the shore ; the rest, on some other streets of less
consequence. Many of the houses, out-houses, and fences are
new, and neat : and an appearance of thrift, elsewhere unknown
in this part of the island, is spread over the whole village.
Sev
eral of the inhabitants have acquired considerable wealth by com
merce and
fishing: both of which have been regularly increasing
since the Revolutionary war.
When we were on the spot, there
were three, and there are now (1811) six,
ships, employed in the
whale fishery on the coast of Brazil ; each of which is supposed,
on an
average, to return, annually, with one thousand barrels of
oil.
The other vessels, owned here, may amount to fifty.
Me
lent,

and the

chanical business is also done here to

a

considerable extent.

Ship building, particularly, is carried on with skill, spirit, and
success.
There is a printing office in this village : the only one
on the Island,
except at Brooklyn. The inhabitants have a small
Presbyterian church ; old, and of design ill-repaired: a much lar
ger one being necessary to accommodate their increasing popu
lation.*
*

A

large

and handsome church has sinGe been erected.

Pub.
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is now, and
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probably

will continue to be, the

in the Eastern

The number of inhabitants at the date of

of Long-Island.
journey was about

part

our

in 1810,

they amounted to 1,168.
Sagg Harbour Saturday morning, May 19th, and rode
Our journey lay on a sandy, solitary plain,
to East-Hampton.
covered with oaks, and yellow pines ; through which flowed a
small brook, or two ; the first seen by us in travelling sixty miles.
In the neighbourhood of East-Hampton we passed by a considera
ble field, blown in the same manner, although in a less degree, as
those, formerly described on the peninsula of Cape Cod. Here,
also, I saw, for the first time since I left that peninsula, the beach
grass; the extraordinary, and the only, preventive of that mis
850

:

We left

fortune.

When

arrived, we found that our companions had gone to
point. After dinner we followed them, in company
with the Rev. Mr. B
; the Minister of East-Hampton, as far
as the beach, which unites the
peninsula of Montauk to Long-Is
land. Here my remaining companion left me, to visit the point.
and myself, in the mean time, examined the fantastic
Mr. B
al scenery, presented by this spot.
The beach has been thrown
up by the conspiring force of winds, and waves, in the same man
ner, as those, which are annexed to the peninsula of Cape Cod ;
This tract was, however,
but is far less wild, and magnificent.
Mr.
once a plain of firm ground ; but occasionally overflowed.
Benjamin Hodges, now* living on Montauk, at the age of ninetyIt is named Niepeag : Niep, wa
six years, remembers this fact.
we

Montauk

ter ; eag,

This

land.t

peninsula

is nine miles in
Its surface is

to three in breadth.
er sense

length,

and

uneven

;

no

generally

from two

where in the prop

forested ; but ornamented in several places by groves,
The soil is a mixture of loam and gravel ;

and scattered trees.

yielding short, sweet grass, and furnishing good beef, and mutton.
With a few small exceptions, it is owned by the citizens of EastHampton ; being a vast common within that township, on which
*

Vol. III.

1 81 1

.

T

John L.

40

Gardner, Esq.
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the cattle of the inhabitants

mild
and

fed promiscuously during the
proprietors is about one hundred

are

The number of

season.

twenty.

A few years
miles from the

since,

a

point,

was

large pond

of fresh water, about five
by the Ocean ; and

broken in upon

replenished with oysters, of a good size,
principally caught by some Indians ; the
remains of the Montauk tribe ; who live near the pond, and sell
them for corn, cider, and other commodities.
from that time has been

and flavour.

is

These

are

The Montauk Indians

are a

proved, decisively, by

their

branch of the Mohekaneews ;

as

I have not been able to

language.

Like those, men
ascertain their number ; but it is very small.
Stonington, and all others residing among

tioned in the account of
the

English, they

ancestors ; and

have lost the

and warlike

proud

assumed in its stead

The amount of all their aims is to

spirit

of their

tame, stupid character.

a

acquire

the bare necessaries of

life ; and to doze away their remaining time in that sluggish inac
tivity, which is the middle stage between intellectual and animal
existence.

A few of them

sea, are said to

perform

returned, and received

employed in fishing ; and, when at
duty well : but as soon as they have
their wages, they become mere Indians
hard earnings chiefly for rum; the only
are

their

again; expending their
enjoyment, which they appear to covet.
There are four or five English families on this peninsula.
These, unfortunately, are from two to three miles apart; so that
each house is a hermitage.
One of them has the care 'of the
light-house : a structure, eighty feet in height, standing in an ele
vated situation on the point ; distinguished soon after the coloni
zation of this country as a land mark of the first importance.
Perhaps no building, of this useful kind, was ever erected on this
side of the Atlantic in
the

preservation

of

a

spot,

where it

acres

of this

was

more

necessary for

man.

About twelve hundred

peninsula

are

still in the

possession of the Indians. The fee of the land is not theirs ; but
they hold it, partly by lease, and partly by permission. It is a
remarkable fact, that a number of words in their language are
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the

same

with the

discovered

by

corresponding

Sir Alexander Mc

31)

language of a tribe,
between three and four

words in the

Kenzie,

hundred miles from the Pacific Ocean.*
It is also
the

remarkable,

that

peninsula, except those,

none

of the stones

which

on

the surface of

within the reach of

are now

the waves, shew any marks of having been washed by the Ocean.
Between the beach, and the town of Easthampton, the land is

generally undulating, moderately good, settled,

and under cul

ture.

The town of Easthampton is built principally on a single street,
running very nearly from North-East to South-West. Its site is
a perfect level.
It is compactly built ; and contains an ancient
Presbyterian church ; an academy ; and about one hundred dwel
ling-houses. The academy is resorted to by a considerable num
ber of students ; and with a little more spirit, and enterprise, on
the part of the people, might be rendered extensively useful.
The houses are generally of long standing. I saw but a^ single
new one ; and that was erected where another had been
lately
pulled down. Scarcely any of them are painted. In other re
spects they are generally in a tolerable state of repair. The pas
sion for appearance, so far, at least, as building is concerned,
seems,

hitherto,

to have fastened very little

on

the inhabitants of

general air of equality, simplicity, and quiet, is
visible here in a degree, perhaps singular.
Sequestered in a
great measure from the world, they exhibit scarcely a trace of
that activity, which every where meets the eye in New-England.

Easthampton.

A

There is, however, no want of the social character ; but it is reg
by the long-continued customs of this single spot,

ulated rather
than

by

the mutable fashions of

parts,

personal
more

a

great city,

or

the

powerful

in

extensive country, intimately connected in all its
and controlling by the general opinion, and practice, the

fluence of

an

conduct of every inhabitant.
Living by themselves
people of most other places, they become more

than the

attentive to whatever is their own, and

others.

Hence their

own
*

customs,

John L.

less,

to the

especially those,

Gardner, Esq.

concerns

of

which have
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Come

down from their

ancestors, (and these

are

almost

all,

that

exist among them;) have a commanding influence on their con
Removed to a great distance from most of their country
duct.
men, reports may be easily raised, and for a long time circulated,
among them, without any contradiction, if a few individuals, who
may be regarded as the travelling members of their community,

should

happen

the character of

to unite in the wish to

keep

them alive.

Thus

person, even in the most public life, if living at a
such individuals, for an indefinite period, be com

a

distance, may by

If a villain, he may pass for a man of worth ;
worth, for a villain. Thus, also, any event, or any
conduct, may be misstated, and misbelieved ; and, often, without

pletely
if

inverted.

a man

of

remedy. I have-rarely been struck with so much surprise, as
finding the strange and mistaken, apprehensions of some dis
creet and worthy people in this town, concerning several individ
a

at

uals of distinction, in their own State : men, whom I perfectly
knew; and with some of whom I had been long and intimately ac

quainted.
You

are

not, from these things,

to suppose the inhabitants of

degree either injudicious, or
are as respectable for their
They
understanding, and
ignorant.
in other things as well .informed ; read as much, and converse as
well, as most of their countrymen. But their insular, and remote,
situation precludes them from the means either of acquiring sound
information, or detecting that which is false, concerning persons,
and facts, existing in different parts of their country.
Hence, as
in the same circumstances all other people would be, they are ex
posed to misjudge, because their confidence can be, and often is,
abused : while the detection of the abuse is beyond their power.
In truth, they are better acquainted with many subjects, deeply
interesting to man, than most of their countrymen.
Their moral and religious character, also, are much above the
common level.
By this I do not intend, that they are free from
loose and profligate manners ; but that the town contains a larger
number of virtuous citizens ; that Morality and Religion hold a
higher place in the public estimation ; and that transgressions of
East- Hampton to be in

an uncommon
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reputation

to be

more

dan

gerous ; than in most other places.
As a proof of the justness of this

opinion it may be observed,
voluntarily established here for the ex
press purpose of strengthening magistrates in the prevention and
punishment of petty crimes ; exposing all licentiousness ; and pro
moting every kind of virtuous conduct. The measures of this so
ciety, in which all, or nearly all, the respectable inhabitants of
the town are united, have in an eminent
degree been harmonious,
useful, and happy. They have not merely formed a constitution;
assembled ; deliberated ; and resolved ; according to the spirit
less, and useless, examples of too many such societies ; but have
executed their resolutions in a manner, highly honourable to their
character.
Vice has been really discouraged; virtue really
strengthened ; and the execution of law in those inferiour cases,
in which it is but two
frequently unexecuted, and which thus lay
the foundation of no small part of human
degeneracy, really pro
that

a

society

moted. At the

has been

same

energetic, they

time,

while their

measures

have been cautious and

dence has ensured them

success

have been firm and

prudent.

Their pru

; and their success has

invigora

ted their energy.
May the blessing of Heaven rest upon all,
who are engaged in this excellent
design, and upon every justifi
able effort for its accomplishment.

Equally honourable to these people are their industry and fru
gality, their exemplary behaviour at church, their spirit of good
neighbourhood ; their mutual decency and respect ; and the in
terest which they take in the enjoyments and sufferings of each
other.
I need not say, that they have their faults : but I can say
truly, I wish that the inhabitants of this country, generally, had
as

few.

are extensively applicable, with some quaK
County of Suffolk at large.
I have already observed, that this County was originally settled
from New-England.
A considerable number of the Colonists
came from Lynn ; and others,
probably, from some of the oth
These planted themer towns in the neighbourhood of Boston.

These observations

ifications,

to the
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selves
had

near

the Western end of the Island.

already begun

some

small

Dutch, who
quarter, quar
They then re

The

in that

plantations

relled with them ; and finally drove them away.
moved to Southampton, and stationed themselves without
Here

lestation.

they

were

joined by

other

emigrants

mo

from the

colony.

same

In the year 1640 the Colony of New-Haven purchased, and
settled, Southhold ; the Indian Yennycock. The same year, the

Colony of Connecticut purchased a tract, containing a great part
townships of Oyster Bay, and North Hempstead ; and pla

of the
ced

on

it

a

considerable number of settlers.

All these settle

beginning claimed by the Colonies of Con
necticut and New-Haven.
Southampton sent Representatives
to the General Assembly of Connecticut twenty years ; from
1644 to 1664.
In 1663, the plantations in the neighbourhood of
the Dutch settlements sent a petition to the Legislature of Con
necticut, praying to be taken under their jurisdiction. The Le
gislature voted, that they would "use such just and lawful means,
as God should
put into their hands, for the indemnity and safety,
of these plantations, until his majesty should make known his roy
al pleasure on this subject." In the year 1664, the Dutch surren
dered New-York to Colonel Nichols : and Long-Island was thence
ments

were

from the

forth annexed to that Province.

The inhabitants of Suffolk Coun

ty, however, have always been and now are, in every other re
spect New-England people. Descended from one source, they
have to this day sustained one character.
From their neighbours
in the two Western Counties theyare distinguished by their names,
their

pronunciation,

cation of their

Religion.

All these

ners, which I

the

prevailing

their manners, their attachment to the edu
their intelligence, their morals, and their

children,

are

distinctly
manners

of New-England

origin.

remember to have

of such

places,

The very

man

been, forty years since,

and

people,

as

I visited at

that time ; and better, and happier, in many respects than those,
which have been substituted for them ; are now the manners of a

great part

of this

County.

The insular situation of the inhabit

ants, while it has precluded them from many motives

to

improve-
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ment, has also preserved them from many
Their houses and churches
minds

are

sources of corruption.
tidy and beautiful : but their
religious impressions ; and their

less

susceptible of
by vice.
The old New-England hospitality, which welcomed a
guest,
because he was a stranger, a neighbour, or a friend ; and not be
cause it coveted an
opportunity of displaying wealth and taste, or
acquiring admiration ; prevails generally throughout this Coun
ty. A traveller is received with an air of frankness, and good
are more

lives less stained

will, which he
ment much

cannot distrust ; and which endears his entertain

more

than manners, however polished, or accommo
He feels, that he has been receiv

dations however convenient.
ed not

only

with

civility,

but with kindness ; and leaves the house

of his host with affection.
In
with

ery

passing through
a sense

place

at such

a

of

seems

this

stillness,
to him

a

County a traveller is forcibly struck
sequestration from the world. Ev

and

retirement.

Noise and bustle clamour

distance that the din is not heard.

Profound contem

plation, and playfulness of mind, scarcely meet with an interrup
tion.
Every thing indicates, and cherishes, repose : and he will
hardly believe, that disorder and disturbance, of any kind, can
here intrude upon the peace of man.
A gum tree, of the kind which is here called the Balm of Gilethe black

poplar, is now growing before the house of Mr.
Hunting, of this town. The stem was a branch, wafted
upon the South shore by the ocean. There it was found by a
member of Mr. Hunting's family, and set out where it now stands.
Gardiner's Island, or the Tsle of Wight, lies across the mouth
of Peconic Bay, between Plumb Island and Montauk ; and is
about seven miles in length, and one in breadth : containing not
far from three thousand acres. The soil is excellent ; and yields,
very plentifully, wheat, maize, and grass ; and furnishes excellent
beef and mutton, cheese and wool. It was purchased originally
by Lyon Gardiner, Esquire, who commanded the fort at Say
brook several years ; and was also granted to him by James Torrett, the British nominal proprietor of the whole Island. Mr.
ad,

or

William
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Gardiner

began

a

settlement here in 1639

it has

prietor

:

the first British set

From this

tlement within the State of New- York.

descended, regularly, in his family

original

to the

pro

present

Until lately, it was an
simple. Its Indian name
was
Munshongonuc ; and signified a place, where a multitude of In
dians had died : Like the character, given of Carthagena, when
it is styled the grave of Europeans.
It is believed here, and generally along the Southern shore of
owner, John

the

Island, that

:

now

are

Esquire.

it is holden in fee

fruit trees cannot be cultivated with success, when
That these winds blow here
the sea winds.

exposed to
with great strength,
destroy, or prevent,
they

Gardiner

Lyon

entailed estate

very damp, is certain ; but that they
growth of fruit trees, particularly apple
trees, and pear trees, is questionable.
On the land of the Rev.
Mr. B. at East-Hampton I saw a considerable number of young
trees, which were very flourishing. I saw also, several orchards,
in places entirely open to these winds, which were well grown
and

are

the

and prosperous, and some of them in full blossom.
It may there
fore be concluded, that this opinion has been hastily taken up.

Yet

so

extensively

has it been

adopted,

that there

are

few

or

and very few fruit trees of any kind in this township, or
Southampton ; and indeed very few for sixty or seventy miles

chards,

along the shore.
East-Hampton is uncommonly healthy ; as is evident from the
number of old people, which it contains.
Notwithstanding the
frequency, dampness and strength, of the sea winds, the inhabit
ants appear to be liable in no peculiar
degree to any particular
disease, except the Hypocondria. This evil is said to be unusu
ally frequent here, at Bridghampton, and at Southampton. What
is called land air can hardly be said to be breathed at all at EastHampton : and the people are healthy, from the same cause,
which produces the health of seamen.
East-Hampton contained in 1790, 1,497 inhabitants; in 1800,
1,549; in 1810, 1,484.
On Monday May 21st,
and rode

we

left

through Bridghampton,
Hampton : twenty-six miles.

our

friends in

and

East-Hampton ;
Southampton, to West-
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Bridghampton is a parish of Southampton. Its surface is agree
ably undulating ; the soil better, or better cultivated, than any
tract, of the same extent, on our journey ; and the houses are in
We saw no village in
more instances neat in their appearance.
this parish.
There has lately been a considerable revival of religion, both
here and in East-Hampton.
Southampton is said to have been formerly a flourishing settle
ment : the whaling business having been vigorously pursued, and
become
wears

of wealth to the inhabitants.

source

a

the

aspect

any in East-Hampton
able and prosperous.
the inhabitants

The soil of

that, through

are

:

At

present, it

are

better than

but the general appearance is less agree
The town is not so compactly built, and

said to be less industrious.

Southampton
which

Southampton

Some of the houses

of decline.

we

is

more

sandy,

and

light,

than most of

had travelled.

contained in 1790, 3,408
This increase
3.899.

3,690; and in 1810,

inhabitants;
is, probably

in 1800,

all found

village of Sagg Harbour.
Southampton to what is here called the Canoe-place ;
about four miles ; the country is a succession of disagreeable
sand-hills ; a considerable part of which are blown, like the
grounds, formerly mentioned in the description of Cape Cod ;
and exhibit a desolate and melancholy aspect. These hills were
once cultivated ; but from the poverty of the soil, and the rava
ges of the wind, appear to have been finally forsaken.*
From the Canoe-place, where-there are two or three indiffer
ent houses, to West-Hampton, the country is a mere forest ;
chiefly of yellow pines. The surface is a plain ; the soil, a lean
sand ; the trees are small and unthrifty ; and the road is difficult
In this part of our journey we met with nothing that
and tedious.
was agreeable, except the solemn roar of the Ocean ; the pros
pect of the great bay, already mentioned ; the magnificent beach,
in the

From

*

of

journey I have been informed, that the remains of a tribe
Shinnakaughs, are the proprietors of these lands ; and that
undergo Indian cultivation.

Since the date of this

Indians, called

some

of them still

Vol. III.

the

41
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by which it is bounded ; and the immeasurable waters lying be
yond it. These objects occurring, in several instances, through
vistas opened in the forest were highly sublime ; and amid our
otherwise unvaried scenery peculiarly delightful.
West-Hampton is a parish of Southampton; and a scattered set
tlement. It is here commonly designated by the dismal Indian name
Catchebonnuc : properly the name of a point of land within its
limits.
To complete the list of unfortunate titles of this abused
place, two hamlets, belonging to it are termed Quaug, or Speeunk.
Yet here, on a point of land, South of the road, we found good
accommodations, obligingly furnished at an inn, kept by a Mr.
Howell.
The next

morning, the 22d,
Douglas's in Islip, through

left

West-Hampton ; and rode
remaining part of Southamp
ton, a part of Brookhaven, and a part of Islip : thirty-six miles.
We dined at Carman's in what is called the Fire-place, in Brook
haven ; and fared comfortably ; but were obliged to lodge at a
miserable house, half in ruins, kept by very poor, and very igno
rant, people : the inn, at which we intended to lodge, having
been preoccupied by some sportsmen from New- York, who had
to

come

we

the

hither to catch trout.

The country from Howell's to the Fire-place is a continuation
of the same plain, almost wholly forested ; less
sandy ; less cov
ered with

pines

; and

more
productive of oaks. The road, also,
surface, was generally better ; but in some in
stances, was still sandy, and tedious. The settlements, though
few, were more numerous ; and, together with several fields of
wheat, growing vigorously on the borders of our road, varied the
generally dull scenery of this region. The preceding day we
had crossed a few rivulets ; this day we found a
greater number

being

on a

firmer

and among them several fine sprightly mill-streams. One of these
which runs by Carman's, is named Connecticut river : the
larg
est, after Peconic, in the island, and replenished with fine trout.

From this spot the road became still firmer; the forests more
and more composed of oaks; the wheat-fields more numerous
and

flourishing ;

the

settlements, though thinly scattered,

more
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While

we
pleasant.
country universally
Douglas's, a thunder-storm passed over us ; and the
rain distilled plentifully through the roof, and sides, of our shel
ter.
Part of our company were disagreeably sprinkled, while in
bed ; but experienced no distressing consequences from the wet
ting. Our horses, which passed the night without any other hay
than sedge, had more reason to complain than ourselves.
I am, Sir, yours, &c.

frequent

were

at

more
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Islip Hempstead plain Grouse plain Huntington Oyster bay Hempstead
North-Hempstead Flushing Mr. Prince's fruit-yard Jamaica Ride from
Jamaica to Brooklyn Vegetation on different parts of the island affected by the

prevailing
Dear

winds

Bushwick.

Sir,

morning, May 23d, we pursued our journey through
Islip, through Huntington, Oyster bay, Hemp
stead, and a part of Jamaica : thirty-eight miles.
The country on this day's journey, until we came to the bor
der of Hempstead plain, generally resembled that, which was
last described ; but in all the particulars, mentioned in that de
scription, became more and more pleasant. Of Islip I know
nothing beyond what I have already said, except that the town
ship includes three or four islands of no importance, and contain
ed in 1790, 609 inhabitants ; in 1800, 853 ; and, in 1810, 885.
Near the Western border of the township of Huntington we
passed through a hamlet, consisting of about a dozen neat houses ;
all of them new, and built in a modern style.
This was the first
settlement of any importance, which we saw, after leaving
Southampton ; (a distance of about sixty miles ;) and the first
indication of the neighbourhood, and commercial influence, of
New- York. Soon after we left this village, we turned to the
North-West, over a country of an indifferent appearance ; con
taining a few miserable settlements, but principally covered with
a forest of
pines, and an underwood of shrub oaks. Four or five
miles from the commencement of this forest, we entered upon
what is called the Grouse, or Brushy plain ; the South-Eastern
border of Hempstead plain ; extending about three or four miles
From this ground we entered Hempstead
in breadth.
plain ;
and dined at a place, called the Isle of Pines, situated near its
Wednesday

the remainder of

v

centre.

Hempstead plain is a continuation of that vast level, which ex
Canoe-place to Jamaica : about eighty miles ; and

tends from the
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this distance the Southern half of the island.

interrupted by

a

single

hill.

About

twenty

miles from

the Eastern limit it is covered with

yellow pines ; then with a
mixture of pines and oaks; then with oaks only; until within a
few miles of Hempstead plain the pines make their appearance
again. The Eastern division of this level is unfit for agriculture,
and usefu! only, as the basis of a forest.
Thence to the Western
boundary of Huntington the soil becomes gradually better ; and
thence to the border of Hempstead plain it is almost absolutely
barren.

From the Southern border of this level

points

shoot out into the

with

good soil,

great bay,

which

are

a

number of

generally

covered

by men of property and considera
tion.
Several of them have long been entailed estates.
That part of this extensive level, which is called Hempstead
plain, is distinguished from the rest, only by the appearance of
the soil ; which is a dark, rich-looking mould, or a brown loam,
spread over a coarse gravel ; and by its vegetation, which from
the earliest knowledge of European settlers has, with the excep
tion of the little spot, called the Isle of Pines, been nothing, but a
long, coarse, wild grass. Many attempts, as I am informed, have
It is
been made to cultivate this ground, but without success.
now, what it ever has been, a mere, and very indifferent, pas
a

and owned

ture.

The Grouse plain is distinguished from it by nothing, except its
covering ; which, instead of grass, is formed of shrub oaks : the
most shrivelled, and puny, that I ever met with ; scarcely ex-.
ceeding in size a large whortlebury bush. On this ground there
is always a multitude of grouse ; the heath-cock, and hen, of
New-England : and hither a great number of sportsmen annually
repair from Long-Island, New- York, and the County of WestChester, to hunt this bird : hardly any amusement being more

coveted in this quarter.
The forested parts of this

large

carried
a

chiefly
good price.

great

level abound with deer.

A

every year killed by hunters ; and are
to New- York ; where they never fail to command

number of these

are
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Hempstead plain is,
'

I presume, the Easternmost of those
are too fertile to
produce forest trees:'

American prairies, which

unless it should be
which

we

thought,

dined, vitiates

that the little cluster. of

its title to this

pines, amid
extraordinary character.

To my eye, both now, and in two excursions, which I made to it
the appearance of its border strongly resembled that of

formerly,

a lake.
Its length is about sixteen miles from East to West ; its
greatest breadth eight, and its least five. Like Montauk, it is al
most entirely a common ; and supplies indifferent pasturage, and
a
sufficiency of water, throughout the mild season, for a great
number of cattle.
The Isle of Pines, at a distance, resembles

not

a

little

a

real island.

Between the Western limit of

Huntington, and Hempstead, we
passed through the Southern part of the township of Oyster bay.
Heretofore, I had repeatedly passed through the Northern. This
tract is undulating and fertile.
It is also better supplied with
springs and brooks, and wears more proofs of prosperous indus
try, than many other parts of the island. In two of these excur
sions, also, I passed through North-Hempstead ; and in one of
them, through Flushing into Newtown. These townships have
a
good soil ; and a surface, in many places not unpleasant. In
several places they exhibit, particularly the two last, a cultiva
tion, which within a few years has been greatly improved. In
Flushing Mr. Joseph Prince, and afterwards his son, Mr. Wil
liam Prince, have for many years collected, raised, and sold, the
greatest number, and variety, of valuable fruit trees, ever seen in
a
single spot on this continent. These they have extensivelyspread through the United States ; and have even sent them to
several parts of Europe. They may, therefore, be
fairly reck
oned in the list of benefactors to their country.
In these townships the effects of their
vicinity to New- York
are
abundantly conspicuous, in the wealth of the farmers, and in
the beauty of the villas, with which
they are handsomely orna
mented.

Oyster bay contained in 1790,4,097; in 1800, 4,548; in 1810,
North-Hempstead contained in 1790, 2,696 ;

4,725 inhabitants.
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in 1800, 2,621 ; in 1810, 2,700 inhabitants.
Flushing contained
in 1790, 1,607; in 1800, 1,814; in 1810, 2,230 inhabitants.
Newtown contained in 1790, 2,111; in 1800, 2,309; in 1810,

2,437 inhabitants.

Hempstead

is

a

small, and rather pretty, village

; containing
Presbyterian church ;
being the shire town of
ministers of both churches preach in
only : having other congregations under

several neat houses, an Episcopal and
both decent; and a court-house: this

Queen's County.
them

a

their

care.

The

part of the time

a

Hempstead lies on the South-Western skirt of the plain, and
on some
gently rising grounds, by which it is bordered in this
quarter. In the year 1790, the township, which is extensive,
contained

3,828 inhabitants; in 1800, 2,413; in 1810, 3,804.

village of Hempstead to Jamaica the appearance of
continually improved. The surface was still plain :
was sensibly better ; the forest trees, now
appearing
singly, or in groves, were larger, and more thrifty ; the cultiva
tion was more skilful, and the produce was more vigorous.
The
influence of New- York was continually more and more evident,
From the

the country
but the soil

until

we

arrived at Jamaica.

largest and handsomest village in this County ;
containing about a hundred houses, three churches, a Dutch, a
Presbyterian, and an Episcopal ; and an academy, of long stand
ing, but supported with less spirit, and uniformity, than could be
The houses are built principally on a single street,
wished.
running from East to West ; and are generally good. The
churches are not distinguished for their beauty. This town, from
its neighbourhood to New-York, and from having long been a
customary resort for the inhabitants of that city, has acquired a
polish, not visible in the towns further Eastward. Its buildings
Jamaica is the

and fences

are

neater ; and the

manners

of its inhabitants have

maybe called a city air: in persons of refinement,
and virtue, extremely agreeable ; but in such, as are vulgar and
vicious, pert, impudent, gross, and profane. The latter manners
more

are

of what

unhappily

the most common, and the most

prominent,

in all
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such places ; are the most visible to every traveller ; and enter,
perhaps, more than they ought into the estimate, which he forms
In such a place, I have often felt, that if life
of their character.
were not now and then refreshed by the refined sentiments, and
conduct of the small number, the coarse and protuberant vices

of the

clumsy

and insolent multitude would render it intolerable.

gentleman, now and then found, reanimates the
spirits, under the stupor, into which they sink, within the conta
gion of the market-man.
In the year 1790, Jamaica contained 1,675 inhabitants; in
1800, 1,761; and, in 1810, 2,110. Jamaica and Hempstead,
with a strip of Oyster bay, occupy the whole of Queen's County
But, happily,

on

the

the Southern shore.

Thursday morning, May 24th we rode to New- York, to break
fast, through the remainder of Jamaica, a small corner of Bushwick, and the township of Brooklyn. The country between Ja
maica and Brooklyn, being generally owned by persons, who have
grown rich with the aid of New- York, and being manured from
the streets, and stables, of that city, is under high cultivation.
The soil, also, is naturally good : a stiff loam, approximating to
clay, and differing materially from any, which we had seen on
this Island.
I remember no spot, of the same extent, where the
produce, of so many kinds, appeared so well. The wheat, win
ter barley, flax, and oats, were remarkably fine : and, wherever
the country was cultivated, as almost all of it was, its face resem
bled a rich garden.
The surface, here, is generally
undulating,
and in some places rough : the ridges, and points, of the hills be
ing formed of ragged rocks. This discord was, however, partic
ularly agreeable to me ; as I had been wearied with the monoto
ny of the scenery, which we had left behind us.
on this
part of the road are generally good ; and

The
are

buildings

surrounded

by neat appendages. Upon the whole, I thought this part of our
journey peculiarly agreeable.
About two miles West of Jamaica, as I estimated the distance.
we
quitted the smooth, circular stones, which, before, wc had
found every where, except on Montauk ; and came
suddenly up-
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These continu

angular.

ferry.
course

of this

journey

I

was

struck with the

diversity

of

the progress of vegetation in the different places, which we visit
ed.
We left New-Haven on the 9th of May ; and arrived at

Huntington

on

the 15th.

Here

we

found the

vegetation

at the

stage, at which we had left it at New-Haven. After we
left Brook-Haven, it became gradually more and more backward,
same

until

we

arrived at Southhold.

On the 19th

we

reached East-

Hampton. Here, notwithstanding the lapse of time, we found it
several days behind that of New-Haven, when we left it ; and at
least a fortnight later in the whole. We passed through the
Southern parts of Huntington and Oyster Bay on the 23d. At
that time the vegetation in these places had scarcely (Overtaken
that, which

we

at least

a

week

On the 24th

had left at New-Haven.

from Jamaica to New-York.
that at

beyond

we

rode

vegetation was advanced
New-Haven : being more forward

Here the

The season at Jamaica,
on the 29th.
Bushwick, and Brooklyn, was, therefore, three weeks earlier than
This differ
in the South parts of Huntington and Oyster Bay.
ence can in no way be owing to the difference either of soil, or
than

found it there

we

climate

:

for both

Oyster Bay

:

are

the soil

al miles further

in favour of these

being sandy,

South;

and

parts of Huntington and
; the situation, sever

warm

and the distance of the two extremes, nqt

than

forty.
Facts, generally resembling this, exist in various parts of this
country ; and -probably in many others. No explanation of the
subject has, within my knowledge, been attempted. I will com
municate to you that, which, after a good deal of reflection, ap
peared to me to be most satisfactory. The wind, which princi
pally brings warmth to the Southern parts of New-England, and,
I presume, to the United States at large, is the South-West.
When it strikes East-Hampton, and the country, generally, to the
Western line of Oyster Bay, it passes over an extensive tract of
Of course it brings with it the chilling influence of
the ocean.
more

the vapour, exhaled at that time from its waters.
42
Vol. III.

From that
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ocean
Jamaica,
point
gradually lessens : and the
produced by these"winds, so strongly felt on the South shore
of the Island farther Eastward, is, here, in a small degree dimin
ished. Our road, at a little distance Westward from this point,
turned to the North ; and passed through the middle of the Isl
and, from the Eastern edge of Hempstead plain to New- York.
Here therefore, although the Island is narrow at Jamaica, the
ground is somewhat less exposed to the chill of these winds, by

the tract of

to

cold

reason

of its greater distance from the shore.
From both these
vegetation at this season is gradually quickened, after

causes, the

the Western limit of

Oyster Bay towards New-York.
Jamaica, the South-West winds, from
the shore of New-Jersey, cross only a narrow arm of the sea,
about eight or ten miles wide.
Hence, whatever warmth they
passing

Westward of the town of

have retained

during their progress from the Southern States to
Jersey shore, they bring, with little diminution, to this spot.
Here, of course, commences a new and very different atmosphere
the

from

that, which is found but a little farther East, and a new and
proportionally different vegetation. Something may undoubted
ly be allowed to the superiour richness of the soil, and skill in
cultivation.
The former of these advantages, (perhaps both,) is
balanced by the superiour warmth of the soil at the places, where
the vegetation is most backward.
That both are of little weight
in forming this estimate I was furnished with
complete proof in
the month of May, 1811.
In a journey, which I then took to
Perth Amboy, I found' the vegetation of the
spring advanced, a
full week beyond that on the Island of New-York ; without
any
peculiar advantages either of soil or culture. But at Amboy the
South-West winds blow over land, without
any interruption, ex
cept by the little estuary of the river Raritan.
The land at this season is sensibly warmer than the sea : that
is, the land from New- York to Cape Florida; and indeed from
New -York to the 44th degree of latitude.
Of this a complete
proof is furnished even by Connecticut River. When the fresh
ets are high ; the towns on the borders of that river
experience a
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chill,

which lasts till the river

subsides to its proper bed.
Accordingly, the cold winds from the North

warmed,

as

New-England
from
the

Florida, although cooled to
North, are yet much less so

Ocean.

A South-West wind at

though blowing
fore less

are

perceptibly

pass frOm the higher to the lower latitudes of
and New- York: and the South-Western winds

they

warm

over a

than in

degree in their progress to
than those which blow Over the

some

New-Haven,

in

April

or

May,

al

considerable tract of

Ocean, and there
the tracts^ Surrounding New- York, yet af

continuing two or three days becomes always warm ; and pro
duces a rapid change in Vegetation.
Sometimes, indeed, it ren
ders the weather uncomfortably hot, ev6n within this short peri
od.
A South-West wind reaches New-Havert from the Jersey
shore by crossing the arm of the sea between Sandy-Hook and
Long-Island, passing through the principal part of Queens Coun
ty, the North-West corner Of Huntington township, crossing the
Sound in an oblique direction about thirty miles, and then passing
over the breadth of the
township of Milford* It ought, however,
to be observed, that these winds, although universally named here
South-West winds, blow regularly from South-West by West ; and
should therefore be placed in a course, more Westerly than that,
which I have assumed.
By a person, who casts his eye on a map
ter

of the United States, it will be
course on

Florida,

the vast

seen

that these winds have their

which extends from the Raritan to

Cape

and from the Atlantic to the mountains in the interiour.

The level of this

Ocean;

plain,

plain, being raised but little
being principally sandy ; it

and its soil

above that of the
must have less in

fluence to cool these winds than almost any other tract, which
might be supposed to occupy the same position.
In

conformity

to this view of the

East of New-Haven
later

here.

subject, the countries, lying
New-England, have a

the South shore of

spring ; particularly those,

tance.

chilly

on

which

are

at

a

considerable dis

The South-West winds, there, having the same damp,
character, which the South and South-East winds have
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When the Northern winds, or the South-Eastern, prevail du
ring the months of April and May; the state of vegetation is ma
terially different from that, which has been here described. The
Northern winds, though somewhat milder on the coast than in
the interiour, diffuse, nevertheless, a temperance, so nearly
equal, that the difference of vegetation bears very little propor
tion to the latitude, from the Northern boundary of Massachusetts
to the
son

;

in the

spring
and

Sound.

they

as

was as

are

same

is

When the South-East winds
and

chilly,

manner,

as

piercing ; and
they affect men.

prevail at this sea
vegetables much

affect

In such

a

season

the

forward at Hartford than at New-Haven ;
forward at Northampton. In May 1811, the vegetation

always

more

far advanced

These winds

on

the 20th at

had, then,

for

a

New-Haven,

long period

prevalent than during any other vernal

as

been

season,

at

New-York.

more

except

uniformly
(1 792,)

one,

within my remembrance.
Of Bushwick, as we passed

through a corner of it only, I know
nothing, except that it is said to be pleasant and fertile ; that it
was settled
by Dutch Colonists, and is inhabited by their de
scendants; that it is possessed of the common prosperity of this
neighbourhood; and that in 1790
in 1800, 656; and, in 1810, 798.

it contained 540 inhabitants ;

I am,

Sir, yours, &c.
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Brooklyn Prospect
Howe, and

from the

The East River

acter of the inhabitants

Dear

Battle between the British under General

heights

the Americans under General Putnam

my to New- York

Quakers

Kings County

Retreat of the American Ar
settled

by

the Dutch

Char

Return.

Sir,

Brooklyn is the shire town of
to

Kings County, directly opposite
largest, and handsomest, town on Longpleasantly situated. It is built on the sum

New-York.

It is the

Island, and the most
mit, and the sides, of

a

pretty elevation

; and commands

a no

ble prospect of the East River ; the City, and
York ; the Hudson ; the shore of New-Jersey

County, of Newbeyond it ; NewYork Bay, and its islands ; a considerable tract on Long-Island ;
Staten Island ; and the high hills of Navesink in the County of
Monmouth.

and includes

a

The field of view is extensive, various, and rich ;
great multitude of the beauties, both of nature and

The City of New- York is an object, which in this country
singularly splendid; the groves are numerous and fine; the
plantations are remarkably gay, and fertile ; and the villas rise in
perpetual succession on the shores, and eminences ; embellishing
the landscape, and exhibiting decisive proofs of opulence in their
proprietors. The waters, here presented to the eye, are charm
ingly diversified: and nobly limited. An immense number of ves
art.

is

sels, assembled

at the numerous

wharves,

anchored in the

streams,

moving in a thousand directions over their surface, and over
the great bay, in which they terminate, present to the eye one of
the liveliest images of vigorous activity, which can be found in
or

the world.

For

a

view of all this fine scenery this elevation is

probably the best position.
Brooklyn itself is a beautiful object; and from the opposite
shore is seen with the greatest advantage. Several of the streets
The houses are generally good ; many
are straight, and spacious.
of them are new ; many handsome ; very many painted white,
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and therefore cheerful and brilliant.

The town contains three

Dutch, an Episcopal, and a Methodist. The inhab
itants are, extensively, descendants from the original Dutch set
Their
tlers: the rest are a casual collection from all quarters.
number, in 1790, was 1,603 ; in 1800, 2,378 ; and, in 1810,4,402.
churches ;

its

a

Brooklyn will long be remembered from the battle, fought in
neighbourhood by the British and Hessians, under the com
Howe, with the Americans, under the command
Putnam, and immediately under that of Maj. Gen.
In this engagement the army of the enemy outnum

mand of Gen.

of

Maj.

Gen.

Sullivan.

bered that of the Americans in the

proportion

of about two to

The British army was also composed of regular, well dis
ciplined, and extensively of veteran troops. The Americans were
one.

recruits ; and had

dragoons, not even enough
chiefly on a chain of
hills, running from Yellow Hook towards Hempstead; and the
British, from the ferry between Staten-Island and Long-Island
through the level country to the village of Flatland. From the
last mentioned place, a strong column under the command of
Gen. Clinton 'and Lord Percy marched into the Jamaica road
through an unoccupied pass in this chain of hills, in the night of
the 26th of July: and turned the left of the American army.
Gen. Grant at the same time attacked the right of the Americans,
under the command of Lord Sterling, posted near the ferry : while
the fleet commenced a powerful cannonade upon a battery at
Red* Hook, principally to draw off the attention of the Americans
from the main attack ; that directed by Sir Henry Clinton.
As soon as the Americans perceived the British to have gained
their rear, they were thrown into confusion.
An attack was then
made upon the centre commanded by Gen. Sullivan and the
right, commanded by Lord Sterling; and both divisions were
speedily put to flight. A gallant, but unavailing attempt was
made by Lord Sterling ; which however was not without its ad
vantages, as it facilitated the retreat of a considerable part of the
troops under his command. The victory was complete on the
militia,
to

or raw

serve as

videts.

part of the British.

They

were

no

stationed

The loss of the Americans cannot be

ascer-
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By

thousand.

Washington

it

was
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estimated at not

more

than

This estimate

unquestionably comprised all, that
knew, probably better than
any other man, the real state of the subject. Gen. Howe com
puted it at three thousand three hundred. This computation
may be regarded as a mere conjecture : it certainly was very re-,
one

came

within his

knowledge

mote from the truth.

; and he

The number killed may be estimated at

about four

hundred; the wounded and the prisoners, among whom
Gen. Sullivan, Lord Stirling, and Brigadier Gen. Woodhull

were

may have amounted to one thousand.
The number of Americans on the heights

was

less than six thou

sand. The British exceeded them

greatly in numbers, and not less
in discipline, and generalship.
The neglect of the pass, through
which the main enterprize of the British was conducted, was fa
tal; and can never be excused, unless on the score of inexperi
The distress, occasioned by this defeat, was very great.
ence.
Throughout every part of the colonies it spread alarm and ter
ror; but it was productive also of some beneficial consequences.
Particularly, it diffused a general conviction, soon after riveted
by the disasters which followed it, that, if the country was to be
saved at all, it must be saved by the vigorous discipline, and firm
efforts of a standing army, and not by the feeble and desultory
exertions of militia.
The situation of the Americans

ington,

who

during

was now

critical.

the heat of the action had

Gen. Washr

passed

Brooklyn, perceived that he
were
engaged, neither with

New- York to the camp at
cour

the

which

troops,

were

which

within the

lines,

nor

with the

over

from

could

suc

the

body,

battalions, left behind

Nothing, therefore, could be done to preserve
the army, and perhaps the American cause, but to accomplish a
The British waited only foe
retreat with the utmost expedition.
The success
a wind to move their shipping into the East River.
at New-York.

of such

an

attempt would render his

retreat

doubtful; andi this?

without any improbability might be accomplished the following
day: He determined, therefore, while the British were encamp

ed within six hundred
to

New- York

on

the

yards, of

his

night of the

works,

28th.

to withdraw

his troops
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evening, and until eleven o'clock, the wind
enterprize. It then blew gently from the
A thick fog covered all
South-West. The water became smooth.
the neighbouring region ; and the army commenced their em
With
barkation in boats, which were waiting to receive them.
such order, and such perfect silence, was the retreat conducted,
that the whole army, their field artillery, a part of theirheavy or
dinance, their ammunition, provision, horses, waggons, &c. had
passed over the river before the rear-guard suspected, that they
had left the ground.
The British were so near, that their spades
and pickaxes were distinctly heard within the American lines :
yet they never discovered the retreat until half an hour after the
works had been evacuated.
This, however, could not have ta
ken place, but for the rain, which fell during a considerable part
of the time ; and for the fog, styled by Dr. Gordon
that heav
enly messenger."
Seldom has an army been placed in more critical circumstan
ces than the American,
antecedently to this retreat. They were
miserably armed in many instances ; ill disciplined ; commanded
generally by officers, imperfectly acquainted with military affairs ;
and opposed by an enemy nearly treble their
original number,
commanded by officers of great skill and
experience, and amply
supplied with every thing, which could contribute to the success
of their operations. The works, by which the Americans were
defended were of little strength ; and, had the British attacked
them, must in all probability have been carried, whatever resist
ance
might have been made. In this case the army would have
been ruined ; and it may be very
seriously doubted whether the
Throughout

was

the

unfavourable to the

"

Colonies would have

ly, masterly,

and

by

ever

the

raised another.

blessing

The retreat

of Providence

was

time

completely

suc

cessful.
The East River

(as it is called,) is a continuation of the Sound ;
derived its present name from its resemblance
to a river in appearance.
It is not far from a mile in breadth
;
and, being the principal harbour of New- York, is always filled
with shipping. The tide moves here with
very great rapidity ;
and has

probably
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and renders the

and low

ferry disagreeable, except at high
just before high water, and found the passage
tolerably pleasant.
I have
already observed, that Kings County was principally
settled by the Dutch. This is partially true of Queen's County
wa

We arrived

ter.

also.

The

general

character of the Dutch settlers in the States

of New- York, and

New-Jersey, I propose to give elsewhere. I
know of nothing, by which their descendants on
Long-Island are
distinguished from their brethren.
The other inhabitants of these two Counties

are a mixed peo
derived from many source?, and exhibiting a great variety of
character.
In Religion they are Episcopalians, Presbyterians,

ple

;

Quakers, Baptists, Methodists, and Nihilists. They are generally
industrious, frugal, and thrifty. Their advantages for marketing
are not exceeded.
You will not wonder, therefore, that they are
wealthy. The breeding of horses has for a long time been here
a favourite business ;
and horse racing, (of which Hempstead
plain is the great theatre,) a favourite amusement. Wherever
this kind of sport prevails, no man, acquainted at all with human
affairs, will expect any great prevalence of morals or religion.
There

riod,

are

few spots of the

where these

same extent, settled at so
early a pe
great concerns of man are less regarded. Young

men, even of wealthy families, are usually taught
scarcely any
thing more than to read, write, and keep accounts. The state
of society is therefore, humble, and involves
very little of knowl
edge or sentiment. Intelligence is in truth disregarded by the
body of the inhabitants, except as it aids them to the acquisition

of property.

they

residence in
find

more

a

men

of ambition, and

life, generally quit their
superiour state of society,

extensive

In various

.

The young

set out in

means

parts of these

native
or

at

enterprise,

when

soil, and seek
least where

a

they

of business.
two Counties the Sabbath is

consider

many of the inhabitants as scarcely
It is devoted extensively to
character.
ed

by

sustaining a sacred
visiting, to amusement,

and, during

the

to labour.

In

Vol. HI.

of mowing and harvest, not
unfrequently
places there are, for long periods, no minis-

seasons
some

43
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people are the prey of ignorant teachers, re
by nothing but ardour and vociferation.
The Clergymen, who are actually settled in the ministry, in
these Counties, are, so far as I am informed, of the same respect
able character, possessed by those in other parts of this country:
but the people are so generally split up into sects, that their con
gregations are in most instances small.
The Quakers, the number of whom is considerable, differ little
from their brethren elsewhere; except that they are more unin
formed, and more listless, than in several other places.
ters

:

in others the

commended

The Insular situation of these three Counties has
tible influence upon the inhabitants, as a
ternal concerns must always exist upon

body.
a

a
very percep
Their own in

small scale.

Their

pursuits, must of course be always limited.
Few objects can be presented to them, and few events can oc
cur, of sufficient magnitude to expand thought, or of sufficient im
portance to awaken energy. Almost all their concerns are abso
lutely confined to the house, or to the neighbourhood : and the
neighbourhood rarely extends beyond the confines of a small
hamlet.
Habitually bounded by these confines, the mind is nei
ther very much inclined, nor very able, to look beyond them. Its
views, in most cases, will, after a little time, be of choice occu
pied within these small circles : its affections will all centre here :
and its pursuits will break through, only to reach the market.
The tenour of life, therefore, will be uniform : undisturbed on
the one hand, and tame on the other.
What the mind might have
been cannot be known, because it has never been stimulated to
any attempts for the expansion of its views, or the exertion of
What it is may, from one instance, be easily con
its powers.
jectured in a thousand.
The inhabitants of this island are destitute of other advantages,
which contribute not a little to diffuse information, and awaken
There is very little travelling here, beside their own.
energy.
The attention excited, the curiosity awakened, and the anima
tion produced, by the frequent arrival of strangers, are here in a
great measure unknown. At the same time, comparatively few
views, affections,

and
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There is noth

reside here.

talents,
information,
ing, sufficiently inviting in the circumstances
the allurements of the continent
men

of this

description,

from it for the sake of

who

are

are

such,

as

commonly

natives of the

obtaining them.
here, are accordingly

itself,
continent; and

of the island

to allure persons of this character hither from the

island,

to entice

to

remove

A considerable number

of such men, born
found in New- York and
elsewhere.
The advantages, derived from the conversation, and

example,
are

of persons,

therefore

minous

distinguished for superiority of character,
in a very imperfect degree ; and that lu
those improvements in the state of society,

enjoyed

spirit, and
they every where shed upon the circle around them, are
Such, it would seem, must through
very imperfectly realized.
an indefinite
period be the situation of Long-Island.
We continued in New-York until Monday, the 28th, and then
commenced our journey to New-Haven ; where we arrived the
I am, Sir, yours, &c.
following day.
which
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FIRST JOURNEY
TO

LAKE

GEORGE.

LETTER I.

Journey through Goshen,
Excursion to

&c. to the head of Lake

Ticonderoga

ing Deer Huntsman
Henry Bloody Pond.

George

Voyage

Return to the head of the Lake

Overtake

Buck

a

swimming

on

across

the Lake

Manner of hunt

the Lake

Fort William

Dear Sir,

Saturday, September 1 8th, 1 802, 1 set out on a journey to
a member of the
George, accompanied by Mr. S
Senior Class in Yale College. We left New-Haven at 1 1 o'clock;
and arrived at Litchfield in the evening. Here we were detain
ed by the heat, and moisture of the weather, till Tuesday morn
ing. We then rode to Goshen ; where we continued till three in
the afternoon. The Rev. Mr. H
pastor of Goshen, joined
us here, on a journey to Middlebury in Vermont.
The weather
still continued intensely hot ; and the sky threatened us with
On

Lake

,

,

rain.

From

hill in the North

a

part of Goshen,

west of

our

pect of

the Kaatskill Mountains.

which is

a

road,

we

regaled

ourselves with
After

turnpike lately completed,

our

we

at
an

a

small distance

interesting

return to the

speedily

pros

road,

reached the

Western summit of the Green Mountains in this quarter. Here
a
valley, several miles in length, formed

the road descends into

by

a

separation

descent to the

of the mountains, and furnishing an easy, gradual
below. Through the chasm between the

plains

spurs, which to the eye

are

the extreme boundaries of the val-
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South-West, we were presented with
interesting prospect. The valley itself was a fine object;
narrow, deep, and wild ; with here and there a solitary farm, and
The mountains, by which it is bounded,
a few scattered houses.
are bold, majestic promontories, advancing towards each other,
and intruding into the valley, with steep and lofty precipices.
Beyond these spreads the expansion of the Hooestennuc ; and
still farther beyond, ascended the summits of Taghkannuc, gilded
by the declining sun, and spotted by the shadows of several clouds,
which floated slowly and solemnly along its summit, and continu
ally changed its dark form, as they moved over its bosom. Be
hind the mountain, rose a black and awful cloud, highly charged
with the electric fluid ; whence the lightning streamed, and the
thunders rolled, with uncommon grandeur.
At the bottom of this valley runs with a rapid current, a brook,
of sufficient size for a mill-stream.
Its margin on each side is
formed by narrow intervals.
The settlements here, are recent,
compared wirh most others in the State. The grounds are im
perfectly cleared. The agriculture is indifferent ; and the hou
ses are
chiefly new, and small. The prospect of the mountains
from the valley is scarcely less striking than that, which has been
already described.
About five o'clock we stopped at an inn,
eight or nine miles
from Goshen, to escape the shower, alluded to above.
The roar
ing of the thunder in this mountainous region, the flashing of the
lightning, the murmuring of the rain, and the noise of the torrents,
almost instantaneously formed by it, produced
impressions, not
easily imagined by persons, accustomed only to an open country.
lies
a

on

the North-East and

most

When the shower

passed for a

was

ended,

we

considerable distance

tains, whose precipices presented

set out for

directly
us

with

Sheffield.

Our road

under the Green Moun
a

continued succession

of wild

sublimity. On the Western side extended a solitary for
est, rising out of low marshy ground, destitute of cultivation. In
this absolute solitude we found a new handsome
church, just'

built,
The

where the forest had been cleared to make

sky

was

overcast,

and threatened

us

with rain.

room

for it.

Before

we
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bridge, which crosses the Hooestennuc at the South
the night came on, and was extremely dark.

Sheffield,

When

we came

it.

was so

to the

we dismounted, and walked over
tremulous, that we were not a little
relieved, when we found ourselves on firm ground. Our anxiety
we afterwards learned, was but too well
justified : and the inhab

It

bridge,
and

decayed,

itants considered
Four miles of

having escaped from serious danger.
journey still remained. But we consoled
remembrance, that our road lay wholly on a

us as
our

ourselves with the
smooth

plain,

where there could be neither obstruction

culty.

With

regard

ed

a

for

:

road

to this fact

number of workmen

we

nor

diffi

however, sadly deceiv
employed in converting the
a
turnpike. The earth had

were,

were

this very distance, into
been very lately thrown up ; and by the rains was changed into a
deep mire. The old path, which was serpentine in its direction,

through

crossed the

frequently
In this

case

it

the descent

various
ted

was

often

new

one,

ditches,
perpendicular.

to carry off the

places,

throughout

the

over

on

the whole distance.

each

side,

Trenches

water, which

into which

were

might

also cut in

be accumula

by rains.

found

Instead of the smooth way, which we expected, we
irregular, and embarrassing, than any, which ei-,
remembered, except in grounds partially cleared: such

one more

ther of

us

I found

as

passed

the mountains of Littleton.

on

that

vance

ready

; and at

to

our

horses

The darkness

was so

unable to grope out their course,
and became fearful and hesitating. At times they refused to ad

profound,

times,

plunge

us

with

were

a

trembling, tripping step, they appeared

in the mire.

With

a

continual alternation of

ascents, and descents, between the path, the ditches, and the

drains, we found our way entangled, and distressing, until we arri
ved, with a creeping, snail-like pace, at our inn. Before we
To complete our
reached it, the rain began to fall in torrents.
mortification, the inn-keeper informed us, that his own house, and
the only remaining inn in the town, were full.
Finally however,
we

obtained

The next
rain ; when

lodgings at a private house.
morning we were detained until 1 1
we
employed the interval between

o'clock

by

the

two showers in
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way to Great

A succession

Barrington.

making

the best of

of dark,

misty clouds, sailing magnificently along the summits, and

our

bosom, of Taghkannuc, in

solemnity

and

some measure

grandeur of

compensated us. by the
a
wetting, which we

their motions for

part of our ride.
again detained by the
rain until 3 o'clock ; when we proceeded pleasantly enough to
Stockbridge. Here we were delayed by the same hindrance two
days more ; but passed our time so agreeably, in the combined
enjoyments of hospitality, friendship, and refined conversation, as
received from

to leave

of them

one

inn, where

At the

us no room

to

we

during

dined,

regret

the latter

we were

the detention.

Saturday morning, September 25th,

there

a
slight frost ;
vegetables. It
us to
proceed
Albany.

was

but not of sufficient power to affect the tenderest
was followed by a very fine day, which enabled

very pleasantly to Mc Gown's ; five miles from
In the morning, we reached Albany in sufficient
vine service.

Here

season

for di

continued till

Tuesday. Then, visiting
the Cohoes in our way, we rode to Ensign's at Stillwater ; and
the next day, having dined at Sandy-Hill, alighted from our horses
at the head of Lake George, and lodged in an inn, kept by a Mr.
we

Verner.

The

country,

its appearance.

as

far

The

as

Glen's

forests,

falls,

I found much

improved

in

which heretofore bordered the road

in many places, were gone.
The ground was inclosed.
houses were better, and more numerous ; and every

The

thing wore
Sandy Hill

of increasing prosperity.
The road from
George passes along the Hudson, as you may remember
to Glen's falls, three miles.
Throughout the remaining distance,
it crosses a pine ground,
generally poor and barren. The road is
indifferent, being alternately encumbered with sand, and stones :
and the settlements are few, recent, and
very unpromising
The next morning, Thursday September 30th, our host
very
readily, and very civilly, offered to conduct us over the lake.
Preparations were, therefore, immediately made for our voyage ;
the

aspect

to Lake

and

we

which

set out between ten and eleven o'clock.

conveyed

us was

built the

preceding

year at

The boat

Schenectady,
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for the use, and under the direction, of General Schuyler. Thence
it was removed,
partly by water, and partly over land, into the

Hudson;
into Lake

up that river to Fort Edward; and thence overland
George. Here this gentleman, then more than seven

ty years of age, embarked with a part of his family ; and crossing
the several portages, proceeded down Lake Champlain, and the
river St.

Lawrence, to Quebec. By the same route he returned
place ; and, leaving the boat for the accommodation of fu
ture passengers, proceeded by land to Albany.
No vehicle could
be lighter, or more convenient.
It was built in the form of a
batteau ; and was thirty feet in length, and about eight or nine in
breadth. Over the middle half, a canopy of painted canvass,
with curtains of the same material descending from it, sheltered
to this

passengers from the sun, wind, and rain. This room ; for such
it was when the curtains fell ; was neatly floored ; and furnished
with seats and other accommodations, perfectly fitted for ease,
and

The

day was fine ; and the scenery above, be
enchanting. We were in the best spirits;
Our conductor was exceedingly obliging; and the rowers follow
ed his example. No excursion could be pleasanter than this;
except that, during the latter part of the voyage, and of the day,
the wind, for about two hours, blew from the North with suffi
cient strength to retard our progress, and to prevent us from
reaching the landing till the evening was somewhat advanced.
During the last two or three miles the air, in this manner became
cold enough to be disagreeable.
From the landing we proceeded to the house of Judge K.
The family were in bed : but they rose immediately and enter
tained us with the utmost hospitality.
Very early the next morning we took a waggon, and rode to
the peninsula, so often mentioned in American history by the
name of
Ticonderoga. Our driver, who was perfectly acquaint
ed with the spot, conducted us sedulously to every thing, which
pleasure.

neath, and

we

around

wished to

mound raised
while

they we

Vol. III.

see.

us

We first examined the old French lines ; a
of that people across the isthmus,

by a body
in possession

of it, for the purpose of
44

defending the
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approach to the fort. Across these, the principal object of my
curiosity in visiting this place, lay our road to the fort. We then
surveyed the fort itself; and then the grenadiers' battery. Thence
we
proceeded to the shore of Lake Champlain ; that we might
see

the difference between the waters of the two lakes

pure as chrystal
the eye. After

house of Mr. K.

:

the

one

clay, and disgusting to
our
curiosity was satisfied, we returned to the
; breakfasted; bade adieu to this worthy family;

:

the other turbid with

and

began our voyage to the head of the Lake.
morning had been foggy ; but the vapour was dispersed,
and the weather became bright, serene, and soft, like that of the
preceding day. Our voyage was in the highest degree delightful.
On our way we called at a house, standing upon the Western
shore, to supply ourselves with bread. The man and his wife
The

had

just then taken, not
part forever ; and were

a

solemn,

They were, it seems, veterans in
adopted a similar resolution very
sot ; and the woman,

Two

a

but very violent resolution to

preparing for their separation.
this species of contest ; and had

busied in

often before.

The

man was a

termagant.

three miles

higher up the lake, we saw at a considera
appeared to us to be a bear, mounted upon a
tall, dry tree, leaning towards the lake, on the extremity of one
of the points, which stretched out from the Western shore. As
we approached the place : we found the beast
changed into a
stout boy, about sixteen years of age : who had taken possession
of this watch-tower, for the purpose of observing the first entrance
of the deer, which some neighbouring huntsmen were endeavour
ing to drive into the water. We were all forcibly struck with the
position, attitude, and general appearance, of this stripling ; nor
did I ever before mistrust how much a human being can resemble
a monkey.
Deer abound in the mountains on both sides of Lake George.
To me the manner, in which they are taken was new.
The
or

ble distance what

huntsmen with their hounds

forest

:

when

and swim

rouse

them from their retreats in the

they immediately betake themselves to the water,
towards the opposite shore* Other huntsmen, engaged
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in the business,

place

entrance into the lake.

light batteau,
swim.

with

a

themselves

on

,

the

Each of these is

which he is able to

row

points, to watch their
provided with a small,

faster than the deer

When he has overtaken the deer; he

stroke,

or

343

dispatches

two, of his oar, and then tows him back

can

him

to the

beach.
We landed
man, who had

old, which

on
a

the

point,

next above.

little before taken

Here

we

found

a

hunts

handsome buck, three years
him on the shore. He informed
a

then lying by
companion, who was then with a pack of hounds at a
small distance in the interiour, and whom he expected
every mo
ment, usually took from twenty to thirty in a year.
Bears are caught here in the same manner, except that they
are shot : as
being too dangerous to be closely approached.
On this point we dined without ceremony, or dainties ; but we
had keen appetites, and were satisfied.
Before our departure we
heard the hounds advancing near to us.
Our hunting companion
instantly took fire at the sound. His eye kindled ; his voice as
sumed a loftier tone; his stride became haughty: his style swell
ed into pomp; and his sentiments were changed, rapidly, from
mildness*to ardor, to vehemence, and to rage.
The boy above
mentioned, whose aerial station was in full view from this point,
had disappeared. Wrathful at this desertion, and assured of the
immediate appearance of the deer, he vented his mingled emo
tions in a singular volley of magnificent promises, impious oaths,
was

me, that his

and furious execrations.

forcibly struck with the sameness of the emotions, produ
by hunting, and by war. The ardor of battle, the glitter of
arms, the roaring of cannon, the thunder of shouts, and the shock
of conflict, could scarcely have produced, in a single moment,
more lofty, more violent, or more fierce, agitations, than were
roused in this man by the approach of the hounds, the confident
expectation of a victim, and the brilliant prospect of a venatory
triumph. To him, who has been a witness of both objects, it will
cease to be a wonder, that the savage should make the chase his
darling substitute for war, and a source of glory, second only to
I

ced

was
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in battle:

that

acquired
speedily changed

on

beasts to fasten upon

All human

or

Nimrod, and his fellow hunters,
warriors, and learned from preying

that

into

were

men.

however firmly founded,
ly entertained, are liable, alas ! to disappointment.
was not
exempted from the common lot of man.

expectations,

up with the hounds ;

came

magnificence

of our

sad to

but,

companion

tell,

dwindled in

without
a

His

a

partner

deer.

The

The fire
and the

key;

point we easily made our way to the house of a black
Edmund, on the Western side of the lake, eleven
Fort George. We arrived just as it became dark.

named

smith,

miles from
The

confident

Our hunter

moment.

vanished from his eye ; his voice fell- to the natural
hero shrunk into a plain farmer.
From this

or

had heard the sound of the

man

common

landing

:

oars

;

and with

a

civility,

among new settlers, came, with a candle, to aid us in
the shore being rough, and inconvenient.
He readily

lodge us, and both he and his family entertained us
hospitality, and kindness, as we could have expect
ed from particular friends.
These people furnished a complete contrast to the pair, men
tioned above. The man was six feet, and two or three inches
in height ; and a Sampson in his appearance.
His wife also was
tall, and of a vigorous frame : and, had a controversy arisen, they
would together have been no ill match for our whole company.
But they were gentle-minded, affectionate, and even polite, both
consented to

with

as

much

other, and to those around them. This character was
assumed, but habitual ; as was evident from the easy and na

to each
not

tive appearance, which it uniformly wore. Plain, indeed, they
in their manners ; but there is something in the unaffected

were

civility

of

plain people,

which is

peculiarly pleasing

and amiable ;

and to my eye, at times, peculiarly graceful.
This man had a framed house, of two stories, with two
on a

rooms

He told us, that he raised it on the first of the
pre
March, and removed his family into it, on the 1 3th of the

floor.

ceding
same

seven

month.

He further informed us, that he had

bushels of wheat the

preceding

sown

twenty-

year ; from which in ordi-
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nary

seasons

acre, and in
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he would

probably have reaped twenty bushels per
good seasons thirty ; and that, although he had gath

ered

all, which

fifty

bushels from the whole.

was

worth the

labour,
This

he should not

very serious one, he bore with entire
cheerfulness. A blast in this region is
has

get

disappointment,
equanimity, and
uncommon

;

more

than

to him
even

a

with

and such

an

prevailed the present year, was never before known.
In the morning,
Saturday, October 2nd, I took a survey of our
landlord's farm, and was pleased to see it exhibit all the
proofs
of fertility and thrift, which could be expected on so new a
plan
tation.
We breakfasted early ; and taking our leave of this
friendly family, began our voyage homeward. The weather was
a mere continuation of that fine
serenity, which had smiled upon
us the two
preceding days. Scarcely had we advanced two
miles on our way, when we saw a buck,
swimming in the lake
half a mile before us. As soon as he
perceived us ; he exerted
all his strength to gain the point of an island, which a little South
ward of our course projected far into the water.
To my great
satisfaction, he reached it before we came up with him. As soon
as he struck the shore ; he flew, rather than
ran, into the forest ;
and was out of sight in a moment.
Our conductor, and his men,
were much less satified with the
disappointment than we were.
But fortune, if I may use their language, soon made them amends.
When we had proceeded about half a mile farther, another ani
mal of the same species, but still larger, appeared at a little dis
tance, making his way across the lake, and too far advanced to
retreat.
Our companions pursued him with no small degree of
the spirit mentioned above, generally however with entire decen
cy ; and speedily coming up, made him their prisoner after having
given him a few strokes with the oar. They then drew him into
the bow of the boat ; where he lay just by my side, in a posture,
and with an eye of as affecting supplication, as I almost ever be
held.
Indeed it was a stronger resemblance of the suppliant as
pect, and attitude, of a suffering infant than can easily be con
one,

as

ceived.
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At the first

sight

overtake him

could, in order
it

was as

would be
the
our

same

of this animal I

was

convinced, that we should
heart, as well as I

and therefore hardened my

;

to be

prepared

vindicable to kill

a

for the event.

buck,

as

an

ox

I recollected that
; and that his

flesh

substitute for other meat, which must be obtained at
Nor could I deny that
expense of life and happiness.
a

companions

were

uncensurable for their wishes to possess

dainty ; or refuse to exculpate them from
the charge of any peculiar cruelty.
I acknowledged, that they
felt, and did, exactly what their fellowmen, as a body, would in
themselves of such

the

same

were

mal

to

a

felt, and done. But all my efforts
The appearance of the unfortunate ani
to flight ; and made so strong an impres

circumstances have
no

purpose.

put my philosophy
sion upon my mind, that for several days his image, in spite of
every exertion, was almost incessantly before my eyes ; and is at
this distance of time fresh and vivid in my remembrance.

"Poor

unhappy creature," I. thought within myself, "like Christianity,
without an earthly friend, and every where denied a safe, quiet
retreat.
Wherever thou wanderest, thou art persecuted ; and
thy persecutors are every where wolves, catamounts, and men :
the last, thy worst persecutors : the two first, symbols of the men,
and the fiends, who have ever combined to persecute Christiani
ty also."
Our conductor, however, and his rowers exulted in their victo
ry. Amid many other expressions of joy he remarked, that he
would not for a considerable sum have failed of meeting with
this adventure, that I might mention it in the journal, which he
perceived I kept. He also informed us, with an air of no com
mon panegyric, that a Mrs. D. of Sandy Hill, had
caught one of
these animals with her own hands, and brought it to the shore.
Mrs. D. I presume, is of the true Amazonian breed ; and, had
the register of her genealogy been correctly kept, would find her
ancestry reaching directly to the Thermodon.
The buck, which we had taken, was five years old ; the
largest,
and fattest, that I ever saw.
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A fine breeze
ed

our

ly,

as can

be conceived.

the

lake,

for the sake of

We landed at the South-West

seeing

This fortress stood

ry.
and

on a

corner

of

the remains of Fort William Hen

small

from the beach.

immediately,

with

eminence, rising gradually,
It

was a
regular square work ;
and I presume with four, bastions : for I had not cu
enouglfoto examine. On the North is the lake ; on the

three,

riosity
West,
and

sail,

347

sprung up from the North-West. We hoist
and made the rest of our way as easily, and pleasant
now

a

on

var*y;
East,

the

The immediate

tirely

on
a

access

commanded

eminence,

on

the South and

South-East, a thick swamp ;
very little elevated above the water.
was therefore difficult ; but the
spot is en

beach,

by

more

which Fort

distant

George

grounds ; particularly by

was

afterwards erected.

the

The

walls

were built of earth, rather
sandy and loose ; yet, having
always covered with the verdure, which spontaneously springs
up every where in the Eastern parts of the Union, are chiefly en
tire, except where they are broken down by the great road,
which passes into the North-Western
parts of this State, and runs
directly over them. In their best state they would have been a
defence, only against desultory attacks of Canadians, and sav

been

ages.

After

inn;

we

began

we

had satisfied

mounted
our

our

curiosity,

we

returned

directly

to the

horses ; and set out for Sandy Hill.
Before
voyage over the lake, we had examined with mi
our

nute attention Fort

George, and the remains of the works erect
neighbourhood. On our return we surveyed several pla
ces which we had before
passed in the evening ; particularly the
*
pond, called Bloody Pond ; a name, which it received from the
fact ; that the French, and probably the English also, who fell in
the battle between Baron Dieskaw, and the detachment of Eng
lish, and Indians, under Col. Williams and the great Hendrick,
ed in its

were

*

thrown into its waters.

We also marked the

rill, called

Bloody-Pond is at a small distance from the road on the Eastern side, somewhat
I should judge than three miles South ot Fort George. It received its
from the fact that the French threw their slain into it, after the engagement

more as
name

with Col. Williams' party.
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where this battle

Rocky brook,*

began.

At Glen's Falls

we

aside, and viewed this fine piece of Nature's workmanship.
At Sandy Hill, where we arrived about three o'clock, we took,
a
light dinner and then without any inconvenience, except the
turned

heat,
ney
*

reached

having

Carpenter's a
forty miles.

been

little after sunset
I am,

Rocky-Brook, or Four-mile Brook, crosses the road
George, near where the rocky ground terminates.

Lake

:

our

whole

jour

Sir, yours &c.
about four miles South of
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Description

of Lake

George

Prevalent winds

Fish

Water of the Lake

pure and supplied by subjacent springs Mills and
of the Lake
The water Islands Shore and Mountains

monly
from

Forges

uncom

Fine

Scenery
View while returning

Ticonderoga.

Dear Sir,
Lake George lies between 43 25' and 43 55' N. lat. and be
tween 73 25' and 73 43'

termination is in the
that of Crown Point.
breadth four. At the
mile.

W. long, from London. Its Southern
township of Queensbury ; its Northern, in
Its length is thirty-four miles ; its greatest

head,

or

Southern end, its breadth is about one

From this

fourteen mile

place it increases to a remarkable point,
point, (being at that distance from the head

lake)

to three miles and

into

large Bay,

a

half.

Here it opens

on

called

of the

the left hand

called North-West

bay, running back six miles
into the country. Above fourteen mile-point to Scotch bonnetpoint, (ten miles,) the whole distance is called the Straits : being
generally, from a mile to a mile and an half in breadth. Here it
expands again into an opening called, Macdonald's bay ; five
miles in length, and four in breadth. After this it gradually nar
rows into a river ; which name it may fairly sustain for a mile
and an half above the landing. Here it is not more than forty or
fifty yards in breadth.
The depth of this lake is very various : the greatest is sixty
a

fathoms.
Its water is perfectly pure ; inferiour in this respect to none,
perhaps, in the world. All travellers remark this fact ; a strong
proof that it is nearly singular. By the inhabitants on its bor
ders, who freely drink it at all times, it has been abundantly pro
We drank it often ; and found it
ved to be entirely salubrious.
On the surface it was, at this
to be of the best taste, and quality.
time too warm to be agreeable. Six feet below, it was cool, and
These facts result from its formation by subja
lower still, cold.
cent springs.

Vol. III.

45
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are here frequent ; and often violent ; blow
longitudinal direction of the lake. Winds
from the East are rare ; as they are also from the South-East :
but, when corning from this quarter they are usually tempestuous.
In the winter they blow almost wholly from the North-East or
the North-West.
From the latter point, they have the same
character, as in the New-England States. A West wind is scarcer
ly known. The South-West winds prevail principally in the sum
mer ; and are generally mild and pleasant.
The snow usually begins to lie, permanently, about the middle
of November; and continues till the first of April. There is

North-East winds

ing nearly

however,

During

in the

a

the

great difference in this respect, in different years.
winter, preceding our journey, very little snow fell.

That, which falls, is as frequently
country near the ocean.
The lake is
of

January.

commonly

blown into

frozen between

drifts,

Christmas,

It continues frozen from three and

an

as

in .the

and the 1st

half to four

within the knowledge of my informant, was fro
May. The ice does not sink, as in lake Cham
plain ; but gradually dissolves.
There is no perceptible current in its waters, except within a
small distance from the North landing. A log, thrown into it,
floats with the winds, and the waves, with equal ease in every di
rection ; and in still weather is perfectly quiescent.
The fish of this lake which are brought upon the table are
trOut, bass and perch. The first are large but not numerous.
Our landlord informed me, that he had seen one, which weigh
ed thirteen pounds; and that some had been
caught which
weighed eighteen. I ate of them several times ; and found them
good. The bass seldom exceed five pounds ; and the perch, two.
Both are in sufficient plenty.
Few water-fowl frequent this spot except the loon which is not
;

months,
zen

and

once

till the 3d of

eaten.

Eagles

The

common

are numerous.

birds of the

Of

nished sufficient evidence.

this,

country abound

the

number,

on

which

the borders.
we

saw, fur
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The surface of Lake

hundred feet
ants

on

able to

higher

George
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is said

than that of Lake

Dr. Morse to be

by
Champlain.

its borders estimate it at three hundred.

judge

from

a

loose observation of the

one

The inhabit
I

was

thought

this

So far

falls,

I

as

estimate not very remote from the truth. There are three sets
of falls in the stream, which carries the waters into Lake Cham
The lower falls, with the

plain.
less,
ular

but

are

height

cataract of

tion of

probably

more, than

; and in the
uncommon

small,

and

rapid
one

Spring, when
magnificenee.

beautiful,

cascades.

at the

bottom,

hundred feet in
the lake is

Now

they

full,

cannot be

perpendic
must be

were a

a

collec

The bottom of the lake is

probably about the same level with the surface of Lake Cham
plain. Its waters must, I think, be almost all supplied by subja
cent springs.
This is evident from two considerations. The
are so few, and so
scarcely to supply the waste, occasioned by evaporation.
The other is, that the water of this lake differs materiality from
The waters of the Hud
those of all the neighbouring country.
son, of Lake Champlain, and generally of the whole region be
tween the Green Mountains and the Mississippi, are impregnated
with lime.
Those of Lake George are pure and potable ; as are

first is, that the streams, which flow into it,

small,

as

almost all others which

are

Eastward of the Green Mountains.

The vast ranges on both sides of this lake furnish ample reser
voirs ; and the earth, and the rocks, of which they are composed,
a

re,

both, of

The lake

the

was

kinds,

whence pure waters are usually derived.
formed at the deluge, by the sinking of

probably

of the Earth in the manner, so ably illustra
completely proved, by John Whitehurst Esq.
F. R. S. and Philip Howard Esq. in his History of the Globe ; and
The fountains of the
indicated by Moses in the expression,
great deep were broken up." To my eye, at least, the general
aspect of the whole scene ; the appearance of the strata ; the
forms of the mountains ; the manner, in which they descend to
the lake ; the figures, presented by the several points ; the con
tinuation of those points under the water ; the manner in which
they are connected with the islands ; the appearance of the islthe exteriour

ted, and

as

convex

I think

"
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surfaces, and strata, of which in many instan
horizontal, and, where they are oblique, have their obli

ands themselves, the
ces are

quity easily explained by

their reference

shores ; all evinced this fact
not a serious doubt.
When the

snow

so

strongly,

dissolves in the

as

spring,
feet.

two horizontal

degree

are

in

a

small

the

the

neighboring

the water of Lake

The variation is dis

George rises, at the utmost, only two
tinctly marked on the rocky parts of
lines,

to

to leave in my mind

shore, which, between
discoloured.

It is

the erection of the upper, dam, near the North
About a mile and a
the variation was only one foot.

said, that before

landing,

changes to clay ; and the wa
disagreeable ; though far less
of South Bay ; and, like that bay, is deformed by
This is the part, which I have mentioned, as assum?

half, South of the landing, the

soil

ter becomes somewhat turbid and
so

than that

bulrushes.

the appearance of a river.
On each of these falls mills

ing

which
is

a

considerable

brought

bridge,

built

ly ingenious,
were

erected ; and

not

is

forges also,

Champlain

The

in
ore

in boats ; which

this river about half way between
method of blowing the fire, peculiar

over

It is said, a
adopted here ; and,
able to visit the place,

the two lakes.

We

are

of iron is manufactured.

from the border of Lake

to the

come

quantity

it is

supposed, here only.
operation is per

where this

formed.

composed of two ranges of mountains ; some
abruptly, and sometimes leaving a hori
zontal, or very gradually rising, margin, extending from a few
rods to as many miles.
Upon this margin settlements are begun
on the Eastern, and much more frequently on the Western, side.
The lands are said to be generally good ; being chiefly loam,
mixed with gravel ; and yield, abundantly, every product of the
The shores

times

are

meeting

the water

climate.
The forested
mon

to the

The borders
unknown.

grounds contain no animals, which are not com
at large.
are
eminently healthy ; and the fever and-ague is

country
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far
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I had opportunity to observe them, were
generally stratified. In contradiction to all
other strata in this State, lying in the same longitude, the strata,
here, lie obliquely. They are formed of the common grey gran
ite of this country.
On the mountain, called Anthony's Nose, on
Buck mountain, and in several other places, they are stained with
so

chiefly granite,

as

and

iron.

Limestone, exactly
where in this
seamed

ly

by

the

same

with that at Glen's

region, blue, horizontally stratified,
the

weather, abounds

falls,

and else

and fantastical

at the head of the lake.

persons, who love the fine scenes of nature, and probably
all, who have visited this spot, I should be thought unpardona

By
by

I to omit a particular description of those, which are
presented to the eye.
Lake George is universally considered as being in itself, and
in its environs, the most beautiful object of the same nature in
the United States.
Several European travellers who have vis
ited it, and who had seen the celebrated waters of Switzerland,
have given it the preference.
The access from the South is em-'
inently noble ; being formed by two vast ranges of mountains,

ble,

were

here

which, commencing

their

career

several miles South of Fort

extend

beyond Plattsburg, and terminate near the North
line of the State ; occupying a distance of about one hundred
Those on the East are high, bold, and in various places
miles.
naked and hoary.
Those on the West are somewhat inferiour,
and generally covered with a thick forest to their summits. The
road for the three or four last miles passes through a forest ; and
George,

conceals the lake from the view of the

traveller,

until he arrives at

George was built. Here is opened
at once a prospect, the splendour of which is rarely exceeded.
The scenery of this spot may be advantageously considered un
der the following heads: The Water, the Islands, the Shore, and
the

eminence,

on

which Fort

the Mountains.

The water is probably not surpassed in beauty by any in the
world ; pure, sweet, pellucid, of an elegant hue when immediate
ly under the eye, and at very small, as well as at greater distan-
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a soft
ces presenting a gay, luminous azure, and appearing as if
lustre undulated every where on its surface with a continual and
This fine object, however, is visible only at
brilliant emanation.

certain times, and perhaps in particular positions. While em
ployed on its shores, or in sailing upon its bosom, the traveller is
led into an habitual, and irresistible, consciousness of

insensibly
singular salubrity, sweetness, and elegance. During the mild
The warmth of the wa
season he finds an additional pleasure.
ter on the surface diffuses a soft and pleasing temperature ; cool
er in the
day, and warmer in the evening, than that of the shore ;
and securing the traveller alike from inconvenience, and disease.
A fresh North wind met

Donald's

bay ;

us

in

our

voyage down the lake in Mc
atmosphere became disa

and the coolness of the

river, the wind had ceased;
sensibly augmented in a moment. When
we landed, it was suddenly increased a second time.
The islands are interesting on account of their number, loca
tion, size, and figure. Their number is very great ; fancifully
computed at 365. Few pieces of water, and none within my
knowledge, are so amply furnished. Their location is exquisite.
They are solitary ; in pairs; and in groups, containing from three
to perhaps thirty ; arranged with respect to each other, and the
neighbouring shores with unceasing variety, and with the happi
When

greeable.

but the cold

was

reached the

we

very

est conceivable relations.

Both the size, and the
same

delightful

mile and

a

half in

A small number
is

peculiarly

figure,

length.

are

of these islands

are

varied in the

The size

manner.

round.

changes from a few feet to a
The figure of most of them is oblong.
But the variety of their appearance

derived from their surface.

A small number of them

naked

rocks, and by the power of contrast are very interest
ing features in the aspect of the group. Some are partially, and
are

most

are

covered with

vegetation. Some are bushy;
single tree, with two, three, or many;
without, their bushy attendants. Others still,

completely,

others ornamented with
and those

with,

and

a

the greater number, exhibit an entire forest. Some of them, of
a
long and narrow structure, present through various openings in
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umbrage

the

sky,

the
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mountains, the points,

tant, beautiful objects, changing

to the eye,

and other dis

the traveller ap
stand thick coppices, im
as

proaches, and passes, them. On some
penetrably interwoven. On a great multitude the lofty pine, with
its separate boughs, lifts its head above every other tree,
waving
majestically in the sky. On others the beech, maple, and oak,
with their clustering branches, and lively verdure, present the
strongest examples of thrifty vegetation. At the same time, on
a number, not small,
decayed, bare, and falling trees are finely
contrasted to this vivid appearance. He, who wishes to know the
exquisite and diversified beauty, of which islands are capable,
must, I think cross Lake George.
The shores of this lake exhibit a similar, and
scarcely less
striking, aspect. On one part of the lake you are presented with
a beach of
light coloured sand, forming a long, extended border,
and showing the purity of its waters in the strongest
light. On
another you see a thick, dark forest, rising immediately from the
rocky shore, overhanging, and obscuring the water with their
gloomy umbrage. Here the shore is scooped by a circular sweep.
The next bend is perhaps elliptical, and the third, a mere indent.
The points, also, are alternately circular, obtuse, and acute, an
gles. Not a small number of them are long, narrow slips, re
sembling many of the islands, shooting either horizontally, or with
an easy declension, far into the lake ; and
covered, as are all the
others, with a fine variety of forest. In many places a smoothly
sloping margin, for the distance of one, two, or three miles pre
sents a cheerful border, as the seat of present or future cultiva
In many others, mountainous promontories ascend imme
tion.
diately from the water.
The beauties of the shore, and of the islands are at least doub
led by being imaged in the fine expanse below ; where they are
seen in perpetual succession
depending with additional exquisiteness of form, and firmness of
colouring.
The mountains, as I have already remarked, consist of two
great ranges, bordering the lake from North to South. The
Western range, however, passes Westward of the North-West
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at the head of which

bay ;

East, forms

a

On the latter it abuts

lake.
noble

eminence, crowned

fourteen miles from fort

shooting towards the Southpeninsula between that bay and the
with great majesty in a sudden and

vast spur,

the whole of the

with two fine summits.

George,

it

accompanies

From this

spot,

the. lake uninter

to the North end ; and then passes on towards Canada.
Both these ranges alternately approach the lake, so as to consti
tute a considerable part of its shores; and recede from it to the
distance, sometimes, of three miles. They are visible, also, in

ruptedly

portions, and greater, from one to twenty miles in length.
Generally, they are covered entirely with forests ; but in several
instances are dappled with rocks, or absolutely naked, wild, and
solitary. This appearance is derived chiefly, if not wholly, from
conflagrations.
The summits of these mountains are of almost every figure,
from the arch to the bold bluff, and sharp cone ; and this variety
In some instances they are bald,
is almost every where visible.
solemn, and forbidding ; in many others, tufted with lofty trees :
While casting his eye over them, the traveller is fascinated with
the immense variety of swells, undulations, slopes, and summits,
pointed, and arched, with their piny crowns ; now near, verdant,
and vivid ; then gradually receding, and becoming more obscure,
until the scene closes in misty confusion. Nor is he less awed,
and gratified, with the sudden promontory, the naked cliff, the
stupendous precipice, the awful chasm, the sublime and barren
eminence, and the vast heaps of rude and rocky grandeur, which
he sees thrown together in confusion, and piled upon each other
by the magnificent hand of nature.
The three best points of view are fort George, a station a little
North of Shelving Rock, fourteen miles; and another at Sabbathday Point, twenty-one miles; from the head of the lake. The
smaller

last view is to be taken Southward ; the other two, Northward.
From fort George the best prospect is taken of the lake itself;
which is here

seen

to the distance of fourteen

with the North-West
are

visible

bay.

twenty-five

miles, together

Here the mountains

miles.

Six fine islands

on

are

both sides

also in full
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view ; and the mountain at the end of the

peninsula,

which I

shall take the liberty to call Mount Putnam, rises in the back
ground with the utmost advantage; as does Shelving Rock, a
promontory shooting out from the East far into the lake.
The scenes of the two remaining prospects are, however, clear
ly superiour to these, both in beauty and variety. The islands
are

far

more numerous

and varied ; the shores

more

diversified ;

the

promontories more frequent, and abrupt ; the summits more
lofty, and masculine. Between these views I was unable to form
a
preference.
From Sabbath-day point, advancing Northward, the scenery
evidently declines in beauty. Still it is fine; and some of it ex
quisite. Rogers' Rock* and Anthony's Nose,t uncouth as the
Rock rises

the Western side of the lake ; a naked, bold, and
rough
figure. Our guide informed us that it derived its name
from the following facts. Major Rogers, who commanded a party of
Rangers in the
last Canadian war ; and who, with very little merit,
acquired by his activity a
considerable reputation ; was attacked on this height by a body of Indians, and de
feated. With his usual adroitness, and when his personal safety was concerned, with
his usual success, he escaped down a narrow and steep
valley at the South end of
the rock, thirty or forty rods from the precipice which abuts upon the lake.
The
Indians supposed him to have fallen down the
precipice, and therefore gave over
the pursuit. Rogers made his way on the ice, near the
shore, to a garrison, kept at
a little distance on Friends Point ; but
according to his usual fortune, lost -a great
part of his men. Colonel Cochrane, then young, and an officer in Rogers' corps,
made his escape in the same way, together with several others. This
gentleman,
being employed to run the line between the Counties of Essex and Washington, told
his attendants, when he came to this rock, that he would show tbem a tree in which
was lodged a musket-ball shot at himself between
thirty and forty years before, in
this rencounter. Accordingly he pointed out the tree ; and his men cut out the ball.

Rogers'

promontory of

a

on

very fine

+

"Anthony's nose'' seems to have been a favourite name with the former inhab
State, for mountains distinguished by bold precipices. There is a
mountain of this name on the Hudson, forming the Southern limit of the Highlands
itants of this

on

that river

last

;

two

more on

the Mohawk ; and

a

fourth

on

this lake.

The first and

lofty summits, faced with perpendicular precipices. As I am very little
versed in legendary lore, I know not whether the Nose of St, Anthony was or was
not so remarkably precipitous, as in a striking manner to resemble the figure of these
mountains. Something extraordinary must have induced the inhabitants of NewVol. HI.
46
are
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name
may seem, are among the most interesting objects in
Even at the North end, the landscape is of a
the whole group.
superiour cast ; and in most other regions would present uncom

latter

mon

attractions.

The whole scenery of this lake is greatly enhanced in beauty
and splendor by the progressive change, which the traveller, sail

ing on its bosom, perpetually finds in his position, and by the
unceasing variegations of light and shade, which attend his pro
The gradual, and the sudden, openings of scoops and ba
gress.
sins, of islands and points, of promontories and summits; the con
tinual change of their forms ; and their equally gradual, or sud
den, disappearance ; impart to every object a brilliancy, life, and
motion, scarcely inferiour to that, which is seen in the images,
formed by the camera obscura, and in strength and distinctness
greatly superiour. Light and shade are here not only far more di
versified, but are much more obvious, intense, and glowing, than
in smooth, open countries.
Every thing, whether on the land or
water, was here affected by the changes of the day : and the eye,
without forecast, found itself, however, disposed on ordinary oc
casions to inattention, instinctively engaged, and fastened, with
emotions approximating to rapture.
The shadows of the moun
tains, particularly on the West, floating slowly over the bosom of
the lake, and then softly ascending that of the mountains on the
East, presented to us, in a wide expanse, the uncommon, and
York to make them

perpetual

memorials of the

shape

and size of this

prominence

oh

the face of the Saint.
Some years before our excursion, a fisherman was pursuing his business
foot of this mountain; when a huge rock fell from the precipice, and
the lake at

a

little distance from his canoe,

came

very

near

near

the

plunging int
sinking him by the surge

which it produced.
On

rock

opposite

to

Anthony's Nose,

guide, who had seen them, informed
wrought in the solid stone by the Indians,
of
th em are capable of containing half
;
pounding
a barrel ; and others of inferiour
capacities down to half a peck. They are very
smooth, and exactly circular.
Such a mortar exists on a summit of a high rock in the parish of
Greenfield, Con
a

us, that there

were

about

for the purpose of

necticut.
hard

and

dozen mortars,
their

If I remember

granite,

a

our

corn

some

right, it would contain about three gallons. The
by Indians must have been formed with great difficulty.

rock is
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pleasing, image

of

one

vast range of

up the ascent of another.
As a specimen of the peculiar
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mountains, slowly

mo

ving

variegation

of

light in

this

region,

you may take the following. On Thursday the 30th of September,
a little before the
setting of the sun, I saw one of the mountains
on the East,
arrayed in the most brilliant purple, which can be

imagined. Nothing could surpass the lustre, which overspread this
magnificent object, and which was varied through innumerable
tints, and softenings, of that gorgeous colour.
The dim lights, frequently seen in the night upon the shore,
sometimes of candles, feebly starring the midnight gloom of
the forest, and sometimes of fires, glimmering from fields and
mountains, presented a strong contrast to the cheerful splendour
of the day.
On the evening of Friday, the 1st of October, while we were
returning from Ticonderoga, we were presented with a prospect,
superiour to any which I ever beheld. An opening lay before us
between the mountains on the West, and those on the East, gild
ed by the departing sunbeams.
The lake, alternately glassy and
gently rippled, of a light and exquisite sapphire, gay and brilliant
with the tremulous lustre, already mentioned, floating upon its
surface, stretched in prospect to a vast distance, through a great
variety of larger and smaller apertures. In the chasm, formed
by the mountains, lay a multitude of islands, differing in size,
shape, and umbrage, and clothed in deeply shaded green. Be
yond them, and often partly hidden behind the tall and variously
figured trees, with which they were tufted, rose, in the West and
South-West, a long range of distant mountains, tinged with a
deep misty azure, and crowned with an immense succession of
lofty pines. Above the mountains, and above each other, were
extended in great numbers, long, streaming clouds, of the happi
est forms, and painted with red and orange light, in all their di
versities of tincture. Between them the sky was illumined with
a vivid,
yellow lustre. The tall trees on the Western mountains
lifted their heads in the crimson glory; and on this back-ground
displayed their diversified forms with a distinctness, and beauty,
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surpassed. On a high, and exactly semi-circular, summit,
ascending far without limbs, united their crowns above;
and thus formed a majestic, and extensive, arch in the sky ; dark,
exactly defined, and exactly corresponding with the arch of the
summit below.
Between this crown, and the mountain, the
vivid orange light, shining through the grove, formed a third
arch, equally extended, and elegantly striped with black by the
never

the trees,

stems of the trees.

Directly over the gap, which I have mentioned, and through
which this combination of beauty was presented to us ; the moon,
far Southward, in her handsomest crescent, sat on the Eastern,
and the evening star, on the Western, side of the opening, at ex

actly equal distances from the bordering mountains ; and, shining
from a sky, perfectly pure and serene, finished the prospect.
lustre, however, soon faded. The mountains
and the clouds, changing their fine glow into
a dull, leaden-coloured hue,
speedily vanished. The lake, though
still brilliant, became misty and dim.
The splendour of the
moon, and of Hesper, increased, and trembled on its surface, un
til they both retired behind the Western mountains, and just as
The crimson

lost their

we

gilding ;

reached the shore* left the. world to the darkness of night.
complete the scenery of this lake, the efforts of cultivation

To

are obviously wanting.
The hand of the husbandman has already
begun to clear these grounds : and will, at no great distance of
time, adorn them with all the smiling scenes of agriculture. It
does not demand the gift of prophecy to foresee, that the villas of
opulence and refinement will, within half a century, add, here, aB
the elegances of art to the beauty and majesty of nature.
I am, Sir, yours, &c.
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Battle of Lake

General Johnson wounded

George

General

Lyman

takes the

English army, and defeats the French Vindication of General
Lyman's character Hendrick, chief of the Mohawks Baron Dieskau.

command of the

Dear Sir,
When I

One

was

which had
ration

began

this

journey,

I had two

to examine the scenery of

always

the

principal objects in view.
George ; the beauty of

Lake

been mentioned to

me

in

strong

terms of admi

the

grounds, on which the military
events of former times had taken place, at its two extremities.
The first of these events was the battle, fought at the head of
Lake George, September 8th, 1755, between the Provincial
troops under the command of Major-General, afterwards Sir Wil
liam, Johnson, aided by a body of Indians, led by the celebrated
Hendrick ; and a body of French, Canadians, and Indians, com
manded by Monsieur le Baron de Dieskau. This nobleman arrived
from France, in company with Monsieur de Vaudreuil, Govern
our General of Canada, and
brought with him from Brest, 3,000
regular troops, destined to act under his command against the
British Colonies. Of these six hundred were taken, with the Lys
and Alcide men of War, by Admiral Boscawen. A thousand were
left at Louisburgh. The remainder were landed at Quebec. The
Baron was instructed to reduce Oswego ; a fortification on the
:

other,

to

South side of Lake

Oswego,

or

explore

Ontario,

Onondaga.

and

on

the Eastern side of the river

This fortress

was

of considerable

tance, from its positron in the country of the Iroquois
bled the

English in
dangerous

a

great

measure

impor

; and ena

to exclude the French

from

people. In obedi
ence to these instructions he proceeded directly to Montreal ; and
having despatched seven hundred men up the river St. Lawrence,
made preparations to follow them. Before his departure, how
ever, intelligence reached that city, that a considerable army was
assembling at the head of Lake St. Sacrament, now Lake George,
any very

with

an

communication with that

intention to reduce fort Frederic, since called Crown
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and perhaps to invade Canada. At a council, convened
and
this
news, Baron Dieskau was vehemently solicited,
upon
with no small difficulty prevailed upon, to direct his course up
Lake Champlain. At Fort Frederic he waited some time for the

Point,

English army ; but finding no prospect of their ap
to go, and seek them.
determined
Accordingly, he em
proach,
barked with 2,000 men in batteaux, and landed at the head of
arrival of the

township of Skeensborough, now Whitehall;
eighteen miles from Sandy-hill, and in the route
which he took, about twenty-eight or thirty from the head of
Lake George. An English prisoner, taken by his scouts, informed
him, that Fort Edward, then called Fort Lyman, (from MajorGeneral Lyman, under whose direction this fortress had been
erected the preceding summer,) was defenceless ; and that the
army of General Johnson was in the same state ; being without
fortifications, and without cannon. Upon this information Dies
As soon as he
kau determined immediately to attack the fort.
formed his determination, he explained to his troops the advan
tages of the proposed measure, which was certainly worthy of his
military character. Had the design succeeded; and in the infant
state of the works, it would in all probability have been suc
South-bay,

in the

about sixteen

or

cessful ; the army under Johnson would have been cut off
from all supplies ; and must either have marched immediately

back, and fought the enemy, then formidable by success, as well
as numbers, and skill, furnished with cannon and other
supplies
from the fort, and choosing his own ground for action ; or they
must have

surrendered at discretion.

troops, however, consisting
ted to

The great

of Canadians and
of this

Indians,

body

of his

were

ill-fit

magnitude ; and as little dis
posed to venture upon its execution. Either they had been in
formed, or they suspected, that the fort was defended by cannon:
objects of peculiar dread to both these classes of men. In spite
of the exhortations of their commander, they absolutely refused
to advance against the fort ; but professed their
readiness, at the
same time, to attack the
army under Johnson, entirely destitute,
as the Baron had told them, and as he himself
believed, of botk
comprehend

a measure
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and works.

cannon

reluctance.
to attack

In vain did he

There was,

Johnson,

therefore,

attempt

no

to retrace his

or

363
to

overcome

alternative

course

to

left,

their

but either

South-bay.

Without

hesitation he marched his army towards the head of Lake George.
Gen. Johnson's first intimation of the approach of his enemy
had been

given by

a

scout, who discovered the French army

on

theirmarchfrom South

bay towards Fort Edward. Upon the receipt
of this intelligence he dispatched several messengers, to advertise
Col. Blanchard, who commanded that fortress, of his danger.
On the night of Sunday, September 7, at 12 o'clock, informa
tion was brought, that the enemy had advanced four miles on the
road from Fort Edward* to Lake George ; or half way between
the village of Sandy-Hill and Glen's falls. A council of war was
held early in the morning, at which it was resolved to send a par
to meet them.

ty

was

mentioned
He

asked.

"

to be killed ;

they
accordingly
are

increased.

them into three

ting

them

they are to fight ; they are too few. If
they are too many." The number was
Gen. Johnson also proposed to divide

If

parties.
together, said

can't break them.
them

The number of men, determined upon at first,
General to Hendrick ; and his opinion was

by the
replied,

easily."

Hendrick took three sticks ;
to him ;

Take them

"

Put these

by

one

and, put

together,

and you

one, and you will break.

The hint succeeded ; and Hendrick's sticks

sa

party, and probably the whole army, from destruction. f
The party detached consisted of twelve hundred; and were
commanded by Col. Ephraim Williams, whose character has been
already given in these Letters ; a brave and skilful officer, great
ly beloved by the soldiery, and greatly respected by the country
Lieut. Col. Whiting, of New-Haven, was second in
at large.
ved the

command, and brought up the rear. Col. Williams met the en
Dieskau
emy at Rocky brook, four miles from Lake George.
had been informed of his approach by his scouts ; and arranged
his

men

*

Then

in the best

spot.

order to receive them ;

commonly styled the carrying place,

t This fact I had from

the

possible

Joseph Burt, Esq.

and the great

of

extending

his

carrying place.

Westmoreland, N. Y.

who

was on
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line

both sides of the road in the form of

on

did not

son

begin

marched;

had
now

nor,

before me,

a

half-moon.

John

breast-work, until after Williams
manuscript account of this transaction,

to raise his
as a

declares, until after the

rencounter between

Williams and the enemy had

begun.
Williams marched his men directly into the hollow of the halfThis will be explained by the fact, that the whole coun
moon.
try was a deep forest. When the enemy saw them completely
within his power ; he opened a fire of musketry on the front, and
The English
on both flanks, of the English at the same moment.
fell in heaps ; and at the head of them their gallant commander.
Hendrick also was mortally wounded, fighting with invincible
He was shot in the back : a
courage in the front of his people.
fact which filled him with disdain and anguish ; as he thought,
The
to have fled from the enemy.
truth was; the horns of the half-moon were so far advanced, that
they in a great measure inclosed the van of the English, and fired

that he should be believed

From this fire Hendrick received the
upon them from the rear.
wound, which terminated his life.*

Upon

the death of Col.

Williams, Lieut. Col. Whiting succeed

ed to the command of the detachment.

He

was an

officer of

applause at the reduction of
Louisburgh;t and, in consequence of his gallant conduct at that
siege, had been made a Captain in the regular British service.
Whiting, seeing the danger of his men, immediately ordered a re
treat; and conducted it so judiciously, that he saved the great
body of them from destruction, in circumstances of extreme per
il ; in which their own confusion and alarm, and the situation of
the ground, threatened their extermination no less than the supe

great merit,

and had

gained

much

riour numbers of the enemy.
The noise of the first fire was heard at Lake

began
*

the

then to be made in earnest

by

In Gen. Johnson's official account of the action he

great Mohawk Sachem."

been

a

"

valliant

warrior, and

t Review of the

cribed to the late

In the
a

George.'

Efforts

the General for the defence

manuscript

styles

him "old

Hendrick,

account he is declared to have

faithful friend."

Military Operations
Gov. Livingston.

in North America from 1753 to 1756

as
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of the camp : and a
party of three hundred men were despatched
under Lieut. Col. Cole, to
support the retreating corps. A few

stragglers,

both

English

and

Indians,

came

into the camp, and

an

nounced, what had indeed been already sufficiently evident from
the
was

and

approaching
superiour in
was
driving

whole

sound of the

numbers and

musketry, that the French army
strength to Col. Williams' corps,

them towards the camp.

Sometime after

that

"

the

"

escaped," says Gen. Johnson,* came in in
large bodies :" a decisive proof of the skill, and coolness, with
which Lieut. Col. Whiting conducted this retreat.
These men
also arranged themselves in their proper places; and took their
party

share in the engagement, which followed.
About half after eleven o'clock the enemy

appeared in sight ;
marching up the road in the best order towards the centre of the
English. When they came to the bottom of an open valley, di
rectly in front of the elevation, on which Fort George was after

wards

built,

posted;

and

which the centre of the

on

Dieskau halted his

tance of little

more

breast-work.

I have

ure.

the

than

one

never seen a reason,

I think I

can

assign

right flank,

and

a

ing to come in
body attacked

English army was
about fifteen minutes, at the dis
hundred and fifty yards from the

men

one.

part of

assigned

The Indians

the Canadians

for this

were

on

the

meas

sent out

on

left, intend

upon the rear of the English, while the main
them in front.
The ground was remarkably

favourable to this

design ; being swampy, thickly forested, and,
therefore, perfectly fitted to conceal the approach of these par
ties.
The Indians, however, were soon discovered by Lieut.
Col. Pomeroy ; who immediately mentioned the fact to the Gen
eral ; and, observing to him, that these people were extremely
afraid of cannon, requested that one or two pieces might be point
ed against them. They were then near the ground, on which
Fort William

Henry was afterwards

ed of the

built.

The General approv

proposal. A shell was instantly thrown among them
from a howitzer; and some field pieces showered upon them a
quantity of grape shot. The Indians fled.
*

Vol. III.

Official letter.

47
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Baron, in the mean time, led up his main body to attack
They began the engagement by firing regularly in
platoons ; but at so great a distance, that they did very little exe
The

the centre.

This circumstance was favourable to the English ; and
recovering from the panic, into which they had been thrown
by the preceding events of the day, they fought with great spirit
cution.

soon

and firmness.

Gen.

at the commencement of the

Johnson,

flesh wound in his
but

was

Lyman
action.

thigh

:

and the ball

lodged

battle, received

in it. He bled

a

freely,

able to walk away from the army to his tent.* General
then took the command and continued in it during the

This

who seemed to have

no
passions, ex
humanity, immediate
ly stationed himself in the front of the breast-work ;t and there,'
amid the thickest danger, issued his orders, during five hours, to
every part of the army, as occasion demanded, with a serenity,
which many covet, arid some boast, but very few acquire. The
main body of the French kept their ground, and preserved their
order, for a considerable time: but the artillery, under the com
mand of Captain Eyre, a brave English officer, who performed
his part with much skill and reputation, played upon them with
such success ; and the fire from the musketry was so warm, and
well-directed; that their ranks were soon thinned, and their efforts
slackened, sufficiently to shew, that they despaired of success in
this quarter. They then made another effort against the right of
the English, stationed between the road and the site of fort Wil
liam Henry, and composed of Ruggles' regiment, Williams', now
commanded by Lieutenant-Colonel Pomeroy, and Titcomb's.
Here a warm fire was kept up on both sides about an hour ; but
on the part of the enemy was
unavailing.
At four o'clock, the English, and the Indians who fought with
them, leaped over their breast-work, and charged the enemy.
They fled, and were vigorously pursued for a short distance. A
considerable number were slain in the pursuit.
The wounded,
and a very few others, were made prisoners. Among these was

gentleman,

cept those, which

are

*

involved in the word

Mr. Burt.

t Col.

Pomeroy.
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Dieskau. He was found by a soldier resting on a stump, with
hardly an attendant. As he was feeling for his watch, in order
to give it to the soldier, the man,
suspecting that he was searching
for a pistol, discharged the contents of his musket through his
hips. He was carried into the camp in a blanket by eight men,
with the greatest care and tenderness, but evidently in extreme
distress.*
Sound

policy

would have directed

ed, pursuit of the enemy.
with

an

General

immediate,

Lyman urged

and continu

this

measure

warmth, which he rarely exhibited, t Had his opinion
been followed ; there is little reason to doubt, that the whole
a

body would have, either been destroyed, or taken prisoners : for
they were exhausted by their fatigues on this and the two prece
ding days. It is said, that Baron Dieskau, after he was brought
into the camp, informed General Johnson, that he had a body of
troops in reserve, who would speedily renew the attack : and
Johnson, in his official letter, says, The enemy may rally, and
we
judge they have considerable forces near at hand." He
also mentions his men as greatly fatigued ; and says,
For these
reasons I don't think it either
prudent, or safe, to be sending out
parties in search of the dead." Soon after he adds, I think we
may expect very shortly a more formidable attack ; and that the
enemy will then come with artillery." In the very able Review,
to which I have before referred, written without any reasonable
doubt, by the late Governour Livingston, in concert with his two
celebrated friends, the Hon. William Smith, late Chief Justice of
the Province of Canada, and the Hon. John Morin Scott, there
are some
very severe, and I apprehend very just, remarks on
these declarations, which very forcibly, and conclusively, attribute
the conduct of General Johnson to his sloth, and timidity,
It is
not, however to be forgotten, that he was wounded.
There is another part of his conduct, which admits of no ex
This is, that he gave General Lyman no credit for his im
cuse.
portant services on this day. It is remarkable, that he does not
even mention his name in the official letter, which conveyed the
"

"

"

*Mr. Burt.

t Review.
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intelligence of his victory to the Governours of the neighbouring
Colonies; although he perfectly knew, that to the gallant exer
tions of that gentleman he was indebted for all the glory, which
he had acquired.
Lyman was in every respect, and was un
doubtedly felt by Johnson to be, his superiour. He had receiv
ed an enlightened education ; was distinguished for learning, and
science ; held a high rank at the bar, and a high station in civil
life; was dignified in his person, and manners, serene .in danger,
and exceedingly beloved by his soldiers. Johnson was an unedu
adventurer; of little consequence in his own country-; and
raised to distinction in this, by the aid of some powerful
friends, to whom he made himself convenient by his native ener
cated

suddenly

gy, shrewdness, and activity, and by
His ambition, at the
circumstances.
avarice

greedy;

and his moral

he should feel the canker of

spite

fortunate

same

susceptibility,

concurrence

time,

was

if it had

of

vast ; his

ever

exist

therefore, that
his rival; realized

It is not to be wondered at,

ed^ principally gone.
in

a

jealousy

of his selfishness to be

so

towards

much his

All men, who resemble Johnson in

superiour.

character, and who

are

pla

circumstances, regularly make it a primary object
to attach to themselves, as subordinate agents to carry on their
dirty business, a small circle of persons, needy; dependent; wil
ced in similar

ling

to be tools ;

feeling it as

an

honour to be thus

employed

; flexi

ble to their masters; secret; active; destitute of principle; ready
to say whatever they are ordered to say, and to do whatever they
To these men, so long as they are necessary
are directed to do.

point of being so far useful, as to retain
They will indeed scold them, and cuff
them, aud kick them. Yet they take effectual care to make them
such amends for this unpleasant discipline, as to prevent them
from quitting their service. Such a body of retainers Johnson
had about him at this time; and employed their agency to calum
niate General Lyman.
A junto," says the able author of the Review,
combined at
the camp, and framed a letter, impeaching Mr. Lyman, the se
cond in command, of dastardly carriage; which they procured
to

them, they

make

a

them in their service.

"

"
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fellow of
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reputation, to sign, and convey to the
A notable instance of the
press.
amazing latitude, t which an
invidious spirit is capable of proceeding : so true is the poets ob
a

no

servation,
Envy,

Men, that make
malice, nourishment,

and crooked

Dare bite the best.

For in

reality

no

man, my

Lord,

Shaksp.
behaved with

more

ty, than the unfortunate object of their jealousy

superiour merit actually

:

magnanimi

and from his

their

malignity ; as he thence rival
why this much injured officer
deferred his vindication, was not only the disgraceful name of the
calumniator, but because he expected that justice from the pub
lic; who accordingly, in testimony of his merit, vested him, the
next campaign, with the same important post.
But numbers of
witnesses, eye-witnesses, utterly impartial, and not belonging to
the camp, are ready to depose, that by them he was seen fighting
like a lion, and exposing his life in the hottest of the battle ; not
to mention a gentleman of undoubted veracity to whom General
Johnson, two days after the action, frankly acknowledged in his
tent, that to Lyman was chiefly to be ascribed the honour of the
victory."
With these things before us, all of which, so far as they respect
the conduct of General Lyman, had been sufficiently attested to
me, at an early period of my life, and long before I read this review,
led their deified idol.

arose

The reason,

what shall be said of the fact, that his

name

in the letter

Wraxall,

General

Lancey

referred to
Johnson, in a

the second

is not

even

mentioned

aid de camp of
letter which he wrote to Lieut. Gov. de
above.

Peter

day after the battle, although

so

devoted to

his master, as to say, that " he was wounded in the hip, yet kept
the field, though in great pain ;" when he was actually wounded

thigh, and quitted the field ; still felt himself obliged to add
postscript, General Lyman, and all the officers, behaved
distinguished conduct and courage."* At the same time,

in the
in

a

with

"

*

Pennsylvania Gazette, Sept. 18th,

1755.
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intelligence, sent by express from Albany to New- York, and
Sunday following the battle, it is said, The brave
General Lyman (who has added honour to the Province, in whose
service he is,) is well."
Such was the conviction of the country
in

"

received the

at the time ; and such

was

the truth.

I will not

now

what

ask you

opinion ought to be formed of the scandalous "junto," wha
wrote, and published, the libel above mentioned ; their misera
ble agent, Cole, who subscribed it ; and General Johnson, him
self, by whom, we have every reason to believe, it was both de
vised, and approved.
The conduct of Gen. Johnson in neglecting to provide any
fortifications for his army, during the fortnight, in which he had
already been on this ground : to bring up his cannon ; to keep
scouts abroad, who might inform him of the
designs of the ene
my: to pursue them after their defeat; and to proceed in the
important business of building a strong fort ; met with severe rep
rehension from sensible men at the time.
That an army,"
says Thomas Williams, Esq. a very respectable physician, then
acting as surgeon in Col. Williams' regiment, in a letter to the
Hon. William Williams of Dalton,
that an army should lie here
a
fortnight in an enemy's country, without the least fortification,
is to me very surprising : but that
they should still continue in
this defenceless posture, after they had heard of an"
(enemy's)
"
I cannot help think
army, not far off, is more surprising."
ing," says the author of the Review, that, had the General be
gun his breast-work more seasonably, and not waited for intelli
gence of the enemy's advancing, before he ordered up his can
And again ;
non, his men had been less fatigued."
By this"
"
(the official) letter, he appears so conscious of deserving rep
rehension rather than applause, that the latter
part of his epistle
is apparently calculated to divert all
inquiry into the true reason
of his not pursuing the enemy, &c."
The English did not pur
sue the
victory as they might." Ms. account.
Col. Whiting was censured by some of his
countrymen for re
treating. A person, who has examined the ground, will be slow
to admit this
opinion. The French army had every advantage
"

"

"

"

"

"
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which

they

could wish.

both sides ; and

greatly

sent out

happily

no

whole tenour of his

The

importance
grounds,

forested
for

me

to
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They flanked Col. Williams' corps on
Col. Williams un
outnumbered them.

scouts ;

military

and,

in

career

this, acted contrary

to the

and his favourite maxims.*

of scouts in
needs

observe, that

military enterprizes, carried on in
explanation : nor can it be necessary
such a corps, so situated, must have been
no

in the most imminent hazard of total destruction.

Not to have

retreated in this situation would have been delirious ; and to con
duct a retreat in these circumstances, with so much good order,
and success, demanded little less

has been

displayed

tinent.

Baron Dieskau

vigour

of mind than that which

in the celebrated retreats

on

the Eastern

con

spoke very handsomely of this move
ment.
Col. Whiting," says the Pennsylvania Gazette, Sept.
25, 1755, under the head of Albany, in an article, published there
after the Baron's arrival in that city, "conducted the retreat with.
great judgment, to the admiration of the French general ; who is
pleased to say, that he believes a retreat was never better con
"

ducted."

It is

impossible to estimate with certainty the loss, sustained
English in this engagement. The Pennsylvania Gazette
of October 9th professedly gives a return of the killed, wounded,
and missing ; the total of which is one hundred and six killed,
ninety-four wounded, and sixty-one missing. Lieut. Col. Pome
roy in a letter, dated the 10th of Sept. two days after the battle,
states them in the following manner.
35
Col. Titcomb's regiment,
50
Col. Williams',
37
Col. Ruggles',
by

the

...

...

Connecticut

39

troops,

Rhode-Island troops,
New- York troops,

20
-

-

Total,
*

Doctor Williams' letter.

-

10
191
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The officers slain in Col. Williams'

regiment,

Col. Wil

were,

liams, Major Ashley; Captains Hawley, Porter and Ingersoll;
Lieutenants

and

Cobb, Pomeroy,

Burt; Ensigns

Stratton and

Wait.

Dr. Williams states them at two hundred and sixteen

and

ninety-six wounded,

Still

more

on

the 26th

difficult is it to determine the loss of the French.

Baron Dieskau estimated them
timated them at six

If

take

we

have

even

fought

field till
whom

one

dead,

September.

the

at

a

The

thousand.

es

seven

with the -utmost

bravery.

Few armies

third of their number is cut down.

they lost,

English

hundred, and eight hundred.
least of these numbers; the French must

hundred,

were

a

French

Major

keep the
Among those

General ; Mons. de St.

Pierre,
er

commander in chief of the Indians ; and a number of oth
persons, belonging to some of the principal families in Canada.*

On their retreat the French army

Hampshire soldiers, differently

was

met

estimated from

by a party of Neweighty, to one hun

dred and twenty, commanded by Capt. Nathaniel Folsom, and
joined by a body from twenty to forty of New-York troops, under
Capt. M'Ginnes, at the distance of two miles from the field of
battle. Here they found the baggage of the French army under
the care of a guard ; whom they attacked, and
dispersed. To
wards sunset the remains of the French
army began to appear.
Folsom and M'Ginnes posted their men in the forest, with such
skill, and kept up till night a fire so well-directed, that they for
ced the enemy from the ground.
Six men only were lost by Fol
som

and M'Ginnes

died of his wounds.

:

but the latter

wounded, and soon after
companions, fought with
this engagement, the bag

was

Both he, and his

great gallantry. In consequence of
gage, and ammunition, of the French army fell
the

English

; and

were

the next

Thus terminated the battle
counts

a

into the hands of

morning conveyed to
of Lake
George : on

memorable event in the annals of this

the camp.

country.

many ac
It soon

followed the defeat of Gen. Braddock on the
Monongahela.
This disastrous event took place on the 8th of the
preceding
*

Letter of Lieut, Col.

Pomeroy.
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and created the most

July;
as

well

in the Colonies.

as

painful
It

not

was

a

single

period therefore, in which
produced the best effects.
they would immediately have
; between which and Albany

and

Had the French been victorious ;
taken possession of Fort Edward
there

sensations in Great Britain,

was a

peculiarly welcome,

success was
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obstruction to their progress:

as

their

com

mander very justly declared to them, when urging them to march
against that fortress. Where a stop would have been put to their
career

A

it is

impossible

to

conjecture.

great part of the importance of

pression,

which

they

leave

on

most battles lies in the im

the minds 6f the

contending "na

and in the

consequent energy, or languor, of their efforts.
Few events, of no greater magnitude, leave stronger impressions,

tions,

than resulted from the battle of Lake

George. An universal ex
Empire, especially
through the Colonies; and there is no improbability in the sup
position, that the measures, afterwards adopted in a war, more
glorious than any, which had been recorded in the annals of Great
Britain, received a part of their vigour from the battle of Lake
George.
His Majesty was so well pleased with the event of this battle.
ultation

was

diffused

through

that he created Gen. Johnson
voted him

a

the British

a

Baronet

:

and the Parliament

present of five thousand pounds sterling.

Gen.

Lyman, to whom the nation was indebted, for the whole
advantages, was forgotten on the Eastern side of the At
lantic ; or more probably was unknown, as an agent in the acqui
sition of this victory. His only retribution was, that the government
and people, whom he immediately served, disregarding the base
attacks upon his character, did justice to his merits by public, as
well as private testimonies of their esteem particularly
by con
tinuing him in the honourable stations, which he had before
of these

filled.
Hendrick had lived to this

fighting with a spirit not to
from sixty to sixty-five years
white 'locks ; and what is
Vol. III.

day

with

singular honour,

be excelled.
of age.

uncommon

48

He

His head
among

was

and

died,

at this time

was

covered with

Indians,

he

was cor-
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before Col. Williams began his march,
stage, and harangued his people. He had a strong
masculine voice ; and, it was thought, might be distinctly heard
at the distance of half a mile : a fact, which, to my own view,

Immediately

pulent.*

he mounted

a

has diffused

a new

his heroes.
this
not

degree

of

probability

over

Homer's represen

and shouts, pf
Pomeroy, who was present, and heard
effusion of Indian eloquence, told me, that, although he did
understand a word of the language, yet such was the anima

tations of the

tion of

speeches,

of his

the fire of his eye, the force of his gesture, the
the apparent propriety of the inflexions

emphasis,

and the natural appearance of his whole manner, that
deeply affected with this speech, than with any
In the Pennsylvania Gazette,
which he had ever heard.

voice,

himself

other,

the

Lieut. CoL

Hendrick,

strength
of his

effects, produced by

was more

Sept. 25, 1 755,

he is

styled

"

the Famous

Hendrick,

a

renowned

Indian warriour among the Mohawks :" and it is said, that his
son, being told that his father was killed, giving the usual Indian

groan upon such occasions, and suddenly putting his hand on his
left breast, swore, that his father was still alive in that place, and
that there stood his

Baron Dieskau

son.

conveyed from Albany to New- York, and
England ; where soon after he died. He was an
excellent officer ; possessed very honourable
feelings ; and was
adorned with highly polished manners.
I know of but one stain
was

from thence to

upon his character. Before his engagement with Col. Williams
corps, he gave orders to his troops neither to give nor take quar
ter.! As there was nothing, either in the nature of his enterin his

to justify this
rigour; it is to be
specimens of barbarity, which, it must be
acknowledged, too frequently disgrace the human character.
The remainder of the campaign was idled away by Gen. John
son in
doing nothing. A person, who has examined the French
works at Crown Point, will perceive, that he might
easily have
possessed himself of this fortress, had. he made the attempt ; as it
is entirely commanded by rising grounds in the
neighbourhood.

prize,

or

accounted

one

circumstances,

of those

J. Burt.

Esq.'

i Doctor Williams's letter.
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a
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French, immediately after their panic was
Ticonderoga ; fifteen miles higher

fortification at

with
up Lake Champlain ; and fixed themselves so much farther
in the boundaries of the British possessions.

history of this battle, not only
importance, but also because I con
ceive it has never been fairly, and fully, laid before the public.
To Gen. Lyman particularly, justice has never been done ; and
I hope you will think
but for me would probably never be done.
this a sufficient apology for the length of the detail.
I have been thus minute in the

on

account of its inherent

I am,

Sir, yours, &c.
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Attack

on

Henry Gallant defence by Col. Monroe Capitulation
Expedition to Ticonderoga Retreat of the English
Journey continued Dalton Partridgefield Worthington Chesterfield
Fort William

and MassacreGen. Webb's

Army
West-Hampton.
Dear

Sir,

in a preceding letter the situation, and ap
pearance, of Fort William Henry ; and observed, that it was a
square structure, with regular bastions at the angles, bordered on
I

mentioned

the East and South sides
and

on

the North

by

by a swamp,
the beach of Lake

on

the West

George.

by

a

valley,
prin

On what

ciples such a work could have been erected in this spot is to me
inexplicable. Its site is almost on a level with the waters of the
Lake.
By the lands in the vicinity, West and North-West, it is
overlooked ; and perfectly commanded by the eminence on which
I confess myself to be an im
Fort George was afterwards built.
perfect judge of military operations ; but among all the fortress
es, of which I have any knowledge, this, so far as its situation is
concerned, appears

to have been the least fitted to

design, for which it was built.
ble.
Against the approaches
little protection.

To Indians it
of

a

regular

might

answer

the

be formida

army it could furnish

In the year 1757 the Earl of Loudoun was appointed Com
mander in Chief of the British forces in America ; and saw him
at the commencement of the season, at the head of twelve

self,

regular troops, and perhaps as many provincials. In
marching directly against the French in Canada, as had
expected, his Lordship sailed for Halifax, with six thousand
with an intention to direct his force against Louisbourg.

thousand
stead of
been
men,

he received information, that a fleet from Brest
strong reinforcement to the garrison, amounting
now to six thousand
regulars ; and that the harbour was defended
by seventeen ships of the line. His Lordship, therefore, gave

Here, however,
had

brought

a
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expedition

to

Louisbourg ;
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and in the close of

August

returned to New- York.

In the

ample

mean

time,

the

Marquis

de Montcalm

information of the situation of his

having

obtained

enemies, proceeded with

army, of
Indians from

eight thousand men, including a numerous body of
Ticonderoga, up Lake George, to attack Fort Wil
liam Henry, garrisoned at that time, as is said, with about three
thousand ; principally regular troops.
Early in the season the
Marquis had made three different attacks upon the same fortress ;
all of which had been defeated by the skill, and courage, of the
garrison, and Col. Monroe1, its brave commander. To retrieve
his own credit therefore, as well as to operate against the British
nation, he proceeded upon this enterprise with not a little zeal
The first night he landed on a point, called from
and alacrity.
this fact Frenchman's point ; about sixteen miles from the head of
The next evening he landed again on the West side,
the Lake.
The following
about two miles from Fort William Henry.
morning he appeared before the Fort, and sent this letter to Col.
an

Monroe.

August 3d, 1757.
morning invested your place, with a numerous
array, a superiour artillery, and all the Savages from the higher
parts of the country ; the cruelty of which a detachment of your
garrison have lately too much experienced. I am obliged in hu
manity to desire you to surrender your Fort. I have it yet in my
power to restrain the savages, and oblige them to observe a ca
pitulation ; as hitherto none of them have been killed; which will
not be in my power in other circumstances; and your insisting on
defending your Fort can only retard the loss of it a few days, and
must of necessity expose an unlucky garrison, who can receive
no succour,
considering the precautions, I have taken. I demand
a decisive answer
immediately ; for which purpose I have sent
You may
you the Sieur Fantbrune, one of my Aid de Camps.
Sir,

I have this

I
credit what he will inform you, as from me.
Your most humble,
Sir,
most

am

with

respect,

obedient, Servant,
Montcalm.
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To this demand Monroe

Messenger,

"

verbally,

laconically, replied to the'
reject his proposal
the Fort, while I have a man

and

Tell Monsieur Montcalm, that I

with disdain ; and that I will defend

able to fire
The

Fort

a
gun."
Marquis pushed

was

his

of assistance from Gen.

with

was

Six

vigour.

Webb,

who

lay

at Fort

army of four thousand
The principal
therefore concluded.

miles distant, with
tion

operations

defended with unabated resolution, in full

an

days the
expectation

Edward, fifteen

men.

A

capitula

articles, stipulated,

public property should be surrendered to the
garrison should marcli out with the honours of
war, with their arms, baggage, and a field-piece ; and that they
The last
should be protected from the outrages of the Indians.
were, that the

that the

French,

of these articles

was

violated in the most shameful

The

manner.

being protected, had marched but a little dis
tance, when the Savages fell upon them with the utmost fury, and
Noth
butchered a great number of men, women, and children.
ing could exceed the barbarity, displayed in this massacre. It
will be unnecessary for me to particularize these enormities af
ter having given you so many accounts of Indian ferocity ; and it
is impossible to determine the number of those, who were killed.
Of the New-Hampshire regiment, which brought up the rear, and
suffered the most, eighty were lost out of two hundred. Carver
makes the whole number who were sacrificed, fifteen hundred.

garrison,

instead of

The transaction filled the British colonies with horrour.

I

was a

little

child, when it took place ; and distinctly remember the
strong emotions, which it every where excited, and which, hith
erto, time has not been able

,

efface.

From that day to the
by the emphatical appella
tion of the massacre at Fort William Henry.
Various efforts have been very complaisantly made on both
sides of the Atlantic, to exculpate the Marquis de Montcalm from

present

it has been

familiarly

to

known

the

blame, which he merited in this affair. In my own view, the
gentlemen concerned exhibit more of the spirit of chivalry, than
of equity, or truth. The Marquis had, the
preceding year, vio
lated the conditions

on

which the fort at

Oswego

had been

sur-
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rendered to him.
sion

also,

of the

permitted

the savages,

insult, and rob, the garrison

to

men

He had

379

the

on

parade,

been wounded in his tent

;

;

and Lieut. De La

and to

scalp

on

that

massacre

Court,

occa

several
who had

all the sick in the

hospi

tal.

To close the scene, he delivered up twenty of the garrison,
in lieu of twenty Indians, who had been killed, to be disposed of
as

these

and

justice,

in human

humanity,

On the

ment.

that

tigers

to vindicate such

tempt

at

was

all

shape,

a

and

man,

should think proper.
this, violates every

as

certainly

must be

a

very

The at

feeling of
idle employ

present occasion, either no guard at all, or none
competent, was furnished to the prisoners. Nor

does it appear, that a single effort was made by the French Gen
eral to preserve them.
On the contrary, the Marquis, although
he would not

willing

probably have butchered them himself, was more
yield up these unhappy people to plunder, and death,
That he could have
hazard offending bis Indian allies.

to

than to

restrained these wretches there cannot be

those, who question it remember, that he

a

rational doubt.

was

Let

at the head of at

men ;
and that he could have given the
guard without any inconvenience to himself,
as he had
solemnly stipulated. Had he possessed the smallest
share of humanity, or honour ; the prisoners, taken at Oswego,
and at Fort William Henry, would have been effectually preserv
That the Marquis was
ed from plunder, scalping, and death.

least

seven

thousand

sufficient

prisoners

a

brave

well informed

no

inhumanity

are

equally

man

can

doubt.

His faithlessness and

indubitable.*

*

Had these been solitary cases I should have hardly thought it proper to insist on
This however is very far from being the fact.
In the year 1 693, the Commandant of MichilimacU inack, finding that the Dionondadies had thoughts of making peace with the Six Nations, gave them a public invita
tion to feast on the soup which was to be made of a prisoner whom the Dionondadies
them.

had delivered up to the French. The Outawais, or Utawawas, were in a particular
invited to the entertainment. The story of the tortures inflicted on this

manner

miserable man, as recited by Dr. Colden, is too long to be copied in this note. Suf
fice it to say that a Frenchman began the tragedy by broiling the flesh of the prisoner
from his toes to his knees with the red-hot barrel of a gun ; and that, as he be
came

tired,

they applied

he
a

was

by others in succession ; that to another part of his body
frying-pan ; that one of the company split a furrow from his

relieved

red-hot
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merit the high
gallantry and good conduct of Col. Monroe
of this fort, with the fullest
defence
the
He
began
praise.
That officer had four
expectations of assistance from Gen. Webb.
thousand men at Fort Edward ; and had received timely notice of
Six days, after this
the danger, which threatened Col. Monroe.
A person, who has been on
notice was given, the fort held out.
this ground, and walked over its environs, will be astonished, that
The

est

it

was

not surrendered at the first

ished, that

fort

a

was ever

summons

erected

on

such

; and not less aston
a

Had it been

spot.

George afterwards stood, at the distance of
two furlongs, and been properly furnished with

erected where fort

little

more

than

provisions, and other means of defence ; Montcalm would have
been compelled to return without accomplishing his object.
By a letter in my possession, written from Albany, August 15th
by a gentlemen, who was at fort Edward on the 9th, the day of
the surrender, it appears, that a Council of War was held by
Colonel Monroe that morning. It was then announced, that no
succour could be expected ; and that ten pieces of artillery had
been burst during the defence, and those the largest in the pos
session of the garrison. It was determined, therefore, that any
further efforts to resist the enemy would be useless.
The same writer declares, that Colonels Monroe and
with

several

officers,

and about three hundred

men,

Young,

some

of

Montcalm from the savages, were
with the French army after the massacre : having, as the letterwriter supposes, returned, in order to escape from the butchery.
whom had been rescued

by

shoulder to the garter, and filling it with gun-powder set fire to it ; that, when his
throat became so parched as to prevent him from crying out, they gave him water
that he might continue his cries ; that they then took off his scalp ; and threw burn

ing

coals upon his skull

;

and

that, having finally

knocked him

on

the head with

a

stone, every one cut a slice from his body, to conclude the tragedy with a feast.
In 1690, the Count de Frontenac the ablest Governour whom the French ever
sent to Canada, a nobleman of high distinction, a man of letters and educated in a

polished court,

condemned two

prisoners of the Iroquois to be burnt to death at Mont
countrymen. One of these unhappy men escaped from
him by putting an end to his own life. The other under

real in order to terrify their
the

agonies

intended for

the eye of this very nobleman
that which has been recited.

was

tortured in a

manner

Colden,

Vol.

still

more

excruciating

than

1, P. 143 145, 194 and 196.
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The character of General Webb will
the

stain, which

was

these transactions.
the

left upon it
he

Although

never

be cleansed from

by the part, which
perfectly knew the

he took in
situation of

he neither sent them assistance, nor communi
country the knowledge of their danger. It deserves
to be known, that Sir William Johnson, after
very importunate
solicitations, obtained leave from General Webb to march with

garrison, yet

cated to the

as
many of the provincials at fort Edward, then under his imme
diate command, as would volunteer in the service, to the relief of

Monroe.

; and

drum,

immediately

the

provincials

turned out,

made themselves

ready to
they had been under arms almost the whole day,
William, returning from head quarters, informed the soldiers,

march.
Sir

At the beat of the

to

nearly

a

man

After

that the General had forbidden them to march.

The soldiers

inexpressibly mortified : and, while they were manifesting
their indignation by groans, the tears trickled copiously down the

were

cheeks of their

commander,

as

he turned from the

troops

towards

his tent.*
Webb appears

evidently to have taken his determination from
beginning ; and, whether he acted from fear, or according to
his judgment, remained immovable.
Instead of sending a body of
troops to relieve the garrison, he wrote a letter to Colonel Mon
roe, advising him to surrender the fort. Two more absolutely in
efficient men, than the Earl of Loudoun and General Webb, have
rarely been employed in important military commands, in the
same
country, during the same campaign.
The campaign of the preceding year closed on the side of the
English with absolute disgrace. That of the following year was
opened, in this region, with an attempt to reduce the fortress of
Ticonderoga. For this purpose ten thousand provincial troops,
and between six and seven thousand regulars, assembled at the
head of lake George, in the beginning of July, under the com
the

mand of General Abercrombie.

cept
*

a

reserve, left for the

This anecdote I received from

On the fifth the whole army, ex
of this spot, embarked in a

protection

Captain Noble,

scene.

Vol. III.

49

who

was

present

at the whole
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thirty-five boats, with all the splendour of military
morning was remarkably bright and beautiful ; and
the fleet moved with exact regularity to the sound of fine martial
music : the ensigns waved and glittered in the sun-beams : and
the anticipation of future triumph shone in every eye.
Above,
thousand and

parade.

The

scenery was that of enchantment : and rare
has the sun, since that luminary was first lighted up in the
heavens, dawned on such a complication of beauty and magnifi

beneath, around, the

ly

cence.

morning the army landed at the North end of the
opposition, at the very spot, where we moored our
boat ; and formed in four columns, began their march towards
Ticonderoga. A person, who has seen this ground at the present
time, will easily believe, that, when the forests were standing,
such an order of march was impracticable. Accordingly, under
the direction of unskilful guides, and by means of the interrup
tion, presented by the forests, they fell into confusion. At this
moment, Lord Howe, at the head of the right centre column^ fell
in with the advanced guard of the enemy, who at the approach of
the English army, had fled from the landing, and were making
their escape towards Ticonderoga.
This party had, also, been
bewildered in the forest, and lost their way.
They immediately
fired upon the English, and at the first discharge killed Lord
Howe. The suddenness of the attack, the sound of the
war-hoop,
The next

lake without

and the fall of their

commander, threw the centre column into
provincials, however, being versed in this mode
of fighting, resolutely attacked, and destroyed, the
party. Near
three hundred of them were killed, and a hundred and
forty-eight
taken prisoners, with the loss of very few on the side of the
English. The loss of Lord Howe was, however, that of a host.
This young nobleman assembled in his person an almost
singular
combination of excellencies.
To superiour talents,
courage, ac
tivity, and exactness of discipline, he added an exalted spirit, ex
pansive generosity, accomplished and engaging manners, and pe
culiar sweetness of disposition.- He was at once the
soul, and
idol, of the army ; and is still remembered in this country with
confusion.

The

,
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be obliterated for

a

long peri

come.

The troops were remanded to the landing.
The next day,
Col. Bradstreet was detached to take possession of a

July 6th,
mill,

at the

above

:

great

and the

fall

on

the outlet of lake

principal engineer

was

entrenchments of the enemy.
The fortress of Ticonderoga stands at

mentioned

George,

sent to reconnoitre the

a

small distance from

the shore of lake

Champlain, on a peninsula ; washed on one side
by the outlet of lake George, here a considerable creek, and on
the other, by a cove, setting back from lake Champlain.
The
French lines were drawn across the peninsula, at its junction with
the main ; and were defended by two redoubts, and by a strong
and very deep abattis, without.
They are said by historians to
have been eight or nine feet high.
When I saw1 them, they were
not more than four: and I greatly doubt whether they ever were six.
The engineer returned with a report, that the works, being un
finished, might be attempted with a fair prospect of success. Dis
positions were accordingly made for the attack. The army
marched up to the works with a resolution, worthy of better cir
In their approach they were perfectly exposed to
cumstances.
the whole fire of an enemy, completely covered.
In this situa
tion the abattis proved an almost insuperable hindrance to these
gallant men in their attempts to reach the lines. Over this dread
ful obstacle they made their way so slowly, that the French had
time to shoot them at their leisure.
Three times they were re
pulsed ; and as often returned to the charge. At the end of four
hours, however, after a series of efforts, which would have done
honour to the soldiers of Caesar, and an exhibition of courage,
which rivalled the most romantic days of chivalry, the army was
ordered to retire.
No corps suffered so much, as the Highland
These intrepid men mounted the works three successive
ers.
times; and drove the enemy from
in their course.*

impossible,)
*

they

the works would

Letter from lake

that

Had

place July 10th,

that

part

of

them,

which

supported, (a thing, perhaps
probably have been carried.

George, written by an officer after the return of
published in the New American Magazine.

and

was

been

the army to
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The loss of the

English

wounded, and missing,
fell

chiefly on

the

on

this occasion

amounted,

ini

killed,

forty-four. It
was principally

to nineteen hundred and

regulars,

to whom the attack

or four officers, and a small
privates.
The garrison is commonly said by historians to have consisted
A plain sensible Frenchman, who was a
of six thousand men.
on the
ground, at the time of the attack, told an ac
sergeant
quaintance of mine, that the whole number was but twelve hun
dred ; that not one of them dreamed of being able to defend the
works ; that they, however, determined to make a shew of de
fence, till they should see what measures the English would take;
and that, when they saw them marching up with such a naked
that they should
exposure to their cannon, they began to believe,
the attempt
he
account
of
them.
a
added,
But,"
gjve good
seemed to the garrison so destitute of common sense, that they
could hardly believe their own eyes when they saw the English
army approach."
General Abercrombie, during the battle, remained at the saw

entrusted.

The French lost three

number of

"

mill, mentioned above, which
Of course, he saw no part of

"

is about two miles from the lines.

engagement ; took no part in
regulating the movements of his army ; and might as well have
been in England, as at the saw-mill.
Immediately after the
the
he
them to return to Fort
had
directed
lines,
troops
quitted
George ; where they arrived on the evening of the succeeding
day.
Probably there was never a more ill-devised, and ill-conducted
enterprise. This opinion I had heard given by my own country
men of all
descriptions from my childhood. The retreat of Gen.
St. Clair, at the approach of Gen. Burgoyne, has also been justi
fied, because it was said the works of Ticonderoga were untena
ble, being commanded by Mount Independence in Vermont, and
by Sugar-Hill, or Mount Defiance, which rises South of the outlet
of Lake George. I had the curiosity to look at this ground for my
own satisfaction.
Two cannon from Sugar-Hill, would have prob
ably driven the French both from the lines, and the fort : and
the
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General

Burgoyne proved afterwards, that there would have been
difficulty in conveying them to the summit. A single hour
would have been amply sufficient to .have swept the peninsula
clean. It is a melancholy reflection, that between five and six
hundred brave men were killed outright; that so many more di
no

ed of their

wounds,

as

to make the whole number

that five hundred

more

tion to know what

could,

one

thousand ;

made

cripples through
life ; and that upwards of four hundred more were obliged to suffer,
pain from their wounds, often excruciating, and sometimes long
continued ; in a fruitless attempt to accomplish thaf, which one
hundred men might have accomplished without the loss of a sin
gle life, and without even a wound.
But the truth is ; General Abercrombie examined nothing with
his own eyes ; and never went near enough to the scene of ac
success

hear-say
The
been

or

safety.

accounts.

probably

were

and what could not, be done with either

His orders
Not

were

a cannon was

consequence of
up to the lines.
breach might have

given, in
brought

weak, unfinished parts of them, where a
made, were neglected : and the parts, which had been effect

ually secured,
The retreat

were

chosen

as

was

almost

as

the

place
unhappy,

of attack.
and

quite

as

causeless.

The army still consisted of fourteen thousand effective men :
while the whole force of the enemy, at the utmost computation,
certainly amounted to little more than three. Not a doubt,
could be rationally entertained concerning the reduc
Ticonderoga, if the siege should be prosecuted with pru
dence, and vigour.
During the campaign of the preceding year, Colonel Bradstreet, a brave and active officer, who had defeated a party of the
French and savages, having learned from some prisoners, which
he took during the engagement, that the Marquis de Montcalm
was
proceeding towards Oswego, gave immediate intelligence of
the danger to General Abercrombie ; then at Albany with an ar
The only ef
my under his command of near ten thousand men.
fect of this intelligence, which was received early in July, was to
excite a little talk about relieving Oswego, without a single effort

therefore,

tion of
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Then General
made for that purpose until the 12th of August.
Webb left Albany with a body of troops, and began his march
towards the post of danger.
On the 14th the fort was surrender
This conduct left a deep stain upon the character of Gener
ed.
al Abercrombie.
this stain indelible.

dotage ;

the attack

the retreat

rendered

The transactions at
The General
on

was

Ticonderoga
pronounced to

be in his

the French to have been delirious ; and
folly and fear.

to have been the combined result of

The remainder of the campaign was, in this quarter, spent in
doing nothing.
We spent Sunday, October 3d, at Saratoga.
On Monday morning, October 4th, we proceeded across the
Hudson, through Easton, and Cambridge, to Hoosac falls ; where
we
lodged.
We left Hoosac in the morning, and proceeded to Williams
town; and thence directly to Pittsfield. The next day we reach
ed Worthington, through Dalton, and Partridgefield.
The next
day we proceeded to Northampton ; and thence at our leisure
returned to New-Haven.

Every thing, of any importance, in this part of our journey has
already described, except what relates to Dalton, Partridgefield, Worthington, Chesterfield, and West-Hampton.
Dalton lies in the valley of the Hooestennuc.
It was ancient
ly a part of Pittsfield; and was incorporated March 20th 1784.
been

Its surface is either

level, or formed of very moderate elevations.
good. The inhabitants live dispersed on plantations
throughout the township; and form one congregation. In the
The soil is

year 1790, their number amounted to 554; in
1810, to 779. The township is small.

Patridgefield
Green

is the first

Mountains,

in this

township
quarter.

on

1800,

the Western

The

elevation,

to

859; in

ridge
on

of the

which it

is lofty.
The surface is not destitute of
beauty ; and is uni
versally distributed into farms. The soil is cold, but otherwise
tolerably good ; producing grass in abundance. The inhabitants
have built themselves a good church ; and a few of them have
good houses.

lies,
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believed to have

a severer

climate

than any other in this State. The snow falls, and lies, earlier,
and continues later, than on most parts even of these mountains.
The summer is short, and cool ; not unfrequently so much so, as

ripen maize. Partridgefield was incorporated in 1771; and
a
Presbyterian, and a Baptist,, congregation. In 1790,
In 1804,- the
it contained 1,041 inhabitants; in 1800, 1,361.
township of Hinsdale was taken partly from Partidgefield, and
partly from Dalton. In 1810, Peru, the name given to the re
maining part of Partridgefield, contained 912; and Hinsdale 822.
In the year 1 800, Partridgefield and Dalton contained 2,220; and,
in 1810, the three townships contained 2,513.
Worthington lies immediately East of Partridgefield, in the mid
not to

contains

dle of the Green Mountain range ; and is one of the best town
ships, found in this elevated region. Its' surface is handsome,
and pleasant ; and its soil rich.
quantities ; has a plenty of fruit

for the market.

It

yields

wheat in considerable

; and furnishes excellent cider

The inhabitants have built

a

considerable

num

ber of good houses

along the road ; and hold a respectable stand
ing for industry, good order, morals, and religion. Worthington
was
incorporated in 1768; and contains one Presbyterian con
gregation. In 1790, the number of inhabitants was 1,116; in
1800, 1,223; in 1810, 1,391.
the Eastern border of Worthington ; and
ridge of the Green Mountains in this quar
The surface of this township is less pleasant, and the soil
rich, than those of Worthington. It is, however, very pro

Chesterfield lies

occupies
ter.

less

on

the Eastern

ductive of grass.

In most respects it differs little from the pre

ceding townships.
Near the Western border of Chesterfield

runs

Agawam

river.

which it is crossed, its channel may be re
bridge,
garded as a curiosity. During a long succession of ages it has
The chasm is on both
been worn down in a solid body of rock.

Below the

on

nearly perpendicular, descending from six to thirty feet in
places, and appearing like a vast trench, dug by human
Its direction is somewhat winding; but approaches s
hands.
sides

different
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near

to

a

far from

straight line,

one

that it may be traced from the

bridge

not

sixth of a mile.

In 1790, Chesterfield contained 1,183 inhabitants; in 1800,
1,323; in 1810, 1,408. These are distributed into two congre

gations ; a Presbyterian, and a Baptist.
West-Hampton is bounded partly on Chesterfield, and partly on
Norwich. It is chiefly situated in the valley of the Connecticut;
but its Western limit lies
sons are

ships.

sensibly

these mountains.

The soil is warm, and

all the other fruits of the
the

on

milder than those of the

field,

grow well.

moderately

climate,

Of course, its sea
elevated town

more

rich.

and most of the

The inhabitants

are

Peaches,

and

productions

of

in very comfortable

circumstances,

West-Hampton was originally a part of Northampton. It was
incorporated in Sept. 1779, and includes one Presbyterian con
gregation. In 1790 it contained 683 inhabitants; in 1800, 756;
I am, Sir, yours, &c.
in 1810, 793.
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North-Milford
Oxford

Derby Manufactory at Humphreyville Hooestennuc River
Southbury New-Milford Lakes anciently existing in the courses

of

Rivers.

Dear Sir,
Tuesday

September 17th 1811, I set out on a second journey
of Virginia : the
George, accompanied by Mr. M
gentleman, who in the year 1805 was my companion, in a jour
ney to Boston.
My primary object in choosing this route was to
explore those parts of the Hooestennuc, which I had not hitherto
examined ; together with the whole length of the Hudson, which
We took the turnpike
lies between Glen's Falls and the ocean.
road from New-Haven to New-Milford, which, from Derby, lies
wholly on the East, or left, bank of the Hooestennuc.
After passing the Western boundary of the township of NewHaven, we entered the parish of North-Milford. The surface of
The soil is rich ; and
this parish is formed of easy undulations.
The
the inhabitants are industrious, sober, frugal, and virtuous.
State of Connecticut is distinguished, perhaps, from all other
countries by a commanding regard to personal character.
to Lake

"Here,
Not in

pretence,

man

in

truth,

is esteem'd

as man.

rich, of what peculiar blood,
Or office high ; but of what genuine worth,
What talents bright and useful, what good deeds,
What piety to God, what love to man,
The question is. To this an answer fair
Not here how

The

Vol. III.

general

heart secures."

50
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The

people

plain as they are, have built one
County of New-Haven ; and
they have a just taste for the beautiful, as

of North-Milford,

of the handsomest churches in the
have thus

shown, that

proper attachment to the useful.
The parish consists chiefly of plantations.

well

as a

Derby is excellent; and, having
recently laid out through unoccupied grounds, is in a great
measure solitary.
Planters, however, are already multiplying
The road from New-Haven to

been

upon it; and within a short time it will be lined with houses.
On the hill, South-East of Derby landing there is a rich and

beautiful

prospect.

ble

is in full

river,

together

The Hooestennuc, here a noble, naviga
above and below, for several miles ;

view,

with the tracts which form its shores.

tiful island in its bosom.

There is

a

A considerable number of vessels

beau
were

lying at the wharves on both shores. Several intervals border it
elegantly on the West, or Huntington, side. The houses, and
stores at Derby landing, and those at the Huntington landing, are
sprightly, cheerful objects: and, immediately above Derby, the
Naugatuc, the largest tributary stream of the Hooestennuc, wind
ing through chains of rich, verdant intervals, presents in its con
fluence with that river one of the finest ornaments of landscape.
To complete the picture, several ranges of rude hills form a fine
contrast

to the soft
scenery, which I have mentioned ; and ter

minate the

prospect

on

every side.

The

Naugatuc rises in the Green Mountains, in the township
of Norfolk, near the North line of the State.
Thence in a course
generally South, it passes through Winchester, Torrington, Harwinton, Plymouth, Waterbury, and Oxford, to Derby. Its size
is that of the Lower Amonoosuc ; its length about
fifty miles ; its
current rapid, and, when swollen
by freshets, as it often is very
suddenly, violent and destructive. It furnishes a great number
of excellent mill seats ; and is in
many places lined with beauti
ful intervals.
Notwithstanding the roughness of the country,
through which it passes, its bed is worn so deep, and to so uni
form

a

surface that from

est, and most level,
on

its banks.

Waterbury Northward one of the smooth
turnpike roads in the State has been formed
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the year 1 675. At that
but twelve families in the township.

incorporated in

were

in

purchased

here in 1664.

1663; and

The remainder

a

time, how
A part of

planters fixed themselves
purchased in 1667, and 1669.

few

was

Its Indian

name was
Paugassel.
Derby contains two parishes ; the Town and Great-Hill ; three
congregations, and four churches. Two of the congregations are
Presbyterian : the other consists of Episcopalians, who have a

Humphreysville. Neither of
large.
The hills are in sev
The surface of this township is uneven.
The soil is in some places fer
eral instances steep, and rough.
tile, and in others sandy, and light. The valley of the Naugatuc
is pleasant.
The town consists of about seventy or eighty decent houses,
chiefly built on a single street along the Eastern bank of the Nau
gatuc, extending perhaps a mile and a half in length. The Epis
copal church is a neat, modern building ; the Presbyterian is old
and decayed.
The
Several of the inhabitants are engaged in commerce.
Hooestennuc is navigable for vessels of a moderate size to this
place. Some ship-building is carried on here, and upon the op
posite shore. In the year 1806, a company was incorporated,
here, by the name of the Derby Fishing Company, with a capital
of $ 100,000 ; and in the year 1809 a bank was established, with
church in the town, and another at

the

a

congregations

capital

of the

There is

has,

I

same

amount.*

academy

an

believe,

is

been little

in this town
more

than

a

:

but for several years it

parochial school.

Within the limits of Derby, four miles and

a

half from the mouth

by the Legislature Hum
Naugatuc,
phreysville, from the Hon. David Humphreys, formerly Minister
Plenipotentiary at the Court of Madrid.. At this place a ridge of
rocks, twenty feet in height crosses the river, and forms a perfect
The remaining third is
dam about two thirds of the distance.
The stream is so large, as to furnish
closed by an artificial dam.
of the

is

*

a

settlement named

Both have since ceased to exist.

Pub.
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abundance of water at all times for any works, which will
probably ever be erected on the spot. Those already existing
an

grist-mill, a saw-mill, a paper-mill, a woollen manufactory,
cotton manufactory, with all their proper appendages, and
considerable number of other buildings, destined to be the res

are a

and
a

a

manufacturers, and for various other purposes.
a channel, cut through the rock
Eastern side, sets in motion all the machinery, employed

idence of the
A
on

strong

the

current of water in

buildings. By this current are moved the grist-mill; two
newly invented shearing machines ; a breaker and finisher for
carding sheep's wool; a machine for making ravellings; two jen
nies for spinning sheep's wool, under the roof of the grist-mill ;
the works in the paper-mill ; a picker; two more carding-machines for sheep's wool ; and a billy with forty spindles in a third
building ; a fulling-mill ; a saw-mill, employed to cut the square
timber, boards, laths, &c. for the different edifices, and to shape
many of the wooden materials for the machinery ; two more full
ing-mills on improved principles, immediately connected with the
clothier's shop; and the various machinery in a cotton manufac
tory, a building about one hundred feet long, thirty-six wide, and
of four stories, capable of containing two thousand spindles with
all their necessary apparatus.
in these

The houses
about

can

accommodate with

hundred and

a

comfortable residence

Ten others in the neigh
persons.
bourhood will furnish comfortable residences for upwards of one
one

hundred and
of the

fifty

more.

manufactories,

fifty

Gardens

beautiful plat in the rear
vegetables, necessary for the

on a

furnish all the

establishment.
The institution contains four broad and

eight narrow looms,
eighteen stocking-frames.
The principal part of the labour in
attending the machinery, in
the cotton and woollen manufactories, is done
by women and
children ; the former hired at from fifty cents to one dollar
per
week ; the latter, apprentices, who are
regularly instructed in
reading, writing, and arithmetic.
The wages of the men are from five to
twenty-one dollars, per
and

month.
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In Europe great complaints have been made of
manufacturing
establishments, as having been very commonly seats of vice, and
disease. General Humphreys began this, with a determination
either to prevent these evils, or if this could not be done, to give
With regard to the health of his people it is suffi
up the design.
cient to observe, that from the year 1804 to the year 1810, not
an individual,
belonging to the institution, died ; and it is believ

ed, that among
less disease.
With

no

other

equal

number of persons there has been

to vice it may be

remarked, that every person,
openly immoral, is discharged.
At the commencement of the institution, discreet parents were
reluctant to place their children in it, from unfavourable appre
hensions concerning the tendency of such establishments. Since
that time they have been offered in more than sufficient num
respect

-who is discovered to be

bers.
In 1813, the

passed

a

Legislature,

at the instance of Gen.

several towns in which manufactories had been

tablished,

Humphreys,

law, constituting the select-men and magistracy of the
visitors of these institutions.

proprietors

to controul

their

workmen, and

plain

families

were

directed to

in

a manner

to educate the

specified,

children,

throughout the State are
enquire annually, into

or

This law

as

es

required

the

the morals of all
other children in

educated.
the

should be

manner

The visitors
in which the

proprietors conformed to this law. The reports of the visitors in
Derby, concerning the establishment at Humphreysville, have
been in a high degree honourable both to the proprietor and his
people.
The manufactures at Humphreysville are esteemed excellent.
The best broadcloth made

which is

here, is considered

as

inferiour to

none

imported.

are
employed in this institution. Ameri
machinery ; and have invented several kinds of
machines, which are considered as superiour to such as have
been devised in Europe for the same purposes.
Most of the weaving has been done in private families.

None but Americans

cans

make all the
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a

The Fall is
The scenery at this spot is delightfully romantic.
object. The river, the buildings belonging to the institu

fine

tion, the
and

valley,

the

forests, united,

bordering hills, farms, and houses, groves,
a
landscape, in a high degree interest

form

ing.
The
ed not

people
a

of this

are, at least in my

country

little to Gen.

opinion, indebt
erecting this manu
for introducing into the United
Spanish sheep, known by the name

Humphreys,

facturing establishment,

and

States the invaluable breed of

both for

of Merinos.
One hundred of these animals he procured to be
brought by the connivance of the Spanish Court, from the interi
our of
Spain to Lisbon; and thence transported to Derby under
his

own

eye.

The rest

A few of them died in consequence of the
voyage.
their strength and flesh, and from that

speedily regained

time the breed, instead of

declining,

has

sensibly improved.

For

strong prejudices existed in the minds of the farmers
throughout our country against this breed of sheep. Gen. Hum
some

years

phreys

has done

ers, to

remove

more

this

than any other man, perhaps than all oth
and to spread them
through the

prejudice,

country.
In this

manufactory

he

has,

I

think, fairly established three
is, that these manufactures can
be carried on with success ; another, that the workmen can be
preserved in as good health, as that, enjoyed by any other class of
men in the
country ; and the third, that the deterioration of mor
als in such institutions, which is so often
complained of, is not
necessary, but incidental, not inherent in the institution itself,

points

of

great importance.

but the fault of the

Derby,

then

One

proprietor.

including Oxford,

contained in 1756, 1,000 inhab
itants ; in 1774, 1,889 ; in 1790, 2,994.
Derby alone contained
in 1800, 1,878 inhabitants; and, in 1810, 2,051.
The Hooestennuc springs from three sources: the Western in
New-Ashford ; the middle in Windsor ; and the Eastern near the

boundary between Washington and Middlefield; the two former
in the County of Berkshire, the latter in the
County of Hamp
shire, near the line of separation. The middle and Eastern
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branches unite in
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Pittsfield

whence the

Dalton,
joins

; where it

low the Church.
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common

stream

the Western branch about

The Western branch is

larger

and

proceeds
a

mile be

longer

than

either of the others ; but less than their united waters.
The
Western branch passes through the principal part of New-Ash

ford ; and

through Lanesborough, before it reaches Pittsfield : the
Eastern, through Washington and Partridgefield, or rather through
what is now Hinsdale.
In Lanesborough the Western branch
enters a beautiful lake, by which its waters are very sensibly in
creased.
From Pittsfield it descends through Lenox, Lee, Stockbridge, Great Barrington, and Sheffield ; where it enters the State
of Connecticut. Thence it passes between Salisbury and Sharon
on the West, and Canaan and Cornwall on the East, until it enters
the township of Kent. After having passed through this town
ship, touching the corner of Sherman, it passes through the cen
tre of New-Milford ; which it crosses diagonally.
After leaving
this township, it forms the Eastern boundary of Brookfield, New
town, Huntington, and Stratford ; and the Western of Southbury,
Oxford, Derby, and Milford. The course of this river, from
New-Ashford to Lee, is generally South. In Lee it turns to the
Westward, about seven or eight miles, through Stockbridge, and
round Monument Mountain.
Thence to the Connecticut line, it
Here it makes a second bend to
pursues its original direction.
the West, of perhaps three miles ; after which it proceeds South
westerly, to the lower part of Kent. From this spot its course
is nearly South-East, to the Sound ; with which it unites between
Stratford and Milford Points. Its most considerable tributary is
the Naugatuc, which joins it at Derby. From the mouth of the
Naugatuc, the Hooestennuc is navigable for sloops and brigs. The
Oblong river is next in size to the Naugatuc. Its source is in the
township of Northeast, in the County of Dutchess, and its en
trance in the North-West

There

are

three falls

corner
on

of New-Milford.*

this river

:

the

Salisbury

cataract ;

the falls in Kent at Bull's iron-works ; and the great falls in NewMilford. There are also two or three others of no consequence.
*The

rising in

only remaining considerable tributary of the
Goshen.

Hooestennuc is the

Shepaug;
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County of Berkshire the Hooestennuc is bordered by very
The same delightful grounds are
found also in Canaan, Salisbury, and New-Milford, and in smaller
In most places however, after
tracts in various other townships.
the river leaves Canaan and Salisbury, it passes chiefly through
elevated grounds which approach near to its banks, and often
form them, leaving in many instances a margin scarcely more
There are a few expan
than sufficient to allow of a good road.
sions in this valley which have not been mentioned in these Let
ters, but they are of little importance. From the cataract in
Salisbury, taking the road on the Western side to Sheffield, and
thence proceeding to Lanesborough, a traveller passes through
one of the richest tracts ; and is presented with one of the most
romantic and delightful scenes, alternately beautiful and sublime,
which can be found in this country ; perhaps in the world.
Boats, have in various instances, proceeded during the spring
freshets, from the foot of the great falls in New-Milford, to Der
by. A series of locks might render this navigation safe and con
venient at all seasons, and this may perhaps at some future day
be accomplished ; but the expense would be too great to be
borne by the present inhabitants; or to be repaid by the business
In the

rich and beautiful intervals.

which would be done.
The whole

length of the Hooestennuc is about one hundred
thirty miles.
From Derby the road crosses Naugatuc river ; and thence pro
ceeds by the side of the Hooestennuc to the near neighbourhood
of its fountains in New-Ashford.
From Derby to Kent the course
is nearly North-West; and throughout the whole distance to NewMilford is almost literally on the bank.
The valley is every
where narrow ; and the prospect limited on both sides
by hills of
considerable height.
A few of these are bold, masculine bluffs,
with rude precipices, which may be called
magnificent. Almost
all of them present declivities, too
steep for convenient cultiva
tion, covered with a soil too unpromising to tempt the labours of
the husbandman.
At times it is sandy ; at others
rocky ; and at
others cold. Hence this region is more
thinly populated than
and
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The

within the limits of Connecticut.

houses, also, are few ; and most of them indifferent buildings. In
the parish of South-Britain, eighteen miles from Derby, and
twenty-six from New-Haven, there is a small exception to these
remarks.
The rest of the tract is solitary ; and, with the aid of
a

road

of

generally sandy
pleasure.

and

heavy,

is far from

inviting

excursions

You will remember, that these observations

are, applied only
valley of the Hooestennuc, through which we pass
extending rarely more than a mile in breadth; and generally

to the

ed ;
not

narrow

more

than

one

fourth of

a

mile.

ascended, their surface presents

As

soon as

these

steep hills

good soil, and sprightlie.r
scenery, a numerous population and flourishing settlements.
The first township, along the skirt of which we passed after
we had left
Derby, is Oxford; formerly a part of that township.
Oxford is a collection of hills and vallies, generally covered with
a
strong soil. The inhabitants are universally farmers. It in
cludes two Congregations ; a Presbyterian and an Episcopal plu
rality ; and, in 1800, contained 1,410 inhabitants; in 1810, 1,413.
Immediately North of Oxford lies the township of Southbury,
along a tributary stream of the Hooestennuc. Its surface is pleasant;
and the soil, excellent. It is divided into two parishes ; the Town,
are

and South-Britain. The town is

ly

on a

single street, running

a

That

the Hooestennuc,

the

was

road, until

wider,

we

presents

pretty collection of houses, chief

from North to South.

of South-Britain is small.

our

a

only specimen

reached New-Milford.

the hills

more

parish

borders upon
of soft scenery on

The

handsomely shaped,

adorned with several intervals.

The

part of it, which

The soil

was

expansion

here

and the

river

better than in the

parts, through which we had passed before. Here, also, was a
scattered hamlet, the inhabitants of which appeared to be in bet
ter circumstances.
Southbury contains two Presbyterian congre
gations. In the year 1774, it was apart of Woodbury. In 1790,
it contained 1,738 inhabitants : in 1800, 1757; and in 1810, (a
part of it having been taken off to form the township of Middle

bury,) 1,413.
Vol. III.

51
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We dined at

an

at which

we

road,

inn in South-Britain ; the first house on the
could obtain a dinner after leaving Derby ;

and reached New-Milford

soon

after it became dark.

The riv

continually by our side ; a sprightly cheerful stream of
where it was quiet,
pure water ; often finely murmuring ; and
proceeding with a vigorous current* If the bottom were smooth^
er was

it contains sufficient water to be boatable to
a

New-Milford,

and

considerable distance above.
I

lodged

at the house of

a

friend where also

we

breakfaste.d,

After

breakfast, accompanied by
two gentlemen, we rode down the river, to examine the machinery
of a grist-mill ; particularly, a machine for cleaning wheat, sup
posed to be singular in its construction, convenience, and efficacy.
It is a hollow cylinder, formed of strong canvas, inclosed by a
Into this
circular frame, and placed in a small degree obliquely.

and dined, the

cylinder

following day.

the wheat is carried in

a

gradual

stream

by

the

general

motion of the mill ; and descends, from the upper to the lower
end with the requisite rapidity, by means of the rotary motion of

cylinder. By this motion a blast is produced, of sufficient
strength to blow away all the impurities mixed with the wheat,
The mill stands upon what are
and leave it remarkably clean.
the

here called the Little Falls ; one of the best mill seats, which I
Hence we proceeded to the Great Falls, crossing
seen.

have

the Hooestennuc about half

a

mile farther

down, in order

to

ex

interesting objects, which we had passed. the prece
ding evening. These falls are on the North side of a hill about
two hundred and fifty feet in height.
Through this hill the river
during the long progress of ages has forced its way by wearing
From the falls to the cove, a wide
down the original barrier.
expansion of the river immediately below the hills, is one quar
ter of a mile : being the breadth of the hill, as it originally stood,
That the two parts of
or, as it is here called, of the mountain.
the elevation were once united is believed, without a
question,
by the inhabitants of all the surrounding country ; and will not, I
suspect, be doubted, by any attentive spectator. The banks,
which ascend immediately from t>>c river, are two vast and awamine

some
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of the

mentioned above,

rock,

if cut with

perpendicular ;

are

ly grand and solemn.
rapidly over a bed of

height

tools, through

the mountain.

and their

Within the chasm the stream
rocks.

The

aspect eminent
murmurs

foot, or at the entrance of
the cove below, it has the smooth expansion of a lake ; and is
almost unfathomable.
This depth is believed, and as I appre
hend on the best grounds, to have been scooped out by a cata
ract, anciently formed by the mountain.
When the mountain was unbroken, the valley of the Hooes
tennuc, where the

At its

town of New-Milford

now is, and
many miles
excursions, which I have
made through various parts of these States, have given me appre
hensions, very different from those, which I originally entertain
ed, and not improbably from those, which will be entertained by

above,

was a

lake.

On this

subject

the

any man, who has not derived his opinions from actual inspection.
There is an analogy, running through all the scenes of this na

ture, which I have examined, and

producing

a

conviction, not

derived from one, two, or a few. After having seen a small
number, the mind is gradually compelled to suspect, that passa

easily

ges like this may have been worn by the streams, of which they
Some of them, (for example, this, which
are now the channels.
is under

of such

consideration)

attrition,

that

a

exhibit

so

spectator

many, and
can

hardly

so

obvious, proofs

refuse to admit the

supposition, as being in some degree reasonable. As he proceeds
investigation, new evidence of its reasonableness is contin
ually furnished : and what was at first little more than an hypoth
esis is by degrees changed into an established opinion.
In this
manner I have slowly come to a full belief, that most of those,
which in these letters I have called Expansions, in the vallies
through which the rivers in this country flow, were once the beds
of lakes, formed by barriers extended across their outlets at the
lower extremity of each ; and that the lakes have disappeared by
I have looked on with at
the breaking down of these barriers.
tention ; and have been forcibly struck by the proofs which I have
seen of the justness of this opinion in a series of appearances, too
in his
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numerous, and often too

A multitude of

minute, to be recorded, or remembered.
these, which could not be forgotten, I have suc

cessively compared;
been this conviction.

and the result of the whole process has
Should you dissent from it, I shall not

acknowledge you as a competent judge ; but shall plead to the
jurisdiction of the court, until you have personally examined the
objects themselves.
To induce others, who may read these letters, to investigate
the subject hereafter, I will mention a number of places, where
this process of nature has been accomplished.
On the Connecticut, the first, or lowest, of these lakes existed
at, and immediately above, Middletown. The barrier was form
ed by the hills, usually called mountains, crossing the river, at a
place, named Maronus ; about four miles East of that city.
The second lake covered the expansion which extends from
Wethersfield to Springfield.
The barrier was at Stepney, or
Rocky Hill.
The third covered the country, surrounding
Northampton.
The barrier was formed by the junction of Mount Tom, and
Mount Holyoke.
The fourth extended from Gill to
rier

was

formed

The bar

Brattleborough.

above the mouth of Miller's river.

just

The fifth extended from Westmoreland to

produced by West river mountain,

or

the hills

Walpole; and was
immediately above.

The sixth commenced at Bellows' falls ; and extended to
Claremont.
The seventh

was

at

Oxford;

Northern part of Lyme.
The eighth was at Haverhill ;

sustained

by

the hills in the

supported by

the hills in Pier-

mont.

The ninth

was

at

Lancaster;

of which the barrier

was

Little

ton mountains.

The tenth

immediately above the falls in Northumberland.
immediately above the Grand Monadnoc.
On the Hooestennuc, .the first was at
Derby; sustained by the
hills at Derby narrows.
was

The eleventh

was
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above the fall at Bull's iron

works.

The fourth extended from

cataract to Great

Salisbury

Barring-

ton.

The fifth from the West end of Monument mountain to Lanes

borough.
On the

Hudson,

there

was one

vast

lake, and perhaps but

one;

up to a great height by the highlands, immediately below
Fishkill.
This piece of water was little less than one hundred

kept
and

thirty

miles in

length

;

and,

in

places,

some

more

than

forty

in breadth.

If there

terford and
If there

was a

second ; the barrier

was

probably

between Wa-

Lansingburgh.
was a

third ; the barrier

was

at Stillwater ; and the

lake extended to Fort

Edward, or perhaps to Miller's Falls.
On the Mohawk, the Cohoes, or more probably some anteriour
mound, supported the first lake ; extending backward a consider
able distance beyond Schenectady.
The second was immediately above Anthony's Nose ; which, if
I remember right, is in Johnstown.
The third
back

as

This

commences

at the Little

Falls ; and extended

as

far

Rome.

list,

which

might

be

easily increased,

will be sufficient for

the purpose in hand.
It will be obvious, that the

circumstances, attending the case
supposed, must be very diverse in different places ; and that the
evidence, by which the probability of this supposition is evinced,
must be much clearer in

some

of these

cases

than in others.

At

New-Milford, and at the Little Falls on the Mohawk, it cannot
rationally be questioned. In various other places the evidence
is strong ; in others still, it is less obvious ; yet from the appear
ance of the stream, the
alleged barrier, the grounds above, and
the general analogy running through them all, and through many
others of less note, an eye-witness, who should examine a consid
erable number of them with attention, could, I think, scarcely
fail of

readily admitting

the truth of this

opinion.
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the Euxine, by breaking down the mound at the
Bosphorus, has uncovered a large tract of territory
on its Eastern, Northern, and Western shores; and thusTat some
distant period, the great American lakes, by breaking down the
wall, formed by the stratum of lime-stone at the Eastern end
of Lake Erie, may leave their beds bare, and open extensive
regions to the scythe and the plough.
I am, Sir, yours, &c.
In this

manner

efflux of the
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Indian,

Kent Major-General Swift

Journey from Salisbury cataract
Moreau Saratoga Springs
Lansingburgh Troy Albany Hudson Livingston
Rhinebeck Clinton Foughkeepsie Fishkill Philipstown.

monument

to Lake

George
Ballstown Springs
Clermont

Dear

Caldwell

Northumberland

Sir,

After

we

through the
mit of that
ument of

had examined the falls of this

mountains
on

river,

and its passage

below;

my companions ascended the sum
the Eastern side, for the purpose of seeing a mon

stones, formed in

a

generally resembling that
letters, as existing on

manner

which I have heretofore described in these

Monument mountain,

near

Stockbridge.

It

was

intended to mark

the grave of an Indian chief, who was buried here.
This chief was one of the Scaghticokes : a tribe which I have

heretofore mentioned, and of which New-Milford

was formerly
principal residence. His crime was the murder of one of his
own
people. In consequence of this act he was immediately
pursued by the avenger of blood; who, among the Mohekaneews,
and among the Iroquois also, was, usually, the nearest male kins
man.
The chief fled to Roxbury ; a township bordering on NewMilford South-Eastward ; thence to Woodbury ; and thence to
Southbury : in which township he came upon the river. He then

the

course up the stream, till he reached the summit of
this mountain ; where he was overtaken, and killed, by his pur
suer, on the spot in which he was buried.

directed his

The

figure

of this monument was, in one respect, different from
neighbourhood of Stockbridge. That was an

that which is in the
obtuse

cone.

This is

a

circular

enclosure, surrounding the grave.

Every In
belonged, consid
ered himself as under a sacred obligation, whenever he passed
by, to add one stone to the heap; as did, I believe, those of eve
In this gradual
ry other tribe, belonging to the same nation.
Both were, however,

dian,

gathered

in the

same manner.

at least of the tribe to which the deceased

manner

both monuments

were

accumulated.
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It is

remarkable,

that both

are on

high,

and

solitary, grounds,

remote from every Indian settlement ; and that the persons bu

customary burying places of their
places considered, I believe, by all the Mohe
kaneews as consecrated ground.
Of both it is also true, that the
Indians have declared the obligation to cast any more stones up
Of the chief,
on them to have ceased for a considerable period.
buried here, it is certain, that he was considered as having com
This last fact makes the practice of form
mitted a gross crime.
ing monuments, in this manner, approximate still nearer to the
custom of the Israelites, mentioned in my account of Stockbridge.
Within a short time past, some young gentlemen, studying physic
in the neighbourhood, attempted to dig up the bones of this de
ceased chief. The attempt, while it destroyed an interesting relic
of Indian manners, gave very great offence to the Schaghticokes ;
who threatened them with violence for the injury done to their
ried

excluded from the

were

respective

tribes ;

tribe.

The

road,

as

it

comes

from the

South,

ascends this mountain in

manner, well devised and very convenient ; but passes over
ground, fitted to awaken horrour in the traveller. It runs at a
a

small distance from the

places
The

edge of a precipice, which in different
fifty to one hundred and fifty feet in height.
township of New-Milford extends near twenty miles along

is from

this

river,
handsome;
the

river,

and is
an

and

about six miles in breadth.

valley, rising gradually,
swelling into hills, varied in
open

several instances beautiful.

On the

and

The surface is

irregularly,

from

their

forms, and in
South-West the expansion

opens to the hills beyond Danbury ; and is in this direction not
less than twenty miles in extent.
The Hooestennuc is here a

considerable stream, alternated with
ripples and falls. It is also
a
great length by rich and beautiful intervals.
The soil of this township is various.
A great part of it is of
the very best quality;
producing all the crops of the climate.
The town consists of about
forty houses, built chiefly on a sin

bordered for

gle street, running parallel with the river. It is a neat settle
ment. The inhabitants, it will be
supposed, are prosperous. The
rest of the
township is divided into farms, of uncommon fertility..
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parishes;

the town, and

Bridgewa-

ter; and three congregations; two Presbyterian; and one Epis
copal. In 1756, the number of inhabitants was 1,137 ; in 1774,
2,776; in 1790, 3,167; in 1800, 3,221 ; in 1810, 3,537.
Three miles Eastward from this

prietors,

who

were

there is

town

One of the inhabitants, a Capt. Rowe,
ten years, after the Revolutionary war,

dug

ore

silver mine.

agent for

as an

citizens of New-York.

a

from it

The work

eight

or

the pro

was

given

up on account of the water, which flowed into the cavity, and
which could not be drawn off without too great an expense. The

general belief, here,
profit.

is that it

was

wrought

with considerable

Both white and clouded marble abound in this
have been

township

; and

for many years.
friends adieu ; and rode to Kent

extensively wrought

After dinner
twelve miles.

we

bade

The first

our

part of

:

pleasant ; the re
mainder, wild and solitary; lying principally in a forest, thinly
interspersed with settlements. The road is indifferent; being
A parallel road on the hills, which is good, and con
little used.
siderably shorter, commands almost all the travelling in this di
our

way

was

rection.
The next morning we proceeded to Sheffield, through Kent,
Cornwall, a part of Canaan, and Salisbury : thirty-two miles.
The first part of our journey lay over the Scaghticoke lands, for
merly described. These lands have lately been sold, under a law
of the State, which directs the interest of the money to be appli
ed to the support of these people.
They are now enclosed ; and
to wear the appearance of well directed agriculture ; but
much less romantic than in their former state.

begin
are

Kent is
manner

an

along

indifferently appearing town,
the road for two

or

built in

three miles;

a

scattered

The surface is

very uneven, and not very inviting; and the soil much inferiour
The township at large is rough ; and
to that of New-Milford.
the road indifferent.

Kent contains rich mines of iron,

wrought.

They

Vol. III.

are

the

property
52

which

are

extensively

of the Hon. William Samuel
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Johnson,

of

Esquires,

of Canaan.

Stratford,

and of Samuel

Forbes, and John Adam,

Kent contained in 1756, 1,000 inhabitants ; in 1774, 1,996 ; in
1790, (having been divided,) 1,318; in 1800, 1,607; in 1810,
1,794.

Cornwall, along the river,

has

a

softer

aspect

than Kent ; and

particularly distinguished for being the residence of the Hon.
Major-General Heman Swift. This gentleman was born in Ware
ham, in the County of Plymouth, Massachusetts, formerly describ
The only education, which he received,
ed in these letters.
Soon after his removal into this
was that of a parochial school.
State, when a young man, he was chosen a representative to the
Legislature. In the American army he rose to the rank of a
Brigadier-General. After the Revolutionary war was ended, he
He resigned his seat at
was elected a member of the Council.
is

For many years, also, he was a
this board in the year 1802.
Judge of the Court of Common Pleas for the County of Litch

field.
Gen. Swift was distinguished for native strength of mind, reg
ularly directed to practical and useful objects ; and he solicitous
ly sought improvement, from the sources, which were within his
reach.
In this manner he acquired, extensively, that knowledge,
which fits

a

man

its

fellow-men.

to be serviceable to his

must be

acknowledged, makes
efficacy was happily felt by

cerned in the affairs of life.

little
all

figure

in books ;

those, with whom

His affections

but,
he

This, it
in him,

was

con

soft and

gentle ;
and his conversation mild, and unassuming.
But his conceptions
were bold and masculine ; and his
disposition invincibly firm.
When he was once assured of his duty, nothing could move him
from his purpose. Hence he possessed an independence of mind,
which all
As

men

reverenced, and

officer, though

all bad

men

destitute of the

were

dreaded.

brilliancy, so coveted in
that character, he was highly respected by his fellow-officers, and
loved by the. soldiers ; every one of whom approached him with
a
certainty of being justly, and kindly, treated. His bravery was
that of Putnam, tempered with consummate prudence.
As a
an
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equal

balance.

As

wise, public spirited, and honourable. As
humble, sincere, upright, generous, charitable, and

a

Councillour, he

a

man, he

was

man

was

eminently pious. The great inquiry of his life was, what was his
duty ; and his great purpose, to do it.
Not long after the resignation of his public offices, he was at
tacked by infirmities, which in a great measure destroyed his en
I saw him ; but he was in ruins.
ergy, both of body and mind.
He knew me ; which was more than I expected ; and shook me
by the hand, with visible affection, and pleasure ; but it was a
gleam of sunshine through the crevice of a dark cloud, opened on
ly for a moment. He requested me earnestly to remember him
in my prayers ; and bade me an affectionate, and final, farewell.
I should hardly make these observations concerning a living
man, who was sufficiently possessed of his faculties to realize
their import : but this is beyond the power of the excellent man,
With respect to this subject, he is de
whom I have described.
In themselves they are just; and by General Swift are
ceased.
richly deserved.
From Cornwall to the Salisbury cataract the country resem
bles that, which has been already described ; but is of a still soft
It is thinly inhabited ; and the soil is indifferent. You
er aspect.
will remember, that I speak of the valley only. The road is a
turnpike, in some places sandy ; otherwise good.
We dined at
was

preparing,

a

house

near

went out to

the cataract ; and, while our dinner
Its
a view of this fine object.

take

sensibly changed since my last visit. The
right bank was gone. The rocks were in several pla
The direction, size, and figure of the
ces considerably worn.
currents, and the spots, from which they issued, were .materially
altered in a variety of places ; though incomparably less than at
Glen's Falls. Still, there was a loss, in some degree, of the grand
eur, and the beauty, with which I had been formerly delighted.
The two rocks, which I mentioned heretofore, as leaning in a re
appearance I found
mill

on

the

markable

manner

towards each

the bed of the stream,

now

stood

other, and which then stood in
on

the Eastern shore

:

the riv-
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less water, and therefore not

perhaps, having

er,

surrounding

them ; or, what is not improbable, having worn its channel deep
The upper fall is seen between these
er on the Western side.
rocks in

a manner

strikingly picturesque.

We took the road to Sheffield

on

the Western side ; and found

and the scenery

pleasing.
morning, Thursday, September 20th,
we rode to
Stockbridge to dinner ; and in the afternoon proceed
On our way to Stockbridge
ed to New-Lebanon : thirty miles.

it

moderately good,

From Sheffield the next

went to the Indian monument, mentioned in a former part of
these letters ; and, to our great regret, found it broken up in the
same manner, as that at New-Milford.

we

ought, in my account of that, to have added, that this mode
erecting monuments was adopted only on peculiar occasions.
The common manner of Indian burial had nothing in it of this na
The remains of the dead, who died at home, were lodged
ture.
in a common cemetery, belonging to the village, in which they had
lived. Sometimes they were laid horizontally, and sometimes
Their bows and arrows are
were interred in a sitting posture.
said to have been buried with the men ; and, with them, and per
haps with women also, various utensils. These, it is said, they
believed to be necessary, or at least useful, to their departed
friends, in their journey towards that happy region in the SouthWest ; where, according to their Mythology, all the brave and
good will be finally gathered. It is remarkable, that they erect
ed no monuments over them, nor commemorated them by any
external objects whatever. Instead of this, they would never
I

of

themselves

named
to

by

name

Nantucket,
Island,

of that

them,

nor

who had

mortally

his deceased relations.

cealed

without resentment suffer them to be

In the year 1665, the celebrated Philip went
for the purpose of killing John Gibbs; an Indian

others.

Thomas

offended him

by naming one of
; being con

Gibbs, however, escaped

English inhabitant.
plainly erected under the sanctions of
Religion : for every Indian felt himself religiously obliged, when
he passed by, to cast a stone upon them. How long this
obligaby

Macy,

These monuments

an

were
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but it had its termination

for
unknown;
instances, consider themselves as hav
ing been released from it a good number of years.
Both of them were also raised upon
extraordinary occasions.
What those occasions were it may now be impossible to deter

the

Indians,

me

:

in both these

mine.
I found the upper part of Richmond valley
thought it before. The fields, in their

1 had

more

beautiful than

size, figure, surface,

and

fertility, are remarkably fine ; and are ornamented with beau
tiful trees, standing alternately single, in small
clumps, and in
handsome groves.
The cultivation is plainly of a superiour cast.
The acclivities

gant forms
view at

on

both sides of the

valley

are

of the most ele

; and Saddle

Mountain, and Taghkannuc, each in full
the distance of about twenty miles, limit the prospect.

The Shakers' settlement at New-Lebanon had

indeed, the whole population of the valley.

was

village
Spring.

increased,

as

A considerable

had been raised up in the near neighbourhood of the
This valley has been much more celebrated than that

of Richmond ; but is far less beautiful.

We

lodged here in a very indifferent inn. The next morning,
having walked up to the spring, and examined the baths,
and other appendages, we began our journey to Albany ; where
we arrived in season for dinner ; twenty-six miles.
The County of Rensselaer I found exceedingly changed for the
better, since I passed through it in 1802. Almost all the marks
after

of

a

recent settlement had vanished.

the houses and their

pect
In

to find in

Albany

well cultivated

a

I

appendages,

lodged

a

gentleman

attention,

to whom

which

we

city

:

we were

could

fields, the orchards,
aspect which we ex

of the Hon. John

and since

a

Lovett,
Congress ;
civility, and

member of

indebted for every
both now, and on our return.

we rode to"
accompanied by Mr. L
being obliged to wait three hours for our
dinner, proceeded to Argyle on the Eastern side of Miller's falls.
Mr. L. left us the next morning ; and we proceeded to Lake

Monday,

October 23d

wish,

the

country.

at the house

Counsellor at Law in that

The

wore

Stillwater ; and, after

,
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George ; passing through
Here

and Glen's Falls.

preparing,
great

the

villages

of Fort

dined; and,

we

Edward, Sandy Hill,

while

our

dinner

was

To my

went down to examine this noble cataract.

mortification I found it encumbered, and defaced, by the
paltry buildings, raised up since my last visit

erection of several

place. The rocks, both above and below the bridge, were
extremely altered, and greatly for the worse, by the operations

to this

of the water, and the weather.

The

courses

of the currents had

undergone, in many places, a similar variation. The view, at
the same time, was broken by the buildings : two or three of
which, designed to be mills, were given up as useless, and were
Another was a wretched looking cottage ; standing up
in ruins.
on the island between the bridges.
Nothing could be more dis
sonant from the splendour of this scene; and hardly any thing
more
disgusting. I found a considerable part of the rocks, below
the road, so much wasted, that I could scarcely acknowledge
them to be the
After dinner
lost four

or

five

same.
we

set out for the Lake ;

miles,

five, twenty-nine,

or

but, missing

our

and made what should have been

thirty.

Here

we

found

a

good

way,

twenty-

inn.

The country from Albany to Lake George is
extensively im
proved. Waterford is become a handsome village, of about one
hundred and

fifty houses, surrounding

It
many of them valuable.
ber of stores, some of them

a

neat

contains, also,

Presbyterian church;
a

considerable

large and expensive, together
mechanics' shops.
The whole aspect

greater

number of

village

is that of business and thrift.

num

with

a

of this

On the road from Waterford to Fort Edward a
great number of
valuable houses are erected. The enclosures are
improved, and

multiplied and the country is more generally, and better, cultivated.
This is particularly true of Argyle, and
Northumberland, of Halfmoon, Stillwater, and Saratoga; yet throughout the whole distance
the country is greatly advanced towards a state of
thorough cultiva
tion.
At Fort Edward, Sandy-Hill, and Glen's
Falls, there are
three handsome villages,
greatly improved in every respect since
my last journey through this region. In each of the two last there
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Presbyterian church, lately erected. A Minister has
over both
villages, ou a salary of $700 per annum;
fact, which proves at once the prosperity, and good disposition,
neat

a

been settled
a

of the inhabitants.
A

is built

strong bridge

erected

General

by

another

the

across

over the Mohawk in the
place of that,
Schuyler, half a mile below the Cohoes; and
Hudson, from Northumberland to Argyle, at

the foot of Miller's falls.
worse

than it

soil, (which

ly

The road from Glen's Falls is become

formerly; having been worn down through the
tolerably firm,) into a loose sand below, sufficient

was

is

encumbered with stones.

In consequence of

seeing

more

which

we

loosing our road I had an opportunity of
extensively the township of Queensbury. That
bent to the North-East.

took,

several miles

by

a

succession of

which, and of the houses, which

good
were

Jt

was

bordered for

farms ; the appearance of
upon them, sufficiently in

dicated the easy, prosperous state of the inhabitants.
In the account, which 1 gave of my former journey to Lake

George,

I

this fine

piece

but

that,

man

at

I also

foresee,

half

no

would adorn its

culture.
to

that to complete the scenery, belonging to
of water, the efforts of cultivation were wanting.
great distance of time, the hand of the husband

observed,

a

borders, with all the smiling

added,

it would not demand the

that the villas of

opulence

majesty

to the

will, within

beauty

and

of nature.

When I wrote these

thought, that, within
village, exhibit
singular,, many of these elegancies.

observations,

ten years, there would be raised up

ing,

of

and refinement

century, add, here, the elegances of art

of agri
prophecy

scenes

gift

with

a

brilliancy

almost

I little
a

beautiful

Such, however, is the fact. Few settlements of the same size
have a more cheerful, and thrifty appearance than that of Cald
well ;

erroneously named

riod been built
ter

turning

on

its Southern

South-Western

Fort

George ;

which has within this pe
lake, immediately af

the Western side of the

corner.

houses have started up

boundary,

and almost

A number of neat, and

here,

under the

literally at its
handsome,

even

direction,

and

by

the

en-
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terprize,

of

a

Mr. Caldwell of

stand, of this township.

In

Albany,

one

the

of them

proprietor,
we

as

I under

found all the

ac

commodations, which are usually found in the most populous
parts of the United States. Another was a country seat, a pret
ty building, surrounded by handsome appendages.
The next

morning

we rose

early,

with

a

design

to make

an

ex

cursion upon the lake; but found the sky thickly overcast, and
watery clouds brooding heavily on the summits of the mountains

unambiguous indication of approaching rain. We waited un
o'clock; and found the proofs of foul weather continu
ally increasing, and every prospect of going upon the lake van
We had engaged to return to Albany on Saturday ; and
ished.
between eleven and twelve recommenced our journey.
On our
I found the works considerably
way we examined Fort George.
decayed. We also surveyed Fort William Henry, Bloody Pond,
&c. ; and after having spent as much time, as the threatening as
pect of the weather would permit, made the best of our way to
the township of Fairfield : six miles South of Glen's Falls.
The township of Caldwell, together with two or three others,
was formerly a part of that of Bolton ; a
large tract, commencing
at the head of Lake George, and proceeding near to its foot ;
Its breadth in different places was
about thirty miles in length.
from about six to perhaps sixteen miles.
Before it was divided;
an

til eleven

that is, in the year 1800, it contained 979 inhabitants.
In the
year 1810, the present Bolton contained 726, and Caldwell, 560.
Both townships are bounded on the East by Lake
George ; and

Caldwell, by the
ton, partly upon

North-Eastern branch of the
that

branch,

and

partly by

Hudson,

and Bol

the Scaroon lake ; its

head water.
We arrived at

began
four

Fairfield, happily, just

to rain with violence.

five

at the moment when it

The clouds had

sprinkled

us

for

but without any serious inconvenience.
It
rained very hard through the remainder of the
day, and through
the evening.
or

miles,

The tract, through which we had passed, was once in the town
of Northumberland, formerly mentioned ; and is now in that

ship
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The part of it, through which we travelled, together
I crossed from Glen's Falls to Carpenter's, with

that, which

Mr. L

when

returning from Vergennes, is a yellow-pine
sandy, and light ; the inhabitants few, and unprosBoth these townships were included in the ancient Sar
perous.
atoga. The whole township of Saratoga contained in the year
1790, 3,071 inhabitants ; in the year 1800, the present Saratoga
contained 2,481, and Northumberland 2,007 ;
together 4,488. In
1810, the numbers in Saratoga were 3,183; in Northumberland
,

the soil

plain ;

2,041

; and in

On the 26th

Moreau 1,347 : total 6,571.*
we rode to Ballston
Spa to dinner

:
twenty miles ;
proceeded to Schenectady : sixteen.
From Fairfield to the Saratoga springs, about twelve or thirteen
miles, the country still continued to be yellow-pine ground ; in
several places less level, and more populous, than that, through
which we had already passed.
Still the soil was generally in
different, and the number of inhabitants small. At the Saratoga
springs we found a considerable village, raised up principally, by

whence in the afternoon

we

*

While at Saratoga in the summer of 1807, 1 had an interesting opporl unity of
witnessing to what a surprising degree the acuteness of one sense may be increased
by the loss of another. A respectable farmer ofthat plaee, whom curiosity prompted
me

to

visit, although entirely deaf, possessed the faculty of conversing so readilj and
with others, by watching the motions of their lips, that scarce a' suspicion

correctly

of his deafness would be entertained by one unacquainted with the fact. I convers
ed' with him some time without difficulty, often speaking in the lowest whisper, and

distance, .as a trial of his skill. He informed me that his
received, that terminated in a fever of some
continuance. After his recovery, being one day before a looking-glass, and acci
dentally speaking, his eye was arrested by the motion of his lips ; and the thought
struck him that he might, by observing these motions in himself and others, enjoy
once more- the pleasures of conversation.
He immediately began the experiment,
first learning the articulation of letters and words of one syllable, and then proceed
considerable

standing

at

deafness

arose

a

from

a

hurt which he

more difficult
pronunciation. After two years laborious attention
subject, he at length succeeded. When I saw him his utterance was clear
and distinct, and his accentuation generally correct. This latter circumstance is
somewhat remarkable, as he had not heard any sound for fourteen years. The name
of this person, unless my memory deceives me, was Samuel Waterbury. This re
cital will not be altogether useless, should it but prove the means of encouraging
any who are deaf'to attempt the acquisition of an art, which can in a good degree,
restore to them one of the sweetest enjoyments of life.
53
Vol. III.

ing

tothose of

to the
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reputation of these waters. There are two sets of these springs;
village lies between them : or rather there is a cluster of
houses at the Northern, and another at the Southern, springs.
These are al
Some of the houses are handsome and expensive.
the

and the

most all erected for the accommodation of

strangers

; and

are

in

boarding houses. A few decent
ones have,- however, been built by the inhabitants for their own
use.
The springs issue in low grounds, worn by streams beneath
the common level.
The waters of the upper, or Northern,
springs are said to have essentially the same qualities with those
of Ballston, hereafter to be described.
The only analysis, which I possess of these waters is that of
deed

no

other than luxurious

Dr. Valentine Seaman

hospital.
he

From

a

determined, that

ten

contained carbonic acid

inches

one

;

of the surgeons of the New- York

train of

experiments, made by this gentleman,
pounds of the water of the *Rock Spring
gas, measuring about two hundred cubic

:

Grains.

Carbonate of soda,
Muriate of soda, or

26
common

salt,

-

-

-

-

-

Super-carbonated lime,
Carbonate of iron,
The

eight

-

173
190

8Jt

=.

-

country between these springs and Ballston Spa, (about

miles in
*

extent,)

is also

Probably what

t Since the date of this

is

a

now

pine ground ;
called

High

less

Rock

level,

but of the.

Spring.

journey, the village at Saratoga Springs has been much
enlarged. Many elegant buildings for the accommodation of visitors, and for pri
vate dwelling-houses, have been erected.
A handsome Presbyterian church, in
the modern style of architecture, has been completed, a
congregation formed, and a
respectable clergyman settled, within a few yeare.
The Congress Spring is more important in its medicinal effects, and stands
higher
in the estimation of the public, than any other, in this
region. Accordingly, the
visitors to Saratoga, for the purpose of drinking the waters of this
spring, are, dur
ing the summer and autumnal months, very numerous.
An account of these waters, and an analysis of those of each
spring, has been giv
en by Dr. Steel of Saratoga.
Speaking of the Congress Spring he observes, "the
gas escapes through the water in fine bubbles, giving to the surface the appearance
of simmering. When first dipped the water is
remarkably limpid ; and were it not
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The whole distance from Glen's falls

to the last mentioned

place exhibits little to invite the attention
the springs, and the road.
The Saratoga
springs rise by the side of one branch of the Kayaderoseras, or
Fish Creek.
The Ballston springs rise in a valley, formed by an
other branch of the same mill-stream.
In this valley, and on the
bordering acclivities, is built the village, .which has lately been
It is said by the inhabitants to contain ,150
named Ballston Spa.
I should think the number overrated.
houses.
It contains, also,
a considerable number of stores,
shops, and other huildings.
of

a

traveller, except

for the escape ef free carbonic acid gas in numerous fine specks, it would be perfectly
transparent. It, however, becomes turbid after standing a few hours, exposed to the

air,

and

deposits

a

sediment. Its most obvious

effect,

when taken

as a

that of a cathartic and diuretic. In most habits this effect is produced

medicine,

is

by drinking five

six half pints in the

morning before eating ; soon after taking it, the person feels a
bowels, attended with eructations of fixed air ;
a slight giddiness of the head, and a sensation bordering on a disposition to sleep.
The temperature by Fahrenheit's thermometer, at the bottom of the spring, is
fifty degrees, and it does not suffer any sensible change during the winter or sum
mer; neither does the season appear to have any effect in diminishing or increasing
the quantity of water.'
Dr. Steel gives the following as the actual contents of one gallon, or 232 cubic
inches of the water, the result of repeated experiments :

or

sense

offullness about the stomach and

'

Muriate of Soda,

471.5

Carbonate of Lime,
Carbonate of

178.476

Soda,
Carbonate of Magnesia,
Carbonate of Iron,

16.5

-----

3.356

-----

------

Total,
Carbonic acid

6.168

676

grains.

343 cubic inches.

Gas,

perceived by the above statement," he adds, "that the quantity of
vastly exceeds any thing yet discovered, and that this combined with the
marine salt, and various carbonates, give to the waters of this fountain, in their ca
thartic properties, a decided preference over every thing of the kind hitherto
"It will be

fixed air

known."
are several other fountains of mineral waters at the village of Saratoga, but
they are inferiour to the Congress spring, in their medicinal properties, their
Columbian Spring ; Red Spring; Flat Rock Spring;
names only will be inserted:

There

as

Washington Spring; High
Pub,

Rock

Spring;

Hamilton

Spring;

President

Spring.
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These

generally neat, and cheerful ; and several of the houses
splendid. A part of this village

are

very large, expensive, and
lies in the township of Milton.
are

Dr. Seaman

that these waters contain in solution

determines,

carbonic acid, muriate of soda, carbonate of lime, carbonate of
soda, carbonate of iron, and corbonate of magnesia. The result
of

by a French chemist of
published herein 1808, Dr. Seaman, apparent
ly upon solid grounds, pronounces to be materially erroneous.*
The Ballston waters may be drunk in prodigious quantities,
without producing uneasiness. They are strongly diuretic, gently
diaphoretic, and purgative. They sometimes, though very rare
ly, operate as an emetic; are a pleasant, and powerful, stimulus
to the stomach ; and produce, a fine exhilaration of the
spirits.
It will be supposed, that they create, and increase, an appetite
for food.
They also sometimes induce a vertigo ; and have been
followed by inebriety, and drowsiness.
Their effects are by Dr.
Seaman ascribed chiefly to the carbonic acid, salt, and iron.
*Dr. Steel
"

said to have been made

analysis,

an

and

distinction,

One gallon,

gives
or

the

following analysis of

232 cubic inches of the

Muriate of

Soda,

Carbonate of

-

-

Carbonate of Soda,

Lime,
Carbonate of Magnesia,
Carbonate of Iron,

the

principal

water, yielded
-

-

-

the

-

-

fountain at Ballston

following

Spa.

:

159

-

-

result

9

-

75.5

-

2.5

-

7.

-

253

Carbonic acid gas,

grains.

210 cubic inches."

These waters

are considered in the
neighbouring region, by the farmers, as an
beverage ; and during the warm season of the year, particularly in the
of haying and harvesting, are sent for from six to ten miles
around, and are

excellent
time
used

as a

refreshment amid the labours of the field

; in this manner

superseding

to a

great extent the use of ardent spirits.
Large quantities of the water of this spring, and of the Congress spring at Sarato
ga, during the summer months, are bottled, and transmitted weekly to the cities on
the

sea

dize,

coast.

Indeed these waters have become

that considerable

dies and to

Europe.

so

much

quantities of them are exported

Pub.

an

article of merchan

every year to the West-In
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The diseases, in which Doctor Seaman
supposes them to be
most

useful, are the dispepsy, corroding ulcers, calculous com
plaints, cutaneous eruptions, and scrofula. To persons affected
with the pulmonic consumption,
they are, I believe, regularly in
jurious.
The waters of the Saratoga springs, as will be easily believed
from the analysis given above, produce,
generally, the same ef
fects with those of Ballston.
The Congress spring, the principal
of the Southern cluster, is much more
purgative than any of the
others, and is pleasant to the taste. The Ballston waters are
also generally declared to be palatable at first ; and after a little
use are
preferred by most persons to any other beverage.
I visited these springs in 1792.
They were then surrounded
by an absolute forest, spreading every way to a great distance.
There

was

not

a

house within two

or

three

miles,

so

far

as

I had

opportunity to observe, except a miserable cottage, or two, in
their near neighbourhood.
The Rev. Mr. Ball, from whom this
township derives its name, and originally the principal proprietor,
accompanied me to the spot. He informed me that these waters
were discovered
by the resort of deer to them ; which was so
great as to have made a well-beaten path. This fact being sin
gular, awakened a curiosity in some of the first settlers to learn
the cause. Soon after the discovery, they began to be used as
remedies for various diseases, particularly for the chronic rheu
matism ; which they have sometimes cured in a remarkable man
ner.
From that time they began to be visited by a considerable
number of people.
Within the last fifteen years the spot has
become a favourite and fashionable watering place, not only for
medical purposes, but still more for those of pleasure and dissipa
tion. When I was on the ground I was informed, that they had
A great multi
been visited by two thousand persons this season.
tude of people from the Southern States land at New- York,
whence they proceed up the Hudson to Albany, and thence to
Ballston in stages ; every convenience for travelling being here
supplied. Hence they proceed to the springs of Saratoga ; to
Glen's Falls ; and to Lake George. A great number of them,
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after

here

which

commences

residing
usually
minates early
or cross

ra,

in

the

through

a

part,

or

about the

September, proceed
to

country

the whole, of the season,
of July, and ter

beginning

either to' the falls of

Boston, and Portland

;

Niaga
returning by

the coast to New-York.
A still

the

greater

neighbouring

number of persons resort hither from this and
There is reason, therefore, to believe,

States.

that this settlement will at

no

great distance of time, become

populous ; and that all the scenes of dissipation, which
have been customarily exhibited at watering places in Europe, will
I might add with no small degree, of
be annually repeated here.
probability, that most of them are annually thus repeated at the
present time. As these waters possess the remarkable quality of
preventing the malignant effects of repletion, it may well be ex
pected, that they will be a favourite resort of epicures : and, as
dissipated men will ordinarily find, here, companions, not less
dissipated, they may certainly be expected to seek them in this
place. Here, therefore, the sick and the healthy, the lame and
the sound, the poor and the rich, the gloomy and the gay, will
annually meet together in great multitudes ; and form one of the
most striking contrasts, which can be found in human society.
and

large

There

is, however,

but too much

human mind shall be
these

aggregations

of the human

heart,

reason

sensibly changed

to

fear, that, until

in its moral

the

propensities,

will contribute very little to the melioration
or to the
improvement of human manners.

In the year 1790, Ballston, then a large tract within the ex
of Albany, contained 7,333 inhabitants. It included,

isting County

I believe, the townships of Galway, Milton, Charlton, and
Malta, and perhaps some others. Since that time it has been di
In 1800, it contained 2,099 inhabitants; and, in
vided again.
as

1810, 2,155.
It

has, generally,

Glen's Falls to the

a

much better soil than the country from
The surface is formed chiefly of

Springs.

The forests are principally composed of
open hills and vallies.
hard wood of various kinds.
The soil is either clay, or a stiff
loam.

The

ground

is

sufficiently cleared,

and well-cultivated.
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are

to

a

great

extent

good

4j9:

and the inhabitants

are

in easy circumstances.
We left Ballston Spa at three

evidently

o'clock, and reached Schenec
tady a little after sunset : sixteen miles. The first part of our
journey lay upon a direct turnpike road, which was very good.
The remainder was winding, obscure, and disagreeable : and nei
ther the soil nor the surface, the buildings nor the people, pre
sented a single object, which was alluring to the eye.
The whole
tract is a lean ground, covered chiefly with unthrifty forests, with
a few poor-looking houses, and forlorn
plantations, thinly scatter
ed over the whole extent.
We crossed the Mohawk on a good
bridge, built at a great expense since the year 1804. I had not
time to examine the

manner

of its construction.

The inhabitants

commenced

same

manner,

away

by

building another, constructed, I believe, in the
before this date : but unfortunately it was swept

the current before it

In the

Union

morning we
College ; and

was

called
with

finished.
on

him,

the Rev. Dr.
and Mr.

Nott, President of
Macauley, one of the

visited- the new Presbyterian church : a very pretty
building, lately erected ; from which we proceeded to a rising
ground on the South-Eastern skirt of the city, to which, Dr. Nott
informed us, it is proposed to remove this Seminary. The spot
is about one half a mile from the centre of Schenectady.
The
ground is a handsome acclivity, ascending towards the South-East,
and bordered on the South-West by the great road to Albany and
Troy. The Corporation have purchased, here, a tract of seventy
acres, as the future site of all their Collegiate buildings, both pub
lic and private.
The design is certainly happy ; and promises a
The
desirable change in the circumstances of the Seminary.
students, in consequence of their removal, will be placed under
the eye of their instructors ; and secluded from many temptations,
and many haunts, whence they could derive nothing but harm.
The prospect is extensive, and pleasant : and it seems as if the
situation must be healthy.
I found Schenectady considerably improved.

Professors,
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proceeded to Troy. The coun
Cohoes, (the first object of our
attention,) is sufficiently dull : a fair counterpart to that, through
which we had travelled the preceding afternoon. The first thir
teen miles, our road was a turnpike.; the rest of the way amount
ing to five more, was winding, difficult to find, and more diffica.lt
to travel.
Throughout the whole distance we scarcely met with
This uninviting region is principally in the
an agreeable object.
township of Watervliet : an extensive tract between Albany and
the Mohawk, bounded on the Eastern side by the Hudson. In
the year 1790, it contained 7,419 inhabitants; in 1800, having
We took

an

early

dinner: and

try between. Schenectady and

the

been subdivided, it contained 5,092; and in the year 1810, hav
ing been again subdivided, it contained 2,365.
After

a

tedious ride

we

reached the Cohoes ; where

we

made

pause in bur ride, for the purpose of contemplating this
fine scene. The river was low : but I was better pleased with
a

long

the appearance of the cataract than at any time heretofore.
The
face of the precipice was sensibly worn since the year 1802 ; and
presented more, and bolder, varieties to the view than at that
time.
at

There

Salisbury.

was

A

visibly

less water, running here, than we found
of the precipice was naked. After

great part

had satisfied our curiosity we crossed the Mohawk; and, pass
ing through Waterford, crossed the Hudson also, on a handsome
bridge, to Lansingburgh. In the evening we rode to Troy.
Lansingburgh is built on a handsome plain upon the border of
the Hudson.
The principal street lies parallel with the river.
The number of houses, is perhaps 250 ;
generally decent build
ings. It contains two churches ; a Presbyterian, and an Episco
pal. The bed of the Hudson against Lansingburgh is obstructed
by a rift of rocks. The inhabitants, who were collected to this
spot by high raised expectations of prosperous trade, have been
seriously disappointed in their hopes of clearing the river of these
obstructions. Yet they are not discouraged; the
Legislature
having lately made them a grant, which they believe, will go far
towards accomplishing their wishes.
we
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ued

Troy.
Troy is

to

Troy,

three

miles, is

a

contin

In the year 1810, Lansingburgh contained 1,658 in
In the census of 1800 it was included in the township

village.

habitants.
of

Lansingburgh

421

beautiful, and well-built towns, which
Water-street, which extends one or two
miles along the river, five others proceed in a Southern direction
obliquely to the river, which here bends toward the West. These
are crossed
by eight others, at right angles. The streets are
wide, straight, and spacious; and the town, independently of the
direction of Water-street, perfectly regular.
In the year 1789,
the ground, on which Troy stands, was a field, belonging to a
I have

of the most

one

From

seen.

Dutch
the
the

gentleman, whose name was Vanderheyden. Originally,
township was large. It is now only three miles in length on
river, and scarcely a mile in breadth. The houses in it must

of course, be

new.

The number of them is

a

little short of six

chiefly of brick ; generally very neat; and
often handsome.
The public buildings are a Presbyterian, an
Episcopal, a Baptist, and a Methodist, church, and a Friends
meeting-house ; a court-house, a jail, and two banks. The new
bank is a handsome building : the other public buildings are de
cent.
The streets are prettily set with trees ; and the houses
ornamented with gardens, and other neat appendages.
Upon
the whole, there is hardly a town in the country, forming the
subject of these letters, which makes so cheerful, brilliant, and
hundred.

beautiful

They

an

are

appearance.
on the side towards the

Water-street,

stores, many of which

are

river, is lined with large
stories, and are all

of three and four

furnished with wharves.

The river, to this place holds the same depth, as to Albany.
The site of Troy, and of Lansingburgh also, is an elevated, hard,

gravelly, plain.
is Mount Ida ;
Hudson ;

here

Western shore.

Vol. III.

a
a

The scenery around it is delightful.
Behind it-;
very handsome eminence. Before it is the
noble stream, With its islands, and beautiful
at the distance of three miles, are the

Above,

54
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Lansingburgh and Waterford. Below, at the distance
city of Albany.
Troy and Lansingburgh are both settlements, formed for the
purposes of trade. Antecedently to the embargo in 1 809, Troy
villages

of

of six is the

was one

of the most prosperous towns in the American Union.
engrossed most of the trade, carried on by the

The inhabitants had

County of Washington, part

of the

County

of

Rensselaer,

and the

Western half of Vermont.
which followed

it,

That disastrous measure, and those
drove the people of Vermont to Montreal.

This channel of

commerce
having been thus fairly opened, the
probably return to its former bed without extreme
difficulty. I was assured, in Troy, that real property had by
these measures already lost one fourth part of its value.
Troy in the year 1 800, then a large township, contained 4,926
inhabitants. In 1810, the present Troy contained 3,895.
The next morning Saturday Sept. 28th, we proceeded to Albany.
Here we continued until Tuesday morning in a circle of friends,
from whom we receivedevery pleasure, which can
spring, from en
lightened, and refined, society. This city is exceedingly improv
ed.
In the year 1 792, there were
very few houses, built in the
modern English manner.
The body was composed of clumsy,
Dutch buildings, a great number of which had been erected from
eighty to one hundred 'years. Seven successive fires, five of
which were kindled by
incendiaries, have swept away a large
part of these, as well as many other, buildings, so that the inhab
itants have been compelled to build a considerable
part of the
town anew.
In the year 1790,
Albany contained 3,498 inhabit
ants ; in the year 1810, 9,356.
The little town of Colonie,
which lies on its Northern skirt,
separated only by a legal line,
and inseparable by the
eye, (so that it is really as much a part
of this city, as the same number of houses in
any other quarter,)
contains 1,406 : making together 10,762.
Albany therefore, has
more than
tripled its population in twenty years : Colonie not having
been separated from it in the census of 1 790. Two thirds of its
hous

stream will not

es

must, of course, have been added since the first of these dates.

Besides,

a

considerable number of houses have been

pulled

down
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to make way for better

buildings, to furnish convenience, gratify
ambition, or satisfy the calculations of avarice. From these
causes
Albany is become in its appearance a new town ; and is
certainly a very handsome one. The public buildings have been
as much
improved, as the private ones. These are the state"house, a house for the great offices of state, ten churches, an ar
senal, a prison, and three banks. The state-house is a hand
some
building at the head of State-street, in a noble situation ;
and furnishes from its cupola a rich and extensive prospect. It
contains chambers for the Senate and the House of

tives,

a

court room,

jury

offices,

rooms,

nal appearance would have been much
of a third story.

The churches

improved by

Its exter

the addition

generally good buildings. The Episcopal
a
commanding situation, and is
rich, expensive structure, but heavy to the eye. The Dutch

church stands
a

Representa

and lobbies.

are

on

State-street in

church in Pearl-street I mentioned heretofore.

church,

on

Hudson-street,

is

one

The

new

Dutch

of the best, and most beautiful,

edifices of this nature, which I have seen.
The streets are generally well paved.
towns in this

country appear

so

Upon the whole, few
advantageously to the eye, as Al

bany.
The
have

inhabitants, you

given

of its

will

population,

perceive from the account which I
chiefly immigrants, derived from

are

Most of them, however
many countries and different nations.
are from the United States ;
particularly from New- York and

New-England.
Extensively, it

The state of
is

intelligent,

society must of course be various.
refined; and we found it uncom

and

monly agreeable. The inhabitants deserve much credit for their
public spirit. A general disposition prevails among them to in
crease the beauty of the town, and add to the number of its con
veniences, the fruits of which are extensively visible. Among
other improvements they have begun to supply the city with wa
ter by aqueducts ; the water of their wells being hard and disa
greeable.
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In my own opinion the people of
moral and religious character.
The

Albany

are

advancing in their

of this

city has become very great, and many
wealthy. Such are its advantages for trade,
that it must become a large commercial town, and have a very
numerous
population.
On Tuesday, we left Albany, at 1 1 o'clock, and rode to Kinderhook to dinner; seventeen miles; and after dinner proceeded
commerce

of its merchants

are

to Hudson ; sixteen.

I have

nothing

to add to what I

formerly

observed

concerning

this tract, except that I found Kinderhook and Hudson improved.
In its moral concerns the latter is sensibly altered forthe better.
The inhabitants have

lately settled a respectable Presbyterian

cler

gyman, to whom they are strongly attached, and who is labouring
among them with great diligence, and, as I believe with the hap

piest efficacy.
We continued here but

1st,

we

one

night.

rode to Red Hook to

The next

morning,

dinner; eighteen miles;

Oct.

and in

the afternoon to Rhinebeck flats ; eight.
We stopped early
was no inn within our reach, where we could

because there

find tolerable accommodations.

The country, from the city of
Hook, is undulating, not very pleasant, nor very
first part of our road lay through the township of

Hudson to Red
fertile.

The

Livingston

; the next

settled in scattered
the

on
are

road,

generally

through that of Clermont ; both of them
plantations; and neither, presenting any thing

to engage the attention of

indifferent

;

a

the cultivation

traveller.

ordinary

The houses
;

and the cir

cumstances of the inhabitants

apparently not very prosperous.
In the year 1 790 the township of Livingston contained 4,594
inhabitants, in the year 1800, 7,405. Since that period it has
been divided and two other townships taken from it, viz. Gran
ger, and Gallatin.
ed in 1810, 1,651.

The present

township

of

Livingston

contain

Clermont contained in 1 790, 867, in 1800 1,142, in 1810
1,090.
inhabitants.
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From Hudson to Red Hook, and somewhat farther,

we

had

a

turnpike road. We then found the country chiefly a plain,
through the township of Rhinebeck ; and the road, of the com
mon kind, but
good ; except that at times it was sandy. The
prospects, also, were pleasanter to the eye; and the soil, cul
tivation, and houses, better.
cent

villages,

with

a

At Red Hook there

church in each.

They

are

are

two de

both small.

At

Rhinebeck flats

eight miles further down, there is a larger and
handsomer village.
Rhinebeck, except these villages, is every where filled up with
plantations ; and the inhabitants appear to be in easy circum
stances.

The Kaatskill mountains are, here, continually in view ; and
by their grandeur, the fine forms of their summits, and their con
tinually varying aspect, contribute not a little to render this an
interesting ride. Rhinebeck contained in 1790, 3,662 inhabit
ants ; in

1800, 4,022

;

and in 1810, 4,486.

morning, Thursday Oct. 3d, we left Rhinebeck flats, and
The first part
rode to Poughkeepsie to dinner, seventeen miles.
of our road, after we left Rhinebeck, lay through Clinton, a con
trast to Rhinebeck ; being remarkably rough, and replenished
In the

with rocks and stones.

lean,
there

and

a

were

part of
several

The

the road

that

us

an

was

and

to

almost

a

extent

great

Yet

disagreeable.

circumstances, which rendered

journey particularly pleasant.
er, and gave

soil, also,

ill-repaired,

this

part

of our

The road turned towards the riv

continual, and

ever

varying,

view of

magnificent stream, with the Kaatskill mountains rising

ma

jestically on the Western side. As we advanced we came to a
turnpike road, which was well made, and conducted us to Pough
keepsie. Soon after we entered upon it, we found a very pretty
village on a beautiful plain. Several handsome villas, also, ad
The river,
ded a new and charming variety to the scenery.
highly interesting in itself, was the more so because we had seen
it but once after leaving the hills, East of Green-Bush : viz. at
the city of Hudson.
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Here I

observed,

that the Kaatskill

termination of their Eastern

front,

at the

mountains,

Southern

recede to the South-West

so

that the whole range assumes the form of a crescent.
This township is universally settled ; and on our road exhibit
marks of improvement than either of the three prece
In 1790 it contained 4,607 inhabitants ; in 1800, 5,208;
From Clinton to Poughkeepsie the country
and in 1810, 5,494.

ed

more

ding.

pleasant, and the soil fertile.
Poughkeepsie is a beautiful town, resembling, more than most
others in this State, a New-England settlement.
Many of the houses are pretty buildgings surrounded by neat
appendages. The situation is elevated, and sufficiently level to
is

The soil,

be handsome.
which

are

of a

dens neat and
are

on

which it stands is rich.

often beautiful ornaments to the houses.

This town contains
and

polished society,
very agreeable.
There is

a

a

a

considerable

proportion

small circle of which made

flourishing Academy

erable trade is here carried

ing,

The streets,

good breadth, are handsomely set with trees. Gar
productive, and lots, covered with fine verdure,

on

which is at the distance of

in

of

intelligent,

our

Poughkeepsie.

little

A consid

with New- York, from
a

mile in

a

stay

a

land

Soufh-Western di

rection.

Poughkeepsie

is the shire town of Dutchess

County

;

one

of

the best tracts of land in this

States.
tivated.

State, and indeed in the United
inhabitants, and remarkably well cul

It is filled up with
Its length is about

fifty miles ; and its breadth about
twenty-five. It is bounded on the North by the County of Colum
bia, on the East by Connecticut, on the South by the County of
West-Chester, and on the West by the Hudson ; and contains six
teen townships
generally large ; and a population of 51,412.
Poughkeepsie is excellent land. In 1790, its inhabitants were
2,529; in 1800, 3,246

; and in

1810, 4,670.

We left Poughkeepsie about three

fourteen miles.

o'clock,

and rode to Fishkill

:
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The

country, through which we passed, was undulating ; the
and cultivation, moderately good ; the houses indifferent ;

soil

and the scenery distinguished by nothing remarkable.
Fishkill is a town of perhaps, twenty or thirty houses ; general
ly neat, and built on a beautiful plain, surrounded by interesting

The

objects.
gant
haps

is the bottom of

a

flat

valley, having an ele
West, and per

on

On the North

succession of hills, arched with fine varieties,
the South by a range of mountains ; the Northern section

it is bounded
and

plain

surface ; extending indefinitely from East to
three miles in breadth from North to South.

by

a

universally known^ here, by the name of
Through this range, and the cluster connected
with it on the South, the Hudson has forced a winding passage,
and a deep channel, furnishing, with its shores, one of the most
of that elevated tract,

the

Highlands.

romantic

scenes

in this

country.

valley is excellent. The stream, which
through it, and has given its name to the township, is a large
and very sprightly mill-stream, bordered by a chain of rich and
elegant intervals ; the more delightful to us, as we had seen noth
ing of this nature since we left Kinderhook. It is not often, that
beauty and grandeur are so happily combined, as in this spot;
nor is the sense of stillness and retirement often excited in a high
er degree.
The soil of the Fishkill

flows

There is

a

decent Dutch church in this settlement.

There

five churches, of different denominations, in Poughkeepsie.
In the year 1 790, Fishkill contained 5,941 inhabitants ; in 1 800,

are

6,168

;

and,

in 1810, 6,930.

\-

^

Thursday October 3d, we started early, and rode to PeeksKill, nineteen miles, to dinner. Our journey, the first three
miles, lay in the valley of Fishkill ; the remaining sixteen passed
The first part of the road, after we began
over the highlands.
to ascend the mountains, we found tolerably good ; lying in an
The remainder is a turn
open valley, very gradually rising.
I had been taught to
made.
well
and
pike, judiciously directed,
To the inhab
expect a hideous passage over these mountains.
itants of the city of New- York, who have conversed with me on
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appeared very formidable. We found it oth
degree which, I confess, I had not expected. The
only difficult place is a declivity at the Southern extremity.
Upon the whole, there are several ascents, and descents, in the
road from Pittsfield to Northampton, compared with which all
the difficulties in this passage over the highlands are trifles.
This mountainous region is in the township of Phillipstown.
We found along the road, many settlements, which appeared to
be sprightly and promising.
The houses were frequently neat;
and the owners were plainly in very comfortable circumstances.
In the year 1790, the number of inhabitants in this
township was
2,079; in 1800, 2,754; and, in 1810, 3,129.
I am, Sir, yours, &c.

the

subject,

erwise, in

a

it has
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Col. B. Robinson

Prospect in the Highlands Visit to Forts Montgomery and
Clinton Expedition of the British up the Hudson Peekskill Cortlandt Pros
Mount Pleasant
pect of the Hudson and its shores below the Highlands
Greenburgh Yonkers Capture and death of Major Andre The River Hudson
and its tributary streams.

Dear Sir,

I

In the year 1778, while I was a chaplain in the American army,
between four and five months in the highlands, at West

spent

a
promontory, which juts into the river on the West side
township of Cornwall, and County of Orange, directly op
posite to Phillipstown. A part of this time I resided at the head
quarters of General Putnam, then commanding at this post ; and

Point ;

in the

afterwards of General

Parsons,

who succeeded him in the

com

gentlemen lodged in the house of Col. Beverly
Robinson ; a respectable native of Scotland, who married a lady
of the Phillips family ; one of the wealthiest, and mOst respecta
With this lady Col. Robinson,
ble of the Province of New-York.
acquired a large landed estate lying in Phillipstown, Fredericktown, and Franklin ; as they are now called ; and for the more
Here
convenient management of it planted himself in this spot.
he had a spacious and convenient mansion ; surrounded by valu
able gardens, fields, and orchards, yielding every thing which will
mand.

These

grow in this climate. The rents of his estate were sufficient to
Mrs. Rob
make life as agreeable, as from this source it can be.
inson

thing,

was

a

which

fine
can

woman :

be

and their children

expected

from

immediate friends were, at the
consequence in the Province.

When the

Revolutionary

a

same

war

very

promised every
hopeful family. His

time, persons of the first

broke out ; Col. Robinson

I have been informed to his

was

judgment

induced, contrary

as

and

importunity of some of his connexions to
question. To him it appeared wiser,
neutral part, and remain quietly on his estate.

inclination, by

the

take the British side of the
and

safer,

to act

Vol. III.

a

55

own
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The pressure, however, from various sources was so strong against
him, that he finally yielded ; and carried his family with him to
New

the

by

Legislature

ed from their native
who finds

His

and thence to Great Britain.

York,

fiscated

an

of New- York

country.

It

was

property was

and his

;

impossible

interest in the affairs of his

family

con

banish

for any person,

fellow-men, and particu

larly while residing in the very mansion, where they had so late
ly enjoyed all, which this world can give, not to feel deeply the
misfortunes of this family. Few events in human life strike the
mind more painfully than banishment; a calamity, sufficiently dis
astrous in the most ordinary circumstances, but peculiarly affect
ing, when the banished are brought before us in the narrow circle
of a family ; a circle, the whole of which the eye can see, and
whose sufferings the heart can perfectly realize. Peculiarly is this
true, when the family in question is enlightened, polished, amply
possessed of enjoyments, tasting them with moderation, and sharing
them cheerfully with their friends and neighbours, the stranger
and the poor. Such, I have sufficient reason to believe, were
Whatever some
the circumstances, and character, of this family.
of our more resentful countrymen may feel, in similar cases, con
cerning the subject ; I hope always to be able to say, and to say
truly,
"Homo sum, et nihil humanum

If
from

a me

alienum

heathen theatrical audience could

a
a

writer,

and

an

actor, of plays

puto."

applaud

this sentiment

; I have the best

right

to as

that my own countrymen, professing the religion of
Him, who has left behind him the parable of the good Samaritan,
and a life, formed on the great principle of that parable, will
sure

myself,

cheerfully subjoin
The head
scene

their assent to these observations.

quarters of a commanding officer

necessity,

a

Such at that time was, particular
On the 15th of March, which was Sun

ly, the case with ours.
day, we attended divine service
ended, the
ers, who

which

are, of

of bustle and business.

house

came

they

was

filled with

in to receive

in the
a

morning. After it was
officers, and oth

succession of

orders,

had executed those which

or

to

they

report
had

the

manner

in

already received.
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To withdraw ourselves from such

Humphreys,*

a

431
scene

of

confusion, Major

intimate friend of mine from the time when

an

fellow-students

at

Yale

we

myself determined to
seek the only retreat in our power; a solitary walk. According
ly we wandered to the top of Sugar-Loaf ; a mountain of consid
erable height ; at a small distance to the South from Col. Robin
son's.
These observations will introduce with a sufficient explicitness the following letter, from which you will derive a more
distinct view of the appearance of the most interesting part of the
highlands, than I can give you in any other manner.
Yesterday afternoon, in company with Major Humphreys I
went up to the summit of Sugar Loaf: a mountain near Col.
Robinson's house. We ascended it with some difficulty, from the
steepness of the acclivity, and from the loose stones, which, fre
quently sliding from under our feet, exposed us to imminent haz
ard of falling.
From the summit we were presented with an ex
tensive, and interesting prospect, comprising the objects, which I

were

and

College,

"

have heretofore

The

seen.

and many

mentioned,

point

of view

was

others, which I

remarkably happy

:

had

never

the mountain

bring within our reach the greatest num
surrounding region, and to exhibit them with
What is almost a singularity, there was
the highest advantage.
not a cheerful object within our horizon.
Every thing which we
beheld, was majestic, solemn, wild, and melancholy.
The Northern division of our prospect was almost entirely
bounded by two great mountains, named Butterhill and Breck
being

so

situated,

as

to

ber of objects in the

nock

:

the former

Hudson.

lofty

on

Both abut

cliffs form

the distance

a

the
so

West, the latter on the East,
directly upon the river, that

part of

of, perhaps,

its banks.

side of the
their rude

These mountains ascend at

six miles from the

spot, where

we

sur

them ; and extend Northward to the valley of Fishkill.
From Brecknock stretches a range, of inferiour magnitude, at

veyed

the distance of half

a

shore of the Hudson.

being generally level,

mile,

one, and two miles from the

The
and

ground between them,
capable of cultivation.

*The late General David

Humphreys.

Pub.

Eastern

and the

river,

It contains

a
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Of
small number of other houses, besides that of Col. Robinson.
Sugar-loaf is the termination ; its Southern limit being

this range
the river.

Still Eastward of this range ascend others, terminating also or
The Southernmost, which is in sight on the East

the Hudson.

side,

ern

and indeed the Southernmost of the whole

cluster, is

Anthony's Nose : a noble bluff, whose cliffs rise almost perpen
dicularly from the water's edge to the height of perhaps 1500
feet ; with a sublimity, which I believe is not often rivalled.
On the Western side

cing

site to
are

Anthony's

the Crow's

derbarrak,

or

runs a

rude range of mountains, commen
to the eye, at a point, oppo

Hill, and terminating,

at Butter

Nose.

Nest,

a

The three loftiest summits in this range
sharp cone ; Bear Hill ; and the Don-

fine

Thunder Hill.

At the foot of these

commences a

plain, of no great breadth; if I may be permitted to call that a
plain, which, while it approaches generally towards a level surface,
is undulating, rocky, and wild, throughout a great part of its extent.
This tract reaches Northward to West-Point ; and Southward

Anthony's Nose. Directly North, the Hudson, here a
breadth, and twice as wide higher up, is seen descending
from a great distance, and making its way between the magnifi
cent cliffs of the two great mountains, Butter Hill, and Breck
near

to

mile in

nock.
the

The

opening,

grandeur

of this

here called the

scene

defies

Wey-gat,

or

description. Through
Wind-gate, because the

wind often blows

through it with great violence, is visible the
New-Windsor, throughout a considerable
Beyond this, at the distance of about forty miles, rise

cultivated country at
extent.

the Kaatskill mountains ; whose blue summits were at this time
In this reach of the river lies an island, to the
lost in the clouds.
eye a mere bird's nest ; and near it were two
in size those, which children make of paper.

boats, resembling

South of these two mountains, the river bends between
West-Point, and Fort Constitution ; and for a short space is in
visible.

Thence it becomes visible again, and continues in sight,

till the prospect is terminated by Anthony's Nose
and Bear Hill on the Western, side.

on

the

Eastern,
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The water of the Hudson at this
ished with slime.

Its colour,

and, being tinged with

was

an

The motion of its waters

evident

various

therefore,
hue by the almost singular light
aspect, deeply solemn and even mel

peculiar

a

of the heavens, assumed

ancholy.

433

of the year is replen
is brown, and gloomy
;

season

was

slow and

majestic ;

as

the progress of large floats of ice, which covered
of its surface.
The general gloom was not a little

by

parts

enhanced
where

by the appearance of its Western bank; which is every
high, rocky, and savage ; and in many places topped with

evergreens.
On the level mentioned

stand,

in

with the

above, of which this bank is the brow,
solitary dispersion, a few wretched cottages ; which,
river on one side, and the mountains on the other, ap
a

pear to be shut out from any communication with the rest of man
kind.
With this impression the appearance of the inhabitants

perfectly corresponds ;

as

does every thing also, which is con
No human beings can easily be

nected with their habitations.

imagined more ignorant, uncultivated, and stupid ; or more readi
ly admitted as the connecting link between the rational and ani
mal kingdoms, than the former; and nothing can more strongly
exhibit the marks of poverty, and barbarism, than the latter.

Cottages, which are exact counter-parts to these, were thinly
sprinkled over the mountainous region on the East ; in size re
sembling a dove-cage ; surrounded by little fields, covered with
of forest, with
snow, and spotting with white the vast expansion
Each seemed as if itself,
which these mountains are overspread.
and its inhabitants, must have been dropped from the clouds, in
places, to which the rest of the world would never have access ;
and out of which they would never find a way into the world.
It is difficult to conceive of any thing, more solemn, or 'more
wild, than the appearance of these mountains.
est covered them to their summits.

its

aspect,

that of universal death.

Its colour
The

sun

An immense for
was a

deep

brown ;

had far declined in

Clouds, of a singular and misty appearance, overcast
splendour ; and, arraying his face with a melancholy sadness,
hor
imparted a kind of funereal aspect to every object, within our
the West.

his

izon.
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Directly opposite to us was a mill-stream, which, swollen at
by the dissolving snows, poured a large sheet of foam,
white as snow, over a high ledge of rocks into the Hudson. In
other circumstances this object would have been beautiful : now it
only enhanced the general solemnity, and grandeur, by filling the
neighbouring region with a loud sound, resembling the distant
This sound was apparently echoed by the nu
roar of the ocean.
merous torrents, which were every where
rushing down the
mountains. In the mean time, the large floats of ice, which I
have mentioned, sailing down the river, occasionally impinged
against the shores. The noise, produced by this impact, scarcely
audible at first, gradually swelled into the majestic sound of loud
thunder, and then slowly decreased, until it was finally lost. Fre
quently these gradations were interluded by violent explosions,
made by the bursting of the ice, and resembling the sound of dis
tant cannon.
Nothing could be more favourable to this combina
tion of majestic murmurs than the deep, hollow region, beneath
us.
Every mountain seemed to give a response : and through
every valley the noise seemed to wander circuitously, till it
reached us in successive repercussions.
Delighted, as you know
I am with music, no choir, which I ever heard,
gave me a tenth
part of the pleasure.
Beneath us was a house, deserted
by its inhabitants : a family,
possessed, a little while since, of all the enjoyments, which this
life can furnish ; intelligent, refined, and amiable.
It is deserted,
not improbably to be seen
by them no more. Whether the father
acted wisely or unwisely,
defensibly, or indefensibly, I am not in
terested to inquire.
Against the mother, and the children, even
prejudice can bring no allegation. Were this family that, in which
I was born, what emotions would their
present and future cir
this time

cumstances awaken in
my heart ? I cannot but remember that
are not the less
important, because they are not

their interests

related

to

me.

Southward, at the distance of perhaps four miles, were the ru
ins of Fort
Montgomery. Here more than one hundred of our
countrymen became victims, a few months since, to the unprinci-
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claims of avarice and ambition.

pled

with countless mil

These,
judgment rise up as terrible witnesses
pride, rapacity, and cruelty, of those, who have been

lions more, will at the final

against

the

the ultimate

causes

the

same scenes

again.
The day

of their destruction.

about the

Northward, at

of

same

slaughter

distance,

may not

West-Point

was

improbably

be

:

soon

where
acted

over

beneficence

was

warm, and

spring-like.
approaching, when the

The

season

world

of universal

to be

arrayed
beauty, and stored with the bounties of heaven. The cam
paign was ready to open ; a campaign, in which a thousand un
was

was

in

necessary miseries will be suffered. Parents will be made child
less; wives will be made widows ; and children will be made or

phans.
a

a house, where
peace, cheerfulness, and delight,
dwell, will probably be reduced to ashes ; and many

Many

would love to

family
Early

to want and

in the

despair."
May subsequent

to the date of the

preceding

let

I went down the river in company with several officers, to
examine the forts Montgomery and Clinton, built on a point,
ter.

six
er.

or

eight

miles below

The first

object,

West-Point, for

which met

the defence of the riv

eyes, after we had left our
the remains of a fire, kindled

our

barge and ascended the bank, was
by the cottagers of this solitude, for the purpose of consuming
the bones of some of the Americans, who had fallen at this place,
Some of these bones were lying,
and had been left unburied.
partially consumed, round the spot, where the fire had been kin
As
dled ; and some had, evidently, been converted into ashes.
we went onward, we were distressed by the foetor of decayed hu
man bodies.
To me this was a novelty ; and more overwhelm
ing, and dispiriting, than I am able to describe. As we were at
tempting to discover the source, from which it proceeded ; we
found, at a small distance from fort Montgomery, a pond of a mod
erate size, in which we saw the bodies of several men, who had
been killed in the assault upon the fort.
They were thrown into
this pond, the preceding autumn, by the British; when, proba
bly, the water was sufficiently deep to cover them. Some of
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LAK

GEORGE.

time; but at a depth, so small, as to
distinctly visible. Others had an arm, a leg, and a
which they
part of the body, above the surface. The clothes,
were killed, were still on them ; and proved,
when
wore,
they
that they were militia; being the ordinary dress of farmers.
them

covered at this

were

leave them

were bloated, and monstrous; and their postures
uncouth, distorted, and in the highest degree afflictive.

Their faces
were

My companions had been accustomed to the horrors of war; and
To me, a
sustained the prospect with some degree of firmness.
I survey
novice in scenes of this nature, it was overwhelming.
ed it for

a

moment

:

and hastened away.

painful objects we proceeded to Fort
rising ground, at a small distance further down

From this combination of

Clinton,

built

the river.

on a

The ruins of this fortress

were a mere

counterpart

to

Every thing combustible, in both,
had been burnt ; and what was not, was extensively thrown
down.
Every thing, which remained, was a melancholy picture
those of Fort

Montgomery.

of destruction.
From this
bouski ;

a

place

we

to find the grave of Count Gra-

proceeded

Polish nobleman, who

acting as aid de camp to the
pointed out to us by Lieut.

was

assault, while
The spot was
who saw him fall,

killed in the

British Commander.
Col.

Livingston ;

and informed us, that he was buried in the place, where he was
killed.
Here we found a grave ; in all probability that, in which
he was buried ; without " a stone," to "tell where he" lay ; and
now
a

forgotten,

and undiscoverable

:

a

humiliating

termination of

restless, vain, ambitious life.
These forts

1777.

were

taken

by

the British

on

the 6th of

The commander in chief at New- York

October,

prompted to
this expedition by two objects, to destroy a quantity of military
stores, which the Americans had collected in this neighbourhood
and to make a diversion in favour of General
Burgoyne. For
these purposes Sir Henry Clinton embarked between three and
four thousand

Hudson.
in the

troops

at New- York, and sailed with them
up the

On the 5th of

township

was

October, they

of Courtlandt,

a

landed at

Verplank's point

few miles below the entrance of
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the

Highlands.

The next

Point, which projects into
low the mountains.
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morning part
a

the river

Hence

they

on

of them landed

the Western

marched into the

on

Stony

side, just be
rear

of these

fortresses.
General Putnam commanded at that time in this
had

one

thousand continental

troops;

a

region.

He

part of which only

were

effective ; and a small body of militia. He believed the princi
of the enemy to be the destruction of the stores ; and,

pal design
when he

was

informed of their main purpose, it
success.
He supposed that

was

him to resist it with

ing

at Fort

Independence ; and directed
The heavy firing on the opposite

fence.

too late for

they

aim

were

his attention to its de
side of the river gave

him the first decisive information of their real intentions.

George
Clinton, Esq. at that time Governor of this State, placed himself
at this post, (for it may be considered as but one ;) on the first
notice, which he received that the enemy were advancing. Be
ing informed, about 10 o'clock, of this fact, he made the best dis
position for the defence of the forts ; and dispatched an express
to General Putnam, to acquaint him with his situation.
When
the express reached General Putnam's head-quarters, he, togeth
er with General Parsons, were
reconnoitering the position of the
enemy on the Eastern side of the river.
Lieutenant Colonel Campbell in the
with nine hundred men,
Montgomery : while Sir
and

Tryon,

mean

by a circuitous march
Henry Clinton, with

time

to the

proceeded,
rear

Generals

moved onward towards Fort Clinton.

of Fort

Vaughan

Both fortress

attacked at once, between four and five in the afternoon.
were defended with
great resolution. This will be readi

es were

They
ly admitted,

when it is

remembered, that the whole garrison

sisted of but six hundred

men.

The conflict

was

carried

con

on

till

dark ; when the British had obtained an absolute possession: and
such of the Americans, as were not killed or wounded, chiefly
made their escape.
The loss of the two
There is
about two hundred and fifty.
that of the assailants amounted to

Among

the slain

Vol. III.

was

Lieut. Col.

garrisons
reason

more

Campbell.
56

to

amounted to

believe, that

than three hundred.
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thought, that an addition of five or six hundred men
garrisons would have saved the works. The correct
Fifteen hundred men
ness of this opinion may be doubted.
would have been barely sufficient completely to man Fort Mont
The works themselves were very imperfect:
gomery alone.
and the ground must, I think, have been chosen rather for the
It has been

to these

defence of the river than because it

was

itself defensible.

Governor Clinton and his

brother, General James Clinton, es
got possession of the forts ; the former,

caped after the enemy had
by crossing the river. Gen. Clinton had been wounded in the
thigh by a bayonet.
Having prospered thus far, the British proceeded on the 8th to
the Eastern side ; where they found Fort Independence, built to
defend the entrance into the highlands, evacuated.
A party of
them then burnt the Continental Village, as it was termed : a
temporary" settlement, raised up by the war for the accommo
dation of the army.
Here had been gathered a considerable
number of those artizans, whose labours are particularly neces
sary for military purposes; and a considerable quantity of milita
ry stores.
They then removed a chain, which was stretched
across the river at Fort
Montgomery; and, advancing up the riv
er, removed
to the

ated.

on

a

which

was

extended from Fort Constitution

shore at West-Point.

General

onward in
and

another,

opposite

part of the

with

This fort had been

evacu

strong body of troops, moved
fleet, commanded by Sir James Wallace;

Vaughan,

a

the 13th reached the town of

Kingston, opposite

to Rhine

The inhabitants retired without resistance ; and
Vaughan
reduced the town to ashes.
On the 17th General Burgoyne sur
beck.

rendered;

and

Vaughan,

and his

coadjutors,

returned to New-

York.

Phillipstown,
in 1800,

2,744

;

in the year 1790, contained
and, in 1810, 3,129.

2,079 inhabitants;

at the foot of the mountains, we found a most ro
spot on the borders of Peeks-kill ; a creek, which within
township of Courtlandt enters the Hudson just below this

Immediately
mantic
the

place.

A small lake here

expands

its waters ; into which the
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into Lake

George ; forming promontories
figures, bold, precipitous, and eminently magnificent.
The village of Peeks kill is decently built ; contains perhaps
fifty or sixty houses ; and carries on a considerable commerce
between the interiour country and the city of New- York. We
dined here ; and in the afternoon proceeded to Tarrytown ; a
village in Greenburgh ; where we lodged. This part of our jour
ney lay through Courtlandt, and Mount Pleasant, and the North
ern skirt of
Greenburgh. The distance was eighteen miles. The
whole of this tract is in the County of West-Chester.
Courtlandt, so far as it is visible on this road, is universally a
succession of rough, ragged hills, with rude intervening vallies.
The ground is almost every where replenished with rocks and
stones ; and the surface sudden, and angular.
On this ground,
however, and particularly in the Northern parts of the road,
where it first strikes the river below the village of Peelts-kill, we
The Hudson here,
were presented with a beautiful prospect.
escaping from the highlands, spreads itself in a winding course,
until it opens into Haverstraw Bay, between this township and
Haverstraw in the County of Rockland ; a noble sheet of water
ten miles long, and three broad, terminating at Verplank's point
as

of fine

on

the East ; a fine promontory at the Southern limit of Court
which stretches into the Hudson the distance of a mile, with

landt,
an

elegance

of

form,

and

surface, admirably

contrasted to the

rude appearance of that of the main, with which it is connected.
Immediately beyond this point extends Tappan Sea ; another

of this river, stretching to the South from twelve
miles, and opening to the breadth of four. -Still further
Southward, the river, at an average two miles wide, leaves the
fine

expansion

to fifteen

eye by a gradual recession. There is something wonderfully ma
jestic in the size, figure, and movement of such a vast stream ;
particularly when animated, as the Hudson now was, and indeed
always 16, except during the severity of winter, by a great multi
To the
tude of vessels, moving on its bosom in every direction.
splendour of this river its Western bank makes a great addition;
being every where a series of fine, lofty precipices, ascending from
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immediately from the shore,
stretching in length beyond the reach of the eye. This se
ries is varied by two promontories at the happiest distance from
each other, jutting into the river, of noble forms, and in proud,
commanding attitudes. But the consummation of this scene of
splendour is presented at its Northern limit. Here the Hudson,
breaking out from the highlands, forces its way between the two
mountains mentioned above, whose stupendous cliffs from twelve
to fifteen hundred feet in height, form its shores, and frown over
its bosom.
The traveller, who does not here find himself amply
repaid for whatever inconveniences he may have suffered in
descending this river, must certainly be pitied, as being destitute
of that taste for the beauties of Nature, which is one of the prin
cipal sources of enjoyment in the present world.
Our road through this township was in other respects sufficient
ly unplealant ; and our progress in it was terminated by a wretch
ed ferry over Croton river, near its mouth.
This is a large millstream, which, rising in the township of Pawling, in the County
of Duchess, runs Southward into the County of West-Chester ;
and, after passing through a considerable part of it, empties its
waters at the Southern limit of the
township of Courtlandt, into
one

hundred to four hundred feet

and

the Hudson.

Its bed is

dred and

to two

fifty

a

ravine,

between hills from

hundred feet in

and

height,

than is necessary for the
passage of the river.
a wilder or more
gloomy aspect. A woman

(a fact,

of which I

but with

was a

witness for the first

rope, extended
After crossing the river,

Pleasant

a

;

across

Few

scenes

hun

wider
have

managed our boat,
time) not with oars,

the stream.

we soon

the surface of which is

one

scarcely

a

entered the

township

of Mount

contrast to that of Courtlandt.

The ground, here also, is elevated ; but the surface is
smooth,
flowing, and beautiful ; and the soil moderately good. A pretty
village is formed on the road; consisting, generally, of neat hous
es, with a decent church in the centre.
This village is handsom
er than
any other, which we saw, South of Albany ; and its situa
tion in a high degree pleasant.
Some of the houses are sur
rounded by very pretty
appendages. The name of the village is
Singsing.
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From this

place to Tarrytown, in Greenburgh, the road is
good. The ground is elevated ; and descends with a variety of
handsome slopes towards the river. It is also alternately level
and undulating.
The Hudson is perpetually in full view.
The
cliffs immediately beyond it, are peculiarly bold; particularly,
two long ranges of whin or green-stone ; the columns of which
are
magnificent, in a manner unrivalled within my knowledge.
In these townships granite and lime-stone are mingled. The first
granite, which we saw on the river, was in the highlands, and was
alternated with lime-stone. In the County of West-Chester gran
ite predominates ; until finally it becomes universal.
The village of Tarrytown is pleasant, and neatly built.
It
stands on an easy declivity, terminated by the Hudson ;' and is
thirty miles from New- York, and about nine below Singsing. It
contains fifty or sixty houses.
Courtlandt contained in 1790, 1,932 ; in 1800, 2,75 ; and in
1810, 3,054 inhabitants. Mount Pleasant contained in 1790,
1,924 ; in 1800, 2,744 ; and in 1810, 3,1 19 inhabitants. Green
burgh contained in 1790, 1,125 ; in 1800, 1,581 ; and, in 1810,

1,862 inhabitants.
The next morning we proceeded to New- York, through the
township of Yonkers, and the length of the island of Manhattan.
Tarrytown is famous for being the spot, where Major Andre was
taken up by three militia-men, as he was returning from WestPoint ; whither he had been for the purpose of concerting meas
ures with General Arnold, during the absence of General Wash
ington at Hartford, for the traitorous surrender of that fortress to
the British.
By a variety of providential incidents, all of them
favourable to the American cause, Andre was prevented from re
turning, as he had intended, by water ; and, having received a
pass from General Arnold, authorizing him under the name of
John Anderson to go on the public service to the White-plains, or
still further down the river, as he might think proper, he made
His pass enabled him to proceed
the best of his way by land.
without hindrance, or suspicion, to this spot. Here, while he was
in absolute security, one of these men, under a large tree, still

.
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seized his bridle.

standing,

the man, where he

below

that

;"

Andre, plainly off

from New- York

is,

his guard, asked
I am from
replied,
and so," said Andre,
am
a British officer,
employed

The

belonged.

"

:

"

He then declared himself to be

I."

in business of

great importance.

"

man

At this moment the other two

He perceived his error ; but it could not be re
up.
paired. He offered them his watch, and a purse of gold, as the
price of his release. His offers were refused. The men search
men came

ed him ; and found in his boots papers, written by Arnold him
self, containing exact returns of every thing, in and about West-

Point, which it could be useful for an enemy to know. He was
then conducted to Lieutenant-Colonel Jamieson, of Sheldon's
at that time

Dragoons, commanding

the lines.

on

He

requested

Jamieson to inform

formation

Arnold, that Anderson was taken. The in
communicated ; and, as he undoubtedly intended,

was

gave Arnold an opportunity of escaping in the Vulture
war, which had conveyed Andre up the river.

Andre then

openly declared,

of the British army.
On the return of General
martial

was

He

tion.

was

he

acknowledged

The sentence

shore.

He met Arnold

like

on

to

The

the

Adjutant-General

West-Point,
facts, so far

without

of

disguise,

a

court-

as

or

they

hesita

to be a spy, and sentenced to suffer
executed at Tappan, on the
opposite

pronounced

death.

and died

was

Washington

for his trial.

appointed

respected himself,

that he

sloop

was

on

the

night

the 2d of October 1780.

circumstances,

of the 21st of

Perhaps

no

September,

person, in the

lamented by those, whose
destroy.
The township of Yonkers is much less
pleasant than the two
preceding ; and is remarkable for nothing, except having been the
residence of the family of
Philipse ; one of the most distinguished

prime

of

those, which

Colonel
well.
in

He

was a

ever

more

attempted

to

Colonists, from the United Netherlands.
branch, resident in this country, I knew
worthy and respectable man, not often excelled

came,

Philipse,

personal

cellent

was

interests he had

as

the last

and domestic amiableness.

woman ;

and the

children,

Mrs.

Philipse

the eldest of whom

was an ex

was

about
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of

promise
treading
steps.
proprietor of the neighbouring country to a great
extent, and one of the wealthiest inhabitants of the province of
New-York. After a variety of adventures, which need not be
recited, he went with his family into the city of New-York ; and

gentleman

in the

was

thence took

a
passage to England. His property
We reached the city before dinner.

The
in

This

same

township

1800, 1,176
The most

;

was

confiscated.

of Yonkers contained in 1790, 1,125
in 1810, 1,365.

inhabitants;

and,

splendid

ter the two

natural

object

in the State of New- York, af

great lakes Erie and Ontario, and far

more

impor

tant than both these to the wealth and convenience of the inhab

is the river Hudson.

itants,

County

of

Essex,

10' North latitude.

it turns with

a

This remarkable stream rises in the

township of Tipperary, in about 44*
running a little distance South-West,

and in the

After

right angle

to the

South-East ; and continues its

direction, until it receives, after wandering between
fifty and sixty miles, the North-Eastern branch between the.
townships Thurman and Bolton, in the County of Washington.
course

in this

The North-East branch rises in the

township

of Crown-Point in

Essex also ; and, crossing the Scaroon lake, passes between the
townships of Bolton and Chester, until it joins the North, or prin

cipal,

branch.

The united stream then

the Western side of the

of Washington, becomes the

atoga
it

; and the

crosses

Eastern,

the Northern

Sacondaga,

or

winding Southward on
Fairfield, also in the County
Northern limit of the County of Sar

township

of

until it meets the Mohawk.

extremity

of this

Soulh-Western branch.
the Northern

Soon after

County,

it receives the

This is

a

considerable

of the

County
Washington, takes a South-Western course into the County of
Montgomery; then turns to the South-East; and, entering the
County of Saratoga, turns again with an acute angle to the North,
to the North-East, and ultimately to the East ; crossing that
County in its way to the Hudson. The length of the first, or prin
cipal, branch is between sixty and seventy miles ; of the second,
After this
about forty ; and of the third, between fifty and sixty.
stream, which, rising
of

near

extremity
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proceeds still South-Eastward into the town
junction
ship of Hadley, in the County of Saratoga, where it turns sudden
ly to the North-East ; and maintains that course to Sandy-Hill.
Thence it pursues a direction nearly South, but declining a little
to the West, until it enters the ocean, opposite to Sandy-Hook in
Its mouth
the County of Monmouth, and State of New-Jersey.
is in about 40 34' ; and its course from Sandy-Hook, (although
the region, through which it runs, is in many places hilly, and in
one
place a range of mountains,) remarkably straight. The whole
length of the Hudson from its fountains to Sandy-Hook, is about
330 miles ; 225 of which it pursues a course almost straight from
Beside the three original forks the principal
North to South.
the Hudson

tributaries of this river

Saratoga Creek,

or

are :

the

Kayaderosseras :

Norman's kill ;
Kaats kill ;

Esopus-Creek ;
Wall kill ;
Batten kill

>On

the West.

and

;

Hoosac Ri^er ;

On the East.

Kinderhook Creek ;

Wappenger's Creek,

and

Croton River ;
To these

empties

are

more

to

Mohawk, on the West, which
Hudson, than all the rest united.

be added the

water into the

Indeed, it may be a matter of some difficulty to determine wheth
the Hudson, or the Mohawk, conveys the greater quantity of

er

although, to my own eye, the
challenged by the Hudson.
expansions of the bed of this riv
The lowest is Tappan Bay, or, as it is often called, Tappan
er.
Sea, against the townships of Greenburgh, and Mount Pleasant,
in the County of West-Chester, and that of Tappan in the State
of New-Jersey : Haverstraw Bay, against the township of Court
landt, and that of Haverstraw, on the opposite side. The third
In the first, the river
lies between Fish-kill, and New-Windsor.
water into the

common

channel ;

appears to be fairly
There are three remarkable

superiority
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is

computed

the

third,

This river is

chiefly

of the Mohawk.
sometimes

single

height of twelve inches

Hook,

at

Albany.

estuary below Waterford,

an

Its bed is sometimes raised

depressed

from Paulus'

a

second,

three ; and in

cannot be less.

The tide flows to the

war, of

445

to be four miles wide ; in the

at the mouth

above,

and

much below, the bottom of New-York

bay,

to the

city

a

little

of Hudson ; and hither

a man

of

guns, may sail from the ocean, without finding
obstruction throughout the whole distance: that is, one

sixty-four

hundred and

thirty miles above New- York.
deep to Kinderhook, ten miles above; and is nav
igable thirty miles higher still, to Waterford. Vessels of eighty
tons can ascend to Troy, seven miles above Albany; and of near
ly or a^uite the same size, to Waterford. About six or eight miles
below Albany, there is a spot of shoals, called the Overslaugh ;
which are impassable by vessels of greater burthen.
The Hudson begins to be fresh about sixty miles above NewThe river is

York.
The waters, which flow into
pus
and

Creek,
some

the

of

them,

but the whole amount of their

The waters of this noble river

the

ocean :

and the rest

owe

is

are mere

navigable

mill-streams.

supplies
are

the

for

Eso-

a

to the Hudson is

trifling.

great extent derived from
greatness of their mass chiefly

to

a

that in consequence of the lowness of their bed they
stopped, and heaped up by its refluence. From this mighty

to the
are

it,

little distance ;
of the others furnish small harbours at their mouths :

largest

fact,

advantage, the Hudson is the most navigable, and in this respect
the most useful, river in proportion to the supplies, which it re
ceives from its fountains, perhaps, in the world.
It is a remarkable fact, that the Hudson should have found so
fine, and safe, a bed, in a country so rough, and between banks so
often formed of mountains, or high hills, and to so great an extent
abutting upon it in precipices of a stupendous height. Yet even
through the highlands its navigation is perfectly uninterrupted.
The country North of the highlands, from Fishkill to Waterford.
and possibly farther still, was, as I believe, and as I have hereto
Vol. III.

57
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The valley of the Hudson is
forty miles in breadth. The
mountains on both sides form a complete barrier to the waters of
such a lake.
On the South the highlands effectually kept up
these waters to a great height, not improbably for a long period
after the deluge. These mountains are a continuation of the
Blue Ridge ; which, entering New-Jersey, cross the breadth of
that State ; and then, passing through the counties of Orange and
Dutchess, unite with the Taghkannuc range at New-Fairfield

fore observed,

here in

and

once

places

some

Sherman,

a

vast lake.

not far from

The channel to the

in Connecticut.
where it

is ;

ocean

was,

present bed.
think, have been

not far from its

probably, always
If its bed was gradually worn out, it must, I
worn bj1 the slow recession of a cataract, originally existing be
Such a cataract would
tween Anthony's Nose and Bear Hill.
naturally force a deep passage ; and may in some measure ex
plain this remarkable phenomenon. I acknowledge this suppo
now

or

sition is not without its difficulties.
ter Hill and

highlands,
in

a

Brecknock,

If the channel between But

at the entrance of the Hudson into the

out suddenly, it was probably accomplished
resembling that, in which the lake in Glover, else

was worn

manner,

letters, forced a passage for its waters,
depth, within the limits of twen
The surface of the earth, surrounding this lake,
the inferiour strata were, to a great depth, light
soon as the waters reached the
uppermost of these

where mentioned in these

two hundred feet in breadth and

ty-four

hours.

hard ; but
and loose.
As

was

strata, it

rapidly,
a

was
as

lake at

; the

of waters must go far towards
of its present channel.

mense mass

depth

washed away beneath them almost as easily, and a
If we suppose the Hudson,

they themselves flowed.
any given, ancient period

efflux of such

explaining

the

an

im

great

There is a grandeur in the passage of this river through the
highlands, unrivalled by any thing of the same nature within my
knowledge. At its entrance particularly, and its exit, the moun
tains ascend with stupendous precipices immediately from the
margin of its waters ; appearing as if the chasm between them
had been produced by the irresistible force of this
mighty cur-
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rent, and the intervening barrier, at each place, had been broken
These cliffs hang
away into the ocean.
especially at its exit from the mountains, with a
wild and awful sublimity, suited to the grandeur of the river it
self; which, speedily after it escapes from these barriers, ex
pands its current to the breadth of three miles, and soon after to

down, and finally carried

over

the river,

that of

four; and pours

ciently deep to waft
bay of New- York.
Above the

a

a

vast

stream,

seventy-four

highlands,

gun

two miles

ship;,

wide,

and suffi

until it is lost in the

the Kaatskill mountains for

a

great dis

every where visible; and within moderate distances
forms ; all of them noble, as seen from
every where assume new
the bed, and banks, of the Hudson.

tance

are

The

commerce

hereafter.

of this river I shall have occasion to mention
I am,

Sir,

yours, &c.
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City

of New- York Its settlement and extent

Public

Old and

on

new

Alms-house

Streets, Churches,

Its

BuildingsCity Hall Hospital State

and other

PrisonBridewell, and

City Pris
Columbia

Political and Benevolent Societies

College College of Physicians and Surgeons Elgin Botantic Garden Schools
Literary Societies Orphan Asylum MarketsBanks and Insurance Compa
nies Commerce Exports and amount of Duties.

Dear

Sir,

The

of New- York stands in 40 42' N. Lat. and in 74

City

W. Lon. from Greenwich.
the Island of
hadoes.

It

It is built

Manhattan, or, as it is
was
originally a small

on

the Southern end of

called in

early records,

establishment of

some

Man-

Dutch

The celebrated Hudson visited
Colonists for purposes of trade.
In 1615, the States' General of Holland, to
it in the year 1608.
whom Hudson sold his

body

of

men

to this

own

right

spot, who built

to the
a

fort,

country,

sent

and erected

a

a

small

few cot

1629, Wouter Van Twiller was appointed the first
In 1663, the Duke of York to whom the territory
had been granted by Charles II. sent an armament, and took pos

tages.

In

Governor.

session of both the
name

of New- York

fling village ;

and

city

and the

given
thirty-four
was

Colony.

to both.

From that time the

The

city

years afterwards

was

then

contained

a

tri

only

4,302 inhabitants.
In 1686, both New- York and Albany

were
incorporated; and
privileges, conveyed in their charters, were substantially those
which they at present possess.
The City of New-York extends its powers and privileges, over
the whole Island of Manhattan.
This tract is universally laid out
by an act of the government, constituting Commissioners for that

the

purpose, into streets, squares, and roads; and the location, which
is believed to have been formed with great care, and skill, is
made perpetual, no person being permitted hereafter to erect
any
building on any part of the grounds, thus sequestered for public
use.
The Commissioners were Simeon De Witt, Fsq.
Surveyor
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General of the

State,
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the Hon. Governeur

bassador to the Court of

Versailles,

Of this extensive location about two

Em

Morris, formerly
Rutherford, Esq.
miles are filled, upon Hud

and John

son's river ; and

perhaps three, on the Sound. In a looser sense,
buildings are spread over most of the Island. A great number of
villas are scattered throughout eight or ten miles from the South
ern
point ; and with them many houses of an inferiour class, be
longing to gardeners, farmers, and mechanics, who live in them
through the year. The principal collection of these buildings is
contained in Haerlaem village, and its neighbourhood.. Another

such collection is

Manhattanville, near the Hudson, seven miles
are
placed in almost alj the pleasant
positions on the island; and spread over it a brilliancy, and cheer
fulness, not surpassed in the United States. Many of them have
rich gardens, stored with a great variety of delicious fruits.
The streets of New-York have unhappily followed, in many
instances, its original designation of a fishing and trading village.
The streets are generally wider, and less crooked, than those of
Boston ; but a great proportion of them are narrow, and winding.
Broadway, which commences at the battery, proceeds over the
highest ground between the two rivers about two miles in a
straight line ; and is the noblest avenue of this nature in North
America.
Towards the North end it is however, partially built.
Greenwich-street begins also at the battery ; and, passing be
tween Broadway and the Hudson, extends Northward through
It is spacious, and handsome.
the whole length of the city.
Straight, handsome streets proceed also from Broadway to the
Hudson, from the battery, Northward about a mile. On the East
from the

ern

city.

The villas

side the streets

are

much less beautiful.

In the year 1790, Boston contained 2,376
persons : very nearly 7f to a house : say 7,6.

houses, and 18,038
If

inhabitants of New-York to be distributed in the

suppose the

proportion
dwelling houses in this city may be estimated at
They are generally new. compared with a great part

the number of

12,680.

we

same
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of those in Boston; and

as a

body are better buildings;* although

none within my observation,) are equal
very few of them, (and
in beauty to many of the modern built houses in that town. The
mode of building in New- York is rather heavy ; that in Boston

has the appearance of lightness, and
with peculiar pleasure.

The

public buildings

churches.!

Twelve of

in this

city

airiness;

and strikes the eye

are, beside

these, including

others, fifty-five

the old French Protes

are Episcopal; seyen belong to the Dutch; seven
Presbyterians; five to the Scotch Reformed Church; and
eight to the Baptists, of which six are considered as regular, and
Seven regular churches belong to the Metho
two as irregular.
dists : there are also, two or three smaller congregations, calling
themselves Methodists, which meet in private rooms, but are not
acknowledged. There is one congregation of blacks among the
Baptists, and one among the Methodists. There are also two
Friends Meeting-houses ; one German Lutheran Church ; one
German Calvinist; one Moravian; one Universalist; one Roman
Cathojic; one do. now building; one Jewish Synagogue. j

tant

church,

to the

*

a very great collection of miserable temporary buildings in
North of John-street, between Broadway and the East River.

There is however

the heart of this

city,

Most of them stand aside from the walks of

gentlemen who visit this city, and are
rarely taken into an estimate of the value of its buildings. Since I have become ac
quainted with this fact, I have doubted the correctness of the opinion expressed in
the text.
1 1811.

X Ten years having elapsed since this account was written, a list of the places of
public worship, in the city of New- York, taken from the Christian Herald for
March 1821 is subjoined Pub.
"
The whole number of places of public religious worship in the
city and County
of New- York, is 71
as follows, viz:
Episcopal, 15 ; Dutch Reformed, 9 ; Associate
5
2
not
Reformed, ; Presbyterian, 8, (and
yet united to the Presbytery of NewYork;) Methodist, 9; Baptist, 7 ; Friends, (or Quakers) 3 ; Independents, 3 ; Con
1
Unitas
gregational, (or Unitarian) ;
Fratrum, (or Moravian) 1 ; German Luther
an, 1 ; Universalist, 1 ; Roman Catholic, 2 ; Mariners, 1 ; Mission House, 1 ; New
Jerusalem, 1 ; Jews Synagogue, 1. To these it may be added, that the State Pris
on, Penitentiary, Alms-house, Bridewell, and Debtor's Prison, are all furnished
with chapels, in which the gospel is
regularly and faithfully preached.
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The other public buildings are a City Hall; the Jail; the
State Prison; the Bridewell; the Alms-house; new Alms-house ;
the Hospital ; the College ; the Free School-house ; an Orphan
Asylum ; the public Library ; the Custom-House ; the United

States Arsenal

; the State

Arsenal ; two Theatres ; the Banks ;

the

City Hotel ; the Tontine Coffee-House ; and the Halls, oc
cupied by the Washington, Mechanics, and Tammany Societies.
Among the churches, St. John's in Hudson's Square is one of
the

and in the interiour

richest,

one

of the most beautiful.

Its,

exteriour would strike the eye with much more pleasure, had
not the steeple been so disproportioned in its height.
The stee

ple

of St. Paul's is

probably

not excelled

but the church is massive and

heavy.

many in the Union;
The front of the new

by

Presbyterian Church in Wall-street is handsome.
The City-hall, although not the most perfect-piece of architec
ture, is the most superb building in the United States.* This
elegant structure was begun in 1803, by order of the Corpora
tion; and finished at the sole charge of the city in 3 812, under
the direction of Mr. John Mc Comb, architect, at an expense of
#520,000.
The building extends from East to West two hundred and six
teen feet by one hundred and five.
The South, East, and West,
fronts are faced with white marble, brought from Berkshire Coun
ty in Massachusetts ; enriched with two regular orders of archi
tecture, the Ionic and Corinthian, raised on a rustic basement of
brown free-stone, nine feet in height. A neat stone balustrade
The
surrounds the building, and hides a great part of the roof.
centre has an attic story, on which the arms of the City, with ap
propriate emblems, are intended to be placed ; behind which
stands a handsome cupola, surmounted by the figure of Justice.
Of these
are

residing
sors

worship, it is believed that five only are vacant. There
independent or associate charges ; and between 8 and 12
city without parochial charges, most of whom are engaged as Profes

places

of public

63 ministers who have
in the

in Columbia

Methodist
*The

edge.

College, or
preachers."

Pennsylvania

as

Teachers.

Bank is the most

This number does not include the local

perfect

American edifice within my knowl
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The basement floor contains the
modations for the

offices

besides

;

a

City watch;

police office,

the Marine

and

large

accom

Court, and four other

and conveniences for the house

larder, kitchen,

keeper.
The

by

a

entrance to the

principal

walk, which extends

terrace

is in breadth about

forty

building is on the South front
length of the building, and

the

This is raised three feet above

feet.

From the walk

the level of the Park.

a

flight

of eleven steps

as

Ionic colonade : and from this you pass into a large ves
adjoining a corridor, that runs lengthwise of the building,

cends to

tibule,

an

and communicates with the different apartments, and stair-cases.
This floor contains the Mayor's office, and all the offices that

City and County; together with a Grand Jury
Library, and apartments for the house-keeper. In
the centre of the building, facing the entrance, is a large circular
stone stair-case, with a double flight of steps, upheld, without any
to the

belong

room,

Law

a

apparent support,

the

on

wall,

which surrounds the stairs.

On

the level of the second floor stand ten marble columns of the Co
rinthian order, with a circular gallery around them. The col
fluted ; and the entablature fully enriched ; the whole

umns are

covered

by

a

hemispherical ceiling,

enriched with sunk

ments, filled with patera, and lighted by
whole of which

produces

a

a

compart

large sky-light ;

the

fine effect.

The second floor contains four

large Court rooms ; two jurygallery for paintings ; and a Common Coun
The gallery is furnished with the portraits of Govcil chamber.
ernours Lewis and Tompkins, with those of all the
Mayors of the
City, since the Revolution. The Common Council chamber is
finished in a superb style.
It contains the full length portraits of
General Washington, General Hamilton, Governour Jay, and
Governour Clinton.
The carvings in stone and wood are well
rooms

; two

offices ;

a

executed.
The

Hospital

and the State.
ernours

; who

whose services

is

an

establishment honourable both to the

It is under the
meet
are

on

the first

gratuitous.

City,

management of twenty-six gov-

Tuesday

of every

month,

and
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for admission must

Applicants

bring

453
a

recommendation from

a

governour, physician, or surgeon, of the hospital ; or, if citizens
of the State, and not residents in the City, from a Justice of the
Overseers in the town, or city, where
visiting committee, consisting of three governours,
determines concerning the continuance of the patients in the
Hospital ; and has the general care of the Institution.

peace, and

they

one or more

reside.

A

The Officers

are

six

Secretary;

a'

President, Vice-President, Treasurer, and

Physicians;

who is also the Steward ;

a

four

Surgeons; a Superintendent,
Physician, who is also the Li
Apothecary, and a Clerk.

house

brarian ; a house Surgeon, an
An Asylum for lunatics is annexed to this Institution.
A

Ward, also,

is

appropriated

for the

reception

of

lying-in

women.

Sipce the year
New- York

are

1

799, sick and disabled

received into the

Hospital,

seamen

and

at the

enjoy

port of

all its advan

From the year 1804, the Collector of the port has refu
sed to pay for more than seventy-five seaman at a time.
From
motives of humanity, and a general regard to this useful class of

tages.

men, the Governours have, nevertheless, during five years, be
ginning with 1 806, admitted eight hundred and forty-three sea
men beyond the number paid for by the Collector, or, in other
words, by the National Government ; and have thus incurred an

expense of $9,500 : a fact, honourable to the Governours of the
Hospital, but far otherwise to those of the Nation.
The whole number of patients, admitted into this
1792 to 1810

cured ; 886
458

inclusive,

was

13,863.

relieved ; 646

dismissed,

as

Institution, from

Of these, 9,227 have been
at the request of friends ;

discharged
disorderly; 187 sent

to the

Alms-house;

517

eloped; and 1,676 have died. When it is remembered, that but
few apply, until their diseases are far advanced ; and that many
are brought in a hopeless condition ; this account will, it is believ
ed, be thought very favourable to the character of the Institu
tion.
From the year 1797 to 1810 inclusive, the number of patients
13,035. Of these 77 were natives of Asia; 134 of Africa;

was

Vol. -III.

58
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6,036 of Europe

; and

6,788 of America. Of the Europeans, 1,129

Englishmen; 427 Scotchmen; 3,164
native place was unknown.

were

Irishmen.

The number of lunatics admitted into the
was

362; of whom

150

were

asylum

Often the

in five years,

cured.

The
The Library, belonging to this Institution, is valuable.
ground, on which it is established, is elevated, pleasant, airy, and
healthy. The principal building is of greystone,in the simplest Do
ric style ; one hundred and twenty-four feet in length, fifty in breadth
at the centre, and eighty-six at the wings ; and is of three stories,
The latter contains the kitchens, laundry,
and a basement.
bathing room, &c. together with two wards, destined for the tem
to re
porary accommodations of patients, whom it is necessary
move

from intercourse with others.

The stories contain all the

rooms, necessary to accommodate such an

employed

in the

management

of its affairs ;

Institution, and those

together

with sixteen

wards, for the reception of about three hundred patients.
its conveniences

are

an

excellent

garden,

fruit trees,

Among
walks, a

large ice-house, bathing-house, and stables.
The Asylum is also of stone ; ninety feet in length, forty feet
This building is
wide in the centre, and sixty-five in the wings.
well constructed for the comfort, and safety, of the patients, and
those employed in the management ; is well warmed ; and is
made perfectly secure from fire.
In Greenwich-street, about two miles from the Southern point
of the city, stands the State Prison. This structure is of free stone
and of the Doric order; two hundred and four feet in length, with
wings, and buildings connected with them ; and two hundred feet in
depth. It contains fifty-four rooms for prisoners, twelve feet by
eighteen; a large room for public worship; and apartments for the
use of the keeper; beside fourteen solitary cells, six feet
by eight;
and fourteen in height.
The stories are fifteen feet in height. In
the rear of the building is a manufactory, containing workshops
for the prisoners, two hundred feet in length, and twenty in
The whole ground, connected with
breadth, of two stories.
these buildings, consisting of four acres, is inclosed by a wall of
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work, fourteen feet high,

mason

twenty-three towards the
erection, was $208,846.

river.

on

Greenwich-street,

The expense of

purchase,

Murder and Treason are now the
only crimes, which are made
capital by the laws of this State. Felonies, of all other descrip
tions, together with most other subordinate offences, are punished
by confinement in this prison : felonies, by imprisonment for life.
The Government of the State prison is committed to seven In
spectors ; who appoint their own clerk, and an indefinite number
of keepers. The convicts are dressed in uniform, and are com
fortably fed and clothed ; and the sexes are kept separate. They
are
employed in various kinds of mechanical and manufacturing
business.
The Inspectors perform their services gratuitously.
The building, commonly known by the name of the Bridewell,
is occupied in its middle apartments by the keeper and his fami
ly. The East wing, or end, is called the Bridewell ; and the
West end, the City Prison.
The latter is divided into ten small
rooms, two large ones, and a common hall; and is appropria

ted to those, who are committed, to await their trial ; or who
have been tried and sentenced to imprisonment, without labour.
The two

large

do the menial

rooms are

the abodes of

duties, required by

vagrants, chiefly

the whole' establishment.

;

who

The

in the

city prison, mix promiscuously in the day time,
respective rooms at sun set. The for
mer
(the Bridewell) is divided into four large rooms ; (two on a
floor ; and is the receptacle of all, who are confined by sentence
prisoners

but

are

ordered to their

to hard labour.

The

crimes, for

which Bridewell furnishes the

punishment, are various sorts of misdemeanors ; such as libel, as
sault and battery, keeping disorderly houses, obtaining goods
by
false pretences, &c. &c. &c. and all felonies, less than grand lar
ceny ; which is the title of the theft, when the goods stolen ex
ceed $12 50 cents, in value.
The term of imprisonment in
Bridewell for any

one offence is not to exceed three
Im
years.
may, at the discretion of the Court, be substituted in
all cases, in which they are authorized to inflict corporal chas

prisonment

tisement for that

punishment.
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whipping post -was erected a few years since in the Brideyard ; but the infliction of the punishment was found to be
so
revolting to the feelings of the Community, that the post has
been removed.
The employment of the prisoners in Bridewell
is the picking of oakum. The tasks are given out to the rooms
before sun-rise ; and the punishment for idleness, or refractori
The food consists of
ness, is diminishing the allowance of food.
A

Well

and mush and

beef, potatoes, soup, bread,
tributed in the

rooms

molasses, which is dis

of both sections of the

building,

in

quanti

ties, deemed sufficient for all. The whites are divided from the
blacks, who usually constitute a moiety ; and the males from the
females, the latter being numerically proportioned to the former
in a ratio not less than three to two.
Those, who labour in Bride
The Corporation
confined to their respective rooms.
City may, however, direct the convicts to be employed on
the public works.
They are frequently seen chained to wheel
barrows, and occupied in repairing the public roads between
New- York and Haerlem.
The vagrants, mentioned as perform
ing the menial offices are usually street-beggars, and idle persons
who cannot give a' good account of themselves.
The average
number of prisoners is about one hundred and fifty.
The expen
ses of the
prison are defrayed at the Alms-house, as hereafter

well,

are

of the

mentioned.
The

*

accompanying printed report of the superintendant of the
give a general idea of the character of that Institu-

Alms-house will
*

The substance of the

Paupers admitted into
1813, amounted to

report mentioned in the
the

house,

text is the

following.
April 1812, to the

from the 1st of

Discharged,
Died,
Total discharged and died,
Remaining in the house April 1st, 1813,
sex

and

places of birth

1,316
233

1,549
1,265

-

are as

follows,

Men,

--.--.....

252

Women

.--.......

468

Boys,
Girls,

299
246

Total,

April

2,814

-----...

Their

1st of

1,265
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in its

period
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from the 1st of

April, 1812, to the
succeeding year corres

The report for the

1813.

general aspect

with the

one

enclosed.

The dona

tions to the out-door poor, as by the last mentioned report amount
ed to $34,133 85 : the whole expense for the same year, to about

$92,000:

the

charges

for the Bridewell and

City Asylum

in

cluded.
The old Alms-house
One

or

can

Commissioners'
Of these there

Superintendant,
were

born in the

State of

United

accommodate about 1,200 persons.are
usually associated with the

discreet persons

more

and

by

their

appointment

city of New- York
do.

-

to

624

-

78

-

129

States,

82

England,
Scotland,
Ireland,
Germany,
France,
Africa,
West-Indies,
-

37
246

--

.........

43

----------

9

..........

9

.........

8

Total,
Number of

are

prisoners

and

1,265
vagrants in the City prison and Bridewell, April 1st,

1813.
62

Men,

Women,

66

-

128

Total,
Number of Maniacs in the city Asylum paid for by
Alms-house, April 1st, 1813.
Men,
Women,

the

Superintendant
23

-

22
45

Total,
Number of families of out-door poor, to whom donations

April 1st, 1812,

to

were

distributed from

1,973

April 1st, 1813,

Number of persons of which
Amount of donations to these

8,253
they consisted,
families,
$11,711 35
Cash paid for the support of Indians, and to sundry towns for the
297 89
support of paupers belonging to the city of New- York,
604 62
Cash paid for transporting paupers,
...

-

-

-

-

....

Total,

of the

------

12,613

86
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examine into the character, and condition of the applicants.
Those, who can get along with some aid short of an entire sub

sistence, are left at home, and called out-door poor. Those, who
have very little or no reliance, but on the public bounty, are
transferred to the buildings ; where the men, who can labour, are

business, as they may be acquainted
gardening, sawing wood, and picking oakum ; and
ihe women in spinning, sewing, knitting, washing, &c.
A Physician, at a salary of $ 800, attends the Alms-house and

employed

with,

in such handicraft

and in

Bridewell ; and has for his assistants two medical students, who
Alms-house, and have their board at the Superintend-

visit in the

ants table ;

There

as a

are

compensation.

from

one

hundred and

fifty

to two hundred infants at

Alms-house, coming under the de.
scriptions of pauper children, natural born, and foundlings.
nurse, at the expence of the

charge of these two establishments is devolved on
Superintendant of the Alms-house, and five Commissioners
appointed by the Corporation. These officers also form the me
dium, through which the expenses of the City (or Lunatic) Asy
lum are defrayed.
The Commissioners have, also, the power of binding out to
trades all poor children ; and exercise from time to time
judicial
authority in cancelling indentures of apprenticeship.
The new buildings constructing on the bank of the East River,
three miles from the City, and now nearly completed, will super
sede the use of those, which are at present
occupied. The en
tire cost of the pile, it is estimated, will exceed
$400,000. More
than $ 300,000 having been
already expended.
On an area, measuring four hundred and
sixty-five feet by four
hundred and fifty-five, enclosed on three sides,
by a wall, eleven
feet high, and opening on the fourth side to East
River, are erect
ed, first, the Alms-house, of stone, fronting the river, three hun
dred and twenty feet long,
by fifty-seven feet deep ; with two wings,
each one hundred and fifty feet
deep. 2ndly. Two Hospitals of
brick2 one in the rear of each wing, and on the same line, seventyfive feet long. 3rdly. In the rear of the centre of the Alms-house,
The whole

the
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and between the

Hospitals, a workshop of brick, two hundred feet
4thly. In the rear of the workshop, a Penitentiary of
stone, one hundred and fifty feet long. Twenty-five hundred
persons, it is presumed, might find accommodations in the new
Alms-house : two hundred have already been transferred thither.
I have been the more minute in this detail, because it is the only
Institution of a similar nature, which is particularly described in
With the system, pursued in Boston, I am unac
these letters.
quainted. In the smaller towns, which I have mentioned, such in
stitutions exist on so limited a scale, that they can hardly be ex
pected to engage your attention.
in

length.

The

new

Alms-house, mentioned above

is formed upon

a

scale,

magnificence. Of European Institutions of
the same nature, I am ignorant. But there is no eleemosynary estab
lishment in the American Union, equally splendid. Indeed both the
Corporation, and the inhabitants, of New-York discover a high de
gree of good sense, and a very expansive liberality, in the measures
which they pursue for the improvement of their City in every
thing, whether useful or ornamental. Probably they proceed a6
fast in this honourable career, as their circumstances will permit.
There is in this City, a great number of Societies, formed pro
fessedly for benevolent purposes. Among these is the Tammany
Society, or Columbian Order; professedly' established to afford
Its principal business is however,
relief to persons in distress.
believed to be that of influencing elections.
The Washington Benevolent Society, though really employed
in many benevolent purposes, is substantially a political associ
which

approaches

to

ation.

Society was formed for the relief of poor debtors ;
principally by supplying them with food and fuel.
The German Society was established for the purpose of aiding
St. Andrew's,
poor German emigrants, and others in distress.
St. George's, and St. Patrick's, Societies are professedly benevo
lent also. They are believed to be occasionally very good friends
to the market ; and to carry on their hostilities against no beings,
which have not already been slain.
The humane
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The New-England Society is probably employed in much the
same manner.

All these associations

countries,

or

The Marine
the

are

formed of natives of their

respective

their descendants.

knowledge

Society

was

of nautical

formed for the purpose of increasing
and operations ; and of reliev

objects,

vessels, their wives, and orphans.
Society was formed for the purpose of relieving
their own suffering members, their widows, and orphans.
For the same purposes were established the Mutual Benefit,
Benevolent, and Albion, Benevolent Societies.
The Ladies Society for the relief of poor widows with small
children was formed in 1797 ; and has pursued its design on wise
principles with much activity, and with great effect. In their ef
forts they combine the diffusion of well directed charity with an
energetic encouragement of industry, and morals.
The Dispensary is an excellent institution, intended to provide
Telief for such indigent sick persons in their own dwellings as are
unable to procure it for themselves, and are yet not proper objects
for admittance into the Alms-house, or the Hospital.
Probably
no institution has done more
good, with means of the same

ing

distressed masters of

The Provident

extent.

The

Society

of Mechanics and Tradesmen

is, also,

a

charitable

institution for the benefit of its members.
On Staten Island there is

the Health officer of this

a

Marine

The

city.

Hospital, under
buildings were

the

care

erected

the State ; and the whole institution is under its controul.
reported to be under good regulations.

The Sailor's

Snug

well deserves to be

Captain

asylum for

estate to

a

benevolent

out sailors.

put

institution,

It is

which

mentioned.

by

In the year 1801,
devise, the principal

trustees, for the purpose of establishing

the maintenance and

devise is to be

judge

particularly

Robert Richard Randall gave,

part of his
worn

Harbour is

The estate
into

of

by

an

support of aged, decrepid, and

was

operation,

valued at

$50,000 ;

and the

whenever the trustees shall

the interest sufficient for the maintenance of
fifty sailors.
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The Trustees

are

the

Mayor

46 !

and Recorder of the

President of the Chamber of Commerce, the

President,

City,

the

and Vice-

President, of the Marine Society, and the Senior Ministers of the
Presbyterian and Episcopal Societies for the time being. They
are
incorporated ; and the design is in a fair way to be carried in
to prosperous execution.

A Society was formed some years since for the purpose of dif
fusing extensively the Vaccine Inoculation. After the business
was
completely established, and the prejudices against it were
overcome, it w placed under the care of the City Dispensary.
At the head of the Literary institutions in New-York is Colum
bia College.
The building, in which it is established, stands on a
tract, given to it originally by the Rector of the Episcopal con
gregation in this city, and the inhabitants in communion with the
church of England ; or what is now called the Corporation of
Trinity Church : the richest Ecclesiastical body, it is believed, in
The ground, on which the College is built,
the United States.
is bounded upon Church, Barclay, and Murray, streets.
The
building itself presents to the eye nothing, which is either beauti
ful or magnificent.
The original style of the Trustees was
The Governours of
the College of the Province of New- York in the City of NewYork in America."
Its name was Kings College.
Originally it
was intended to furnish only the education,
generally given in
"

seminaries of this class.
been annexed to

Since 1783,

a

medical institution has

first, was under the direction of five
Professors: one of Anatomy, and Surgery; one of Midwifery,
and Clinical Medicipe ; one of Botany, and Materia Medica ; one
of the

Theory

it, which,

at

and Practice of Physic

; and

one

of

Chemistry.

In the year 1807, the Regents of the University of New-York,
to whom, exclusively, is committed the superintendence of Learn

ing

and Science in this

seminaries
cians and

charter for this purpose
Vol. III.

and the power of instituting such
proper, established a College of Physi
the City of New- York ; and granted a

State,

they think
Surgeons in

as

on

the 12th of March.
59
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A third

institution, of the

same

City,
gentlemen, voluntarily associated.
been lately united.

The two former of these have

of the Trustees of the College of Physicians
placed by legislative authority a botanic garden,
interiour of the island, called the Elgin Botanic Garden.

Under the
and

general nature, has been also
by a collection of Medical

if I mistake not,

formed in this

care

is

Surgeons

in the

This establishment
fessor of

Botany,

owes

its existence to Dr. David

and Materia

Hosack, Pro
Medica, in the College. It was be

In 1806 it contained about 2,000 plants; partly
gun in 1801.
native, and partly exotic. In 1810, the Legislature passed an

purchased for the
appraisement; and it was accordingly. purchased for
$74,268 75, exclusive of plants, trees, shrubs, &c. estimated at
$12,000 more.
The Academical Faculty, or, as it is here styled, the Faculty

act, directing, that the establishment should be
State at

an

of the

Arts,

sors :

one

consists of

a

President,

Provost, and four Profes

a

Philosophy, one of Classical Literature, one
and Natural Philosophy, and one of Logic, Rhet

of Moral

of Mathematics

oric and Belles-Lettres.

Of the number of Students in this

Seminary

I

ignorant.

am

A

tolerable estimate may however be formed by recurring to the
Catalogue of Graduates. The four classes, who received the

degree

of A. B. in 1811, 1812, 1813, 1814, amounted to 74.
respective lodgings in the city.

All

the students live at their

The whole number of
B. in this

College

years the

course

ary

those,

who have taken the

to the year 1776

of education

was

inclusive,

was

interrupted by

degree

110.

of A.

For ten

the Revolution

War, and

its consequences.
From the year 1786, when its
commenced again under the name of Columbia Col

operations
lege, to the

year 1814

inclusive,

the whole number

was

502. To

tal 612.
There

are no

Columbia

Tutors in this Seminary.

College

is well endowed.

Of the Schools it is
account.

impossible

for

me

to

give

No system of school education has

any satisfactory
been adopted

ever
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any thing, which resembles
system ; ex
several charity schools, belonging to the Epis

nor

a

and

Presbyterian, congregations ; and a school on
plan, under the patronage, as I believe, of the
City-Corporation, and containing, at different times, from five to
seven hundred scholars.
In other cases, schools are generally
established in this manner.
An individual, sometimes a liberally
educated student, having obtained the proper recommendations,
the Lancasterian

offers himself to
he is

some

of the

inhabitants,

as

a

school-master.

If

and procures a competent number of subscribers,
room, and commences the business of instruction.

approved,

he hires

a

Sometimes he meets with little, and sometimes with much en
couragement. 1 am acquainted with no spot in the United States,

reputation, will find his business more
perhaps at Charleston, South-Carolina.
There is in this city a Society, entitled an Academy of Arts.
With the state of its operations I am unacquainted, except that it
has purchased, and has in its possession, imitations of several fine
specimens of ancient sculpture, and some other rarities of a simi
where

a

school-master of

profitable,

unless

lar nature.

There is here also

an Historical
Society ; the peculiar object of
obtain, preserve, and publish, whatever may throw
light upon the history of this State.
This Society was formed December 10th, 1804, and incorpo
rated February 10th, 1809.
They have already published two
volumes of Collections, which have been deservedly well re
ceived.
Some years since, a Society was established in this city
The
under the title of the Literary and Philosophical Society.

which is

to

design, and extent, of its future proceedings have been announced
public in a very able and interesting introductory discourse
by the Hon. De Witt Clinton, the President.
There is, also, a Library Society in this city, whose legal style
is
The Trustees of the New- York Society's Library," The
Library consists of more than ten thousand volumes, and is con
tinually increasing.
to the

"
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There is another institution in this

in the

highest degree
originated. Its style
It was organized March
is
The Orphan Asylum Society."
The building,
1806; and was incorporated April 7th 1807.
which was erected in 1807, is olf brick, fifty feet square ; and is
capable of containing two hundred children.
The plan pursued is to bind the girls as servants, from the
time they can read and write, until they are eighteen ; and the
boys until they are fifteen ; at which time they are bound as ap
prentices to mechanics.
In addition to the ground purchased for the building, they have
secured a tract for gardens.
The orphans are under the immediate care of a superintend
ant and his wife.
Peculiar attention is paid to the religious edu
cation of these helpless beings ; and this is every where mention
ed as a primary end of the institution.
The heavy expense, incurred by purchasing a building, the
support of the orphans, and the salary of the superintendant, has
been all defrayed, to April 1814, by charitable contributions, and
donations ; except that the State has given them $500 annually,
With this aid,
to be paid out of the duties on sales at auction.
they have not only supported their charge, but advanced far to
wards cancelling their debts.
All this has been done also, while
the inhabitants have been embarrassed in their business by the
restrictive system, and by the war which followed it ; while the
expense of subsisting themselves and their families was exceed
ingly enhanced ; the calls for charity increased from every other
quarter; and their own income either greatly diminished, or an
honourable to the

ladies, by whom it

city,

was

"

nihilated.

There

not far from

hundred

children, all of them father
instructed, in this Asylum.
The most perfect harmony appears to prevail in the society ;
and to April, 1814, with which my accounts close, the board of
direction had been uniformly re-elected.
May the Lord God be

less and

with

are

an

motherless, maintained,

them,

and

and make their way prosperous !
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probably exceed,

in number

those of any other
city in the United States, except
I have no list of their kinds, nor
any estimate of

quantity,
Philadelphia.
their amount.

They consist, however, of all, or nearly all, the
articles, usually made in commercial cities.
The principal markets in New- York are
Fly market, extend
ing from Pearl-street to the East river ; and Bear market, in Wash
various

ington-street
in other

on

the Hudson.

There

are

six

or

seven

smaller

parts of the city.

They are all under the controul
of the Mayor, and are very well regulated. The supplies are
abundant of flesh and fish, of fruits and vegetables. Great quan
tities of the fine beef of New-England are sold here.
The mut
ones

ton is inferiour to that of ike countries further North.

in the United States is furnished

The best

by Vermont, New-Hampshire,
and the District of Maine.
The poultry and fish are excellent,
and the vegetables very abundant.
The fruit is of a fine quality,
and plentifully supplied.
In ordinary seasons West-Indian fruits
abound scarcely less than those of the country.
In truth, all the
demands of the most fastidious palate may here be easily satisfied.
The advantages of a Commercial nature possessed by NewYork, are unrivalled on this side of the Atlantic. Eastward, the
Sound opens to it 200 miles of the New-England shore, and 140
of that of Long-Island. Northward, the Hudson yields it a navi
gation of 1 70 miles. The Mohawk, with an interruption of fifteen
miles land carriage, extends a water conveyance to Lake Onta
rio, and to the Cayuga and Seneca lakes. With New-Jersey an
advantageous intercourse is carried on partly by the Hudson, and
partly by Hackensac, Passaick, and Raritan rivers.
The Harbour is formed by the East river, and the Hudson ;
and is capable of containing the greatest number of ships, which
will ever be assembled in one place, with sufficient depth of wa
ter, and good anchorage. In the year 1780, and in a few other
instances since the settlement of the Colony, these waters were
frozen ; but in all ordinary winters are open. The ice, however,
floats in severe weather, in such a degree, as to be inconvenient.
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The Commercial Institutions, established in this
pond in their magnitude with the extent of its trade.
There

are

Banks

eight

:

city,

corres

*

Capital.
1

Bank of New- York,

2 Manhattan

Bank,
Bank,
Mechanics Bank,
Union Bank,
Bank of America,
City Bank,

5

6
7

2,000,000

....

3 Merchants
4

$950,000

-

-

-

-

1,250,0002,000,000
1 ,800,000

-

-

....

....

-

.

-

4,000,000

-

2,000,000

8 New- York

There
1

are

United,

3

5

6

7
8

-

-

-

Mutual,
Washington Mutual,
Ocean,
New-York Fire,
Eagle Fire,
Globe,
-

500,000

-

500,000
500,000

-

-

-

-

There is in this

500,000
500,000

-

-

2 New- York,

4

1,200,000

Manufacturing Company,
e"ight Insurance Companies :

500,000

-

-

500,000

-

-

Chamber of

1

,000,000

was form
Commerce,
This association is
ed April 5th, 1768, and incorporated 1770.
enabled to hold property to the amount of 3,000 pounds sterling
per annum. This body regulates merchant's commissions, ad
justs mercantile disputes among the members, regulates the
amount of damages, on the non-payment of exchange, &c. &c.
There are between three and four hundred vessels, estimated
on an average, at forty tons each, employed
continually on Hud
son's river throughout the mild season. The quantity of proper
ty, floating on this stream, exceeds, beyond comparison, that

which

moves

on

city

a

which

any other river in the Eastern section of the

United States.
*

Since this

was

written,

the Franklin

of the U. S. Bank have been established.

Bank, the North River Bank,
Pub.

and

a

branch
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great

extent has

already

the market town for the whole American coast, from St.
to Cape Cod.

become,

Mary's
The

part

Foreign

of the

commerce

versally acknowledged
I do not

of this

city is carried on
ships can find access ;

to which its

world,
intend,

with every
and is uni

to be fair and honourable.

that there

not

are

here,

as

well

as

elsewhere,

fraudulent men, base commercial transactions, and dishonest

general scheme of commerce,
actually pursued by a great part of the mer
chants, is fair and upright ; that their customers have ordinarily
no reason to complain, and much reason to be satisfied ; and that
I mean, that the

bankruptcies.
adopted here,

and

country merchants, from every part of the Union,
confidence, that they shall be safe.

the

to

come

New-York with full
The
the

following

tables will exhibit the extent and

Abstract of

exports from

the State of NewYork

years ; almost all of them from the
-

1802

1803

-

-

-

1804

19,851,136

1806

13,792,276
10,818,387

1807

1810

23,482,943

-

duties, collected
period.

Abstract of the

ing

the

same

1801

-

'

1802
1803
1804

1805

Abstract of

-

-

-

-

in the

Years.

Duties.

Years.

during

ten

Dollars.

21,762,845

-

26,357,963

-

5,606,058
12,581,562

1808

16,081,281 1809

-

1806

of

city.

Years.

Dollars.

Years.

1801

importance

of this State.

commerce

-

17,242,330

-

City

of New-York dur-

Duties.

$4,978,490
3,522,589

1806

$7,293,466

1807

4,074,645

1808

7,613,700
3,605,372

5,162,231 1809
6,944,455 1810

duties, collected

3,773,855

5,232,707

in the rest of this State ; viz. at

Sag-Harbour, City of Hudson, Lake Champlain, Genessee,
Sacket's Harbour, Oswego, Niagara, and Buffaloe Creek.
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Duties. Years.

Duties.

$5,744

1806

1802

7,708

1807

7,292

1803

6,931

1808

6,312

13,723

1804

10,473 1809

11,805

1805

13,562 1810

15,911
I am,

Sir,

yours, &c.
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Origin

of the inhabitants of New- York Their

industryRapid increase of the
cityEconomy of the citizensTheir hospitality Respect for ReligionIntelli
Police Receipts and
gence Language Amusements Religious character
expenditures of the treasury Water Ferry-boats Appearance of the city and
the adjacent country Distinguished men.

Dear Sir,
The inhabitants of this

city are composed of the following class
arranged according to their supposed numbers.
1. Immigrants from New-England.
2. The original inhabitants, partly Dutch, partly English.
3. Immigrants from other parts of this State ; a considerable
proportion of them from Long- Island.
4. Immigrants from Ireland.
5. Immigrants from New-Jersey.
6. Immigrants from Scotland.
7. Immigrants from Germany.
8. Immigrants from England.
9. Immigrants from France.
10. Immigrants from Holland.
es,

11. Jews.

To these

are

to be added

a

few

Swedes, Danes, Italians,

tuguese, Spaniards, and West-Indians.
The children, born of immigrants, are

Among
must be

so

since the various
their

numerous.

many sorts of persons, you will

difficult, if not impossible,

to

Por

find

easily believe,

a common

immigrants themselves, and
children, will retain the features, derived

to

it

character

some

from their

:

extent

origin

and their education.

In

an

account of the character of the citizens of New- York,

these varieties
avoid

to be carried

Vol. III.

are

of

course

to be included ; and

wherever,

to

repetition, they are not specified, are still
along in your own mind, as being always intended.

prolixity

and

60
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The first trait, which I shall take notice of in the character of
This characteristic spreads
citizens, is their industry.

these

through

all

classes, and is every

the streets ; the

hurry

at the

where visible.

The bustle in

of the carts ; the noise and
three sides encircle the city ; the

perpetual activity

docks,

which

on

ship-yards; the contin
buildings, rising in almost
every part of it ; and the multitude of workmen employed upon
the busy hum of populous
them ; form as lively a specimen of
cities," as can be imagined. A fine variety is added to this dis
play of energy by the vast number of vessels and boats, continu
ally plying in the bay, and the rivers. Almost all the marketable
articles of New- York are brought to it by water ; and nearly the
whole of its imports are conveyed into the different parts of the
The coasting vessels- of the
country in the same manner.
Hudson, New-England, and New-Jersey, appear to the eye
to be numberless.
So long ago as 1793, six hundred and eigh
ty-three vessels entered this port from abroad : and one thou
sand three hundred and eighty-one, coastwise ; in 1 794, sev
en hundred and
ninety-one foreign, and one thousand five hun
dred and twenty-three coasting, vessels; in 1795, nine hundred
and forty-one foreign.
Independently of the restrictions upon
commerce, adopted by the National government, the number
of both has been continually increasing; and in all probability
will continue to increase through centuries to come.
Hardly any sight is more rare, or more beautiful, than the
Round of saws, axes, and

ually repeated

hammers,

views of the

at the

numerous

"

steam-boats,

which

move

on

the waters, connected with New-

York ; and which

began their first operation, deserving of any
notice, at this place.
Another object delightful to the lover of fine scenery, and to
the patriot also, is the rapid increase of the number, and beauty
of the buildings, both public and private.
The gayest landscape
is less cheerful than this interesting display of prosperous energy.
In the year 1784, the number of inhabitants was 18,400; in 1810,
more than five times the first number in
twenty-sis

96,000:*
*

By

an

tion of the

official return of the census of New-York, taken by order of the Corpora
city in 1819, the whole number of the inhabitants was 1 19,657. Pub.
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add, that the business, and build
still greater proportion.
In con

to
a

sequence of this fact, New- York almost every where
vivid appearance of an entirely new city.
Indeed, a
of wThat
ever

was

old has been

wears

the

great part
either pulled or burnt down; and, wher

this has been the case, has been rebuilt in

a

handsomer

man

ner.

The economy of the inhabitants is I think less remarkable, and
universal, than their industry. A magnificent and expensive

less

style

of

living

is

adopted by many

siderable number of instances has

of the citizens ; which in a con
plainly outrun the convenience,

property, of those, by whom it has been prac
by far the greater number are economical, and con
tinually increasing their property. Where wealth is accumula
ted so rapidly, as for a considerable period it was in New- York,
it is rather to be considered as extraordinary that so much frugal
ity should prevail, and so many temptations to luxury be resist
ed, than that the actual expensiveness of living should have grown
up in so flattering circumstances.
The furniture, and carriages, of many of the inhabitants are
rich, and beautiful. A great number of good horses are continu
ally seen here, bred chiefly on Long-Island, in New-Jersey, and
Until lately,
in the Counties of Dutchess, and West-Chester.
almost all the coaches were private property.
Hackney coaches
are now employed in considerable numbers ; and riding is a fa
and sometimes the
tised.

Still

vourite amusement of the citizens.
New-York is
habitants

here with

distinguished
imperfectly merited
a

luxury,

for its

hospitality.

this character.

which must, I think,

Its

Tables

satisfy

original in
are
spread

the demands of

any epicure.
A great part of the citizens merit the character of sobriety;
and the number is not small of those, who on the best grounds are

Many of the churches are regularly
tolerably pleasant ; and the number
filled,
of those, who frequent them, has been increasing for a series of
and treated with great
years. The Clergy are highly esteemed,
believed to be

religious.

when the weather is
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respect.

coming
even

Every thing of a religious nature is regarded with be
by a great proportion of the citizens; and few,
the licentious, think it proper to behave disrespectfully
is at
persons, or things, to which a religious character
The sale of religious books is probably the most profit

reverence

of

towards

tached.

able branch of business to booksellers.

These, however,

are

to

conveyed into the country, not only in this state,
but in New- Jersey also, and particularly in New-England.
In every large city there will always be found'a considerable
number of persons, who possess superiour talents and informa
tion ; and who, if not natives, are drawn to it by the peculiar en
a

vast extent

which it holds out to their exertions.

couragement,

of effort is here

honoured,

and

more

splendid,

rewarded,

and the talents

The field

are more

than in smaller towns.

needed,

New- York has

sustaining this character; men, really posses
sing superiour minds, and deserving high esteem. Together with
these, there is not a small number, here as elsewhere, who arro

its share of persons,

gate this character

to

themselves, and

some

of whom occasional

and lose it ; men, accounted great through the favour
able influence of some accident, the attachment of some religious

ly acquire

or political party during a fortunate breeze of popularity, or the
lucky prevalence of some incidental sympathy, or the ardent pur
suit of some favourite public object, in which they have happen
ed to act with success.
These meteors, though some of them
shine for a period with considerable lustre, soon pass over the

horizon; and

are seen no more.

The citizens at
in the

manner

with the

large

to their intelligence,
place they have come
disadvantages, of education, found in

are

distinguished,

alluded to above.
and

advantages,

their several native countries.

read,

converse, and

not

small number

a

investigate.
are

as

To this

Some of them

Others

are

scarcely

unable to read at all.

well

informed,

do either and

Most of these are,

however, Europeans.
The language, spoken in this city, is very various.
When
passing through the streets, you will hear English, French, Dutch,
and German, and all the \;arious brogues, spoken by the numei-
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nations, mentioned above, when imperfectly acquainted,

ous

most of them are, with the

English descent, speak

the

English tongue. Those, who are
language with as much propriety,

as

of
as

The well-educated de
any other inhabitants of the Union.
scendants of the Dutch
speak it substantially in the same man
ner.

The
than

attachment to

general

in

Boston

possession

:

commerce

of the minds of its inhabitants.

York, however, has,
this

learning is less vigorous in this city
having originally taken a more entire

for

some

respect; and is still changing.

zens

their

give

Columbia

sons a

College

The character of New-

time been
A

liberal education

have become

materially changing

in

great number of the citi
:

and the interests of the

object of the public re
gard. Still there is not a little of that frivolous education, which
I formerly mentioned, in fashion here, as well as in other
places.
Wealth also, in a much higher degree than good sense can justi
fy, is considered as conferring importance, and distinction, on its
owner.
This prepossession is a blast upon all improvement of
the mind : for it persuades every one in whom it exists, that such
improvement is insignificant, and useless.
more an

The amusements in New- York
and occupy
dinarily be
more

than

much

as

pleaded

can

are

the

same as

in other

cities;

and expense, as would or
the veriest votary of pleasure, and

time, attention,
for

by

be admitted

by religion,

or common sense.

The

atrical entertainments, assemblies, balls, concerts, &c. are exten
sively objects of attachment. Visiting watering places, riding,

sailing, shopping,
kill

time,

and

frequenting

various

spectacles,

intended to

and to enable the authors to live in idleness,

are

favor

Travelling, also, is a considerable object of atten
tion to the more intelligent part of the inhabitants, during the
mild season.
A number of the citizens are annually seen upon
the race grounds near Haerlem, and on Hempstead plain. Such
ite

pursuits.

of them,

as

arc,

or

wish to

be, sportsmen, hunt grouse, and deer,

and catch trout in its waters.

upon Long-Island,
lishment of steam-boats, excursions
to

New-Jersey,

amusements.

and into

Since the estab

by water up the Hudson, in
Ncw-EnglaniL. have become favourite
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There is
an

where the
a

place,

no

more

agreeable residence,

distance,

course

frequently

than

selected

New- York.

by foreigners

Indeed, there is

natives, of the several European countries
so

with their

own

the

satisfaction,
countrymen.

generally enjoy

as

none

can, at such

derived from inter

not a little gratified in being1
perhaps, never more prevalent
In proportion to its
in New-York than within a few years past.
size, it is not improbably a more religious city than any other in

In addition to this account, I

able toadd that real

religion

am

was,

the world.
The Police of New- York is in the hands of
cil ;

consisting

of the

Mayor, Recorder,

ten

a

Common Coum

Aldermen, and ten

as

Alderman, and one Assistant, being chosen by each
You will easily beof the ten wards, into which it is divided*
lieve, that the Police of every city must be efficacious, or not,
according to the personal character of those, with whom the pow

sistants;

one

is lodged.
Still it is true, that every Government becomes
insensibly energetic, or imbecile, by the progress of years ; and
by the influence of that series of events, numberless and name
less, which a considerable course of time regularly rolls on.
From this source New- York has derived not a little advantage ;
and still more, from the character of the gentlemen, who have
successively held the Mayoralty since the Revolution. The an
cient government of the city, while it was the metropolis of a
Province, was energetic, and exact; and the original inhabitants,
as well those, who returned after the Revolutionary war, as those,
who during its continuance resided here ; were so habituated to
such a government, that most of them, particularly men of exten
sive influence, were unwilling to see any other substituted in its
place. The first Mayor after the Revolution vigorously follow
ed the steps of his predecessors; and had sufficient weight of
His
character to make any resistance to his measures hopeless.
successors, generally influenced by similar views, and possessing

er

a

similar character, have had the wisdom to pursue the same
In this they have been firmly supported by the distin

course.

guished

citizens ; and with

so

much

uniformity,

that the system
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may
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now

speedy

considered

With these

advantages

the

police

to that of
any other

The order maintained
an

placed beyond

the

danger

of any

alteration.

suspect superior
with

as
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here, is

in

a

of New-York has become I

city

in the American Union.

sense

absolute.

entire controul ; and resistance to it is

Law reigns
unthought of.

This, I acknowledge, is equally true of Boston : but Boston has
scarcely more than a third of the population of New- York ; and
this population is chiefly native : while that of New-York is, to
the amount of two

thirds,

derived from different

parts of the Uni

Europe. It is unnecessary for me to inform
you, that a population, gathered from many different countries ;
with so many different principles, religious and political, with
such a diversity of manners, habits, and even language ; without
attachments to each other, to the place, to the government, or in
many instances to the country ; must be governed, if governed at
all, with much more difficulty than a community of equal size,
where all these things are inverted. The late Parisian mob at Bal
timore, where, one would believe, the spirit of Marat, let loose
from the regions below, had come back to this world, to feast
again on discord and carnage, awakened to a considerable extent
a
sympathetic pulse in the abandoned and profligate part of the
The measures, pursued by the police of
American population.
this city, may be considered as having contributed largely to the
preservation Of these States from scenes of suffering, which it
In Boston, the citi
would be difficult to describe, or imagine.
zens at large, in a manner highly honourable to themselves, as
ted

States,

sumed the

and from

same

determined attitude ; and let me add, the same
and measures substantially of the same ef

respectable character,

are deservedly to be attributed to the citizens
Philadelphia.
The following Report of the Treasurer for the year, ending
December 31st, 1812, will, I presume, give you a respectful
opinion of the importance of one American city.

ficacious nature,

of
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City
and

and

paid,

County

Account of cash

of New- York.

Paid for Alms-house,

Watch,

-

-

-

..-.--

Lamps,
County Contingencies
City Contingencies,
Wells and

-

...

Pumps,

-

-

-

-

-

...

Roads,
Commissioners of Streets and Roads,
Canal Street,

-

-----

Common lands,
Docks and Slips,

....

Sundry bonds,
Intereston

bonds,
Interest on City stock,

...

Dolls.

Cts.

73,488

88

57,521

78

27,326
40,346

78

"9,161
3,574
4,776
10,213
84,251
24,948
17,074
360,265

73
70
82

85
00
19
39
31

40

15,957 11

-

...

-

Collect
New

received,

from 31st Dec. 1811, to 31st Dec. 1812.

12,00000
599 51

City Hall,

New

Alms-house,
"Signal Poles,
Police office,

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

90,287
80,900

-

-

-----

Streets,
Repairs,
Board of

Health,
Committee of Defence,
Washington Market,
Markets,
-

-

Balance in the

99
00

103 61

867

71

12,355
13,350

48
73

1,700 00
-

-

-

....

-

Treasury,

-

-

16
00

687 91

-

31st. Dec.

5,976
5,000

58,724

34

$1,012,460

38

1812,

1811 December 31.
Doll.

Balance in the

Treasury
1812, Received for ground

Water

...

and house rents, 13,122 53

lot,

9,171 14

Common lands sales and rent,

Ferry rent,

Cts.

2,518 92

-

-

-

41,383
8,650

68
13
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Tavern licences
Market

Fees,
Mayoralty Fees,
Docks and slips rent,

...

Vendue

.

.

sales,

-

stock

6,025

00

6,637

80

.

21,937

50

940 00
-

.

...

subscription,

150,566

05

9,08?

46

36,699

12

4,969
700,000

'55

$1,012,460

38

-

Street manure,

City

Cts.

729 50

Manhattan stock,
Balance of stock of 1 81 1

Excise,

-

Doll.

-

00

This report will exhibit to you in a single point of view the
financial concerns of this city, both as to their nature and magni
are
pursued, and the manner and the ex
they are pursued. It is hardly necessary to observe,
that these objects all wear on their face the stamp of utility ; and
from the scale, by which they. are here estimated, present in a
strong light both the wealth, and the liberality, of the citizens..
There is one subject, which exhibits both their wisdom, and
their liberality, with less advantage. The water is generally very
bad. Much has been said concerning the subject ; and various
plans have been proposed for remedying the evil. The Manhat
tan Company was formed for this purpose ; and the object of
their incorporation, as expressed in the Act, "vwas to supply the
city with pure and wholesome water." They were empowered
to raise a capital of $2,000,000 in 40,000 shares; of which the cor
poration of the city was allowed to hold 2,000. When this object
should be provided for, the company was authorized to employ
their remaining capital in any pecuniary transactions, consistent
wi<.h the laws of the state, and of the United States. According
ly the company dug one or more wells ; and conveyed water
through a considerable part of the city in pipes. These have
sometimes been in good order, and effectual operation ; and at
others have in various instances absolutely failed, at least for long
intervals.
The water, actually conveyed, was of an indifferent

tude; the objects which

tent in which

Vol. ill.

61
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quality
supply precarious ; and the city, not so well furnish
ed as before, when it was carried round in casks to every house.
The capital was then employed in the Banking business, which
has been prosecuted by the Company ever since.
It has often been said, and believed, that the waters of the riv
er Bronx are
sufficiently elevated to admitof being conveyed in
to New- York.
Whether this opinion is just I am unable to de
; the

termine.

If it should prove so, there cannot be

a

doubt, that it

would

yield a more copious supply, of a much better quality.
This attempt, however, will probably prevent the citizens from
obtaining good water, in sufficient quantities, for many years.
The ferries

over

both the Hudson and the East River have

city. The adoption
ordinary ferry boats, formerly em

heretofore been serious inconveniences to this
of steam boats instead of the

ployed, has chiefly removed this inconvenience ; and made the
crossing of these rivers easier, and pleasanter, except when the
ice is running, than if they were both supplied with bridges.
Nothing can be pleasanter, or safer, than a passage in these boats.
The aspect of this City and, its environs, is delightful. All the
objects in view are cheerful ; and many of them are beautiful.
The City itself; the interiour of the island, bordering upon it
for several miles ; the Western shore of the Hudson ; the village
on Paulus' Hook, called the
city of Jersey, the islands in the
bay, particularly Governour's Island ; the distant shores of Staten
Island ; the passage between that and Long-Island, through which
the Hudson empties its waters into the ocean ; the shores of
LongJsland, visible for many miles ; the handsome town of Brook
lyn, rising on a beautiful eminence, directly opposite to NewYork ; together with the Hudson, the East river, and the bay ; form
a combination of
objects, alternately beautiful and magnificent.
A
in

great part of this fine scenery is visible from the houses
State-street, at the South end of the City. The view from the

houses in this street is

particularly attractive,

dure, which in the mild
the

season covers

from the vivid

that cheerful*

field,

ver

called

Battery.

It will be

impossible,

as

well

count of the men, who in the

as

City

improper,

for

me

to

give an

ac

of New- York have risen to dis-
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The number is too
great for

I have not the

Among
Brigadier

means

of the

requisite
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a

work of this nature

:

and

information.

the Governours sent to this Province from

Europe,
particular respect, as a
wise and upright ruler, and as a man,
enlightened by literature
and science, and possessed of honourable and
expansive views.
Lieutenant-Governour Colden was distinguished for great per
sonal worth, and eminent attainments in science ; particularly in
Natural Philosophy, and Natural History. His Botanical knowl
edge was probably unrivalled at that time on this side of the At
Hunter is remembered with

He seems,

lantic.

of Medicine.
in active

Nor

pursuits

also,

to have been well versed in the science

he less distinguished
magistrate. He filled

was

as a

for his usefulness
the chair of Lieu

tenant-Governour of the Province for fifteen years; and during
In this
much of that period was at the head of the Government.
situation he maintained

an

honourable character for wisdom and

equity. He projected the plan, on which afterwards the Ameri
can
Philosophical Society was established at Philadelphia ; and
seems also to have entertained the first ideas of stereotype
print
ing.
His Excellency William Livingston, Governour of New-Jersey,
was a native, and
throughout most of his life, an inhabitant of
New-York. This gentleman was distinguished by an unusual com
bination of superiour talents, and great personal worth.
He was
born about the year 1 723 ; was educated at Yale College ; and
His professional business
received the degree of A. B. in 1741.
For a long period few
was Law ; in which he rose to eminence.
men had more influence on the
public affairs of this country. Af
ter he removed to New-Jersey, he was a representative from
that State to the old Congress.
When the citizens of New-Jer
sey had formed their present Constitution, he

was

chosen their

In
first Governour ; and was annually re-elected till his death.
the year 1787, he was appointed a member of the General Con

vention,

which formed the Constitution of the United States. He

died, July 25th, 1790,
year of his age.

at his seat in

Elizabethtown,

in the 68th
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The talents of Governour Livingston were very various. His
imagination was brilliant ; his wit sprightly, and pungent ; his un
derstanding powerful ; his taste refined ; and his conceptions
bold and masterly.
His views of political subjects were expan
sive, clear, and just. Of freedom, both civil and religious, he
was a
distinguished champion.
To his other excellencies, Governour Livingston added that of
piety.

Smith, Chief Justice of the Province of
Canada, and John Morin Scott,
at Yale College also, were men of similar

The Hon. William

New- York, and afterwards of

Esq.

both educated

degree of A. B. in 1745; Mr.
gentlemen were lawyers of great eminence;
and both were the peculiar friends of Governour Livingston.
These three gentlemen are said to have united in the able Re
view of American affairs, formerly mentioned in these letters.
Lieutenant-Governour De Lancey, and Governour Clinton,
were remarkably distinguished for
knowledge of the human char
Governour Clinton
acter, and skill in the management of men.
was also a gallant soldier, and one of the strongest pillars of the
American cause, during the Revolutionary contest.
Among the clergy of this city, Dr. Barclay, and Dr. Oglevie,
of the Episcopal church ; Dr. Laidly, of the Dutch church ; Dr.
Mason, of the Scotch Reformed ; and Mr. Bostwick, and Dr. Rodgers, of the American Presbyterian ; are remembered with great
respect, for their talents, piety, and usefulness. Of the last of
these gentlemen, the Rev. Dr. Miller, who has written his life,
In that happy assemblage of practical qualities, both
observes :
of the head and the heart, which go to form the respectable man ;
the correct and polished gentleman ; the firm friend;, the benevo
lent citizen ; the spotless and exemplary christian ; the pious,
dignified, and venerable ambassador of Christ ; the faithful pastor ;
the active, zealous, persevering, and unwearied labourer in the
vineyard of his Lord ; it is no disparagement to eminent worth to
say, that he was scarcely equalled, and certainly never exceeded,
by any of his cotemporaries.
I am, Sir, yours, &c.
distinction.

Scott,

Mr. Smith took the

in 1746.

"

Both
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Island f Manhattan Country SeatsRoads Battle of HaerlemSurrender of
Fort Washington Haerlem BridgeWest-Chester Army of Gen. HoweEastChester

New-Rochelle

Chester

Appearance

Mamaroneck

of this

Rye

Mr.

Jay

County

of West-

country in 1777.

Dear Sir,
I

continued

in New- York until

taken leave of Mr. M

Monday morning ; when,

hav

I left that

city for New-Haven.
The road, which anciently went round by King's bridge, now
crosses the same outlet of the Hudson at Haerlem
bridge, nine
miles from the city ; and in the neighbourhood of the village of
that name.
There are three roads on the island, which conduct
travellers to this place : the Western, or Bloomingdale road ; the
Middle ; and the Bowery, or Eastern. All of them are good, but
in dry weather are dusty ; the first is pleasant, but longer than

ing

,

the others ; the second is the shortest, and least
third is

more

pleasant ;

The island of Manhattan is about fifteen miles in
at

an

the

travelled than either of the other two.

a

mile and

a

half, perhaps,

length,

in breadth.

The

and
sur

average
face has naturally very little beauty, and nothing which approxi
The soil, also, is generally indifferent, and
mates to grandeur.

places lean. A considerable portion of it is still unpro
consisting of marshes, cold and dreary, or of rocky and
The surface rises in an undulatory manner,
desolate elevations.
in most

ductive ;

acclivities are numerous,
as
you advance towards the North. The
and frequently easy ; and the vallies are open, and sometimes
and
graceful. Art has here extensively beautified the surface,
the Southern half of the island, and
enriched the

soil, throughout

probably
ed

over

at

a

these improvements will be extend
About six miles of the Northern end are lit
The remainder is set at small distances with

future

period,

the whole.

tle cultivated.
cheerful habitations, with well-stocked gardens, and neat enclo
lower grounds, contain
sures : while the heights, and many of the
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a

rich

of

display

gentlemen's country seats,

great variety of handsome appendages.
States has such

a numerous

No

connected with

part

a

of the United

collection of villas within

so

small

a

compass ; nor is any ride in this country made so cheerful by the
hand of art, as the first six miles on the Bowery road ; and, in

deed, the

whole distance to Haerlem

On the 15th

Sept. 1776,

the

day

Bridge.

after the Americans retreated

from New- York, the British moved up the island six miles ; and
spread a considerable force from Bloomingdale on the Western, to
Home's hook
can

advanced

on

the

post

Eastern,

was

on

the

shore of the island.

heights

of Haerlem.

The Ameri

The British

moved into the flat

ground between the heights, occupied by the
two armies ; and Gen.
Washington ordered Lieut. Col. Knowlton of Connecticut with a body of Rangers from
New-England,
and Major Leitch with three companies from the third
Virginia
regiment, to fall by a circuitous course upon the rear of this de
tachment; whilst he amused them in front. The project was in
a
good degree successful. Knowlton and Leitch attacked them
partly on the flank, and partly in the rear ; in consequence of a
change of their position, made while the Americans were taking
their circuit.
Notwithstanding the-late misfortunes at Brooklyn,
the attack was made with great spirit, and success.
Both Knowl
ton and Leitch, however, fell in the
contest, at the head of their
respective corps. The Captains still continued the action with
firmness and resolution.
tachments

The British

were

reinforced ; and de

by Gen. Washington from the New-England,
and Maryland, regiments to the aid of their
countrymen. Thus
sustained, they charged the enemy ; drove them out of the wood,
by which they had been sheltered; and were urging them over
the open ground, when they were recalled.
The British force
consisted of a battalion of light
infantry, and another of Highland
ers, with three companies of Hessian riflemen, under the com
mand of Brigadier-General Leslie.
This event was honourable
to the Americans.
They had retreated, or rather fled, from the
City of New- York the preceding day, panic struck by those ap
prehensions of danger, which, when the mind realizes its certainwere

sent
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ignorant of its extent, will for the time make
of determined
bravery a coward. The panic was
ty,
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a man even
now

over.

their enemy, knew his
strength ; and were led by gal
lant officers.
They, therefore, assumed their proper character.
About fifty of their number were killed, or
wounded, and more

They

than

Of

saw

one

hundred of the British.

Major

Leitch I have

communicated.
with

no

knowledge, beside what

I have here

Knowlton had served in the last Canadian

great reputation;

and

war

highly esteemed by his country
men.
Gen. Washington, haying appointed a successor to him,
observed, that he fell, gloriously fighting at his post ; and would
have been an honour to any country."
About twelve miles from New-York, on the Western side of
the island, stood Fort Washington ; intended, together with Fort
Lee on the opposite shore, to serve as a defence of Hudson's
River ; such a defence, it was hoped, as would prevent British
ships of war from advancing above this point. The design was
fruitless, and visionary ; but not more so, perhaps, than the ope
rations of every army will exhibit, which consists chiefly of selftaught officers, and raw troops. The works, also, were inade
quate, had the design itself been practicable. It is unnecessary
to detail the story of its attack, and surrender.
A body of 5,000
men, under the command of Gen. Kniphausen, carried the lines,
altogether disproportioned in their extent to the force, destined
for their defence, by a well directed assault : and Col. Magaw,
their commanding officer, surrendered the garrison as prisoners
of war. It has been generally supposed, that the defence was
gallant, and honourable. It would gratify me to see this opinion
supported by any tolerable evidence. This was the last spot,
possessed by the Americans on the island of Manhattan, until af
was

"

ter

the evacuation of New- York in Nov. 1 783.

New-England, crossed
between Haerlem
bridge
King's bridge
and Morrisania was esteemed for a long time so expensive and
difficult a work, as to forbid even the hope of its accomplish
ment, unless at some distant period. In the year 1790 General
The ancient road from New- York to
:

and the erection of

a
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Morris

was

authorized

lem and Morrisania.

by

law to erect

After

a

bridge

between Haer

years, he transferred this pow->
of New-York.
Mr. Coles immediate

ef to John B.

some

Coles, Esq.
ly erected the bridge, viz.- in 1796; and with such facility and
dispatch, as disappointed the predictions, and even the hopes, of
the public.
In consequence of this event a new road was laid
out from Haerlem heights to Mamaroneck ; which, beside
passing
in many places over better ground, shortened the distance almost
four miles in twenty.
Between Haerlem heights, and the
Haerlem

enty

or

on

both sides of

eighty

bridge,

is built the

village

of

It contains about

sev

houses ; most of them neat ; and among them

sev

a

small creek.

eral

country seats, belonging to citizens of New-York ; together
with a church, of the Dutch communion. The appearance of this

village

is cheerful and

pleasant.
plain at a small distance from this village are the NewYork race-grounds.
After crossing the bridge we enter Morrisania in the township
of West-Chester, anciently a borough, in the English sense of that
term.
Whether it still retains this denomination I am ignorant.
The town lies four or five miles from the
bridge, on the Sound ;
On

a

and at that distance from the
it.

New-England

road.

I have

never

Between three and four miles from the

bridge the road
passes over an easy, undulating ground, containing very few
houses. A great part of this distance the lands
belong to the fam
ily of Morris. At its termination a pretty village, named Westseen

farms, has

risen upon both sides of the Bronx, around some valu
able mills upon that river,
formerly owned by a Mr. De Lancey,
and still generally known by the name of De
mills.

Lancey's

This

village

owes

its existence to the alteration of the

the erection of Haerlem

bridge.

It has

road,

and

already become, as I am
informed, more considerable than the town of West-Chester, and
has a very cheerful aspect.
The houses are generally neat ; and
a few of them
appear to be the residences of gentlemen.
The in
habitants are principally mechanics and manufacturers, and are
fast

increasing

in number.
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one

which is

congregation ;

habitants in 1790

one
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church

Episcopal.*

;

and,

as

I

believe,

but

The number of its in

1,336; in 1800, 1,377; in 1810, 1,966.

was

The soil of this

township is moderately good ; and some of it
of a superiour quality.
The surface, which abounds in rocks and
stones, is every where uneven, and generally unpleasant. Its
position on the sound, and the neighbourhood of New-York, make
the land, however, much more valuable than better lands in the
interiour.

On the Eastern limit of this

Sound,

township, where it meets the
Throg's Neck : a vulgar contraction of
On this ground Gen. Howe landed a con

is the Peninsula of

Throginor ton's
siderable

Neck.

of his army, Oct. 12th, 1776, in order to cut off
the communication between the army of Gen. Washington, then
lying above and below King's bridge, with the country. Here he

part

continued six

days

in the

of

manor

;

and then

transported

his army to Pell's

point

Pelham, about six miles North-Eastward.

This part of Gen. Howe's conduct has ever appeared to me
inexplicable. During the whole of the period while he lay at
Throg's Neck, he was within six miles of the line, on which Gen.
Washington moved his army from King's bridge to White Plains.
The movement proceeded slowly, and heavily, for the want of a
sufficient supply of teams to convey the artillery, stores, baggage,
&c. Had the Americans been attacked at this time by the Brit
ish force, they must, I think, have been ruined.
Such an attack
might have been made with perfect ease on any one of these six
days. An army, thus situated, even when thoroughly disciplined,
and amply provided, must from the slender force, which it could
present at any one point, have fallen victims to the strong col
The bridge, which connects Throg's
umns, led by Gen. Howe.
Neck with the Main, was indeed broken down ; but he might
have landed his troops with equal convenience, and safety, upon
the shore on either side, or at any other place within the township
of West-Chester.
*

Nor would the little

since this

West-farms,
byterian congregation,
Vol. III.

was

built

a

viz. in

means

of

defence, fur-

!>as been formed into

1814,
written,
church, and settled a respectable clergyman.
62

a

Pres
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nished

by

the surface of the

ground,

the enclosures of stone,

groves, and buildings; nor the little American parties, which
were directed to avail themselves of these means ; have materi
But the opportunity was lost : and
ally obstructed his

progress.

GenI Washington

moved his whole army to the rear of the
were then attacked ; but it was too late.

Plains.

White

They
Equally inexplicable has it ever seemed to me, that the British
commander did not originally move his army up the East, or the
North River, or both, immediately after the battle of Brooklyn,
Had this
and station them in the rear of Gen. Washington.
measure been taken, the whole body of Americans, except a few
fugitives, must have fallen into his hands. The defence of NewYork was, I presume, undertaken, solely, to satisfy the citizens of
that State : for, circumstanced as it was, no spot could have been
less capable of a defence.
The measure could never have been
dictated by Gen. Washington's own judgment. At the same time
the possession of that city, though a great convenience to the en
emy, could scarcely be considered even as a step towards the
conquest of the country. Nothing in the conduct of the Ameri
cans, during the Revolutionary war, was more ill-devised than the
several efforts, (including the erection of Fort Washington, and
Fort Lee,) intended for the defence of this island and the Hud
son.

East-Chester is the next
somewhat

smoother,

and its soil of

a

township

on

this road.

Its surface is

and less

better

stoney, than that of West-Chester ;
quality. A small, scattered village, com

posed of indifferently looking houses, surrounds an Episcopal
church, built of stone, about three fourths of a mile North of the
present road. I passed through this village in the year 1 774 ; and
know not a place, possessed of so many
advantages, which has al
tered so little within that period.
The rest of the township is
covered with plantations.
New-Rochelle, the next township, is more inviting. On a
beautiful

about three miles from East-Chester, stands the vil
the French protestants, who originally formed a set
tlement in this place. Several of their houses, and, I presume, of

lage

built

hill,

by
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descendants,

are

still

New-Rochelle is built is

a
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The

remaining.

ground

on

which

handsome eminence of considerable

height, gradually and almost insensibly declining to the East, West,
and South, and commanding a
delightful prospect of the neigh
bouring country, and the Sound. The old French houses, long
buildings of stone, of one story, with few and small windows, and
high, steep roofs, are very ill-suited to the appearance of this fine
ground. Nor is the church, built by the same people in the
same style, at all more ornamental.
There are, however, sever
al good English houses. Some others are erected on the border
of the Sound.*

Mamaroneck,

so

far

as

it is visible from the

road,

rough, stony, tract, covered with a strong soil.
cpllection of plantations ; and can scarcely be
even a

hamlet.

It is set,

is

generally
wholly

a

It is

a

said to contain

however, with a number of good hous
presents several very pleasing views

es, and excellent farms ; and

to the eye of a traveller; particularly around Mamaroneck bay.
On the creek of the same name, a mill-stream, which enters the

head of this bay, there has been lately erected a large, well-ap
pearing, and expensive building; which is intended for a manu
factory; whether of cotton, or wool, or both, I am ignorant.
Rye borders upon Mamaroneck, Eastward ; and has a much
On an elevation, not
handsomer surface, and a still better soil.

far from its Western
Mr.

Jay ;

Mr. Peter

limit,

stands the mansion-house of the late

father of the Hon. John

Jay,

the

youngest

gentleman had the misfortune

son

It is

Jay.

of the

now

the

property of

original proprietor.

to become

blind,

when he

was

This
four

It has not, however, prevented him from pos
teen years of age.
sessing a fine mind, and an excellent character ; or from being
highly respected and beloved, by his acquaintance. Notwith
standing the disadvantage, under which Mr. Jay labours, he di
rects all his

own concerns

with skill, and

success

; and often with

ingenuity, and discernment, which have astonished those, by
Some years, since, as I was informed
were known.
whom
an

by

a

they
gentleman

in his

neighbourhood,

*The inhabitants have lately built

a

neat

Mr.

Jay, having

Presbyterian

church.

directed

a
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carpenter to

renew

was

fence, which enclosed his garden, made

the

little excursion to visit

of his friends.

some

told, that the posts

on

the front line of

a

Upon his return he
the garden were al

ready set up. He therefore went out to examine them; and hav
ing walked with attention along the whole row, declared, that it
was not
straight. The carpenter insisted, that his eyes were
Mr. Jay still
better guides in this case than Mr. Jay's handsi
persisted in his opinion ; and pointed out the place, where the
row
diverged from a right line. Upon a re-examination the car
penter found a small bend in the row, at the very spot, designa
ted by his employer.
Delicacy of feeling was remarkably shown by the same gentle
man on the
following occasion. The account I received from the
late Hon. John Sloss Hobart, one of the Judges of the Supreme
Court of this State.
Several

gentlemen were at Mr. Jay's on a friendly visit ; and
Judge Hobart. In the room, where they were sit
ting, was a large stand, or what used to be called in this country a
corner-table.
One of the company observed, that so wide a
board must have been furnished by a tree of remarkable size.
Another doubted whether the board was single.
It was examin
ed ; no joint could be found ; and the generally uniform aspect of
among them

the surface seemed to prove, that it was but one board.
Govern*our
Jay, who had gone out, was asked, when he returned, whether
the table was formed of one

or

two boards.

Upon his declaring, that

made of two, a new examination was had ; but none of the
company could find the joint. The Governour then observed, that

it

was

his brother would be able to show them where it
soon came

the middle

visible,

was.

in; and, having moved his finger for a
of the table, rested it upon the joint.

even

when thus

pointed

out.

When

we

Mr.

moment

It

was

Jay
over

barely

remember,

that

nicely made at first ; and that it had been waxed, and
polished, for perhaps half a century ; we shall be satisfied, that
the touch, able so easily to detect an object, imperceptible to eve
ry eye in this company, must possess an exquisiteness of sensibili
ty, which, antecedent to such a fact, would scarcely be credible.
it

was so
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two

villages itt Rye : one of which is customarily
called Rye ;
consisting of perhaps twenty houses, built on the
border of a small mill-stream, which
passes through the centre of
this township.
The other is extended along Byram river, and
contains fifty or sixty.
Both of these villages are decent, and in
are

clude several
the latter

good houses. The Southern, and principal, part of
village is called the Saw-pit. The Northern is called

Byram;
There are two small churches in Rye : an Episcopal, and a Pres
byterian. An Episcopal Minister has occasionally been estab
lished here, but there has been no Presbyterian Minister within
my remembrance.

boundary of Rye, separates the State
quarter, from that of Connecticut.
observations, I shall add a few remarks concerning

Byram river,
of

New-York,
To these

the

County

the Eastern

in this

of West-Chester.

This

County

extends about

forty
eight
een
along the Sound. Its Northern boundary is a line, running
from East to West about twenty-five.
Its Eastern boundary is
the crooked line mentioned in the beginning of this work, as the
Southern extremity of the West border of New-England.
Those on the
This County contains twenty-one townships.
Sound are, however, small.
It is universally settled, so far as
the nature of the ground will admit ; and is almost merely a col
All the villages, of any importance, have been
lection of farms.
mfles from North

to South

along

Hudson's

river,

and about

observations, made above, except one; Bed
which, however, is the most considerable in the County,

mentioned in the

ford

:

and the shire town ; and lies about twelve
North-West from Stamford.

or

fourteen miles

hilly ; but
highlands.
It abounds in rocks, and stones ; chiefly granite. The townships
on the Sound have
generally a rich soil ; and produce every thing
The agriculture is moderately good, and in
suited to the climate.
a few instances, under the direction of several gentlemen, who
have embarked in this business with zeal, is not, I believe, excel
The surface of this

no

where

County

is

mountainous, except

led in the United States.

generally rough,

that it borders

on

and
the
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springs, brooks, and milladvantages for a market, and the means of convey
ing to it its produce, are perhaps singular : one of its boundaries
being the Sound, and another, the Hudson.
The prospects, presented in frequent succession on this road,
West-Chester is well watered with

streams.

Its

very beautiful and brilliant.
Neither Learning, nor Religion, has within my knowledge
flourished to any great extent among the inhabitants. Academies
are

New-Rochelle, Bedford, and Salem :
permanently flourished. The ancient in

have been established at
but neither of them has

A few
habitants had scarcely any schools ; at least of any value.
gentlemen are scattered in various parts of this County, possess
ing the intelligence, usually found in that class of men : but the
people at large are extremely stinted in their information.
The little attention paid by them to religion, is strongly seen
in this fact ; that there are but two settled Ministers in the six
townships on this road. Yet the tract, which they occupy, con
tains 6,038

inhabitants.

The congregations, which form the
Ministers, do not, I believe, amount to a thousand
The same unpleasant truth was, also, strikingly
persons.
taught
to the public by the Missionary
Society of New-York the last
year.* This respectable body determined by a solemn act, that
West-Chester was proper Missionary ground ; and
accordingly di
rected one of their Missionaries to
appropriate his labours to
these people only.
No person, acquainted with the
County, will
hesitate to acknowledge, that the decision was
worthy of the wis
dom and benevolence of the gentlemen by whom it was made;
The generality of these people are in a
good degree industri
ous ; and although their houses are in
great numbers indifferent,
are yet in easy circumstances.
But their minds are almost
wholly
engrossed by the field, the stall, and the market ; the boat, or the
waggon, which conveys them to it ; and the gain to which it gives
cures

of these

birth.

With other interests most of them have little

and with other

among

them,

regions,

in

humble,

as

concern ;

Very worthy people are found
well as superiour, life : but there is

none.

*1812.
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great part of the present generation will, as
predecessors have done, experience, when
they enter the future world, their first solemn conviction, that
such a world exists.
1 feel a strong inclination to extend these

reason
a

great part

remarks

:

a

of their

but 1 will desist.

In the autumn of 1777, I resided for some time in this County.
The lines of the British were then in the neighbourhood of King's

bridge ; and those of the Americans at Byram river. These un
happy people were, therefore, exposed to the depredations of
both.
Often they were actually plundered ; and always weTe
liable to this calamity.
They feared every body whom they saw ;
It was a curious fact to a philosopher, and a
and loved nobody.
melancholy one to a moralist, to hear their conversation. To
every question they gave such an answer, as would please the
enquirer ;' or, if they despaired of pleasing, such an one, as would
Fear was, apparently, the onfy passion, by
not provoke him.
The power of volition seemed to
which they were animated.
have deserted them.
They were not civil, but obsequious ; not
obliging, but subservient. They yielded with a kind of apathy,
and very quietly, what you asked, and what they supposed it im
possible for them to retain. If you treated them kindly, they
received it coldly ; not as kindness, but as a compensation for
injuries, done them by others. When you spoke to them, they
answered you without either good or ill-nature, and without any
appearance of reluctance or hesitation : but they subjoined nei
ther questions, nor remarks, of their own ; proving to your full
conviction, that they felt no interest either in the conversation,
or in
yourself. Both their countenances, and their motions, had
lost every trace of animation and of feeling. Their features were
smoothed, not into serenity, but apathy ; and instead of being
settled in the attitude of quiet thinking, strongly indicated, that
all thought, beyond what was merely -instinctive, had fled their
minds forever.

Their
scenes
or

houses,

in the

of desolation.

broken to

pieces.

mean

time,

The

were

in

a

great

measure

extensively plundered,
walls, floors, and windows were injur-

Their furniture

was
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by violence, and decay ; and were not repaired, because
they had not the means of repairing them, and because tjiey were
exposed to the repetition of the same injuries. Their cattle
were gone.
Their enclosures were burnt, where they were
capable of becoming fuel; and in many cases thrown down,
where they were not.
Their fields were covered with a rank
growth of weeds, and wild grass.. Amid all this appearance of
desolation, nothing struck my own eye more forcibly than the
sight of this great road ; the passage from New- York to Boston.

ed both

Where 1 had heretofore

seen

a

continual succession of horses

carriages; and life and bustle lent a sprightliness to all the en
vironing objects ; not a single, solitary traveller was visible from
and

week to week, or from month to month. The world was mo
tionless and silent ; except when one of these unhappy people
ventured upon,

neighbour,
country

in

tations of

riages

no

a

rare, and

less

lonely, excursion to the house of a
unhappy; or a scouting party, traversing the

quest of enemies, alarmed the inhabitants with expec

injuries and sufferings. The very tracks of the car
grown over, and obliterated : and, where they were
resembled the faint impressions of chariot wheels,

new

were

discernible,

said to be left
of full

on

height

the

pavements of Herculaneum.

for the

The grass

and

strongly realized to my own
mind, for the first time, the proper import of that picturesque de
claration in the' Song of Deborah :
In the days of Shamgar, the
son of Anath, in the days of Jael, the
highways were unoccupied;
and the travellers walked through by-paths. The inhabitants of
the villages ceased : they ceased in Israel."
The County of West-Chester contained, in 1790, 24,003; in
was

scythe ;

"

1800, 27,428; and in 1810, 30,272 inhabitants.

East-Chester

contained in 1790, 740; in 1800, 738; and in 1810, 1,039 in
habitants. Pelham contained in 1790, 199; in 1800, 234; and
in 1810, 267 inhabitants. New-Rochelle contained in 1790, 692;
in 1800, 943, and in 1810, 996 inhabitants.

Mamaroneck,

con

tained in 1790, 452 , in 1800, 503 ; and in 1810, 496 inhabitants.
Rye contained in 1790, 986 ; in 1800, 974 ; and in 1810, 1,274
inhabitants.
I am, Sir, yours, &c.
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Greenwich Putnam's Hill

Stamford
Hon. Abraham Davenport
Rev. Dr.
Davenport Shipan Middlesex Rev. Dr. MatherBurn
ing of NorwalkFairfieldExpedition of the British troops to Danbury Gen.
WoosterGen. SillimanRev. Mr. Hobart
Burning of FairfieldReflections
Burning of Greens-farms.
WellsHon. James

Dear Sir,
The State of Connecticut is bounded in this
middle of

Byram

river.

Byram point

stream is the South- Western

ship

of Greenwich.

Its

corner

latitude,

on

quarter by

the

the Eastern side of this

of the State, and of the town

is 40 58' North ; and its

longi

tude 74 18' West of Greenwich.
The township of Greenwich is formed of rough, stony hills,
particularly on the road. More wild and desolate scenery can
scarcely be imagined than that, which is presented to the traveller
during the two first miles. JBut the grounds at a little distance,
both above and below the road, are smoother.
The soil is of the
best quality and fitted for every production of the climate. There
is not

a more

fertile tract of the

same

Greenwich is divided into three

extent in the State.

parishes.

the West ; Greenwich on the East ; and
which is taken from Stamford, on the North.
on

West Greenwich

Stanwich,

a

part of

West Greenwich

is vulgarly called Horseneck, from a peninsula on the Sound ;
anciently used as a pasture for horses, and it is the largest, rich
est, and most populous, part of the township.
Greenwich contains four Congregations : three Presbyterian,
The last is in West Greenwich ; and is a
and one Episcopal.
plurality, supplied at times by the Episcopal Minister of Stam
ford.
The Presbyterian church is a neat building, standing on
an elevation commanding a rich, and very extensive, prospect of
The whole
the Connecticut shore, the Sound, and Long-Island.
The settlement of it
of this township is filled with plantations.
was
begun, after it had been purchased of the Indians in 1640,
under the Dutch government at New- York ; then New Amster-

Vol. III.

63
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In 1665, it was incorporated by Governor Stuyvesant.
however, originally purchased for the Colony of New-Haven
by Robert Feaks, and Daniel Patrick. But the purchasers vio
lated their engagements to that Colony ; and, together with the
few inhabitants, placed themselves under the government of
dam.

was,

New-Amsterdam.

people returned
ding the Colony

The settlement went

to the Jurisdiction of

on

heavily,

Connecticut,

The Indians

of New-Haven.

until the

then inclu

were

hostile to

therefore not very favourably inclined to
wards the inhabitants.
In 1646, a furious battle was fought here
the

Dutch,

on

Strickland's

time with

and

were

finally kept

continued for a long
bloody. The Dutch
suddenly withdrew. The

The contest

plain.

great obstinancy,

and

was

was

very

the field ; and the Indians

graves, in which the slain
century afterwards.

were

buried,

were

The inhabitants of West Greenwich
A

distinct classes.
character

:

part of them

neighbouring County

a

than

a

distributed into two

people in their
people of the
Generally they are in

little the

of West Chester.

easy circumstances.
The houses are like those in the
built

more

Connecticut

are

the rest resemble not

are

visible

County

of West Chester.

every road, where the property, and the con
venience of the owner dictated.
On the great road they stand

They

are

at moderate

About
there is

one

on

distances,
fourth of

so
a

that the whole tract is
mile East of the

populated.
Presbyterian church

steep declivity, now generally called Putnam's hill,
following incident. Gen. Putnam was pursued to the
brow of this precipice by some British light dragoons, in the Rev
olutionary war. The road at that time turned, a little before it
came to the brow of the hill, to the North ;
and, after proceeding
a considerable distance, bent
again with a sharp angle towards
the South ; having been dug along the steep in such a manner,
as to make the
passage practicable, and tolerably safe. Gen.
Putnam under the influence of the same spirit, with which he en
tered the wolf's den, being hard pressed by his pursuers, forced
his horse directly down the precipice ; winding his course, howa

from the
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zig-zag direction, as enabled him to keep his feet.
His pursuers, when
they came to the top of the precipice, struck
with astonishment, or rather with
a

honour, stopped ; and, despair
by the circuitous course of the road, gave
over the chase.
Every traveller who has heard the story, has
not improbably felt his blood chill at the bare
thought of such an
adventure.
The road is, however, so much altered at the pres
ent time, as to prevent the
eye from easily realizing the full ex
tent of the hazard.
It is now blown through the rocks above, at
a
great expense; and continued by a causey from the foot of the
chasm to the valley below, in the very direction, where the Gen

ing

of

overtaking

him

.

eral descended.

On the brow of this hill stands

a small
decayed Episcopal
building, pompously exhibited in that mass
of folly and falsehood, commonly called Peters^ History of Con
necticut, as of such magnificence, that it is ascended by a flight of

Church.

This is the

less than

is, that the members of
hill, being unwilling to
take the tedious circuit of the road, when walking to the church,
no

seventy steps.

the

Congregation,

and

being

The truth

who lived below the

unable to ascend the hill in its

original state, gathered

collection of stones from the road, and the neighbouring enclo
sures, and placed them at convenient distances, to aid themselves
a

climbing this steep. The number is commonly reported to be
seventy; but, instead of being a magnificent flight of steps, con
ducting to a magnificent church, the appearance of the former is
so
insignificant, that a traveller, unless he has happened to ob
in

serve, what indeed would very

the

regularity

from the

of their

common

most indifferent

naturally

arrangement

stones of the street.

buildings,

escape his observation ;
distinguish them

; would not

The latter is

which bears the

name

of

a

one

of the

church, of

any denomination in the State of Connecticut.
Greenwich, the first, or oldest, parish in this
rated from West-Greenwich

by

Mianus

township, is sepa
a
sprightly millThe
from Byram.

river;

stream, entering the Sound about four miles

parish, also, is generally rough, and the
lent; especially towards the Sound. The inhabitants
surface of this

soil excel
have been
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distinguished

for their indifference to

of the education of their children.

religion,

and their

neglect

The settlement of this

spot

fifty years since ; and
about one hundred and ten years of this period they have been
The evil may, however, be partly attri
destitute of a minister.
buted to the smallness of the parish ; and is one instance of the
malignant efficacy of that subdivision, heretofore mentioned,* by
which Congregations are rendered unable to support the public
worship of God.
was

begun

more

than

one

hundred and

In 1756, Greenwich contained 2,021 inhabitants:

no

blacks:

and,

in

of the Indians

by

in 1774, 2,776; blacks 114, indians 8 ; in 1800, 3.047;

1810, 3,533.

Stamford,

the next

township,

was

purchased

Turner, agent for the Colony of New-Haven, of
Ponus, Sagamore of Toquamshe, and of Wascussue, Sagamore of
Shipan ; who sold to Turner all the lands, belonging to them,

Capt.

Nathaniel

*'

Turner gave
ground for planting.
purchase, twelve coats, twelve
hoes, twelve hatchets, twelve knives, two kettles, and four fath
Afterwards a part, or the whole, of this
om of white wampum.
tract was purchased of New-Haven by some of the inhabitants of
The purchasers gave New-Haven for the town
Wethersfield.
ship of Stamford 33 ; and obliged themselves to join with the
people of that Colony in the form of government, then lately
agreed on. Twenty men agreed to settle here by the last of No
vember, 1641 : and before the end of 1641 there were thirty or
forty families established. The inhabitants were, however, fre
quently alarmed by threatenings of invasion both from the In
dians, and the Dutch ; and for a considerable time were at great
expense in fortifying, and guarding, themselves ; and once, in
1653 their troubles became so great, that they were on the point
of a revolt ; but were quieted by the prudent measures of the
Colony.
This township contains two parishes : Stamford, and NorthStamford; a part of two others ; viz. Stanwich, already mentionwith

a

resefvation of

some

the natives for the New-Haven

*

Sec Vol. 1. page 300.
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on

the South-East.

Its

surface is
are

two

generally undulating, and stony. Near the shore there
plains ; one of considerable extent, where the town is

built, and
handsome

a

small

about two miles farther Eastward : both
The hills and vallies also are arched, and

one

grounds.

softer to the eye than those of Greenwich.
The soil is excel
lent.
The first parish contains three
Congregations, a Presbyte

rian,

an

Episcopal,

and

a

Baptist

:

each of which hag

a

decent

church.
The town is built in
is

a

an

contains

a

irregular manner. The principal street
winding, and destitute of beauty. It
a number somewhat
larger of decent,

of the road ;
few very good,

portion

and many ordinary, houses.
Both Religion and Education have

always

been here at

a

low

yet for many years there have been several good private
schools ; in which, however, children from New- York have been
ebb

:

almost the

only pupils.

In this town lived the Hon. Abraham

Davenport, for a long
period one of the Councillours of the State, and, before that, of
the Colony of Connecticut.
This gentleman was son of Rev.
John Davenport, the second Minister of Stamford, a grandson of
Rev. John Davenport, the father of the New-Haven Colony.
Col. Davenport, was possessed of a vigorous understanding, and
invincible firmness of mind : of integrity, and justice, unquestion
ed even by his enemies ; of veracity, exact in a degree neatly sin
gular : and of a weight of character, which for many years deci
ded in this County almost every question, to which it wast lent.
He was early a professor of the Christian Religion ; and adorned
its doctrines by an exemplary conformity to its precepts. He
was often
styled a rough diamond ; and the appellation was, per
haps, never given with more propriety. His virtues were all of
the masculine kind ; less soft, graceful, and alluring, than his
friends wished ; but more extensively productive of real good to
mankind than those of almost any man, who has been distinguish
It would be happy for this or any
ed for gentleness of character.
other country, if the Magistracy should execute its laws with the
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exactness, for which he was distinguished. Col. Davenport ac
quired property with diligence, and preserved it with frugality ;
and hence was by many persons supposed to regard it with an im
This, however, was a very erroneous opin
proper attachment.
Of what was merely ornamental, he was, I think, too re
ion.
gardless : but the poor found no where a more liberal benefactor,
I say this from person
nor the stranger a more hospitable host.
al knowledge, acquired by a long continued and intimate acWhile the war had its principal
ance with him and his family.
seat in the State of New- York, he took the entire superintend
ence of the sick soldiers, who were returning home ; filled his
houses with them ; and devoted to their relief his own time,
family : while he provided elsewhere the best ac

own

and that of his

In a season,
commodations for such, as he could not receive.
when an expectation of approaching scarcity had raised the price

of bread

corn

own

but

corn

bought

own.

an enormous height, he not only sold the pro
farms to the poor at the former customary price,
extensively, and sold this also, as he had sold his

to

duce of his

His alms

were

at the

same

time

rarely

rivalled in their

ex

tent.

Davenport's firmness deserve
May, 1780, was a remarkably

Two instances of Col.
tioned.

The 19th of

to be

dark

men

day.

in many houses ; the birds were silent, and
^disappeared ; and the fowls retired to roost. The Legislature of
Connecticut was then in session at Hartford. A very general

Candles

were

lighted

opinion prevailed, that the day of Judgment was at hand. The
House of Representatives, being unable to transact their busi
A proposal to adjourn the Council was under
ness, adjourned.
consideration.
When the opinion of Col. Davenport was asked,
he answered,
I am against an adjournment.
The day of Judg
ment is either approaching, or it is not.
If it is not, there is no
cause for an adjournment : if it is, I choose to be found
doing my
duty. I wish therefore that candles may be brought."
The other instance took place at Danbury, at the Court of
"

Common Pleas
ble

man

; of which he

after he

was

was

Chief Justice.

struck with death heard

a

This

venera

considerable part
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trial ; gave the charge to the
jury; and took notice of an ar
ticle in the testimony, which had
escaped the attention of the
Council, on both sides. He then retired from the bench ; and
a

after found dead in his bed.

was soon

To his friends Col.
as

if

Of his

country

extended his acts of

and of all its

great

while destined to

support,

kindness,

I say this from experience.
interests, he was a pillar of

Nothing impaired, nothing moved,

granite.
firmness,

Davenport

had been his children.

they

in his

own

his

resolution, and
station, this valua

ble edifice.
He

educated at Yale

was

in which he took the de

College;

He died, as he had long wish
gree of Bachelor of Arts in 1 732.
ed to die, in the immediate performance of his duty, in Novem
ber 1789.

The Rev. Dr. Noah Welles of this town
the

same

and

was

Seminary
ordained

was

over

the First

degree of A B. in 1741 ;
Church, Dec. 31st, 1746. In

this station he continued till his death in 1776.

early distinguished for his talents.
and poetical ; his intellect vigorous ;
His

manners

also educated at

; where he took the

at the

same

time

His
and

were an

Dr. Welles

was

imagination was vivid,
his learning extensive.
unusually happy com

pound of politeness and dignity. In his conversation he was al
ternately sprightly, and grave, as occasion dictated; and enter
taining and instructive. At the same time he was an excellent
Minister of the Gospel; exemplary in all the virtues of the chris
tian life ; an able preacher ; a wise ruler of the church ; and an
eminently discreet manager of its important concerns. He was
one of the three chosen friends of the late Gov. Livingston of
New-Jersey ; to whom he addressed, when young, a handsomely
He was ap
written poem, prefixed to his Philosophic Solitude.
pointed a tutor of Yale College in 1745 ; chosen one of the Fel
lows in 1774 ; and died December 31st, 1776, at the age of fiftyeight.
The Hon. James
mentioned

ceived the

Davenport

younger
educated at Yale

above,

was

degree

of A. B. 1777.

He

son

of the

College

was

gentleman,

; where he

re

afterwards chosen in-
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to the Council of this

of which he

Congress;

State; and,
was a

in 1796, into the American

member until he

died, August 3d,

1797, in the 39th year of his age.

ly,

Few persons in this country have been more, or more deserved
His mind was of a structure
esteemed than Mr. Davenport.

almost

singular.

An infirm constitution

siderable extent from laborious

indeed, throughout

precluded him to a con
his early years ; and,

study during

most of his life.

Yet

an

unwearied attention

critical observation of every thing
which fell under his eye, and a strong attachment to
to

useful

objects,

a

important,
intelligent

conversation, enabled him by the aid of a discernment almost in
tuitive, to accumulate a rich fund of valuable knowledge. With
respect to conversation he was peculiar. The company of intel
ligent persons he sought with the same eagerness, and constancy,
Here he always started topics of in
as the student, his books.
vestigation, fitted to improve the mind, as well as to please ; and
in this way gathered knowledge with the industry, and success,
with which the bee makes every flower increase the treasures of
its hive.

I

knew the value of

intelligent conversation, and
capable of furnishing
individual, exhibited
more clearly, and decisively, than in his
example. At the same
time his own conversation was so agreeable, and intelligent, and
his manners so engaging, that his company was coveted by all his
His life, also, was without a stain ; and,
numerous acquaintance.
on his integrity, candour, and justice, his
countrymen placed an
absolute reliance. With these qualifications, it will not be a mat
ter of wonder, that at an early period of his life he was employed
by the public in an almost continual succession of public busi
never

the extent of the contributions, which it is
to the stock of knowledge, possessed by an

ness ;

or

that he executed every commission of this nature hon

ourably to himself, and usefully to his country. He died in the
thirty-ninth year of his age, of a paralytic stroke, brought on by a
long continued, and very severe, chronic rheumatism. Few per
sons have been more
universally, or deeply, lamented.
There are threejlncommonly interesting spots in this
township :
one on the Western side of the
harbour, which is called the
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rich and beautiful farm. Another is a
;
peninsula
the East side of the harbour, mentioned above under the name

on

of

Shipan ;

New-York.

a

the property of Moses Rogers
Esq. of the City of
This, also, is an elegant, and fertile, piece of ground.

The surface

slopes in every direction; and js encircled by a col
exquisite scenery. The Sound, and Long-Island be
yond it, with a gracefully indented shore, are directly in front;
lection of

and both stretch Westward
the eye is lost.

On each

to

vast

a

side, also,

distance, and Eastward till
a harbour, bounded by
and busby islands, peculiar

lies

handsome

points. A train of groves,
ly pleasing in themselves, increase by their interruptions the beau
ty of these waters. The farm itself is a delightful object, with
its fields neatly enclosed, its orchards, and its groves.
Here Mr.
Rogers has formed an avenue, a mile in length, reaching quite to
the water's edge. At the same time, he has planted on the
grounds, surrounding his house, almost all the forest-trees, which
are
indigenous to this country. To these he has united planta
tions of fruit-trees, a rich garden, and other interesting objects, so
combined, as to make this one of the pleasantest retreats in the
United States.
The
ton

third,

River.

named the

On this

been erected two
a

small

village,

or

is

Cove,

large

rather

the

but beautiful

small,

the Western side of Noroa-

hamlet, for mechanics of

The view of the harbour in front
ed ;

on

in very advantageous situations have
mills for the manufacturing of floor, and

spot,

; the

points, by

various kinds.

which it is limit

islands, which it contains

;

the

Long-Island shore ; a noble sheet of water in the
rear ; the pleasant village of Noroaton ; and the hills, and groves,
in the interiour, is rarely equalled by scenery of the same na
ture, especially when taken from a plain, scarcely elevated above
Sound

; the

the level of the

Middlesex is

ocean.
a

small

parish,

the centre of which is five miles

from Stamford.

Sunday, the 22d day of July, 1781, while the congregation
employed in public worship, a body of British troops, con
sisting chiefly of refugees, surrounded their church ; and took the
On

were

Vofc. HI.

64
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whole number
Moses
his

prisoners, together

Mather, D.

to the shore ; and thence

parishioners,

From that

neck.

with their minister ; the Rev.
man was marched, with

This venerable

D.

he

place

was soon

prison. Here his food
easily imaginable.
degree

confined in the Provost

wretched,

to

responded

a

made up of mere
which he could not retreat,

tent,

was

ry.

Here, also,

whose

name

was

His

not

with his food.

Lloyd's

His company, to
rabble ; and their

a

stinted, and

lodging

considerable

cor
ex

conversation, from

composed of profaneness, and ribald
daily by the Provost marshal,
Cunningham : a wretch, remembered in this

he

was

to

conveyed

marched to New- York, and

was

insulted

country, only with detestation. This wretch, among other kinds
of abuse, took a particular satisfaction in announcing from time
to time to

other

time,

Dr. Mather, that
at

a

little

But Dr. Mather

on

distance, he

was

that
was

day,

the morrow,

or some

to be executed.

not without his friends ;

friends, however,

nothing of him, except his character. A lady of dis
tinction, having learned his circumstances, and having obtained
the necessary permission, sent to him clothes, and food, and com
forts, with a very liberal hand.
Dr. Mather was a man distinguished for learning and piety, a
strong understanding, and a most exemplary life. His natural
temper was grave and unbending. His candour was that of the
Gospel ; the wisdom, which is from above ;" which, while it is
Of this a re
pure and peaceable," is also "without partiality."
In the prime of life he had a
markable instance may be given.
strenuous public controversy with one of the ministers in Con
necticut on a subject, belonging to the discipline, and communion
The debate was sufficiently ardent on both sides.
of the church.
In the decline of life, but in the full possession of his faculties, he
was convinced that he was in an errour
by the very writings,
which he had before answered.
This fact he cheerfully ac
knowledged to his brethren.
Dr. Mather died Sept. 21st, 1806, venerated by all who knew

who knew

"

"

him, in the 88th year of his age.

lege ;

of which he

was a

He

was

educated at Yale Col

fellow thirteen years.

This office he
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in 1790.

His powers both of body and mind he retained
resigned
till a little time before his death.
Stamford contained, in 1756, 2,648 whites, and 120 blacks ; in

1794, 3,503 whites, and 60 blacks ; in 1800, 4,351 inhabitants;
in 1810, 4,440.
In this interval the township of New-Ca

and,

containing 1,599 inhabitants, was taken from Stamford, and
Norwalk, principally, however, from the latter.
Norwalk was purchased of the Indians, the Eastern and middle
parts about the year 1640; the Western, in February 15, 1651.
The settlement was little more than begun till the latter period :
twenty families, only, inhabiting it at this time. The succeeding
four years the number of settlers increased so fast, that they were

naan,

incorporated. Its history during the continuance of Indian rav
ages is distinguished by nothing peculiar.
The surface of Norwalk generally resembles that of Stamford;
but the hills are less elegantly formed.
The valley, which lies
along Norwalk river, and in which the town is built, is beautiful.
Few richer
which is

prospects of the

presented

same

from the

extent

can

neighbouring

be found than

eminences

that,

of this

ground ; the town, built in its bosom, with its cheerful spires ; the
river, flowing through the middle; the farms on the bordering
hills ; the rich plain, which skirts the Sound ; and a train of isl
ands, fronting the mouth of the river, and extending Eastward
five or six miles ; together with an unlimited view of the Sound,
and the Long-Island shore.
The soil of this township is excellent.
The houses

are

better built than in Stamford

neat

buildings.

since, and

An

or

Greenwich.

It

Presbyterian, and an Episcopal ; both
Academy was established here some years

contains two churches ;

continued for

a

a

considerable time ; but

was

afterwards

The river is navigable for sloops to the bridge ; and
up.
is the channel of some commerce, carried on principally coast

given

navigation are lined with stores.
manuscripts of the Rev. Mr. Dickinson, formerly min
ister of Norwalk, Dr. Trumbull has derived the following facts.
From the first settlement of the township to 1 732, more than
eighty years, there was no general sickness among the inhabitwise.

Its banks at the head of

From the
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During four years, from 1715 to 1719,
twelve persons died.
Of a company of militia, consisting of
100, not an individual died during fourteen years, from 1716 to

ants, except the measles.

only

1730.

1730,

Mrs.

aged

Hanford,

relict of the first

minister, died Sept. 12th,

100 years..

are
very strong proofs of salubrity.
long regarded as being in an uncommon
degree exposed to the consumption. The late Dr. Learning,
Episcopal minister of this town, having mentioned this fact to me
in conversation, attributed it to the shape, and position of the
valley ; through which, he remarked, the winds, both from the
North, and the South, blew with great violence. Hence, he ob
served, the changes in the atmosphere were felt more deeply,
than either on hills, or plains ; and by delicate constitutions more
fatally. Whatever may be the cause, the fact cannot, I believe,
be questioned.
The Hon. Thomas Fitch, formerly Governour of the Colony

-These,

it must be

admitted,

Yet Norwalk has been

of Connecticut,

was

an

inhabitant of this town.

There has

scarcely been a wiser man, or a more useful magistrate, in that
office, than Mr. Fitch. In the year 1 765 he took the oath of of
fice, prescribed in the Stamp Act. This rendered him so unpop
ular, that the following year he lost the chair.
Governour Fitch was educated at Yale College ; where he
took the degree of A. B. in 1721.
By profession he was a law
yer ; and probably the most learned lawyer, who had ever been
In his various public stations of
an inhabitant of the Colony.
Councillour, Judge of the Superiour Court, Lieutenant-Governour, and Governour, he was considered as not surpassed in wis
dom, and integrity.
In

1779,

T ryon, and

a

British force under the command of Governour

Brigadier-General Garth, having landed at New-Ha
ven, and plundered the inhabitants on the 5th and 6th of July, pro
ceeded to Fairfield on the 8th, and burnt it. Thence they cross
ed the Sound to Huntington bay ; where they continued till the
11th. They then sailed to Norwalk; and landed in the night on
The next morning they
the plain, which lies East of the river.
marched into the town ; and, after plundering the inhabitants, set
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In this

were

a

and
the

Eastern side, ascends a small conical hill, named Grummon's hill.
From the top of this eminence, Governour
Tryon, seated in a

chair, surveyed the prospect,
which will be

pellation of a man.
feebly indeed, by a

to him

as was

believed, with

a

pleasure,

person, who merits the ap
The British were resisted in this enterprise,

grudged

by

no

little party of Continental troops, and scat

tered bodies of militia.

The inhabitants

were
compensated in some degree for their
by the State; which gave them, and their fellow-sufferers
Fairfield, Danbury, New-Haven, New-London, and Groton,

losses
in

half

a

million of

in what

was

acres

of land

on

the South shore of Lake

called the Connecticut

reserve

;

now

a

Erie,
part of the

State of Ohio.
In the year 1800, Norwalk contained 5,146 inhabitants. Since
that time the township of Wilton, and the principal part of Newhave been taken from it ; containing together 3,327. In
1810, the number of inhabitants in Norwalk was 2,983. The
number within the former limits was in 1756, 3,050; and, in 1774,

Canaan,

4,388.
The Eastern side of Norwalk is washed

parts

by Saugatuck

river.

considerable mill-stream ; which, rising from different
in the Northern townships of this County, washing a part of

This is

a

Ridgefield, Reading, Weston, &c. discharges its waters into the
Its mouth for several miles forms a good
Sound at this place.
harbour.
At the head of the navigation it is crossed by a bridge,
around which is a neat, flourishing, and very pleasant village, built
on both sides of the river, but principally on the Eastern.
The township of Fairfield, which formerly included those of
Reading and Weston, contains, at the present time, three parish
es,

Fairfield, Greenfield,

parish

of Stratfield.

The hills, vallies, and
The
located.

tifully

and Green's Farms ; and a part of the
rarely exceeded in beauty.

The surface is

plains, are elegant in their form, and beau
prospects, which it furnishes from many
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rarely surpassed. The soil, also, is of
as
high a degree, perhaps as any
other in this country to every production of the climate.
Fairfield, named by the Indians Unquozua, was originally pur
chased by Roger Ludlow, Esq. the principal planter of Windsor,
and the first deputy Governour of Connecticut.
Having led a
to this spot, and final
the
who
of
the
pursued
Pequods
troops,
part
ly destroyed them, he was so much pleased with the beauty and
fertility of the surrounding country, that he resolved to purchase
it. Having accomplished the design, he removed, with eight or
ten families from Windsor, and began a settlement in the year 1 639.
The planters were soon joined by a company from Watertown,
and another from Concord, in Massachusetts ; so that the planta
tion became populous.
The parish of Green's farms extends from Saugatuck river,
along the Sound, nearly four miles. The lands are rich, and on
The only vil
them reside some of the best farmers in the State.
lage, which it contains, is that, already mentioned, on Saugatuck
river. It includes one Presbyterian Congregation.
At the mouth of the Saugatuck, on the Eastern side, rises a
hill of remarkable beauty, known by the name of Compo : the
points,

are

the first

extensive,

quality,

and

and suited in

South-Western

corner of Green's farms.
In the year 1 777, 2,000
troops under the command of Governour Tryon disem
barked here, April 26th in the morning, and proceeded immedi
ately to Danbury. Major General Silliman, who at that time

British

commanded the militia of this

County, immediately despatched

expresses to spread the alarm through the the neghbouring coun
try. Before the militia could be assembled, the enemy had pro
ceeded far

the road to

Danbury ; and reached it almost with
Huntington who was here with about
100 men retired to an eminence in the vicinity, with the
hope of
being reinforced. General Arnold was also in the neighbour
hood ; having been directed to superintend the raising of re
cruits. The enemy destroyed 18 dwelling houses, 1,700 tents,
2,000 bushels of grain, 1,600 barrels of provisions. The next
morning they returned through Ridgefield, where they set fire

out

on

opposition.

Colonel
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On the road from

Danbury they
by Major General Wooster, at the
head of three hundred militia, with
great spirit and resolution.
Wooster, however, was soon mortally wounded, fighting bravely
at the head of his
troops. Arnold joined General Silliman, who
had collected about 500 militia, and
proceeded to Ridgefield in
front of the British.
Here they threw up a barricado across the
road on a piece of high ground.
A smart skirmish was maintain
ed for an hour ; when the Americans were obliged to give way.
Arnold's horse, being shot, fell directly under him.
Perceiving
a British soldier
advancing to kill him with a bayonet, he cooly
kept his saddle, drew a pistol, shot the soldier, and then retired.
The British continued at Ridgefield through that night.
The
next morning, as they were proceeding towards Compo, Arnold,
having increased his numbers to about 1,000 men, and obtained
some
field-pieces, fell upon them again ; and skirmished with
them, as the circumstances would permit. When the British reach
ed Compo, they were hard pressed by the Americans ; and prob
ably would not have escaped from complete destruction, but by
the following expedient, said to have been proposed by Sir Wil
liam Erskine.
They landed a body of marines ; and moving
them into the van of their army, charged the Americans with
so much
vigour, that they were driven from the ground. The
British then embarked in their boats with the utmost expedition,
and reached their ships in safety; but so fatigued with their
march, that many of the soldiers fell, it was said, upon the decks
of the vessels, and there lay for a considerable time, immovable
and torpid.
The Americans, also, were most of them exceeding
ly weary. The marines being fresh, took the place of their ex
hausted countrymen, and were an overmatch for the fatigued
Americans. The loss of the Americans was estimated by them
at one hundred killed, wounded, and missing.
Among these, be
were

attacked in their

rear

sides General

Wooster,

the

estimated

British,
seventy.

as

*One of

were

two

field-officers.*

by themselves,

was

one

The loss of
hundred and

them, Lieutenant Colonel Gould, of Fairfield.
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Gen. Wooster

born at

was

Stratford,

in 1711 ; and

was

educa

degree of A. B. in
1738.
He entered upon a military life in 1739, during the war
with Spain ; and rose to the command of a regiment in the war
with France, which began in 1755.
In the expedition against
Louisburg, in 1745, he commanded the Connecticut sloop of war;
and in all the several commands, which were given to him, sustain
ted at Yale

ed

a

the

College

;

where he received the

very fair and honourable character. At the commencement of
war, he was appointed a Brigadier General in

Revolutionary

the American army.
By the
he considered himself

promotions, which afterwards took
injured ; and sent in his resigna
tion.
Upon this he was made the first Major General of the
Connecticut militia. He was distinguished for all the public and
private virtues ; was for many years a professor of Christianity,
and adorned the Religion which he professed.
He married Ma
ry daughter, of President Clap : a lady, of whom it may be said
without exaggeration, that she has rarely been excelled by any of
her sex, in vigour of mind, excellence of disposition, orexempla-

place,

as

riness of life.
A monument

has

never

was

General Silliman
was

the

cillor,

voted to General Wooster

by Congress,

but

in this town.

He

been erected*
was a

distinguished lawyer

of the Hon. Ebenezer Silliman many years a Coun
and Judge of the Superiour Court, in the Colony of Con
son

necticut.

Both the

and the son,

father,

were

educated at Yale

College ; and sustained honourable characters through life. The
activity, and influence, of General Silliman in the Revolutionary
war, exposed him, of course, to the resentment of the British.
His house
the safest

was

the month of

house;

within little

access

took

to it

was

more

than

perfectly

a

mile from the shore

known to the

:

and

Refugees.

In

May, 1779, a small party of the enemy attacked hif
him prisoner; and conveyed him to Long-Island,

and thence to New-York.*
*

In 1779

Major-General Silliman was appointed, by the Governour, and
Safety, Superintendant of the coast of the Cou nty of Fairfield. In the
of May, Sir Henry Clinton directed a small
company of refugees to cross the
cil of

Coun
montfi

Sound
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East of Green's farms lies the

built,

is

probably

inferiour in

fertility

and

to few lands in the State.

The centre of Greenfield is about four miles from the

Sound;

and the Southern

boundary about two miles and a half. This is
one of the smallest
parishes in Connecticut ; and for a tract, dis
tributed wholly into farms, exclusive of a little village around the
church consisting of fifteen houses, is one of the most populous. In
in

a

whale boat from

them

was an

Lloyd's Neck,

and if possible to take him

inhabitant of Newtown named

ployed by General Silliman not long
house was perfectly acquainted with
The

crew

about

consisted of nine.

midnight.

The

family

One

before

;

and

a

a

prisoner.

having

left in the boat.

awaked

General Silliman sprang out of bed, seized

by

a

One of

carpenter ; who had been
been

some

the safest and easiest modes of

was

were

Glover,

Eight

came

em

time at the
access

to it.

to the house

violent assault upon the door.

musket, and ran to the door. As he
at once comprehended their design. He
only flashed. At that instant the assail
a

passed by the window he saw the men and
attempted to fire his musket ; but it
ants broke through the window and laid their hands upon him ; exclaiming that he
At his request they permitted
was their prisoner, and that he must go with them.
him to dress himself and having plundered him of a fusee, a pair of pistols, a sword
and some other articles of no great value, proceeded with expedition to the shore.
They reached it about two o'clock, and immediately embarked for Long-Island.
As they approached the shore of Lloyd's neck, Colonel Simcoe the commanding offi
cer who was waiting for them exclaimed, "Have you got him," They answered,
Yes, "Have you lost any men," No, "That is well, your Sillimans are not worth
General Silliman's eldest son. was taken with
a man, nor
your Washingtons.'
him. The prisoners were ordered to the guard-house. The General asked the
Adjutant whether this was the manner they treated prisoners of his rank. The
"
We do not consider you in the same light as we should a con
Adjutant replied,
tinental General."
How, said General Silliman, will you view me when an ex
change shall be proposed? "I understand you," said the Adjutant and withdrew.
These questions probably preserved General Silliman from the indignity of being
confined in a guard-house. Soon after, he and his son were conducted in a carriage
to New- York under an escort of Dragoons. On his arrival a numerous body of peo
then

'

A gentleman who was a friend to him advised him to with
insulted, and very kindly conducted him to good lodgings.
Here he remained for some time and was at length ordered to Flatbush.
At that time there was no prisoner in the possession of the Americans, whom the
British would accept in exchange for General Silliman ; and after some consideration,
it was determined to procure one. The person pitched upon was the Hon. Mr. Jones,

ple gathered to see

him.

draw lest he should be

onedf the justices of the

Voi.. III.

Supreme Court of the
65

Province of New- York.

Capt.

Daniel
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the year 1790 the number of inhabitants, was 1,449, living on four
This fact will sufficiently explain the
teen or fifteen square miles.
goodness of the soil. The scenery, here also is delightful.
The

village

parish

of Fairfield contains three

at the mouth of Mill

West ; and another

mile

a

the town ;

villages,

a

river, about a mile and a half SouthEastward, at the harbour of Black-

Rock.

The town of Fairfield contains about

principally along

the

great road,

one

and round

hundred houses, built
handsome square iu

a

Hawley of Newfield (now Bridgeport) undertook to accomplish the design. Hav
ing selected a proper crew, he proceeded in a whale boat to Long-Island, and hav
ing landed his men concealed his boat in some bushes near the shore. Of the place
where they landed I am ignorant ; but it is said to have been at least fifty miles from
the

place

of their destination.

The house of Judge Jones

Hempstead plain,
their enterprize.
was a

in

a

stood, and probably
pleasant,

solitude rather

now

stands,

and

certainly

on

the North side of

very favourable t

The Americans arrived about nine o'clock in the

ball in the house and the noise of music and

evening. There
dancing prevented the approach

of the adventurers from

being heard.
Captain Hawley knocked at the door and perceiving that nobody heard him, for
and
found
it,
Judge Jones standing in the entry. He instantly told him he was
his prisoner, and immediately conducted bim off, together with a young gentleman
whose name was Hewlett A guard of soldiers was posted at a small distance from
their road. When they came near the spot, Judge Jones hemmed very loud, and
was forbidden
by Captain Hawley to repeat the sound. He however did repeat it,
but, being told by his conductor that another repetition would be followed by fatal
ced

consequences, he desisted.
On their way they were

obliged to lodge in a forest through the day. The third
night they reached their boat, and proceeded immediately to Newfield.
Mrs. Silliman, hearing of Judge Jones' arrival, sent him an invitation to break
fast. He came. During several days while he was at her house, she took all the
measures in her power to make his situation agreeable.
But although few ladies
could contribute more effectually to such a purpose, the Judge was distant, reserv
ed and sullen.

From this place he was ordered to Middletown.
long time before the British would consent to an exchange ; but in the
month of May, 1780 they agreed that if one Washburn, a refugee of a notoriously
bad character, could be included in the exchange as a kind of make-weight they
would release General Silliman for
Judge Jones, and his son for Mr. Hewlett.
The vessel which conveyed him met another employed to transport General Silli
man to his own house on the Sound.
The two getlemen having dined together
proceeded immediately to the respective places of their destination. The Gen
eral's return was welcomed with demonstrations of joy by all the surrounding
It

was a

country.
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Presbyterian church,
are
generally good ;

The houses

three instances rise above this character.

or
are

and

the Court
and in two

The inhabitants'

moderately industrious ; possess good manners ; are friendly,
hospitable ; and are generally sober, orderly, and firm sup

porters of good government.
There is an Academy in this town, which is in good reputa
tion. There is also another in Greenfield ; and another in Green's

Farms, characterised in the School-law, heretofore recited,
parochial school of the higher order.
Fairfield is the shire town of this

however, sit at Danbury ;
about twenty miles in the

a

Fairfield is also the

interiour.

coast of Connecticut

the Hooestennuc.

The

on

commerce

with New- York,

is of considerable

Half of the courts,

County.

considerable town at the distance of

entry for the whole

tirely carried

as a

importance :
paratively small.
The following is an abstract

or

on

of this

County

Boston.

duties,

of

is almost

en

The

while that which is

of the

port

the Western side of

coasting trade
foreign is com

collected

on

imports

in this town.
Years.

1801

-

-

-

1802

-

-

-

1803

-

-

-

1804

-

-

-

1805

-

-

-

Duties.

Years.

#25,074

1806

-

17,905

1807

17,263

1808

19,037
23,164

1809

-

1810

-

Duties.

#29,638

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

20,661

1,810
1,559
6,229

Two miles West of the Court-house is the

Pequod swamp ;
where the remains of that nation were finally destroyed, or taken
prisoners. The present road passes through it.
The Rev. Noah Hobart, formerly Minister of this town, possess
ed high intellectual and moral distinction. He had a mind of
great

acuteness and

discernment;

was a

laborious student ;

was

extensively learned, especially in History, and Theology ; adorn
ed the doctrine which he professed, by an exemplary life ; and
was holden in high veneration for his wisdom and virtue.
Among
the American writers of the last century, not one has, I believe,
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handled the

subject

of

Presbyterian ordination

with

more

ability

or success.

Mr. Hobart
ceived the
was

ordained

educated at Harvard

was

degree

College ;

where he

re

About ten years after, he
this church and congregation. He died, Dec.

of A. B. in 1724.

over

and happy death in the 68th year of his age,
ministry. His manners were grave and digni
fied, and yet very pleasing and gentlemanly ; and, in whatever
company he was, few hesitated to acknowledge him the first per
son present.
He left one son, who has been already mentioned :
the Hon. John Sloss Hobart of New- York, one of the Judges of
the Supreme Court in that State : then a Senator of the United
States ; and afterwards District Judge of the District of NewYork : a very respectable and worthy man.
On the 7th July, 1779, Gov. Tryon, with the army which I
have already mentioned, sailed from New-Haven to Fairfield; and
A few militia
the next morning disembarked upon the beach.
assembled to oppose them ; and in a desultory, scattered manner,
fought with great intrepidity through most of the day. They
But
killed some ; took several prisoners ; and wounded more.
the expedition was so sudden, and unexpected, that the efforts,
The town was
made in this manner, were necessarily fruitless.
plundered ; a great part of the houses, together with the two
churches, the court-house, Jail, and school-houses, were burnt.
The barns had been just filled with wheat, and other produce.
The inhabitants, therefore, were turned out into the world, al
most literally destitute.
Mrs. Burr, the wife of Thaddeus Burr, Esq. High Sheriff of
the County, resolved to continue in the mansion-house of the
family, and make an attempt to save it from the conflagration.
The house stood at a sufficient distance from other buildings.
Mrs. Burr was adorned with all the qualities, which give distinc
tion to her sex ; possessed fine accomplishments, and a dignity of
character, scarcely rivalled ; and probably had never known what
it was to be treated with disrespect, or even with inattention.
She made a personal application to Gov. Tryon, in terms, which
from a lady of her high respectability, could hardly have failed of

6,

1

773,

a

peaceful

and the 41st of his
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from any person, who claimed the title of a
answer, which she actually received, was, how

answer

aud brutal ; and spoke the want not only of
polite
humanity, but even of vulgar civility. The house was
sentenced to the flames, and was
speedily set on fire. An attempt
was made, in the mean time,
by some of the soldiery, to rob her
of a valuable watch, with rich furniture : for Gov. Tryon refused
to protect her, as well as to preserve the house.
The watch
had been already conveyed out of their reach : but the house, fil
led with every thing, which contributes either to comfort or ele
gance of living, was laid in ashes.
While the town was in flames, a thunder-storm overspread the
heavens, just as night came on. The conflagration of near two
ever,

rude,

ness, and

hundred houses illumined the
the

waves

of the

Sound, with

earth,

the skirts of the

clouds,

and

union of

gloom and grandeur,
magnificent. The sky speedily

an

inexpressibly awful and
hung with the deepest darkness, wherever the clouds were
At intervals,
not tinged by the melancholy lustre of the flames.
The
the lightenings blazed with a livid and terrible splendour.
thunder rolled above. Beneath, the roaring of the fires filled up
the intervals, with a deep and hollow sound, which seemed to be
the protracted murmur of the thunder, reverberated from one
at

once

was

end of heaven to the other.

Add to this convulsion of the ele

ments, and these dreadful effects of vindictive and

tation, the trembling of

the earth ; the

occasionally discharged ;
wounded and dying ; and

sharp

wanton devas

sound of

muskets,

the groans, here and there, of the
the shouts of triumph : then place be

fore your eyes crowds of the miserable sufferers, mingled with
bodies of the militia, and from the neighbouring hills taking a
farewell prospect of their property and their dwellings, their hap
piness and their hopes : and you will form a just but imperfect
picture of the burning of Fairfield. It needed no great effort of
imagination to believe, that the final day had arrived ; and that,
amid this funereal darkness, the morning would speedily dawn,
to which no night would ever succeed ; the graves yield up their
inhabitants ; and the trial commence, at which was to be finally
settled the destiny of man.
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apology, made by Gov. Tryon
conveyed in the following sentence.
The

for this Indian
"

The

retreat."

rebels

were

This declaration

troublesome to their

effort, was
burnt,

was

houses, and

to resent the fire of the rebels from their
our

village

to mask

proves, that the
and at the same time

unequivocally
invaders;

apology, which they were able to
make. But it contains a palpable falsehood, intended to justify
conduct, which admits of no excuse, and rejects with disdain eve
ry attempt at palliation. Why did this body of men land at Fair
is to be considered

field at all 1

except such

as

There

the best

were

here

no

stores ;

no

fortress ;

no

enemy;

village throughout the
United States. It was Undoubtedly the original object of the ex
pedition to set fire to this town, and the apology was created after
It was perfectly unnecessary to mask the
the work was done.
retreat.

as were

to be found in every

The townsmen, and the little collection of farmers,

as

No British
sembled to aid them, had no power to disturb it.
officer, no British soldier, would confess, that in these circum
stances he felt the least

anxiety concerning

any molestation from

such opposers.
The injuries done to

a
single family, were an immense over
good acquired in this expedition, either by the
individuals engaged in it, or the nation in whose service they act
ed.
Particularly that highly respectable pair, Mr. and Mrs. Burr,

balance for all the

in the loss of the mansion of their ancestors, and the treasures,
with which it had been stored through a long succession of years;

elegant hospitality, which had reigned in it; the refi
enjoyments, which were daily felt, and daily distributed to
the friend, and the stranger ; the works of charity, which were
there multiplied ; and the rational piety, which was at once the
animating, and controlling principle ; diffused a brilliancy, marked
even
by the passing eye ; lost more than the whole British na
tion gained by this devastation.
The next morning the troops re-embarked ; and, proceeding
to Green's Farms, set fire to the church, and consumed it ;
togeth
er with fifteen
dwelling-houses, eleven barns, and several stores.
Among the houses was that of the Rev. Dr. Ripley ; the respect
able clergyman of this parish. Here, also, was another proof,

where the

ned
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that

burning was the object of the expedition. The number of
dwelling-houses consumed in Fairfield was eighty-five; of barns,
fifty-five: of stores, fifteen ; of shops, fifteen ; &c. &c.
The question has often been
asked, Why do so many of the Amer
icans entertain such hostile
feelings towards Great Britain ?" One
answer to.this
question will be found in the scenes which I have
described. Let us admit that an
enemy may be justified, even in
burning a town, when the strength of his foe will be materially
lessened by the conflagration ; his resolution broken his
;
hostility
essentially diminished ; and the prospect of bringing the contro
versy to a speedy termination, in an important degree increased.
Here, neither of these objects was achieved. The strength of
the Americans remained entire ; and their animosity was more in
tense.
Nothing was done, but mischief: and nothing was prob
ably aimed at, but the gratification of ill-nature. The name of
Tryon is$ here, that of an incendiary ; and will go down to suc
ceeding generations with unmingled infamy.
Near the Eastern limit of this township is the harbour of BlackRock : its shores ornamented with a small, but neat, village.
This, next to that of New-London, is the best harbour in the
State.
The land, by which it is enclosed, is perhaps unrivalled
in its beauty.
A more elegant piece of ground than Grover's
hill can scarcely be conceived. But notwithstanding the excel
"

lence of the

harbour,

commerce, the

commencing

place

and the conveniences which it furnishes for

has been

in it with

a

fair

long neglected.
promise of success.

Business is

now

In the year 1 756, Fairfield contained 4,455 inhabitants ; blacks
In 1774, it contained 4,863; Indians 4; blacks 315. Both

260.

these enumerations included the

township

of

Weston, afterwards

In 1790, the number of inhabitants in
Fairfield was 4,009; in Weston 2,469. In 1800, the number of
In 1810,
inhabitants was 3,735, in Fairfield ; in Weston 2,680.
taken from Fairfield.

Fairfield contained 4,125; and Weston 2,618.
I am, Sir, yours, &c.
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Stratford

Bridgeport Rev. Dr. Johnson County of Fairfield Its boundaries,
surface, soil, divisions, healthfulness, &c. Milford Rev. Samuel Andrew Mil
ford Marble Long-Island Sound Hellgate, or Hurlgate.

Dear Sir,
Stratford borders upon Fairfield Eastward. The surface,
less beautiful than that of Fairfield, is yet very pleasing to

though

plain extends along the Sound from its
Hooestennuc, about six miles. This
plain is a handsome piece of ground, bordered on the North by
several hills. The soil also is of an excellent quality.
Stratford contains two parishes : Stratford, and Stratfield ; four
villages : the town, the borough of Bridgeport, the Old Mill, and
Pughquonnuck ; and four Congregations : two Episcdpal, and
two Presbyterian.
Two of these Congregations are in Stratford;
the other two in Stratfield, which includes Bridgeport.
Stratford was originally known by the Indian name of Cupheag.
It was purchased in 1639 by Mr. Fairchild, the principal planter;
and settlements were begun the same year.
The Indians in this
the eye of a traveller. A
Western boundary to the

sale reserved several valuable tracts for their

own

cultivation ; but

title, and the proprietors, are now, I believe, extinct.
Stratfield, the Western parish, is extremely pleasant. There
is not in the State a prettier village than the borough of Bridge
port. In the year 1783, there were scarcely half a dozen houses
It now contains probably more than one hundred,
in this place.
both the

on both sides of
Pughquonnuck river, a beautiful mill-stream,
forming at its mouth the harbour of Bridgeport. The situation
of this village is very handsome, particularly on the Eastern side
of the river. A more cheerful, and elegant piece of ground can
scarcely be imagined than the point, which stretches between the
Pughquonnuck, and the Old-mill brook ; and the prospects, pre
sented by the harbours at the mouths of these streams, the Sound,
and the surrounding country, are in a fine season gay and bril
liant, perhaps without a parallel. The style of building, adopted

built
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here, is also unusually happy. None of the houses are large, or
splendid ; but almost all of them, together with their appendages,
leave upon the mind an
impression of neatness, and
often found elsewhere.

cheerfulness,

not

There are two churches in this
village : an Episcopal, and a
Presbyterian ; both respectable buildings, appearing like twins
on the
opposite sides of a small green. The Episcopal church
in Fairfield is a plurality,
belonging to this cure.
There is a Baptist church, built in the rear of this parish, with
in the limits of Fairfield ; the

congregation of which is collected
townships, whose corners are near this spot.
The two parts of Bridgeport are connected by a bridge, ninety
rods in length, which crosses the Pughquonnuck in the centre of
the village, and was the origin of its name.
out of several

The inhabitants
Their

are

almost all

merchants, and mechanics.

principally carried on coastwise. For several
years there was an academy here ; but it is now discontinued.
Scarcely any situation is more distinguished for health. The
commerce

is

number of inhabitants is between six and

Stratford is
more

than

a

one

considerable town,

hundred and

fifty

seven

containing,

hundred.
as

I should

judge,

houses ; and is better built than
The principal street is a mile in

either of the preceding towns.
length, running parallel with the Hooestennuc, straight, and wide.
It contains also two churches : a Presbyterian, and an Episcopal.
The inhabitants have long been agitated by religious and political
controversies.

The usual

here in their full extent.

effects,

as

well

as

causes, have existed

To detail them would be

an

invidious

task.
The

people

of Stratford

are

excellent farmers ; and their fields
are rarely exceeded in

in tolerable seasons, exhibit crops, which

this country.
The Rev. Dr. Johnson, the first Episcopal Minister in this
town, was a man of distinguished reputation ; and may be con

Episcopacy in Connecticut, and perhaps
distinguished Clergyman of that description, who has
This gentleman was born at Guilsettled within its limits.

sidered
as

as

the father of

the most

been

Vol. III.

66
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ford in 1696; was educated at Yale College; and received the
degree of A. B. in 1714. In 1716, he was chosen tutor, and con
tinued in that office three years.
In 1720, he was ordained Min
ister of the

episcopally
Stratford.
in the

City

Presbyterian

In 1723, he

church in West-Haven.

was

ordained at London ; and was afterwards settled at
In 1754, he was chosen President of King's College
of New-York ; and continued in this office nine years.
resigned the Presidency, and, returning to Stratford,

In 1763, he
resumed the

of his

charge

congregation.

He died in 1772, at the

age of '76.
Dr. Johnson

was a man.of talents and
learning, of dignified
high reputation. He published a Hebrew Gram
The uni
mar, a compendium of Logic, and another of Ethics.
versity of Oxford conferred on him the degree of Doctor of Divin
ity. His life was written by Dr. Chandler, the Episcopal Minis

manners, and

ter of Elizabethtown.

At Stratford

the

son

also,

of this

still lives the Hon. William Samuel

gentleman,

and

one

of the most

Johnson,*

respectable

men

of whom this

country can boast.
In the year 1756, Stratford contained 3,658 inhabitants ; blacks

150 ; in

1774, 5,555

;

Indians 35 ; blacks 319.

It then included

townships of Huntington, and Trumbull. In 1790, Stratford,
including Trumbull, contained, 3,241, and Huntington 2,742. In
1800, the number in Stratford was 2,950; in Huntington 2,792;

the

and in Trumbull 1,291.
amounted to 2,895, in

In 1810, the inhabitants ofStratford
to 2,770, and in Trumbull, to

Huntington

1,241.
I will conclude this letter

County

by

some

general

remarks

on

the

of Fairfield.

County is bounded on the West by New-York ; on the
by the Sound ; and on the North-East, except a small dis
tance, by Hooestennuc river. Its figure approaches towards a
triangle, but with many irregularities. Its utmost length from
North to South is between forty and fifty miles ; and its utmost
breadth from East to West about thirty.
This

South

*

This

gentleman died

in the year 1819.

Pub.
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The surface is very various. The
part which borders on the
Sound, has been already described. The interiour is generally

hilly,

and in many places
rough. There are mines of iron in
In Fairfield,
; and there is a steel mine in Ridgefield.

Weston

also,

an ore

has been discovered of
the surfaces of the

Large spots

on

broken,

perfectly smooth,

are

an uncommon

fragments,

and to the eye

state, with the colour, and the lustre of tin.

appearance.

into which it is
are

This

in

reguline

a

is said to

ore

contain copper.
The person, by whom it was discovered, has
hitherto refused to point out the place to the public, or confide
the

knowledge of it to any individual. Hence, the ore has not
assayed.
This County abounds both in granite, and limestone. The
former is the common grey granite of New-England, but abound
ing in mica more than in most other places. The latter is white,
and yields excellent lime.
There are also stones of various other
kinds, particularly soap-stone in the township of Stamford ; and
rock crystals in that of New-Fairfield.
The forests are oak, hickory, &c. The single or swamp spruce,
also, grows here ; and in a few instances, pine.
This County abounds in springs, brooks, and mill-streams.
There are eleven streams of the last class, which discharge their
been

waters into the Sound between the State of New- York and the

Hooestennuc.

Mill-seats of the most convenient forms

are

very

numerous.

The soil is better than that of any other in the State ; being
generally rich, and producing every thing, which the climate will
permit. The pastures, and meadows, are fine ; and the crops of
grain are abundant. A few years since, more flax was raised here
Thaddeus Burr Esq.
than in the whole of New-England beside.
whom 1 mentioned above, informed me, that for ten years, in
was naval officer at Fairfield, there were sent out of

which he

that township, at an average, 20,000 bushels of flax-seed in a
in any one year, was 1 7,000;
year ; that the least quantity, shipped
I have seen twenty acres of flax in a
and the greatest, 25,000.

single field,

in the

parish

of Greenfield.

A field of five

acres

pro-
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thirty -five

duced

forty

bushels

hundred

weight;

and

a

field of wheat

yielded

an acre.

townships. The most
Danbury. It is distributed, also, into
twenty-eight parishes ; containing twenty-eight Presbyterian Con
gregations, fifteen Episcopal, eight Baptist, one Sandemanian, and
one Universalist.
Of the Episcopal Congregations seven are plu
ralities. Religion, though at certain times, and in certain places,
vigorous, has prospered less from the beginning in this County,
This

County

is divided into seventeen

considerable town in it is

than in several others.

The churches in the

It contains two Associational districts.

Western district have adhered with

more

strictness to the scheme

discipline, established at Saybrook, than those of any other ;
accordingly experienced fewer embarrassments in this
difficult branch of Evangelical duty.
There has for many years
been an union of firmness, and Catholicism, in the ministers of
It is to be hoped, that it will long
this district, not often seen.
of

and have

endure.

Few parts of the world are more healthy.
In my own congre
gation at Greenfield, consisting of 1,000 persons, during one year
not a single person died ; and during another year, only two, and
one of these an accidental death.
Upon the whole, there is not
a more
delightful spot of ground than the coast of this County.
The surface is handsome ; the soil fertile ; the productions vari
ous, and excellent ; the air salubrious ; while the waters furnish

fish in abundance, and present every convenience for marketing.
same time,
many of the inhabitants are highly respectable

At the

for their

intelligence,

inconvenience.

cultivation,

and their worth.

Their

ground

is

so

They

rich, and

labour under

so

that the inhabitants have cleared it

and rendered wood for fuel

scarce

one

capable of easy
too extensively ;

and dear. Peat exists in abun

dance ; but custom has not yet reconciled many of the people to
the use of it ; and coal, hitherto, has not in any considerable quan

tities been discovered in

New-England.

The Hooestennuc is crossed at Stratford

The

ferry, formerly

used

here,

was

on

Washington bridge.

attended with many, and
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wind,
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the stream.

The ice

was
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The

tide,

sometimes

Sound, to which it
swell.

heavy

opens
The North-West

forced the boats far down

frozen, only

across a

part

of it ; sometimes was too thin to be safe ; and sometimes ran in
the stream with such violence, and in such quantities, as to ren
der the

crossing

was no

where in the United States demanded

both uncomfortable, and hazardous.

by

A

bridge

the wishes of

the inhabitants
bad

by

a

so
extensively, as at this place. At length a very
erected ; and in February 1807 it was swept away
violent freshet. A better one, after many delays and diffi

one was

culties,

was

and is still

built,

years.
The

township

of Milford

It is not

standing.

well contrived for the purpose ; and,
formed in the stream above, would

handsome,

but

proper ice-breakers
probably continue many
were

commences

on

the Eastern side of

pleasant and fertile. The interiour
is undulating, but not very pleasant.
The soil throughout a con
siderable part is rich and productive; but much of it is cold and
The coast is

Hooestennuc.

sterile.

Milford, named by the Indians Wopowage, was purchased by
Prudden, and others, principally from Wethersfield, in 1639. Forty-four planters settled themselves here im
the Rev. Peter

mediately ;

but

they

found the Indians

surrounded the town

plat, nearly

a

so

numerous, that

mile square, with

a

they

strong

palisado.
parishes, and four congregations : three
Episcopal. The last consists only of a
Of
few families. Each of these congregations has its church.
North-Milford I have already given an account. The other par
ish contains three congregations.
The town is built with an irregularity, which seems absolute.
The houses are numerous, but generally indifferent. Two of the
streets are moderately pleasant ; but the whole appearance is un
inviting.
Milford contains two

Presbyterian,

and

one
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retain, beyond those of most other
ancient, plain, New-England character. There is to

The inhabitants of this town

places,
a

the

considerable extent

an

union among them of simplicity, sobrie
and attachment to

ty, industry, frugality, the love of good order,

Religion. If they were to add to these com
a
general spirit of liberality, and a gene
of improvement, it would be well.

the ordinances of

mendable characteristics
ral love

The Rev. Samuel Andrew of this town

dent,

or,

as

that officer

was

then

was

called, Rector,

the second Presi

of Yale

College.

chosen pro tempore in the year 1707 ; and continued in
office till the year 1719.
He did not, however, remove to Say

He

was

brook,

where the

whither it

Milford,

was

and

College

first

placed ; nor to New-Haven,
But, though he resided at
duties of the ministerial office, yet
the College, presided at Commence

was

removed in 1717.

performed

the

from time to time he visited

ments, and superintended the government of the students. He
is still remembered here, and in the surrounding country, as an
able and excellent divine.
In the Eastern part of this township begins a range of marble
quarries extending a considerable, though hitherto undefined, dis
tance into the interiour. They have been traced as much as four
or

five miles.

times a, very

The colours of this beautiful stone

are

black,

or

at

deep blue, white, green, and yellow. All these col
ours are
strong and vivid. The variegations, which it every where
presents, are diversified beyond any thing, which 1 have seen :
yet we have several hundred specimens of different European
marbles in the mineralogical cabinet of Yale College. Nor are
the variegations only diversified. They are
alternately strong,
and delicate ; and in both cases remarkably rich.
Nothing, equal
ly beautiful, or equally fine in its texture, has been discovered in
Its existence was brought to light, after
this country.
having
been travelled over, as it lay in masses, and made into walls, to
enclose the fields, in which it was imbedded, for more than a cen
tury, by Mr. Solomon Baldwin, a member of the Senior Class in
Yale College, in an excursion, adopted in that Seminary as an ex
ercise for the students in mineralogy.
This gentleman procured
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extensive range of this
elegant stone, and of a mill
in the
neighbourhood, at which it is now sawn, ground, and pol
ished.
Its distance from
water is less than 200
an

navigable
apparently inexhaustible.
Lead ore, extremely rich, has been found
hitherto in small quantities.
The

quantity

yards.

is

in this

township

; but

In the year 1756, Milford contained
1,633 inhabitants ; in 1 774,
2,127; blacks 162; in 1790, 2,098 ; in 1800,2,427 ; and, in 1810,
2,674.
I will conclude this letter with
the Southern

an

account of Long-Island

Sound;

of a part of the State of New- York, and
of the State of Connecticut ; on the margin of which
lay the last
great division of the journey just recited.
This
from

arm

boundary

of the

ocean

Oyster-pond point

Utrecht

on

is

on

one

hundred and

the West ; and from half

in breadth.

The narrowest

at New-Haven.

At

Rye

forty miles

in

length,

the East to the Western limit of New-

part is

a

mile to

near

twenty-five miles
Hellgate, and the widest

it is about nine miles in breadth ; at

Stamford twelve ; at Stratford eighteen ; at Saybrook and Lyme
fourteen or fifteen. At the head of New-Haven harbour, the
distance is

twenty-nine.

The shores

on

both sides of this fine

piece

of water

are

indent

ed with many harbours. Of these that of New-London on the
Northern, and that of Huntington on the Southern, side are the
most considerable.

chor with

either shore has
and

In each of them the

perfect security
one

convenient, for

or

largest fleets may an
Every township on
harbours, sufficiently capacious,

from every wind.
more

the commerce, which it will

ever

be able to

carry on.
The navigation of the Sound is very safe ; compared with that
along a coast, entirely open to the ocean. Yet at times it is dan
gerous. In the winter, when the weather is so severe, as to shut
the harbours, the double shore at times increases the hazard ; and
instances have

occurred, though they

have been rare, in which

vessels have been lost, and their crews have perished. Several
reefs run out some distance from the shore ; and sometimes take
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vessels, ignorant of the navigation ; as do
shoals, and rocks, hidden beneath the surface.
up

Executioners,
maroneck

neck,

and

against

over

also

a

few

Of the

solitary

latter,

the

Long-Island, and Ma
Stepping Stones against Greatin North-Hempstead ;) are the

Cow-neck

the Main, and the
Pelham, (both necks

on

on

most remarkable.

In the mild
the world

pecially

season

pleasanter

when the

there is
than

course

perhaps

voyage in any part of

no

that, which is taken
is directed

No expanse of water can be
The various

near

on

the

sound;

es

the shore of the Main.

or bounded
by more
points, successively stretching in
to its bosom, with the intervening indents ; the villages, which
succeed each other at small distances, with their white spires,
seen over the tops of the trees, or
rising in open view ; the rich
fields, which every where form the margin ; the hills, elegantly
ascending as the eye advances into the interiour, covered with

handsomer,

beautiful shores.

farms,

and crowned with groves ; and the multitude of vessels,
the surface in every direction ; combine in their suc

skimming
cession
can

many varieties of beauty, serenity, and
be united within the same limits.

as

easily

cheerfulness,

as

The Sound is replenished with a great variety of very fine fish.
Among the finny tribes may be reckoned the Cod, the Striped and
Sea Bass, the Tuttaug or Black Fish, the Sheep's-head, the Blue
Fish, the Frost Fish, the White Perch, the Plaice, the Flounder,
and many others.

Of

Shell-fish,

ters, Clams, Muscles,
Below

Escallops,
Throgmorton's Point,

suddenly.

there

Lobsters, Crabs, Oys

the Sound becomes

Thence to New- York

at little distances

are

&c.

a

narrow
very
succession of handsome villas

on both shores.
A more sprightly series
hardly be imagined, when viewed in connection
with their appendages.
Hellgate, supposed to have been originally called Hurl-gate,
or the
Whirling-gap or passage, has been an object of too much
public notice to be omitted here without impropriety. Former
ly it was rarely mentioned, but in terms of exaggeration, and terrour.
In later times, however, it has been found to be almost

is

of

seen

objects

harmless.

can
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This passage lies about
eight miles from New-York, between
the islands of Manhattan, and Parsell, on the North-West, and

Long-Island

on

the South-East.

Haerlem river

discharges

ters into the Sound between the two former islands.

is here

formed,

at least to

of which

a

considerable

its

wa

The bottom

extent, by large rocks of

whirling of the waters
propably occasioned by three causes. 1st. The
position of the rocks ; 2dly. The sudden bend of the Sound at
this place ; and 3dly. The influx of the tide into Haerlem river,
The agitation of the water at half flood, and half
and its efflux.
ebb, is sufficient to alarm almost any mind, not thoroughly famil
iarized to the navigation of this place ; but about high and low
At the proper times, with a
water they are very little disturbed.
good wind, and a good pilot, vessels pass here without danger.
Without these advantages they are sometimes thrown upon the
rocks, or upon the shore. 1 know not, that Hell-gate has in any
instance proved fatal to human life.
Cargoes have sometimes
been damaged, and sometimes lost.
Frigates have several times
gone safely through this passage.
I am, Sir, yours, &c.

granite

;

some

are

visible.

at this passage is
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Its Boundaries Mountains

State of New- York

Rivers and

Iron

and Marble

agriculture
New-England

their

French Protestants.

Gypsum Inhabitants, whence derived
character Irish, German, and Scotch Colonists

ore

settlers

Dear Sir,

The State of New- York

including its Uplands,

is situated be

tween 39 45' and 45 North latitude and between 71 50' 45"

longitude from Greenwich. Its greatest
parallel of 42 is 316 miles ; its greatest
breadth is 304.
In these measures Long Island, and Staten-lsland are not included.
It is bounded on the East, by the West
ern limit of
New-England, formerly described, on the North by
the 45th degree of latitude, from Lake Champlain to the riv
er St. Lawrence; thence on the North-West, and West by aline
passing up the middle of that river, and through the middle of
Lake Ontario, to the mouth of the river Niagara ; thence up the
middle of that river to Lake Erie, thence through the middle of
and 79 47' 45" West

length,

which is

Lake Erie to
it of that
thence

by

a

on

the

line which is the continuance of the Eastern lim

part of Pennsylvania, which borders upon Lake Erie
this limit till it

crosses

the 42nd

degree

;

of North lat

on the South
by this degree, which is the Northern
boundary of Pennsylvania, until it strikes the river Delaware ;
thence by this river till it reaches the North- Western corner of
New-Jersey at the great Eastern bend of the Delaware ; and
thence by a South-Eastern line, which separates New- Jersey
from the counties of Orange, and Rockland, to the Hudson.
The State of New-York, including one half of Lake Cham
plain and the St. Lawrence, and the waters of Lakes Ontario and
Erie, which belong to it, forms an area of 46,086 square miles, or

itude ; thence

29,495,040
The
a

acres.

principal

mountains in this State

continuation of the

the Blue

Ridge

of

Shawangunk,
Pennsylvania.

are

1st. The

themselves
These

North-East direction and unite with the

a

cross

Highlands;

continuation of
the State in

Taghkannuc

range.

a

2d.
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The Kaatskill mountains, which, ascending from the South-West,
in the Counties of

approach,

ten miles of the

Hudson,

Ulster,

and

Greene,

within about

and then bend in the form of

to the North-West towards the Mohawk.

3dly.

a

Crescent

West of these is

collection of rude

eminences, already described, spreading from
boundary of Philadelphia, twenty, thirty, and some
times perhaps forty, miles into New- York.
These are the NorthEastern terminations of the Alleghany range, and of those paral
lel ranges which run through a considerable part of the United
States, Eastward of this principal one ; and subside into a plain
country about the middle of the breadth of New-York, between
Pennsylvania, and Lake Ontario.
a

the North

From the Western side of Lake
and from the

united with

da,

are

an

mountains.

range, I

am

George,

commences a

Eastern, another, which, passing
a

third ; and

together,

are

range,
onward to Cana

called the Peruvi

Of the Southern commencement of the third
From

ignorant.

served, it is visible

to

a

Burlington

considerable

as

1 have elsewhere ob

extent, and rises West

ward of the other two.

Taghkannuc range runs from the Sound along the East
border of this State, until it enters the County of Rensselaer;
whence it passes through the County of- Washington, and en
The

ern

ters Vermont at Fairhaven.

The Peruvian mountains received this name, because
to contain mines of considerable value.

were

The Rivers in this State, beside those which have been
are the Black river, Oswegatchie, Racket,

mentioned,

Tioga,

and Saranac

sequence than

principal
that

they

supposed

as

:

together

mill-streams.

headwaters of the

already
Chazy*

with many others of no other con
The Alleghany, one of the two

Ohio,

has its rise in the

County

of

name.

There are many small lakes in this State which I have not no
ticed ; particularly in the country North of the Mohawk.
It is unnecessary for me to add any thing to the observations
which have already been made concerning the Climate ; or to
the Soil, except that, taken tosay any thing further concerning
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gether,

it is inferiour to that of

no

State

the Atlantic side of

on

the Union.

agriculture is very various. The Dutch farmers exten
follow that of their ancestors. The New-England Colo

The

sively

and their descendants pursue that of
and Irish settlers, vary from

nists,
other.
have

Several

improved

Dutchess is

one

intelligent men
agriculture around

:

but the

country.

; Ger

County

of

of the best cultivated tracts in the United States.

gardens

regarded by most of
gentlemen are

of the

the

original

inhabit

not excelled in this

The market of New-York is well furnished with veg

etables ; and, lately, that of Albany.
Wheat is the principal product; after

that,

The

them.

the

Horticulture is little
ants

New-England

both, and from each
in different parts of the State,

Scotch,

man,

Fruits of all

maize.

kinds, suited

that, grass; and after
climate, flourish in

to the

the Southern half of the State ; and many, in the Northern.
Peaches abound in most of the Counties South and West of Al

bany. In several parts of the Western country nectarines,
apricots prosper: the insects, which attack them in the older
tlements not having extended their ravages so far.
New- York abounds in iron

ore.

and
set

In the Peruvian mountains

have been discovered ; but they have hitherto been
Most of the mountains are said to
very imperfectly examined.
be granitic ; but the predominating character of the country is

other

ores

calcareous.

Slate abounds ; marble has been discovered in sev
the Eastern border of Dutches3

places ; and at Amenia on
County a quarry has been for
eral

The colour is

white, blended

and delicate appearance.
in some degree flaky.

Many parts

some

with

time

blue,

The texture is

of this state exhibit

extensively wrought.
to be of a cloudy
moderately fine, but

so as

s'trong proofs

of the

Marine shells, of various kinds, are found in many
mineralized^ and in their native condition.

Deluge.

places,

both

Gypsum abounds at the head of the Cayuga lake, in the
township of Camillus, in the County of Onondaga, and in several
other places. The remarkable sulphur springs in the township
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denominated the Clifton

sulphur springs, have been
former part of these letters. Many other miner
als are found ; among them are mentioned lead,
zinc, and cop
But they are too imperfectly known to merit
atten
per.
mentioned in

a

public

tion.
There

are no

England, except

native Forest-trees which
the cucumber

former of these 1 have

New-England
indigenous.

never seen.

in the most

are

not found in New-

tree, and the black-walnut.

thrifty

The

The black-walnut grows in
manner, but is not I believe,

The Inhabitants of the "State of New- York, like those of the

city,

are

derived from many countries.

At least three fifths of

of

New-England origin ; and the number of these is
rapidly increasing. The next largest class consists of the de
After these are the
scendants of the original Dutch planters.
Scotch, Irish, German, English, and French Colonists, and their
As I before observed, it is impossible to ascribe to
progeny.

them

are

these

numerous

Those,

classes

a common

character.

immigrated from New-England retain exten
of them absolutely, their original character.

who have

and many
When considered en masse, they exhibit such varieties, as would
be naturally expected from the account which, I have given con

sively,

early settlers of a forested country, connected with
New-England people. They are ardent, enterprising,
resolute, patient, active, industrious, and persevering. Many of
them are sober, orderly, moral, and friends of learning, and good
government. Many of them are intelligent, ingenious, acute,
versatile, ready when disappointed in one kind of business to

cerning

the

that of the

slide into another, and fitted to conduct the second, or even a
or fourth, with much the same facility and success, as if

third,

they had been bred to nothing else. A considerable number in
the whole, and some in almost every settlement, however small,
are
pious. Others, amounting to a considerable number, are rest
less, fond of changing their places of residence to a sickly excess :
clamourous about polit
uneasy in regular established society;
ical measures, haunting places of public resort ; talkative, especial-
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ly
political subjects
gardless of Religion.
on

;

negligent
These

heretofore mentioned ; the

of their
the

are

pioneers,

own business,
foresters, whom

and

re

I have

who march in front of the

army of substantial farmers, destined finally to colonize the coun
try. Their number which at the early periods of Colonization
is

considerable, diminishes, of course, from

that

a

part of

planters,
ing part

who

selves.

Such

them

are

purchase

become to
as

a

keep

continually

two causes.

driven forward

their farms ; the other
considerable
their

place,

degree

is,

by

One

is,

the sober

that the remain

such farmers them

and do not

assume

this char

acter, dwindle ultimately into insignificance ; and, when compelled
by want, and rags, labour for those, who are able to supply their
necessities.

easily suppose, that in this population must of course
a
proportional number of mechanics, manufacturers,
merchants, phsyicians,and lawyers ; and that among them there can
hardly fail to be diffused a considerable number of persons, welleducated, and respectable for their intelligence and information.
The mass of this population forms at the present time a most
important accession to the State of New- York ; and is continual
ly increasing, both in its numbers, and value. Their energy is
already felt in every part of the country. The efforts by which
they have changed its vast forests into fruitful fields, and gardens, are
unparalleled, perhaps, in the world. It is questionable whether
mankind have ever seen so large a tract changed so suddenly
from a wilderness into a well-inhabited, and well-cultivated coun
try, as that, which extends on the great Western road from the
German Flats to the Genesee river.
Nor is it probable that
You will

be included

any such tract has assumed within so short a time an appearance
equally beautiful. Before the year 1 784, when Hugh White, the

father of the

New-England settlements in this region, removed
family from Middletown, and planted himself in Whitesbo
rough, there was not a single spot, cultivated by civilized man,
between the German Flats and Lake Erie; except a solitary farm
near the falls of
Niagara, known by the name of the Stedman
farm. In the year 1810, this region contained 280,319 inhabithis
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,it within twenty-six years, and almost all

within
the

twenty-two. To a prodigious extent, these people possess all
necessaries, almost all the comforts, most of the convenien

ces, and not

beautiful
ment

:

a

few of the luxuries of life.

A

great

number of

have risen up, as by the power of enchant
and the road for one hundred and twenty miles is in a

villages

lined by
frequently

succession of houses, almost

universally neat,
Throughout most of this extent an
excellent soil, covered deep with vegetable mould, rewards every
effort of the farmer with a luxuriant produce.
Throughout this extent, also, schools are established with a
celerity, delightful to the eye of benevolence ; which cannot fail
to foresee in this propitious institution the elevation, not of a few
privileged individuals, but of the whole rising generation ; the
children of the poor, as well as of the rich : to intelligence
and worth ; the exaltation of man ; and not of those merely, by
whom man is usually controlled.
To complete the picture, a numerous train of churches, and
those often handsome buildings, are planted on the very ground,
devoted a little while since to the ravages of the scalping knife,
Here religious assemblies are
and the celebration of the powawr.
gathered ; Ministers are settled ; and God is worshipped in the
Here men in great multi
ordinances of his own appointment.
tudes are prepared to become better inhabitants of this world,
and formed for the happiness, and the hopes, of immortal exist
All these efforts are marked with industry, and vigour ;
ence.
with an energy of mind, proceeding regularly, and firmly, from a
state of society, rendered by its original circumstances necessarily
imperfect, towards the utmost degree of improvement, hitherto
attained by civilized men.
It is impossible, that such a spirit as this, should not have effi
sense

a

and

handsome.

cacy wherever it is found ;

or

that its effects should not be gener

ally auspicous to the most valuable human interests. Where the
its consequences
greatest number of such men are assembled,
will be suddenly, and universally seen. In the region, to which I
have confined myself, they have burst upon the eye; and spread
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through

a

vast extent with

lost in astonishment.
ence

is of

course

visible, and

a

rapidity,

which leaves the

Where the numbers

are

small,

spectator
the influ

here, however, it is often strongly
not few, in which a single individual

Even

less.

the instances

are

happily over a considerable circle around him.
Nor is this efficacy perceivable only in the important concerns
of mankind. It extends to those also, which are of inferiour magni
It
tude ; and to many, which would elude every expectation.
furnishes better mechanics, and manufacturers ; happier modes of
directing human labour; and ingenious expedients, by which la
bour may be abridged.
A New-England contractor formed a ca
nal at Richmond in Virginia.
New-England contractors, and la
bourers, are by public advertisements invited, in form, to make
important turnpike roads, and bridges, in this and other States ;
and the proverbial enquiry of persons travelling in this State, and
those both natives and foreigners, is
Where shall I find a NewEngland inn ?"
The Irish Colonists in this State differ from each other, as they
has diffused it

"

did in their native

country.

Those who

are

descended from the

English and Scotch, are better informed, and, therefore, of a su
periour character. They are also generally habituated to a just
sense of the
importance of good order, and good government ; arc
usually industrious, sober, and possessed of apprehensions, not in
correct, of the nature and value of religion. This is particularly
true of

those,

who

are

descended from the Scotch.

It will be

easily believed, that persons of such a character must, of course,
be extensively good subjects, and prosperous in their business.
The Western and Southern Irish are, often, almost absolutely un
educated.
This renders them liable to many impositions, and
consequent misfortunes. They are also to an extensive degree
hostile to the government, under which they were born ; and
very
naturally transfer some portion of that hostility to any other gov
ernment, under which they may live. So far as they know any
thing concerning religion, they are generally Papists. From the
dissocial nature of Popery it can scarcely be
supposed, that here,
more than
elsewhere, they should view Protestants with compla-
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From their extreme

ignorance, their apprehensions con
essentially defective ; and this
defectiveness must be increased by the doctrines taught in the
Romish church. concerning absolution, indulgences, and other li
centious tenets, easily comprehensible, even by men growing up
in these unhappy circumstances.
As they have been originally,
and only, directed by others ; it is hardly
possible, that they should
direct themselves.
With these things in view, it will follow of
course, that in very many instances they must be bad managers,
cency.

cerning

moral

obligation

must be

poor, and vicious.
The evils, which I have

specified, are not, however, derived
people. From what I have
particularly from my own observation, I am

from the native character of these

read, and heard, and
persuaded, that the native character of thelrish is in feriour to that
of no other people.
To me they appear not to be surpassed in
native activity of mind, sprightliness, wit, good-nature, generosity,
affection, and gratitude. Their peculiar defects, and vices, I am
persuaded, are owing to the want of education, or to a bad one.
Give them the same advantages which are enjoyed by others ; and
they will stand upon a level with any of their neighbours.
The Scotch Colonists preserve,

unaltered,

the

character,

which

they brought with them. They are industrious, frugal, orderly,
patient of hardship, persevering, attached to government, reveren
tial to religion, generally moral, and often pious. At the same time
they are frequently unwarrantably self-complacent, rigid in their
dispositions, unbending in their opinions, sequestered, avaricious,
ready to unchurch those who differ from them, and to say, Doubt
less we are the people."
Most of them acquire property, and
leave it to their children.
As a body, they are better citizens
than any other class of immigrants.
Such as are well educated
and liberally disposed, are as agreeable neighbours, and friends,
as are furnished by any nation ; and such, as
give themselves up
to vice, are as absolute profligates.
The number of these is,
"

however, very limited.
The

Germans, who settled themselves
ignorant inhabitants of their

among the most
Vol III.

68

in this

native

State, were
country; and
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a

great part of them have transmitted this unfortunate character

istic to their descendants.

A small collection of

these, at GerColumbia, have been
mentioned to me by authority, which I cannot dispute, as a very
worthy and respectable body of plain people ; distinguished for
their industry, good order, sound morals, and attachment to reli
gion. Those on the Mohawk are, in many instances, of a differ
mantown, in the South- Western

corner

of

ent character.

The French Protestants who colonized New-Rochelle, have
chiefly, if not wholly, become mere Americans ; in no way dis
tinguishable, except by their surnames, from the descendants of
the English Colonists.
It is a fact, deserving of notice, that a
considerable number of these people have been persons of high

respectability, and have been elevated to

very honourable stations ;
and many others have acquired ample fortunes, and sustained very
desirable characters in private life.
A prophet might attribute
their

a
particular blessing of God ; who on many
pleased to shower his favour upon the descend
ants of those, who have been persecuted for their piety.
Of all these classes of Colonists it is to be observed generally,
that they will soon be so entirely amalgamated with those from
New-England, as to be undistinguishable.
I am, Sir, yours, &c.

prosperity

to

occasions has been

END

OP

VOLUME

III.
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